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DIRECTOR OF INDUSTRIES, BOMBAY. 

Evideoce of Mr. P. B. ADVANI, Mr. B. S. PATEL. Rao Bahadur 
BHIMBHAI NAIK and Rao Sahib SIDRAHATTI, recorded 

at Bombay 00 Thursday, the 25th August, 1932. 

Pruident.-Mr. Advani, you .are the Director of Industries, Bombay? 
JIr. Adllani.-Yea. 
PTuident.-Are YQU giving eviden<--e in your personal capacity ot are :you 

giving evidence on behalf of the Government of Bombay? 

Mr. Advalli.-I am givi~g evidence in my personal capacity. 

PTl!sident.-1 propose to ccmfine my questions to you mainly to, the 
handloom industry. We have not been able so far to examine anybody 
orally who has anything like expert knowledge of this question, so I want 
to take advantage of your presence this morning to discuss some o'f the 
qoestions in connection with the handloom industry which are relevant 
to our main enquiry. In the first place, I want to express my very warm 
appreciatian of the valuable note that the Government of Bombay has sent 
us regarding the handloom industry. ·This is one of the best statements 
we have received. The first point that I would raise is this: would it 
be pos.~ihle for ~'01J to suggest to us the best means of arriving at an 
accllrate estimate of the 'progress of handloom production in India. I will 
tell you what 0111' diffie'lllty is. As far as I know the only basis on which 
you I'nn make an I"stimnte of handloom 1}rodllction in the country is to 
take the MllOunt of yarn available for consumption by handlooms in the 
eountry; thnt is to sa~·. YOII take all the yanl produced in the country 
and the ~'arn imported into the country, you take the yarn exported from 
the countn'. \'OU take thl" varn used bv the mills and then what is left 
over is th~ y~rn used by ha'itdloms. • 

.1Ir . . 4Jvani.-Yes. 
l'u .• ;,[pnt.-Aud £rom YI"3r to year you have got the figllres calculated. 

on that basis. If you hased your calculations regarding variations in 
handloom prodllction on figures calculated in that way, would the results 
he nl'('I',sRrily correct or is it necessary to make allowance for other factors 
of an important character? 

l/r .. -t,hulli.-T do not thillk there' are any othei· factors of any ~reat 
importance. I think the results so obtained will be fairly accttrate. This 
method was adopted. I belie .. e, by the Industrial Commission of 1918 and 
has slIh'eqll('ntly b .... n adopted by everyhody who makes' these calculations. 
I know that sin"e the COll1l11i .. ~ion rep<lrted there have cOll1e into existence 
a nllmhcr of knittinl! factories but I think the total quantity of yarn consumed 
hy thell1 is small. If n .. cessary. the amount of this may also be taken 
into ",·count. The /I('tual ('ollslImption of these hosiery factories is reC'orded . 

. Vr. noug.-Where is it recorded? 

.llr. Ad"flll;.-I think the Director General of Com.mercial Intelligence 
rl'C'or,t. these figurl"s. 

l'rni,'ellf.-T ml't thl' other day the rl'pr"sl"ntati .. e of an important 
association of hosil'ry nianufactllrers in India and I got from him on 
the spot figureR rl'lating to hosiery production in other provinces and 
that was a·11I108t aN high a. the agg"egate figure givell by the Director 
General of Commercial Intelligence. 

3fr. .4dvnni.-Thl"re are a numb .. r of factories which are quite small 
and which do Dot come under the Factories or Boilers Act. These are 
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proba~ly not taken into account by the Director General of Commercial 
Intelligence. In my departmen~ we maintain a record of the l!ID.all factories 
also. ' 

President.-'-There is one factor which I consider very important in this 
connection and that is handspun yarn. . 

Mr. Advani.-'-So far as this Presidency is cO!lcerned I think in one 
of the schedules that I have supplied, .I have tried to make a rough 
estimate of the total handspun yarn. 

l'resident.-You work it out to something less than 200,000 Ib8, 
Mr. Advani.-I think 160,000 Ibs. of yarn. 
President.-There is a. sort- of conventi"nal figure which is adopted for 

the whole of India: that is about 50 million Ibs. 
Mr. Advalli.-From my personal knowledge and that of my weaving 

assistants in the Presidency I can say that there is not much hand
spinning done in this Presidency. I think much of the handspun yarn 
now available in this Presidency is largely due to the efforts of the All
India Spinners' Association. In spite of these efforts I do not think Hand
spinning as a Cottege industry has taken root in. this Presidency. 

President.-The problem that we are faced with in this connection is 
this. All the figures that we have since 1929 seem to show a reduction 
in the total consumption of cloth in India. The figures with regard to 
imports are accurate; the figures with ~gard to mill production are 
accurate but·if, as one is inclined to think or one would have to presume, 
under the circumstances there was a very considerable increase in hand
spun yarn in the past two or three years, then one would naturally 
infer that the production of handlooms is considerably greater than is 
represented by the yarn available for consumption calculated on the con
ventional basis. I want to get, as far as possible, an accurate idea of 
the extent to which reduction in tile purchasing power has affected the 
consumption of cloth. In order to arrive at a reliable conclusion on that 
point we have got to find whether handloom production is simply limited 
to mill made or imported yarn. 

Mr. Advani.-In the Bombay Presidency I think that is largely correct.~ 
I have no definite statistics to support what lam saying-I only rely on 
figures which I have obtained from reports of the All-India Spinners' 
Association. They maintain certain centres; in certain villages they open 
depots; they distribute th" cotton to a number of people; these men 
collect the yarn and give that yarn to people who wea\"e and the'll sell. The 
statistics they keep are fairly reliable, and from my personal knowledge 
and that of m.y assistants of tbese centres, the weaving done by the 
hereditary weavers from handspun yarn is very limited. 

President.-Wbat about non-hereditary weavers? 
Mr. Advani.-It is likely that there are some non-hereditary weavers 

but I do not think their output comes to much. 
President.-There is another point in regard to ha'ndloom figures. If 

I ,,'ent solely on the basis of the amilable yarn for handlooms then I am 
forced to the inference that whenever there is an increase in the pro
duction of textile mills there is an increase in the production of hand
looms, and whenever there is a decline in the production of textile mills 
there is a reduction in handloom production. I can't see any reason why 
the ups and downs of textile mills should coincide with that of handlooms 
to that extent P 

Mr. Advani.-Production natul'ally depends on consumption and con
Bumption is largely dependent upon the economical condition of the people. 

President.-I am speaking of the period before the general depression. 
Mr. Advani.-I think even so there have always been cycles of trade 

depression. 
President.-But why should it be during the strike period for example? 

The production of terlile mills as a result of strikes in Bombay in 1928 



went down considerably and the amount available from handlooms also 
went down in that year. I see no reason why that. should happec.. ' 

Mr. Advani.-I have got here statistics or calculatecl. figures in my 
department from 1896 to 1930-31. Here is a copy which h811 been brought 
up to date in my office. The strike period you are referring to is 1921-28 P 

President.-You better take 1928-29. Why shouid handloom production 
go down because there was a strike in Bombay P 

Mr. Advani.-It may be that handlooms have to depend very largely on 
the production of yarn in the mills. 

President.-Why should they not import yarnP 
Mr. Advani.-I' presume that during that period a greater quantity of 

i~ported yarn was used. 
President.-The import figures remained fairly stationery: except in 

1930-31 there 11'88 not a very striking increase or reduction in imported 
yarn. I do not see, for example, why big importers who deal in imported 
yarn, say in a province like Madras, should not adl!pt themselves to the 
requirements of handloom weavers. 

Mr. Advani.-I think that is because nobody could foretell the duration 
of the strike. As you know the total imports of yarn into India as com
pared to the yarn consumption in handlooms and mills is very small. 
Handloom weavers I think consume barely 13 per cent. of their require-
ments of foreign yarn. ' 

President.-Why do importers of piece-goods behave 'differently from 
importers of yarn P I find that during the strike period and immediately 
after there was an enormous mcrease in the Japanese figures of imported 
piece-goods. Take the June figures of imports of, yarn into Bombay from 
Japan and compare that with June, 1931: I believe it is an increase of 
7,000 (P) per cent. 

Mr. Advani.-That is because of the enormous price reducti~n. The 
margin to the handloom weaver is very small, that is to say, if there 
is no yarn available,in India aild if suddenly yarn has to be imported, 
it has to be sold dearer and the margin of profit to the handlooll\ weaver 
is so very small that it i~ even better for him to shut down than to pay a 
higher price for his yarn. 

President.-Would you generally accept the proposition that the ups 
and downs of textile mills and of hand looms may be expected to follow 
more or less the same course. 

Mr. Advani.-I would accept that. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-I understand the difficulty was that during· the period 
the mills were on strike the handloom weavers could not get yarn P 

:lIT. Advani.-If there is general depression as there was last year then 
naturally 1>he difficulties ofl the mills as well as that of the ,handloom 
weavers will be the same, because the total consumption is'reduced. 

Mr. RahimtooJa.-That is because the purchasing power has been reduced. 

Mr. Advani.-Supposing there was a boom or anything like, a boom. and 
if there was a strike, then I could understand thllt yarn would be imported 
quickly provided there was a fair margin but supposing th~ two factotii 
('ombined or there was some midway between them, because of the fact 
that the margin of profit left to the handloom weaver was very small I 
think he would not be willing to pay a higher price for his yarn. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-My information is that people prefer imported yarn 
to Indian yarn, because the quality of Indian yarn availahle in the market 
is not suitable for certain kind of goods. 

Mr. Advani.-That is not supported by the fact -that less ,than 13 per 
cent. of the total consumption of yarn by the handloom weavers is that 
of imported yarn. I have got actual figures worked out. 
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Prcsident.-I go ~o a somewhat different point.. You don't like to he 
identified with this note of handloom industry sent to us by the Govern
ment of Bombay. 

Mr. Advani.-I think the Bombay G6vernme'nt have forwarded the note 
of the Director of ,Industries. I 

~reside1l:t.-In your note on the handloom industry, you make the sug
gestIOn which I personally would accept that in order to judge correctly 
the progress made by the handJoom industry, you have got to proceed 
not so much on the basis of the total production, but on the basis of the 
actual nett earning of the weaver. 

311'. A.dva,ni.-Yes. 
President.-The difference between textile mills and handloom weavers 

in this matter is that' if for any reason prices are not satisfactory, the 
textile mills can either curtail their production or close down; whereas the 
weaver cannot afford to do that, because he has got to go on producing 
a nd if prices are not satisfactory. he reacts to that bv eiiher starving 
or undergoing semi-starvation? . 

Mr. Advani.-That is right. 
President.-That is the position? 
Mr. Advani.-Yes. 
Prcsident.-Therefore the real test of the progress made by the hand

loom weaving industry is the progress in the n\atter of wages. That is 
your contention? 

311'. Advuni.-Yes. 
Pre .• idellt.-That hrings me to the question of the competition that exists 

between mills and handioollls. That is one of the most important issues 
we have to consider. I take it from your note the gmeral position is this:. 
as far as inferior couuts are cOIlC'(>rned. ~ay 20~ and below, the handlooJIT. 
weaver is in a fairly strong position. 

Mr . . 4dllU.ni.-That is so. 
P1'e,~ident.-The handloom weaver is also in a fairly strong position as 

far as superior counts are concerned say above 50s or 60s, There he is 
ill a strong position for an entirely different reason, because what happens 
there is not tlWlt el'onomically he is in a position of advantage, but because 
of thl'se superior artistic dl'signs for which handlooms are specially fitted, 
they are not woven l'xcept on these finer classes of doth. 

Mr. Adt·ani.-That is true. 
Prnident.-Therl'fore to the extent that these special artistic designs 

-givl' the handloom weaver an advantage over the mill, to that extent 
he has a~ advantage in rl'spee't of that class of cloth. 

1111'. Adva'ni.-T would say that the mills arE' not capable of producing 
that variety of dl'sign and there is not enough rl'petition to justify a mill 
nndertaking Buch a production. 

President.-The whole question is standardisl'd production. You can't 
have standardised production. 

Mr. Ad1,ani.-No. For instance where gold thread has to be introduced, 
the automatic loom is not designed to do that class of work. Therefore 
the weaver gets an automatic protection from the mill competition. The 
mills cannot touch that line of goods. 

P·/"p"idpllt.-J ('ome to thesl' infl'rior counts below 20s. That argunwnt 
dol'S not apply thpre. TherE' I take it that the handloom weaver is able
more or less to hold his own. b"clluse in thl'sE' inferior counts, the margin 
ot cost IIho\'1' thE' raw mlltt'rinl is so small that thl' l'conomies of large 
scalI' production art' limitE'd. Ther"for" the handloom weaver is able to 
hold hi~ own again~t thE' mills for thE' infl'rior COll'llt~ for the same rel\Son 
for which the F')mhilY mill is ahle to hold its own against Japan in inferior 
counts. 
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Mr. Adl·ani.-That is one of the important reasons. The other is that 
there is a restricted market. The handloom weaver in coarse counts makes 
goods which are readily saleable round about. 
. Pre8jdent.~Tbat is really a questioll of proximity to the_ market. That 
18 a particular kind of test. . -

Mr. Adrani.-t would say proximity plus the restricted demand to some 
extent as in the case of superior counts. Tbe total quantity required of a 
particular type of cloth is so small that it doesn't pay the mill to make 
same· ready for the supply of that market. 

Mr. Boag.-That is to say in the case of coarse counts? 
.llr. A.d.,ani.-Yes to a certain extent. 
President.-Not to the same extent, but to a certain extent it does 

operate? 
Mr. Adllani.-Ves. 
Pruident.-You have appeared before the Tariff Board in previous en

quiries and as Directoo' of Industries you know that one of the questions 
.tbat we are often faced in this enquiry is how far it is possible for us 
to take the view that in an industry into which we are enquiring, the 
cottage section of the industry may be said to have an assured future on 
f!conomic grounds. 

Mr. Ad,·ani.-I would say that the handloom industry has an assured 
future in this country. J would not compare the conditions in this country 
with the conditions in a European country. According to eCO'llomic theories 
that one learnt in the College, one would say that the handmade article 
has not the ghost of a chance to compete with simila.r articles made on 
automatic machinery in mills. I would say that that doesn't hold in India 
so far as the handloom industry is concerned. I think it is bound to go on 
88 long as I can foresee. 

President.-That is what I ari! inclined to think too. I have been look
ing into the figures of the total amount of cloth produced in this country 
both by textile mills and by handlooms woven from counts of yarn below 
20&, that is to say cloth worn by the poorer people in this country. If 
you take the total Ilmount of production in this country both by machine 
and by hand. my own iapa. is that not less than 60 per cent. of that is 
produced by band looms. That is an extraordinary position. 

Mr. Adl'ani.-Yes. I would not say that 60 per cent. is produced by 
handlooms. 

President.-I will tell you how I did the calculation. We have get a 
table supplied by the Bombay Millowners" Association in connection with 
!\Ir. Hardy'S enquiry 2 or 3 years ago which gives you the average for 
each year, the amount of yarn of each count which was made. for use 
in their own mins. . 

!Ill'. Ad,'ani.-I am sorry to interrnpt you. You are referring to the 
lower counts. 

Preswent.-I mean 209 and below. 
Mr. Adl'ani.-1 accept the proportion. I was thinking for the moment of 

the whole consumption. 

President.-No. I am speaking of the cloth worn by the poorer section 
of the popUlation. 

Mr. Ad.,ani.-I accept your proportion. 
iPrnident.-And that more than 60 per cent. is produced by the hand

loom industry. 
Mr. A.d,oani.-That is correct. 
Prpsident.-It is from that point of view we want to look at this 

problem. It looks to me that if any burden is going to be placed upon 
the handloom, it is a burden which is going to a·fleet the cloth <lOnsumed' 
h:v those classes of people in this country who are least able to baH' 
the hurden. 
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lIr. Ad'llani.-Yes. 
President.-That is really the importance of the handloom industry, 

apart from the fact of course that the handloom industry itself employs 
more' than 2 million people . 

. ::lJr. Advani.-It employs a very large number of people. 
President.-From the point of view of national importance the hand

loom industry is a much bigger proposition than the textile mill. 
·]fr. Advani.-Yes if you take the number of people employed. 
President.-That brings me to the question about which various people 

interested in handlooII\s in' this country have addressed us and that is the 
question of the specific duty 011 yarn. I am frankly puzzled as to the 
line I should take with ,regard to the specific duty on yarn. I put the 
case from the point of view of the handloom to the representatives· of 
the. Bombay Millowners' Association when they appeared before us last 
week and they did not accept the position as I put it to them. I want 

.. to repeat the case for the abolition of the duty as I see it. The first point 
is this: on yarn of 20s and below Indian mills, I take it, have very 
considerable advantage over imported yarn because in regard to these 
coarser counts of yarn, the margin above the material cost is so small that 
standardised production in countries like Japan will not be of very great 
advantage. Therefore the mills here who have not adopted large scale 
production of the kind that Japan has, would be able to hold more or 

.less their own. as a general propositiO'll. 
Mr. Ad'llani.-Yes. 
President.-That is confirmed by the fact that even before the intro

duction of specific duty on yarn; if you take 1926-27 the imports of yarn 
below 20s did not show any variatiO'll. 

Mr. Ad'llani.-That is so. 
President.-Apparently 'the specific duty has made no difference to 

the quantity of yarn below 20s which was imported into the country. 
Mr. Advani.-That is correct. 
President.-Therefore the logical inference is that there is a certain 

amount of inherent advantage which Indian Textile Mills possess in respect 
of these coarser counts of yarn. Therefore the case for a protective duty 
on that class of yarn is fairly weak. That is the first point. Coming to 
the medium counts which are really the main cause of difficulty. By 
medium counts I mean roughly from· 20s to 35s or 40s. Above 40s I call 
superior counts. If· your analysis or the handloom position is correct, 
the handloom weaver finds it most difficult to compete with the textile mills 
in l'I!Spect of cloth woven from medium counts. 

Mr. Ad'llani.-That is so. 
President.-If it is already very difficult as the result of inherent cir

cumstances for the handloom industry to compete with textile mills in 
respect of the medium counts, then any specific duty on yarn of that 
kind is going to make the position still more difficult. 

JJr. Adt·i:ini.-Thnt is so, but the nbolition of the duty by itself would 
not mitigate the difficulties of the handweaver. 

President.-I am coming to the mitigation part later on. The position 
of the ha'lldloom industry would be made very much more difficult. 

Mr. Ad'llani.-It would be made more difficult. 

Presiden.t.-The sole matk4't for yarn produced or medium' counts by 
the textile mills is for the handloom industry. Therefore if & duty is 
placed on the bandloom weaver and if the handloom weaver is made to 
suffer, the textile mills .would kill its own market. 

lIr. Ad'llani.-The position now is that in spite ~f the increase in 
price the total imported yarn used by the bandloom weaver, as I said, 
is relatively small and I feel that if the duty were removed and to that 
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extent the price of yarn came down, I am not quite so sure yet whether 
the handloom weaver would be able in every case to increase his pro
duction and income. 

President.~1 am coming to that question later on. I want to look at 
it from the economic position of the handloom weaver later. For the 
moment what I am suggesting is either the textile mills want this duty,' 
because it helps them to realise a better price or they don't want the duty. 
If it gives them a better price, somebody has got to pay them that price. 
I take it the handloom weaver pays that price? 

Mr. Advani.-Yes. 
President.-If he cannot afford to pay the price, he goes out of the 

market" and the textile mills have no market for medium counts. 
Mr. Advani.-The handloom weaver because of the fact that he has 

got no economic stamina either starves or semi-starves as that is his 
hereditary pr~ession. In India it is extremely difficult for weavers to 
adopt any other profession. Rather than leave that profession they prefer 
semi-starvation and they just go on weaving. My view is that in the last 
several years the position of the handloom weaver is worsened so far as. 
wages are concerned. With all that I don't think the total number of 
bandlooms bas decreased or the total number of weavers has decreased. 

President.-For the moment I am on this point. I am not speaking 
of his production as a whole, but if YOll made it more difficult for him 
to weave medium counts, he goes on to other counts. ' 

Mr. Advani.~He is likely and he does. 
President.-Therefore the textile mills lose the market for the medium 

counts. 
Mr. Ad'~ani.-Yes. 
President.-If on coarser counts the textile mills can hold its own and 

do not need protection and, if on medium counts protection has the result 
of killing the very'market for the yarn, then I take it that from the point 
of view of the textile mills there is little case for the specific duty 
either on coarse counts or on medium counts. 

Mr. Advani.-I think stated like that it is correct, but I think when 
you come to other factors, the conclusion may have to be modified. 

President.-A point that has given me a good deal of trouble ,is this: 
when the case for a specific duty: on yarn was argued in the AsselDbly 
on behalf of Government, Sir George Rainy who was then the Commerce 
ME'mber used as one of his arguments that the specific duty would have 
no effect at all on the prices of coarser yarn below 20&, because, he' said 
there was a lot of internal competition. I have been examining the figures 
and I think the MiJlowners' Association defillitely accepted that they. have 
been able to get better pricea in comparison with the imported yarn,. 
'since the specific duty was imposed. 

Mr. Advani.-I accept that position. 
President.-Generally the position is this: the excise duty was in force 

till about the end of 1925. The excise duty gave a considerable amount 
of assistance to the handloom as against the textile lDilIs. 

Mr. Advani.-Yes. . 
President.-That was abolished in 1925. 
Mr. Adllani.-Yes. 
Presidellt.-On top· of that within a year you get this fresh handicap 

p\aOE'd upon the handloom industry. Therefore while during the past IS 
or 6 years progressive assistance has been given to the mill industry, 
from the point of view of the handloom industry the progressive assistance 
has deteriorated. 

Mr. Adllani.-That is correct except to the extent that the various 
provincial Departments of Industries have been able to organise the 
handloom weavers in improving their technique. 



President.-I am talking from the point of view of assistance given. 
by the Central Government. 'l'he position haa steadily deteriorated. 

11Ir. Ad'vani.-Yes . 
. President.-There ,is nothing to bE! said for it. The" next questien is 

wIth regard to the specific duty. The specific duty applies te hesiel'y yarn? 
Mr. Advani.-Yes. . 
President.-There is a very'" censiderable hesiery industry in this country? 
1I1r. Advani.-Yes. . 
'!'resident.-Taking the number of peeple empleyed by the hesiery in

dustry if we are able te give sufficient assistance to the hesiery industry 
taking the ameunt .of hesiery new preduced and the amount of hosiery no~ 
imperted, the total consumption .of hesiery goods in this country amount 
t.o at least 10 millien lbs . .of yarn. 

Mr. Adt·ani ....... I am unable to say that .off-hand. I expect it is very 
much. 

President.-It is fairly large. I have calculated. It is to the advantage 
9f the textile mills to develep this market. 

lIlr. AdvaiJi.-Yes. We have been geing into this questien of suitable 
yarn fer hesiery trade being produced by the lecal, mills and we have 
forwarded samples .of yarn which are specially required by the hesiery' 
trade se that, that yarn may be brought to the netice .of the members 
.of the Associatien and they may preduce suitable yarn fer the trade. 

President.-De yeu think it weuld be 'necessary fer them te instal a 
special equipment for the hesiery yarn P 

lIlr. Advuni.-I den't think se. It is iust a matter .of twist. I rather 
think that they weuld' be able te adjust that en their existing machine. 

President.-That is what I gather tee. I den't think it weuld be neces
sary te have any elaberate machinery. Suppesing we _ are able te give 
assistance to the hesiery industry and there is a grewing market in this 
ceuntry fer hesiery yarn, it weuld previde the textile mills with a fresh 
.outlet for their snrplus .of yarn? 

lIfr. Advani.-Yes, it "'QuId. 
President.-I den't like yeu te cemmit ycurself to any definite epinien., 

I think my cenclusien is cerrect. 

Mr. A,dvani.-I accept the pesitien that the mills will find a fresh .outlet 
for their yam if they. preduce the yarn required fer the hesiery industry. 

Pre.1ident.-Have I generally convin('ed :vou by the argument abeut' the 
rem .oval .of the specific duty or are you still sceptical abeut it? 

1I1r .. 4.d1·uni.-If' yeU say that the remeval of the duty weuld definitely 
help the handloem weaver to any appreciable extent. I weuld not accept 
that. 

President.-I take it that yeur peint .of view, as stated in yeur note 
is that'the faC't that the handleom weavers are net well .organised and are 
now very largel\" in the hands .of Sewcars weuld make it difficult fer them 
to make' the be~t use .of any remissien of duty. What I mean is, suppesing 
veu are a handloom weaver and a member .of a well .organised Weavers' 
Asseciation and yeu get a reductien in the duty en yarn,' yeu are able to 
have a good selling erganisatien. ycu are able to put yeurself in direct 
('on tact with a fairly big market and yeu get the pri('es ruling in the 
market. The remissien .of {Iuty therefere is te yeu a, reductien in cost 
and in yeur selling price. 

lIl'r . . 4d,·uni.-Yes. 
Prniderd.-On thl' ether hand if yeu are not i'l1 that pesitien but you 

are werkinp- for a, Ro,,'Car, then the advantage which l'eslllts frem this 
remissien will 1".0 mainlv te the persen whe empleys you and Duly a small 
part of it reaches yeuP 



Mr . . -td"a •• i.-That is so. 
be un doubt whatsoever that 
loom industry generally. 

I'Tfsidellt.-It would? 

What J. would make out is this. There can 
the remission; of dl1ty would assist the hand. 

JIr. 4dmlli.-Yes, by the mere fact that the yarn would be cheaper. 
There can lit" no doubt about that as a proposition, bllt the advantage 
.. hieh will b" der'ived would be limited because the total reduction in the 
, .. iee of doth whidl would be possible by the remission of the duty will 
be .0 small. "Mpeci"lIy in the medium counts, that this will not ena,ble the 
handloom industry to compete with the mill industry. 

j're"ide.d.-I",,,,·e out the mediulQ counts. The main thing is the 
coar ... countM . 

.1/1' . • -td'·Ulli.-IIl the coarse counts it win help the handloom industry 
bnd if the wea"ers' position were strong, his wages are likely to appreciate 
',ut not to an~·thillg like the extellt that they ha,e deteriorated during 
the past thr"e or four yea1'9. 

l'rnidr/lf.-Frolll the figures that you give in your note, I am inclined 
to think that it might make at least a difference of about an anna a day . 

.1/1'. Ad,·alli.-Bl1t then YOI1 must remember that the wages, since 1921, 
h""e dropped to the extent of about 60 per cent. 'Vhere they were a 
1'11,,,,,,, th .. y have gone down to ·6 annas. Now if the remis:>ion. of the 
dull' w"r .. to make a differene'e of an anna a day-p1'Obably It mIght be 

ef>"pfi a little more-they would hecome 'i allnas as compared with 16 annas 
sllln" years before. 

Prrsidellt.-Suppose a man has a family of three children and a; wife 
lind 'mllk"s to-day 5 to 6 annllS a day and suppose the remission of the 
dllty enables him to make 7 or 8 annas, it would malte a difference? 

.1/r .. -l.t1vnni.-Jt would make a big difference. 

l're.idellt.-I admit that it is not likely to make his earnings as big 
a. he used to get before . 

.l/T. Advani'.-There would be about twenty per cent. increase ill hi/! 
pr'e,.,llt rroucE'd earnings. There is no doubt about that. 

I'rp .• iclcnt.-Jf that is so, W'3 cannot possibly ignore this aspect .. of the 
(Illestion P 

Jir. Advall;.-No. 

Pr,iticl,nf.-There is one point in connection with this. You have laid 
a grpat deal of stress on the selling !>rganisation and the employment of 
han!lloom weavers by Sowears. Have you any suggestions to make with 
regard to the alleviation of the handloom weavers' position from the point 

. of view of organisation and dependence on middlemenP .,' 

Jir . . -tclvani.-Yes, I think that far too little attention is being paid 
now to co-operation amonl!:st weavers and far too little attention is paid 
in the matter of tE'aching them improved methods and improved technique; 
and practically no attention is paid so far as the selling organisation is 
cont·"rned. The slime remarks apply to financing as an alternative proposi. 
tion to the present financing by Sowcars. 

Pre .• idp.nt.-Why SO little attention is paid? 

.1/1'. .-l.d""ni.-Lack of monpy. I think that it is' appreciated that 
mOl'e work i~ nec-"ssary. But the provincial Governments have just now 
got no money and J think that if any advantage is to be given to the 
u.xtile industry-and as you said yourself, a'nd I agreed, that all the 
henl'fits 80 f~r as th~ Cp;ntral Governme!'t is concerned, have been given 
to the orgnnlSI'rl tpxble mdustry as agamst the hand weaving industry
men ns mll,t bE' found to tr:1I18fE'r some of the benefits to th< handloom 
inrlustry. 

Presidellt.-Haveyou any suggestionsi' 



:l1l 
. Mr. Adllani.-1 have two suggestions to offer. One of these would be 
that there might be 'a cess. I know that it is a. difficult question but I 
would still like to state it. 

President.-You would put on a. cess like the excise duty? 
Mr. Ad1lani.-1 would say this. If a very small cess were levied. of 

'say one pie per pound of yam used by mills, it would enable the raising of 
something like Rs. 28 lakhs per annum. .. 

President.-For the whole of India? 
Mr. Ad1lani.-Yes. 
President.-That won't go a long way P 
Mr. Ad1lani.-If you like you can mUltiply it by th~ee. 
President.-:-Let us make it 3 pies. 
Mr. Ad1lani.-If you' take it as 3 pies per lb. of yarn, it would yield 

a revenue of Rs. 80 lakhs. 
President.-A province like yours out of that might get Re. 7 to & 

lakhs. 
Mr. Ad1lani.-It would. 
President.-What would YOI1 do with that? 
Mr. Ad1lani.-1 would spend that money in glVlDg extensive help to 

the hand weaver by means of organisation of co-operative societies, not. 
only credit but also production and sales. I would spend far more money 
than we are doing on the technical improvement. For instance, we have
in this Presidency about 100,000 Handlooms. We have not been successfuL 
in introducing more than about 17,000 improved type of handlooms. We
have taken something like 15 years to achieve that because' the 
staff is restricted. 'Ve must enable these people to adopt the 
improved type of loom; we must teach them improved patterns, 
improved designs. In most weaving centres they have no facilities what
soever for learning any improvements in their technique, whether in the
matter of actual appliances or in the matter of design work or in the
matter of colour schelI\es. I would also spend far more money in having 
dyeing and printing demonstrations, so that all the artistic work or lit 

good deal of it which is now beyond their reach, they can supply. They 
have lost some market because of the change in taste. We could recapture
that market by the introduction of improved design work and improved" 
colour schemes. 

President.-So that practically the whole of this contribution that might 
come for example to your province from the Central Cess Fund would 
be utilised for the development of the technical side of the handloom· 
industry? 

Mr. Ad1lu,ni.-Not merely technical but also commercial as well as 
financing. I would finance to a much larger extent these societies, co
operative or other. I would also use the money to finance mdividual 
weavers wherever I can and wherever it is possible. 

P1·esideflt.-Personally from such knowledge as I have of this question, 
if it is going to be a question of releasing the weaver from the domina
tion of the middlemen, it seems to me to be very largely a question of 
the extent to which you can finance the weaver, because that is the essence 
of the whole question, am I right? If you get your yarn from your 
Sowcar, you are dependent for the sale of your cloth also on your Sowcalj, 
that is to say you get your raw material from him and you sell your
finished goods to him. It is in that way the loan is received and discharged. 
Therefore for the whole process, you seem to be in a very close manner' 
dependent upon the middlemen. 

Mr. Ad1lani.-That is so, and that is why I said that I would spendi 
a good deal of that money organising the weavers to make them if not 
entirely, at least to a large extent, independent of the present' Sowcar 
,;ystem. 
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Pre,jdellt.-If you want your individual handloom weaver to make the 
~est of any i~provement in general conditions or in conditions of taxation, 
If you want him to make the fullest use of that, you must secure for him 
a position of increasing freedom frolI\ the domination of the middlemen P 

Mr. Adllani.-Yes, and we must provide facilities for increasing his 
technical knowledge and skill. That is equally important in my opinion. 
You might finance him to as large an extent as you can and may, but 
if he is not able to cater for the changed tastes of the people, he will still 
go down. That, I think, is a very big factor. I have in some way 
experimented on that in one or two places, where they used to make 
8u8is only. Susi i8 a striped trouser cloth. The taste of the people 
had entirely changed there, but these people would still go on making 
8u8is. I sent one of my Weaving Assistants there and he taught them 
other designs of cloth which were in demand locally and that helped them 
very considerably. These people had been doing susis for decades and 
it was very difficult for us to persuade them to change over. 

Pre,ident.-Which is more important-to help them to adapt themselves 
to variations in tastes or to help them to increase their output, say, by a 
fly sbuttle? 

Mr. Adlla"i.-You might help to increase their production but you 
would be faced by the same problem of lack of sales as there has been a 
change of taste. If you enable them to increase their production; they 
will be worse than ever. To my mind, the two are equally important. In 
my Department we spend a large sum of money from our budget on this 
industry. Our weaving masters and demonstrators do not go to a village, 
merely with the idea of changing the loom, that is to say, merely with 
the idea of introducing improved appliances. I feel that that means in
creased production of anything from 40 to 60 or iO per cent. in very 
coarse counts, but that doos not enable the weaver to get rid of the 
production. All this is not much use unless we also teach him to produce 
different patterns. Let me give you a concrete illustration. In one of 
the villages with which my Senior Weaving ABsi\\ltant was concerned, 
people were producing saris, cotton saris, which were coming in direct 
competition with saris produced in mills. It is not much use teaching 
these people to produce a still larger quantity than what they are producing. 
So he taught them the use of different borders with ~ificial silk yarn 
or silk yam. That immediately changed the competition. The mills were 
not able to do that. These people were able to do that and the position 
was altered. If you wish them to increase their production after acquiring. 
the ability to produce different patterns, it would be worth while; other
wise it would be making their position much worse than what it was before. 

Presidsnt.-I accept your position with regard to technical and com
mercial organisation. With regard to the question of finance I have of ten
been told that one of the great difficulties with regard to the organisa
tion of co-operative societies amongst weavers-particularly credit societies
i, that you cannot get your society to render any substantial service to 
tl;e weaver unless the society is in a position to relieve him from past 
indebtedneas. 

Mr. .4.dvani.-That is perfectl~ corr';Ct. From my own knowledge, r 
can say that not enough finance IS pOSSible at the present time. That is 
more or less the same proposition which you have put forward. I have 
talked with weavers in the course of my tours and I have found that 
~he total amount. of. advance which t~ey are able to get frOl1l a society 
]s so small that It IS not only not likely to help them as. regards their 
old debts but even as regards their current needs. 

Preside7l.t.-That is precisely what I mean. The co-operative societies 
advance a loan to a weaver. with which he buys the yarn; they give a 
loan with which he is able to keep his finished goods till a. fairly good 
market is available. If he does that for a particular transaction, then it 



tneans Unit the Sowcar on whom he has been dependent till then would 
make his position very difficult i:n the village P 

Jlr. Advuni.-Yes. 
President.-If for, ordinary things he has to go the Sowcar, he cannot 

afford to dIsplease the Sowear and therefore the society gets exceedingly 
unpopular with the weaver. That is the position? 

.lh . . idvuni.-Yes. 
J're.'idellf.-Unless your co-operative society has suffieient finance not 

merely to finance individual transactions of this kind but to help the weaver 
in. respect of the whole financial mechanism of his life, ~'our soeiety is 
not likely to do very much? 

Mr. A.dvuni.-Helping through co-operative societies lIeed 1I0t, be the 
only way of assisting. We may consider other n~ethods of helping the 
rural workers and specially we'l\'ers. I have no doubt that )'OU know that 
in Englaud then' is 3n Association-J forget the ,orrect lIame; I think 
it is ealled the County Industries Limited-founded somewhat on philan
thropic lines with about £5,OOEl" as capital and with a sales room in 
London, They arrange to sell for rural producers their produC'ts in a. 
big city like London and supply raw materials at low rates to the rural 
workers. 1f 1 had money, T would form a DistriC't Assoeiation on sin\i:ar 
lines in ever~' important distriet and help the we.n'ers through the A;,so .. 
eiation' in the matter of purchase of raw materials at cheap rat .. s and 

, selling their finished produets, etc. This method was recommended by me to 
the Bomhoy Provincial Bonking Committee and was accepted by them'. This 
method will he in addition tu helping the wea'"ers through ce-op{'rative 
<,;ocietioo. 

Pn .• idt·lIf.-Apart from technical instruction Ilnd guid>lllC'e 'in com mer
~ial organisations, anything else ~·ou do fOl" the weaver is t'oupled with 
the question of finance? 

M,.. A.,l!>oll;.-That is so. That finance should be found ill my view by 
the imposition of a cess. The actual method of distributing or using tbat 
finance could fie worked out. 

Pre.,;dellt.-Supposing your tel'hnical instru('tion and commercial orga
nisation eost about Rs. 2 to 3 lakhs. you will be lE'ft only with about 
Rs. 4 lakhs? 

M,.. Ad,t'ulti.-);es. 
Pre .• idrllf.-Is there very much in the way of financing you can do with 

that Rs. 4 lakhs? 
111,.. Advu'ni.-I would build up that. In a. few years' time we eould build 

up a fund. 
Presidellt.-You mean by successive pa~'ments from \the GovernmE'nt 

of India? 
MI' . . idvuni.-Yes. These l'ontributions should not be allowed t-o lapse. 

'rhey would go to build up a fund which you might call Hand Weaving 
Development Fund. There is no reason why the annual grants should be 
allowed to lapse. 

Presideld.-To whom should the Central Government make this contri
!mtion? Whether they made it to the Government of Bon\bay or to the 
Director of Industries, the amount would lapse to the general budget. 

Mr. Advon.i.-There is no reason why they should not stipulate tha.t 
t.he~e contributions should not lapse. There might be constituted Provincial 
Hnndloolll Weaving Boards to which should be' given these grants. 

Pre .• idrllt.-You would have to have a spec-ial organisation reg;lsten'd 
IInd .. r thE' Charitahle EndowmE'nts Act? 

iiiI'. Ad-vufli.-There is no reason why that should not be done. There 
might be a Board in enl'h Presiden('~. The Director of Industries of the 
Provi'l\ce might he the Chairman. If you like, this may be a stn,tuoory 
body registered under the Charitable Endowments Act or any other Act 
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that migf.t be considered suitable and they may spend the money only 
for the purpose of developing Hand Wea\'ing Industry. 

Presidellt.-What would happen to the ·mills in the Indian States? 
Mr. Ad"ani.-I am not .quite clear on this particular point of cess 

au the mills in the States. I believe they n\ust have been paying the' 
excise duty before it was abolished. 

Pre.ident.-What I gathered is that in some of the States the Government 
"greed informally to the levy of the same excise duty as was levied in 
British India, but it was simply a matter of informal agreement. 

Ur. Ad"ani.-For the time being the total number of mills which are 
situated in British India \\ould bring for~h sufficiently large sums of money. 

Preside/d.-My point is that you are placing a charge on the mills 
III British India which would place them at a disadvantage as compared 
to the mills in the States. 

Mr, Adoan.i.-I think that the cess I suggest is not ·so very large 
as to inlj)OBe a handicap. I suggest that power should be taken to impose 
up to 8 pies a lb. 

PTt8ident.-Supposing 8 pies per pound was the cess, if you took an 
average 8ized mill in Bombay which produced about 80 million pounds a 
year, that would be about 80 lakhsP 

Mr. Advani.~1 would say that he is to pay cess only on that part 
ot the yarn which is used by the mill itself. 

Pre .• ident.-I am speaking of 80 million pounds of cloth. At 8 piea 
that would amount to 71 lakhs annas: that would mean about 40 to 50,000 
rupees a year. If you ask a Bombay mill to contribute to the State 
Rs. 50,000 a year and the mill in, say, Indore or Baroda. and the various. 
States in the Bombay Presidency pay nothing . . ' .. 

Mr. Advani.-Surely it should be possible to take steps to come to an 
arrangement with the various· States that the cess should be applied 
right round. 

Pre8ident.-You would apply it to the Indian States too? 
Mr. Advani.-Yes. I th.ink the positi01l of. the handloom industry is 

8uch that some meana m.ust be found to help the handloom industry not 
necessarily because it would become extinct if not helped but because 
it affects two millions of handloom weavers who have been hereditary 
weavers and they have no possibility of going to any other profession 
and they lire semilltarved, and it is a problem which I think has got to 
be tackled. 

Pre8ident.-I admit that. There is one other point I want· to put 
to YOII •. A suggestion has been made to us that some kind of arrangement 
should be made for the distribution of the production of different grades_ 
and kinds of cloth between mills and the handloom industry, that is to say, 
Ilrranjl;ements under which mills would be required to confine their pro
duction to certain classes of cloth and the handloom industry to some 
other kinds or grades of cloth. 

Mr. Ad.'ani.-That was the second suggestion that I was going· to make. 
But I mllst again lay stress. on making money available for helping the 
weaver. If a cess is impossible then Government might make It subven. 
tion to the industry from any revenue which may arise from protection .... 

PTtRident.-You will get nothing at all. The genesis of protective duties 
would mean that the Government of India instead of having a surplus 
would have to go to th~general taxpayer to make up the loss in revenue. 

Mr. Ad"alli.-I think it is imperative that some source of revenue 
must be found to assist tbe handloom industry; because, as you have 
yourself said, it supplies something like 60 per cent. of the cloth of the 
poo",r section of the people and it employs something like 2 million meD. 

Pre&idellt.-8l1pposing we lett out of count the ('8SS Question and came 
to this question of mutual adjustment of production between the mills 
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nnd hand looms, the difficulty that occurs to me is e'lltirely of a piactical 
kind. In t!le first place there are very nearly 350 mills in India: how 
are you gomg to ensure that· each of these 350 mills would confine its 
production to pa.rticular grades of cloth? On the other hand you have 
got about 2 I1vlhons of handloom weavers: how are you going· to .ensure 
that they are going to confine their production to particular grades and 
kinds· of cloth P 

"Mr. Advani.-I don't think the mills want protection from handlooms; 
they are protected enough; they have finance behind them' they have 
aut~matic machinery. It is the handloom weaver who require's protection. 
It IS a case between a dwarf and a giant. If ~ou were to limit the 
handloom weaver in his production of the kind of cloth on which he· 
largelY' subsists-that is the kind of saris worn by the poorer classes-his 
position will be serious. There has been keen competition in this type of 
cloth between the handloom weaver and the mills and the handloom weaver 
has been ousted out because where the handloom weaver was selling his 
sari for, say, Rs. 3 the mill Ra~ come in with its mass production and is 
selling at a rupee below that price. 

President.-Tbe obligations contained in the arrangement will be confined 
practically to the mills: the mills .will be confined to the production of 
cloth not below a particular count? ' 

Mr. Advani.-It is not the question of count only. I think the largest 
production so far as handlooms in this Presidency are concerned is that of 
saris. There are definite types of staple cloths which are used by the women
folk as well as men and I think you can define those cloths and say that these 
cloths of such and such patterns shall not be made by the mills. 

,1'resident.-You would define it not in terms of counts but in terms 
of particular kinds of cloth? 

llr. Advani.-I would make use 9f both. 

President.-That raises another question with which we have been faced 
in discussing other aspects of this question. Supposing the various mills 
refuse to accept this agreement-I am not speaking of Indian States for the 
time being-how exactly are you going to enforce this arrangement upon 
them? Would it be by a penal provision in the Protection Act? We have 
been asked to introduce a variety of p~nal provisions I 

]Jr. Advani.-I should think that the mill industry being an organised 
industry, if they gave an undertaking-I think they gave such undertak
ing as regards khadi production-if they gave that, that would be sufficient. 

Presideflt.-l have not the slightest doubt that if organisations like the 
Millowners' Associations of Bombay and Ahmedabad give an undertaking, 
thev will honour it. but there are so manv mills outside the associations 
all 'over India and I cannot see any way of meeting that difficulty except 
by inhoducinl!; a section into the Protection Act of the kind you find 
in the general Acts-fine or imprisonment or both . 

. lIr. Advani.-I appreciate it will be difficult to introduce penal clauses 
in the Protection Act, but if they are introduced a fine would probably meet 
the case. 

lir. Rahimtoola.-You. mentioned when we met this morning that you 
ha"\'e appeared before tlie Board in your personal capacity. I take .it that 
as regards the memorandum that you have submitted Government are 
aware of the points. that have bee-II raised in it? 

JIr. Advani.-Yes. , 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-In reply to the letter askin!!: the Government of Bombay 

to send their representatives, they have sent four of you gentlemen-one 
is yourself and the other three are Mr. Patel, Deputy Director of Agri
cult.ure, Rao Bahadur Bhimbhai Naik and l\lr. Shiva Nath. 

3fr. Advani.-Yes. 
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Mr. Rahimtoola.-May I take it that the object. of sending these three 
gentlemen is to emphasize the cultivators' point of view? 

Mr. Advani.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-If that is so, I would like to understand the position 

of the growers: . Mr. Patel, you tell us exactly the kind of work which is 
·being conducted by your department? 

Mr. Patel.-The department is carrying on research work in cotton 
breeding and once we obtain a valuable type of cotton that has a better 
staple and is a hetter ginner we introduce it by organisation of seed 
distribution in the tract. Th~t. is as far as cotton is concerned. Then 
we have also the Cotton TranSport Act working in certain tracts of the 
Bombay Presidency. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-This brings me to the question with regard to the 
constitution of the Central Cotton Committee. Are you in any way con
nected with that department? 

Mr. Patel.-I am not. 
3/1'. Rahimtoola.-I understand that one of the objects of the Central 

Cotton Committee is to help the growers in every possible manner and 
another one is to give them better seeds and to see that they grow better 
type of cotton. . 

Mr. Patel.-The department does the work partly and we are ,subsidised 
by the Central Cotton Committee and the whole work is done through 
the department. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-That means that the Central Cotton Committee gives 
you a lump grant on a scheme. 

Mr. Patel.-Yes, for a particuIar scheme that we put up. They go 
through the scheme and then sanction the grant and then we run the 
scheme through the department: that is to say, the Director of Agriculture 
is responsible and I am responsible to the Director. . 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-What percentage of your budget would amount to 
the grant by the Central Cotton Committee? 

Mr. Pate!.-I could not say that. Of course the total budget of the 
Department 'of Agriculture is about Rs. 15 lakhs and we might be getting 
something like Rs. 2 lakhs from the Central Cotton Committee. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-They give you only money on the schemes that you 
put forward and sanctioned by them: the other part of the budget is 
met by the Bombay GovernIllent itself P 

Mr. Patel.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.~It is earmarked for the scheme? 
M1'. Patel.-Yes. If the scheme is accepted then that money is allotted 

for three years or five years as the case may be. For example there was 
" scheme of research to control cotton bollworm and that went on nearly 
for eight years and all that money came from the Central Cotton Committee 
and the scheme was worked by the departm.ent. Only the reports were 
sent to the Central Cotton Committee for their discussion and approval. 

President.-The Cotton Committee gets its advances partly trom the 
cess? 

Rao Bahadur Naik.-Wholly from cess. 

• President.-Don't they get grant from the Imperial Council of Agri
cultural Research P 

Rao Bahadur Naik.-None at all. It entirely depends on the cess. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-How do you actually keep yourself in touch with the 
needs of the growers? 

Mr. Patel.-I have charge of the division: I know thil people and their 
difficulties as far as production and marketing is concerned. I know also 
their grievances and their problems, whether a certain type of cotton can 
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be improved. Knowing science as I do I have in my.mind certain plans 
of \mprovement and ,I discuss that with the Director and put up a scheme. 

lrJr. Rahi-mtoola.-Do you in any way finance the growers if they are 
in difficulties? 

Mr. Patel.-No. 
JJJr. Ra1timtoola.-1 suppose that part is left to the Co-operative Society·? 
Mr. 8hit·a Nath.-(Hands in a note.} 
Mr. Patel.-Rao Bahadur Bhimbhai Naik is connected with the Co

operative Societies. 
Rao Bahadur Naik.-There is some sort of financing in seed distribution. 
llIr. Patel.-The Director placeM at our disposal a lump sum for pur

chasing seeds and we refund the whole sum at the end. The Cotton Com
mittee does not provide this working capital: it is put at our disposal 
by the Director from his personal ledger account. 

Mr. Ralti-mtooln.-I want to ask you about this import duty which is 
mentioned in this memorandum Has the duty henefited the cotton culti
vators? 

Mr. Patel.-I think it has. I will give you a concrete case. At present 
it is about Rs. 25 per candy and had it not been for that I think the 
proce of cotton would have gone down further. 

President.-I should like to know what the effect of this import duty 
on raw cotton is. Is the effect of the import duty in raising prices 
confined to the classes of cotton which are comparable to imported cotton 
or is the effect felt also in regard to other classes of cotton. I understand 
that there is a certain normal margin between the prices of various l<inds 
of cotton. 

Mr. Patel.-Yes. 
President.-The effect of this duty is to raise the prices of those classes 

of Indian cotton which are in competition with American cotton and that 
in its turn must pull. up to some extent prices of cotton. 

Pre.,iaent.-As a matter of actual experience, do you think that this 
import duty on raw cotton has had any effect upon the price of Indian 
short staple cotton? What is your actual experience? 

Mr. Po.tel.-I have no means of ascertaining exactly. It is after all an 
observation and opinion. There was a difference of Rs. 75 per candy 
between Broach and Surnt. This year it has gone down to Rs. 30. 

Pre.,ident.-When you say the difference has gone down to Rs. 30, one 
must have gone up and the other gone down. 

Mr. Patel.-The priC'e of better cotton has gone down in spite of the 
duty. The point here is, if it was canstant, there should be constant 
difference, but the constant difference doesn't arise. 

pre .• ident.-What exactly did the duty do there? I expect what the 
duty did there was to prevent a further fall. 

:Mr. Pate!.-Yes, that is exactly what I feel. 
Raa }jnhadur Nark.-This is not a normal year. This year there has been 

It special dumping of American cotton of both higher and lower grade. On 
account of that we are not in a position to say whether the agriculturist 
has benefited by the duty or not. In spite of the half anna duty per 
ib. you will see that most of the mills in this country have imported 
American cottO'll, because the parity price of the latter is-' low, but that 
is not the case every year. Every 10 years you will find a year or two 
where the parity price varies to a great extent. 

Presid en t .-Thrice. 
Roo Bahadur Nailc.-Then this year because the American priCe parity has 

gone down below the price of the Indian cotton which is equivalent to Ameri
can middling. we the growers or anybody else cannot say to what extent the 
duty has benefited the grower.. 
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~re.j~ent.-You say that the circumstauces are so exceptional and the 
perIod 11IU~-e the duty was imposed is so short, it is impossible to draw any 
conclusion . 

• 111'. Xaik.,--In a normal year {t is quite obvious that the growers' would 
be benefited by this duty. 
. Mr. ll.alti,,,toola.-This ~eal' I understand the effect is very bad, because 
It Olay discourage the cultivator not to grow cotron to the same extent as 
he has been growing in the past. 

Mr. Xaik.-The inferenee is quite possible. It does. 
Mr. llaltirntoola.-You are definitely of opinion so far as the American 

cotton is coneerned, that the staple cotton which they are importing at 
present, Middling American cotton as they call it, directly hits the culti-
,·ator. I 

J/r. Naik.-Yes the cultivator ~ho has that quality of cotton. For the 
requirements of the mills of Iudia including the handloom industry i" to 
I" is quite sufficient . 

• 111'. Balti''1too7(1.-In this memorandum I find a very great point made 
here, 1)1Z., that the cultivators are the greatest patrons for the purchase 
of India'll mill made piece-good~. but they are much handicapped by the 
import of American cotton, beeause they have nothing left to them. I 
think there is a sort of retaliation move that you are thi'nking of for 
not buying the India'll made goods . 

.1/1'. patrl.-It is due to the very low prices of the commodities. 
!'1·esidcllt.-They have not l!:ot sufficient purchasing power? 
Mr. l'atel.-Yes. 
Mr. R(lhillltoola.-It is the starving condition of the cultivator that is 

emphasised. 
M·r. Nuik.-Yes, they are not in a positian to meet both ends. 
Mr. Rtlhimtooltl.-Mr. Advani, are you aware of the Cotton Braid industry 

in any way? 
Jjr. Adv/I/li.-It is not carried on to any large extent. Compared to 

the staple cloths produced by t~e handloom weavers, ~raid is produced 
in very small quantities. 

Mr. Rahimtaola.-From the statistics at any rate I find that the. 
Japanese imports are very much on the decline. The Japanese imports 
were very small. To that extent the Braid industry has taken root. Wher
ever we find handlooms working J have noticed that there i~ a demand. 
from some People to be taught or to be given looms for producing braids. 
However I better leave it at that. I want to develop the argument which 
J have not been able to understand that you have told us that the 
bandloom people chiefly depend upon the yarn. made out of the mills. 

Mr. Advani.-Yes. ' 
Mr. Rahilll.toola..-l\.Iy information has been that the mill yarn which 

is supplied to the handloom weavers or what is in the market has got 
less number ,of twists than the yarn which the mills use for themselves. 

]fr. Ad,'nni.-I am unable to make a statement . 
.1/1'. RaJ.imtoola.-You have not inVEstigated this question. 
JIr. Ad,'ani.-l\h· staff is in vel'V intimate contact with handloom weavers 

who are scattered' an over the Pn>sidency. That sort of complaint has 
never come up to my notice. 

M·r. Ruhi1lttooln.~But ane of the officials of your Government came 
and saw me unofficially owinl!: to thi~ handloom b\lsiness and he gave me 
to understand that that was a fact. That was the reason why the Indian 
yarn was not sold in the market as against the imported yarn, because there 
were a less number of twists in the yarn which was sold in the market as 
against the yarn which the mills themselves used for their own cloth. 

Mr. Advani.-I have no positive information to substantiate that point. 
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. lI!r .. Rahimtooia.-Anoth.er question is 'the duty on yarn. I have found 
In .one or two reprtl,\lentatlOu8 that have been made to the Tariff Board 
that some of the weavers -prefer imported yarn to Indian yarn for one of 
these reasons. \ 

Mr. Adllani.-1 think imported yarn is largely used of fiue counts. I 
have made a statement in olle of my schedules showing the extent to which 
imported yarn is used. The counts of which imported yarn is used are 
I think above 40;;. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-You have not noticed that? 
Mr. Adllani.-No. 
Mr. Rahimtooia.-Nor has your attention been pointedly drawn to that? 
Mr. Adllani.-No. It is not very difficult y> check that by collecting. 

representative samples of yarn. 
Mr. Rahimtooia.-Having regard to the duty on yam, it would be

interesting to find that out. 
Mr. Adllani.-If the Board is interested in that, I don't think it woula 

be very difficult to collect the information. I could ask my various Assist
ants in the Presidency to collect samples of yarn actually used. 

Pre3ident.--Could you send us a note by about 20th September? 
Mr. Adllani.-1 think it would be possible. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Are you aware that the mills in Ahmedabad have, 

given an undertaking not to manufacture goods from counts of 18s and 
below? 

Mr. Advani.-I was aware that an undertaking had been given that 
khadi or anything that resembles khadi wonld not be produced. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-You are not aware of a general proposition of this 
character apart from one quality like khadi. 

Mr. Adllani.-I would say that one does oome across cloth made in mills 
below 18s which competes with the cloth produced by handloom weavers. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-The information we have received is quite contrary 
to the' one which you are in possession. But suppose this w:as a general 
practice in the mills and if the mills gave an undertaking and according 
to you nearly 60 per cent. of the handloom production is below 20s, wiH 
that substantially help' the handloom weavers? 

Mr. Adllani.-1 think it would help. 
·Mr. Rahimtoola.-As regards paragraph 15, you have said that there

are several directions in which the handloom industry stands in consider-· 
able need of State help. I want to understand two' points out of that 
One is the State help. You 11\ean the help from the Govl'rnment of India. 

M1'. Advani.-I mean various Governments. I think the help .woula 
probably be directly rendered by the various Pro.incial Governments, but
as the local Governments have no money, my suggestion was that some 
money should be made available from the Central revenues whether by cess 
or otherwise and placed at the disposal of the Provincial Governments sO' 
that they might be able to help the handloom weaving industry. 

Mr. Rahimtooia.-I would like to know in what direction at present 
having regard even to the limited means at your disposal you have been 
able to help the handloom weaver with regard to these 6 or 7 items? 

Mr. Adllani.-We have, so far as this PrE'Sidency is concerned, madl" 
attem~ts to help him in (a)' Training of suitable men who may organise 
the handloom industry on factory basis. We have recently started in Poona 
a Central Handweaving Institute for training fairly educated men fro\11' 
all over the Presidency in a course of handloom weaving, dyeing and' 
printing so that they may go back to the villages and organise the 
))andloom weaving industry. I would amplify this by an illustration. Some
time back 1 had occasion to go to a small township and there I heard 
of a young man who had been trained in one of the weaving institutions. 
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He had come there with next to nothing except his technical knowledge, 
skill and experience. He got in ·touch with one or two weavers and said 
to them that he would tell then what they should produce and that he 
would sell their output. The weavers found that that was to their advantage. 
He gave them probably Rs. 50 or Re. 100 or he rather gave them suitable 
yarn. The weavers produced the cloth and he sold that cloth. Thus he 
was able to develop this arrangement until when I was at the place he 
was working in co-operation with 70 and odd weavers. He became instead 
of the ordinary uneducated or unskilled BOwcar their sowcar, their technical 
adviser, their salesman and their buyer. I saw quite a. number of these 
weavers and they told me that since this gentleman came in,their earnings 
were more regular than before; they got constant work and their wages 
also were considerably higher than before. I asked this man whether he 
was also benefited. He told me that he started with a. capital of Rs. 300 
and now he is operating with a capital of Rs. 13,000 all of which had come 
out from the business which had taken him 10 years to build up. Judging 

. from that, the idea occurred to me that if more trained men were made 
available the weaving industry would be benefited. It WaS partly with 
that in view that I put up to Government the proposal of starting a 
Central Handweaving Institute. In 'this Institute we have an Advanced 
course for training men of the type whose case I mentioned to you.' As 
regards item (b) introduction of imoroved appliances, we have 23 insti
tutions distributed over the various townships in this Presidency 
to introduce improved handlooms. machines for slzmg and so on. 
These are all peripatetic institutions. They are equipped with im
proved looms and improved sizing appliances, etc. The weavers 
are invited to attend demonstrations. In large weaving centres we open a. 
weaving school in which we take about 10 men at a time, a.nd give them 
small scholarships for a period of 3 months. We give them yarn and they 
weave. We sell the cloth. The differenc~ beheen the cost of the. yarri 
and the sale price is credited. to their account. The result is that they 
obtain every month from Rs. 15 to Rs. 20 being their part of the profit. 
Government take no profit. We merelv take the cost of the yarn back. 
We !live the students the profit in order to induce them to study in the 
school for a year so that they may be thoroughly conversant with the 
use of the fly shuttle loom. elementary designing and use of Dobby. WtI 
spend every year between Rs. 50,000 to Rs. 60,000 out of our budget for 
the development of the handloom indust'ry. 

Pre8ident.~What is your total budget? 

Mr. Advalli.-It is in the neighbourhood of Rs. 4 lakhs. That includes 
Industrial ond Technical Education. 

Mr. Naik.-More than half goes for the Industrial and Technical Edu
cation. 

Mr. Advani.-Something like Rs. 50,000 to Rs. 60,000 is spent for pro. 
paganda work amongst weavers. As regards item (c) Assisting the hand
loom weavers to weave cloths which do not come in direct competition with 
milIs, our work is limited to those centres where demonstration parties or 
weaving schools are stationed from time to time. The primary function 
of my schools has been to introduce improved appliances, because the sta/;' 
that is engaged for the school is more or less capable of that. 

Mr. Rallimtoola.-It has a fully trained staff? 

Mr. Adt'ani.-YIlIiI trained in the use of the improved applianCes. I 
would not say that that staff is trained in every case in th&'" matter 
of design work or in the matter of nbility to introduce iniP~O a designs. 
ThaI; is only restricted to some schools. But if more money b omes avail
able, that will be one of the items of work on which it wil); e spent. As 
regards item (d) we are not able to do anything. The sanyi remarks apply 
to items (e) and (f); 
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Mr. llahim.toola.-I want to undelstand the position of the weaver as 
has bee:n put to me: The weaver weaves''II, particular kind of sari and you 
have gl\'en us all the statement of his cost and so on. I am told that 
nnless he i,,. able to sell that sari, he is not able to manufacturf! another, 
is that correct? 

Mr. Advani.-As I have said in the statement vast majority of weavers 
are more or less in the pay of the sowcar.' It' works out in that way. 
That is he takes the yarn from the sowcar and lIe gives back the cloth 
to the sowcar, 

l\fr. Hahillltoola.-[ am talking of the co-operative department. I am 
told that Government advances money to these handloom weavers and 
when the sari. is made, it is sold either to the sowcar or to anybody in 
the market. If he wants to manufacture another sari without seIlinO' the 
one which he has made., he doesn't get the necessary advance. ., 

.1Ir. A.tivrl.lli .. -So far as my department is c'oncerned, we are not in a 
position to' think of any financial assistance. 

MT. Rahim.too!a.-You are not advancing any money? 
Mr. .4.dvani.-No. 
,1/1'. Rahimtoola.-Not even in the shape of loan? 
,lfr .. 4druni.-What we do is this: in our weaving schools which are 

peripatetic i'llstitutions-there are about 9 we'lving schools-in each of which 
we are able to look after ahout 10 weavers at a time. 'We give these 
wen,vers nec'essary yarn to weave within the precincts of school and that 
doth when it is ready is sold and the profit is credited to the weaver. 

Mr. l?ahillltoola.-It is the Co-operativE' Department? 
Mr. A.dvrllli.-Co-operative Credit Societies amon!!,st weavers no doubt 

adv811('e money, hut I am not aware" whether the cloth has' to he given 
hack to tIlE' Societies. The position, so rar as the Co-operatit'e Sorieties 
lire (:ollC'I'I'm'd, is I believe this. The Socities make an ach'anre of Rs. 100 
or Rs. lW as the case mav he and until that sllm is returned. no further 
advance is made. . , 

J[I', R"h-imtoola.-The rea~on wh~' I wanted to raise that point is this. 
J think ~'o\] gave us to understand that you wonld like the weavers ulti
mately to he independent? 

Mr. A.d~·{fni.-Yes. 

Jr/,. Rnhimtoola.-l think that with the Societies having limited finance, 
the Sowrars on whom the weavers are dependent would be of more help 
to them. "'hatl'ver they, turn Ollt they give to the Sowcars and go on 
with their work. . 

]1.,. ilrTl'Ulli.-If there were no Sow('ars. the weayers would have to 
shut down. There is at present no other aiternntil'e lIl.ethod of obtaining 
money from 11'11)' sourre whatsocl'er. 

!'rr'si'!r<nt .-The whole of the agri('u1tural system of this C'ountry would 
starve? 

1111'. ArTvalli,-Prl'C'is,'h 'What T wanted to mak!' out wns that if an 
alternnti"e lIlt'ans of fina'lIcing ('ould he found, the weavers would he hC'lle
fited. If. as in the E'"ample T gave of that ~'oung man, enlighh·ned bu"iness 
mt'thod< c·ould hI' introdured amongst SowC'ars, that would b!' far more 
pr4'fl'rahlp than the present s~·stem. 

Mr.' ]?"himtooln.-You have given us to understand that thp hand weav
ing il\du~try has got a big future? 

lIfr.- Atlwlli.-T don't think that it hns a hig futu"l'e in the sense that 
it is lik"h' to replnce the mill industry. The position would be that the 
mill inchlRto-y would gradually «evelop. but it will he an extre",!ely long 
time Ilefore.J would envisage thE' extinc-tion of the hl1"11dloom mdustry. 
What has hnppened is thnt as the total consumption of ~Ioth in. the 
oountry has i nt-teased , the handloomindustry has bf'en able to obtarn a 
share of the' increa.edi annual demand. 
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Mr. RahimtQQ14.-H88 it a future or has it no future? "Big" is only 
an adjective which can or cannot \Ie used having regard to the figures that 
have been put forward? , 

Mr. Advani.-I wpuld like to know what you mean by ,the M'"ord 
" future". Do you mean by the word "future" whether the industry 
is going to continue or whether it is going to die a slow death? 

.lIr. Ralli-m tQo/a.-It is going to cantinue and live; that is the point 
of view I would put forward . 

.llr. Advani.-It has a future to a certain extent. It will continue. and 
live. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-You think that it has a future to a certain extent? 
.l/r. Advani.-Yes and it is likely to develop but not to "such an extent 

that it will be a menace to the organised industry. " 
JIr.-RahimtQola.-From the figures it will appear that it has developed? 
Mr. Ad •• ani.-Not to the same extent as the mill industry. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Jt has developed? 
.llr. Advani.-It has captured a share of the increased market. 
JIr. Rahimtoo/a.-It is due to the taste of the people? 
Mr. .4dvani.-Very largely. The chief staple cloth produced by the 

handloolD weaver is the sari and that is the cloth used by a vast number 
of agriculturist>.. The hand weaver is able to meet the local demand and 
local taste in a manner which in many cases is not possible for the distant 
mills. Besides the villager I has a firm belief that hand-m.ade cloth lasts 
longer thalli mill cloth. 

Mr. Rahimtoo/n.-The reason why I am asking you about the future of 
the handloom" industry is that the Board has been asked to consider the 
specific duty on yarn and it is necessary to know from provincial Govern
ments as to how far they are of opinion that the handloom in.dustry ought 
to be supported because it has some kind of future and, as you yourself 
have pointed out in your memorandum because it provides' a living for 2 
million people in India. 

Mr. Advani.-J am personally of the opinion that everything possible, 
8ubject to the larger interests of the country, should be done to assist 
the handloolD industry. 

Mi. Boa.y.-There is only one point I would like to ask and that is
what is the difference between the prices yarn in the market in Bombay 
and the prices at which the handweavers could actually get it? How many 
hands does it pass through before it actually reaches the" weaver? 

Mr. Advnni.-I believe I have given you the ranges of prices from place 
to place in one of my Schedules. 

President.-I don't remember to have seen it. 
1I1r. Advani.-I have collected the information but have not sent it on 

to you. I cannot tell you off-hand but I shall send it ,to you later on. 
President.-If you could tell us the sort of spread between the market 

price in Bombay and the price paid by the weaver which of course includes 
the freight besides the middlemen's profit, we would be obliged. If you 
('ould" get the information from half a dozen typical places, it. would" be 
very helpful. 

Mr. Ad .. ani.-Yes. 
Mr. Boa!1.-lthink you said that 60 per cent. or m()re of the proquction 

of handlo()ms is ('ounts below 20s? 
1I1r. All"" n i.-Yes. So far as lower counts are concerned, the handlooms 

supply 60 per cent. of the country's requirements of cloth-that is :under 20s. 
J/r. Boao.-Have you any idea as to what prop()rtion of the production 

of handlooms is represented by the coarse cloth, medium clo.th· and fine cloth P 
JIr. Adl·Olli.-I don't quite follow. 
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Mr. 1)oag.-If the total production of handlooms is 1,200 million· yards, 
what proportion of that. is represented by cloth woven from yarn ·of counts 
below 20sP 

Mr. Ad\·ani.-I will. :try and get that for you. 
President.:-I suggest it is a little over 80 per cent. P. 
Mr. Ad1.lani.-It may be, but I should like to verify that and give you. 
Mr. Boag.-AlsO I should like similar information about medium counts 

.between 20s and 40s and above 40s? 
Mr. Advani.-I will try to supply same: 
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THE INDIAN CENTRAL COTTON COMMITTEE. BOMBAY~ 

Evideace of Sir PURSHOTAMDAS THAKURDAS, Kt .• Rao Sahib C. S. 
SHlRAHATl1, Rao Bahadur BIDMBHAI RANCIlOD)I NAIK, 

Messrs. S. D. SAKLATV ALA, M. P. KOLBE and 
P.IL RAMA REDDI. recorded 8t Bombay . 

on Friday, the 19th August, 1932. 
President.-We are very glad, gentlemen, that you have come to give 

evidence in this enquiry. We are anxious to examine as closely as we can 
the connection between the agricultural and industrial aspects of the cotton 
industry. The Central Cotton Committee was good enough to send us a 
very full and valuable note on the various points that we referred to them 
for information and the questions that I shall ask this afternoon are ques
tions that arise mainly from that note. But before I do that I would like 
to get a general idea of the way in which information in regard to cotton 
crops is collected and published. First with regard to these forecasts. 

Sir Purshotamdas.-Regarding the first pact; of your remarks, I may 
say that of the five who appear before the Board to give evidence, three 
represent cotton growers--Mr. 'Shirah!l<tti from Dharwar, Mr. Kolhe from 
Central Provinces and Berar and Rao Bahadur Naik from Sur3t. Mr. 
Saklatvala and myself come in as members of the Central Cotton Cgmmitte!). 
Mr. Saklatvala is one of the ex Vice Presidents and I am a. member of the 
Committee: We represent cotton industry and cotton trade on the. Com
mittee. The majority of us represent Indian agricultural interests and their 
position in the Central Cotton Committee is as representatives ·of thE! cotton 
growing interest. Regarding the latter part of your remarks, ,the Central 
Cotton Committee as such do 'not collect either information or statistics 
regarding acreage or yield. What they do is, they collate and publish 
information which is available to them through the Government depart
ments. 

President.-You are not the primary collecting agency? . 
Sir Purshotamcuu.-No. As a matter of fact we did suggest to the Gov

ernment Qf India in the Department of Education, Health and Lands as to 
bow tbis Committee with their present organisation could tIeal with it more 
efficiently than the statistical department of the Government of India under 
Dr. Meek, and correspondence is stiIl going on. 

President.-Actually the pUblication of the co~bined forecast is the 
task of the Director General of CQmmercial Intelligence P 

Sir PUTshotainda •. -That is 'J;ight. What has happened lately, since the 
last two years, is that at our request forecasts are wired out from CjI,lc~tj;a. 
to the Central Cotton Committee and the Secretary to the Committee sees 
to it that it does not leak out before it is put before the trade at a.stated 
hour with a. view to Pl1lventing anybody from having any sort of advantage. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-In the whole of India P 
Sir Purshotamda •. -In Bombay, which is the main market where mcmey 

can be made or lost over this information. 
President.-A forecast appeared in the papers this morning that a fore

cast wired out to the Committee from Calcutta and the only part that the 
Central Cotton Committee plays in it is to see that it is not published Pl'e
maturely? 

Sir Purshotamda,:-That it is put before the public at one specified' 
bour and so on, but If the forecast is correct the whole credit is due to the 
Statistical department of the Government of India. 

President.-Would you or your colleagues be able to tell us although 
you are not responsible for collecting the statistics or publishing it officially-
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how exactly th~se figures are collected? Fo.r example, take the forecast that 
e.ppeared this morning. I understand that there are five forecasts .which 
appear at different'stages and what appeared this morning is the first fore
~ast. Does that forecast give acreage as well as yield figures? . 

Sir Purshotamdas.--nnly the acreage. 
Presidenf.-What about the second? 
Sir P'Urshotamdas.-Even in the second we get the acreage. 
Mr. Reddi.-From the third we get both. 
President.-And the third fOl:ecast appears abouj; December? 
Mr. Reddi.-Yes. 
President.-And any estimate that people interested in cotton make with 

regard to the yield at this stage is simply by taking the acreage figure and 
hlUltiplying it by the standard figure of 'yield? 

Bir Pursho.tamufas.-What happens is this. I will now put before the 
Board the commeJ:cial view point. Before the acreage figure comes out 
'firms who are interested in the purchase of cotton up-country know-they 
have their own organisation-the !:eduction o.r increase in theacre~e 
approximate~v from their own reports. For instance, just now, it has been 
raining continuously for six weeks in Central Provinces and Berar and the 
eommercial community have a fairly good idea as to what the benefit to the 
growing plant· is likely to be after good sunshine in the next two weeks. 
These Government forecast have a great value but that 'is not the only thing 
·available to the commercial community here. They have their own people 
reporting from week to week or twice a week and in some cases daily. You 

D,sk the ordinary average man dealing on the cotton market here any day 
in June or July and ask him again towards the end of August and you will 
get a fairly good idea as to how well he is in touch with what is hl!Ppening. 

President.-I am trying to understand the poSition. He gets the acreage 
figure from the published forecast; he compares it with the acreage figure 
say for last year and the year before and the weather conditions in those 
years. 

Sir Purshotamdus.-Yes. He compares it from memory,: he has no re
cords. These men have been doing this and nothing else throughout their 
lives. Once I had an ord broker at a very big cotton <'entre. Sometimes in 
the middle of July he would write to me a four-line letter which would give 
me more informa.tion about how the crop was developing than I could get 
from any other quader. The man has been there ever since he was 15 years 
'Old, watching the growing plant, and, comparing it and what he told me from 
his memory and his observations was more valuable to me than what I 
'Could pick up from any other source. . 

P·resident.-It is x:eally calculating from two data. There is the acreage 
l-lld there is the weather condition and it is the inter-action of these two 
factors that gives you the estimate? 

Sir Purshotallldas.-Acreage is the most important factor. 
President.-What I am trying to put before you is this: if the acreage 

figure 'plays a very important part in this, it is essential, considering its 
effect on the course of prices, that the acreage figures should be collected 
by an agenc·y on whose powers of accurate collection you can place some 
reliance. Therefore I would like to know who are the primary collecting 
agents. 

Sir Purshotamdas.-The information can hest be obt!!oined froIll the 
relative departments in various Provincial Governments. I will leave' it at 
that. If I go further I may have to reveal some information whi('h may 
not be accurate. 

'Prc.~idpllt.-Taking these fivE' forecasts tha.t appear through the year, 
the acreage figure in the sE'cond would be different frol11 the first: the acreage 
figure in. the third would be different from the second and the fourth 
different from the third. Between the fourth and the' fifth, my own obser-
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vations lead me to think t·hat there would ha~dly be any difference as regards 
the acreage? 

Sir PUl'sllOtamdas.-That is right. 
Presidellt.-,But all through this period the conditions that affect the 

yield vary from time to time? 
Sjr Purshotumdus.-It would be so. Between the first and the second 

'something may have happened in one part of India or anothe):. Even with 
canal irrigation it might so happen that canal water is not available fQr 
cotton irrigation at certain periods and therefore those figures would·obvious
ly undergo a change. Then take the third: there is very heavy min in 
Central Provinces and Berar: it may be too'late to re-sow cotton. It is 'not 
unusnal to have changes. 

p,.e .• itlent.-As a matter of fact the real reason why I say in the second 
and third forecasts the acreage figures. would be considerably in excess of 
the first, is that fresh IIreas come successively under cultivation: or do you 
get the whole acreage under the different classes of cotton stra,ight away 
lit the time of the first forecast? 

Sir Purshotamdas.-No. 
President.-That accounts for the difference in acreage? 
8i,' I'urshofalll!lu8.-0ne does not look upon that as a change. 
P,·e.~irl,'nt.-I"eaving alone the questiol} of forecasts, I have been looking 

at the figures of total cotton production during the past five or six years 
and I find that ever since the .vear 1927-28 there has been a steady and in 
Bome years a very cousiderable decline in the yield per acre of Indian cotton. 
On the figures J have got here I estimate that it was about 96 lbs. per acre 
in H!27-2~ and in 1931-32 it was as low as 68 lbs. How exactly is this 
accounted for? Is it entirely due to weather conditions? . 

Sir 1'I/,.sllOtatnda.~.--Qf course as far as yield is concerned, the main 
diffo>rence between India and America is this. In America fertilisers play 
a I!:l'o>at part; in India there is nothing like it and therefore, .barring weather 
conditions and proper rain during the monsoon, there is 110 oth!lr' reagon 
that I ("an think of as far as the lower or higher yield is concerned. 

Pre .• ident.-It is entirely a matter of weatho>r conditions? 
Sir Pu·rsllOtamdas.-Yes. 
President.-In every thing ti,at one ro>ads about American cOtton one 

fin'!. that the quo>,tion of fertilisers is considered very important .and to that 
extent, as far as I understand American conditions, you are able. to cOllnter~ 
~ weather conditions hy the use of fertilisers, can't you. 

8ir Pu""hofamdfls.-Up to a point. 

Prp.,itlrllf.-You hl1ve eXllerienced a steady decline in the yield of Indian 
cotton during. a period of six ~'ears to the extent of about 35 per cent. and 
if that dm:line is attl'ibuted entirely to weather conditions, it looks to me 
that, a< far as the Indian cultivator is concel'ned, he is entirely at the mercy 
of ",patl",1' conditions which he need not be. My point is this: to a very 
con,id""ahle extent. as far as ol1e knows, both in this country and elsewhere 
adve"Ne ",eathel' conditions could be met by artificial methods of cultivation 
induding irrigation; that is to say by artificial means you could obviate 
to some !'xt.>nt the difficultio>s which might arise out of adverse weather 
conditions. Now, the fact that we are entirely at the mercy of weather 
condition. ,,"pms to me to point to the fact fhat the question' of improved 
mflthocls of cultivation has probably not re('eived the attention it dpserves. 
Jf thel'e has he"n It decline of 35. per co>nt. and that decline .is due entirely 
to weather (·onditions and fertilisers play no part, then obviously the Indian. 
cultivator of cotton'is peculiarly helpless in the face of natural conditions. 

8ir P",. .• /lOf"mdn".-Tn India weather conditions perhaps playa greater 
part than in other countrie~. In India in cel·tain tracts there is too much 
rain and in othe,.~ ther!' i~ no rain at all. This is very difficult to counter" , 
act. If there is no rain for'instance in America-what they call draught_ 
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there is not ~o much difference in the intensity as there is in this country. 
There is greater variation in weather conditions in India than in the 
American cotton· helt. 

President.-Would you be prepared to say that this decline in yield 
that has taken place in the last five or six years could not have been 
materially helped by any improvement in the conditions of agriculture? 

Sir Pu.rshotamdas.-I would not say that. 
President.-The difference in the natural conditions between India and 

America is such that even apart from fertilisers and artificial methods of 
improvement, natural conditions play a greater part in India. That is how 
you would put it? . 

Sir Pu.rshotamdas . ....:..You said just now" this large deterioration in out
turn": I don't know what figure you are talking of? 

Bao Bahadur Naik.-Are you comparing 1927-28 with 1931-32? 
President.-I took the intermediate years too. If you look at page 25 

taking the final forecast, if you take the acreage in the final forecast in each 
year from 1927-28, I find that the average works out to approximately 
96 Ibs. in the first year and then, 80, 82, 80 and 80 with regard to 1931-32. 

Sir Pu.rshotamdas.-Are not the same figures given on page 33 where the 
percentage is aIso given? Perhaps it would be easier if we went over that 
table, because the comparisons are in parallel columns. 

President.-You have not got 1931-32 figures. As far as 1931-32 figures 
are concerned, I have taken the total yield given by the Central Cotton 
Committee in your last letter. Have you got the final figures? 

Sir Pu.rshotamdas.-No. 
Mr. Naik.-The acreage in 1930-31 is much less than in 1927-28. 
President.-I am speaking of the yield per acre. I take a figure of 4'06 

million bales for 1931-32 and I take the acreage at 23'5 millions. Is that 
correct? 

Sir Pu.rshotamdas.-What is the average yield per acre that you get? 
President.-I get 69. 
Mr. Saklatvala.-In this particular year most of the short staple crop 

was destroyed. Instead of 4 millions the total might have been 6 millions 
without affecting the long staple quantity. 

P·resident.-As a result entirely of climatic conditions. 
Mr. Saklatvala.-Yes. 
Sir Pu.rshotamdas.-What I wish to submit is if you are really examining 

that point, we must take figures over a ·period of years. The table on page 
33 gives your figures for 9 years excepting. 1931-32. Of course there are 
variations. I wonder if the variations are such as could be styled striking 
deterioration in the yield per acre. In the Madras Presidency from 74 it 
went down to 43, then 73, 78, 70, 84, 87, 83 and 81; and so on; Bombay 
highest is 98 and the lowest is 66. 

President.-I will come to the question of Madras later. I am tr,ying 
to lead up to another point. I will leave this question for the present. I 
will take it largely as a matter of weather conditions. 

Sir P·ursllotamdas.-Yes. 
President.-Our yield per acre is the lowest in the world. 
Sir Pursllotamdas.-That is so . 

. President.-The· point that I want to get at is, is it true that the yield 
per acre on a short staple crop is lower than the yield on long staple cotton 
assuming that weather conditions are the same? 

Mr. Naik.-It is quite the reverse. . 
Pre.~ide1tt.-Our best is Cambodia. 
Mr. Nailc.-Yes. 
President.-Wlrich is I suppose our best yield. 



SiT Purakotamdas.-Thlit is 8&. 

PTuident.-Punjab and Sind Americansbebave differently. 
Mr. Shrihatti.-It is entirely matter of irrigation. 
Pre,ident.~Does superior cotton, give a. larger yield than inferiorcottOl1 

.assuming conditions of cultivation to be the same? The fact that for example 
Uganda, America and other places have a much higher yield has nothing 
to do whatever with the fact that the cotton ther.e is of superior 'quality 
'to ours? 

Mr. Naik.-No, because it is a superior cotton, it doesn't mean that it 
gives a better yield. 

l'resident.-1f you will look at the provincial yields, page 33, r should 
like to get some idea of the conditions which bring about this considerable 
variation in the figures. If you take for example the United Provinces in 
1930-31 you get 152 and Assam gives you 146. Why is Assam so high? 

Sir Purshotamdas.-The Bombay market is not in touch with Assam., 
"There is no representative of Assam on the Central Cotton Committee. 

President.-As regards these variations in acreage may I take that it 
i8 largely a mattel' of the price yielded by cotto!!? 

Sir Purshotamdas.-Quite so. 
Presidwt.-Almost entirely. 
Sir Purshotamdas.-Yes. 
P~8ident.-That is to lIay the price realised for cotton as compared with 

'the price realised for the alternative crop. 
Sir PUTshotamdas.-That is so. 
President.-What are the crops which may be regarded as alternative, 

crops taking weather conditions into account. 
Sir Purshotamdas.-Grain. When they find that, the price of cotton is 

:too law, the CUltivator naturally turns to cultivate food grains. He tries ,that 
for a year and when he finds the same depression there, he turns to cotton. 

Pruident.-If you look at the wholesale index prices the fall in the price 
of cotton has not been so great as in the price of food grains. If that is the 
correct indication of the relative position then in spite of the (act tha. 
~otton prices are very low, I take it the acreage will not be affected. 

Sir Punhotamdas.-It is just be9ause of that that the cottoncTop does 
keep up to the point. It does in spite of cotton selling almost below the 
~ostprice during the last two years. 

President.-Although it is bad, it is not as bad as the others. 
Sir Pursltotamdas.-Llke jute it brings cash to the cultivator. Evert

thing elsl' has got to be stored and consumed by man, himself. ,Cation is ~ 
thing which will be bought by either Europe or Japan or by the local inills. 
It is lookl'd upon as a cash crop. 

Pruident.-It is probably the most important crop. 
Sir PllTshotamdas.-It has been developed as the most important crop as 

you see from the acreage figures. 
Pt"e.id.nt.-If you take the iotal crop 'into account and take its export 

Talue, it is considerably in excess of any other commercial crop." 
Sir Pur.hoto,mdos.-<lotton is by far the most important cash yielding 

crop. 

Pre .• idellt.-I will now leave these preliminary points and get on to 'the 
note which the Central Committee has given us. The Central Cotton Com_ 
mittee makes a distinction between long staple and commercial long stapie 
I understand the ,difference is this that long staple is cotton which has i 
staple of 7/8" and above; whereas commercial long sta.ple is cotton whlch 
is not merely 7/8" and above, but hIlS other intrinsic qualities like even,.. 
ness and .tensile . str~ngt? required for spinning yarn of higher counts. t 
-Want 'to compare thiS tabular statement that you have given us with the 
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statement llrepal'ed by the, Tariff Board in 1926. If you look at page 205-
.of that, may 1 take it the figures given in that table more or less correspond 
to the figures of commerCial long staple that you have given us this time. 

Sir Purshotamdas.-We have explained that. 
, President.-You 'say that it is cotton .~f the kind that would yield yarn 
24s. and above. 

Sir Purshotamdas.-What we call commercial crop ·is the crop as is looked 
upon in the trade, but the actual cotton which is suitable for the counts 
is the other one. Commercial crop is the larger quantity. In y~ur mind it 

, is the other way. 

President.-The kind of long staple cotton' from which you can'manufac-
ture warp ya.rn of 24s. and above. 

Sir Purshotamdas.~That is not commercial crop. 
President.-Shall we call that long staple? 
Sir Purshotamdas.-Yes. 

President.-Taking cotton suitable for the 24s warp this table at page 
205 of the Tariff Board's report, would you consider that as being on the 
same basis. They give two figures, one is staple for warp 30s to 36s and 
weft 308-36s. Supposing you had cotton that gave you 24s warp, you 
could get weft of higher counts from that. 

Mr. Saklatyala.-Yes about as high as 34&. 

Pnsident.-Therefore if you have two figures one for weft 30-36s and the 
other warp 30-36s, am I justified in thinking that the figures represent the 

, quantity of cotton available for warp 24s up to weft 40s? 

Mr. Saklatvala.-In' giving figures separa·tely some varieties of cotton 
might have overlapped. 

President.-Leaving alone small variations of 1;11at kind what I want 
to know is in estimating the yield of long staple cotton for the year 1925·26 
before the period of protection, can we take this as our starting point 
making allowance for small variations? That would be right? 

Sir P'ttrshotamdas.-Yes. 
P.resident.-Because we must have something to compare your figures with. 

Sir Purshotamdas.-May I just read the following statement in our note? 
" The form of the statement defining long and, short staple cotton sent in 
1926 by the Committee to the Tariff Board was taken from the classification 
adopted in Annexure II of the Report of the Indian Cotton Committee of 
1919 and in order to make the present day figures comparable with' those 
,~ubmitted to the pre\'ious Board, the same classification has again been 
adopted. Cotton I" and over has been classified as long staple whole cotton 
up to ti" has been taken as short staple. For mill purposes, however, 
many of the types included in the long staple class, due to uneveness in 
staple or lack of strength, fall short of the definition of the long staple 
cotton given below, viz.: that capable of spinning 24s warp counts and 
above. We therefore attach a second statement showing the quantity of 
commercial long staple cotton grown in India, i.e., those qualities capable of 
spinning 248 warp counts and above". 

President.-That dbesn't meet my difficulty. I will tell you why. What 
you explain there is if you take two kinds of cotton in this country whose 
staple is I" and above, you would not necessarily get out of them both warp 
of 24s and above, because evenness, and tensile strength affect these things. 
Therefore you reject a lot of this cotton which are over Iths in order to get 
your long staple cotton which is really useful for purposes of higher counts. 
This table which the Tariff Board gives here excludes a lot of cotton which 
IS Iths and above. Only a small portion of cotton which is Iths is included 
in this statement. As a matter of fact the total long staple in that year 
~925·26 \Vas 2'1 million. You will find that in the next table out of that 
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they have taken a very small proportion as representing cotton which is 
really useful for higher counts of yarn. Therefore it is approximately the' 
same basis of classification as yours. 

Sir Purshotamdm.-The basis is the same. 
President.-MaY I also say this if you had a quantity of cotton suitable 

for 3Os-a6s warp and also 30s--36s weft, practically you would have a 
quantity suitable for weft and warp together from 24s to 40s. 

Sir Purshotamda.!.-That would be right. 
P,·eside.nf.-If that is so I find calculating on these figures of 1925-26 

that the percentage of the effective long staple cotton to the total crop has 
gone up from 6'3 per cent. in 1925-26 to 18 per cent. in 1931-32. I mean by 
effective long staple, the long staple that can be used for these higher 
counts. 

Sir Purshotamdas.-If you go on making the comparisons of the relative 
whole crop of the year, it is true, but the actual thing to be borne in mind 
is tha,t in 1931-32 the shortage in the crop was in short staple. 

Presiden,t.--Or was it the other way? 
Sir PursllOtamdaa.-No. It was the short staple. You will see that 

.. Oomras" which is our main CI:OP was very short in 1931-32. 
Pre.ident.-That factor has to be taken into consideration. 
Sir Purshotamdas.-Yes, you have got'to take the quantity and not the 

percentage. As you know the Oomra crop failed in 1931-32. If that crop had 
been a normal one, the percentage you are comparing would vary materially. 

President.-Supposing you took simply the long staple crop 1" and above 
in 1925-26 and 1931-32 and take the proportion in each year of effecti,-e 
long staple. 

Sir PursllOtamldas.-It is going up steadily, becauSe the acreage is going 
up. All that I wanted to draw your attention to was thlllt the percentage 
to the total crop of the year 1931-32 .might be misleading. ' 

President.-You admit there is an absolute increase, leaving out percent-
age figures? ' 

Sir Pur .• 1totamdas.-Acreage shows it and our estimates confirm it. 
President.-It is largely the result of the seed extension and other schemes 

of the Cotton Committee. 
Sir Purshotamdas.-The result is also due to the larger demand at home 

(in India). 
President.-It is worth while for the cultivator to try these new varieties. 

There is a greater demand for it, becllluse it is being increasingly found 
worth while for the Cotton Textile Industry in this country to make superior 
kinds of cloth. Therefore it stands to reason that if assistance is given to 
the Cotton Textile Industry in respect of cloth of higher counts, it has, a 
necessary reaction upon the extent to which superior cotton cultivation is 
undertaken. 

Sir Purshotamda.!.--Or per contra if the Indian mills were for any reason 
forced to spin only coarser counts, obviously it may not be worth the while 
of the grower. 

President.-There is rather an embarrassing point which has occurred to' 
me when I worked on your figures and I want to put that before you .. If 
your figure is right on the total crop of 1931-32 it is approximately 18 
per cent.? 

Sir Purshotamdas.-It happens to be that. 

President.-What I tried to see is this. Here is all this cotton which is 
not merely lonlt staple cotton but which can be used effectively for the 
manufacture of ya·rn of 248 and above. To what extent has the' 
existence of this supply of effecting long staple cotton in India been 
availed of a·nd how far has that really been used by the textile industry 
for that purpose? Do you follow what I am trying get at? The way' 
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in w4ic4 J tded to worl;: i~ out is this. I took the average Indian cr<!p. 
of the lasj; three 1ea·rs. I got somewhere a figure of 4'6 million ~ales am! 
then I applied th,s figure .of 15 to 18 per cei).t. as the effective long staple
portion of it. 

Sir Pwrs1!otamda8.-You have taken the average crop as 4'6 million bales . 
. ~re~ident.-If iYfJU t~li~ th~av~rage ~~td cro;\> ~f. thre!3 years, it i~4-6&-

m11lion bales. . 
llr. ~aik.-It must be 100re. 
Si1' Pursltotamda,s . ..,-lfere ill .. IItatemllnt (shewn) sqowing the fig]lre.s for: oJ1!lr ~ yearil. '. . . .... , . .... . ., ; , 

.rT..,id~nt.-That doe~ nQt concjlr~ my purIWse. ¥y purp~ is simplY' 
~Q ~cl out from tbe ILVt'rage total crop of ~hr~ r6j)ellt yearll i1l 11ldi~ wh!lt. 
may be regarded as the average amount of effective long stll!ple !lOttol1 
~ya,iJlI-ble in Iudi!). suit.able for ~4s and above .. If I tpok tpe proportio.n t.h. a. t. + ~<!~. fro~ ;¥pur figures <!f ~f! per cellt. .n~ applie!1 it to .th,e aver~ge tota:1 
crop In Ind1a for the last three years, then' the resultant figure lOay be
taken as the average amount of' long staple cottOn available.' ," 

fJir Pur$hotarndas.-This l8 per ce~t. is vitiated by the fact that 
Oomra crop had' failed. . Roughly speaking, you have to take Illdia's crop. 
as 6 lOillion bales. If we produce that 135,000 bales would be about 11 to· 
12 pel' cent. . 

President.-Let us take it at 12 per cent. . 
Mr. ~aik.-'[f you take the average of the laiSt three years, it will come· 

to about 15 to 16 per cent. 
PreSident.-Let us take it as one-eighth. of the crop. In that case yo~ 

get about 600,000 bales. If you take the average export from Madras or 
effective long staple cotton, it gives you somewhere about 130,000 baoles. If 
you take the average of three years, it is .q. little less. 

Sir Pwrskotamdas.-Say 70,000. Let us take it, at 100,000 bales. 
PTesident.--500,OOO bales (600,OO~I00,OOO) of cotton represent the avail-

able supply in the country P . 
Sir purshotumda&.-Yes. 
PTesident.-500,OOO bales would mean about 200 million Ibe. 
SiT PUTshotumdas.-yes. . 
President.-4t this stage I tried to calc~late the total quantity of Yl'orn: 

woven in Indian mills of counts 258 up to 408. . 
1111'. Suklatvala.-I have calculated that. 
Presidll~t.-Wh!lt 'is the figurer . 

Mr. Saklatvala.-1929-3~191 lOillion Ibs. of yarn. 193~31-205 millioIl' 
Ills. of yawn. 1931-32-236 million Ib8. of yarn. On an average we get about 
200 Dlillion Ibs. of yarn. .. , 

PTesident.-Above 25sP 
MT. Suklatvula.-No. We have taken from 248. 
PTesident.-How did youcal~ulate thatP 
llr. Saklatvula.-These are given in the statistics of cotton spinning an41 

weaying in India.p. ?ofills rompiled by the Direc~or General of Co~mercial 
Intelligence. . 

President.-I want 1931-32 figure. I want for 248 to 40s. 
llT. Saklatvula.-The figure for 1931-32 is 236 million Ibs. 
P1'uident.-How much is that in terms of raw cotton? 
MT. Sak!atvala.-I have tal[en the average of three years which comes to 

about 200 million Ibs. Adding 15 per cent.' to this, we get 230,000,000 Ibe. 
cotton whicll comes to about! 575,000 bales of cotton. 

Pr~$ident.-Tou haVE! to take th importedcottoI). into IlCroUnt. ImJl?~ecl' 
cotton la~t ~eo.r 'was 47Q,OOO bales. That 'r0~ld lOean very nearl:r 190 m11hoa 



Ibs. of cottoll. Of this 230 millien lb$. ef cotto~ tqat yeu used fer yarn, 
190 mil~ieo IllS. was iJ,ll,lleft.ed. What hllPpened to. this ~ndian cetton? 1;~a-' 
18 w\l\l~ I w~nt t9 kn9W • 

.ur. Sqklp.tvala . ....,.J have taken figUre!! ~{l tq 4~ o.nly. (Jount&. a,h9ve ~ 
ha"e n(lt ~!l taken into ~y calcu~~ion. . 

.Pr .. id~at.-you cao do tha.t. if you like. ... large part, oet nllce~sa,J;ib' 
the greate!: pan o.f hldian cotton which can be Wted effectively for tbe.. D;Ul·O\\'" 
facture of yarn above 24s is not ~ing used for that purpos~. 'fbat III wba! 
i~ Ilm91¥1W ~. 

Mr. 8ak~.-Yes, taking imports into account . 
.P"8ident.-Jmp~rt& very Dearly .~unt fer the whollil of your productim,l 

of 248 ~ <\Os'. . 
Mr. Saklatvala.-As a matter of fact, impor~d cot~on exceft ordil!1IlJ 

Americans is generally used for counts, 40s and aboye .. 
Pruident.-Whatr am anxious to know is this. If this is .net merely 

long 5tapit'l cotton but long Itaple cotton whioh can he used effectively for this 
"UfDO~ aqd It large plln 0.1 it is not used for that purpose, then thefe 
DlUIt he! .. W&llie of wealth somewhere becaU8tl there is II> difference in· vaille 
betwee1L IoQg staple anll Hort staple ootton&. 

Mr. Saklatvala.-I will explain that. We have taken into account from 
248. A good deal of this cotton is certainly used for say 21s, 22s and 238 also. 
In our own mills, for instance, We produce ~ warp from the same cotton 
,,-hich is being used in other mills for 24s warp. 

P1"e~ide!lt.-yl''1 ca\). \;V1lJ;f \1> ()llt~ 

1\Ir. Saklatuala.-That dep~nds on the YHn Y9.11 wish to produce and the 
quality of ~he cloth. SOIlW pell~le cao mak~ u~ 9f II( 9!lrta.in variety of cottO!! 
and try to get a higher count out of it by giving it a gre~tjl .. twi~t so as to 
impart strength to the yarn. Others would prefer to have a coarser count of 
yarn spun from the same cotton with much less twist which gives nice full 
yarn and the cloth has a better look. 

Pre6went.-Would you consider this· an outrageous proposition that a 
large part-I don't 'say the greater part---of Indian cotton which ought 
really to be useful for making yarns of higher counts is used in India for 
the purpose of manufacluring yarns of lower counts. The reSult is that 
either the textile industry is using high priced material for the production 
of low priced siuff· or the cultivator by giving high priced cotton to tke 
textile industry is getting a return equivalent to that of the low priced 
eotton. One of two things must happen. In either case, there is a w&llte ot 
we~lth. 

Mr. Saklahala.-Some cotton is aiEo used for hand spinning, the qUII>n,tity 
of which we do not know. . .-

President.-The largest figure ~- about 50. 

Mr. Saklatvala.-We have given here some reasons ab!o. 
Pruident.-I have mentioned thilj point by way 9f introquction to the 

question of import duty on raw cotton. If it is true thaJt as a result of the 
break in the price relation lIetween foreign cottons and Indian cottons, it is 
possible for you to get foreign cotton suitable for higher counts at a lower 
price than Indiqn cotton of the same quality, then obvio,usly the Inliian 
cottQll would be relegated to a purpose wqich is somewhat inferior to· th(l 
purpose for which nature has intended it 81nq therefor~ the c~ltivato'" 'fjlr 
~omebody e~ lo~ in the proc~. If you take about 6 pies pe.f lb. as tM 
difference between lQng stapl~ BIl<l short staple cllttons, on a very conllervative 
I'sti\l1atf, about Rs. 50 ill 60 Iv-I>hlt is bei\).g lost by somebody, unless t .,in 
"Tong in my calculations. Thlft brings me to the questiOll or the <Iuty fjI~ 
cotton. 

. S~r Pur$hofamda,..-I Bill l!fraid that the inference which you have drl/<\V, 
1\1 one wh\ch we ~u~t have tlm~ to (lxamine. l.m tell you why. I !tn'll' 
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that you won't misunderstand me. I think you asked whether it would he 
outrageous to II\ake the proposition which ypu have made. It is certainly a 
novel aspect and I submit with due deference to you that we should he 
given time to go into it. I think -that it won't do to go into averages 
for this reason,. In' 1930-31, we imported 470,000 bales, in 1929-30, about 
164,000 b~les and if you take .the year 1926-27, the figure is 474,000 bales-a. 
figllre whICh you have not taken. You have to take the production of each 
year and the import of that very relative year. • 

President.~Excuse me, that does not touch my point. I will tell you 
what my point is. I am not suggesting for a. moment that from year to year 
this sort of thing is going on but whenever there happens to be a break in 
the price relation-in 1926-27 those large imports were due to the break in 
the price relation-the Indian cultivator stands to lose tremendously if he 
is not given some assistance. 

Sir Pu,rshofamdus.-By assistance, you mean protection? 

President.-By III duty on raw cotton. I will tell you what I found on an 
examination of the figures. In 1921-22, there was a break in the price 
relation on account of the bumper crop in America. In 1926-27, there was a 
similar break. Again in 1931-32 there was a. break in the price relation: 
Thus in the course of ten years, the Indillln cultivator was faced with severe 
competition three times from lower priced foreign cotton. -

Si.r Pu,1.'shotamdas.-You have mentioned that there is a great wastage. 
On whose part is the wastage P Who suffers? . 

P1'esidellt.-That is what I want to know from the Cotton Committeo. 

Sir PliTshofamdas.-1 am not a,ble to follow the figures which you have 
taken. If you leave this over for the present, we shall go into it when 
the record of evidence is sent to us. 

Pl'esiden.t.-By 15th September, if you could send us a note, it would be 
h~¢~. . 

SiT PUl'sllOtamuas.-I can assure you that the intention of the Indian 
Central Cotton Committee, and indeed of any Cotton body is to get at the 
truth in this matter. You a·re in search of it and we may be groping for it. 
The scientific manner in which vou have tried to look at it is an aspect of 
the question ",hi('h appeals to nle. The only feeling I have is this. After 
all, we are practical people and such an important 8"pect would not escape 
us for so long, Anyway, we shall look into this question carefully and let 
you know. . 

Pl'esidellt.-1 should be ohligei\ if you would. All that I meant to do was 
to put before you the point as it occurred to me simply by an examination 
of the figures. 

Sir Purshotamdas.-All that I need say at the moment is that if you will 
leave it over, we will go into it more fully and then we will either confinn 
what you have said ..... 

P1·esident.-Or smash it if you like I 

_ Sir PursllOfamdlls.-Or we will put before you any other aspect which may 
strike us. . 

Pl'esidellt.~There is another aspect of this point which has also given me 
a certain amount of anxiety. I have been brought up in the comforting belief 
t.hat as far as short sta·ple cotton was concerned, we were in a position of 
1lbsolute security. We had a virtual monopoly. I had that idea from one 
of the publications of the Indian Central -Cotton Committee in which they 
llsed the phrase "virtual monopoly". I slv>uld like to know if that state
ment is still true. 

Sir PlIrshofamdas.-'Ve have some figures which will interest you. "The 
Empire Ootton Growing Review" ha~ a classification of -the world's cotton 
crops for l$130~'l1. The figures are gil-en under three groups, viz., above 
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11". i to Ii" and under i".. The last group is.. practically short staple 
cotton. \ 

Variety. Where grown •. Bales. Wt. of bales. 
, -

American, Indian, etc •• U.S. A. .. 1,834,100 (500) 

india. 3,500,000 (400) 

Korea, etc .• 150,000 (500) 

East Indies 13,000 (500) 

China. 2,000,000. (500) 

Persia. 124,000 (500) . 
Asia :r.nnor .. 80,000 (500) 

, 
Total .7,701,100 

or ·70 lakhs bales of bO~ lbs. 

President.-What is the Russian figure? I happened to come across a 
chart as pa.rt of the 5 year plan. 

Sir Purshotamdas.-Here is a report we have received from the Empire 
Marketing Board. This is their report on the quality of Russian cotton. 
The first paragraph reads as follows:-

" The Russian cotton used in the United ·Kingdom has, so far, repl3lCed 
American. There is no existing Empire crop whose spinning ·qualities 
would be exactly reproduced by Russian cotton, and there appears to he 
no movement among spinners to use Russian instead of any Empire growth". 

President.-That is in Lancajlhire? 
Sir PUl'shotamdas.-They don't use Russian cotton. If your inferenoe IS 

that they grow staple cotton which they use themselves or export somewhere 
else, we have no information. 

Pruident.-I have got the Russian ngure froin the Bombay Cotton Annual, 
on page 142. I gathered that practically the whole of it WII6 either less 
than i" or was suitable only for use !LS short staple cotton. 

Sir Purshotamdas.-This only gives the total crop of Russian cotton but I 
don't think it has any reference to its staple. 

President.-on your figures. what proportion does the India-n crop bear 
to the total cotton? 

Sir Pwrshotamdas.-of the 70 lakhs bales India grows 28 lakhs, America 
grows 18, China 20 lakhs. . 

Bao Bahadur Naik.-India grows about 40 per cent. 

President.-on these figures is there any justifica-tion for us to be anxious 
about the situation P What I mean is this: supposing there was again ~ 
disturbance in the price relation of the sort we have ·had two or three 
times during this period, it is not merely American· long staple that may
come into this country, American short sta·ple may come, even below il/. 

Sir Pl£rshotamdas.-That is ·.!he only r~ason why I was trying to say a 
word regarding the importance of this pamphlet, that whilst other countries 
grow quantities which are fairly close to the Indian quantity, that is not 
a.vailable to the world: what is available is the Indian short staple cotton, 
as America and China use most of their short staple cotton themselves. 



Chihll. sends a little to b"a:pan. rhe bulk of the short staple cotton which is 
available to the world is the Indian short staple cotton. 

Pi'e.rldell·t.~Thetefore '[ndtil. hils the only balll'nee availa:bleP 
. Bir Purshotamdas.-That is it.. It is only Indian short staple cotton 

which is available and indeed which is sold, and if any country wants short 
staple cotton it must turn to India. 

Prelident.-I have seen a reference in one of John. Todd's reports that 
there has been a steady deterioration in the quality of Americau cotton, for 
the 'Past few years. If that deterioration goes on the position might becom&-' 
increasingly less secure for India? 

Bir Purshotamdas.-That depends on how soon revival in world trade 
comes .on, and the price of raw materials goes up. If the Americans do not 

'fertilise the soil I should not be surprised if within the next ten years i.t 
gets closer to the point of the Indian soil. We have been drawing .out of the 
soil and putting nothing in the shape of fertilisers in India. Nature is the 
sam~all over the world; it may take a little longer in the case of America. 
but I wouldn't be surprised if tha.t happens. . 

Piesident.-This is wha,t ~ gather from Todd's report that there has been 
very considerable deterioration in American I)ottou, nearly 20 per cent. of 
the crop being now definitely below 1". 

SiT PUTshotamdas.-That is right. 
President.-Having put these two aspects before you, I had better take 

them in cot:ljunction with what you 'have stated in your note yourselves, 
that abo\~t 75 per cent. of the American imports definitely come into com
petition with Indian long staple; and taking the figllres that you 'have 
given, 75 per cent. of American is about 25 percent. of the total imports 
of cotton into this country; in other words it competes with 18 'Per cent. c;f 
our. total, taking the last year's figures. 

Si·r Purshotamdas.-18 or 12 whichever way you look at it. 
Prellident.-On those figureS would the Board be justified in recomme'nd

ing to the Lpgislature that the interest of the cultivator has to 'be safe
gUlllrded by It duty on cotton P 

Sir Pu.rsllOtaindas.-There is the distinction to be drawn between where 
compeotition with Indian cotton really matters and the point beyond which' 
there is no compt:tition. 

'Presidl'1lt.-When you say that, aren't; you to some eoxtt;nt ign<?ring 
indirect competition. One inch does not nece~sarily compete With one mch, 
it may rompete with little o,"er one inch or below one inch and therefore 
when you fix the competition you hayegot to allow 11/ margin. 

Sir Purshotamdas.-The point is, at a. certain stageo we really cannot use 
l'ndia'n cotton. Far eXample, you can't use Indian cotton for the purpose 
for which Egyptian or Ugll!Uda cotton is used. 

Presiden't.-Take the 25 per cent. American rotton which is longeor 'than 
our long staple cotton. Supposing li" American cotton on acco'unt of dis.
turbance in. the price relation can be bought at practically the same price 
as, SillY, 1" Indian cotton, would you buy Indian? 

Sir Pu.rshotamdas.-Yes, under those extraordinary circumstances. 
President.-Would you call that a very extraordinary circumstanceo? 

Sir P'Ur.~hotam{/a ••. -One might sa.y thlilt under those cil'cnIilstan(!es one. 
might turn tQ It. It is "eo~y usua~: a. spinner does not throw a,,:ayRs. '$
per candy and he would do It only, If he has got to pay only t nommal frac
tion mor'e to geot that cotton. The other point is, the a,verage careful 
spinner doe~ not c~ange ~is mixing avoidably because if he.n~('ustoms h,is 
customer to a particular kmd of cloth and does not keoep to It theon he wi}{ 
suffeor in the next six months. 

President.-Let me put it from another point of view. Supposing I get 
t'hi's liN cottQn and use it for making the kind of cldth for which it is 



generally used: if the price of that cl3/SS of 'cotton goes down my co~t of 
making that type of superior cloth correspondingly goes down, isn't tha,t so? 

Sir Pwrshotamdas.-Yes. 
President.-Then that particular kind of cloth relatively becomes cheaper 

and therefore the man who has been using &n inferior quality of clotti 
woven from Indian cotton, considering that the other has become relatively 
cheaper, will try to use it. Indirect competition might come from the cloth 
end? 

Sir Pwrshotamdtu.-I would not /lay that it is impossible. But the way 
in which we in the Central Cotton Committee look at it as stated in our 
reply to question 2 ~b) is from the general point of view. Under normal 
circumstances what would .happen if a land slide like las1; year comes on the 
cotton market and everything is upset. I take it we &re· now dealing with 
normal circumstances. Taking into consideration one Of two abnormal depres. 
sions which come every decade, I feel that what the Central Cotton Committee 
wants is protection from competition from abroad. Anything which. you 
might put beyond that, to my mind, would be putting a handicap to the 
local industry, and that is the point of view from which we look a1; it. 
It may overlap 1 agree, and if YOll say 'put a little margin' I won't say 
that it is unreasonable. We want to see th&t the cotton cultivator gets 
protection for all that he grows and is theref!Jre entitled to: beyond that 
an. additional ha.ndicap to the local mill. industry would· be unfortunate. 

President.-Would it be possible for you to make your suggestion a 
little more concrete? What is the grade th.at you would nx? . 

Sir Pu,shotama.u.-It h8l\ been said in our' reply: t" to 1". 
President.-That is to say the duty would be applicable to all classes of 

cottoJ!. 1" and, below? 
Sir Purshotamcias.-Yes. Import of raw cotton if it was one ,inch and 

below should have III duty which will be deterrent if you like it to be s,o: I 
know some of. my colleagues suggest that it must be prohibitive! 

Prerident.-What is the opinion ~f the Committee regarding the rate at 
which the duty should be imposed? ' 

Sir Purshotamdas.-I don't think .we have· discussed that in the ComJllit.. 
tee, some of my colleagues may be in a position to say what that' rate 
should be, but the genera,l opinion of my Committee is that it ought to· be 
adequate to give them prota:t,i~. -

Mr. llahimtoola.-Sir Pursbotamdas, you have simply mentioned th~t 
the present duty has. benefited the cultivator. ' 

Sir Purshotamdas.-In the circumstances of the year. 
Mr. Bahimtoola.-It is not only under the~ oo~ditiollS, bilt you are, !;Of 

opinion that under nO~1i'1 conditions' apd, circumst~,nces thEl pres~n~ dqty 
has benefited and would· benefit the cotton grower? ' 

Sir Pwshotamdas.-That is right. ' 
Prerident.-l rathe.r .. g. ather ~i-om' t.)1at statement. that the continu .. an!lll, of 

thll duty ~apt th!, present ra~ III more ,!r le!\l! v.;bat the COlpmittee WQ~,a 
recomment" 

Sir Pwshafam(las.-Y6Il,. ' 
President.-There is just one other point I would like to raise. Suppos. 

ing we accepted the BuggestiQn that the duty should be restricte<l, to cot.ton 
of particuljlr g;raCles, is it l1°ssible at the ev,stom I:Iouse to iru~ke thll nsc,E\s" 
sary exalIllDlltlon p. , , 

Sir Pwshotamilas.-N.q, nat at the Oust(jm Bouse. I feel tha. that could 
b~ I!la~e in two, ways: nr~t a, cer:t~~te, at. tb&·otb.er end by the New! York 
Cotton Excha.nge and secondly by a confirmation of that certificate. by the 
technological laboratory of thjl Central Cqtton ColDlIlittee which iii all im
partial ~dy unconnected wit~ any trading assQciation, .and the cotton oou14 
be held lD bond hElre or the Imp,orter. coulclVay a cer,tam amount of de;posit 
until the test. is decll'r~i . . . . 
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Mr. Rahimtoola.-Would it not involve a certain amount of delay~ 
Sir Purshotamdas."";"'One can't I].live it both ways. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.~I wanted to say that there should not be unavoidable 

delay in the matter which might affect the trade. 
Sir Purshotamdas.-The spinner can go on using the cotton after paying 

a deposit and if the report says that the cotton is 1" and over, the amoul;li; 
of deposit can be refunded. . 

President.-In a commodity like cotton a mere examination of the certi
ficate from invoices might be sufficient without actual examination of the 
stufi'! 

8il"Purshotamd'as.-I think a little check at this end'would be useful and 
I don't think it wouid be .very costly. A certificate from the other end 
would be a prima facie proof but a check would be useful. 

Mr, Rahimtoola,-Your point of view is that there would not be any 
difficulty in putting it into force? 

Sir Purshotamdas.-No. 
President.-In all cases in which imported articles are tested for Customs 

purposes, it is necessary to provide a margin for errors in testing. Wha.t 
margin would the Committee suggest? 

Si1' Purshotamdas.-I am' afraid I ·-will have to ask for time: we will 
have to discuss it. . 

President.-I am rather anxious on that score. 
Sir Purshotamdas.-I am likely to have a meeting of my Committee here 

in the first week of September and we could give you some idea then. 
President.-That is a kind of problem that has arisen in other industries 

and it is. always the practice of the Tariff Board and the Customs authori
ties to allow _ a certain margin for, errors in testing. If it came to the 
question of fixing a margin (a) to provide against indirect competition and 
(b) to allow for errors in testing, what is the sort of margin that you would 
like to suggest? ' 

Sir Purshotamdas.-I will consider tha·t. 
President.-If you will send us the information by the middle of Sep

tember it would be useful. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-With regard to the answer that you have given in 

regard to long staple cotton you,have stated that one of the reasons why long 
staple cotton is unobtainable is the ma·lpractice of mixing. I would like to 
have some details about it. ' 

Sir Purshotamdas.-We are distinguishing now between the quantity of 
real staple available and' the quantity available in commercial terms. 
Normally the full quantity grown should be available to the industry, but'it 
is not fully available because it is used for the purpose of mixing. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-Your organisation is one of those who ought to go to the 
bottom of this for that very reason. If you see the figures given in Table I 
and compare them with the figures 'in Table II-l,320 to 735-you will find 
there is a big drop and I thought that your organisation might be able to 
do something so that the malpractice of mixing mig}!t be avoided to a great 
extent. ' ' 

Sir Purshotamdas.-We have got to go a long way before we could dl, 
something very effective. A little is done. I don't think the Central 
Cotton Committee claim that mixing has been reduced very effectively, nor 
do they expect that they have any measures before them a·t the moment-
licensing of gins and presses-which will reduee it within the next one or 
two years. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-In answer to question 3 (b) you have replied to that 
question in the negative. We have received some representations on this 
question and we have heard people saying tha·t some of the Japanese people 
go to the villages and get cotton ata cheaper pric~ than what IS sold in 
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the market. Have you any information regarding that P What is the 
system of those who wish to send cotton out of IndiRlP Do they buy it in 
the market here or do they ·buy it in the villages. 

SiT PUT8hotamdas.-Even in the villages there is competition. It is not 
as if the exporter alone has access to the villager and ethers have not. 
Even the local merchant who acts as a Bort of middleman between the 
grower RInd the Bombay firms buying in market centres is always at tlie 
door steps of the cultivator perhaps earlier than the exporter. I should be 
very much surprised if I was told that the exporter had a preference in the 
eyes of the cultivator over anybody else. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-It is not a question of anybody having a preference 
in the eyes of the cultivator; it is the ready money thRlt counts. 

Sir PUT8hotamda,.-Sw-ely everybody buys on equal terms. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-That is the only point we wanted to understand that 

there is no unfairness in the treatment meted out to the cultivator. 
SiT PItT8hotamda •. -The Indian middleman pays as "much money as the 

exporter. I don't think one pays more than the other. 



~-ridebc~ bf Mt~ te. t: MAmNDRA, rte~rd~ lit Calebtti DB Thar.,; 
by, th~ 15th SI!k)teibber, 1m. 

President.-:r.1i". :r.tahiridra, 1 want to begin by sa)'irig ~hat \va are grate
'nl to Messrs. Martin and Company for agreeing to selid their. represents.
;1\'0 to lissis~ 11s iIi. this ertquiriand t a·m pal-ticl1larly grateful to you for 
;he very valuable n<lte yoil have sent us, 

Mr. Mahindra.-it is very kind of you t.o say so. I have been authotised 
~y tily firm to place 'before you all the facts and figures that you require, 
irrespective of the arguments in my Iiote. 

President.-I understand from tlie letter that you liave sent tIs that 
while the opinions expressed ill your note Me your own, the general line of 
ugument has the approval of your firm. 

Mr. Mahindra.-Yesj that is con-ect. 
Presiden.t.-'-The first thing is to get a general idea of the main features 

of the Managing Agency system generally in Calcutta as compa·red with 
the features of the system in other parts of India, say Bombay and Ahmeda
bad. We have got some facts about Bombay a·nd Ahmedabad. As far as 
that is concerned, we could give you details and you might tell us whether 
in regard to various aspects of the Managing Agency system, the Bombay 
and the Ahmedabad systems differ from the system here as you know it. 

Mr, Mahindra.-Yes. 
President.-I want to take first the period of agreement. You sent lIS' 

S or 4 typical agreements executed by your firm and we have also had 
typical agreements of that kind sent to us by two other Agency Houses here, 
Messrs. Bird and Company and Messrs. Andrew Yule and Company. As I 
understand the position in Bombay you might say the normal arrangement 
with regard to tenure you have an initial period fixed which is 20, 30 and 
quite often 40 years and his removal at the end of that period is subject to an 
extraordinary resolution of the Company to be'passed in several cases by three
fourths majority, but in quite a number of cases four-fifths or five-sixths 
majority. That is generally the arrangement in Bombay. In Ahmedabad 
almost invariably it is a permanent and non-changeable arrangement. That 
is the phrase used in Ahmedabad agreements. From the agreements that I 
have seen on the Calcutt81 side the periods are 10, 15, or 20 years certain, 
and thereafter subject to an extraordinary resolution for which a majority 
of three-fourths is required. 

Mr. Mahindm .. -That· is the position. In the majority of Companies 
under the control of Messrs. Martin and Company, the initial minimum· 
period fixed is 10 yea·l'S. 

President.-That is the normal period. 
Mr. MaAindra .. -Yes in the, majority of Companies. There are a few 

cases--I should say not more than· 15 per cent.-where there is a fixed 
minimum tenure of 15 years but never more than 20. 

President.-Are you able to tell us about the Managing Agency agree
ments of other important houses, as far as you know. Supposing we said 
it seldom exceeds 15 years in Oalcutta, will that be a correct statement? 

'Mr. 'Mahindra·.-As far as my knowledge goes, that will be correct. 
President .-1 llave to make certain comments on these points later on. 
Mr. Mahindm.-May 'I just add a rider to that? I think I made a 

scrutiny of most of the Managing Agency Agreements as they were in force 
before the wlllr and after the war. The usual fixed minimum period of tenure 
hefore the war used to be 10 years, but subsequent to the war, I think in 
1920-1921, when prices were at the top level and all the industries were 



floated at most expensiv8costSj then ~m~.the reac~ioii. aiul,p~ices~roPpl1ed 
down; just about that time the tenuAt began to be. changed. Gradua y 
without any defihite intention oh the Pa.r1; of the Manilgi~ Agents the 
period becalM 15 yeari. . < 

Mr. Rahimtoota.-tO-day .the ~verage is 15. 
Mr. Makilldra.-The usual in my firm is only 10. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-When you said about 15 per cent., I wanted to know 

whether the average would be 15 per cent. throughout ClIIlcutta. 
Mr. Mahindm.-My knowledge is not complete. 
Pre,ident.-Now I come to the question of remuneration. 
Mr. Alahindra.-As far as this fixed minimum tenure is conoetned, in 

most of our Managing Agency Agreements there is a proviso: any time 
during this fixed minimum period, or after that if. the same Managing 
Agents continue in office, should there 1ie II> breach of the agency agreement 
it is at the discretion of the Directors to give. notice to the Managing 
Agents. 

President.-Does the notice become effeciive entirely <in the responsibility 
of the Directors P 

Mr. Mtihindra,.-Yes. 
Pre8ident.-8upposing, for example, there is a distinct breach of the 

agreement in respect of obligations of. Managing Agents and the Directors 
'On that account give 1I.0tice to. the Managing A.gents, can you SillY at the 
~nd of 6 months "you have not fulfilled your obligations in regard to this 
part of the agreement and therefore we give you notice at the end,of 6 
month. " . 

1111'. Mahindra.-The usual words are" provided if the Managing Agents 
flllil to observe the terms of the agreement, the Directors may at any tithe 
during the fixed minimum period or thereafter give notice to terminate 
the agreement". 

Prnident.-There is no reference to the shareholders? 
Mr. Mahindra.':-As I have tried to bring it out iIi tny iluiiriorandliril., every 

~re is taken that the BoaM of Directors' control is really Mfective. 
Prtiident.-That i~ a v~rY interesting fact. that inakes the controi.rellli 

and effective. 
1111'. Rahimtoola.-You have referred to that on page 13. Are the Board, 

'of Directors independent of the Managing Agent P 
Mr. Md.IHndra.-i would like you to debe the word. ' iil.(tependent '. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Independent in the sense that they are not interested. 
Pre,ident.-In that case, of course, the onti reinedy open to the M:anag-' 

ing Agents, if he fails for example and notice has been given, he gOes to 81 
(Jourt of Law. . 

Mr. MaAindra.-Al'bitraiion clauSe 1s mually absent in 'the Ma.naging 
Agency Agreement. If there is 'a differeilCe of opinion about the interpreta
tion of the agreement, they g() to the Oompany's Solicitors. 

l'resident.-ts there a definite arrangement provided fot- iii the agree-
1l1imt? Whlit form does the arbitratiott ta.ke place? 

Mr. Mahindm.-Both parties come to an arrangement if they so .choose. 
J ,,·iIl read out the provision which is given. in my note on page 10. "It 
shall be lawful for the Board to direct the Mamiging Agettts not to act On 
the view held by them until the matter shlllll have been laid before the 
lIhareholders in General Meeting". 

Presj,lent.-Is that a normal feature of your agreements? 
11[1'. Mahindra.-Yes. 
Pre,ident.-Now I come to the question of remuneration. I mean by 

remuneration also contributions made by the Company towards expenses. I 
am including that in the term "remuneration". There is first an offi~ 
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allowance, a fixed aillount which varies from Rs. 1,000 to Rs. 3,000 a month. 
'l'here is one case in which it is Rs. 10,000. 

Mr. Mahindra.-in my firm it ranges from Rs. 250 to Rs. 1,500 a month. 
President.-In addition to that there is the usual commission. A com

mission in the case of most of the Bombay Oompanies is c3l1culated on profit, 
profit meaning gross profit in the sense of profit before depreciation and 
the rate is generally 10 per cent. calculated on that basis. "rhen in quite a 
number of cases this commission is subject ·to a minimum which varies from 
Rs. 6,000 a year sometimes to Rs. 1,00,000. 

Mr. Mahindra.-Rs. 1,20,000 is mentioned by the Bombay Shareholders' 
Association. 

President.-In Ahmedabad it is generally the com~ission. There ~s no 
office allowance and the co=ission is on sales, but the' commission on sales 
may be given either at ·so much per cent. on the value of sales or it may be 
given in the form of so much per lb. sold. Whether it is calculated on the 

. one basis or the other is dependent upon the agents. I me3ln it is left to 
the option of the agents. In addition to that if the company is .. engaged 
in, any transaction other than the manuf3lCture of cotton piece-goods, sup
posing, for example, there is a ginning department, then profit is also allowed 
on bills of work in connection with tha,t particular department which would 
be practically profits in transactions other than the· manufacture of piece
goods. Along with that, there are in many cases an agreement to this effect 
that if the Company does not earn enough to pay 6 per cent. dividend, the 
agents will then forego the commission up to a third of the total co=ission 
which may be earned. In most cases in Ahmedabad the Managing Agency 
is constituted .of what may be called co-parcenery. A large number of people 
have shares, total share being 16 annas. 'Vhile the Managing Agent probably 
holds a greater part of it" qtiitea large number of people have subsidiary 
interests of that kind. In Calcutta the office allowance is IIIn invariable 
.feature. Now the actual· remuneration of 'the Managing Agents in most 
casE'S is calculated on profit. 

President.-What is your own impression? You make 31 statement in your 
note that as far as your firm is concerned, profit means nett profit, that 
is to say, profit after depreciation has been set aside. 

Mr. Mahind1'Oi.-Yes, in most cases 31fter providing for depreciation and 
in 'all cases after providing for interest on loans, etc. 

Pres,ident.-Generally am I right in thinking that in Calcutta too com
mission on profit means commission on profit before depreciation? 

Mr. Mahindra.-I don't think I will accept that as a general state-
ment. 

Preside1d.-You would not? 
Mr. Mahindra.-No. 
President.-In practically every enquiry tha-t we have done there are 

exceptions that I can think of but in most cases I believe we ",!,er? told 
that the commission was calculated on the nett profit pl'US depreCIatIOn? 

Mr. Mahindra.-I have just made -'a rough count of some of our com
panies: commission is P!l'id on p~ofits calculated aft~r ?ed~cting deprecia
tion in 16 of our companies lIS agamst B, where depreCiatIOn IS not deducted. 

President.-In one of the agreements -that you sent us-I am sorry I have 
not got those agreements her&-I think I notic~ ~hat it was calc~late.d 
on gross profit in the sense of ~rofit plu.sdepreCiatlon-I fo~get which It 
was. Anyway that is a smlllll 1!.00nt. If 16 out of 24 companies are based 
on the other system, I take it that that is the normal feature as far 
as you are concerned? 

Mr. Mahindra.-Out of the B, 7 belong to wha-t may be called publiC' 
utility service. 

Pruident.-You put them in a special category? 

Mr. Mahindra.-Yes. 
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Pre&iiknt.-IB there any minimum commission provided? 
Mr. Mahindra.-No. • . 
President.-None at all? 

. Mr: Mahindra.-Not in these companies. There a.l'e a few. cases how
ever where th,!,re is a 10 per cent. commission provided on annual profits but 
if profits are less than 4 pel' cent. on the paid up capital, then the minimum 
commission is Rs. 2,400 a year. 

President.-Does that occur in several cases? 
Mr. Mahindra.-That occurs only in three or four light railway com

panies under our control. There is no minimum commission provided any
where else. 

Presis:lent.-That applies to the public utility companies? 
Mr. Mahimha.-No. 
President.-Would you not call a railway company a public utility con-

cern P . 
Mr. Mahindra.-Not in that sense. In the case of our light railway 

companies, it is an arrangement more or .less between the Government of 
India or local authorities, l!.,{anaging Agents and the shareholders. The 
Government of India or the local authorities guara.ntee a certain minimum 
return on the capital to the shareholders. Therefore the Managing Agents 
are not entitled to earn any commission on profit, until that guaranteed per
centage is earned for the shareholders. The office IIIllowance, as I have pointed 
out, is really a return for out of pocket expenses. For the services of 
Managing Agents themselves, for supervision and control, the minimum 
amount of Rs. 2,400 a year is provided. All these managing agency agree. 
ments were made prior to 1905. ' 

President.-Long before the warP 
Mr. Mahim-dra.-Yes. 
President.-The next point which I want to discuss is the basis of 

this remuneration. in its reaction on the whole system later on. As regards 
the managing agent performing services for the company other than the 
management of the concern, having contracts for the purpose of purchases 
and alllles and in respect of insura.nce, etc., it seems to me that the position 
at all these three centres is similar. There does not seem to be very much 
difference. From your note I gather not only you do not consider that there 
is a fundamental objection to the system but you think that in certain 
respects it makes for considerably more economical management. 

Mr. Mahindra.-That ill my opinion. 

President.-With regard to the ~wers of Directors, the provision which 
you find generally in Bombay agreements is expressed in the phrase which 
commonly occurs in your agreements " subject to the supervision and control 
of Directors". But I have formed the impression that while that phrase is 
used, the precise character of the duties and the obligations attaching to 
the managing agent is not specified in the agreements in the detail in which 
they are apparently stated in your agreements in Calcutta; that is to sIllY, 
the managing agent is expected to carry on the business of the Company 
subject to the control and supervision of Directors. Not very much mo~ 
than that is said. 

Mr. Mahindra.-You mean on the Bombay side? 

President.-Yes. The difference that I can gather between Bombay and 
Calcutta is that here in Calcutta the duties and obligations of managing 
agents are stated in mnch' grea.ter detail in addition to the provision for 
control and supervision by the Directors. As far as Calcutta is concerned 
that is.a correct statement. Y,?u have a detailed statement in most of th~ 
agreements. It sometimes extends to 2, 3 or 4 clauses. 

Mr. Mahindra.-This is the sort of comprehensive clause giving powers 
to the managing agents as to what they can do (banded in). 



President.-Then, when the duties and obligations of the managing agenb, 
have been stated with this fullness and in this detail, it follows that whwt
ever other developments may arise in connection with the management, they 
should be regarded ptimarily as the business of the Directors; that is to Bay,.. 
what I am trying to get ,at is under your system, the residue of power is 
with the Board of Directors. 

Mr. Mahindra.-I W01l,ld not go so far as that, because in the Articles of 
\, Association of almost every company with which I have had some connec
tion, there are usually inserted elaborate clauses as to ,what the Directors 
are authorised to do. Practically all the powers of management, direction 
and control and also detailed supervision are vested in the Directors speci
fically item by item. In addition, the managing agents are instructed to 
clI!rry out certain statutory duties as provide4 for in the Companies Act, but 
in order to carryon the day to day work of the company they are also 
specifically given certain powers which are outlined in their agreements. So, 
whatever the powers of managing agents, they derive them directly from the 
Company under the supervision and control of Directors. 

President . ..:-supposing for example lit form of irregularity arises, som~ 
development. arises in cOl~nection with the Oompany which is not definitely 
provided fur in tbe agreements either as resting llpon the Directors or as. 
resting upon t~ managing agents, then l take it thllt the effeci; of the 
agre!lments is that it is the Directors' b)llliness to attel).d to tha~? 

Mr. Mahindrq.-Yell. " 
President.-That means of course the rf)sidue of power is with the 

Directors? 
Mr. Mahindra.-Yes to thai; extent. As a matter of fact, that reminds 

me of two cases where 'we found that' the managing agen.ts' powers did' not 
cover a particular action they wished to take. They went to the Director8 
and the Directors themselves were not sure whether they could authorise 
action on that. Special meetings of the shareholders had to be called for. 
, President.-But that rlLther goes against. the idea of residual power being 
with ,"!;he Directors? 

Mr. Mahindra.-That is the point I wanted, to bring out. The supreme 
power is really with the shlllreholders. The shareholders give to the Directors 
certain specific powers under the Articles. They also give to the managing 
agents certain powers under the direction and oontrol of the Board, of" 
Directors. 

President.-Is this case you refer to a n~):'maJ easei' 
Mr. Mahindra.-No, it is a very exceptional case. 
President.-Generally we may say that the residue of power lies with the 

:Qir,ectora bll1\ in e~cep~ional cases thili reaidu~ rests with, the shareholders?' 
M,.. Mahind'ra.-Naturally; tha~ ill the Companies Act. . 
President.-But you may also say that in the abstract the residual power 

, is with the shareholders but in praotice 'the residual power is exe'rcised by the' 
;Directors P " , " , , ' 

Mr. Mahi1\dra.-Yes. 
Presitfent ........ T,h"t. ~~l1'd be a, c!,!rrect stJ1teml!nt.? 
Mr. MahindTIt.-1;es. ' 
President.-The number of Directors nominated by managing agents is 

generally one to two. 

, Mr, l\(ahindra,-GenerllLlly one, o\lCa~iona-lly' two, in thE! Companies under 
til\!, control Qf lJl;l1, fjrll1 t 

Presiden,t,-I believe the position is morE! or less, the same in other, parts' 
of Illdia. On transfer, of ~h'l Company's business to s0'ille other oorporatio\l 
or ~rm, the .managing a.gent has t,he 'ri&ht:t~ cont~~ue as agent d]lring, the 
penod fixed III the agreement P , 

N,,.., Mahindra.-No. 



Pruident.-Hasn't he? 
Mr. Mallindra.-iq practicallN Itvery case, if the CQlllpany is woq.nd llP t4~ 

managing agents have no right? 
Pruident.-If it is wound up, it is a different. proposition. 
Mr. Mahindra.-If you will define the word, 'transfer', then I '\Vill be 

able to. give an a,nswllr .. 
Pre$ident.--supposing the business is sold? 
Mr. JIahindTa.-So far as the business of a limited joint stock company is. 

concerned, how is it sold? If it is Bold, you must wind up the Company. 
President.--so that question can only arise when the concern is wound 

upi' 
l(r. Mahindm.-Qf COlJrse they can transfer pa·it of. the property. They 

may sell part of the assets. . 
Pre$ident.--supposing a Company has three or four departments and all 

the plant and machinery of one department is sold without the Company 
going into liquidllltion to another joint stock company, what would be the 
pOIIition in that call& P 

Mr. Mahindra.,-There is no provision made for managing agents ·either 
for compensation or for continuance in cases of such sales of part of the· 
assets of the Compan;y. . 

Pre.idefl-t.-In that. case, dOOfil the managing agent continue to look after
thll d~Pllrtment!~ business although it has been transferred to another. COJIl-
pauy? . 

Mr. Mahimlra.-No, Lliholliq. not think 80. U a particular department 
of. a -COlllllmlY is transferred til aQpther joint stock company, the, former 
become, a sleeping partner. It has nQ control in that. 

PreBident.-When a company; is wound. up, is there any provision here 
for oompensatipn to tbll ~anagin& 'agent? 

Mr. Mahindro.-Np. l'erhllpsl, shollid q\laJi!y thwt. I have made a 
definite st.atelllent that thllTe il! no oompensation--whaiolloever on liquicj.ation . 
That is true generally as far as it goes, but there. i~ o.pe exception in 1Pl 

·firm. In the case of olle c<>mpany it, is provided that if the compaIlY IS 

reconstructed, then the m8!D&ging agents will have the option to continue as 
managing agents of the reconstructed company. But that is a very special 
case where the managing agents had lost quite a goo4; bit of money. The 
instance was a group of 5 or 6 collieries, all promoted.. and sponsored by my
fil"Jll. They got. into diftic~tie!l a.pd lost most of thei" capital. which beiollged 
to Messrs. Hartin and Colllpapy. Then, they were amalgamated and a. new 
joint stock company was promoted. In it also Messrs.: Martin and COlDPan¥ 
hold 'II, majority of share. and in order, you may SillY. to coIl1pensate t4em
selvea for the loss incurred in the previous concerns, .this provision was 
inserted altho~gh it was agail!st the wishes of our senior Director~ 

Pruident.--supposing in a case of that ki~d the renewal was not made, 
the managing agents could claim compensation? .•. . 

Afr. Mahiftdra.-lf the reconstructed company and the managing agents. 
do not come to terms as regarda management, compensation as. valued lijII a 
firm of Ohart.ered Aooountants is provided. for. 

Preside1l-t.-The scale is left to be determined by a party to whom the 
matter is referred by the Company a.nd the managing agents. ., 

Mr. Mahindm.-That is only' onlt case. 

President.-Even in that case, there is no arrangement of the kind tha,t 
)'(Ill have in Bombay and Ahmedabad where the oompensation is not left to 
be determined by & thrid party to whom the'matter is referred, but the 
Bcale itself ill, provided ill t~ agreement<. Genera.Jly, it is 5 tim~ tho. 
average of the elllrnings of the past 5 or 10 years as the case may be. 

Mr. M{I)Ii~'-IP this ODII case, lin s3le Of. trapsfef, th~ manllogipg,agenta 
JPilM :tnllke it .. cOlldi~illIl t~~t t~~ ~hoqJ4, rebjl\. tpe ~a~~~iHlr; ~11~9,Y. qt 
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the new business. n the purchaser refuses then compens3ltion as considered 
fair and reasonable by a European firm of Chartered Accountants will be paid 
to the managing agents. . ' 

President.-That is a very exceptional case? 
Mr. Mahindra:-only one case. 
President.-:-Wit~ r~gard to assig~lment, I fi~d in Bo~bay the managing 

agent. m,ay assign his mterest, that IS to say, his commission or part of his 
comnllsslon? 

Mr. Mahindra.-You mean mortgage? 
President.-He can transfer it to anybody else. 
Mr. Mahindra.-You mean the control of the company? 
President.-His interest, commission or the remuneration part of it? 
Mr. Mahindra.-This is the first time that I hear of it. 
President.-It does not occur here? 
Mr. Mahindra.-No. 
President.-The business is not transferred. The business is done by the 

managing agent. Only his interest in commission to the extent of say 50 
per cent. is transferred. 

Mr. Rah·imtoola.-Please refer to page 14 (f) oJ your note. 
Presiden-t.-Sometimes it is not" a question of mortgage. You simply 

give it to somebody else. The commission is say Rs. 10,000 a year. The 
managing agent gives 50 per cent. of that to another man. 

Mr. Mahindra.-It may be a case of personal arrangement. I am a 
managing agent. I am in difficulties. My remuneration as managing agent 
is say Rs. 10,000 per year. That is my fixed income. I may go to a Bank 
and say " Will you give me a· loan on the strength of that P ". 

President.-There is no case in which the agreement is assigned? 
Mr. Mahindra.-The managing agency agreements mentioned by m~ 

usually provide that the managing agents may be the present firm or their 
successors or their assigns. 

Pres·ident.-Does the phrase • or their assigns • occur? 
Mr. Mahindra.-In most of the agreements. 
President.-But generally successors? 
Mr. Mahindra.-Yes. 
President.-Supposing the managing agency is vested in my firm aud 

Its successors and assigns, in that case; can my firm assign or transfer the 
business to somebody else? 

Mr. Mahindra.-I think that the question should be referred to a lawyer. 
I know of no case where a transfer has been made. 

President.-I am curious to know the legal effect of it. If a managing 
agent is so inclined, he can do it? 

Mr. Yahindra.-As far as my knowledge goes, the word • assign' is 
interpreted to mean I can transfer my managing agency for a considera
tion, but I cannot assign the remuneration which I receive as a managing 
agent. 

President.-The Company has to put up with the assignees? 
Mr. Mahindra.-It has got to put up with them in accordance with the 

agreement, but I know of no case. 

President.-In Ahmedabad the agreements gen~rally provide for as~ign. 
ment both of agreement and interest. 

Mr. Mahindra.-I don't think the practice is at all prevalent in Cal
cutta. 

President.-I suppose a managing agent 'often has a number of differed 
companies under his management engaged t{) carry on the same kind o~-
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business. Opinion, I suppose, in business circles is not against an arrange
ment of that kind; on the other hand it is in favour of it? 

Mr. Mah'indra.-Yes. . 
Presiderit.-That is to say, when four or five companies are engaged in 

the same business and under certain conditions. their interest may be com
petitive,. then the fact that one managing agent is in charge of all these 
different· companies, is that supposed in any way to harm the interests of 
the shareholders of the different companies? . 

Mr. Mahindra.-I don't think it happens in practice-what you call com
petitive interests may apply to firms of retail dealers, sellers of machinery, 
sellers of hardware and so on but they have no effeclive application in case 
of manufacturing or extractive concerns. 

President.-At a time of very acute depression if you find that there is 
not enough market for the product of your industry, and you have 12 
companies under the same management all trying to get what business they 
can, then I suppose even in the case of manufacturing concerns a state of 
competition may arise. . 

Mr. Mahindra.-It is all the better when they are under thll same 
House. 

Pres;de,.t.-I notice in one of the agreements that your firm has sent 
us that there is a clause to the effect that the firm is not to engage in any 
husiness directly or indirectly of the kind carried on by the Company 
concerned. What is the point of it? 

Mr. Mahindra.-The Hoogly Engineering. and Docking· Company were 
originally shipbuilders prior to its flotation it was a sort of private concern 
belonging to two or three individuals. They found themselves in difficulties. 
An appeal was made to our firm to come to their rescue. Consideration was 
given for the help and in return we said II we will manage the company 
provided you agree to give us a fixed tenure of office for 10 years". Then 
the other party turned round and said II You must \lot take any other 
Ihipbuilding work" and we agreed. 

Mr. Boqu.-This agreement is dated 1921P 

Mr. Mahindra.-That is the revised agreement. This· company lost most 
of its capital and was then re-constructed in 1921. The original capital 
was reduced and further capital raised by issue of debentures and so on. 

Prllsident.-I believe there is a similar provision in the Tata Sons 
agreement with the Tata Iron and Steel Company. 

Mr. Mahindra.-This provision used to be very much favoured in the 
old agency agreements. It is still a favourite clause in the case of selling 
agency agreements. 

Presidenf.-Where ·the competition that may arise is more immediate 
and direct? 

Mr. Mahindra.-Yes. This does not arise in the case of collieries; this 
does not arise in the case of jute companills, because concentrated control 
or rather an amalgamated control is for the benefit of these concerns. 
Whatever orders are secured, if the products are of a similar nature, these 
are pooled according to the direction of the managing agents. In the case 
of collieries, of course, each colliery produces different class of coal and 
get their orders for different seams. But take the case of a cement com
pany, the one with which we are concerned. Before we actually started 
working we spent four years in investigating and prospecting in association 
with a very well known firm in England. Our British friends were appre
hensive that after the gathering of knowledge by us we might tum them 
down and take up another concern. So to preliminary investigation they 
made it a condition that if this company wss at all promoted in India 
and if we agreed to take over the managing agency of this concern we will 
not. take over the managing agency of any other cement company. 



Premdent.';";';If iJ. managing agent liae un'der his manageibtint seteta! 
'Companies doing t1ie ~aine \iusiness, theoretically the case would be the 
Ilame as that of an amalgamation or a combine and as a tesult tour
tJVetiuiads tnl1st n~Bllaril; cotha down P 

, ,Jlt. Mahindrti:":'-Yes. t sl10uId rather go fui-thet and use the word 
:ratiolllH~sed control. 

President.-I sIiould like to refer to the general, point that yod, raise 
at the end of your note as regards the difference between the results of 
.the, Calcutta system bnd the results of the Boinbay systettl. Rightly or 
wrongly there is a great deal of complaint ob. the, Bombay side rega.l·ding 
the 'working at the system. As it Tariff noal'd we have heen concerned 
with enquiries into industries on the Calcutta side for quite a number of 
years,now but we never had liny complaint regardinli; the managing agency 
system. There is that ob'Violis difference and I was rather interested to 
notice the line' along which you tty to explain, if possible, the difference 
between the two cases. One t>oiht that :triu at.e raising is that it illay iU;'VE; 

a good deal to do with the inherent difference between the jute industry 
I1nd the cotton industry. ",' 

Mr. "Mahindm.-I preface my remarks on this point by saying that r 
have no kno~ledge of the cotton industry. 

presidill~f.-'You have It good deal of kriowledge of the jute industry? 
.3tr. Mallindra.-Not practical knotViedge. 
Pre.~ident.-I don't' suppose we want any practical knOWledge in order 

to arrive lit it tentatiVe conclusion on this point. The point really is 
that it is likel~ that lit a tiine of extrelne depresSion an industry which is 
exposed not rnl!rely tb severe ,internal competition but also to, severe 
external com}>etition hats a milch llarder time of it thiu\ an industry which 
is not expo-qed to, se-lrere i\x~ern:al cOlnpetitiori, and therefore the results are 
likely to, be Jhuch :more dislistrbus to the shareholders of the orie than in 
the other case, and iVhen shareholders do. not get the return that they 
expect, they put, the blame on the mamigement. I was wondering whether 
taking the situation as a whole, there is any force in this point which I 
waI\t to put to you. You were, talking, of rationalised, control a, little 
while ago. tn onll sehse the managing dgimcy system does provide for 
ratiOlialised control by centraiising mahy things, by ecohomising in many 
things. When you 'have that System and the companies included under 
your managettient ar!! aU companies engaged in, the same kind of business 
and there happens to be 1& period of difficulty for this particular industry 
then financial risk and so on demands that the managing agents put all 
their eggs in one ba.sKet ,I, BeJlgal has a variety of business unlike Bombay 
arid therefore the managing agent spreads his risk in a. way in which the 
managing agent on the Bombay side cannot in the textile industry, and 
that :might &ceoutlt fot the spedal difficulties of the Bombay managing 
agent compared with the difficulties of the managing agent here. 

Mr. .nrt:iMtulra.-I \t'duM tiot like to cotitt-adict yon on this point 
bel-aUse, as I tbld ybu; I do notkttdw anything about the Bombay industry 
or tlil! lnat1a~ihg agency systetn there. Yriu say that there may be some
thing ~fung with the managing agency methods in Bombay because there 
is ito othet industry except textile available for thil managing agent to 
spread his risks over. Will I be correct in lIutting it this way: that 
possibly the managing agent in Bombay has bitten oft' more than he can 
('hew? It is not because of faulty management that he is in difficulties 
but because he has been too greedy. 

l'rp"ioP1i,t.-There are several managing agency houses on the Calcutta 
side which manage more than a dozen companies. No managing n;ent nn 
tho Bomhay side manages a dozen' textile 'companies. Would you consider 
that he was overdoing it? 

MI'. l\Iahindra.-If in your argument the assumption is that the managm!!; 
agent spreads his risk over different companies engaged in different kinds 



of iRdilStry are 'yOU not also ,asSuming that he utiliSes ihe surplus pralit 
01 ,!fle companY, to aid the weake.r company? 

Pre3ident.-Yes. 
Mr. MaM1Idra.-Thete is not one case in which we hne allowed one 

company under our management to lend finance to another compan,. .AI! 
flU" a8 finallce8 are concerned each cdmpany is quite independent and 
aeparate. . 

Prerident.-W.hen a company asks fot- a loan from a bUbk does 'the. 
managing agent provide any security. 

Mr. Mahind1"6.-He gUarantees the loan. 
Pre3idimi.-He takes the risk? 
Mr. Mahindra.-Yes. 
Pruident.-As far as that risk is concerned, is not the managing agent 

id a better position if he spreads his risk over a .number of industries? 
Mr. Mahindra.-i am not so BUre about that. A,s It DUlnaging agent I 

know my linancial resources; I know the industries I am controlling and I 
can foresee the difficulties of each industry, the maximum amount of risk 
I am taking in floating a particular concern and sponsoring" a "particular 
industry. For instance, say the total capital of the companies under the 
control of MesSrs. Martin alid Cotnt)any is in the region of five crares of 
rupees. The linancialdepartthent of Messrs. Martin and Company cal
C'Ulateli from period to period the amount of finll.nce required by all these 
compallies and if we lind that we h4ve gone right up to the hilt we don't 
look at Imother prbpositibn nnlesR we are relieved of the responsibility 
of one or more of the prl!6ent companies. 

Pre3ide,.t.~ASsuming prildent linancial management of that kina in both 
cases would you still refuse to agree that a managing agent who has 
opportnniLies of taking up companies engaged in different lines of industrial 
work ill in a better position? 

Mr. Mahindra.-That ha.~ nothIng to do with actual management. 
Pre.ident.-That is precisely the point. I am trying to justify your p08i~ 

tion that If things are difficult in Bombay that is not due to the syswm 
as such but to the particular conditions under which the system operates 
in Bombay. 

Mr. lIlaAindra.-1 agree with yoU that pOsSibl, tlie risks iii. Bombay 
Bre greater for the managing agent and accbrdil1l!;ly managing agehcy firfuS. 
In Bombay ought to have foreseen their risks and not to "have sprea.d their 
Dets "idel, during prosperous times. 

President.-The next general point r want to raise is," what preciSely 
are_the distinct services which the managing agent cad perforin which the 
managing director cannot or does not? You have paid a great deal of 
attention in your note to the question of the managing agent in hia 
capacity a8 entrepreneur, the pioneering and floatation and that p&rt of i~. 
A managing director seldom performs that in the selise those services can 
be rendered under the managing agency system. Thnt is one distinctive 
contribution of the managing agency system P 

Mr. Mahindra.-Yes. 
President.-Another is that he provides linance, and there is a third ,to 

which I don't think you make any reference. After all in order to detetmine 
the distinct oontributions rendered by the managing agency systeDl. in India. 
you have to look at the thing historically. This system started on the 
Calcutta. side as a legacy from the East India Compa.ny. 

Mr. Mahindra.-I was rather intrigued when during my last visit to 
Europe, I came across a gentleman from Scotland: he knew Calcutta business 
and he told me that it was really a contribution by Scotch merchants who 
came to Calcutta in the early part of the 19th century, and he "also told me 
that this system was still in vogue in the remoter parts of Scotland: there 
this system still prevails. 
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President.--One reason why the managing agency system has been in 
~reat vogue -in India is that when you have to provide for an industry in 
India a continuous and regular supply of imported labour then it is much 
easier for the industry to secure its supply when it proceeds through a 
managing agency house which has established its reputation and commands 
a certain amount of confidence amongst people of the kind who are being 
.recruited-not only for recruitment of labour but for the maintenance of 
the higher staff if the industry acts through a managing agency house of 
sufficient standing: it would help. 

Mr. Mahindra.-That· is really a historical matter. 
President.-Supposing for example to-day you want to organise an 

industrial concern somewhat of a new character and you want to import 
technical labour from outside? 

Mr. Mahindra.-Not· want to but we may have to. 
Presiden.t.-In that case are you not in a better position if you are to 

proceed through a firm like yours which have a reputation b~cause the 
man who offers his services feels that he is going to have the benefit of the 
standard of prudent management, fair management and so· on associated 
with Messrs. Martin and Company? . 

1I1r. Mahindra.-Yes. 
Presidellt.-Suppose we take these three distinctive services performed bY' 

a managing agent, what I would like to know is, is there any special 
reason why in the conditions of the cotton textile industry the managing 
agent should be considered still essential? It is an established industry, 
there is no more pioneering and so on; most of the technical and super
VISOry staff that you want now can be recruited, and excepting finance theTe 
is no really distinctive ser~iee which the managing agency firm can perform 
in regard to the cotton textile industry. 

Mr. lIlahinclm.--Of the two" ills ", if such are they, I would choost' the 
lesser one, the managing agency system. In my opinion the managing 
agency system is a better system than the system of company management 
by managing directors. . 

President.-Not merely for the sake of providing finance, but for the sake 
of providing good management. 

1I1r. Mahindra.-Yes and for the sake of rationalised control, for the sake 
of financing of industries for a country like India an~ for the purpose of 
encouraging capital to come out. 

President.-Let me put the issue in a somewhat different form. It is 
probl1hly wit"- a good Managing Agency Hous~, I can get a high~r. standard 
of efficiency in my management, but even WIth the Managmg Director, I 
can get a tolerably good mana~ement, that is to sa! as fa~ a~ the Manage
llll'ut is con(;Hned, the Managmg Agency system IS not mdl~pensablc. 

Mr. Mohindra.-No. 
Z'resident.-If you don't exactly get the same kind of article, ~ou call 

get a sub&t.itute which is not much inferior. 
. Mr. Mahindra.-,Under present conditions, industrial, financial and 

psychological, so far as investments are concerned, this system is by far 
superior to the system of Company management by individuals. . 

.President;---Could you say in regard to finance the Managing Director 
is 'not merely not a substitute, but he simply cannot provide service under 
the present conditions which the Managing Agent could under normal condi
tions. 

Mr. Mahindra.-If you look at the immediate future, the future of 
every industry in the world is towards amalgamations, mergers and there
fore there is no place for the Managing Director. 

President.-That tendency has been overdone. 
Mr. Mahindra.-In what industry? 
President.-There is a slight reaction, isn't there? 
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Mr. Mahilldra.-I do not know which industry you are referring to. 
Pruident.-What I am thinking of is--I do not want to mention nameS

when you are passing through a time of very severe depression, amalgama
tions are sonietimes likely to be rather a drag. Under normal conditions I 
.:an imagine amalgamations making for economies. 

Mr. Mahilldra.-I didn't quite make myself clear. My point is this: 
the future of industry in the capitalistic system is towards bigger and 
bigger units. If an industry wants to Burvive, it must join with other groups 
in the same line. That holds true of almost every industry whether in 
India or abroad, assumption being that the capitalistic organisation of 
Bociety continues. 

President.-As a matter of fact I have been thinking of the amalgama
tion schemes which have been tried in the Cotton Textile industry. They 
have not been great successes. 

Mr. Mahindra.-They have not been tried. Attempts have been made to 
amalgamate, to get into a merger, but those attempts have failed, because' 
of inherent difficulties. I see some reasons given here and another' set of 
reasons given in the daily press'. 

President.-I am not thinking of Bombay. I am thinking of Lanca-
~~. . 

Mr: 1IIahindra.-I am afraid I have no knowledge of Lancashire. 
Pre8ident.-I understand your point -of view is that if it is assumed that 

the trend in capitalistic enterprises is towards amalgamations and combines, 
then the Managing Agency system is a sort of halfway house. 

Mr. Mahindra.-It is not exactly a halfway house. May I make myself 
clear? You refer to Lancashire. May I refer to, the German Steel industry. 
I haverecentIy been to Germany and I have had occasions to look into the, 
organisations of nrious steel groups. It is not amalgamation; it is not a 
merger but it is what may be, called co-ordinated control, both in respect of 
production and of sales. 

President.-Is it administratively and financially a single unit? 
Mr. Mahi,lIdra.-It is not a single unit. 

President.-The industry works on separate units. 

Mr. Mahindra.-It, is co-ordinated control in respect of finances, in respect 
of sales and in respect of production. 

Presiden,t.-It is simply a pooling arrangement with regard to manage-
ment and ultimate control. 

Mr. Mahindra.-Rationalisation of, management. 

President.-Rationalisation is a very difficult word to understand. 

Mr. Mahindra.-'-I can't find any other word to explain what I mean. 
A proposition was put up to the German Steel industries for supplying
when I was there they had the ease before them-600,OOO tons of rails to the 
Government of Bulgaria and this particular instance was brought to my 
notice. One single steel unit in Germany cannot cope with an order of that 
magnitude and they didn't want the Bulgarian Government to put one firm 
against the other whether in Germany or Belgium. These 'were the two 
countries chiefly concerned. The German Steel industry have got two different 
types of co-ordinated control at the top. One is the economic section and the 
other is the sales section.- The economic section got into touch with the 
Belgian Government and came to terms and said that as' regards this 
particular order II we will divide it with Belgium on a quota basis". Then 
the Sa-les Department came in, worked out the costs and offered to the 
Bulgarian Government their cost figures and said "we will supply you on 
these -terms, the terms being so and so, under the guarantee both of the 
German Government and of the Belgian Government". That is a broad 
i.nstance of control-co-ordinated control which is both possible and feasible 
in similar matters here.' . 



President.--:-~ SJl!. interested to hear yOlJr views on that question, but 
for the Jl!.OJm~nt I am ,up against the practical aspects of the Cotton Textile 
Industry. The more I investigate the Cotton Textile Industry in India. 
the less I am convlnced of the benefits of amalgamation and combine activi
ties on a' large scale. Conditions may be very different in this country. 
What the differences are, I don't quite know. If you take a unit of 70() 
looms which is rather a small proposition working under a Managing Agent 
w:ho has no other interest, devotes his whole time to it, from the point of 
Vlew of costs he seems to get not merely better results but distinctly better 
results, so that while in theory you may be perfectly right.-if one is going 
to look at the question in connection with actual conditions prevailing. in 
this country, I personally would be rather doubtful about the advantages of 
going ahead with large schemes of amalgamation. I don't want to purslJe, the 
point. . 

Mr. Mahindra.-I would not like to make any comments on the Bombay 
Textile I:Q,dustry. 

J:resident.-I understand your point of, view is this: not mer!)ly, in, 
regard to finance, in regard to good management, the Managing Agency 
system is a better proposition than the system of Managing DirectQr. 

Mr. Mahindra.~1 think so, under the present conditions of industries in 
India. . 

Preswent.-If it happens that your Managing Agency is in the hands of 
people wh() do not represent very high standards of efliciency" the:\l the 
Managing Agency system can· work exCeedingly. badly, can't it·P 

Mr. Mahindra.-You are just thinking of possibilities, it can work very 
badly like any other system. 

Presiden.t.-What I amr trying to get at· is if you had a system of
Managing Director and if you compare it with the Managing Agency system, 
if you assume reasonably honest and efficient personnel;' in' both cases the 
Managing Agency system would give you probably much better results. 

Mr. Mahindra.-That is my contentioJl. 
President.-On the other hand if your personnel does not represent reason

able standard of efficiency and honesty,' then the evils of the Managing 
Agency system would be much more serious. than th!1 evils of, the Doi.rectorship· 
system. . 

M1'. MaMndra.-1 don't agree, on two grounds. One is a bad Managing 
Agent is a rarer specimen than a bad Managing Director. I have tried to 
put it in different words' somewhere at tbe end of. this memorandum_that 
individual dishonesty is more rampant than group dishonesty. 

President.-I noticed. that statement of yo~rS. whillh, fQI: a moment, I 
do not accept. I thinIf the ~roups are much worse than ill(~ividuals in this 
matter. 

Mr. Mahindra.-It is a- mlltter of opinion. If there is to be a com
parisl1n, I ",ould like to know the ('rit~rion by which you will. judgft, 

Presiden.t.-It is' equltJly difficult to know by what criterion you have 
ju~ged thl! proposi1<ion. 'That is not the !post important point there. The 
most illlPPftant ppin1< i~ thjs: if you hltve a l\lallaging Director,. assuming 
he ill f,aIJil'lg short of a reasonable standard of effipiency, there IS at any 
rate this' set off that. you call provide th/lt the man' is continlJally under 
conirol. After all both ill admiJ)istration and in business the one way in 
wQicIJ. y,ou can keep'thll El"IlGl!-th-e up to' the, mar~ is to provid!l. a system 
of re!l~q!lltble control. lind ~iJlce. thilMalla~ing DIrectorshIP. p~ovldes mo~e 
effective control, than th~ ,~ana~lng .o\.~ency system, that ~~aIIt IS a pro~oSl-
tion Whipq YO\} ~ould. I).ot II~CI!P~~ ." . . 

Mr. l\la.hi~,drQ,.-No. 
President.-What I mean is this: after all the duties and, oblig",tionll 

of the Managing Agent are definitely provided, i~ the. IIgretlJl!.~llt. He ill 
Bubject to the control' and supervision. of. the. Boftril 1If. Dir,IffiWrs. T.h~refoo:\! 
as far as these duties which are definitely allotted to hiw,,8),1l- clmcern~ lie If 



liiilijiQ ito file 'iiltimli~e cOntrol es:E\i'clsed 'by 'the bi'rectOl-s. He IS 'hiS Own 
master unless of course a crisis develops and the ultimate control of the 
Dfi'aclol'8 'is eltercilred. But iheManaging 'Director is a. 'man w'ho '~ill'ks 
cIoMinuously finder control. I 'meiln 'thete are 'no definite duties and 
obligations assigned to 'him under 'his contract 'with the Company. 

MT. Mil.hindra.:.:....tt mtist 'be so, 'for an practical purpOses. 
l>reiident.-Not in the detail in 'which they are stated in your agree-

ment. ' 
Mr. MaJi:indra.-You are assum:ing that 'the Board of Directors of a Com" 

pany managed by Managing Director is more, active and efficient than the 
'Board of Directors of a 'Company worked by Managing Agents. Is not that 
the assumption ~ 

President.-He is more likely to exerciSe the ,control vested in him than 
in tlie other case, because 'the Managing Agent has 'worked for a period of 
20 years, he ,'has done a pertain amount of service, the Company has been 
deV,eloped under him, the Directors have come ,to repose a certain amount of 
cionfidence and when the Managing Agency falls into inefficient hands, that 
confidence continues" although the present personnel does not justify it. n 
is then that the system begins to fail. 

MT. Mil.hindra.-Assume a similar case, similar experience at the disposal 
of the Managing Director which the Managing Agents have. If the Manag
ing Director after 20 years' tenu're of office continues in office, he retains the 
confidence of the Board to the same extent as the ManagIrig Agent does. 

President.-In connection with that point I have given you what I 
regard as the normal ,features of the Bombay Managing Agency, agreements. 
If it is, a period .of 40 years during which period the Managing Agent is 
absolutely safe. There is no provision to the 'elIect that if during that 
"enod ,he is inefficient or does not fulfil his obligations, he 'can be reriloved 
by Btly'body. There is Ilbsblute certainty for a. period of 40 years. Would 
Sou 'consider that satisfaCtory?, 

Mr. Mahintira.-May I point out that all these matters of detail should 
lie deCided and judged according to the conditions of each industry and each 
eoncern. 

President.-Take an industry that you know best here. Supposing you 
had an agreement for a period of 40 years? 

MT. Mahindra.-I would call myself lucky if the shareholders would ;agree 
to that. 

Presiden.t.-Would you consider that as a system satisfactory? 

'Mr. MahindTa.-I~ is not a question of the system being satisfactory. I 
am responsible for ,f1o~tiug a particular concern on the market. 1 am 
prepared to back, it with my funds. I also place before the public the terins 
which I want 'from the .Joint Stock Co'mpany. If the public doesn't like 'the 
tertnS, they will not 'subscribe. 

President.-I am BOrry I did not put my point clear. For the moment 
forget that you are connected with the Managing Agency House. You have 
kilOwledge of industrial conditions and for the moment regard yourself as" ..... 
iltudent o'f industrial history. Supposing you find that, in an important 
industrial concern there is an agreement under which the Managing Agent 
Will 'retiIain in office for a ):ieriod of 40 years 'and during which lJeriod wilt 
not be removed, speaking simply as a student of industrial conditions in 
Calcutta, ~ould you consider that as a satisfactory arrangement? 

Mr. Mahindra.---May I counter that by saying that if I generalise with
out thinking and call that unsatisfactory, I would also call unsatisfactory' 
.the arrangement of the statutory services to which one uf your members 
lIelongs. Is it satisfactory that he should be engaged for life irrespective of 
efficiency Bnd irrespective rif the circUmstanOOll under which he waS employed P 

Mr. Boog.-Not for life. 
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President .. -I am not in the least interested in the efficiency of public 
services. 

Mr. Mahindm.-1!tIy apologies to lIr. Boag for a personal reference. May 
I point out, however, the parallel between the two cases? You are asking 
me to give an opinion whether the system of engaging a particular man or 
firm for 40 years is satisfactory or not. It is equivalent to your asking me 
whether the statutory guarantees given to the Indian Civil Service are 
justified or not. 

·President.-It is a question whether it makes efficient conditions of work. 
We are not interested in the Civil Service for the time being. I am confining 
the question to industries. Since yon aTe conversant with indnstrial condi
tions in Calcutta, if I put the question in that definite form, you would rather 
not answer it. 

Mr. Mahindm.-I will answer it this way. If the risks I have under
taken, that is if my financial stake in the Company are equivalent to 50 
per cent. of the capital, I would like to have control for as long a period 
as I keep the money there. In some coneerns it is definitely laid down that 
the Managing Agents· can continue in office or they can claim a renewal of 
their agreement only if they have so much money in the concern itself: 

Pre.sidellt.-It is a safe answer. I am not meaning any disparagement. 
It does not exactly help me. 

Mr. 1I1ahindra.-Generally, I will agree with yon that a forty years' agree-
ment anywhere is not satisfactory. _ 

Presiden·t.-What do you think of a permanent and non-changeable agree
ment? 

1I1r. lIIahindra.-'Vorse. But it again depends, as I pointed out, on the 
conditions in which the particular concerns are floated and are conducted. 

President.-"'hatever may he the amount of money that you put into 
the pioneering stages of the ir.dustry, whatever may be your present stage 
in the business, do yon think that the Managing Agent's service is worth so 
mnch that he shonld be given a permanent and non-changeable tenure. 

lib-. Mahindra.-Provided more than half of the capital of. the Company 
~ontinues to belong to me, I must retain control permanently and unchang
ingly over that concern. 

President.-If you have more than 50 per cent., you don't want a per
manent agreement. 'ton have sufficient control. '\lIY do.you want an agree
ment? 

Mr. 1I1a.hindm.-1 want control. 
President.-Snpposing, for example, for. any reason yon are going to 

part with the capital to somebody else, then this agreement stands in the 
way of the shareholders getting rid of him. He has given up his .stake in 
the business, but the agreement provides for his eternal continuance. 

Mr. 1I1ahindm.-You ean qualify that perpetuity of tenure by saying that 
in the case of transfers it should be subject to the approval of the share
holders by special resolutions or extraol'dinary resolutions, as long as the 
matter is properly ventilated and not bolstered by agitation. 

President.-On this question of commission calculated on profits I do not 
know whether you would care to express any opinion. As you know, the 
Bombay Shareholders' Association have made a strong point that it is unfair 
to the Company that the commission to the Managing Agents should he 
calculated on profit plus depreciation. What is your view of that? 

Mr. Ma1tindra.-1 think I have made myself quite clear in my memo-
randum. • 

President.-On the ground that the depreci~tion is the first charge. 
Mr. Mahindra.-I agree that the depreciation should be generally con

sidered as the first chl!orge on the costs of the company, but as to whe~her 
the Managing Agents' remuneration should be based on· gross profit "IS a 
different issue. 
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PresidBnt.-This is simply a way of calculating i;he remuneration. 
Mr. illahindra.-If you will allow me, I shall tell you w~at I have done. 

Without any bias I took three concerns under the managing agency of my 
firm. In one case, it is provided that the managing agents will get 10 per 
cent. on nett annual profits; in another cas~ it is provided that they will 
get 1 per cent. on sales and in another case it is provided that they will 
get 10 per cent. on profits before providing. for depreciation. I have taken 
5 sample years, 3 prior to depression and two during the depression period, 
and calculated the average remuneration of the managing agents· during 
those five years in terms of percentage on capital. In the first case, it 
is 1'38; in the second case 1'36 and in the third case 1'1. 

President.-That is interesting. While admitting that depreciation is 
the first charge as you have just now pointed out, the fact that the remunera
tion of the managing agent is calculated on profit plus depreciation does not 
necessarily act against that theory, does it? . 

Mr. Mahindra.-No. 
President.-It does not militate against it? 
Mr. Mahindra.-No. 
President.-Whether you say 10 per cent. on profit plus depreciation 'or 

15 per cent. on profit, it comes to the same thing? 
Mr. illahindra.-Yes. 
President.-It is simply a way of putting it. 
Mr. Mahindra.-As a matter of fact I have mentioned in my memorandum 

that there are cases of public utility companies where it is provided .......... .. 
President.-I understand your point. 
Mr. Mahindra.-The~e, if managing agents were to be remunerated on 

the same scale as. in the case of other companies, the percentage on nett 
profits must be considerably higher. 

President.-But there is one point which I want to raise in connection . 
with that. Supposing the system was that the commission should be based 
on nett profit only, then it is to the interests· of the management to see 
that the nett profit in the sense of surplus available for distribution is as 
much as possible because on that the commission is based. Where for the 
sake of the future health of the industry, it is necessary to set aside substan
tial depreciation, a system of. that kind. would induce the managing agent 
to reduce the amount to be set aside as depreciation because he would like to 
provide as much surplus as possible for distribution. 

Mr. Mahindra.-rI assume that managing agents take a longsighted view 
of all industries under their control. . 

President.-Supposing they take an immediate view. You must not 
assume very high standards. You must assume ordinary standards. 

Mr. 1I1ahindra.-They might do so; they could do so. 
President.-There is just a danger. 
Mr. Mahindra.-There is ju~t Ii possibility, but I don't think that they 

will do so in Calcutta. I might tell you from my experience of attending 
general shareholders meetings of many concerns for the last 5 or 6 years, 
invariahly a question was asked "What is the provision for depreciation" P 
It is usually put down in the report. They don't care to Qalculate it, 
They want to know "Why have you given so much" P That question. 
occurred only last week. 

President.-There is just one other point which I want to raise, if I may, 
and that is the question of comrn,ission charged by managing agents for 
services rendered other than as managing agents. Your point is that while 
it makes for econom,Y if the managing agent purchases the supplies, 
organises the sales and renders other services for the company, all these 
things must be done at rates which are not'higher than the current market 
rates. / 

lIfr. 1I1ahindrn.-Yes. 



Presidellt.~Supposing I purchase supplies of raw materials for my ~om. 
pany and get ml' Comp~py quotations .whic, arl! liot higher than the' current 
market rates but I.get Ii commission from the person from whom I draw 
my '~upplieB, what is your opinio\l? Should tliat commission go to tha 
pomplllW or a~ I entitled to retain it myself? ' 
. Mr. ¥qhfndm.-Yo~ afe put~ing ~ svecific c,ase to me whel,"e as a man\lg
mg. llge\1t I buy ceIialn ¥1aterlals fOI' !t 1l0~cefI\ l,Inqer ,my control--:-l ain 
tr~lpg to unq!lrstami thtJ p.roblem-from Qutsld!l people, supply ~hem to ilit 
eo~pany ,\nd the. discou~t giv~ b! people from wh()m I bought the materials, 
bemg a trape discount, I keep' It to myself. You ask me whetlIer I aJ;q 
justified 01" not; r adlnit that' cases liketh'at do happen aml I doll't Sw 
anything objectionable in' it 9,8' long a~ t; as it managmg agent, maintll;in" & 

centralised purchasing departmeJlt '",hich hal!' tjJ be paid for. 
, Pr~~ideut.-:-~t Pllst!', bll r~id for bS th\! ~anagiIlg agfnt? 
Mr. Mahindra.-Yes. The In~nagil1g a~lltlt must maj.", SOInll P~9.f\~ ~1l,1lW; 

where for the expenses of the persoimel. '1 f he was not til retaill that 
trade discount, how is he going to cover thos!l expenses? ' . 

Presidellt.-Does your office allowance cover any part of that expendit1,lre? 
Mr. Mahindra.~No. ' , . ' 
Pre.9ident.-None of itP 
Mr. Mahindra.-It wiII interest you, Mr. Chairman, to know wJ;!at 1 did 

this morning. I thought that perhaps you would like to know what this. 
office allowance was intended to cover. I made a statement in my 
memorandum that office allowance was a recovery by the managing agents 
of their estimaWd out of pocket expenditure on behalf of the Company. I 
took one company and I tried to distJ;'ibn~ the expenses-the actual put-of
pocket expense!!--Qf t~e, managing agents on that Cpmpany. Th!l allo",ance 
ffOm that Company il! ~~.I,GPA a' l'\ont\!,. A~ fal' as l f(lllld c~lcul~t~ 
hur'riedly this morning, the actual out of pqcket ~xpenditure \>n t~at C~I1l~ 
pany by the managing agents is Rs. 8~7·5. I can substantiate that state
'ment by vouc\lers, by wages bill, 'by actual expenditure on the' ComJ;>any 
itself. It does not take into account any sup revision by the managing agents 
or by the senilll; sta~; It is actual mit 9f pocket expense-monfY going out. 
of the pocke~ of managing agents-on b!!half !>f that comJ;>any. 

rrfsident.-Whlln you ~ay on behalf 9f thll,t comJ;>any, doe, thal m\!a~ 
ljpOIJ P!!ople f¥1V,19ye{l at the o,ffiCI! exclusiv\!ly ~or the purJ;>o,sf'l of ,h, 
row~any? 

Mr. Mahindra.-Not exclusively, I will give you the details, if you care 
to listen tIl them. This Company happens to be a railway company; We 
have 8 railway companies under our cO\ltrol. Ther~ is a man appointed as 
aefretal'Y i~ charge of J;'aihvaY5; that is, he does the ad\llillistrative part of 
the work ill the managing age"ts' officf. He is paid by the mallaging a,gentl!. 
His salary I have distributed according to the capital of thll railway com
panies pro rata. His 'share goes there. There il! a senior accountant in 
charge of the accounts of railways not paid for by the Companies but paid 
lJ.v. the managing agents. In addition to the railways, he has another group 
of. cOIUpanies of similar nature under his coutrol. So, only half his salll,l'Y 
)las ~een divided ampngst these eight I'ailway companies. There aJ;'~ tw~ 
clerks in the Secl'etary's office whose work is confined to the railway COl;l1-

pani~. Their salaries have also been distributed over these eight COm
panies, There is the Share Tl'ansfer Department which is Ilo consolidaled 
department for all the companies. I have taken a share of that sel'vi~ 
w\lich is paid fo,J;' hy managing agents. Ther\! is the mailing depart\llent; 
similarly thl!J;'~ arl! enquiries, d!!spatch an!\ cash departments, e~c. 4-
p«;Irtio\l of that jlxpenditure has been added. Tber!! is the office accOinmoda-
tion provided for this Company in the office for which the managing agents 
pay rent, taxes, etc. I have not taken into account any charge for offic411 
furniture. 'l ha,vl!" only taken the actual expenditure 0Jl electric currllnt, 
accommodation, stationery, etc. All these taken together pro rata come ~9 
Rs. 847'5. 



President.-Then you~ oOice allmrance is a contribution made by ~ 
constituent company towards the experises of the centralised staff in the 
managing agents' office. 

Mr. lIahindra.-Yes. When a company is floated we e~timate that we 
have to spend sa much on its ad1ninistratipnby 'm:a~aging ageQ.ts: Our 
remuneration is based on that estimate. It may be a rew rupees' this way 
or a few rupees that way. ' 

Pre.uunt.-If your' office allowance does not cover the expenses, that. 
you' have to illcur ill respect of sales wbateverliiscouu~ you receive mus!; hI?, 
regarded in the nature of remuneration in respect of services that yon P!!ffofl)l 
in effecting Bales P 

Mr. Mahindra.-Yes. 
President ...... Ullle~ YQJl lIappeq t-q, rec~ive i~ lite wl\y Qf ~isc!!1:\f\t an 

amQu\lt w4irp l~l!ve!l you lfit.h • mUC~ lMger surp,hl~ PV~r YOJilf. I!rt1:J!l) 
expenses? 

Mr . .lIakind'ra.-That is a question of fact. As r~gard~ ~c~ IIollo,,\,!tllce, 
1 will givll 3'OU anot~er hlstance as a matter of ilIust~atioJ;! anc;l rio~ '1!oS a 
matter of pride. Acompally'~as iu great; diffic1,llties durin~ t\t~ last ~w~ Or 
thr..e years. 'We decidec\ to ('~rtail the activities, of jhe' Comp'any. The 
rna11llging ligen,' t~ '\VerI! providin", for', this C, 9D;lP"llllY, f~rl7al ~ta,' if und~r, ih,a. 
l!-"reement. It wa,s decidecl to furt~l prod,'I\!tiol} and cut do',Vn 11:11 un~llc~!t 
aary expenditure. Therefol'!! the managing agents" ~h8,re of expendi~ure on 
the staff for which they were being paid by the Company was' a.lso redu~eq, 
because they did not require so much staff. As a matte". of hon!lst~, we alsO. 
cut down the office allowance by half voluntarily. " 

fl'esitlent.-lhat is very interestillg. Now as fllgard~ this Qllestjon of 
insul"ance. about Which we have h\lar4 a greai !,leal \I,~ t~ o~h~r side 9~ Indis" 
th,~ 'AU~stlO!l o,f rebates does not Iippai-t~lltly aJ;'iS4l ~ , 

M,·. Mahindra.-As far as my knowledge goes, I have consulted the agree
Dlents; I have consqlted the joint ppoling IIrrangllmentl! between v:;tfious,' 
Insurance Companies I\n!I ~he 91a~8 whic~ gpvern tl,!,11 /1iran1; \If rebate~. 

P'resident.-If for the moment you can visualise a situation where rebates 
do arise in the insurance market; wh&t do, you think is, the right view to 
take in regard to rebates f Does the Company or the managing agent get "a 
better right? ' " 

Mr. Mahindra.-Let me give you concrete figures. The Companies under 
the control of my firm have an aggregate capital of Rs. 6 crores. The 
insurance commission or rebate received by the, managing agents for insuring 
these various concerns under 01U' contfol has varied during the last five years 
from a maximum of Re. 21,000 to a. minimum of Rs. -16,000. That is the 
total amount received by us. In return for that we maintain a special 
insurance officer. His salary is pa\4 by ~11 and i1; is hill duty to gP round 
and gAt the best terms possible as far as the tariff regulations of those 
companies allow. His salary is' Rs: 650 a month: 'r don't 'sa;rthat be is 
solely doing that kind of work. 'ae also does :ritotor' , car insurance for 
individuals. There are 100 motor cars in the' olfice and he looks after the 
motor cor department. , ',", "" 

President.-As far as your house is concerned, rebates are retained by 
managing agents definitely as a provision 'against the expenses incurred on 
account of the insurance staff? ' ' 

M'r. Mahindra.-We bave no choice. We set up this insurance businllsB. 
b~clHlse '\fe Ca~ get rebates I\~d w~ cannot pass ru;t rebates to the C0'!l»a~ie.s. 

President.-You mean under the rules? 
Mr. Mahindra.-Yes. 

Pre.!ident.-You cannot pass the commission and you ~annot pass thea. 
rebateP . , 

Mr. Mallindra.-We cannot. 
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President.~The rebates are on a different footing from commissions, are 
they not.' 

Mr. Mahindra . ...:...There are two reasons. The first one is the honour agree
ment between Insurance Companies. The other is that we cannot become 
agents where we can pass on the commission received by us. ' 

President.-Does your commission include the rebate? 
Mr. Mahindra.-Possibly I am misunderstanding you. The rebate which. 

we get from the Insurance Companies under the tariff laws is 'passed on to 
the concern. 

President.-Supposing you get a rebate not under the tariff? 
Mr. Mahindra.-We get only agency commission. 
President.-That is a different matter. This particular rule that you 

are referring to is about the commission that you draw from the Insurance. 
Company for services' that you render? 

Mr. Mahindra.-Yes. 
President.-Supposing there is a scramble in the insurance market of a. 

kind which enables you to get rebates in addition to the commissions which 
are not recognised in the regular insurance tariff, if it is possible for you to 
visualise a situation in which rebates of that kind occur in the insurance 
market and the rules do not definitely stand in ,the way of transferring 
the rebates-the only objection at present is that the rules stand in. the 
wQ? . 

Mr. liIahindra.-Yes. 
President.-Supposing the. expenditure that you incur on your insurance 

department does not amount to the total receipts that you get and there 
is no rule prohibiting you from transferring these rebates to your Com
pany, it would be perfectly legitimate for the managing agent to give the 
rebate to the Company. . 

Mr. Mahindra.-I think so. I think as a matter of practice the Com
panies are getting the benefit of such rebates, if any. 

President.-We have been told that in one or two cases where although 
the rule seems to prohibit it, commissions are transferred by managing agents. 
How that is done, I do not know. Our attention was drawn to this rule in 
Bombay as you have drawn our at.ter.tion to it but apparently there are 
some very well known and reputed agents who do transfer their commissions. 

Mr. Mahindra.-It is possible. I am on the staff of Messrs. Martin 
and Company. I have a motor car. I insure it through the Company for 
which they hold the sub-agency. Supposing I own only one motor car 
but as all the motor· cars are insured under more than two motor car rules, 
we get a. certain rebate. That rebate is passed on to individual owners; 

President.-It might happen that way. 

Mr. Mahindra.-In our case the only thing "'llich the managing agent~ 
retain is the sub-agency commission. It may be that our insurance depart
ment is not alert in getting all the rebates for the Company, but whatever 
such rebates are obtained belong to the companies. Prior to 1920 we had 
a system of independent insurance. ' 

President.-What is that for. 
Mr. Mahindra.-'Ve were not agents for any company and we insured 

our various concerns with different people. Then the insurance people in 
Calcutta formed a combine and they pointed out to us tlie benefits of taking 
up a sub-agency. As a matter of fact, our senior partner was the Chairman 
of a Bombay Company-New India. 

Pl'esidellt.-It is really a competition of consumers against sellen. 
There is just one other point. It is I think a healthy thing, is 
it not, for the managing agent to have substantive stake in the company. 
If. for example. the managing agent holds, say, 60 per cent. of the capital 
of the compm\~', it is a good thing for the company becan~e it ensures 



identity of interest between the managing agent and the company; because 
whatever happens to the company is a thing which affects hiJD. personally. 
You combine the interest of the two together. On the other -hand, if he 
holds 10 per cent. of the capital there might conceivably be a sort of 
divergence of interest between the managing agent and the company. Of 
course if the managing agent has sufficient' sense of responsibility it does 
not matter. 

Mr. Mahindra.-I would like to put it in a' different way: if as a 
managing agent I can bring an important ~oncern to the point where I 
hold only 10 per cent. of the capital I will call myself a very successful 
managing agent. 

President.-You are talking again with a distinctly Calcutta outlook. 
We start a company and the managing agent has at the outset a'bout 50 
per cent. of the capital: he has got an agreement for a period of 50 years: 
times are difficult for the industry and he begins to drop his shares until 
his holding is only a little more than 10 per cent. That is not healthy, is it? 

Mr. Mahindra.-If you take the assumption for granted, it is not healthy. 
President.-What is the normal position in Calcutta? Is it possible 

to make a statement at all? Does the managing agent hold 40 to 50 per 
cent. of capital in most companies? 

Mr. lIIahioora.-No, because we pride ourselves on the fact that we are 
successful managing agents: people have faith in our compariies and they are 
anxious to buy shares in our concerns. 

President.-Shall we say 20 per cent.? 
Mr. Mahindra.-I would not· make any statement. It depends on the 

condition of the company. I float a company; the public may come to help 
the company with only 20 p,er ceht. of the capital and the rest 80 per 
cent. remains which me to start with. . 

President.-Supposing you confine your attention to c~mpanies engaged 
in a particular industry like, say, jute? Is it possible for you to make any 
approximatJ statement? 

Mr. Mahioora.-The jute industry is a established industry and very 
few mills have started recently and these have very big financial backing 
of their own. They don't expect any support from the public. 

Presidcnt.-Jute is on the same footing as cotton textiles, is it not? 
Mr. Mahindra.-The future of the jute mill is assured but not so with 

cotton. 
President.-With protection? 
Mr. Mahindra.-If you wish to strangle .the consumer ........... . 
President.-Supposing protection was granted ~ith a definite idea of 

establishing. the industry ~m an adequate basis-sufficiently high protection 
for .3 .ufficlen~ly long perIOd-and the GO\-ernment of this country and the 
LegIslature bInd themselves to the establishment of the industry on a 
sound footing? 

Mr. Mahindra.-I will mortgage my property and buy cotton shares! 

President.-The contrast that I want to put to yon is this: if a 
managing agent holds 60 per cent .. of the capital, the control is in his 
hands, but at the same time his interest is very closely identified with the 
company: on the other hand. if he holds only. say, 25 per cent·. of the 
capital the rest of the shareholders have a better chance of controlling the 
company, but the management then does not· have sufficient sense of identity 
with the company. If the two positions were put to you which would you 
vote for? 

Mr. 1IIaltindra.-You are putting me specific instances where I have to 
'eay yes or no, but I must decide my course of action by taking into considera" 
tion other subsidiary factors such as mY' reputation as a managing agent. 
I will not disassociate my interests from the interests of the company if 1; 
have any faith in myself as Ii managing a.gent. I think it is the Tariff 



Boart'l or the tlanliitig 'Etl'illiiryUOttirnittim ~hi~h ~aid thB"t it is knote'thaA 
... matter Ilf mert'! commerctal interest to iI. in8t1agtitl!; agency firm. 
, President.-Iun~erstand y?urp~int, of view, 'that is to say if t'he manag
Ing agent regar4s hts connection wIth the. company as something which"hitB 
to be regarded not merely froin the point of view of commercial. interest 
but as a matter' involving his reputation and things of that kind then this 
question of stake falls to a subsidiary position. ' 

Mr. Mahincira.-That is my point of view. . 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-I take it from the gist of the answers that FOU have 

.given that you have not seen ·actual managing agen(y agreements or 'the 
articles of association prevalent in Bombay or Ahmedabad P 

Mr. lUahind1·a.-No. I 'was asked by the Tariff Board to discuss chiefly 
the points raised by the Bombay Shareholders' Association, and my source 
of information is based on these twll papers which they sent to me. . 

Mr. Rahi1ntoola.-Your source of information consists of the criticism 
which the Bombay Shareholders' Association have made with regard to the 
system which at present exists in Bombay and Ahmedabad. 1 was only 
asking you for general. information 'whether you have seen any detailed 
'agreement' or articles of association of any textile mill in Bombay before 
coming before the Tariff Board, and compared that with agreements in 
Calcutta. 

Mr. Mahindra.-i have not. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-I was asking you because I find from your statetllent 

which is very exhaustive and a very good one that there are things here 
which you have stated which either do not exist in Bombay or things which 
more. or less cannot. be compared. take office allowance, for instance. You 
say it is not a war time creation. In Bombay office allowance and office 
1!xpenses stand on quite' different footings. The managing agents charge 
qfti.ce allowance and office expenditure. By office allowance they mean allow
-alice given in lump sum ~'ithout any distribution in. 'the lI~a~e lof e~endi
ture to the company whereas your office allowance IS a dtstmct 'allowance 
.given to you as a lump 8um for distribution "in the shape of expenses. It tnay 
be, as you say, that a B1nall ,surplus may be left for the. managing agents 
out of that lump Bum but it is more or less lIurely for the expenditure of 
the company. 

Mr. Mahindra.-It is really the recovery by managing agents of out of 
pocket expenses. 

M'r. Rahimtoola.-How do you arrive at this figure? You tell us it ranges 
from Rs. 250 to Rs. 1,500? 

Mr. Mahin,d1·a.-Usually in all the managing agency agreements it is 
1>ut down exactly what services the managing agents have to render to the 
~ompany iu the shape of providing accommodation, pay for rates, reuts, 
taxes, lights and fans and things of that kind. It is specifically put down. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-As far as the figures go they vary very considerablyP 
Mr. Mahindm.-It all depends on the administration'required. Weknow 

the particular req.uirements of each company. If a company is dealing in a 
thing like, rubber for example, we know that we may require a special 
expert. 

Mr. Rahillltoola.-Supposing it is found during the course of the year 
that the managing agents have to incur a loss is it not open to them to ask 
for a bigger grant than they are receiving or is it loss which they ha\'"e got 
to recover from their commission P 

Mr, Mahilldra.-The hurried calculation which I prepared this morning 
and submitted to you is ba~d on a pro mta distribution of expenses over 
various companies; there is no actual record kept of money spent on each 
separate company. 

Mr. Rahillltoola.-I want to know simply as a general proposition. suppose 
a managing agent finds that he is making losses, then does he go to the 
directors and ask for a supplementary grant? 
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Mr. Mahindra.-There has been only one instance where we have gone 
to the directors to revise our scale of allowance. It was in the case of a 
company which we took over in 1907: it was a small concern. For 15 years 
we did not charge even a single pie either as remuneration or as office 
allowance. When the company was placed on a stable footing we went to 
the directors and made an application that we should be given a certain 
monthly allowance to cover our expenses and they agrlled. 

President.-You say on page 2. of your note that the general practice 
in case of companies under the control of Messrs. Martin and Company is to 
grant to the managing agents commission on profits. What is the usual 
rate? 

Mr. Mahindra.-l0 per cent. ou profits provided dividends are 4 per 
cent. or aver. 

President.-Without a minimum, 
Mr lIlahindra.-Minimum of Rs. 2,400 a year in a few cases. 
President.-In the rest there is no minimum? 
Mr. Mahindra.-No. In some cases 10 per cent. on profits and in others 

7i per cent. 
President.-The point I want to raise is this: This commission is given 

to the managing agents for services rendered to the company and the parti
cular powers which they enjoy under which they render services are defined 
in the articles of association. I suppose broadly speaking those powers are 
purchasing and selling at remunerative prices so that it would be to the 
benefit of the company. If over and above this commission a selling agency 
commission is charged by the managing agents, would that be a fair 
remuneration? 

lIlr. Mahindra.-It would depend on the class of company you are dealing 
with. Usually, as I have mentioned, here managing agents are remunerated 
by commission on profits and not by commission on sales. 

lIlr. Rahimtoola.-You think on principle it does not matter? 
Mr. lIlaJ,indra.-There is no objection to it on principle. We have an 

instance of a company where it is provided that the remuneration for the 
managing agents should be by commission on profit, commission on output, 
and commission on sales, all three together,' and I can supply you full 
justification for this basis of remuneration. 

President.-The point I was raising was, if the managing agents are to 
'get over and above commission on profits, commission on sales, then the 
system is the same as the system prevalent in Bombay, namely that the 
goods are produced in the mill, they are handed over to the seIling agent 
to be distributed; if there is default the selling agent makes good the amount. 
If the managing agent is interested in the shape of commission on sales, 
then if the outstandirigs go up, the interest being common the seIling agent 
may not be called upon to pay up the arrears? 

lIlr. lIlahindra.-That is dishonest practice. 
President.-It may not be dishonest practice but it may lead to careless

ness. I would call it negligence. 
Mr. Mahindra.-It is dishonest if I keep money which does not belong 

to me. 

President.-They are not able to recover the amount because the out
standings are so great. 

lIlr. Mahilldra.-If I guarantee to the mills the full recovery of all 
defaults and then if I don't pay the company all the bad debts which I incur 
I am dishonest. 

Mr. Rahi-mtoola.-It is delay in recovery? 

lIlr. lIlahindra.-That is to say if I am keeping the money in my hands: 
it is dishonest. I aID making use of that money which the company ought 
to have. 

COTTON TEXTILE-VOL. V C 
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President.--Supposing the money has not come into your hands: the
person has not paid you for the goods and you are not in a great hurry 
to collect payment, in that case would you apply the term dishonesty or is
it sheer ~lackness P 

J.fr. Mahindra.-I will pay the company from my own pocket if these are
the terms which are agreed upon. I will give you an instance. There is 
commission on output}' sales and profit and the terms given to us as selling 
agents are 30 days credit. That is all our selling department which is in 
charge of the sales of that particular company give to the outside people 45 
days credit so we are out of pocket by 15 days, but punctually at the end of 
every month all the bills of the company are paid by us. It is not merely 
a question of commercial practice: it is a question of satisfying the auditor 
that we do pay the company all outstandings regularly according to contract. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-On page 10 of your memorandum speaking about the 
control exercised -by directors you have given us to understand that there 
are certain powers defined under the articles of association as distinct from 
the managing agent. If there is a clash between the two, even within the 
fixed period, then theJ:e is an arbitration. 

Mr. Mahindra.-I read from page 10 "it shall be lawful for the Board 
to direct the managing agents not to act on tlie view held by them until 
the matter shall have been laid before the shareholders in a general 
meeting ". 

Mr. Rahimtoola:-It is more or less an arbitration basis? 
Mr. Mahindra.-Yes, you may call it that. 
President.-That means that there are certain powers which the directors 

have got by which they are able to control the managing agents to such an 
extent that they are even empowered to remove them within the fixed period. 
Therefore it all depends, as I said at the beginning, on the kind of directors 
the company has. I have seen a number of companies in Ahmedabad where 
the directors are composed of people who are interested in the managing 
agency commission and they more or less form the majority on the board, 
or some of them may be relations, and in that way though technically the 
powers may be there, by virtue of the directors not being independent of the 
managing agents it appears to me to remain in the form of a dead letter. 

Mr. Mahindra.-I have somewhere dealt in my memorandum with this 
question of independent Directors. The words "independent Directors" 
should be more clearly defined. Do you mean to say they should not be rela
tions and they should not be interested in the Managing Agents' commission? 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-I think independent means that. 
Mr. Mah.indra..-If you are defining that in such a narrow sense, 1 

should say the practice doesn't prevail in Calcutta. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-If it did prevail, it would not be a healthy system. 
Mr. MaJlindra.-No, unless of course the Company is a proprietary 

concern. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-When you are talking of your experience in Calcutta, 

I take it, it is the general practice in Calcutta as distinct from your firm of 
Managing Agents. You have used a number of times the general practice in 
Calcutta. Is it the general practice 01;' is it only confined to your experience
in Messrs. Martin and Company? 

lIfr. Mahin-dra.-That expression is limited to my experience in the firm 
of Messrs. Martin and Company. 
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THE BOMBAY SHAREHOLDERS ASSOCIATION, BOMBAY. 

Evidence of Mr. S. R. DAVAR, Mr. A. D. SHROFF and Mr. I.J. 
KAPADIA. recorded at Bombay on Monday, the 22nd 

August, 1932. 
President.-Professor Davar, you are the Vice-President of the 

Association? 
Mr. Da1:ar.-Yes. 
President.-Mr. Shroff, you are a Member of the Managing Committee? 
Mr. ShroH.-Yes. 
PresideM.-Mr. Kapadia, you are the Secretary? 
Mr. Kapadia.-Yes. 
President.-I should like, in the first instance, to get a general idea of 

the constituency that your Association represents. How many Members are 
there in your Association? 

.11,.. Dat·ar.-We have at present about 630 Members. 
President.-Is the membership of your. Association confined to the City 

of Bombayp 
Mr. Da1:ar.-Mostly. 
President.--Or do they generally represent the Presidency of BombayP 

They are more representative of the Presidency? 
Mr. Davar.-Yes. 
President.-I take it the Textile industry being the most important 

industry here is the industry in which your members are primarily interested. 
Mr. Dat·ar.-Yes. 
President.-Is it possible for you to give me an approximate idea of the 

extent to which your members are inte.ested in the shares of Bombay mills? 
Approximate proportions, is it possible to give at allP 

.lIr. Da1:aT.-It is rather difficult at present. 
PresideM.-I imagine that a large part of the capital is held by the 

Managing Agents themselves . 
.lIr. DavaT.-Yes by Managing Agents or their friends and others, but 

as far as capital held by the public is concerned, I think our members 
command a fairly large propoHion. If necessary we might collect details 
and supply you. 

PTesident.-It is not necessary to have any details. 
Mr. Shrofl.-I don't think it is quite correct to say that the bulk of the 

shares generally speaking are held by the Managing Agents. We would be 
inclined to dispute that. 

President.-You won't accept that statement . 
.liT. Shrofl.-No. 
PTesident.-Taking the public shares in the Textile Mills, you represent 

a very large portion of public sharesP 
Mr. ShTo/l.-We may claim to represent as a matter of fact the investing 

community in Bombay if it is not a very exaggerated statement. 
Presiden.t.-I think it would rather help us to know more or less what is 

your representative character as far as public shares in Textile Mills are 
concerned, because it would help us to assess the importance of the evidenoo 
that you are going to give.- That is the point I want to raise.' If YOll 
make the statement that a large part of the public shares is represented in 
your Association, that is good enough for our purpose. 

M.,.. ShroH.":"'Yes. 

c2 



President.-The, first thing I should like to do is to ask you to give me an 
account of the ,general featiIre~ of Managing ~gency agreements in Bombay 
as compared wIth agreements III other parts of the country. What I'mean 
is this: for the I)loment I am not raising the question of the precise way 
in' which the system works. I will come to that later on. At present I 
want to get a fairly clear idea of ,the system as it works in' Bombay as' 
compared with the way' in which it works in other parts of India. I am 
putting it to you very generally and I will be coming to details later. I 
have examined a considerable number of agreements executed by Mill Com
panies in Bombay, agreements in Ahmedabad and also a considerable number 
of representative agreements executed by the most important Managing 
Agency Houses in Calcutta. 

Mr. Shrofl.-With regard to jute? _ 
President.-Talki~g generally, not necessarily with reference to the' 

Cotton Textile industry, I want to understand the way in which the system 
of Managing, Agency works. It is quite likely that the agreements I have 
seen in Bombay, Ahmedabad and Calcutta may not be entirely representa
tive. But such ideas, as I have gathered on the subject, are ideas derived 
from the so-called representative agreements that I have seen and I will 
give you the points on which I have formed certain definite impressions. 
The first point is the period of the agreement, that is to say the tenure of 
the Managing Agents. 

Mr. Shrofl.-Yes. 
President.-As far as Bombay is concerned the agreements that I have 

seen seem to suggest, barring exceptional cases, that the more common 
arrangement is to fix an initial period which is certain. It might be 20, 
30 or 40 years. From the agreements that I have seen my own impression' 
is that it is generally 30 to 40 years. After that the renewal of the agree
ment and the continuance of the' Managing Agents will depend upon an 
extraordinary resolution of the Company passed by a very large majority. 

Mr. Sh7-ofl.-Yes. 
President.-And the majority that I have seen in Bombay agreements is 

generally four-fifths to five-sixths, is that correct? 
Mr. Da'va-r.-If it is an extraordinary resolut'ion, it must be three-fourths. 

But this proportion is not adhered to in many cases. 
P1·esident.-Any extraordinary resolution of a Company must be passed 

by three-fourths majority. 
lIfr. Dat'ar.-Yes. 
PiI"esident.-But the impression that' I got froin a considerable number 

of agl"eements in Bombay was that it is something more than three-fourths. 
Mr. Kapadia.-More than three-fourths. 

P'resident.-I have seen five-sixths. Does your impression tally with, 
mine? 

Mr. Ka,padia.-There are some cases. 

President.-What is the general position? I would like to know what 
your impression is. 

Mr. Kapadia.-On that point I will tell you this. I have come across 
three sets of Managing Agency agreements in Bombay. 

President.-Covering how many companies? 
, Mr. Kapadia.-50 to 60 Companies. The one set of agreements lay down 

that the Managing Agents would be appointed as Agents of the Company 
for a specified period of 30 or 40 years, that is to say until the Managing 
Agents have tendered their resignation. The period, 30 to 40 years, is 
absolutely a misnomer and there is no clause in the agreement providing 
for removal. That is to say to all intents and purposes such Managing 
Agency agreements although they lay down a specified time, they are
permanent. 
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Pre!ident.-May I understand your point? Even where an wittal period 
say of 30 years is fixed, the real meaning of that is that for that period 
the Managing Agent himself cannot resign and he has got to keep his 
position. 

Mr. Kapadia.-He is at liberty to resign. 
Preside,.t.-Not during that period? 
Mr. Kapadia.-Even during that period. That is one of our complaints. 
President.-I will tell you. I have not seen 50 or 60 agreements; I 

ha\'e seen only a dozen agreements and the commonest kind of provision that 
I find is where the initial period fixed is 30 years and the Agents continue 
thereafter until they resign. of their own will which, I take it, means that 
for a period of 30 years they cannot resign. After 30 years they can resign. 
In many caoes after 30 years not onl:J" can the man resign but the Company 
if it chooses can remove him provided a special majority of four"fifths or 
five"sixths is obtained. 

Mr. Kapadia.-I began by saying that there are 3 sets of Managing 
Agency agreements. The one set was the kind which I jnst now mentioned, 
"iz., that the period was laid down, but a qualification was added, 'Viz., 
that the Managing Agent shall be entitled to continue until he resigned. 
So to all intents and purposes those agl'eements are of a permanent character. 
The other set was the kind stipulated by you and the third set is that you 
cannot remove the Managing Agent unless you had a certain majority. 

Presidellt.-There is no initial period fixed at all. 
Mr. Kapadia.-The period is fixed but there is a provision authorising 

the shareholders to remove the Managing Agent during that period but the 
conditions laid down are so stringent that it is physically impossible for the 
shareholders to remove the Managing Agent. 

President.-To these points I am coming later on in the detailed discuS' 
sion. I am trying to understand the general position. 

Mr. Boao.--Could yon give us an idE'a of the proportion represented by 
l'ach of these 3 classes. You say you have seen 50 or 60 agreements; "'hat 
is the proportion represented by eaeh of these three classes? 

Mr. Kapadia.-I shall have to work that out. Roughly speaking, I may 
tell you that the agreement of the first class, .,;:., where the Managing 
Agents are entitled to work even after the period has expired is something 
like 30 to 40 per ceut. The agreement of the se('ond class where the 
Managing Agents ('an be removed after the expiry of the specified period 
is something like 20 to 25 per cent. and the agreement of the third class i~ 
where the Managing Agents 'can be removed during the pendency of th~ 
agreement is something like 15 to 20 per cent. 

Pruident.-There is a fairly even distribution. 
Mr. Kapadia.-Yes. 

Presid,."t.-As far as Ahmedabad is concerned, I have seen copies 01 
agreements that you have sent us and we have also seen the l'epresentativ~ 
agreements sent on to us by the AhmE'dabad MilJowners Association. I tak~ 
it the position in Ahmedabad is practically in every case it is a permanent 
arrangement. There are very few ex('eptions as far as that is concerued\ 

Mr. Kapadia.-I will read a. very pertinent clause: "The said Agent.! 
shall have the sole and exclusive right to work as Se('retaries, Treasurers and 
Agents of the Company and it is expressly provided and declared that th~ 
appointment to the offices of Secretaries, Treasurers and Agents of th~ 
Companies shall not at any time hereafter be revoked or cancelled on anJl 
ground for any reason whatever sa\'"e and eXl'ept the voluntary resignation 
in writing by the Agents' firm." 

P'residellt.-That I find is fairly a new arrangement. 

Mr. Kapadia.-This is a new Company registered only last year. 

President.-Did you send a copy of that clause? 
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Mr. Kapadia.-I got the articles through a friend of mine only yesterday. 
That is the New National l\iills Limited and another Company namely The 
Bihani Mills. That is a new feature. I find the same thing there. 

President._How old is the Company? 

Mr. Kapadia.-Only, recently, registered in 1931, and then there are 
these private Limited Companies. At present the practice in Ahmedabad 
is to form a' Limited !Company called the Agency Company. I have got the 
Articles of Association of the Limited Company also. That will give the 
Board an idea as to the manner in which the Managing Agency Organisation 
in Ahmedabad is being built in recent times. 

President.-Could you give us copies? 
Mr. Kapadia.-I have brought them for the Board. 
Mr. Shro/l.-Let me quote from the Agency Agreement. "Agents firm 

to be the sole managing, non-changeable, non-removable and permanent 
Secretaries, Treasurers and Ag~nts." 

President.-They believe in negative phrases. 
Mr. Ka.tJadia.-Even if malpractice is alleged, that must be proved by a 

resolution carried by three-fourths majority. Even if the shareholders think 
that the Managing Agents are guilty of certain malpractices, it is not open 
to the shareholders to remove the Managing AgentS on the ground of mis
management. The Managing Agents want that the shareholders should 
assemble in a meeting and pass a resolution by a three-fourths majority and 
in some cases even greater majority is required. 

President.-As far as Ahmedabad is concerned we can take it that it is 
a permanent, non-changeable and non-removable arrangement. 

Mr. Kapadia.-Yes . 
.l{r. Dat·ar.-These later types of Companies are coming into fashion. 

That is the point to which I want to draw the attention of the Board. 
The agreements absolutely secure an unassailable position to the Managing 
Agents. That is a more dangerous factor. 

Mr. Boag.-The dangerous thing is that the new Companies are con
tinuing the old practice? 

Mr. Davar.-Yes. 
Mr. Shro/l.-I would say not only co~tinuing but most of the patent 

evils which we are trying to eliminate are being sought to be made 
perpetual. ' 

Mr. Kapadia.-On that point with your permission I will read out to 
you' the permanent clause. 

President.-Is it relating to the period? 

Mr. Kapadi-a.-Yes and to the right of the Managing Agent to continue. 
It is from the Gokak Mills. I am reading from Article 92. The Article 
lays down: "The general management of the business of the Company shall, 
subject to the control of t4e Directors be vested in the Agents and Forbes, 
Forbes, Campbell and Company, Limited of Bombay, merchants or their 
successors shall be the Agents of the Company so long as they or their 
successors shall be willing to act as such, the Company when called upon shall 
execute an agreement with Forbes Campbell or their successors providing for 
their appointment as such agents in terms of this Article provided always 
that it shall be lawful for the Company subject to the provisions of Article 
15i to remo.e the said agents or their successors and appoint another or 
others in their place by resolution rassed at an e,,-traordinary general 
Jl1f>eting by a majority of not less ~han three-fourths of the members of the 
Company and holding or representing by proxy not less than three-fourth 
parts of the issued capital of the Company." 

President.-Three-fourths sounds very moderate. 

JIr. Kapadia.-Three-fourths' of 'the members being on the register of 
the Company. Supposing there are 4,000 members, three-fourths of the 4,000 
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memberl! ought to vote for the resolution which is generally speaking all 
impossibility. 

President.-Let me clear up that point again. Ordinarily when a three
fourths majority is prescribed, what it means is people who are present. 
either personally or by proxy at this extraordinary meeting. If three-
fourths of these voted for the resolution ........... . 

Mr. Kapadia.-Not three-fourths of the people, but three-fourths of the 
votes. 

President.-What I mean is three-fourths of the count of votes represent
ed by people either personally or by proxy, and if the resolution is passed 
on that basis. Here the position is very different. Here the position is 
that the resolution must be passed not merely by a majority corresponding 
to three-fourths in votes, but also three-fourths in number. 

Mr. Davar.-That is right. 
Mr. Kapadia.-Three-fourths of the total capital also. 
President.-Three-fourths not merely of the votes which are present 

personally or by proxy but three-fourths of the votes available in the 
Company? 

Mr. Davar.-Yes. 
Mr. Kapadia.-In answer to that, I may say that that is an impossibility, 

for the simple reason that the shareholders being scattered it is impossible 
for a body like the Shareholders Association to get a three-fourths majority 
of the total capital. Suppl)sing shareholders holding 10 per cent. of the 
total capital are living in Calcutta, or in such distant places as England, 
it is impossible for the Sharehotders' Association to get their proxies. 

President.-In such a case it is impossible? , 
Mr. Davar.-It is physically impossible. We are only given 7 clear 

days. How can we possibly collect proxies and represent them in such a 
short time? 

President.~Are you ganerallyfamiliar with the arrangements in Calcutta? 
Mr. Kapadia.-I am to a certain extent. 
President.-I will tell you the general impression I have formed about 

the managing agency agreements there. Practically in every case it is 
for a fixed initial period which may be 10, 15 or 20 years and thereafter is 
subject to an extraordinary resolution and three-fourths majority. 

Mr. Kapadia.-That is right. That is much more favourable from the 
shareholders' point of view. 

President.-I recognise that. Secondly I come to the question of 
remuneration of Managing Agents. In Bombay I gather that there is an 
office allowance. That office allowance may range from Rs. 1,000 a month 
to Rs. 3,000 a month. In addition to the office allowance there is a commi<;
sion, which, as far as Bombay is concerned, is generally calculated or assessed 
on profit-profit in this sense that it includes depreciation and all other funds 
created by the Company. 

Mr. Davar.-Yes. 

President.-In addition to these two prOVISIons, there is also in many 
cases a provision for a minimum commission, that is to say, the commission 
is calculated on profit including depreciation. Where the commission is 
calculated on profit including depreciation, in many cases that commission 
is subject to a minimum. That minimum varies as far as I have seen from 
Rs. 6,000 a year to ,as much as Rs. 1,20,000, a year. Those are the three 
features, viz., office allowance, commission based on profit including depre
ciation and a minimum commission. 

Mr. Kapadia.-The office allowance is over and above the ordinary 
expenses. 

President.-The expenses incurred on behalf of the mill are met by the 
Company. This is a different thing. 
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Mr. Kapadia.~nly two days ago I have looked into the managing agency 
agreements and Articles of Association of Jute Mill Companies and have 
got relevant figures. before me anticipating this question from the Board. 
I find, so far as the Bird group is concerned-Lansdowne, Auckland, 
Dalhousie, etc.-that the commission is 7l per cent. 

President.-Don't go into the question of rate now? 
Mr. Kapadia.-I find that there is 'an allowance of Rs. 3,700. 
President.-That is the office allowance? 
Mr. Kapadia.-Yes, but it is laid down that the office allowance is to 

include expenses, rent, stationery, electricity, etc., etc. 
President.-I think I have seen that clause in the agreements. It is also 

provided that where any person happens to be engaged at the head office 
of the Managing Agents exclusively for the purpose of the Company, 
although he happens to be at the head office, his maintenance will be met 
by the Company and not by the Managing Agents? 

][1'. Ktlpadia.-That is what they call the expert's remuneration. If 
an expert is to be employed, all the expenses in connection with that expert 
are met by the Company. 

President.-The particular character of the office allowance I want .to 
discuss later on. Generally you have an office allowance. As regards the 
commission, suppose the commission is subject to a Illinimum, in Alimedabad 
the almost invariable practice is to calculate the commission on sales? Am I 
rightP 

Mr. Dal'ar.-Yes. 
Pl'esidellt.-1 don't think I have come across a single case where the 

commission is based on profit after depreciation has been written off P 
Mr. Dal,ar.-No. 
President.-In Ahmedabad when the commission is calculated or assessed' 

on sales, it is done either in the form of a certain percentage on the proceeds 
or in other cases so many pies per pound and whether one is taken or the 
other is left to the option of managing agents. 

Mr. Dat'ar.-Yes. 
President.-Am I right in thinking that the general feature of the 

Ahmedabad agreements is that the commission is calculated on sales either 
in terms of percentage or at so much per unit P . 

Mr. Kapadia.-That is so. There is one other item of commission. 
Presidellt.-I am coming to that. In addition to this commission on 

saies, you have also a oommission calculated at so much percentage on profits 
derived from certain transactions entered into by the Agents for the 
Company? 

Mr. Kapadia.-Yes. 
Presidellt.-On the~ other things, besides selling, there is a certain 

percentage which COlUes on to the profit. 
Mr. Kapadia.-It is a percentage on the total amount of the bill. 
P1·eside1It.-The bill is equivalent to sales. Supposing for example I am a 

contractor and I get work down. My sales are really the bills of work. The 
bills of work are really the same thing as sales. 

":it.Ir. Kapadia..-They draw a. difference between the sales of goods. and 
the other. In the former case, they charge 4 or 3l per cent., that IS on 
the sales of piece-goods, ~·arn. etc., etc. But the other clause lays down 
that the Managing Agent shall be entitled to charge 5 per cent. or 4 per 
cent. on the total amount of bills in respect of baling, pressing, etc., etc. 

President.-That is perfectly true. They are kinds of work, in respect of 
which you cannot· calculate it on sale proceeds. Sale proceeds really mean 
they are proceeds or bills issued by the Company in regard to pressing, 
ginning and so on. Sales are really represented by bills of work which 
mean the Bame thing. 
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Mr. Kapadia.-'-The percentage differs in the two cases. 
President.-Yes. In a considerable number of agreements I have seen 

in Ahmedabad; this provision is subject to the clause that if the Company 
does not earn enough to pay a particular percentage of dividend then the 
Managing Agents would forego up to a certain specified percentage of the 
commission. That is correct? 

Mr. Kapadia.-Yes. 
President.-Another feature with regard to the remuneration in 

Ahmedabad is that generally you find the Managing Agent assumes the 
character of a co-partner. In other words, you have a joint stock of about 
16 annas and various people are interested to the extent of their holdings 
in this joint stock of 16 annas. That feature is not generally found in 
Bombay. 

Mr. Da'l1M.-The Managing Agent practically works at the mill. He 
takes a personal interest. 1.'hat is as far as Ahmedabad is concerned. 

President.-I am coming to their behaviour, Mr. Kapadia, coming to 
Calcutta, there is invariably an office allowance. 

Mr. Kapadia.-There is. 
President.-But I gather that the rate of office allowance is considerably 

higher in Calcutta than in Bombay? 
Mr. Kapadia.-Yes. 
President.-In Bombay I have seen a few cases of Rs. 3,000 but in 

Calcutta Rs. 2,000 to Rs. 3,000 is the common rate of office allowance. 
Mr. Kapadia.-The rate of commission is correspondingly lower. 
President.-The office allowance, you admit, is generally higher? 
Mr. Kapadia.-That is so; but it includes expenses. 
President.-In Calcutta I find the practice is almost evenly distributed. 

I have seen a number of cases in which the commission is calculated on 
sales. I have also seen a very large number of cases where the commission 
i~ calculated on profit. Calcutta seems to be rather undecided. Bombay 
has definitely decided for commission on profit. Ahmedabad is definitely for 
commission on sales. 

Mr. Kapadia.-In Bombay, there are cases in which the commission is 
calculated on sales as well as on production. 

President.-There are five or six cases. 
Mr. Kapadia.-Yes, as far as production is concerned but not sales. 
President.-Oalcutta seems tabe wavering between the two. In Calcutta 

when the commission is assessed on profit, the profit includes depreciation in 
every case. There is no case where the commission is calculated on mitt 
profit, that is to say profit excluding depreciation. Invariably it includes 
depreciation. 

Mr. Kapadia.-That is so. 
P1'esident.~oming to the rate of commission, I have gathered that the 

Calcutta rate usually, even where an office allowance is provided, is 10 
per cent.P 

Mr. Kapadia.-No, there I beg to differ from you. I have copies of 
agreements before me. Unless my copies are very old, the information at 
my disposal does not support your statement. In the case of Lansdowne 
Jute Mill Company, the commission is 7* per cent. It was originally 5 
per cent. It has recently been raised to 7* per cent. 

P·resident.-How many agreements have you? 

Mr. Kapadia.-20. 
President.-Generally what is the rate? 
Mr Kapadia.-5 to 7l per cent. In two cases I find it is 10 per cent.

that i~ in the case of Messrs. ~ F. W. Heilgers & Co. Otherwise I find it is 
all 71 per cent. a.nd 5 pex: cen'ti. 
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President.-Have sou got any agreements of :Martin and Company? 
.'1;[1'. Kapadia.-No. 
President.-Have you got any by Andrew Yule & Company? 
.J.'t:lr. Kapadia.-No. I have got Jardine Skinner's. 
President.-What is the rate given there? 
M'I". Kapadia.-In the case of Kankinarah mills, it is 21 per cent . 

. President.-Is it on profit? ' 
Mr. Kapadia.-No, on sale. 
President.-What is the rate of Heilger's? 
Mr. Kapadia.-10 per cent. In the case of Naihati Mills also which are 

under Heilger's, it is 10 per cent. 
P1·esident.-Even in "the Bird group, it is not invariably 71 per cent. P 
M'r. Kapadia.-There are three mills where the commission is charged on 

sales. 
i'1'esident.-1 want to get what is the common rate of commission based 

on profit where that practice is followed? 
Mr. Kapadia.-Anything between 5 and 10 per cent. That is all I can 

tell you. 
President.-I have never seen a rate in excess of 10 but my feeling is 

tha.t it is more 10 than any figure below 10--1 am speaking subject to 
correction? 

.111'. Kapadia.-Take the case lof Empire Jute Mill Company, in the 
McLeod group. The commission is 11 per cent. and the office allowance is 
Rs. 1,500 only. 

311'. Shroff.-If you would give us an opportunity, we might prepare a 
comparative Table for Ahmedabad, Calcutta and Bombay, and send you. 

President.-I will just finish the discussion so that you may know what 
are the points on which we want information. 

Mr . .Damr.-As the Board is now enquiring into the cotton textile indus
try, we have attempted to direct your attention to the managing agents 
who are connected with the textile industry and we have ignored other 
industries. 

President.-In the proposals you have made to us, even though you are 
not now asking for the total abolition of the managing agency system, you 
are asking for certain very important changes in the existing managing 
agency system. It looks to me that since the system is the important 
structure with which our industrial system is closely associated, it is very 
difficult for us to consider the textile mills alone. Therefore it is necessary 
for us to get comparative figures. 

Mr. Da-rar.-That is exactly what I thought at one time. Then it was 
pointed out to me that as your enquiry would be restricted to the cotton 
textile industry, we would not be allowed to go into other questions. 

P1'esident.-My difficulty is that any recommendation that we may make 
with regard to textile mills must to a certain extent be coherent with the 
arrangements that we miglit make in regard to other industries. 

Mr. Dat-ar.-Yes, but that is no reason why reforms found necessary in 
this inquiry should not be enforced. 

President.-I come to the third feature of these agreements, and that is 
the question of Managing Agents rendering services or carrying on business 
in connection with the Companies for which they are managing agents in 
capacities other than that of Managing Agents; that is to say. they pur
chase things or sell things or effect insurance. My own impression is that 
as far as this feature is concerned, there is no difference between Bombay, 
Ahmedabad and Calcutt.a. In all these places, that seems to be the in
variable feature of managing agency agreements. 

Mr. Dot-ar.-Yes, they have the right to enter into contracts. 
Mr. Kapadia·.-To act as buying or selling agents. 
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President.-Or perform any other servioea such as acting as insurance 
agents. . 

Mr. Davar.-Unfortunately that is so. 
President.-I am coming to that. The fourth point is one about which 

~y i~a8 are very vague, and. that is the precise nature of the powers vested 
m ~l1:ecto;s. I find on rea~ng through all this evidence that the general 
provISIon IS that the Managmg Agents carryon the business subject to the 
control and supervision of Directors. Whether that control is effective ~ 
~ot is a different point, 'to which I will come later on. The usual provision 
IS that they carry on the business subject to the control and supervision of 
Directors. . 

]J[r. Kapadia.-That has been departed from in Ahmedabad. 
President.-I am now on the general point. As far as that is concerned, 

that appears to me to be the general feature in Ahmedabad, Calcutta and 
Bombay. 

Mr. Kapadia.-Yes. 
President.-Let me tell you the point which I have understood, viz., 

where the provision is that the Manaiing Agent carries on subject to the 
control and supervision of the Board of Directors, the residue of power is 
vested in the Boar!1 of Directors. 

Mr. Kapadia.-Yes. 
President.-In the new agreements that you have sent us, the residue 

of power is vested in the Managing Agent? 
Mr. Kapadia.-Yes. It is more than that. 
President.-Don't put more into that than it contains? 
Mr. Kapadia.-So far as the question of residual powers vested in the 

Board of Directors is concerned, it is a different matter. But the Ahmeda
bad agreements have gone much further. They lay down that the Directors 
shall not perform certain acts and that the Managing Agents only shall be 
entitled to perform those acts. 

President.-That provision is this. In certain agreements, you find that 
concurrent powers are vested in the Board of Directors and in the Managing 
Agents and then the agreements go on to say where concurrent powers are 
vested in the Board of Directors and the Managing Agents, it must be 

'understood that the powers are really vested in managing agents. 
1111'. Kapadia.-Even that I would not admit. I say that the articles 

specifically lay down that the Directors are not to do certain acts. They 
are specifically reserved to the agents. The managing agents alone shall be 
entitled to perform those acts and there is no appeal against them. 

President.-Does it come to this where the provision says that the 
managing agents shall carryon the business subject to the 'control and 
supervision of Directors, that control and supervision would not apply to 
certain matters which are specifically described in the agreement as being 
outside the jurisdiction of Directors? 

Mr. Kapadia.-That is the correct position. 
President.-Does that apply to many agreements? 
lIlr. Kapadia.-That is the trend of new agreements. I have come across 

many such cases. 
President.-In Ahmedabad P 
Mr. Kapadia.-Yes, they are all recent ones. 
President.-In fairness to Bombay you must admit that you generally 

don't find that in Bombay? 
]J/r. DavGr.-New companies are not formed or could not be formed in 

Bombay for reasons which are well known. 
President.-As far as Calcutta is concerned, the usual phrase is subject 

to the control and supervision of Directors. The next point is the number 
of Directors nominated by Managing Agents. Supposing I said in all these 
cases-Bombay, Ahmedabad and Calcutta-it was generally 1 to 2 Directors? 
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Mr. Davar.-Yes. The mo~t pertinent point is how many Directors are 
there as a maximum and actually working. 

President.-I am coming to that question. I am simply taking now the 
number of Directors nominated by Managing Agents. I shall come later on 
to the question as to how far even where control and supervision are vested 
In Directors, their control and supervision under the agreement can be 
effective. You will agree that it is generally 2 and in exceptional cases 3. 

Mr. Davar.-Yes. 
President.-The next point is where for any reason a company is required 

or compelled to transfer its businl'ss, then it is an invariable feature of 
managing agency agreements that the managin,g agents must have the 
right of continuing in their office, that is to sa.y they would continue as 
managing agents to the new company subject to the conditions of the 
original agreement. 

Mr. Dava1·.-And sometimes' compensations are provided for. 

i'resident.-That is in the case of winding up. I am now speaking of 
transfer. Probably you are right there. I have come across in one case a 
managing agen<"y agreement in Calcutta where this provision that the manag
ing agents shall <"ontinue in case of a transfer of the businl'ss is coupled 
with the provision that if it is not done then managing agents are entitled 
to compensation fixl'd by a firm of chartered accountants. 

Mr. Kapadia.-Or by an actuary. 
President.-Next the question of assigning. I take it it is a, feature of 

the Bombay agreements that the managing agent or the members of his 
firm may a~sign his interest: in a few cases he may assign the agreement 
itself, the difference being that in one case he transfers his earnings and 
in the other case he transfers his duties. 

Mr. Kapadia.-That is so. 
President.-In Ahmedabad I suppose the common feature is that he may 

assign both the interest and the agreement. 
M1·. Kapadia.-That is right. 
President.-In the Oalcutta agreement I see no prOVISIon for transfeI', 

neither of interest nor agreement, in Bombay there is provision for transfer 
;)f interest and in Ahmedabad both interest and agreement. Next we 
<-orne to the question of compensation on winding up. Bot!l in Bombay and 
Ahmedabad the managing agent is entitled to com,Pens.atlOn:. In Bombay 
I find that the usual feature is that the compensatIOn IS eqUIvalent to the 
earnings of the past five or six years. 

Mr. Kapadia.-I have come across agreements where the period is as long 
as 10 years or even 15 years. 

P/'csident.-The general feature, as I said, is five to seven years and in 
Ahmedabad it is 10 to 12 years. 

Mr. Kapadia.-Yes. 
P'resident.-In Bombay, I think they generally put it in this form-it is 

five or seven times the earnings of the previous year, whereas in Ahmedabad 
it is 10 times the average of the last 10 years so that they get the benefit of 
the depreciation. 

Mr. Kapadi,a.-In Ahmedabad it would be terrible, the commission being 
on either produC'tion or on sales: to give tIle managing agents a consolidated 
commission for 12 ye<ars is something very terrible. 

President.-In Calcutta th.ere is no provision for compensation at all. 
Mr. Ka,padia.-I have ("Orne a<"r088 one or two instances. 
President.-WiU you send them on to usP 
Mr. Kapadia.-Yes. 



l'resident.-That last point to which I find you attach considerable im
portance, is the,num~er 'and character of the companies which a' single 
managing agent may hold charge of. As far as I can make out, there 
appears to be no difference in this respect between Bombay, Ahmedabad 
and Calcutta: the same managing agent may be in Charge of various com
panies doing various kinds of business. 

Mr. Kapadia.-May I point out the difference in this respect, between 
Bombay and Ahmedabad? The textile industry is the mainstay of both the 
places and I have hardly come across any firm of managing agents who 
manage more than four mills in Ahmedabad and there are no other int:l..us
tries in Ahmedabad which can be said to divert the managing' agents' atten-
tion and energy. ' 

P-resident.-You can't think of a managing agent who is ill charge of 
more than four mill companies? ' 

Mr. Kapadia.-That is the utmost 'bhey have, whereas in Bombay the 
case is different. Here we have not only managing agents who manage 14 
or 15 mills but the same managing agents seIl stores, manage hydro-electric 
concerns, cement concerns and many other things. 

President.-In Calcutta you will find managing agents in charge of an 
enormous number of companies. There is nothing to prevent managing 
agents from being in charge of companies which: in respect of their business 
may come easily in competition with one another. I have seen one agree
mel),t, and since the <,ompany has not asked us to keep it confidential I may 
teIl you that it is an agreement between Messrs. Martin and Company and 
the Hooghly Docking and Engineering Company. That is rather an in
teresting agreement: there the last clause is that the "Managing Agents 
shall not at any time during the currency of this agreement either on their 
own behalf, or as managers or agents or for any' person or persons firm 
company or corporation directly or indirectly carryon or be engaged or 
concerned or interested in the business of a shipwright or dock owner 'in 
Oalcutta". This is the only case I have seen where the managing agent 
agrees not to engage in competitive business. I now want to go on to the 
points that you hav~ made ~ith regard to several of these 'companies in 
your original representation. ,Since your representation is not by any 
means a short document I have thought it necessa;ry to summarise it, for 
my purpose: I am now on paragraph 9. There you raise the question of 
the basis on which commission is calculated--:that is on the basis of profits. 
You are definitely of the opinion that where a managing agent is remunerated 
by commission on profit, depreciation and all other things accrued by the 
company should be definitely· excluded. 

lIlr. Kapadia.-Yes, for the simple reason that when an average man 
thinks of net profit he would naturaIly expect these charges to be deducted 
before arriving at the net profit. It is not only an accountancy term but 
it is done in all business. 

President.-Supposing I said in answer to that that, after all 
a statement in a managing age.ncy agreement that commission when 
calculated on profit should be calculated on profit plus depreciation does 
not by any means imply that the managing agent or anybody else considers 
that depreciation is not part 01' the direct charges to be borne by the com
pany, that it is simply a basis for calculation and nothing else, what would 
be your answer to that? 

lJlr. ,Davar.-,.There may be a certain st!ltement in the agreement and 
it may be argued that technically everybody who buys shares must read ,that 
agreement as well as the articles of association and memora,ndum. If you 
look at it as a general proposition a8 a man in the street, an average 
investor of the class from which he is drafted capable of doing it even if he 
wants to do it and can afford to do it. If you want to keep the flow of 
capItal regular and l\"ithoutobstruction 01' if you, want to' remove the pre
judice of a petty clerk or a $mall trader wbo wants to 5nvest in a joint stock 
company, I would suggest that ,such hiding of things in an agreement ought to 
be avoided. T~re is Ilnotber feat~e of this ,and that is that depreciation 
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is kept aside and on the net profit he charges commlSSlon. This will 
encourage him to 'over-depreciate certain assets and create a reserve with 
a view that in bad times it may be utilised for purposes of manipulation. 

President.-On the other hand if you ask him to base his commission 
on profit .....•. 

Mr. Davar.-If it is over depreciated the auditor would not come in 
the way but if it is under depreciated the auditor mayor may not let 
it pass. 

President.-If you take a flat incom~tax rate it would work somewhere 
at 4 per cent. If you take the great majority of mills in Bombay since 
the depression started, they have not set aside anything like 4 per cent.: 
if on account of difficulties mills have been able to set aside considerably 
less depreciation than the income-tax rates permit, then don't you think 
the mill company might hereafter say I can only set asidE! only such 
amount as I feel under the financial circumstances of the COlI\pany I can 
do? 

Mr. Shrofl.-But he has to make up depreciation which has been in 
arrears. In Bombay depreciation is always taken as the first charge on 
profits which are made in better years. Granting that he is a wise man
a business man at all-he would always like to conserve his property. 

President.-We are considering the question of granting protection and 
suppose we decided as a result of this enquiry to declare the cotton textile
industry definitely protected for a sufficiently long period to enable it to 
establish itself, then it seems to me that it is in the interest of the 
industry and the country since a definite burden is laid on them that the, 
industry is in a position to undertake all such healthy developments as would' 
reduce its costs to enable in the shortest time to dispense with public assistance 
and an essential condition for that is that adequate amount should be set aside
for depreciation. I take it that unless the Bombay shareholders are very 
different from shareholders in other parts of the world it is to their interest 
to set aside less for depreciation and earn greater dividends and it is 
also to the interest of the managing agents that more profit than depr~ 
ciation should be set aside every year. Don't you think in both directiollB
there will be a tendency in operation for depreciation to be sacrified to 
profits? 

Mr. Shrofl.-The Bombay Shareholders' Association has only a very short 
life but I would like to be pointed out one instance where the Association 
representing the shareholders has taken up an attitude which would justify 
a charge that we have not been interested in the question of depreciation. 
What we want to point out to you is that depreciation must be taken' 
as a charge on the costs. It must be a part of the cost of production. It 
is a point which we do not want to leave in doubt. 

President.-I am not for one moment questioning that, but here when 
commission is calculated on profits it does not necessarily mean that depre
ciation is not regarded as a charge; all that it means is that depreciation 
is simply taken as a basis for this particular calculation. 

Mr. Shrofl.-This argument becomes inconsistent if you admit that depre
ciation is a charge on the costs: then you cannot arrive at the cost with
out taking that charge into consideration. 

President.-I find in your representation that while you ask that eolI\
mission should be based on profit excluding depreciation, you are prepared 
to raise the rate. 

Mr. Davar.-Yes, in suitable cases only. 
Mr. Shrofl.-Our main object in insisting on this is this. We want 

to be very clear in our idea as to what the agent means. We want to make 
a very clear distinction between the agent as a capitalist and mere wage 
earner, and a fixed income earner. Therefore, if depreciation is taken out 
of the profits and it leaves very little for the agent w~ are not going 
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~ be sorry for that because we do believe that. the agent must take the 
risk ot the lluctuatIng fortunes of the industry. 

l'resiJe~t.-The "managin~ agent is the capitalist, he is the entrepre
neur: ~e In addltlo~ to bemg the capitalist is also supposed to take the 

. place of managIng dIrector and to rJIis extent he is a fixed wage earner. 
Mr. Shroll.-He is a part time earner: the managing director is supposed 

to be a full time man. . 
. President.-Whether your managing director is part time or whole time 
to the extent that he performs that service the managing agent is a fixed 
wage earner?' 

Mr. Kapadia.~The~e is a very clear distinction. The advantage of 
hanug a managlUg dIrector is absolutely clear. The managing director 
IS supposed to devo~ all his time and energy to the ·direction of the 
oru;Iness: the managIng agent according to our view has failed to perform 
that role. 

Pre&ident.-Whether he performs his role efficiently or inefficiently in 
theory he is supposed to perform it? 

.lIr. Kapadia.-In theory we might agree, but not in practice. 
President.-He does perform that role in theory and therefore theoreti

"cally he is entitled to a fixed wage? 

Mr. Kapadia.-He is there not exactly as a wage earner if you like 
to call him a wage earner. He is there doing this managing agency work 
as a part of lots of other work that he is doing and the express arrange
ment is that he gets his remuneration in proportion to the profit. 

President.-Supposing it was a question of fixing it entirely on net 
profit in the sense of profit without depreciation, to what figure are you 
prepared to go? I ask you to tell me this without committing yourself 
in any way. You have made this suggestion and it was also a suggestion 
made in the Tariff Board's report in 1926. 

Mr. Shroll.-If you like we would work it out and send you a short 
note, but we can assure you that we won't be very niggardly. 

Mr. Da'Var.-1f there is no minimum commission and no office allowance 
we might agree to 10 per cent. 

President.-I am coming to this aspect of the question later not that 
I have any views on the intrinsic merits of the case but supposing you 
object to the whole system of office allowance and profit on depreciation
and these a·re features common to the managing agency system throughout 
the country, in various industries,-then it is perfectly obvious that it is 
impossible for us to propose any measures specially in connection with the 
textile industry; the question wiII have to be one affecting the whole of 

"India. 

]Jr. Shroff.-We might as well suggest that as the Indian industries go 
to you for protection. that should be done in connection with those industries 
'which are granted protection. 

President.-Having allowed protection in the case of various industries 
which are managed by Managing Agents on a basis to which you are 
objecting, personally I find it difficult to say that the textile industry 
should be treated differently from other industries. 

]fr. Shroll.-There are very good reasons for that. Let us take the case 
of iron and steel. The directions in which it is possible for the Managing 
Agent of a Cotton Textile Mill to make profits of all sorts are directions 
which, I submit, are not open to the Managing Agent of an industry like 

"iron and steel. 

President.-Leave out iron and steel. Take the case of the papel". 
industry. 

Mr. Shroff.-We have not" parti('ularly studied the question of paD€'r. 
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P1·esident.-It 190ks to' me in many features the way in which the 
Managing Agents operate are precisely the way· in which Managing Agent!> 
act in paper. 

Mr. ~hroff·-V!~e didn't have an oppo~tunity to place our, views before 
the Tariff Board m regard to that enquiry, because there are in Bombay 
hardly any mills except the Deccan Paper Mills. We have not studied 
that industry so well as we have studied this issue. 

President.-There are two aspects to this case. To what extent can 
you suggest with regard to the Cotton Textile Industry the abuses to 
which the Managing Agency system has led may be remedied and to what 
extent can you provide sanctions in the Cotton Textile Industry (Protection) 
Act for the enforcement of conditions suitable for remedying these? That 
is one question. The. other question is: are these abuses that the Managing 
Agency system has led to of such a general character that you cannot 
make suitable legislative provision unless you consider the question on a 
comprehensive basis. Supposing on a consideration of this problem I come 
to the conclusion that all the features of Managing Agency system to 
which the Bombay Shareholders' Association have objected are features 
which are to be found in every other industry in the country, then the 
only suggestion that I can make to the Government of India is that this 
question must be subject of a special ad hoc enquiry. 

J1r. Shroff.-There are two directions in which you can suggest an ade
quate provision. One may be of a temporary nature. When an industry 
like the Cottan Textile Industry goes to you seeking protection and, as 
you are aware, we are not opposing protection as such ..... . 

President . ...,-I think you want more of it than the llillowners' Association. 
Mr. ShToff.~Yes, it would be quite in the fairness of things for you 

to suggest. The consumer is going to bear the additional burden. The 
taxpayer is also going out of his way to bear the additional burden by 
granting protection. At least during these few years, is it not fair that 
the Managing Agent who forms such a'n important part of the industry 
should be called upon to make some sacrifice? . 

President.-There is no difference of opinion as far as that is concerned . 
.J['Io". Shroff.-It is one thing as a temporary measure to call upon the 

Managing Agents. 
. Preside7lt.~Mr. Shroff, I am not contesting your propositions which are 

universally true. Supposing we felt it necessary that certain changes should 
be made in regard to the management of the Cotton Textile Mills, we 
suggested conditions to the Government of India and the Legislature, and 
the Government of India and the Legislature impressed by our arguments 
are anxious that these conditions should be enforced upon the Cotton Textile 
Mills provided protection is granted say for the next ten years what 
exactly is the kind of sanction by which these conditions can be enforced? 

Mr. Shroff.-I can lSuggest something. I take it that you are going 
to examine us on several other points later where we hope we will be able 
to satisfy you. In your recommendations you can suggest that though 
protection may be granted for 10 years, the Mill Companies are allowed 
three years in which to effect certain what we consider badly needed 
reforms.. If, at the end of threo years, the Mill Companies failed to 
satisfy the relevant department of the Government of India or the Tariff: 
Board if necessary. that they have fulfilled the obligation of bringing about 
these reforms, I would go so far as to suggest that protection may be 
refused. 

President.-I will put you a hypothetical question. At the end of three 
years there are over 300 mills in India. There are 100 mills which hav& 
~ccepted all your suggestions and their houses have been set in order and 
therE' are 200 mills which have not. What are you going to do? 

Mr. ~hroff.-I don't look to individual mills to fulfil its .obligations. 

Pre3ident.-Supposing that is the position, what are you gOlDg to suggestr 
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lIlr. Shroff.-One im~ortant condition that you lay down is the i'ndustry 
must organise itself. . 

President.--:-Supposing 100 mills organised themselves and 200 'mills don't 
am I going to sacrifice the interests of 100 mills which have behaved? ' 

Mr. Shroll.-I don't believe that it would be impossible to insist upon 
a condition like this that mills in particular localities or particular Presi
dency come together and form one uni~. 
. President.-I am not suggesting that at all. There are 10 mills in 
Ahmedabad, 10 mills in Baroda, 50 mills in Bombay. They have all re
organised themselves and others have not. What am I to do? 

Mr. Shroll.-I am ,afraid you have not followed my point. What I 
suggest is that you should have an organisation like the Bombay Millowners' 
Association or the Ahmedabad Millowners' Association. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-Bombay Millowners' Association does not consist of 
all the mills which are in Bombay. There are certain mills in :Bombay 
which are non-association mills. 
. Mr. Shroff.-H you make it a condition and call upon the II\ills to 

join central bodies like the Bombay Millowners' Association to whom you 
could look for a lead in this matter. . 

President.-I am sorry as far as that. is concerned, I am not convinced. 
Unless you are going to give protection in the form of direct subsidies, I 
see no kind of protective sanction by which this kind of thing is enforced. 

Mr. Da1Jar.-I was thinking of a sort of bounty. 
President.-H you are in a position to give bounty, then you can with

hold the bounty from a company. 
Mr. Sh·roll.--Give the bounty only to those Companies as have carried 

out the different requirements and withhold the bounty from the rest. 
President.-That is the only way in which it can be done. Supposing for 

practical reasons that we cannot give protection by means of .bounties, and 
we give protection by means of duties, then the prices ri,se and both the 
well-behaved and the ill-behaved ones will both benefit. 

Mr. Kapadia.-Can you not recommend, assuming that you hold the 
views which we have set out in our recoII\mendation, to the Government 
of India or the Legislature that a section be introduced in the Bill which 
may be brought to give effect to your proposals that no Managing Agent 
shall be entitled to 'obtain from his Company directly or indirectlY anything 
except his prescribed agency remuneration. 

President.-That is one of the many suggestions which you have made. 
Mr. Kapadia.-I was trying to meet the point of view which you placed 

before Mr. Shroff-what is the sanction in any sch'eme of proteotion that 
may be adumbrated? I am suggesting this that, it would be perfectly open 
to the Legislature to put in a section in the Protection Act that may be 
passed as a result of your Report that no Managing Agent, notwithstand
ing anything contained to the contrary in any articles or in any agree
ment, shall be entitled to obtain from his Company anything directly or 
indirectly except his prescribed remuneration as a Managing Agent. 

President.-Supposing the Managing Agent doesn't comply with it? 
Mr. Kapadia.-Make it penal. 
President.-What you are then asking is ·that into the Protection Act 

you II\ust introduce a sanction which is not necessarily r~lated to protecti~n, 
hut sanction of a general character. For example you take the Compames 
Act. The sanction in the Companies Act is a general sanction which it takes 
the form of fine or imprisonment and in some cases both. You have got 
to introduce a sanction of that kind into the Protection Act which would 
be a novel' thing to do. I am not in the least suggesting that there 
is any fundamental objection, but it is somewhat a. novel t.hing to do. 

Mr; Kapadia.-If we have got to tackle a disease and if we are con
vinced that the disease is there and has got to be tackled, then the 
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necessary remedy has got to be adopted. You are granting protection to the 
industry. The object 'of protection is to see that the profits are devoted 
for the purpose of, I should say, enriching the country. 

Pnsident.-Let us say of stimulating the investment in industrial enter-
prises. ' 

Mr. Kapadia.-If that is so, is there any reason why the State should 
not step in and say to the :l\1anaging Agents: "We shall not allow you 
to rob the industry like this. We won't allow you to have 5, 6 or 7 kinds 
of different interlocking commissions as remunerations. You are a Managing 
Agent and your duty is to ma'nage the industry. No doubt you ought to 
be paid a certain an~ount of remuneration for managing it. Beyond that 
you shall not be paid anything." 

PTesident.-Mt. Shroff was suggesting a period of 3 years. We are 
prepared to allow a period of 3 years. Supposing as a matter of practical 
politics it was possible for Government to consider the question of Managing 
Agency system as a whole in regard to protected industries, taking also into 
account the necessity of providing industrial finance in the country as 
the Banking Enquiry Committee suggested, supposing it was possible for 
the Government to consider all these matters and bling about a reorganisa
tion of the Companies Act within a period of 3 years and these provisions 
were included in the Companies Act based upon the' sanctions which are 
to be found in the Companies Act, would that satisfy you? 

MI'. Kapadia.-The wheels of Government move very slowly and we do 
not know whether the Indian Companies Act is going to be revised for 
another 10 years. I myself have got very serious doubts. It is for that 
reason that we want the Board to recommend, provided the Board is 
convinced of the facts which we have placed before them, that the Manag
ing Agents shall not be allowed to continue to receive these different kinds 
of con~missions and remunerations. 

President.-We, as a Board, have not yet had time to consider these 
questions. Assuming for the sake of argument that there are certain features 
of Managing Agency agreements which are not consistent with the objects 
of protection, supposing we came to that conclusion and we therefore 
definitely said to Government that the earliest opportunity should be taken 
for mending matters? 

Mr. Davar.-That would be a satisfactory tentative arrangement. As 
far as we are concerned we should be happy that 'through any Agency 
whatsoever the amendment of the Companies Act is expedited by the Gov
ernment. If your suggestion is likely to do so, we should be ha,ppy, but 
I have one more point in connectiO'll with llr. Shroff's scheme. The diffi
culty as regards bounty, as you yourself pointed out is there. Could you 
not in that case put in something to this effect? Details of it could be 
evolved in this way-after three yea.rs a report- may be called for. 

President.-Three years after the Protection Act has been brought into 
force. 

Mr. Davar.-U there are certain number of mills "'hich have not carried 
out the various suggestions that your Board has made, then they should 
be taxed more or less in the same proportion as protection accorded to them. 

Pre"iJellt.-The levying of that tax is not an easy thing . 
.lIr. Kapadia.-The existence of the clause in the Act to which I have 

alluded will make them straight. 
PresiJen.t.-The IE'vying of such a tn: from year to year would mean 

lin inquisitorial investigation every YE'or. 
]fr. Shroff.-It is only in connection with one industry, t·ill., the Cotton 

Textile Industry which is a very important industry for this province. 
PresiJent.-You can levy an excise duty on C.ompanies which do not 

comply with these conditions, but whether a particular Company complies 
with these ('onditions or not is a matter which would require very careful 
investigation. . 
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Mr. ShroU.-It will have to be done by Superintendents or Officers 
appointed by Government. 

President.-Mr. Kapadia was talking about the slowness with which the 
wheels of Government are' moving. I all\ afraid they do move very very 
slowly. Supposing the Tariff Board made a recommendation to Government, 
it is open to Government to turn it down or take five years to accept that. 

Mr. Shroff.-The one arrangement I am suggesting is this: Government 
is going to get revenue out of protective duties. The duty will be there 
and the revenue will be there. 

President.-I am prepared to consider your proposal. My own instinc
tive feeling is whether Government will accept it. The Tariff Board ought 
to make proposals which have a reasonable chance of being carried out. 
We don't want to be discredited. 

Mr. Shrof/.-I have very great respect for the Tariff Board. Why 
should not the Tariff Board state if, in its heart of hearts, it thinks that 
such a clause is beneficial and practical. Whether the higher authorities 
will accept it or not is not its lookout. Public opinion would be consider
ably reinforced in case the Tariff Board makes such a recommendation. 

President.-As far as the rein1'orcing of public opinion is concerned, all 
that you expect us to do or you want us to do is t.his: supposing we are 
convinced that certain features of the Managing Agency system are in
consistent with the objec:ts of protection, supposing we said so definitely and 
then with regard to recommendations for bringing about reforms necessary, 
as far as those recommendations are concerned, supposing we put them on 
a somewhat more practical basis than you have suggested, provided the 
necessity for making the changes is sufficiently stressed in the Report, isn't 
that enough for your purpose if the mforcement of publio opinion is only 
your primary concern? 

Mr. Kapadia.-That would not be of any material advantage. 
Mr. DClIIIar.-Supposing you' did and Government didn't take up the 

question of amending the Companies Act and you gave protection for 
10 years and the industry went on merrily in the same old fashion, then 
where are we going to be? 

President.-May I suggest a point in that connection? 
Mr. Dallar.-There must be some brake or check. That is what we are 

trying to get at. 
President.-We have sent you the names of the particular rn,iIls on 

whose costs we have to base the rates of protective duty. We examine those 
costs partly in the light of the information that you have given us. We 
eliminate from the costs .every item which is the result of mismanagement. 
We take only that part of the cost which, in our opinion, is a reasonable 
legitimate cost. We base our rate of protective duty on that. I take it 
theon that if the protective duty is based on that, every mill-in Bombay 
which is pursuing practices of the I.'ind to which you object and whose 
costs therefore will be higher will be automatically penalised. 

Mr. Kapadia.-Who would be penalised? So long as there is no compul
sion on the Mill Agent to set right things which add to the cost of the 
mill, who is to be penalised? The party to be pmalised will be the share
holder. The Managing Agent would have his commission; the labourer 
would have his wages, everybody would get everything, but the share
holders would have nothing. You might base your costs on this hypothesis 
and say that this should be the figure for costs for reasonably efficient mill. 
But if the Managing Agent who. is running the mill is not trying to 
adjust the cost according to the estimate of the Tariff Board, who is the 
party actually penalised? 

president.-The remedy for that is a very active Shareholders' Asso
ciation. 

Mr. Kapadia.-No. 
Mr. Shro/f.-We are blamed for being too active. 



. 'lI1r. Kapadia.-Shares are not transferred to our names. We are being 
,stifled. Secrecy clauses are being thrown at our faces. They say "we shall 
not ~nswer this question and that question. Please sit down. It is not in 
the mterests of the Company. This is inexpedient, etc., etc" . 

. Prcsident.-Things are improving. 
ilfr. Kapadia.-Not a bit. As a matter of fact the recent trend of events 

shows that the Managing Agents are acting as grand Moghuls. 
President.-I notice that the Chairman of a very leading bank the 

other day made a very complimentary reference to the Shareholders' Asso
ciation. 

1I1r. Kapadia.-Because the Management seems to have become wiser 
President.-That is what I say. Things are improving. . . 
Mr. Kapadia.-The Tariff Board has been in Bombay for the last 2 

.or 3 months. ~t must have read the reports of Company meetings. I have 
sent you certam correspondence from which you must have noticed that 
the Managing Agents decline to give even legitimate information. 

1I1r. Davar.-Nothing can be done by us, shareholders, unless we are 
able to get a three-fourths majority and it is impossible as things are at 
present to .get a three-fourths majority, so that it is no use -looking at 
the other Side of the case. , . 

President.-If you cannot get your resolution passed every time you 
are able to say things publicly which would make the Managing Agent 
sit up at least once a year. Won~t that have a stimulating effect? 

Mr. Ka.podia.-They have a thick skin. 
1I1r. Shroff.-If we succeed in getting a thing done by one Managing 

Agent, we are at once on the black lists of other Managing Agents. 
1I1r. Da1'or.-To-morrow if we want to buy any shares, they will refuse 

us and that clause in the Articles of AssociatiO'll says that they are not 
bound to give any reasons. So, there is an end of it. Many cases have 
been decided on the authority of that clause and once the clause is there, 
they are not bound to give any reasons. 

Mr. Kal'odia.-This is a very important point on which discussion is 
going on at present. Even if the Board thinks that the Protection Bill 
should not contain a clause . . ... 

Pl'csident.-I do not object to the clause as Buch. If it is there, it 
could be enforced only by means of general sanction, 

Mr. Kapadia.-The Protection Act may declare that such stipulatio~s 
as are to be found in the managing agency agreements or in the Articles 
of Association whereby the.: Managing Agent is authorised to contract and 
work for the company would be invalid. • 

President,-That is not a practical point of view. Supposing all these 
contracts which are now being entered into by Managing Agents in terms 
of managing ,agency agreements, 'I-'iz., purchasing, buying, selling, etc., 
are to be declared invalid and supposing Government accept the particular 
piece of legislatiO'll; on what ground can Government differentiate other 
Managing Agents of jute, coal and tea companies P 

Mr. Kapadio.-I am putting it on the ground of protection. When 
the textile industry approaches the Tariff Board for protection, when the 

.textile industry approaches the· Legislature for protection, is it right that 
the textile industry should be conducted in such a manner that the 
managing agents ca'll themselves act as buying and selling agents? 

Mr. Dnvar.-Mr. Kapadia's view is that it should be applied in con
nection with the textile industry alone because it is the textile industry 
that has come to you for protection now. 

Presidcnt.-The paper industry is a protected industry. 

Mr. Davar.-We are only concerned at present with the textile industry. 



· President.-But we have to be fair. The I..egislature has to look at 
It frl!m an All~India point ~f view. My point is this. I should personally 
find .I~ very: difficult ~ adv~se the Legislature that they ought to enforce 
conditions In connectIon with protection on. the textile industry which 
they have not· enforced in connection with other industries which have 
received protection to the same extent? 

]fr. Da-var.-At present you are investigating the Cotton Textile Industry. 
When you investigated those industries, these things were not put before you. 

President.-This problem was there. Take this question of commission 
cal~ulated on profit plu8. depreciation. In the fair selling price that we 
estimated for the paper Industry on which the protective duty was based 
,,:e ~alculated the agents' commission at 10 per cent. on profit plus depre~ 
ClatlOn. 011,? gave that .to the industry. Now if somebody turned round 
and said You have given that to the paper industry and why do you 
.refuse it to the textile industry", what am I to reply? 

JJlr. Davar.-The position of the cotton industry is different. 
President.-In what way? 
Mr. Kapadia.--Thetextile industry is a large scale industry whereas the 

]>aper industry is not such a large scale industry. You might also say 
that your attention was drawn to certain facts now, to which your atten
tion was not drawn then. You might say that the Bombay Shareholders' 
Association came forward with their representation and drew your attention 
to certain facts which were never brought to your notice' in the previous 
enquiries. 

l're .• ident.-There is another point which also arises in this connection. 
Supposing we accepted .your suggestion and decided to put in a provision 
on those lines in the Protection Act itself, that would apply to miJIs 
situated in British J ndia only. Even if the Protection Act contained 
It c1anse to that effect, it could not apply to mills situated in 
Indian States. 'O'ne of the dangers with which you would be faced is that 
there would be a gradual /light of the textile industry from British India. 
to Indian States. Ten years ago, the problem was not very acute. To-day 
next to Bombay and Ahmedabad, the production of Indian States is the 
highest. If you place restrictions on the industry in British India, you 
would simply drive the industry to Indian States, especially in Bonibay 
where you have such a large number of Indian States. 

ilJr. Kapadia.-Without such restrictions, the industry is migrating. 

Pre.~idel1t .-This will hasten the process I 
AIr. Kapadia.-I don't think so. On the other hand, the investors 

will have greater confidence and wiII come forward and invest money in 
the industry if this restriction is put. 

President.-Under the present conditions, to the extent that the manag
ing ngent represents finance, initiative and so on, the managing agent 
would, when he thinks of another mill, think of Baroda, Indore, MY80re, 
etc. He will not think of Bombay. Why should he if Professor Davar's 
5uggestlollwith regard to th", excise duty was acceptedPThe excise duty 
would be all right when the! industry in the Indian State;; was Dot a 
competitor. One of ·the great d~ngers before Bombay is the /light of the 
industry from British India to Indian States. 

Mr. SlIroff.·-H that view 'prevails, then in re~pect of several otller 
things which British India hali to do in spite of what mayor may not 
be done in the Indian States, I think, one greatest problem is raised. Take 
for instance the factory legislation. The Indian States did not fall in 
line with the British India. Still, the British India went on. Similarly 
we want to establish our own standards. I am perfectly certain that if we 
do so, even though the States may not fall in line with ·us immediately, 
they WOll't take long. Circumstances will compel them to fall in line 
with us. 
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President.-I quite admit that various forms of legislation which have· 
been undertaken' in British India are giving industries located in the 
States an unfair advantage. There is no getting away from it? 

Mr. Shro//.-Quite. 
President.-The point that I want to put before you is this. Since the 

position of the Bombay textile industry is particularly acute and ane of 
the chief internal competitors of the Bombay section of the textile industry 
is the mill situated in Indian States, am I justified in the name of protec-· 
tion in placing further restrictions upon the Bombay industry? If you 
think that it is all right, then there is an end of it. 

Mr. Shroff.-If you will excuse my putting it this way-would such cir
cumstances justify your recommending the withdrawal of certain stringent 
factory regulations\ which would allow your mill labour in India to work 
all the 24 hours? . 

.President.-I will tell you, Mr. Shroff, my views on that subject. The-' 
particular point we are considering is the relation of the managing agency 
system to the textile industry. Unless I am very wrongly informed at 
present the one essential service that the managing agent renders is that 
he provides the finance. 

Mr. Shro//.-We will have an opportunity of saying something on that 
later on and therefore at this stage we will not take this as an assumption. 

President.-What is your view about it? 
lIlr. Shroff.-It will have to be elaborated considerably. 
Mr. Davar.-We do not admit that the managing agents have always 

financed and financed very satisfactorily. 
Mr. Shro//.-As a matter of fact we will show you that one of the 

present difficulties of the industry has arisen out of the financial weaknesses 
of the agents themselves. 

President.-If you are going to substitute some other agency for the 
managing agent, you would find it difficult to do so. ·As far as that point 
is concerned, I think the position has been stated very clearly in the Bank
ing Enquiry Committee's report. If you read both the majority and the 
minority report, they ha\'"e stated the position very clea.dy and it is this 
that to the extent that there is no satisfactory system of industrial finance 
in this country, the managing agent does render a service. You cannot 
get away from that. If you want to send the managing agents away from 
all i:ndustrial concerns, then it is necessary by means of State action that 
you have' to provide an organisation by which the industrial finance could 
be arranged satisfactorily. You must get your Reserve Bank and get a 
system of industrial finance. 

1I1r. Davar.-As regards the point raised by you about the. Indian States. 
I have an answer and that is as follows. The object sought to be attained 
by putting a restriction of this character is that the industry should get 
the full benefit of protection. If the mills 'carry out the various reforms 
whit'h the Tariff Board may consider are very imperative for the improve
ment of the industry and thus can make larger profits and get a better 
return on their capital, then your fear of the industry migrati:ng to Indian 
States will not come about because once you begin to improve the mills 
in Bombay through your suggestions for the removal of the unnecessary 
drain and irregularities by the present managing agents the mills in 
Indian States with the existing irregubrities and restrictions will ha\'"e 
very little chance of competing with mills situated in Bombay. Besides 
that, the new mills that may be started in Indian States will have to get 
their capital from shareholders in British India. \ 

President.-Who is going to provide the finance-the existing manag
ing agents? 

Mr. Dn.t·ar.-I don't think that they are very anxious to provide the 
finant'e. They want people to buy the shares and allow them to mnnage· 
the show. They will only pay when they are fort'ed. 
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Pre8ident.-As far as I understand the position, the managing agent 
-tries to provide the initial finance. He collects a certain number of 
friends who will contribute the finance. In that way, he gets together a 
certain amount of initial capital; initial enterprise and the initial finance 
which are necessary for starting a.mill come under present conditions from 
the managing age'llt. My fear is that you will transfer in the initial 
enterprise and initial finance from British India to Indian States. 

Mr. Dovar.-You mean tbrough managing agents situated in States? I 
am· not aware of any such. 

President.-The man at this mid will go there. 
Mr. Dallar.-No. The point is: is it necessary at the present stage 

{)f the industry-I mean the cotton textile industry-to find initial finance 
and enterprise? I am not talking of depressed conditions at present. I 
am talking of days, during the war and immediately after the close of the 
war whe'll the industry was in a flourishing condition. Could not the 
managing agents have got all the capital they wanted by issuing additional 
shares? Did they attempt to do so? I am talking of ten years ago. 

President.-You are talking of times before 1923-24? 
Mr. Dallar.-Yes, with a view to illustrating one point, viz., that the 

managing agents are not very anxious t{) get finance in that fashion. 
Take the case of the Sholapur mill. In early days it might have been 
necessary to rely upon deposits. . At one time Sholapur made 200 per cent. 
profit and they could have easily converted the block capital which was 
partly in the form of fixed deposits into share capital. 

Presulent.-It is no use crying over spilt milk. 
Mr. DU1Iar.-It is not necessary under normal conditions to have a 

managing agent to arrange for finitnce for a textile mill .if it is run in 
the proper way. If the shareholders have invested they have confidence 
in the men who are running the show. It must not be taken for granted 
that no mill in this country can be started without a managing agent in 
spite of the fact that more backward countries have all sorts of industries 
without managing agents. 

Preside·nt.-Supposing you wanted to get a short term loan from a 
Bank, you have to give two securities. Suppose you are a mill company. 
You want to get a loan from a Bank. Where do you get your second 
.ignature from? 

Mr. DO.lIor.-They generally get from the Directors. 
Pre.~ident.-I am speaking of India. 
Mr. Dallor.-1 am talking of places outside India. 
Pre .• ident.-The practice of requiring two signatures is an essential 

part of the present Banking structure of the country. 
::.IIr. DavaT.-Why, Sir? not, if you pledge your goods! 
President.-Even if you pledge your goods? 
JIr. Dat·or.-That point has been cleared up before tbe Banking Enquiry 

C{)mmittee. The representative of the Imperial Bank of India said before 
that Committee that the Bank took it because the stock was not pledged. 

President.-I don't think that that statement is consistent,with facts. 
JIr. Shroff.-I think that a distinction should be made between pledge 

and hypothecation. In fact this distinction has been explained in the 
majority Report of the Banking Committee. 

Pre .• ident.-The pledge requires certain physical possession. You have 
to give actual control of the Bank. When you have to do that, don't you 
think that there is a great deal of very natural objection on the part of 
PElOple to doing it? It may be right or wrong, but there it is. 

Mr. Davar.-The natural objection arises from the fact that there are 
deposits maintained by these people. 

President.-It i.e no use trying to explain facts? 



MI'. Davar.-l hm taking facts as they are. 
President.-If you take facts as they are and then if you take into 

consideration the fact that you have to arrange for current finance for a 
mill company, is it possible for you to-day, under the present restrictions 
in relation to Banking-they may be right or wrong-to find the necessary 
working capital unless t.here is a second signature? 

.1Ir. Shroll.-With the managing agency system, existing as it is to-day, 
you want us to answer that point? • 

President.-What 1 was trying to raise is this. Supposing a. new mill 
was started next year after proteetion was introduced with an independent 
Board of Directors and no managing agent, and supposing that company 
wanted to raise working finance, under the present system of Banking in 
the country, would it he possible for that company to raise its finance 
unless there was III second party to put his signature? 

.111'. Kapadia .. -I will answer you by referring you to one fact. You' 
know that the cement industry is being managed under the system of 
managing agents. It is a well established industry. Two or three years 
ago two cement companies were started in Bombay without managing 
agents and there was no difficulty experienced in raising the finance. 1 am 
referring to Okha Cement Company and the '(;nited Cement Company. 

Presid.ent.-How did they raise their finance? 
Mr. Kapadia.-l am trying to answer your point. You asked us whether 

it was possible to obtain working finance without the guarantee of the 
managing agents and my answer to that is that two or three years ago 
two important cement companies were floated in Bombay. 

JIr. Boag.-What was their capital? 
Mr. Kapadia.-In the case of the Okha. Cement Company, the capital 

was Rs. 30 to TIs. 32 lnkhs and in the ('ase of the Fnited Cement Company, 
the capital was about TIs. 32 lakhs. They were floated without managing 
agents nnd with meD: like Mr. F. E. Dinshaw and Sir Purshotamdas Thakur
das on their Directorate. 

President.-How exactly was the financing done? 
Mr. Kapadia.-It was done by the Companies themselves. 
President.-You do not know the precise way in which it is done? 
Mr. Shroll.-It is done like this. Taking the case of United Cement 

Company they have a capital of TIs. 32 lakhs. Their block is worth 
Rs. 24 idkhs and they have provided froIll the start for a working capital 
of Rs. 8 lakhs out of the paid-up capital. If they require more finan('e, it 
will he obtained from loans against stocks. 

President.-Loans from what parties? 

Mr. ShrOff.-From Banks against stocks. 

President.-ln that case no second signature was required. 

Mr. S1Iroll.-l tell you from personal experience that it would not be 
absolutely correct for you to say that two signatures are indispensable. 
I have myself a.rranged for ~oans with ba~ks for s<>me mills of Bombay and 
there is a se-ramble for gettmg cash credIt. 

Prll,qiden.t.-l put that point and Sir Monmchandas told me definitely 
that the statement was incorrect and he did not accept it. 

MT. Kapadia.-8ir Joseph Kay himself admitted that where the goods 
were pledged with the bank a second signature was not required. 

J[r. Dat'ar.-The banks say that if the sto('k is pledged and a board 
put 0/1 it, thE>y are prepared to give loans withou~ second signatu,"!!, but 
the present manllging ageD:<'Y cann'?t aff~rd to do I~ because they hve on 
deposits and they are a!rald that If theIr god,?wn IS pl~ged ~~d marked 
with II. board and depOSitors come to know of It they mIght wnhdraw the 
deposit money. 
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Nr. Shroll.-I suppose, Sir, you are also aware of the fact that loans 
are obtainable an what is called negative lien. I have myself arranged 
for loans with banks on this basis where only a deposit receipt is passed 
by a mill company and a letter is addressed that the bank will have a 
negative lien on the stock. 

President.-This statement that 80 far as the companies are concerned 
invariably loans can only be raised with two signatures from banks is now 
too general? 

JJr. Shroff.-I co.nsider it t~ general and vague, and we challenge it. 
President.-The only question ·is where a pledge is given or hypotheca

tion is given, whether a second signature is required and apparently on 
this simple point of fact there is considerable differenc~ of opinion. 

Mr. Kapadia.-May I make a practical suggestion? From our point of 
view this is most important. Supposing the Board finds that the industry 
should be protected for a period of, say, 10 years, then the Board may 
make a suggestion that they are of the opinion that this sort of buying, 
selling in addition to managing should go. But inasmuch as these things 
cannot go unless a reasonable time is given to the industry to adjust itself, 
the position may be reviewed after, say, three years by the Government or 
the Legislature, and if the Government or the Legislature on a review of 

. the position came to the conclusion that the industry has been negligent in 
setting its house in order, then a section may be introduced in the Pro
tection Act making themselves liable. 

President.-A period of three years is too short a time. 
)fro Kapadia.-I am merely trying to indicate to the Tariff Board the 

practical aspect of the thing. 
P·resident.-Supposing the period of protection, assuming that it was for 

a sufficiently long period for the industry, was cut into two, that is to say 
protection was given for a particular period subject to a review somewhere 
during the pendency of that period with reference to this particular question, 
that is what you are driving at, .are you not? 

Mr. Kapadia.-Yes. 
President.-Supposing, considering the actual circumstances we found 

that the initial period should be somewhat longer than three years, then 
would you object? 

Mr. Kapadia.-I wouldn't if it were six ~nonths or a year longer. wPa,t 
we are anxious about is that the industry should not be allowed to go on 
in the same old fashion as it has been doing. 

Mr. Da1!ar.--Government has given protection of a sort and promises 
were made and there was a great show about the merger scheme and 

. we thought it was going to be successful and so we were passive thinking 
that they were making a really serious effort at re-organisation. 

President.-"When Government granted protection to the indu~try in 
March, 1930, it is perfectly obvious that Government regarded that that 
was going to be a sort of temporary shelter to the industry under wl)ich 
they could organise themselves. In the case of II. big industry like the 
textile industry a period of tWQ years is h9wever to() short: even if t~e 
best of intentions were present it woul4 have been very.difficult to re
organise in a period of two years. 

Mr. Ka.padia.~You are taking too liberal II. view. Have the Bombay 
Millowners' Association ever pointed out to its members that the system 
of keeping interest in sales is a thing which has l>een condemned by the 
Tariff JJoard and that they should not do it? Has ~he Association ever 
('ared to write about it to anyone of their members? 

president.-Wben you take a particular point like that and baee your 
argument on that, then it is possible for me to give a reply and it is this: 
if you are simply taking the question of excess commission charged by 
managing agents without performing services other than management then 
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although it m~y be a very bad thing from the shareholders point of view.; 
actually if you are going to look at it from the cost to the industry, 
that is to say the· actual drain upon the cost of the industry, the removal 
o~ these excess commissions I don't think would make any perceptible
dIfference. If you want really to reform the Bombay textile industry from 
the point of view of costs the substantial items that you have got to 
consider are labour and overhead charges. 

Mr. Kapadia.-That is true, but what about the influence which it 
exercises on the industry? 

Presiden.t.-When the Government tells an industry that it is protected 
and it must therefore organise itself, what the Government means is that 
it must bring its cost down so that the burden could be removed. Pro
bably we might raise this point later on. I want to get a clear idea about 
office allowance. It is perfectly clear that what is called office allowance is 
not a contribution towards the expenses of the company's staff actually at 
the mills. 

Mr. Kapadia.-No. 
President.-You admit that and I believe the Millowners' Association 

also admit that. As I understand it from a study of the managing agency 
agreements, office allowance is a contribution by the company towards the 
expenses of upkeep and accommodatiO'Il at the managing agents office. Is' 
that correct? 

Mr. Kapadia.-No; it is something like an additional payment made to 
him. 

President.-If I am a managing director and not a managing agent 
then supposing I am allowed Rs. 2,000 a mO'Ilth which is my personal remu
neration,' that is a different matter altogether. I keep a stenographer, I 
have got to keep a general clerk, I have got to have a room, I have got 
to have stationery for correspondence and postage stamps; I require Rs. 75G 
a month for these. If a Bombay company gives Rs. 2,000 a month for 
personal expenses and _ Rs. 750 as contribution towards upkeep of office. 
stenographer, office staff, stationery and stamps and so on, then to say that 
this Rs. 750 is additional remuneration is not a correct statement. 

Mr. Kapadia.-The best way to understand the thing would be by a 
reference to the articles of association. Let us take the Hindustan Mills. 
It lavs down in clause 2 that the remuneration of the said firm shall be as 
follo~s: -(a) a sum of Rs. 1,500 per mensem; (b) a commission of 10 per 
cent. per annum on the annual net profits of the said Company after making 
all necessary allowances, deductions. etc. (c) In calculating the net profits 
of the said Company for the purposes of the last preceding clause no 
deduction shall be made for depreciation, etc. Then they say "The same 
monthly allowance and commission shall be exclusive of and shall not include 
anv remuneration, salary or wages which shall be payable to the bankers, 
solicitors, engineers, commission agents, dealers, brokers, officers, clerks. 
servants, workmen and other employees who may be employed by the said 
firm for or on behalf of the said C',ompany, nor any rent, cost of postage, 
printing and stationery or other offi('e expenses nor any travelling ('harges 
and exnenses incurred bv the said Firm in connection with the business of 
the said Company all of which r£'mnn£'ration, salaries, wages, costs, charges 
and £'Xl)enses shall be paid hy the said Company". 

r'resident.-I should like to have a ('opy of that. 
lIIr. Kapadia.-I shall let you have a copy. 
Pre.~ident.-You state in your representation that this was a wartime 

~r£'ation. I find that in Cnl('utta it was in existence before the war and 
th£'refore I naturally concluded that office allowance originated in Calcutta, 
and looking up on£' of the Cal('utta agr£'ements. that of Messrs. Martin 
and Company, I find there a provision for office allowance. There it is 
stated the "The managing agents shall during the time that they shall 
aet as the Managing Agents of the Company receive an allowance of 
Rs. 800 per mens£'m to cover postng£'s, stationery and clerical work for cor-
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respondoo(.'6 only and a commissioJl of one per cent. on all sales (i.e., 
bilL; for work done) and a bonus annually of 7t per cent. on the net profits 
of the Company as certified by the auditors of the Company". That is 
what I understand as office allowance. 

Mr. Davar.-There the idea is quite different. 
Mr. Ka,padia.-l might invite your attentian to Appendix A to our 

replies where we set out full details (page 30 of the printed replies). We 
have prepared this Table from the agency agreements and articles of asso
ciation of 57 or 58 companies and set out figures of office allowance in each 
case in the fifth column. If you will refer to the case of Kastoorchand 
Mills, item 28 on page 31, there is a provisian of Rs. 12,000 to include rent, 
stationery, etc., then we come to item 45, Phrenix Mills, that is Rs. 18;000, 
to include rent, stationery;, general expenses, etc. I have taken it bodily 
out of the agency agreement. Then take Shapurjee Broacha Mills--Rs. 24,000 
to include rent, salaries; then take the Tata Mills--Rs. 14,400. Barring 
these three or four cases office allowance in all the other cases is a separate 
item of remuneration as such in addition to percentage remuneration. 

President.-You raise the point that although office allowance by itSelf 
in the first instance is not a legitimate' charge, you go on to say that it is 
a still less legitimate charge where there is a minimum commission. Is 
that your point? 

Presidcnt.-In the Calcutta agreements that I have seen I notice that 
there is one case where there is a minimum commission: it is definitely 
stated that no separate office allowance is chargeable. 

JIr. Kapadia.-I have not come across any such case; that particular 
case of the Hindusthan Mills is typical of Bombay, and I have quoted names 
of representative concerns where such is the case. ' 

President.-In that case all the expense» incurred by the company either 
in respect of staff and so on maintained at the mill or in respect of services 
performed an behalf of the mill company at the agents office are all met 
by the company? ' \ 

Mr. Kapadia.-Yes. 
President.-Supposing it was necessary to set apart a room at the 

managing agent's office where one or two persons who are engaged in 
special works at the managing agents office have tb work, if that happens 
all that would be met by the company? 

Mr. Kapadia.-Yes. I will read out the clause from the New Great 
Eastern Spinning and Weaving Company's Articles of Association. This is 
more suggestive. "As remuneration for their services as Secretaries and 
Agents the Company shall pay to the said Secretaries and Agents the 
following allowance - and commissions, that is to say: -(a) An allowance of 
Rs. 1,000 per mensem lIB an office allowance for supervision of and atten
tion to, the Company's business (such allowance to be exclusive of all rents 
and salaries payable to any clerks or other servants of the Company which 
are no*' to be paid out of the said allowance but are to be paid by the 
Company." Then take the Moon Mills. It is a Company where the Manag
ing Agents receive a commission on the basis of production. Still you will 
find that they get office alIowance. I will read out the clause in this: 
"The said Company shall during the continuance of this agreement pay' 
to the said firm by way of remuneration for their services lIB such Agents 
as aforesaid: -(a) working allowance of Rs. 3,000 per month; (b) a commis
sion at the one pie per every pound of yarn cloth". Then there is a sliding 
scale. This is exclusive of alI other charges. I am citing this case in 
order to show that the practice of office allowance prevails not only iiI the 
case of those Companies where the Managing Agents receive commission 
on the basis of a percentage, but in those cases also where the Managing 
Agents get commission on production or on saleq. ' 

President -If those clauses that you read out are representative then 
it is fairly clear that as far as :Bombay is concerned, office allowance is not 



what it is supposed to repr(>Sent on the Calcutta side but very largely 
and probably entirely an addition to the remuneration. ' 

Mr. Kapadia·.-I would say. it is a surcharge to the Managing Agents 
oommission. It is a self-inflicted surcharge. That is how I can describe . 

. ~resident.-'Yh~re there is no minimum commission, that stands as a 
minImum commiSSIOn. 

Mr. Damr.-They get the commission plus this. 
M1'. Kapadia.-There are other cases in which they get the minimum 

and office allowance. 
1II r. Boa'{J.-Was there no office allowance in the old agreements? 
Mr. Kapadia·.-No. 
Mr. Boag'.-You say It was a war time innovation. 
11fr. Kapadia.-Yes. Take the case of Nagpur Mills which is an old 

concern and there is no office allowance. Take the case of Swadeshi Mills 
and' also tho Ahmedabad Advance Mills. 

Mr. Bong.-What about the old Bombay mills? 
, Mr. Kapadia.-If you look at Appendix A to our replies, you will find 

that mostly they are cases of old concerns floated before the war. 

President.-What page are you thinking of? 

Mr. Kapadia.-Page 30 of our replies. 

Mr. Boag.-Against some of these there is an entry. 

M·T. Kapadia.~They got their agreements revised. Take the case of 
Thackersay Moolji and Oompany. In 1921-22 taking advantage of the pros
perous times these people got their agreements revised and put in this thing. 

prcsidenf.-Where you leave this column blank, does it mean that there 
is no· office allowance at present. . 

Mr. Kapadia.-Quite. There is one slight error which has crept in the 
case of The Meyer Sassoon Mills. We have stated that Rs. 12,000 i~ the 
office allowance. That is a mistake. On verification I find that the' office 
allowance has been consolidated with the Commission. It was' originally 
Rs, 24,000 and Rs. 12,000 office allowance. R6Cently the agreement was 
revised and the commission was raised from Rs. 24,000 to Rs. 36,000. 

President.~n this very important question of the remuneration which 
the Managing Agent charge for services rendered other than as Managing 
Agent there is one important point to which I would like to draw your 
attention and that is this how far in respect of each of these various services, 
whether he buys cotton or stores or machinery or sells the goods, whether 
he effects insurance, in actual practice does the ?tIanaging Agent in Bombay 
charge the Company for these services at So rate higher than what would be 
charged if the Company were able to get these services independently. 
You see my point? 

Mr. Kapadia.-:---Yes. 
President.-There are two points of view that you can take with regard 

to that. You may take the general line. If the Managing Agent who is 
definitely in charge of the management of the mill is authorised under the 
agreement to perform all these various services for which separate remunera
tion is provided, then it is likely that system might present the l\Ianaging 
Agent with serious temptation to make profit at the expense of the Com
party. That is the general point of view. The other point of view is 
actually to what E':dent has the ?tfana.ging Agent succumbed to the tempta
tion p~ovided by the system. To what extent can you give 118 actual infor
mation? When it comes to individual ('ases, we will take them in eamera. 
What I would like you to tell us now is to what E'xtent are the rates charged 
for these various services in Bomba.y mills now higher than what you would 
consider reasonable rates. That js rather a big question. We might adjourn 
now and meet at half past two. I will ten you precisely how I am going 
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to raise it. I am going to ask you to tell me with regard to purchase of 
stores what you consider a reasonable allowance aD. the price of stores, with 
regard to insurance what you consider a reasonable rate to charge for 
premia and similarly with regard to selling expenses. Then I have to ask 
also about outstandings. That is to say when the Managing Agent happens 
to be a selling agent, there is the likelihood of the Managing Agent allowing 
outstandings to get heavier and heavier. I want to ask you when we
resume what you consider would be a reasonable proportion of outstandings
in a fairly well managed milL I shall take that up when we resume; 

President.-The first point which I would raise is about insurance. You 
have made various references to this question of insurance. That is to say 
where the Managing Agent does insurance business for his Company as a 
matter of fact he does charge his Oompany more than the Oompany wilJ
incur if it has effected the insurance independently. 

Mr. Davar.-What we say is this that if you insure directly with any 
fire insurance Company, you are given a certain amount of rebate- as a 
matter of general practice. Here whatever rebates that are obtained are 
not credited to the mill but to the Managing Agents. That is one. thing. 

President.-What is the other drawback? 
Mr. lDavar.-The other drawback is that often these Managing Agents 

are acting as Agents for these foreign Companies. They will only insure 
with them and thus our indigenous enterprise suffers. That is our second 
objettion and the third is that they have no choice of selection. Further 
they are not impartial judges of what Companies should be insured with in, 
the best interests of the industry. If they are, that would be different. 
Here their own interests come into conflict. 

President.-They are committed to a particular Insurance Company. 
Mr. 'Davar.-I understand that'-there ar~ certain 'Managing Agents whose 

principal business in connection with fire insurance is insuring with their 
own Companies. That is to say very little outside work they do. 

President.-Let me take first the question of rebates. When a man is an 
Agent for an insurance Oompany, he effects insurance on behalf of his Com
pany and for that as an insurance Agent he gets a certain commission. I 
take it that commission is calculated on the premia. 

Mr. Davar.-Yes. 
President.-What is the standard rate? Supposing for example the 

annual premium was about Rs. 10,000, what does an agent get out of that 
as his legitimate remuneration. 

lIlr. Shrol/.-The commission fixed at present is 7l per cent. of the 
premium. 

President.-Is it your contention that when a Managing Agent acts as 
an insurance agent, that remuneration of 7l per cent. on the premium 
which he gets as an insurance agent, the benefit of ·that or part of that 
ought to go to the Company? 

Mr. Shrol/.-Certainly. 
President.-What is the ground on whkh you base that? 
Mr. Shrol/.-7i per cent. commission is paid to Companies or 'brokers 

who canvas business. The mill company which has a large property to insure 
will be in a position to command favourable terms from insurance Oompanies. 
It places the Mill Company in 1\ position riot only to get this 71 per cent .• 
but a substantial rebate as well. 

President.-I am coming to the question Qf rebate later. 

Mr. Shrol/.-You will have to combine it for this reason that Members 
of the Fire Insurance Association are supposed not to transfer what they 
obtain from their Association to their clients. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-Isn't there a sort of agreement executed by the 
Managing Agents of the Insurance Oompany with the Insurance Oompany 
itself? 
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Mr. Shrofl.-I advisedly use the word 'supposed'. I will show you by 
definite instances that rebates have been openly transferred to the Company. 
Take the case of Bombay. Dyeing and Weaving Company. 

President.-Unless you are very keen, I should like to have these two 
questions, the commission and the rebate considered separately. 

Mr. Shrol/.-Yes.' 
P1'esident.-Supposing an insurance Agent or a Managing Agent got 7i 

per cent. on the premium ,as remuneration for services rendered as insurance 
agent, supposing that stood by itself and there was no rebate given, 
would you contend that the Company ought to get that? 

Mr. Shrol/.-I don't'know what service the Agent renders here. 
President.-Look at it this way. Supposing it was not the Managing 

Agent, supposing it was an independent insurance Agent through whom in-
1!urance is effected, then. you might get the benefit. 

Mr. Sh1'ol/.-The Company doesn't need any Agent. They can go 
straight. The insurance Company will go straight to the mill Company. 

President.-Is that the general practice? 
.Mr. Shrol/.-It is the mill Company that commands patronage. The 

patronage is at the disposal oflIill Companies. When you examine us in 
('am era, we will give you figures showing the rebate and commission received 
by the Managing Agents. 

President.-Supposing I put it this way that a mill with 1,000 looms 
and 40,000 spindles is in a position to effect its insurance independently of 
any insurance Agent? 

Mr. Shrol/.-Certainly. 
President.-You would say that? 
Yr. Shrol/.-Certainly. 
President.-It is on that ground therefore that you say that the com

mission charged by the Managing Agent in his capacity as insurance Agent 
is a charge which the Mill Company might escape altogether. 

Mr. Shrol/.-Yes. I will draw your attention to another thing. Take 
the case of some mills which keep the major part of the fire risk to' 
themselves. A Company like the Central India Mills are able to keep an 
insurance fund of not less than Rs. 42 lakhs. 

President.-It is practically a reserve fund that they have created as 
insurance. 

Mr. Sh1'ol/.-1 don't mean to suggest that the Company should set apart 
so much amount. 

President.-That is a special case. Let us take an ordinary ease. I 
understand this practice of rebates is rather a recent one--I mean the 
scramble among insurance Companies. 

Mr. Shrol/.-The competition is much more in recent years. 
Pre&ident.-In order to get more and more business the insurance Com

panies are getting into the habit of offering substantial eommission. 
Mr. Shrol/.-Yes. 
President.-If as an agent of a mill Comp;ny I go to a Managing Agent 

who is also an insurance Agent and effect my insurauce through him, the 
Managing Agent who desls with the Insurance Companies is able to take 
ad"antage of the present intense competition amongst the insurance Com
panies and gets in addition to 7l per cent. a rebate calculated on the 
premium which the insurance Company offers him as a special inducement 
to effect insurance with that Company. _ 

1111'. ShTol/.-Yes. 
PTcsident.-What is normally the kind of rebate that you would get? 
lilT. Damr.-If you will ask any insuranee man, a mill risk is generally 

ilOnsidered a good risk . 
. P1'esident.-The mills provide fire proof and things of that kind? 
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Jlr. Dat·ar.-Yes, the mills do provide for these things. All &'prts of fim 
appliances are installed in the millS. Every possible care is being taken 
by the Mill Managers to avoid risk of fire aBd generally mill risk is con
sidered a good risk by insurance people. That is one thing. The intense 
competition amongst our Companies has recently gone so far that we have 
seen cases where. 37! per cent. of the premium is refunded. 

President.-~!ay I take it that is a very exceptional case? 
Mr. Davar.-No. 
President.-Supposing the premium that I am charged is Rs. 10,000? 
Mr. Davar.-You get 1/3rd back. 
President.-I get Rs. 3,000 back. 
Mr. [lavar.-Yes. 
President.-In the case of a Mill Company effecting its insurance through 

the Managing Agent, the benefit of that Rs. 3,000 goes entirely to tIte 
Map.agingAe;ent. 

Mr. Davar.-It has been admitted by several Managing Agents that they 
have not been crediting the Mill Companies with the rebate that they get. 

Mr. Kapadia.-May I draw your attention to page 198 of the 'Eariff 
Board's Report, 1927, Volume II? Mr. Mazumdar put the following ques
tion: "As commission you get 42 per cent." and the answer given by Sir 
N. N. Wadia was 'yes', and Sir N. N. Wadia stated that he gave back to 
the concern all that. Later on this point was raised before the Fawcett Com
mittee in 1929 when Mr. D. Batliwala explained to the Committee what 
his mills had done In the way of reducing costs. He stated to that Com
mittee that his mills were in the habit of refunding all the rebates ~bey got 
from insurance Companies. I have got that passage. . 

President.-Does Mr Batliwala represent the Bombay Dyeing? 
Mr. Kapadia.-Yes. Mr. Batliwala went to the length of saying that 

even the commission which they got on the purchase of stores made in Eng
land through N. Wadia and Brothers was also refunded to the mills. 

President.-I will come to that question later on. That I suppose 
means rebate and commoission together? 

Mr. Shrof/.-Yes. They 8I"e usually taken together. 
President.-Supposing I am a mill Company and I am in a position 

directly to insure with an insurance Company making allowance for com
mission, rebates and so on, assuming that I get the benefit of all that, what 
would you consider a reasonable rate of insurance? Assuming the size of 
my mill is 1,000 looms and 40,000 spindles, my capitalisation is Rs. 45 ~a~hs. 
I get the benefit of the rebate and I get the benefit of the commISSIon. 
Deducting all that from the premium that I am charged, what do you think 
is likely to be the portion of my premium on my capitalisation? 

Mr. Shrof/.-It varies from 4 to 6 annas per cent. 
President.-The premium with regard to Fire Insurance Company is 

calculated on, the capital value. Assuming that Rs. 45 lakhs is the capital 
value of the mills, supposing insurance is effected in the most economical 
manner, what do you think will be the charge? What I want you to tell 
me is this: give me what ia your experience according to YOW knowledge 
of the market is a fair rate so that by applying that rate' I can check the 
figures that I have received. 

Mr. Shrof/.-We are not insurance men. The usual rate is 4 to 6 annas 
per cent. on the capital value. 

Mr. Davar.-It would not be safe to take our figure. 

President.-I am assuming you take a mill of that size with that capitali-. 
sation which is fire proof, which is adequately equipped, absolutely first 
class from the point of view of Fire Insurance. . .' 

Mr. Shrof/.-We will get it from the proper channel and send it to you. 

President.-You would not like to suggest.4 or 6 anURS per cent. P 
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IIII': Damdar . .....:.It is not our line. It will vary in each individual case 
accordmg ·to the degree of supervision, management, internal organisation 
as well as according to. the c~mstruction and equipment for fire extinguishing 
appliances and dilierent conveniences, so that each mill may show different 
rates. 

President.-Assume a mill which has first class equipment from the point 
-of view of fire insurance. Buildings are insured, plant and machinery are 
insured; stock is insured. What is likely to be the reasonable rate of 
premium which the mill would be charged? Would you be able to get us 
figures? 

IIlr. Kapadia.-Yes. _ 
IIlr. Shroff.-Would it not be possible for the Millowner's Association to 

try and organise a co-operative body which could undertake the fire insur
ance business? 

President.-As a matter of fact, the various ways in which combined 
arrangements may be made by mills in Bombay-that is one of the questions 
which the Board has under consideration. 

1111'. Davar.-It was recommended by the Tariff Board in 1926. 
Mr. Shroff.-Vi'hy not make a small start by keeping 25 per cent. of the 

risk? 
IIlr. Kapadia.-They have been saying that that scheme has been under 

their consideration for the last four years. . 
Mr. Davar.-They can create a fund for this purpose. 
Mr. Kapadia.-I find on a review of the balance sheets that in those 

eases where the managing agents are interested as agents for insurance 
<'ompanies, the insurance has been placed for an amount out of all propor
tion to the necessities of the case. That is the other factor. 

Pl·esidcllf.-·What you mean really is that the expenses under insurance 
amount to a figure which is considerably in excess of the standard rate 
calculated on capitalisatiQn? 

IIlr. Kapadia.-No. 
Mr. Shroff.-What Mr. Kapadia. means is that tIle capital is inflated for 

tIle purpose of insurance. 
Mr. Kapadia .. -Again the insurance business is being driven out of the 

country. I mean that insurance is being placed with a foreign firm merely 
because the managing agents are interested in them. 

Presidellt.-Are not the managing agents interested ill Indian companies? 
2Ifr. Kapadin.-Yery few. I will give you a list of managing agents who 

are interested in foreign companies. I ha:ve 15 or 16 names with me. I 
propose to give you a list to-morrow. You will find from that .that the 
insurance is being definitely placed with foreign companies merely because 
the mana.ging agents are the agents for those companies. That is dis
advantage No. 1. The second disadvantage is that the managing agents 
appropriate the rebates to themselves. The third disadvantage is that I 
llave found on a review of balance sheets that in those cases ill which the 
managing agents are acting as agents for insurallce companies, insurance 
bas been placed for an amount which is out of all proportion to the necessi-
ties of the c.aae. . . 

Presidellt.-So that if the fair value of plant an4 buildings and so on 
is RI!. 45 lakhs, the managing agent insures it for Rs. 75 lakhs. 

- Mr. Shroff.-Something like that. The figure mlj,y not be exact. 
President.-Not the scale but the idea of itP 
Mr. Shroff.-The idea is absolutely correct. 
Mr. Ka.padia.-In recent years the value of the block has considerably 

gone down of mill .C'ompanies. If the block stands in the balance sheet at 
Re. 50 lakhs, there is no reason why it should be insured for Rs. 50 lakhs. 
It can be insured for say Rs. 40 lakhs. If the whole block is destroyed by 
fire, the insurance company is not going to pay Rs. 50 lakhs in full. Merely 
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because the block stands at Rs. 50 lalls in the balance sheet, that is no 
~eason why it should be insured for the whole amount. Where the manag
Ing agents are not agents for insurance companies they have insured the 
property on a conservative basis. ' 

President.-What are the other points? 
Mr. Davar.-That is one additional point. They are induced to over

insure unnecessarily. 
President.-When I ask for figures, it does not mean that I agree with 

you, but I only want to .get a clear idea of the position. 
Mp. Kapadia.-If you want me to prepare a table showing the disparity 

I shall do so. It is very difficult, as you know, ·to bring home such a 
charge, but you can see for yourself from a comparison of the figures that 
the amount for which the property is insured is out of all proportion to the 
necessities of the case and when we question them, we meet with a rebuff 
saying "these are all internal matters and you have no right to poke your 
nose" . 

President.-You must question them respectfully! I come to the other 
points. With regard to the purchase of cotton, I take it that your sugges
tion is that there are speculative transactions in cotton, as a result of which 
it is found cotton is bought in unnecessarily large quantities peri9dically. 
If there is any profit on a speculative transaction, the managing agent gets 
the benefit of the profit. 

Mr. Davar.-We have not committed ourselves to any such definite 
statement. 

President.-What is your point? 
Mr. J)avar.-First of all, our representation says that many times they 

over purchase, that is to say more than they need for one year. Secondly 
there have been cases where they have speculated and incurred a loss. 

President.-Your main point is that cotton is being bought as a result 
of this kind of speculative transactions in unreasonable quantities. with the 
result that interest charges accumulate. Is that your point? 

Mr. Kapadia.-Not only do interest charges accumulate but when prices 
go down, the mills are obliged to suffer depreciation in the value of wha.t 
is left at the mill. 

President.-As a result of speculative transactions, larger quantities are 
often bought than the mill requires on a reasonable computation with the 
result that (1) the amount of working capital is unnecessarily large and 
interest charges go up and (2) when there is a drop in the price of cotton, 
the mill has to suffer depreciation in the value of cotton. These are the 
two points. ·The other is a minor point altogether, viz., if there is any 
loss on these speculative transactions, it is debited to the company whereas 
if there is any profit, it goes to the managing agent. You don't say that 
this does not occur in a great many cases, but you don't make it a matter 
of complaint. That is not one of your allegations? 

Mr. Kapadia.-We have not alleged that. 
Mr. Shrol/.-Now 'we do suggest that hedging should be resorted to by 

mills .. Some of the mills have entered into speculative transactions· and 
have suffered losses. 

President.-If they do undertake these speculative transactions then the 
consequences of those transactions to which· you object are these. That is 
right? 

Mr. Shrol/.-Yes. 
President.-What do you consider as the normal quantity of cotton to 

be purchased at a time by a mill under a reasonably efficient management? 
If they bought three months' requirements at a time, would you consider 
that a normal thing to do? 

!lfr. Shrol/.-With such facilities as there are for ~he purch)!,se o! cotton 
in Bombay, it is not absolutely necessary that the mills should go In for 3 
months stock. 

COTTON TEXTILE.-VOL. V D 
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PI'.esident.-I w,ill tell. yo~ the difficulty that I feel. It is very difficult 
to. brlllg a charge. of this. kllld home because of the way in which cotton 
prices vary from time to time. It does make this demand upon the man-in 
cha~ge that he mu~t ~x~.rcise his judgment at a particular time. Sometimes, 
he IS able. to use his Judgment correctly and sometimes wrongly. Judgments 
of that kllld, you don't put them down to deliberate malpractices? 

Mr. 8hrofl.-'Ve want to encourage the use of discretion and iudgment. 
All. that we say is that the risl. which may follow in consequence of an error 
~f Judgment would be eliminated, if not entirely, at least to a great extent, 
If smaller amounts are purchased at a time. 

President.-~upposing there was a reasonable possibility that if you 
bought a suffiCiently large quantity of cotton at to-day's prices vou might 
be. able to obtain your requirements for the whole year at a "reasonable 
price, don't you think that in the discha.rge of ~our responsibility you 
should do it?· . ' 

Mr. 8711·ofl.-I don't think so. If there is a sufficiently developed market 
for the companies' manufactures here, then it will be all right. Now you 
are only looking alone side of the transaction. 

President.-'l'hat is rather interesting. "11at is the usual pE.'riod for 
which forward transactions in finished goods are done? 

1011'. 8hrofl.-That is all irregular and haphazard. 
Presidellt.-About two to three months? 
Mr. 8hrofl.-I think that it is sometimes longer also. ,nlat J suggest 

is this. Organised facilities of the same order which you gE.'t for purchases 
in the cotton market do not obtain in the case of manufactured good~. 

Pl'esident.-If I could undertake forward transactions in piE.'cE.'goods for 
a pE.'riod at tIle most of thrE.'e months, thE.'n for me to undertakE.' forward 
transactions in raw cotton for a pE.'riod of onE.' YE.'ar would bE.' undertaking 
a somewhat ill balanced transa('tionP 

Mr. 8hrofl.-Yes. 
Mr. Kapadia:-May I draw ~'our attention to an item in the balance 

shE.'et of one of the most well conducted mills--stores and COttOIl at cost 
Rs. 1,55,000. Such mills, without flattering the management I may say, 
are making their cotton purchases during the last 4 or 5 years ou such an 
eeouomical basis that these mills ha~e consistently shewn good results even 
in times of dE.'pression. It is beeause during the last three or four years 
seyernl mill agE.'nts -have gone long that the mills have had to suffer 
tremendousl:. 

President.-"'What is the reason for their going wrong? 
1.11'. Ka.padia.-I know of ('ases whE.'re the ~anaging agents e~rlier in 

the day visit cotton brokers. They go to theIr offi~. They thmk tha~ 
priees have fallen and say to themselves "why not go III for three months 
purehases" and thus they go on buying. Rates .have tremendously f~llen 
and the mills are obliged to suffer los~, wheri>as.Ill the eas~ I have Cited. 
the managing agents have been most conservatt~e on theIr put(·ha.<e of 
cotton and wheneyer they buy ('otton. they buy it with .such an amount of 
caution that thoRe mills under their charge suffer VE.'ry bttle. 

Presidellt.-The real reason for the loss sustai!led during th~ pa~t ~Nlr 
or two is that the market for raw ('otton-you mIght say E.'~er sJn('e 19~9-
has been a market of falling prieE.'sP 

Mr. Kapadia.-Yes. 
Presidellt.-But I suppose from now on we might eount on a different-

eondition of things. -
Mr. 8hrofl.-The better eOluse would be this. If mills go in for s~a~l 

amounts in the absenee of faeilities to sell their manufaetur~ goods, It IS 
a poliey whi('h in the long run will benE.'fit them most. 

Pre .• idenf1.-Through parity purehases? 
lIfr. Shrofl.-Yes. I know the difficultiE.'s whieh the up-<'ollntry mills 

havE.' but I am now talking of Bombay mills. 
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President.-The Bombay mills have to buy? 
Mr. Kapadia.-Yes, even there are mills which have gone in for 22 

months stock. 
Prcsident.-That is exaggerated prudence. 
Mr. Kapadia.-Even in the case of up-country mills, there is no reason 

why they should not enter upon a judicious regime~ We have found that 
certain mills situated in Nagpur have not at an hedged. 

l'Tesident.-They don't hedge? 
ML Kapada.-I don't think so. The evidence on record shows that 

they do not. 
Prpsident.-I do not like to go into this question of hedging because 

the facilities for hedging and the precise policy adopted are all matters 
of such acute controversy-and they have been enquired into over and 
over again-that I personally am not in a position to come to any conclu
sion in regard to that question. For the moment I should like to leave 
out the question of hedging and discuss the question on the basis of the 
reasonable scale on which forward transactions in cotton can be undertaken. 

Mr. Skroff.-li you are going to rule out the question of hedging for 
the present at any rate, I think that it would be very desirable to restrict 
purchases to short terms. 

President.-That is the main point? 
Mr. Shrol/.-Yes. With regard to the other point-that is an important 

item in the cost of production-it would be very pertinent for the Board to 
enquire as to how purchases are made by the managing agents. Do they 
ever care to consult their Board? Do they care to submit to their Board 
full particulars? Is the Board properly posted with information? It is only 
when a big loss occurs that the managing agents get a resolution of approval 
passed. 

President.-The point on which you want the managing agent to consult 
their Board is the scale on which forward transactions or operations are 
to be entered into. You are not thinking of the quality? 

Mr. Shrol/.-No. 
President.-Is there any other point you want to urge in this connec

tion? Have you anything to say about brokerage? 
Mr. SI<,.ol/.-I suppose that when you are analysing the costs of several 

milIs it is possible that you will have certain cost shewn against cotton, 
which cost strictly speaking is not the cost of the material but includes 
sundry items. 

President.-What are the items? Supposing I get a particular figure 
. as the cost of cotton delivered at the mill I take it that it might include 
two perfectly legitimate items. I am looking at it like this. Supposing 
I have before me the cost of cotton delivered at the mill at a particular 
period say in 1931. Now there is the market quotation for that class of 
('otton ab that time. To that I have to add obviously the town duty. I 
have to add the cess and I have to add also a certain amount of brokerage. 
and transport. Is there anything else to be added? 

Mr. Shrol/.-You mean by transport muccadamP 
Prtsident.-What does the muccadum dol' 
Mr. Shrof/.-It is his business to get the whole thing weighed and convey. 

it to the mill. 
Proide1l t .-So that transport would be included? 
Mr. Sllrol/.-Yes. 
President.-What about brokerage? 
lIlr. Shrof/.-As we have pointed out in our replies, there is a practice 

with certain mills that the Broker who enjoys the patronage of a mill returns 
every six month. or 12 months half the brokerage he has earned on the 
purchases made for the mills and this is not returned to the mill. I know 
of one definite instance where I ascertained at a company meeting as to 

n2 
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what happened to t4e returned brokerage. That company informed me that 
the practice did not prevail with them but they did not dispute the fact 
that this was the practice. If half the brokerage returned by the brokers 
was credited to the mills, it would go towards the reduction of the cost of 
materials. 

President.-In ordet to get some idea as to the brokerage could you give 
me as a percentage figure a reasonable rate? 

Mr. Kapadia.-The mills being large purchasers of cotton here also they 
are able to dictate terms to the brokers. 

President.-In the' case of a mill, for example, which makes about 30 
lakhs pounds of cloth it must get cotton more or less corresponding to that 
figure; if a mill was producing on that scale, according to the conditions 
prevalent in Bombay what would be a reasonable rate of brokerage to be 
charged? 

Mr. Shrof/.-It varies with the mills, but I think the lowest charge 
is 4 annas per candy and it may go up to a rupee. These are facts which 
are very easy to get and we can submit the details to yon. 

President.-I should be very glad to receive the information from an 
independent source. 

Mr. Kapadia.-Another point is that the Millowners' Association has not 
carried out the recommendation of the Tariff Boud that the managing 
agents should not operate in cotton on their own account: "the managing 
agents will be well advised, in their own interests, to employ brokers who 
do not operate on their own account and who are not themselves in actual 

. possession of cotton". That was the definite recommendation of the pre
vious Tariff Board and they have not carried that out. 

President.-What I want to do is to post myself with the kind of sugges
tion which I can transfer to rupees, annas and pies. 

Mr. Ka.padia.-From that point of view this recommendation is of far 
greater value. With regard to brokerage, certain mills have house brokers. 
There are one or two groups of agents in Bombay who have appointed let 
us say X as house broker: all purchases are to be made through that broker. 
If I am a cotton broker and if you are a managing agent and X is the 
house broker, if I come to you with a sample of cotton and say "this is 
Cambodia fine cotton, I have got 50 bales; this is the sample; this is the 
rate" then if you want to strike a bargain you wiJl say "I am prepared to 
buy your cotton provided my house broker Mr. X approves of it". Then 
I must please the house broker if I want to put the transaction through. 

President.-Are there many house brokers: would you call that a general 
arrangement? 

lIfr. Kapadia.-I know the facts. I should say that at least in two 
groups covering 'six mills there are these house brokers. 

President.-We don't wa.nt to make observations in the Tariff Board 
report unless these observations are justified by a sufficiently large number 
of cases. 

)[r. Kapadia.-The Tariff Board can enquire from the Millowners' Asso
ciation whether these house brokers are employed or not. These '11Ou8e 
brokers don't favourably report on the cotton if they are not sufficiently 
pleased; that is at the bottom of the whole thing. 

"Mr. Boag.-With regard to this mucadamage what is the normal charge? 
Jfr. Shrof/.-I don't· think we shall be in a position to tell you straight

away what it is, but I can tell you one thing, namely that one of the 
biggest business going on in Bombay is this mucadamage. . 

lIfr. Boa.g.-You ('an't translate it into rupees, annas, pies? 
Mr. Shrof/.-If you a.re keen on getting figures we ('an let you hllvf> 

them. 

lIfr. Boag.-I should like to have some sort of an idea. 

Mr. Shrof/.-We can give you tllis information. 
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P1'Il.ident.-IS this mucadam a permanent. eml!.loyee of the managing 
agent? 

M1'. Shrol/.-He is paid a certain rate per bill. 
Pruident.-Does the same mucadam for example work for two managing 

agentB? 
Mr. 8h1'ol/.-1J,!ore than two. 
President.-On the question of selling agency I take it your point is 

that where a managing agent is also a selling agent there is a strong 
temptation for the managing agent to allow outstandings on goods sold? 

.1fr. Kapadia.-That is one of my points. 
Pruident.-Is there any other point connected with the selling agency? 
Mr. Kapadia.-The general complaint is that the managing agent is not 

concerned with the question whether his obligations are properly performed 
or not, wherever his duty and interest clash. 

President.--supposing he does not perform his obligations what precisely 
is the kind of adverse circumstances which the mill has to face? 

Mr. Kapadia.-Oontracts are. cancelled. 
President.-What is a selling agency? The selling agent, I am told, in 

Bombay is a person who has got two responsibilities, first to see that the 
person why buys piecegoods performs his contract, that is to say accepts 
delivery: the other thing is that he has got to se.e also that he pa(Vs for 
the goods that he buys. That is to say, his obligation is first to see that 
the contract is performed and secondly that payment is made. 

Mr. 8hrol/.-That is the function of a guaranteed broker. 
Prettident.-I am told that the guaranteed broker guarantees payment. 

Every selling algent is a guaranteed broker but every guaranteed. broker is 
not a selling agent. It is these two functions that the managing agent 
undertakes when he is also a selling agent. :what are the evil results which 
lIow from this? 

Mr. 8h1'ol/.-One general observation I want to make is that the fact 
of the managing agent acting as selling agent for his company has pro
vided a lever for finding another source of income, and not only source of 
in('ome but source for raising capital for himself. We have heard it said 
8e\"eral times that it is the managing a.gent who finances a concern: I am 
going to show you that by acting as the selling agent it is the managing 
agent who obtains finance for himself because of his dual capacity as manag
ing agent and selling agent. 

President.-What is claimed for the managing agent is that he provides 
finance out of his own resources or out of finances from other people who 
have confidence in him. . 

]fr. 8hrol/.-1 am very glad that the mill agents have admitted that. 

President.-I have described a selling agent in respect of his functions. 
If t·hese are the two functions of the selling agent and the managing agent 
happens to be the selling agent, tell me precisely as far as the selling opera
tions are concerned how exactly the mill company suffers. 

:'Ifr. Kapadia.-In those cases in which the managing agents are interested 
in the selling agency care is not taken to see that the company is not obliged 
to pay commission on sales effected direct. Every company has got certain 
Government contracts from the Indian Stores Department and, as you 
know, companies have re('ently opened their own shops and are effecting 
Aales dire('t and one would expect an independent managing agent, if he 
had no interest in the selling agency, to lay down as a condition in the 
selling agency agreement that where goods are sold direct by the company 
the selling agent would not be entitled to any remuneration. Whereas you 
will find that in those cases I Imow of in which the managing agent is 
intereRted no such precaution has been taken. 

PresiJrn.t.-The point is this: supposing, for .example, a mill company 
sells to the Indian Stores Department or sells dIrect to the ('onsumer, in 
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those cases the managing agent is not performing any services in his 
capacity as selling' agent, nevertheless the usual commission is charged; is 
that the point? 

Mr, Kapadia.-Yes, that is the point. The managing agent is entitled 
to commission ori all sales effected by the company where the managing 
agent has interest in~ the selling agency. , 

P1'esident.-There of COUl'se no particular service is performed by the 
selling agent. 

JIr. Kapadia.-The other point is about the realisation and I think you 
have understood it sufficiently. 

P1·e~ident.-Of the two this is the bigger one: then there is a third one. 
Mr. Kapadia.-You know the selling agency agreement contains a clause 

with regard to cancellation of contracts. 
President.-On what conditions? 
lIlr. Kapadia.-If the company has not delivered' goods which are to 

specification then buyers will insist that the contract will be cancelled or if 
the company is not in a position to deliver goods within .the prescribed 
time mentioned in the contract then the buyer will be entitled to say "I 
shall not take delivery". These are the sort of conditions and obligations 
which the company 01' the selling agent has to observe. I put it to you, 
sir, as a general proposition whether, when a managing agent is interested 
in a selling _agency, ther"e is any chance of these obligations on the part of 
selling agents being loyally and faithfully performed in the interest of 
the company? In this case the selling agent is the managing agent himself; 
he is the author of the act and he is the judge and you cannot, as human 
nature goes, expect the managing agent to stretch a line in favour of the 
company at his cost. 

P1'esident.-That transaction is of the same nature as payment on goods 
sold, that is to say, the buyer has got to fulfill certain kinds of conditions; 
if the buyer does not payor the buyer does not fulfill other conditions, in 
€ither case the selling agent being the managing agent himself has not got 
Bufficient inducement to enforce the conditions: that is what it amounts to? 

.lIr. Ka.padia.-Yes. 
Pre.'lidcnt.-Your, point is that the failure of the selling agent under 

those conditions to enforce the obligations of the buyer upon him results 
not merely in heavy outstandings but also in certain other things? 

Mr. Shroff.-I will give you a sp~ific instance of what happens. In the 
case of one mill goods were sold to an, up-country merl·hant. Some dispute 
arose about the goods: the up-country merchant said he was not bound to 
accept the goods. The agents who were acting as selling agents conveniently 
changed the contract into' consignment sale and naturally the mill was led 
to show a lOBS. 

Presidp-lI.t.-It was an outright sale? 
lIrr. Shroff.-Yes. 
President.-It was converi{'d to consignment sale? 
JIr. Ka.padia.-Yes. The point is that all sorts of juggleries are played 

wIlen the managing agent is personally interested in the transaction. 

P·residcRt.-The question that I want to raise is this: all these various 
undesirable consequences flow from any system, according to your contention, 
under which the managing agent performs servic('s oth('r than that of ma.nag
iug agent: Supposing you had a managing director with an independ('nt 
Board of directors, is it not likely that your managing director in the 
mntter of bu:l'ing, selling, ('ffecting insurance and so on might lapse into 
the same kind of conduct? 

]Ir. Knpndin.-No. He is a paid man under tIle observation of the 
directors whereas the managing agent is virtually tile mast!'r of the Board 
of Directors. 

President.-That is the whole difference? 
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. Mr. S""oH.-And the articles will lay down that the managing director 
wlll not be allowed to make himself interested in any other business. 

President.-He would not be obviously interested but if you have manag
ing directors for a big concern which has an annual turnover of 30 or 40 
lakhs of rupees of the class like the managing agents you are thinking of, 
then it is quite likely that the same consequences will follow. 

Mr. DavaT.-Then the board of directors would dismiss him if one or 
two cases are diseovered against him: the board of directors has the power 
of dismissal. 

Mr. ShToH.-There may be abuses but they will be of a. rarer kind as 
you ha\"e in England. 

President.-What you mean is that a managing director holding his office 
Bubject to good behaviour will be more amenable to advice? 

Mr. ShToH.-He will ha,oe a shorter _ term of office, say two years or at 
the most five. " Every time you have to revise the agreement the shaireholders 
can raise their voice. There will be meetings not six monthly or nine 
monthly as you ha\"e now in the case of the Bombay mills, but weekly. 

Mr. DavaT.-At present the supervision exercised by the directors is 
very poor; in one case they had four meetings in the year and meetings are 
never held more than once a month in any concern. 

President.-The next point I want to raise is this: the point has not 
b~~n made quite clear to me by your representation or by your replies. 
You have just now stated that the main difference in all these matters is 
that the Managing Agent is \"ery much more remunerated. That is the 
whole difference. Therefore I should like to know clearly what is the kind 
of control that under the present system is actually exercised or can be 
t'xercist'd ovt'r the Managing Agt'nt. I take it tht're are two aspects to this 
question. There is first the question of control which the Directors can 
exercise over Managing Agents. There is secondly the question of the
control which the shareholders c"an exercise over the Managing Agents. 
You have told us generally that the control of the Direotors is a nominal 
control, ineffecti\"e. 

Mr. DavaT.-Because the DirectQrs, a majority of the"m, are under the 
influence of the Managing Agents. 

President.-Take the case of a typical mill and give me the number of 
Directors. 

Mr. Kapadia.-9 is usually the maximum. I have got a table showing 
the names of Directors of Cotton Mills in Bombay. 

MI'. Bnag.-{)f all the mills? 
Mr. Kapadia.-Something like 55 to 60 mills. Unfortunately I had n~ 

time to tabulate this finally, but the draft is fairly accurate as I myself 
have checked it. (Shown the statement.) Take Mill No. 1. 

Prtsidenf.-How many Direc~ors are there? 
Mr. Kapadia.---6 Directors. No.1 is a member of the Agents firm. No. 

S is a member of the Agents firm. No. 4 is a member of the Agents firm. 
No.6 is a special Director and also a member of the Agents firm. It is a 
first class mill. Out of the remaining 2, No.2 is an Agent who has a share
in the Managing Agency of a concern in which the Agents are the Manag
ing Agents and I would not call him an independent Director. 

President.-Semi-independent. 
Mr. Kapadia.-I would not call him semi-independent. These are people 

who are prepared to register the decrees of the Managing Agent. The 
othl'r gentleman is also there but he is also to a certain t'xtent connected 
ivith the Agents. 

Prnident.-Take another mill. 

MT. Kapadia.-You have placed your fingers on a concern which is more 
or less a proprietary concern. 

P"Tfsidenf.-Take the very last. How many Directors are there? 
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A!"r. Kapadia:-No. 1 is a member of the Agents firm. No. 2 has got 
nothmg to d? with the ~gents firm. No.3, a highly respectable gentleman 
has got nothmg to do with the Agents. No.4 has got nothing to do with 
the Agents. No. 5 has got nothing to do with the Agents. No. 6 is a 
member of the Agency firm. 

P·resident.-2 out of 6? 
Mr. Kapadia.-There are good Directorates and bad Directorates": 
Presiden,t.-'Vould you consider that case exceptional? 
Mr. Kapadia.-I would not consider this case as exceptional. 'What I 

w~nt to t,ell ~he Board is out of the 190 or 200 gentlemen who occupy 
DIrectorships In Bombay, 115 or 120 gentlemen are in one way or another 
connected with the Managing Agents. I had no time to get this list ready. 
If tl:J.e Boa.rd wants it now that I have very nearly finished it, I would be 
only too happy to give you copies. 

l'resident.-I consider this point rather relevl!nt. If we are considering' 
the question of Managing Agency in the light of the fact that the alterna
tive to it is a l\Ia,naging Director, the point which is really of consequence 
is to what extent can control be exercised over the Managing Agents as 
compared with the Managing Director. 

Mr. Ka.padia.-In this concern (shown) there are 4 Directors. The first 
gentleman is a member of the Agency firm. The second gentleman is also 
a member of the Agency firm. The 3rd gentleman attend Board meetings 
regularly and he ceased to act as a Director. It is only when we questioned 
the information leaked out, and the fourth gentleman although not a mem
ber of the AgeuC'y firm is a shareholder of another Company of the Managing 
Agents which is doing financing business. We have pointed out this fact 
with regard to the resolutions of the Board. Now that we are on this 
point, I will explain to you the whole point which we want to place before 
the Board. The articles lay down that interested Directors shall be counted 
as quorum. Now visualise a case where interested D.irectors. are to be 
('.Gunted as part of the quorum. In such cases the so called resolutions of 
the Board would really be the resolution of the one or two independent 
men on the Board. The fundamental principle that the company should 
have the benefit of unbia~sed judgment of each Director whom it pays is not 
observed in practice. What I am trying to point out is that such articles 
do not afford any protection to shareholders when Directorates are made 
up in this way. 

President.-By an "interested Director" you mean a Director who 
happens to have a personal interest in a particular question before the Board. 

, 1I1r. Kapadia.-Yes. Therefore take tIle case of a Company where there 
are 4 Directors. The Articles lay down that 2 Directors will make a 
quorum, but that interE'sted Directors will be considered part of the quoruin. 
I am a Director and if it is proposed to grant a loan to me say of Rs. 5 
lakhs although I am interestE'd in the matter, I will assist in the formation 
of th~ quorum and you ""ho are not interested can say." I p.ass that ¥r. 
Kapadia may be granted this loan". The whole resolutIOn Will b,: carried 
by th€l vote of one if two Directors are })r€lsent. I have concrete Instances 
to show that. 

President.-What is tlle usual rule about itP Do" interested Directors" 
have a right to form a quorum? 

M·r. Kapadia.-There is a legal authority which lays down that interested 
Directors shall not form a quorum. 

President.-What do you mean? 
Mr. J>a1'ar.-There is an English ruling. 
President.-That is a decided case. 
Mr. Da"ar.-Yes. Interes~d Directors are not entitled to vote and 

are not to be considered as part of the quorum. But the authorities do 
not go to the extent of lloldipg that when the articles themselves lay down 
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that interested Directors shall be considered as part of the quorum, such 
provisions would be legally invalid. 

President.-It does not override the article. 
Mr. Kapadia.-Quite. I have quoted names of Companies where the 

articles lay down that interested Directors shall be counted as quorum 
with the result that resolutions can be carried by the vote of one Director. 

President.-Is that English ruling generally accepted by our Courts? 
Mr. Davar.-It has been followed. (Handed in). 
Pre8ident.-That is as far as the control of the Directors over the 

Managing Agents is concerned. What about the control 01' the shareholders 
over the Managing Agents? To what extent can shareholders influence the 
appointment of Directors? 

.1Ir. Dat·ar.-Not at all. 
President.-I find that the Tariff Board suggested in 1926 that if difficul

ties were felt in regard to the Managing Agency, the obvious remedy for the 
shareholders would be . . . . . . . . . 

Mr. Davar.-I will just explain the provision of law and how they mani
pulate the articles. If you will look at the articles, you will generally find 
snme articles say that a certain number of Directors will retire by rotation. 

P/'esident.-What is the usual provision? 
Mr. Darar.-1/3rd. 
Presiden,t.-If it is 6, 2 people will retire. 
Mr. Kapadia.-2 will have to retire by rotation and they may stand for 

re-election. 
President.-They offer for re-election? 
.lIT. Kapadia.-Yes. If the shareholders like, they may be elected or 

thev may be dropped out, but it seldom happens that if the Directors stand 
for' re-election the shareholders are able to throw them out. Again it is 
~enerally very difficult to get proxies because only 7 days notice is prescribed. 
We get the report, we get the balance sheet and all that.. Suppose that we 
find certain irregularities and we want to set them rIght. We however 
find that the period allowed is very short to get the majority of people to 
be present at the meeting and to vote. Besides that, if we want to substi
tute somebody as a Director in place of the retiring Director we have to give 
a specific notice that we are going to move a resolution to that effect. 

President.-You get a notice of 7 days before the meeting. 
_lIr. J'Javar.-7 clear days. 
President.-Supposing you object to one of the Directors who are offering 

for re-election, what kind of notice have you got to give? 
Mr.' Kapadia.-I have to write a letter to the l\fanaging Agents saying 

with reference to the Director's Report, please note that I shall move the 
following resolution a.t the forthcoming meeting, viz., that Mr. X may be 
appointed as a Director of the Company in place of Y. That notice has to 
be given 8 or 10 days before the meeting. If the balance sheet is in -my 
hands only 7 days before the meeting, how is it possible for me to conform 
to that condition. 

President.-Is that an accnrate statement? 

Mr. Kapadia.-Yes. 
Presiden,t.-The management sends you notice only 7 days before the 

meeting. If you have got to make a suggestion with regard to a Director 
to be. appoi~ted in place of the retiring Director, you have got to give 8 to 
10 days notIce P 

Mr. Kapadia.-Yes, I am very clear on the point. See, for example, 
Article 100 of this Company (Western India Spg. & Wg. Co., Ltd.). 

President.-That particular rule is really under the Articles of Association. 

Mr. Kapadia.-Yes. 
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President.-There is no legal provision at all. The Companies Act says 
nothing. , 

.il~r: Kap~dia.-As a maUer of fact Companies Act does not contain any 
p~ovlslon wIth regard to the appointment, retirement and removal of 
DIrectors. 

President.-An'y Company can have its own rules? 
Mr. Kaaadia.-Yes, it can have its own Articles. The article in question 

lays down that no person not being a retiring Director shall unless recom
mended by the Directors for election be eligible for election to the office of 
Director at any general meeting, unless he or some other member intending 
to propose him hilS, at lea.st 7 clear days before the meeting, left at the 
office in writing duly signed signifying tbe candidature to the Qffice or the 
intention of such a member to propose him. Thus you see we have to give 
a ~even clear days notice and the words "7 clear days" are intended by 
the statute -to mean that you must accept the date of the notice and the 
date of the meeting. 

Pre.~idenJ.-As a matter of actual practice, you can do that sort of thing 
by anticipation. 

Mr. Kapadia.-We lay ourselves open to the charge that we send a 
notice of the removal of X without knowing what 1\:11'. X had done. We 
'will lay ourselves open to that charge. They wilL say "you are trying to 
remove X without actually ha.ving in your possession the Directors' Report 
and seeing what Mr. ::os:: had done. You are prejudiced against him". 

lIlr. DavaT.-There is another point. If there was not that clause entitl. 
ing the shareholders to remove the Directors and replace them, they can 
stay there for life. There is nothing in the C<lmpanies Act which ~ives 
them the power to remove them. It is through the mercy of the Articles 
of Association that We have this much power. 

Pnsident.-The position is that if you have a Company with 6 Directors, 
then every year you have got the right technically of electing two Directors. 

Mr. :Daval'.-Yes, provided the Articles are there. 
1111 .. Kapadia.-There are 2 or 3 Directors who won't retire at all. TlIat 

is the other side of the picture. 
President.-The two are nonchangeable and permanent. 
Mr. Kapadia.-I should say even 3. 
President.-This rule of l/3rd rotation would be calculated on 6, so that 

out of that 4, 2 would be off. 
1I1r. Kapadia.-Yes. 
President.-Supposing 2 out of 4 offered for election with regard t~ this 

it would be necessary for you to give notice of fresh nomination practIcally 
before the notice of the general meeting reaches you. That is the position? 

Mr. Shroff.-That we have stated clearly in paragraph 35 of our first 
representation on page 20. We have set out the facts very fully there. 

President.-As,a matter of fact you have sent us a great deal of literature 
on the subject. I thought the best waoy was to discuss these things. 

Mr. Dn1'ar.-In place of those Directors who retire or die during the 
year, vacancies are filled in by Managing Agents. They co-opt, but they 
eannot be removed by the shareholders. 

Presi.dent.-What happens to them? 
'lIfr. Davar.-Tbey continue. 
1I1r. Kapadia.-I may explain tha.t if a Director vacates office by reason 

of his death . . . . . 
President.-Supposing a man is due to retire in August, le.t u~ say he 

resigns from the Board in April, the Directors co-opt a person In hIS pl~ce, 
then has he got to retire at the time when the other man is due to retIre. 

MI'. Kapadia.-That is not compulsory. Bis appointment has g?t to be , 
~onfirmed by the meeting. That is what is provided for. Be mIght not 
retire. 
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I'resident.-He does not retire. He sits there and you confirm his 
sitting. 

Mr. Kapadia.-There are articles which provide that he should retire. 
Some articles provide that he should retire. Some provide that he need not 
retire, but the articles generally provide that he must be confirmed. 

President.-As a matter of fact most of the points which you raised in 
your representation as well as in the note really arise from the question of 
Managmg Agents rendering services other than as Managing Agents. Since 
we have discussed this question, I need not raise the details. But there 
is a point that you make in your representation and that is about the 
question of more information. 

illr. Shro!l.-Yes in the balance sheets. 
President.-I have no particular criticism to offer about the further 

information that you require in the balance sheet. That is to say the fixed 
capital should be shown under various heads and investments should be 
classified and so on. When you go on to make suggegtions about the profit 
and loss statement, I am beginning to wonder whether you are really asking 
mill Companies in India to furnish. information which would be of very 
material advantage to their rivals. 

1I1r. Kapadia.-I very strongly obiect to nondisclosure and for 'this sound 
reason. If you review the balance sheets of Mill Companies, you will find 
that some details are given in every profit and loss statement. 

Pl'eaident.-A certain amount. 
Mr. Kapadia.-The details which are not given are those of which they 

don't want that the shareholders should know anything. For example office 
allowance and mill establishment charges are lumped together. 

President.-Supposing a particular Company does not issue a profit and 
loss statement, what really happens is a summary of the profit and loss 
position is included in the balance sheet . 

• Ur. Kapadia.-No. 
Pl'esident.-Not even that? 
illr. Kapadia.-The profit and loss account is a special account .... 
President.-The details of which are issued along with the balance sheet. 

Sometimes you find that a summary of the profit and loss position is in
cluded in the balance sheet in which you don't get details? 

1I1r. Kapadia.-The balance sheet will only show what profi.t has been 
brought into the balance sheet. It. is the Directors' report which states 
that the Company during the year has made a profit or loss. But the
details of the profit or loss can only be se-en from the profit and loss account. 

PNaident.-Don't you think that 80S a business man it would be fairly 
easy for you if you saw the details of the profit and loss account. to make 
a shrewd ~ess of the minimum price at which the Company can sell its· 
goods? 

Mr. Kapadia.-No. That is a misapprehension. Take the case of cotton. 
Let us say that the cottou consumed is Rs. 16 lakhs and odd. Now if this· 
infonnatiou is given, how does it help the competitor unless he knows the· 
actual quantity of the various kinds mallufactured? 

President.-It is very easy to calculate. If you had the slightest know
ledge of prices during the year, you could calculate. 

Mr. Kapadia.-It is not the profit aud loss 'account which iPlpa.rts the 
information. There are other things which impart that information. 

Prnident.-If you can get the prices realised of a particular companv 
and if you kuow the amount they have paid for their cotton and you kno~ 
the prices of cotton, you can get a shrewd idea as to the amount of cotton 
purchased and you can also get a shrewd idea of the amount of goods sold. 

Mr. Kapadia.-I have broken my head for the last five years and I have 
Dot beeD able to do that fat this reason. Supposing Re. 14 lakhs on one 
side shows the ('otton consumed and Rs. 35 lakhs on the other side shoWl! 
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cotton goods manufactured. I do not know the varieties of cloth manu
factured and ~ dIJ .n~t ~now the different prices of these varieties. Unless 
I get these prices It IS Imllos:uble for me to know how the mills fare. 

Pre.!ident.-I have bought Rs. 16 ~akhs worth of cotton during the yea.r. 
I have sold Rs. 85 lakh8 worth of plecegoods. Now it is obvious that the 
cotton. that I purch~ed during that year did not form the whole of the raw 
material out. of whIch my. piecegoods were made but I know from Rs. 16 
lakhs approxImately what It cost me to buy cotton. Would that be right? 

ll!r. Kapadia.-~o, because Rs. 16 lakhs has been put down after 
makmg a lot of adJustments. It may be that the mills have made two or 
three lakhs profit on speculative transactions, over the actual price or the 
mIlls have suffered two or three lakhs of loss and the speculative loss may 
ha.ve been included in the Rs. 16 lakhs. • 

P1·esident.-What· are the details that you have!' 
Mr. Kapadia.-We have set them out in our replies. 
President.-Will you pleaae refer me to the page' in which you have 

set them out? 
Mr. Kapadia.-See page 25, where we say "that the following items of 

expenditure should be shewn separately". 
Pre,~i.dent.-Take item (iv) electric power consumption. If I know any

thing about the textile mill industry, the electric power consumption would 
give me the output. 

Mr. Shrof/.-It is given to-day in several profit and loss accounts. 
Mr. Ka.padia .. -It is given in almost all profit and loss accounts on the 

Bombay side. 
P,·esident.-Wllat I want to know is why do you want to make the posi

tion worse? 
Mr. Ka.pa,dia,.-I have given the Board a set form. (Pointing from a 

balance sheet.) These are the items shewn and there are others which have 
not been shown. 

President.-These are the things that you want to be shewn? 
Mr. Kapadi,a.-Yes. 
Presitlent.-You want to know their coal and fuel consumption and you 

want to know their power consumption. 
Mr. K,aradia..-These are the thinv.s th~t al'l' given. 
President.-What I am suggesting is this. We are competing with one 

of the most skilful producers of pie<'e-goods in the world. You are an 
enormolls' researcher. I should like you to undertake this subject f6r 
research. Do you know whether the Japa.nese textile mill companies publish 
profit and los~ statements? Does any Japanese company ever publish a 
profit and loss account? I want you to enquire into that. 

Mr. Kapadia.-No, it does not. Even many English companies do not 
publish profit and loss Ilccounts, but that is not the point. Wllat I have 
been trying to point out is that there are certain details which ha've been 
omitted from the profit and loss account by certain mill companies while 

others give these details. Take the balance sheet of a very well known 
concern (PhfPnix Mill). J;.ook at the full details which the Company has 
given and this Compony has never argued that it is suffering from com
petition merely because these details are given. 

Presid'ent.-Do you think that it is absolutely impossible? 
Mr. Ka,pa.d.ia .. -So far as we have been able to see, it is very difficult 

unless further infOl-.nation is forthcoming. 
Pre,~;dent.-The only point that really presents difficulties in ma.king a 

cllliculation as to the level of costs obtained by the mill is the particular 
proportions in which different kinds of cloth are made? 

Mr. Kopndia .. -Yes and therefore there is nothing in the point about 
rivals benefiting. 
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President.-Supposing you take a. typical Bombay mill, there is generally 
a certain proportion of leading kinds of cloth which are made. Is not tha:t 
so? It is not so very difficult. Take for example the high grade dhoties, 
008, 70s and 80s. It is only very few mills that do that. If you know 
that those dhoties are made in Bombay in such a.nd such a proportion and 
plain grey goods are made in such and such proportion, can you not get a 
fairly shrewd idea? 

M",. Kapadia.-You can get an approximate idea. In these day~ it is 
impossible not to know them. Technical experts ha:ve their own Associations 
and they exchange notes. 

President.-Have you seen these notes? 
Mr. Kapadia.-They have their own clubs where they discuss amongst 

themselves. 

President.-It is a thing which is very well understood that nothing 
relating to costs is exchanged. 

Mr. Kapadia.-What I have been trying to point out is that these 
profit and loss statements are issued by the Bombay Mills for the last 
25 years and not III. single Bombay mill has complained that by publishing 
profit and loss accounts in this way it is suffering. 

President.-This is not' a very valid argument. The extraordinary 
menace of Japanese corppetition is a very recent development. When you 
have acute trade depression and people 8:re very anxious to sell their 
cloth in the Indian market at whatever price they can .~etch, it seems to 
me that at that time to ask the Indian mills to give more information 
than the rivals ordinarily give mllly probably be to mak-e an unfair demand. 
I am speaking quite tentatively. 

Mr. Kapadia.-There is some force in your argument, but there is the 
other side. 

President.-There is a good deal more than you think. 

Mr. ShroH.-1 admit that there is much force in your argument. But 
J would say that the withholding of information according to our experi
ence has encouraged inefficiency. Why not tlllke a specific instance-the 
item of coal and fuel. I can say definitely this. We compared this 
item of coal and fuel of one mill with other mills having a similar capacity 
and we got the agents to appoint experts to look into it because we found 
the ch8:rg!l of coal and fuel was about 25 to 30 per cent. higher than in 
~ther mills with more or less similar capacity. The result was that 
within the next 12 months, after the experts had reported, the mill was 
able to show a substantial reduction. Only last week we were discussing 
the balance sheet of a Bombay mill where we detected that t.he item of stores 
IIInd dyeing and bleaching charges were considerably in excess of what it 
should be taking the capacity of that particular mill. We have taken up 
the point with the Agent and we might succeed in getting the charges 
reduced. There might be some leakage somewhere. ' 

Pruid"nt.-I am not by any means an expert on company practice but 
J do feel thlllt while it is in the interests of shareholders that more 
information should he suppljed by companies themselves there is to my mind 
snother aspect of the question which is also very, very important and the 
shareholders, if they take a far-sighted view must not ignore that aspect. I 
may hE'! wrong bu~ I do think that in these days of very acute competition 
the difficulties facing the industry should not be forgotten. There is no 
industry in this country which is faced with this kind of competition. 
On top of that. if you are taking Bombay, there is such an amount 'of 
internal competition and there is no other .-industry in which there is so 
much internal competition. The shareholders in a particular company may 
have various e:rounds of complaint lIIe:ainst their management. 'Thev mav 
he perfectly legitimate grounds. But there must be certain restraint~ 
observed in these matters in the publication of inforp1,jl.t~on in. th" ,general 
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public interest. That is all I am suggesting. 1 may be entirely wrong in 
the view that I take. 

Mr. Shroff.-May I suggest one thing! I submit that it would be a.
retrograde step for the mill companies now to withhold any information 
that they have been- giving up till now. If you allow the fear of disclosing 
trade secrets. . . . . . . 

President.-Not the fear of disclosing trade secrets but the fear of !Iisclos
ing information which might enable your rivals to know at which price level 
they can alford to dump? 

Mr. Shro/f.-We submit that we do not see how the actual cost of 
production can be got at from these figures. 

President.-But you can make a very shrewd guess. 
M1\ Kapadia.-I should like to develop the point which Mr. Shroff 

mentioned. Let us take a concrete case. I found one mill with 790 looms 
and another with 1,150 looms. I found from the 'profit and loss account 
that the mill having 790 looms spent Rs. 1,83,000 over electric power and 
ooal whereas the mill having 1,150 looms spent only Rs. 1,84,000. We-wrote 
to the Company having 795 looms and quoted the figure of the other mill 
having 1,150 looms and asked them as to how it wits that this mill had 
to pay nearly Rs. 1,84,000 although its capacity cOl;npared with the other 
mill was much less. We have oome across cases of leakage. 

President.-Do you know the actual number of. working spinl'lles? 
Mr. Kapadia.-Yes. 
President.-Not merely their capacity but the actual working spindles 1'
Mr. Kapadia.-Yes. 
President.-In both cases? 
Mr. Kapadia.-Yes, and their realisations. 
President.-You may see how they compare? 
Mr. Shro/f.--cloth and yarn realisation in the case of the Company 

with 797 looms is about Rs. 23,67,000 and in the case of the mill with 
1,150 looms Rs. 30,09,000. The realisation as we point out here is 100 to 
112. We ha-ve a6sumed that both the mills have worked to full capacity. 

President.-That is what you have assumed? 

Mr. Shroff.-That is not disputed by the agents. 
President.-That would not be disputed by the agents. The full capacity 

and the working capacity do not agree. .That is a point on which errors
ma.y take place. 

Mr. Kapadia.-We are by reason of details put on notice and enquiries 
for information are made. 

President.-What is the legal' obligation with regard to -profit and loss 
account? 

Mr. Davar.-Nothing.· 

President.-Is there sOjlle kind of section? 
Mr. Davar.-It is in~ the Articles of Association they provide. 

President.-Does not: 'the Companies Act say anything? 

Mr. Davar.-Nothing. You can take it from me that that is so. In 
the Articles of Association they do not generally prescribe that the ballllnce 
sheets and profit and loss accounts should be prepared in such and such
forms. 

President.-The obligation arises from that? 
Mr. Davar.-Yes. In England also it Will! sq, but 'they have aLtered the

position. 
PrcMent.-In what direction I' 
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M·r. Davar.-By making it compulsory. In England not only- have. they 
made it compulsory but they have suggested various headings. 'Ve have 
followed the English Act of 1908. 

President.-Is there any mention of 3! profit and loss account? 
M'r. Dava,..~Kothing. Only the balance sheet is mentioned. The form 

is the prescribed form and there is no provision for showing the details. 
Mr. Rahimtoo/a.-Can you tell us how many mills are giving you profit 

and los8 accounts? 
Mr. Kapadia.-I think almost all. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Then what is the complaint? 
Mr. Kapadia.-The complaint is that several inconvenient details al'e not 

.given. 
Mr. RnhimtfJo/a.-You h8lve shewn us the case of one company which 

. gives all the details enumerated by you. 
Mr. Kapadia.-We want details 3!Ccording to the standard laid down by 

that Company. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-HOlv many of the present mills give you profit and loss 

account in that form? 
Mr. Kapadia.-This is the only Company against which we have nothing 

to say. There are however other companies which give details for about 
18 items and lump the rest. 

Mr. Rahimtoo/a.--Can you not get some explanation from the annual 
lllleetings? 

Mr. Kapadia.-I may tell you that the Agents very often give us the 
information but when they find that the 'information asked for is incon
venient to give, they decline to furnish it. 

Mr. Dava'·.-Sections 32 and 35 of the Companies Act relate to the 
bala'nee sheet. 

P·resident.-Ii you want to ha\'e any recommendation on this question 
you might not get it from us because we are ignorant of this question. 

Mr. Kapadia.-We merely put it before the Board thinking that it 
might be useful. 

President.-There is only one other point that I want to r3!ise. There 
are two or three matters that arise from your replies to the question
naire in answer to question 12. The last statement you make on that 
question is " 'Ve cannot favour the imposition of a duty on r8IW cotton.' ... 

. . . . ." Am I right in thinking that your position is this: supposing 
it is established on the e"idence before the Board that the retention of 
this duty is going to be of advantage to the Indian cultivator, even in that 
case you would advoc8Ite its removal? 

.\Ir. Da"aT.-So for as the Bombay industry is concerned the Tariff 
Board recommended in the last enquity that it should use Uganda and 
American cotton a-nd manufacture superior kinds <>f cloth. If you want 
them to do that practically this duty will have to go. 

President.-The existence of the duty on the raw material does not 
necessarily mean any burden on tbe industry if suitable protective arrange
ments could be made. 

Mr. ShTof/.-ln tha·t case we will have no ohjection. 

Presiden.t.---Coming now to your statement in answer to question 31 with' 
regard to the general rate of interest in fixing a fair selling price for the 
industry, we have got to include interest on working capital, and if we 
are going to provide for protection over a fairly long period it would be 
ne~~sary to take a particular rate as. the rate suitable. What in your 
opmlon would he a reasonable rate of mterest to take for the purpose of 

'granting protection to the industry!' 
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Mr. Kapadia.-As you are aware, the bank rate in Indi31 is consider
ably higher than what it is in England and specially in Jap3ln. 

President.-I know the rates of interest are higher but considering 
the level of rates of interest here what would be the reasonable rate of 
interest to take? 

Mr. Shroff.-I would not bke anything less than 7 per cent. because 
the average Imperial Bank rate has been in the neighbourhood of 6 per 
cent. 

President.-Assuming that the rates are going to be on a moderate 
scale hereafter? 

Mr. Shroff.-That is an lIISsumption after all: we have great industrial 
possibilities lying before us. 

President.-In any case you don't fancy anything less than 7 per cent? 
Mr. ShroH.-No. 
President.-Most of the points that you raise in your replies to the 

questionnaire really arise in connection with the main points we have dis
cussed but there is one other which I ought to mention in fairness to the 
R03lrd. In one or two places you have rather made a suggestion that it 
was rather an omission on our part not to have sent out questionnaires 
to individual mills. I can explain the position. by saying that we sent 
copies of our questionnaire to individual mills. but we have not so far 
received one reply,; the IlllSt Tariff Board I believe also sent copies of 
questionnaire to individual mills but they received no reply from the mills, so 
that it is no lack of good intention on our part. The point is, unfortunately 
the Tariff Board is not a statutory Board like the American body and we 
have no right of compelling pMple to give evidence and if 31nybody says 
"I can't give evidence" there is an end of it. It is an unfortunate 
position and it is for the legislature to consider whether for the tariff to be 
effective there ought not to be some modification. At the same time I must 
say in fairness to the Bombay Millowners' Association th3lt they have shown 
the utmost readiness to supply us with information. 

Continued on 23rd August, 1932. 

Mr. Davar.-Sir, with reference to the last point you made yesterda~ 
namely that you sent' questionnaires to a la·rge number of mills asking fOJ 
various information and that they were practically ignored, this raisE1s a ve~ 
serious point that these mills are regardless of supplying information i1l 
respect of flllCts in connection: with this enquiry which is being conducted h 
their interest. They are asking for protection and at the same time will noi 
give you information that is necessary for the purpose of this enquiry 
'I'his clearly shows that there are 111 Jarge number of mills who simply want t( 
take advantage of protection without shouldering the responsibilities e,l 
proving their case.' This makes us naturally think that some sort 01 
machinery should be set up to take action in ClllSes like this. Here is thE 
Millowners' Association which has given you all the information it can, bul 
it says it is not responsible for mills which are not its members. You sene 
out questionnaire to these different mills but they don't answer; they arE 
not even within the jurisdiction of the Millowners' Association. Now, thE 
protection which you might reco=end out of public taxII1tion will hE 
enjoyed by these, outside renegades, and therefore it is for you to thinl 
out a formula by which they could be brought to book. You can call then 
like. witnesses by summons and then compel them to furnish information 
Unfortunately you tell us that you have not got the powers to do that 
That makes the position still more sedous. We submit, therefore, thll1' 
either in your report when you give protection you make the period o. 
investigation as to whether your recommendations are carried out very shor 
br at least specify a certain period which is as short as possible-ta·kin! 
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into consideration the fact that sufficient time should be given to the 
industry and so on-and at the same time recommend the introduction of 
something of a penlill nature, that is to say penalise those mills by a 
special tax who do not carry out your recommendations. 

President.-i may tell you what we think of it. A case of that kind 
arose in connection with the enquiry that we did six or seven years ago. 
It was the Cement industry. As you know, there IIIre only a small number of 
units engaged in the cement industry, and one of the most important units 
engaged in this industry refused to appear before the Board and refused to 
supply the Board with any information. Fortunately for the Board in thwt 
case one 'of the recommendations made was that part of the assistance 
should be given in the form of a bounty IIInd the Tariff Board in its 
report recommended that the bounty should be withheld from this "particular 
company. The position is wholly different in this case, but I am prepared to 
admit that this is a problom with wh~ch 'the Tariff Board is beiug continu
ally fooed, and speaking for myself I believe the time has come for the 
Tariff Board to make a definite suggestion to the ~vernment of India and 
the Legislature as to the most suitable steps which can be taken for the 
purpose of meeting situations of this kind. I am prepa.red to consider the 
suggestion that you have placed before me and my colleagues aud see what 
can be done when we submit our report. This is all I can say at the present 
stage. 

Mr. Davar.-It is suggested by some of my colleagues that we should 
press the Board to recommend to the Government of India in their report 
that the Indian Company's Act should be amended. If you do that, that 
would be one step in advance. But knowing IllS we do the present engage
ments and worries of ~vernment we have doubts whether in a year or 
two it would be possible for Government to institute enquiries to amend 
the Company's Act and even if Government expedited it, it would take at 
least four or five years; they would have to a.ppoint a roving commission and 
it will have to be an enquiry of.a prolonged character. 

President .-What is the suggestion you would make? 
Mr. Davar.-Our suggestion is that something of the natui'e of' excise 

tlllxation may be considered by you. I appreciate your fear, sir, that the 
industry in that case is likely to be driven out of British India to the 
Indian States. But we have come to the conclusion that this fear is not of 
such a serious nature as to offer you a.ny serious obstacle. There will be 
two types of mills, those carried out by good managing agents who will 
carry out your instructions and obey what the Board orders in return 
for the protection the Board is pleased to recommend. The other group 
will consist of those .managing agents who are obdurate IIInd about them 
only you can possibly have any fear that they will migrate. We submit, 
sir, let them: one advantage will be that the diseased limb will be chopped 
off from the body. The advantlllge is that they can't compete successfully 
from the Native States with our managing agents in British India who 
improve themselves because by the improved nature of organisation a~d by 
doing away with all these various defects that IIIre present now, they will 
reduce the drain and thereby reduce cost of production .. They will improve 
their position and will be in a position to compete successfully with mills 
within the Indian States. 

President.-This suggestion of excise duty has been made to us in 
another connection by people who have sent in representations. The broad 
proposal before us is thwt a. small excise .duty should be levied on the 
products of Indian textile mills for the purpose of creating a. fund for the 
development of the handloom industry. An excise duty in that connection 
has been proposed and is under consideration. 

Mr. Davar.-That will be levied on all, the good and the bad. 

Pr6sident.-What imean is this. Supposing the Board considers thwt 
there is a case for levying an excise duty on, all products, if you cannot 
get Bufficient fund for the development of the industry by levying an excise 
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duty only on the recalcitrant mills, the question of the excise duty is 
already before us, and we have got to consider it and we are prepared to 
ta,ke into account the suggestion that you have made. 

Mr. Davar.-Thank·you sir. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-I think that this point may be dealt with in a little 

more detail. I suppo'se it is not the intention of your committee to say 
-that having regard to the fact that non-association mills h3lve not supplied 
the costs asked for by us, that it vitiates in any way the conclusions 
-that may be arrived at by the Board? 

Mr. Davar.-No. I am talking about their conduct and the inference 
one can draw that they are people who are prepared to take' advantage 
of the protection but not prepared to assist the Board which. is sitting 
to consider whether they desen'e protection. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-We drafted the questionnlllire in such a manner that 
those who are members of the Millowners' Association need not send us 

'separate statements if they so decide because the l\Iillowners' Association 
represents their case. The association was asked to furnish statements 
of cost of five mills of different groups in order to enable us to get ~.n 
idea of the general character of the progress "'hich the mills have made in 
the management of individual groups of mills who are members of the 
Association. 'Ve were informed that the Millowners' Association of Bombay 
alone has on its list of members 101 mill compa'nies. Therefore as far as 
the Board is concerned they are in a position to judge fairly the progress 
of the industQ·. You are. T ,uprose. only (·onfining your criticism to the 
non-Association mills to whom we sent separate questionnaires but from 
whom we ha\'e received no replies. 

Yr. Davar.-Quite so. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-I have read very carefully your representation and 

the replies to the questionnaire and everything that you have sent us. 
Broadly speaking I would like to divide it into three separate heads. The 
first head I would call 'Protection'. 

Mr. Dava.r.-·Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-The second head I would like to put is the reform 

in Management. 
Mr. Davar.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-And the third broad head is the amendment of the 

Companies Act. 
Mr. Da.var.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Taking the first head, I would like to ask you a few' 

questions rega,rding your Association. Will you please tell me when your 
Association was started? 

Mr. Davar.-November 1928. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-You told us yesterday that there are altogether 6:10 
members on your list representing I take it different Companies in the 
sbape of shares. 

Mr. Dava,r.-Shall I make this point clear? 'Ve may be 600 and odd 
members, but I hope the Tariff Board will take notice of what our 
influence has been from what we have done in the past. I will give you 
one specific instance. We made a certain movement last year against the 
Imperial Blllnk in conneetion with certain points. If you look at our 600 
members, you will find that unfortunately a very small number of Imperial 
Bank shareholders are on the list of regular members, but when we made 
the movement, within 4 days we could collect proxies of 8,000 votes. If 
you multiply that by 4, you will see how Illany shares we have represented. 
4 shares ma·ke one vote. I am going to show you one point particularly, 
because we have been constantly confronted with ithe question how many 
members we have got. We have got naturally to infer from that that the 
number of membership to a certain extent would influence you as to our 
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importance or influence. Therefore I want to bring out the other side of 
the case, viz., tha,t with small membership made up of Imperial Bank 
ehareholders, we could command the votes of 32,000 saares within .4 days. 

Mr. Boag.-What proportion of the shares of the bank would that 
be? 

M·r. Shroff.-ird from the Bombay registry. You wust recognise ~)Ur 
difficulties in this case that the tmperial Rank has thl!!, policy of holding 
what are called general proxies. Some?f the proxies wei1f signed as late as 
1921. 

)Jr. Darar.- We had no time and we had only 4 days notice. If we· 
had time, we would ha,e done hetter. That will show you the influence 
which we can exercise on the class which we represent. That is all and 
nothing more. 

Mr. Rahimtoo/a.-I think you ha"e anticipated what I was going to say 
but you have not put it in the manner in which I want oro understand it 
clearly. As far as your Association is concerned, you just now admitted 
and I think it is a fact that the stake of the members of your Association 
compa·red to the shareholders of the different Companies is very little
practically nil, especially when you say 4 shares in a concern like the 
Imperial Bank made one vote. 

Mr. Davar.-8,OOO ,otes. That means 32,000. Many of them do not 
belong to the Association. The rest came from outside. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-M~· point is this that though there is only a small 
amount of capItal-that too di,·ided amongst your di·fferent members-repre
sented by your Association, yet I understand from the point of view that 
you have put forward that you wish to represent the investing public. 
That is the stand you wish to take up apart from the membership of your 
AssO<'ia<tion, is that correct? 

Mr. Davar.-Yes. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-You say that by the influence your Association exer
cises on the investing public you are able' to get a luge numbpr r;f 
proxies. 

]Jlr. DavaT.-Yes. 

]Jlr. Rahimtoola.-But that proxies are not sufficient at the present 
juncture to command the mllojority of any Company. 

]JIT. Davar.-No, that we won't admit. 
Mr. Kapadia.-Take the case of Alcock Ashdown and Company under 

the agency of Messrs. Turner, Morrison. We had a Committee of Inspec
tion appointed by the majority of our votes. I moved a'll amendment 
that a Cpmmittee of Investigation be appointed before the Directors' Report 
could be adopted. We got the proxies and we got the amendment passed 
bv a majority. A Committee of Inspection was appointed and a report 
';as made. Unfortunately I haven't got a copy here. If you like, I wilT 
send copies to the Board later. You will find that that report was 
a.ppreciated by the Directorate with· the result that the Directors passed a 
spries of resolutions for the ·purpose of putting the Company's house in· 
order. They took on the Auditor whom we suggested and they took on II 

Director whom we suggested. It is only in very large scale Compa,nies where 
shareholders are situated all over India that we :find it often difficult to get 
the three-fourths majority. So far as the power of the majority is con
cerned there are cases where the Association can make III very good show. 
Where' the three-fourths majority is involved, it is rather difficult. Even 
Directors or Managing Agents often find it difficult to obtain three-fourths 
majority if they want to amend an Article. Take the case of Tatlll Con
struction where they declined to transfer the shares to my name. I 
agitated from without and brought to light certain secret agreements made 
between the Mana~ing Director and the subsidiary Company. We agitated 
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'With the result that the affairs of the Company have now very much 
:improved and all those agreements have been set aside and new agree
ments modified. 

Mr. Davar.-Even in the case of the Imperial Blllnk, the Imperial Bauk 
has seen that here is a body which wields considerable influence with the 
share investing public with the result that the Chairman in his speech at 
Madras has recognised that foot. The Shareholders' Association is a pioneer 
institution. It was not known in Bombay or any other place in India. 
and the difficulties which a pioneer has to face in the early stages of a 
movement are there. "Ye a·re trying to feel our way. That is all that I can 
.say. 

Mr. Davar.-Even in the case of Imperial Bank, if we had more time, 
better results could easily have been obtained. This year if we had to 
make a fight, we have no doubt that we would hlilve commanded a majority 
of proxies. 

Mr. Rahimt3ola.-I want to ask you in this connection regarding shares. 
Yesterday I think Mr. Shroff disputed the statement that the majority of 
,shares in different Mill Companies are held by the Ma:naging Agents. 

Mr. Shrof/.-Certainly I do dispute that fact. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-May I know whether YOll, have made investigations 

into this matter P 
Mr. ShroH.-Yes. 
Mr. Kapadia.-When that stliltement was made before the Tariff Board 

,by the Millowners' Association, I was here and that mooe me go to the 
Office of the Registrar of Joint Stock Companies. Unfortunately during 
.the, short time at my disposal I was unable to do much, but I will place 
before the BOll'rd the results of my investigations into the list of share
'holders of 2 or 3 companies. We might keep the names secret. I will give 
you the names on a piece of paper. (Handed in). They are fairly well 
known concerns. I find the capital of that Company is Rs. 6 lakhs divided 
into 6,000 'shares of Rs. 100 each and I find that there IIIre 500 share
,holders. The latest summallY of shareholders filed in the Registrar's office 
showed that there are about 500 shareholders. These figures are very 
approximate. I have counted the names, th!llt is to say 6,000 shares are 
divided among 500 persons. The Managing Agents hold 83 shares. The 
Directors with the exception of one Director more or less hold qualification 
shares and the largest indi.idual shareholder is our member, viz., Mr. :.T. 
Lalluchand who owns 500 shares is our member. Mr. Dunk who holds 300 
shares is also our member. Mr. Ishwandas Lukhmidas, late Sheriff of 
Bombay, who holds 93 shares is our member. Similarly ~any more share
holders of this Company are our members. 

Mr. Shrof/.-On this point let me point out to you exactly the difficul
ties of a Sha·reholders' Association. People sympathise with the movement, 
but do not openly come out and become members for the fear that they 
might be persecuted by the Managing Agents. 

President.-How can the shareholders be persectited by the manage
ment? 

Mr. Shrof/.-The Cotton Broker of a Mill Company would not like to 
be a member of the Shareholders' Association for the simple reason that he 
will be persecuted by the mill Agent !lind I have come across instances of 
that kind my~elf. The Selling Agent would not like to be a Member, 
because the Managing Agent would persecute him. If I am allowed to 
amplify this point there is a group of mills in Bombay consisting of 
4 mills very well known to you. The Cotton Broker is a very wealthy man 
and he happens to be holding 40 to 45 per cent. of shares in one of the 
concerns. As a matter of fad for the past six months he has been privately 
asking us to malte a move in the matter. He has a very large stake .in 
one of the mills and of course we have tried to persuade him to be a 
member, but natul'ally hE.> has his own difficulties. 
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Mr. Rahimtoola.-That is the very reason why I made that point very 
elear at the beginning that you do not represent the members alone, but you 
represent the investing public generally. 

Mr. Shrof/.-;-Certainly. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-I think that is the stand which your Association wishes 

to take. 
Mr. Kapadia.-Then these ,500 shareholders of this Mill CompBlny. (List 

handed in). You can glance through the list. That is the latest summary 
of 1932, it shows that large shareholders of the Company are, our members. 
Then I will cite another instance. Unfortuna.tely I could not get sufficient 
time to obtain all the information from the Registrar's office on this 
point. It is rather difficult to search papers in the Registrar's Office. Then 
you will find the other Company in the same group has 4,000 preference 
shares and 7,500 ordinary shares. There Blre about 800 ordinary share
holders. So ,far as the preference shares are concerned, out of the 4,000 
shares, 2,863 shares stand in the name of the Maharajah of Morvi. So it 
cannot by Blny stretch of imagination be argued that the Managing Agents 
hold the bulk of the capital 80 far as the preference shares are concerned. 
There are 7,500 ordinary shares and the number of shareholders is 800 
and the Managing Agents hold 341 ordinary shares. 

Mr. Boag.-out of 7,500? 
Mr. Kapadia.-Yes. Of course one or two members of the l\;!:anaging 

Agency firm hold 75 shares. They might hold them in their individual 
capacity. So far as the Managing Agency's holding is concerned, it is 
341 shares. Then I can cite to you confidentially series of cases in which 
the MBlnaging Agency's holding is very small. Since 1923 Managing Agents 
who have been in the know about the position of the industry have been 
unloading the shares on the stock exchange like a,nything. I know it for Il 

fact that parcels of shares have been unloaded on the stock exchange by the 
Managing Agents who Blre in the know about the correct position of the 
industry and if you will look' at the Directors' holdings" they generally 
hold qualification shares. 

President.-Tell me precisely what is a qualification share? 
Mr. Kapadia.-Under the Articles of Association certBlin qualification is 

prescribed such as the Director shan be bound to hold shares of the face 
value of Re. 5,000 or Rs. 10,000. Those qualification shares in some cases 
do not belong to the Director but they belong to the Managing Agents. 
That is why we have suggested thBlt the Director should declare that the 
shares which stand in his name a,re his own and that he should be punished 
iu case the declaration is found to be false. 

Presidel'lt.-But the minimum qualifications for the Directors are very 
low. . 

3Ir. Knpadia.-Very low generally. 

Mr. Rahimfoola.-As regards the poi~t raised by Mr. Shroff that though 
you have great sympathy from the public, it is the influence of the Manag
ing Agents in some shape or form that prevents the public either from 
becoming your members or coming out in the public and making statements 
about the f<,eling which they hBlVe regarding the particular Company; is ;t 
not a fact that this very influence has been most beneficial to the Company 
itself in obtaining its finance? 

-Mr. Kapadia.-Yes, it, is because of the patronage that the Managing 
Agents wield, they a-re always in a position to hit us. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-Therefore this kind of influence which they possess is 
sufficient to obtain finance. The question about finance is one of the things, 
which have b6l'n put before us is very difficult for the Company to obtain 
unless the Managing Ap:<'ncy system prevails and it is by their standing, 
influence and position that they are able to comma.nd finance which is 
neCl'ssary for the Mill Company. 
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1I1r. Kapadia.--:-At what cost to the industry, that is the point. Take. 
the case of a sellIng agent. He may be the best friend of the Managing 
Agent and may lIke to part with Rs. 10 lakhs for the purpose of assisting 
the Managing Agent. But at what cost to the shareholders? He will say: 
" Give me a share in this and give me a shlire in that". 

P1·esident.-If I ask you to make an estimate in a case whenl the 
managing agent has advanced money to the Oompany, let us say, at 6l pel' 
cent., actually taking all the charges into account-by charges I mean 
val'ious commissions and so on which the managing agent is able to get-as 
to what this 6t per cent. loan would really cost the Company, could you do 
so? 
. 1111'. Shrof/.-1.'hat estimate we have not made. That question is impos

SIble to answer because our main contention is that all these are separate 
profits, the amount of 'which is impossible for anybody outside to assess. 

President.-Iwant only an approximate estimate. Take the allsessable 
items. For example, supposing the managing agent is interested in the 
selling agency and also in the buying agency a·nd all that the managing 
agent has been able to get because from the financial point of view he ha~ 
a strict hold on the company. If he advances money at the nominal rate of 
6i per cent. and if to that are added various practices which are done by the 
managing agent in his capacity as selling or buying agent, what I should 
like to know is whether you are in a position to give me from such cases 
as you know what the actual cost is? 

Mr. Shroff.-It is impossible. 

President.-AI! a matter of fact I tried to make some calculation and 
I don't feel it is impossible. I tried to do it and I have far less 
knowledge than you have. 

Mr. Shrof/.-If you are having all the selling agency, there is a direct 
profit in the shape of commission on sales. There is also the possibility 
of ind,irect profit which we see is being made in the shape of undue extension 
of credit. Gener&lly the arrangement is. that the money must be paid in 15 
da.ys after the goods have been taken delivery of and considering the turn-
over of the goods ...... . 

President.-He had to make payments in 15 days and let ns say he took 
30 days. Now that can be calculated definitely because it really mea·ns an 
extra interest for 15 days. 

Mr. Skroff.-It is impossible to say what credit is given. 

President.-I am sorry to stress the point. The contention has been 
made definitely that as things have turned out, the primary service rendered 
by the m&naging agent is finance. If it is admitted that the managing 
agent is an indispensable factor in the matter of provision of finance, then 
it seems to me that the relevant factor in considering that question is what 
it is that finance really costs under those conditions and therefore it would 
help at least for illustrative purposes to know wh~.t the extra cost is. 

lofr. Kapooia.-I will give you the best example in this connection. You 
know the muddle into which the Sholapur concern was put by the Ma.naging 
Agents. The two Calcutta financiers who came to the help of managing 
agents exacted a lot of concessions in consideration of their offer to finance 
the concern. I have got before me a copy of the letter written by these 
financiers to Mr. Ratansey and which was subsequently confirmed by 
Mr. Ratansey and put before the Court in order to convince the Court 
that the mills had secured working capital. One of the terms is 

"In consideration of the partnership you to advance in your name to 
the Sholapur Mills a sum of Rs. 20 lakhs at interest at 1 per cent. 
payable half yearly. on security of pledge of debentures of the face 
value of Rs. 18 lakhs out of the debentures of Rs. 10 la-khs issued by 
the Company and on further security of Stores and all stock in process 
from mixing room to the point it leaves the weaving loom and cloth 
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ilf the value at market rates of at least Rs. 2 lakhs. The said amount 
shaH be payable as follows:-

As the pledged debentures are redeemed (tbe proceeds or) the redemp
tion amount will he paid over to you in reduction of the' amount. 
When all'dehentures have' been redeemed the balance o£ the amount 
advanced by you will be paid off and, all subsisting securities returned. 
You shaIl be entitled to sell the debentures with the previous consent 
of the Company. The Company sha'!l be entitled to release any on 
payment to you of their value at par in reduction of the advance. 

In consideration of that the selling agency was offered for 20 years 
under the following 'terms:-
2. Selling Agency:-

(a) A selling agency agreement to be entered into between the 
Sholapur Mills Company a·nd yourselves appointing you selling 
agents. 

(b) The agreemel)t to be for a period of 20 years." 

Now the Sholapur concern until the time when it came into this situation 
or difficulty had no selling agent. The Sholapur products are very weIl 
known; they have a market in the vicinity of Sholapur. Up to that time 
aU the goods manufactured were sold without difficulty and no selling 
agents were needed. It was becauSe the managing agents found them
selves unable to finance the concern that they took· a Marwari gentleman 
as a seIling agent. 

President.-Supposing I said in reply to that you had taken the case 
of a mill which cert~inly found itself faced with circumstances which to a 
very large extent impaired its credit---a sudden development which destroyed 
the confidence that the depositors and others had in the stability of the 
industry. Now necessarily when the credit of an industry or a particular 
company is suddenly impaired in that way, the price that you will have ~o 
pay for money is very high. 

Mr. Kapadia.-There is no getting away from the fact that the ma.nag
ing agents are a. well reputed firm with old established connections. Having 
found themselves unable to finance the concern, they had to obtain finance 
fOF that concern on those terms. There is no getting a.way from that. 

President.-May I say in pursuance of that where extra.ordinary trans
actions of this kind take place, extra.ordinary commissions and charges are 
levied. It is largely in the case of ma·naging agents whose affairs ha.ve got 
suddenly tangled, that is to sa~', in the case of managing a.gents whose 
finances have become exceedingly difficult, that extraordinary developments 
of this kind take place. It is not a normal feature. 

Mr. Kapadia.-I will, with very great deference to you, demur to that. 
President.-I will tell you precisely what is in my mind. Having 

read your confidential note carefully, the feeling came to me-I don't say 
the conviction-that most of the cases to which you ha.ve referred are 
cases where the financial standing of the managing agents as a. result 
of certain exceptional circumstances got considerably impaired and it wa,s in 
those cases that an e;-traordinary scale of commissions was levied. 

Mr. Kapadia.-To a certain extent you are right. But you have to 
analyse the root cause of the trouble. In one voice the managing agents 
say "we are responsible for finance; we arrange for finance". We come 
before you and put hefore you instances to show that- that claim is very 
much exaggerated. We give you instances of a. large number of mills 
where managing agents ha'Ve fa.iled definitely ,to finance their concerns and 
ha.ve been obliged to resort to various devices and methods for the purpose 
ilf obtaining the necessary finance for their concerns. 

President.-Supposing during the pa.st 5 years the managing agents 
had dropped out, would anybody else have fina.nced? 

Mr. Kapadia.-Yes. 
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Presid.ent.---Considering the depression through which Bombay has 
passed? 

Mr. Kapadia.-Supposing this concern was in the hands of somebody 
else 5 years ago, it would have been a-bsolutely. self supporting. There was 
nothing intrinsically wrong with the concern. It was because the managing 
agents failed to finance, that the concern was in trouble. 

Mr. Davar.-Depositors began to withdraw beca-use the financial posItion 
of the managing agents was impaired. 

M1·. 8hro/f.-The claim of the managing agents that they arrange finance 
ha-s to be examined from the case of the Sholapur mills in a particular 
light. The root cause of the difficulty of this mill came from this that ,;he 
managing agents failed to maintain a certain reasonable proportion between 
the paid· up capital and their fixed block a-ccount. They went on increas
ing their bloch; value ·partly out of the reserves built out of profits but 
mainly and sUbstantially out of large deposits, short term deposits, which 
were obtained from the public. They were advised tim~ and again. I am 
told tha-t Mr. Narottam Morarji, two or three years before his death, 
when he went and placed the case of the Company before a firm of 
Chartered Accountants, in London, was given the same advice which was 
given here by some of his friends that with a paid up capital of only 
Rs. 8 lakhs to ha-ve a block account running to Rs. li. crores was something 
which was not sound. 

President.-That I think is a perfectly valid point. May I say in answer 
to that: Supposing I take into account for the time being entirely til.! 
Bombay section of the textile industry and, accepting the figures given ill 
the Banking Enquiry Committee's report as to the proportions in which 
the finances of Bomba.y mill companies are being got from various sources, 
I calculate that if there is a mill in Bombay with a fixed block of Rs. 4.5 
lakhs, about Rs. 36 lakhs of that would, aC<'ording to the proportions given 
in the report of the Banking Enquiry Committee be met from share 
capital and debentures. 

Mr. 8hro/f.--.Tha·t should be the case. 
President.-As far as Bombay mills are concerned the position is 

reasonable? Would you accept that? 
Mr. 8hro/f.-Yes. 
P1·uident.-The position is different in Ahmedabad. 
Mr. 8hro/f.-1 will give you another instance where similar difficulties 

would have cropped up if the situation was not handled wisely, I am 
referring to the case of the Central India. Mill. The Agents and Directors 
of the Company about ten years ago made an issue of Rs. 50 lakhs of 5 ppr 
cent. free preference shares and brought up their pa-id up capital to nearly 
Rs. 1 crore--Rs. 48 lakhs ordinary and Rs. 50 lakhs extra preference 
shares, issued in good time when the shares were at a prpmium. The~' 
consolidated the finances of the Company in that manner. A similar 
advice was tendered to Sholapur Mills. 

President.-I don't dispute that proposition. You are perfectly right 
that where the bulk of a Mill company's capital-fixed capital-is being 
met out of short term deposits, then obviously the 'credit of that mill 
company would be damaged. There is not the slightest doubt about that. I 
am not inclined to dispute that. 

Mr. 8hro/f.-The. cla-im of the managing agents that they arrange for 
finance which partly comes O\1t of their own resources and partly out of their 
ability to make arrangements elsewhere I submit must be judged also by 
the results. If there are grave errors of judgment on the part of the 
managing agents of this chara-cter, they should be t3lken into account. 

President.-Would you accept this statement that as far as the Bombay 
mills are concerned, if it is true that 80 per cent. of the fixed capital 
expenditure is being met out of share ca.pital and debentures, the general 
financial position cannot be described as unsound P 
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Mr. Shrol/.-I know there are cases similar to that of Sholapur Mills in 
Bombay also. 

President.-I am not speaking of individual instances. Leave them 
wone. " 

Mr. Kapadia.-With regard to the question of managing agents arrang
ing for finance, I have come across a typical instance which is worth while 
stating in order that the Board may have full facts. I find that this 
mill (showed the name of the mill to the President and Members of the 
Boa.rd) in April 1930 borrowed Rs. 3 lakhs from a Bank on the security 
of stocking trade. The mill borrowed another sum from the same Bank 
and its title deeds were deposited. The three lakhs which was borrowed was 
against stocks. Granting that the managing" agents of the Company had 
signed the promissory note ae they contend, they do, what happened? 
After 4 months, the block was mortgaged by the issue of debentures with 
the result that the managing agent got themselves relieved of the guarantee. 
Therefore the Board should go to the length of ascertaining whether the 
managing agents 'are not doing all they can to relieve themselves of their 
gua.rantee by pledging the block and creating debentures. During the last 
two or three years instances have come to our notice which show that in 
order to relieve themselves "of their guarantee they are pledging their 
block for the purpose of obtaining working capital. This mill company 
is a very well known concern which obtained its finance from a Bank for 
its working capita,.l by pledging its title deeds and its stock in trade in 
April 1930. 

President.-If the finances they got on that basis were not sufficient and 
they had to raise more money, what else could they do? 

Mr. Kapadia.-They paid off the Bank by issuing debentures. 
Mr. Boag.-I cannot see wha,.t is the objection? 
lIlr. Kapadia.-The obvious inference is this: The previous advance to 

the Company carried the managing agents' guarantee; but the managing 
agents got themselves relieved of their guara,.ntee by raising debentures. 

lIIr. Boag.-Surely they put tlie mill in a much sounder position? 

1Ir. Kapadia.-All that I am saying is this. The managing agents say 
"we guarantee". But the moment they find that they are clllpable of 
relieving themselves of that guarantee, they do that even by mortgaging 
the Block. Thus the claim about supply of finance is at any rate very much 
exaggerated. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-That does not meet my point. Whenever finances are 
needed for the mill for its working capital, the guarantee is there if it is 
needed. But you are stating an instance where the guarantee was not 
needed. From that it does not follow that the managing agents do not 
guarRlntee in case finance is needed and guarantee is also needed? 

Mr. Kapadw.-That is very often a temporary arrangement-a stop glllp 
arrangement 80 to say. 

Mr. Boag.-Essentially 80 from the nature of the case! 

Mr. Rahimtoola .. -Without that stop gap arrangement, they won't be 
able to get the necessary finance. 

1I1r. Ka.padia.-I don't agree with you. They may pledge their goods 
and raise the necessary finance. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-There are two sides to the question. As you yourself 
point out, goods may be pledged and the necessary fina,.nce raised. I 
shall come to that question later. We have been discussing just now the 
question about the managing agents' influence. That was the point raised 
by Mr. Shroff who said that the influence was exercised not in a hellIlthy 
manner. I want to point out that it is the very foundation of the managing 
agency system that this very influence, though exercised in a particular 
manner-in a bad wa-y-has proved very beneficial to the management of 
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the Company. Let ,us leave it at tbat and when we come to finance I am 
sure you will be able to give. me more details. 

Mr. Shrof/.-You were raising the question of costs-I mean the oost 
of financing .. Another important instance has come to light recently. I 
submit thwt it would be impossible to assess the cost. For instance, sup
posing an agent demands that the monies which are lent by him to the 
Company shall be converted into a loan? 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-'Ve might discuss this question later on. 
Mr. Davar.-With regard to the conclusion that Mr. Rahimtoola came 

to just now-a very discomforting conclusion-viz., that the managing 
agents' influence has, in spite of their drawbacks, done good to the man-· 
agement ........ . 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-It has done good to the Company because by their 
influence they are able to get the necessary finance for the Company. 

Mr. Davar.-I will put it this way. Supposing there were no managing 
agents and supposing the mill had been floated from the very beginning 
on sound principles, that is to say, sufficient ca.pital had been subscribe<i 
for by the shareholders. and supposing there had been a Board of Directors 
and a Managing Director managing the whole show could not the same 
influence be exercised? 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-I shall deal with tha·t point later on. 
Mr. Davar.-If you assume something, I would like to say that that 

assumption is wrong. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-We shall go to the next point. 
lIfr. Davar.-If that is convenient to you, we shall do so. 
lIfr. Rahimtoola.-I may tell you at once-it is necessary at this junc

ture-that the Board as. such has not met to draw any conclusions of any 
character on the evidence tendered. At present, the object of the Board 
is to elucidate facts put before it by various individuals and Associations. 

Mr. Davar.-I am not saying that you have come to any conclusion 
but you have made a certain assumption which I would like to answer 
immediately. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-·Which assumption has been made before us by some' 
other person and it is necessary to investigate that. 

Mr. Davar.-When you say that the influence has done good ... ' .... 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-We have been told that the influence has been to the 

benefit of the Company. 
lIfr. Davar.-8ay "you are told". That is a different matter. 
lIfr. Rahimtoola .. -"'Imte\'er we are lIOW in,estigating ha!! been tendered 

to us in the shape of e\'idence, written or oral. 
Mr. DavaT.-I hope that we will ha,e an opportunity of meeting that. 
lIfr. Rahimtoola.-Whell we come to the question of managing director 

versus managing agents, we shall deal with that question. 
lIfr. DatVar.-You cannot divorce that from this. 
President.-We shall manage it somehow. 
AIr. Rahimtoola.-There is one point in eonnection with your Associa-· 

tion that I want to make it rather clear. I ·take it that your Associa:tion 
is not oonfined to the textile industry alone? 

Mr. Kapadia.-No. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-During the short time your Association has been in 

existence, you have examined various ba:lance sheets and various other 
matters. 

Mr. Kapadia.-Yes j in order to curtail discussion, Dlay I tender a copy of 
the last annual report P 

lIfr. Rahimtoolll!.-I am coming to the point which I have in my mind. 
The point that I want to make is you have examined very closely com-
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panies other than textile concerns which have also the system of managing 
agents. Now I want to know whether your experience points out that 
the textile industry is the only industry in which there is so much drain 
as far as the managing agency system is concerned or do you find these 
very defects in' other compani.es a·lso? 

Mr. Kapadia.-MostIy in the textile industry for the simple reason that 
the textile industry has many departments. 

P'resident.-Because it happens to be the most important industry. 
Mr. Kapad·ia.-Not because it happens to be the most important industry 

but beca.use it happens to have various departments. Tak-e the case of the 
Cemeat industry. "'e have 5 or 6 cement concerns in Bombay, I mean 
the concerns whose ml\naging agents are in Bombay. We ha.ve not come 
across those gross instances, which we have come across in the textile 
industry, in the cement industry for the simple reason that the cement 
business is comparatively a very easy business to handle. In the textile 
industry, there are so many middlemen and so many raw materials are 
required. ' 

President.-That is to say the number of transactions involved in the 
ootton industry is much larger than in other industries. 

Mr. Shroff.-Yes. Inasmuch as several middlemen come into the 
industry, all these things take place. Take for instance the ·centr.al selling 
organisation 'in the cement industry. One, of our greatest complaints 
aga inst the textile in.dustry is the lack of a selling organisation. 

Pre .• ident.-When the industry is composed of a small number of units 
it is easy to achieve'that. ' 

Mr. Sh1'ol/.-'Ve don't suggest that there should be a similar organisation 
for textiles, but I say there are not the same grounds for the cement 
industry management to be condemned as there are for the cotton textile 
industry. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-You have not exa.mined the condition of the paper 
industry I think. 

Mr. Shrol/.-There is no paper share quoted on the Bombay market. 
Mr, Rahimtoola.-You are not aware of any of your members possessing 

any shares like jute or paper? 
Mr. Shrol/.-There are many members of the association who are large 

holders of jute and paper shares but all these concerns are situated outside 
Bombay and therefore we are not in direct touch with these but there is 
another association in Bengal called the Bengal Shareholders' Association in 
Calcutta; but it does not bother itself so much as we do in the case of the 
textile industry. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-Therefore you are not in a position to express any 
opinion on the subject? 

Mr. Shrol/.-That is right. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Now I come to the question of protection. I under

stand definitely both from your representation and from your replies to 
the questionnaire that yon are in favour of protection being granted to 
the industry? 

Mr. Kapadia.-Yes, absolutely. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Your suggestion is that whilst protection is granted 

you want the Board to make some sort of recommendation to reform the 
management. Do I understand that these two points are put together by 
you or individually? 

Mr. Kapadia.-As a whole. 
Mr. RahimtooZa.-That means that without reform no protection should 

be granted? 
Mr. Kapadia.-We hold the view that without compelling the industry 

to set its house in order in the manner indicated in our representation the 
investor who is 80 to say the mainstay of the whole thing will not be 
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bllnefited and it is very necessary, therefore, in order that the protection 
may have all the beneficial effects for which it is intended, that the industry 
should be made to set its house in order. 

Mr. Davar.-The committee's idea is that protection should be given_ 
We do not wish as investors that the industry in which our people have 
invested large sums of money should be wiped out. That is one fear which 
naturally keeps us from opposing protection. At the same time our posi
tion is rather awkward: we want protection and at the same time we 
realise that the way in which things are managed may not benefit the 
industry in such a way as one would wish it to be in the face of foreign 
competition, and unless some concrete suggestions are made by your ~oard 
with a view to see ·that the industry carries out those suggestions that you 
recommend as necessary, we fear that protection will not benefit the industry. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-There are two aspects to this question as I understand 
it; one is that you have examined it purely from the view of competition 
between foreign and internal, and looking at it purely from that point of 
view you are of opinion that the industry needs protection irrespective of 
any other consideration. The second point is this that even if all the reforms 
suggested by you are carried out, still the industry, having regard to the 
trade depression, requires protection P 

Mr. Kapadta.-We agree. 

Mr. Da·var.-Whatever protection scheme you may suggest should be so 
arranged that protection should be afforded on a graded scale ........... . 

Mr. ShrofJ.-The point is this. I take it for granted that the basis for 
granting protection to any industry is to place that industry in a position 
where it can earn a reasonable return on the capital which is sunk in that 
industry. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-That is one of the main conditions. 

Mr. Shi-ofJ.-If you want to see fresh flow of capital into the industry 
both for its expansion and development then some return on capital is 
absolutely necessary. We believe, Sir, that considering the intrinsic factors 
of the industry, the industry vis-a-vis the foreign competitor, it is inevitable 
that some protection must be there; without protection we believe the 
industry cannot stand. The time is fast coming when a large number of 
Bombay mills must close down without protection. I must emphasise that 
our idea of protection is to see a fair return on capital and we are also 
convinced that the benefits which you may legitimately expect to accrue 
out of the scheme of protection will not accrue to the investing public in 
India interested in the textile industry if the necessary reforms are not 
brought about. We don't say don't grant protection unless the mills put in 
this sort of reforms but it is possible to devise a formula under the shelter 
of the protective scheme by which the mills may be able to bring about 
the necessary reforms. The reforms by themselves we are convinced will 
not ensure a reasonable return on the capital; at the same time we believe 
you are not giving the investing public a chance to' participate in the 
benefits of protection unless the necessary reforms are carried out by the 
mills. 

Mr. Rahimto'Jla.-You still consider that the industry is in such a stage 
that it requires protection and that there is no condition precedent to the 
protection having regard to the present state of the industry as it is to-day? 

Mr. Kapadia.-We want to keep t?e industry alive at any rate. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-In this instance you are not taking into consideration 
the position of the cultivator. 

Mr. Kapadia.-·We have taken up a position which cannot be easily 
assailed. When you are protecting an industry you will see that the 
industry is able to obtain its raw materials on the most economical basis, 
and judging from that standard we urge that all the obstacles which a.re 
in the way of raw materials should be eliminated. 
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Mr. llahimtoola.-I may point out to' you that one of the conditions laid 
down by the Fiscal Commission is that there should be not only raw material 
available in India but that raw material must be used as far as possible by 
the industry. If it is proved that some of the cotton that is coming into 
India is competing with the ludian cotton, do you still maintain that the' 
duty ~hould go? 

Mr. Kapadia.-That is entirely a new aspect of the thing raised in this
indusiory. We have disC!llssed it several times but as far as I am aware, till 
now the millowners position was unassailable that the cotton they were' 
importing was of the kind and quality which did not compete with the 
Indian cotton but the figures now put hefore us have made us to think of it 
again, and we should like to go into this question further. 

3/r. Rahimfoola.-A.; far as your Association is concerned you are not 
committed to this view having regard to the change in the position? 

Mr. Kapadia.-That is so, particularly after what the President has put 
before us. But what disadvantage there may be in the purchase of raw 
materials may perhaps be met by a scheme. 

Presi(lent.-Where your raw material or semi-finished raw material 
requires to be protected the finished goods will have a reasonable proteCtion. 

Mr. Kapadia.-Yes, we cannot object to that. 
1.1r. Rahimfoola.-Now I come to the question of reform in management. 

There is one preliminary question and that is that you have taken strong 
objection to a clause in the articles of association under which the board of 
directors have the right not to transfer shares to anybody, unless they choose 
to do so without assigning any reason. Does your association consider this 
as a hindrance to the investing public who ,want to go in for industrial 
concerns? 

Mr. Davar.-The difficulty is this. This question has been repeatedly 
brought up even in England. Powers which are taken under the articles if 
wisely exercised would not do any harm, but unfortunately the:r are .not 
wisely exerci&ed always and what we have suggested would make It pOSSIble 
for shareholders to have some voice in the matter. Supposing I apply for 
certain shares and buy them: I put in my transfer form and if I am simply 
told that I am not wanted then the power is very arbitrarily exercised. 

Pre.!ident.-How is this particular clause generally worded? 

Mr. Kapadia.-I think it' would be much better if I put before you the 
views of my committee on this point. The committee have felt ever since 
this association was started that the managing agents and board of directors 
are grossly abusing the powers vested in them under the articles. They 
now find that shareholders have now come out who are going to bestbw 
upon the management of cotton mills honest criticism and that it is difficult 
for the management to cross swords with them. 

Mr. Rahimfoola.-Do I understand that the managing agents are afraid 
of honest criticism? Is it not a fact that before your Association was started 
this article prevailed and there are cases cited where managing agents or 
directors have refused to transfer shares for reasons best known to them
selves? 

Mr Kapadia.-In very rare cases and to save the company from going 
into the hands of a particular individual. Cases have occurred before the 
association was started where shares were refused because the party who 
wanted to have the shares transferred wanted to take possession of the entire 
agency: it was for that rE'ason that transfers were refused . 

.l11'. Rahimtoola.-Not in all cases? 

.l/r. Ka.padia.-I mean in the majority of cases; there are perhaps three 
or four such cases, but after the association was started seven cases have 
cropped up withing the last four years. I~ one case my transfer was refused; 
in two cases my friend Mr. Shroff's transfer was refused; in the fourth 
case my/assistant Mr. Patel's transfer was refused; in the fifth my relations 
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transfer has been refused; in the sixth case Mr. Bhaidas' trausfer has been, 
refused. This gentleman also is ·a member of the committee of our 
assoeiation. . 

Mr. Rallimtoola.-You don't object to the clause as such? 
Mr. I~apadia . ...,...'Ve do; we have made that very clear in OUT :epresenta

tion. I shall read out to you the clau.se first: "The directorl! may dedine 
to register an~' transfer of shares in any case in which the company has a 
lien upon the shar~s or any of them or whilst any shareholder, executing 
the same, is either alone or jointly with an~' other person, indebted to the 

. ('ompany on any account whatsoever, or unless the transferee is approved 
b~' the Directors. The Diredors shall in no case be bound to give or assign 
any reason for their refusal to register or allow any transfer and the Direc
tors' I)ower, at their own discretion, to refuse any.transfer, shall not be 
affeeted by the fact of the propose(l transferee being already a registered 
shareholder of the ('ompany ". 

Mr. Dam,..-I may draw your attention to what we ask for in reply to 
question 35 and in that we are following the precedent of the Imperial 
Bank under whose Bye-laws transfers of fully paid shares cannot be refused. 

;V,;. IShro/f.-1 think it would clarify the issue if you analyse the possible 
reasons which may justify refusal of transfer: one reason is whether an 
attempt has been made to corner the shares or to acquire such a number 
of shares as to take away the agency. Another reason will be whether a 
6hareholder who applies is likely to do harm to the company. Another case 
may be that the person is obviously an undesirable person. I would not 
mention names but there have been shareholders in India who have made 
themselves obviously undesirable to the company. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-Their reply will be that in certain cases discretion 
should be given and it has been exercised wisely, and according to 1\Ir. Shroff 
it is necessary in certain cases. 

Mr. Dal'ar.-What we are asking for is the right to go up to a tribunal 
and. make it certain that the discretion is being wisely exercised. Supposing 
a man is branded as undesirable he has got e,ery right to go to a court 
of law to vindicate himself. 

Mr. Sltro/f.-Another reason is that where shares are partly paid the 
'compan~ bases its own estimate of the financial standing of the party. That 
may be justifiable in certain cases because calls which are issued in future 
way not be paid. Bi,lt our suggestion is a very reasonable and moderate 
one and that is where the shares are fully paid and where the directors 
cannot entertain an apprehension of that character and where a person is 
no~ obviously undesirable, transfers should not be refused. 

Mr. Rallimtoola.-How is a director to judge whether a shareholder is 
obviously undesirable or not? 

Mr. Shroff.-That is for them to decide. 
111,. Rahim,toola.-You want to give them discretion? 
Mr. Shro/f.-Suppose I took certain strong attitude at a Board 

Dleeting and unfortunately made things hot for the management: the 
management who might happen to be the agent in another company should 
not make that as an excuse for transfers il\ other companies being refused, 
or the agents of other companies should not take the hint from what 
happened in that meeting and refuse my transfer for that reason.' 

MI'. Rahimtoola.-Is that a reason for branding you as an obviously 
undesirable person? , 

.Vr. Dal·ar.-Is it in the interest of thE' industry to allow directors to 
exercise their powers in this arbitrary manner? 

MI'. Rallimtoola.-That is why I raised that first question in respect of 
your recommendation that transfers should be executed or should be granted 
in th£> casE' of fully paid up shares; I had in mind certain things which 
Mr. Shroff has now brought out, namely wh£>ther you still insist that there 
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should be no discretion allowed to the board of directors or whether this
clause should be deleted altogether. That was the point which I raised. 

Mr. Dat·ar.-I will prefer that clause to remain, but that the right should 
be given to the- shareholders to fight it out. 

President.-In the High Court? 
Mr. Davar.-The legal position is that the words which say that the 

Directors are not bound to give any reason should be made inoperative. 
Then they will be bound to give reasons. They can of course refuse me· 
personally, but for the operative portion of the clause I cannot go to a 
High Court and fight it out. If this clause were not in existence and if the 
('ourts are satisfied that the refusal was mendacious or capricious, they would 
interfere. . 

Pl'esi<lent.-The Courts have said that. 
Mr. Davar.-YCil. Therefore I say give us a chance of appeal. If the 

man has not got a good case, he is not likely to go to a Court of Appeal 
and fight it out. When a man thinks that an injustice is done to him-and 
mind you the share ill his property-he should be given a right to indicate. 
The directors have no excuse to refuse to transfer when the shares are fully 
paid, and still if the transferee is kept out, it is a blot on his character 
and he should be allowed to fight it out. 

PI·esident.-What you are conteuding for is a right of appeal in a case 
of that kind and I take it from your statement of the law on the subject, the 
right of appeal would lie provided a statement of reason was given. Then 
all that is necessary is that the Artides of Association should -insist upon a 
statement of reasons. 

MI'. Davar.-Yes. My Committee has gone farther than that. Personally 
I should be satisfied. 

Mr. Shrol/.-That may be provided by a safeguard. I would just like to 
put before the Board this l)oint. For an Association like ours to further 
our activities and strengthen our hands, the law must assist us in the way 
of getting shares transferred in Companies where we want to be share
holders with this moderate request that where shares are fully paid, there 
should be no right on the part of the Directors to refuse transfers. The 
question is very simple. There are certain shares which are quoted at 
3 annas a share. I am just giving you a single instance. In one of the 
Companies I offered to be a shareholder and the object was not to make 
splendid investment, but because a very important issue cropped up and it 
was the desire of several of my clients and friends that _ I should take up 
the issue by attending a meeting of their Company. The shares are now 
worth 3 annas. 100 shares do not cost me much. If a lawyer's safeguard 
is taken up for protecting my investment of Rs. 22 or Rs. 23, I will have 
to incur all the litigation expenses of questioning the reasons that may be 
assigned by the Directors for refusing my transfer. You are creating diffi
culties in the way of a body like ours. 

President.-When you speak of a right of appeal I take it the difference 
betwE'en yourself and Professor Davar is this. Supposing there was a definite 
statement of the reasons given by the Directors, on that statement of reasons 
it would be open to Professor Davar to go to a Court of Law and lodge 
an appeal. Your point is that there musll be II definite right of appeal 
givE'n. In that case aTe you thinking of judicial appeal? 

Mll ShTol/.-I am not thinking of a right of appeal. I say that the 
Directors must be deprived of the power to refuse transfer in the case 
of fully paid up shares. 

Mr. Kapadia.-Please see page 23 of the replies. That is the Associa-
tion's view and we are here to support the Association's view. 

President.-The Association's view is that the Directors should be deprived 
of the discretion of refusing the transfer. 

Mr. Shrol/.-Yes in rE'gard to fully paid up shares. 
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M·r. Kapadia.-We support that view of the Association by placing before 
the Board concrete cases where this discretion has been misused. 

lJIr. Rahimtoola.-That does not answer my point which I raised in the 
beginning. My point is this. Has there been any instance where an investor 
who wishes' to invest his money in industrial concerns has been deprived 
or discouraged by the Board of Directors by the clause they have put P 

Mr. Kapadia.-Take my own case. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Your case is different. 
Mr. Kapadia.-I invested my money in the Tata Construction shares. 

\Vhen these shares were quoted at Rs. 23 or Rs. 24, my transfer was refused. 
At that time the Association had not been floated. You cannot discriminate. 
If I lodge a transfer of 50 shares and if my transfer was refused, the Direc
tors could not turn round and say "you have put in a transfer for 50 
shares, because you . wanted to come into our Company and agitate". 'I 
was thinking that shares might appreciate and I might make some profit 
out of it. I purchased the shares and submitted the transfer. We feel very 
strongly on this point. The principle of British Jurisprudence is this: let 
100 criminals escape, but not let one innocent man be unnecessarily butchered. 
If the Board of Directors think that if they had not this article, they 
might have to make room for one or two undesirable persons then let not 
innocent shareholders' interests suffer by means of 'such an article. 

Presiden.t.-You cannot argue between commercial law and criminal 
jurisprudence. 

Mr. Kapadia.-I cannot argue, I know. In the case of banks 
the pOllition may be different. I am trying to draw an analogy. In the 
ease of Joint Stock Companies like Textile Mills, this is the position. In 
England J lIlay tell you in the stock exchange they won't allow transactions 
to take place where such clauses are given and if you look at the formation 
01' Companies in England, they won't have these clauses at all, if they want 
their shares to be quoted. 

Mr. Dalla.r.-They would not quote these shares on the official list. 
Preside-nt.-Is that a perfectly correct statement? 
Mr. Davar.-Absolutely. 
Mr. Kapadia.-I will give you the copies of correspondence that we had 

with the London Stock Exchange from which you will see that if the a:ticles 
of a company authorise the Directors to refuse transfers of fully paId up 
shares for any reason whatsoever the stock exchange will not .grant permis
sion to deal in that company's shares. I undertake to furmsh the Board 
copies of this correspondence. 

Preside-nt.-I should like to see the condition. 
Mr. Kapa.dia.-Yes. 
M·r. Rahimtoola.-As regards the mills for which costs have been given, 

you consider these mills as representative of the Bombay industry. 

lJI·r. Kapadia.-It is a very di:flicult question for us to. answer. ~ 
that we can say is that the figures of costs have bee~ obtamed. fr?m mIlls 
which have been known to possess reasonably new machmery and It IS rather 
unfortunate that costs have not been asked from two or three mills which 
are known to be very weak. That would have given the Board an idea. 
as to how the actual scheme of protection had been at work. 

Mr. Rahim.toola . .:....That is different. I want to know whether they are fairly 
l·epresentative. 

Mr. Ka.padia.-So far as the representative character of the mill.s which 
bave submitted their costs to the Board are concerned, I can certamly say 
that they have given from different groups and these mills can be taken as 
fairly representative. 

President.-They don't represent the strongest mills. They don't repre
Bent the weakest mills. They represent the average. 
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Mr. Kapadia.-Yes, I agree. All that I was trying to point out is 
.. hat it would be much better if costs had been obtained from mills which 
were known to be very weak. 

Mr. Boag.-They would have been of no use to us. 
Mr. ShroH.-They would have been. You would have seen perhaps the 

possibility of suggesting the elimination of some of the weaker units which 
are hindering rather than helping tbe existence of tbis industry. 

Mr. Boag.-That is not our concern at all. 
Mr. Ra.himtoola.-Now I will come to the question of reform in manage~ 

ment which I understand is the second strongest point which is taken up by 
your Assoeiation. I understand as far as this is concerned; you have 
taken two different standpoints. One standpoint is that you would like for 
the time being to tolerate the system of Managing Agents prevailing pro
vided certain reforms are carried out to which detailed reference will be 
made as we go on and the second standpoint is that you want that no new 
Companies to be formed hereafter after. the scheme of protection is intra
.duced should be started with the Managing Agency system, is that correct? 

Mr. Davar.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-That is your position as described in your memorandum? 
Mr. Davar.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Taking the last point first will you give. me any 

instance at present in existence of a Textile Company which is run by a 
Managing Direc-tor. 

M'r. ShroH.-There was one ,some time ago. The Millowners Association 
mention that in their correspondence. Please see Exhibit D, page 32 of 

,our printed representation. 
Mr. Kapadia.-The Millowners in reply to our enquiry say that there 

is one mill managed by a Managing Director whose remuneration is fixed by 
the Directors. 

President.-What is your information? Is that mill still in existence? 
Mr. Kapadia.-I don't know exactly the name of this mill. I dis

regarded this piece of information thinking it to be trivial and I did not 
pursue the point further. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-As far as your Association is aware, you have not come 
across any instance. 

Mr. Kapadia..-We have admitted that the industry is run under the 
Managing Agency system. 

Mr. Rahimtoolo..-One's experience is better than theory. That is why 
we want to know. 

Mr. Kapadia.-We can give our experience with regard to an~ther 
industry, viz., the cement industry. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-),hat is on quite different footing. 
Mr. Kapadia.-8o far as the cement industry is concerned, the system 

has undergone a cbange. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-8o far as the Managing Agency system is concerned 

as regard@ the Cement and the Textile Industry they are on a par. 
Mr .. Kapadio..-Yes. ' 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Is the financing on the same scale? 
Mr. Kapadia.-The financing may not be on the same scale. The neces

Rity of financing is there. The necessity of finding working capital is there. 
The Cement industry has also been subject to the same sort of vicissitlldel\: 
8S 'the Textile industry. There was depression in the Cement industry in 
1924-25 and Cement Companies have gone into liquidation and working . 
.capital has to be found for the Cement industry. 

Mr, Rahimtoola.-Not to the same_extent? 

.llr. Kapadiu.-The question is one of degree . 
. COTTON TEXTILE-VOL. V E 
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Mr. Rahimtoola.-Finllonce is rather an iinportant thing. 
Mr. Shrof!.-Then we will have to enter upon other issues. RelativelY' 

speaking the Cement industry is a much smaller show. 
Mr. Kapadia.-There is no doubt about that. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-You are now making a. definite suggestion, because as

I understand as a. result of the protection just as in the Sugar industry it 
may be that in future many cotton mills may be establisbed. Now that you 
want to provide a provisipn that no Company in future should be started 
with a. Managing Agency system it is a point which requires investigation. 

Mr. Shrof!.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Therefore as far as the Textile industry is concerned,. 

I _ don't think you are at present aware of any Company which has now 
been working with a Managing Director. 

Mr. ShTOf!.-Bow can a Textile Mill work under the Managing Director 
when the system prevalent in the industry is the Managing Agency system?-

MT. Rahimtoola.-The system is not enforced at present. Do I under
stand from your point of view that if to-day I want to start a Company 
with a Board of Directors and Managing Directors, I am not allowed to do 
so. 

MT. Kapadia.-You are allowed. _ 
Mr. Rahim-toola.-Then what has prevented it fro-m coming in? 
Mr. Kapadia.-Because nobody wants to do that. 
MT. Davar.-I would certainly think of starting an Agency system than 

making myself a Managing Director and being bossed over by the Board ot 
Directors. 

Mr. Rahim-toola.-I think there is a mistake. If a Company is going to 
be started with a Managing Director, I say the Managing Director is not_ 
the person who starts ·it. The l1anaging Director is the paid servant of th& 
Board of Directors. 

Mr. Da,~·ar.-There are many Companies where the Managing Director 
is a Director as well as a lIanager. If I promote a company there is nothing 
to prevent me from acting both as a Director and 1\Ianager and thereby 1 
would be a Managing Director. 

Mr. Rahin~toola.-That would be a very difficult proposition as far as the. 
capitalist is concerned. It is only a few people that can combine. 

Mr. DavaT.-Supposing I 8m a person of great amount of influence and
I can get capital and think of starting a mill, two alternatives are open 
to me. One is to form a Company with a longterm managing agency where 
my ~isters and brothers and family in succession may take part and then r 
should reserve an option of say 90 years for renewal of my agreement. 
Articles of Association would be drafted according to my instructions by my 
lawyer. The other alternative is to work as a promoter and take my proma-. 
tion fees, etc., and work with people who have joined with me as Directors 
and run the show. I would certainly prefer the former method. 

Mr. Kapadia.-Why are Insurance Companies floated with Managing 
Agents? 

Mr. RahimtooZa.-I don't think the Insurance Company can be on the
same par as the Textile Industry. 

Mr. Kapadia.-WllY are Insurance Companies floated with Managing 
Agents, although there is no guarantee to be given? Why are banking 
Companil's floated with Managing Agents, although no guarantee is neces-
-Bary? We pointed out to the Banking Enquiry Committee that the Manag
ing Agents so far as banking institutions are concerned were unnece~sary. It
was due to our efforts that the Banking Enquiry Committee was persuaded
to declare that the Managing Agency system should be done away with. The 
same i~ the ('ase with insurance companies. The truth of the whole thing is 
this, that nwrely beca.use this system has been in existence in several indus
tries for a large number of years, every body has found that it is the most pay-
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mg system and everybody has adopted it. The moment an innovation is ma'de, 
.people will follow the other system and I pointed out to you yesterday that jJ 
-cement Companies were Boated in B,ombay with Managers and Secretaries~ 

Preaident.-When you speak of a Secretary, is a Secretary essentially 
different from Managing Agent? .These terms are synonymous. 

Mr. Kapadia.-The Secretary is not a Managing Director. The Secretary is 
merely a paid servant of the Company. 

Prerident.-He has no place on the Board ,of Directors? 
Mr. Kapadia.-No. Unless he is for some special reason appointed as a 

Director by the Board, he has no place on the directorate. Be is merely 
.an ordinary servant of the Company appointed to do the Secretarial work 
for the Company. . 

Mr. Shroff.-There are one or two cases in Bombay where there ara' 
Secretaries and Treasurers who are in the same position as Managing Agents. 

Pre.ident.-I have seen a good many cases. 
Mr. Shroff.-The Indian Radio Telegraph Company is a well known 

instance. There are certain firms of merchants who ,re Secretaries· and 
~Managing Agents of the Company. 

President.-They are really Managing Agents? 
Mr. Shroff.-Yes. 
Mr. Kapadia.-I have been talking of the paid Secretary. 
Mr. Davar.~In England where there is a Managing Director, there is 

:a Managing Director, Board of Directors and Secretary. The Secretary does 
.simply ministerial work, carries on correspondence and keeps minutes of the 
.proceedings. 

Mr. Kapadia.-I was trying to reply to Mr. Rahimtoola's point. Once an 
linnovation is made people will think that. the new system will work all 
,right. Because the Managing Agency system has been in existence, nobody 
,has thought of any other system. .Th!tt is my simple answer to your question. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-That is not correct. There are, as you yourself admit 
a number of Companies floated recently with Managing Directors. It is not 
;that people have not thought of it. . 

Mr. Kapadia.-There are only two. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Two have been recently started. There are, you say, 

.a number of Insurance Companies and banks. 
Mr. Kapadia.-In insurance companies also there are managing agencies. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Take the case of New India? 
Mr. Kapadia.-Take ·the case of Jupiter. But we are talking of manu

facturing concerns here. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-I am glad you have qualified that. 
Mr. Shroff.-Possibly you may have to ascertain from the Millowners' 

Association themselves. Are they in a position to say that it is impossible 
to start a textile concern say' in Bombay or Ahmedabad without the 
managing ogent? 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-I would not like to answer that on behalf of the Mill. 
·owners' Association. 

Mr. Shroff.-I am referring to the information which you may have 
obtained. 

Mr. llahimtoola.-It is not to be told to you at this stage. 
Mr. Davar.-As regards InsuranC'e Companies there are managing agents 

118 well as Managing Directors.· If you look ot· the names of ManagiI1g 
Directors, you will find that they are promoters themselves or are partners. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-Managing Director can only be one man. 
Mr. Davar.-Be is one of the Agents' firm and he is olle of the most 

principal promoters. 1f you look at tile Jupiter or the Vulcan, you will 
:find that. 
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<Mr. Rahillltoola.-As regards the managing agency system, Cwould like
to <begin with the llistory of that system, if you will bear with me, in a 
few words. This is a point which you have dealt with at some length. Under 
the present system, whenever a new company is started, the managing 
agents invite a few friends of theirs who are interested in the new Com
pany; and between themselves and their friends the majority of the shares 
are held when the Company starts. Is that correct? 

Mr. Kapadia.-If it is going to be a public issue, that is to say if a public 
prospectus is issued, then the managing agents very often state in the 
prospectus that so many shares are to be taken by the managing agents or 
their friends. But if the public subscribe for those shares, then the manag
ing agents are under no obligation to take up shares, but they state this 
¥t order to persuade the public that they have some stake in the concern 
which it is proposed to start. < 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-What is the invariable result of this Declaration? Are 
they to bear the burden of the shares in the beginning or do the public very 
willingly subscribe? 

Mr. Kapadia.-Ii the public find that the proposition is attractive. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-You mean from the memorandum put forward? 
Mr. Kapadia.-And the other details given in the prospectus. If the 

public find that the proposition is sufficiently attractive, then there is a 
scramble for shares. 

Mr. Raldmtoola.-Personally I do not know whether the public, when a 
Company is originally started, are so capable as to go into the merits of 
the prospectus. My belief is that· they generally judge the prospectus by 
the managing agents and their firm. < 

Mr. KaplUiia.-I would < not accept that without qualification. I would 
say that it all depends upon the prospects of the proposed industry. Take, 
for instance, the sugar industry which is doing well at present. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-I am confining myself to the textile industry. 
MI'. Kapadia.-You have put me a general question, viz., is it not true 

that managing agents take up the bulk of the shares and put their own 
stake in the concern. I say ,that it all depends upon the prospects of the 
concern. Take the case of the sugar industry which is in a fairly good way 
at present. If a public issue is made at present, I am quite certain that it 
would be oversubscribed provided the public is convinced that the issue has 

< been well organised. It all depends upon the chances of the industry. 

P<l'es<jdent.-Arising from that point, the consequential suggestion would 
be that if an industry were definitely protected for a fixed period, the very 
fact that it is protected, would offer sufficient attraction. 

Mr. Kapadia.-Yes, to the investors. 
Presidellt.-In that case, the question of having a managing agency would 

not be so important as in the case of an industry which is not protected? 
Mr. Kaplkiia.-Exactly. 
lIfr. Shrofl.-On the contrary, the experience of our managing agency 

system has been such that I may boldly say that ihe affixing of a certain 
name to the prospectus would be a hindrance rather than a help to obtain
ing 8ubsc·ription. 

Mr. Du<,·al'.-At any rate in some cases. 
Mr. Shl'ofl.-I would like to give another reason as to why the public 

are induced to buy shares. It is not only the prospectus but I think the 
main factor is the time-the actual ('onditions and circumstances of the time
at which the issue is made. You have seen how the shares of the Tata 
Industrial Bank were sold. People without knowing anything Ilbout . an 
industrilll Bank went in for shllres. At present, even if the best managing 
agents of a textile concern came out to-morrow in Bombay with a new issue .. 
it would fail. . • 

Mr. Davar.-Even if Tata's came forward. 
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Mr. ShroD.-The psychology of the investor is a big factor. 
Pre.ident.-We have to separate out these factors if we want to get 8 

clear idea. Leaving out the industrial conditions at present-and also the 
conditions of the money market-the fact that a respected manag\ng agent 
has put in his name in the .prospectus must carry a certain tlmount of 
weight in cases where the industry is not definitely protected, that is to 
say where the industry is exposed to ordinary hazards of business, but 
on the other hand where you have an industry definitely protected by the 
State-where the State guarantees protection for 15 years as in the case 
of sugar-then it may not be nearly so important.,-I mean the name of any 
respectable managing agent affixed to the prospectus. . 

Mr. SMaD.-No. 
Mr. Davar.-Ili such cases as you are going to extend protection. 
Mr. Rahinitoola.-That is a question which the Board has not yet 

decided? 
Mr. Davar.-We will assume that. Supposing you do, then we say that 

our stand fits in. 
President.-It does not materially assist the problem if we are thinking 

of sugar. In the case of the sugar industry, th~re is an enormous market 
in the country. The potentialities of development are enormous. In the 
case of the textile industry, more than 75 per cent. of the existing Indian 
market is mow· in the hands of the Indian industry. The room for develop
ment is not nearly so great' as in the case of the sugar industry. Supposing 
you made this restriction in the case of pew companies, you would find that 
your conditions are enforced on companies which represented less than 
one-fourth of Indian production. That is what it would amount to. 

Mr. ShroH.-You would set a new fashion. 
President.-You might work politically. 
Mr. ShroD.~1t might enable shareholders to force the hands of existiag 

managing agents and see that the managing agency agreements, when they 
expire, are not renewed. 

Pre .• ident.-They don't expire for 99 years. 
Mr. ShroD.-That is not so in most cases. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-I will come to the next point. After the prospectus 

is iS8ued, a certain number of shareholders come in. Is it not a fact that 
a shareholders' meeting is held where all the managing agency agreements 
and the Articles of Association are considered and agreed to? 

Mr. Kapflllia.-No. That is our main complaint. 
Mr. Da,·ar.-That is not done. 
Mr. Kapadia.-I will tell you how the Articles and agreements are 

8plf-imposed. If you want to have an idea, I will certainly place before 
you the particulars. 

M,'. Dat'ar.-They put in the names of Directors in the Prospectus and 
Articles from the very start and therefore the shareholders have no voice. 
Even the appointment of Directors is not approved. of. Formerly in old 
days they did not mention them. At the first meeting the Directors were 
elected. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-The shareholders have a subsequent chance of throwing 
them out? 

Mr. Davar.-The power is very vague. 
Mr. llahimtoola.-The difficulty that you have pointed out is question of 

days? 
Mr. flat'ar.-Yes, and of getting proxies. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-That is for the shareholders. If the shareholders are 

not in agreement, you cannot get the necessary proxies. 
Mr. Kapadia.-What is being done is that the managing agents instruct 

their solicitors to prepare the necessary memorandum and the Articles of 
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Association and the agency agreement is also prepared. When the prospectus 
is issued, all these three things are kept open to inspection for intending 
subscribers. ' 

Mr. RalI,imtoola.-They are the shareholders? 
Mr. Kapadia.-Those· who want to subscribe. If you want shares you 

are supposed to have read the documents before making the necessary appli
cation. If I want to purchase shares, I have to send the application to 
.the Board of Directors and I am taken by them to have read these things 
.which are kept open to inspection either at the Company's office or at 
the Company's solicitors' office. If I am a resident of Ahmedabad and if I 
Send in an application finding that so and so are managing agents, I 
generally do it without reading these things. 

:n-Ir. Rahimtoob.-That is my poiIit. In' many cases shares are 
subscribed for because of the name of managing agents. 

Mr. Kapadia.-The name of managing agents to a certain' extent carries 
some weight but it does not follow from that that if the proposition is 
otherwise attractive, it would not succeed. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-Let me put this. before you. As you have put it now, 
sufficient opportunity is given to a shareholder to examine the documents 
containing the Articles of Association and the managing agency agree
ment. It is open to him not to subscribe if he :linds that the Articles of 
Association are most objectionable and detrimental to the Company. 
If he subscribes and becomes a shareholder of that Compiny whose 
documents are kept open for inspection by him, he does so with open eyes. 

Mr. Kapadia.-I agree. I don't for a moment deny that. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-That is the indirect assent which the shareholder has 
~p . 

Mr. Kapadia.-I do not fora moment 'deny that these things are open 
to inspection by the shareholder. What we are trying to contend is that 
that system is wrong. The Directors themselves do not know sometimes 
what the ArtiCles and the agreement contain. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-We need not discuss the question of Directors not 
knowing anything. You told me at the very beginning that people were 
not so educated as to go into the minute details of the prospectus. I said 
that people were guided by the name of managing agents. 

Mr. Kapadia.--On the contrary I said after reading the prospectus if 
people found that it was a lucrative proposition, they would subscribe. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-It is putting it in another form. After reading the 
prospectus and after going into the minute details only you can find the 
proposition attractive. Therefore it means that you have gone into the 
details as put forward in the prospectus. It comes to the same thing. 

Mr. Ka.padia.-I don't deny that. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Having not denied that, you could not say that a man 

who becomes a shareholder of a Company has not taken sufficient interest 
by inspecting the documents which are open to inspection? 

Mr. Kapadia.-You are technically right. All shareholders who apply 
for shares are supposed to have read the Articles and the agreement. 'Ve 
do not for a moment deny that. The question is what do you find in actual 
practice P 

Mr. Rahimtool.a.-You must simply refuse to subscribe? 

Mr. Kllplldill.-What would then be the economic position of the country? 
The economic progress of the country would be retarded. Is that desirable? 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-Does it mean that other people are prerented from 
floating companies P 

Mr. Kapadill.-If you float a concern with Articles containing highly 
restrictive clauses and if the inve$tor afterwards comes forward and says 
"these are highly restrictive clauses with the result that I have not, been 
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able to take any intelligent interest in the affairs of the Company". Is that' 
a position which the State onght to tolerate? 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-Why shonld they go into a company like that? 
Mr. Da1:af".-This is a kind of argument which is as old as the hills 

namely that shareholders are supposed to have read the Articles, prospectus 
and the other relevant documents. It is as good as saying that every 
man is supposed to know the law whereas nobody knows the law perfectly. 
The point is what has' happened in England. Clauses have been put in 
the Articles, one of them saying that the Managing Directors shall not be 
liable for negligence, for this, that and the other. With these clauses in' 
the Articles ,,·hen eases came up for consideration in Courts of Law, they 
held that as long 88 these undesirable clauses remained in force, ihe Direc
tors were not liable. What did the Parliament do? Immediately they 
passed an Act and put in a section to the effect that these Articles would 
be banned. Why? Because the Government found out, the Parliament 
found out, that the average shareholder was incapable of reading and 
onderstanding these things. An average man is not a lawyer. -The man' 
who wants to buy shares of the value of Rs. 200 or Rs. 300 is neither a 
lawyer nor' has he got the means to go and study the Articles through a 
lawyer, and therefore he has to rely on various things which are suggested. 
That factor has, I submit with great respect, to be taken into account by 
you as you are making a statement to the effect that the shareholder is 
aupposed to have read these things and that if he does not read or' cannot 
read or understand and still he buys the shares with his eyes open or 
dosed, he must bear the consequences. I submit that there must be a limit 
to that. 

Mr. 8hroH.-My suhmission is this that the State is there to safeguard 
the interests of the community in general. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-I don't think that you have understood the position 
at all. I was just tracing the history of the managing agency system and 
the consequences that foIlowed since the starting of that system. What is 
the percentage of the foolish shareholders who do not take care of their 
own interest? 

lIr. Ka,padia.-The majority are like that. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-The majority of shareholders who subscribe have been, 

and are, foolish shareholders? 
Mr. ShroH.-They have been foolish in the past. 
Mr. Darar.-According to Hartley Withers, one of the authoritative 

wl"iters, .. In England where people are supposed to be more educated, the 
Mhareholdea seldom read these". 

llr. Ka,padia.-Take for the sake of illustration the clause about com
mission. It is laid down that the managing agent will be entitled to 
charge a certain percentage on profit. I, as all intelligent man, would not 
be in a position to perceive that, the managing agent under this clause 
would be able to appropriate a percentage on premium on new shares 
issued. If the profit of the Company is Rs. 10 lakhs without taking into, 
account the premium realised on the issue of new shares. I take it that 
he will get 10 per ('ent. or Rs. 1 Jakh. I do not know and cannot be expected 
to kno~ that in the profit the pre~ium which the Company may obtain 
on the I""ue of new shares would be mcluded 'and the managing agent would 
be entitled to take his pound of flesh on that. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-I have told you from the very beginning that you are 
not compelled to purchase shares. You are not bound to take any shares 
in a particular company. 

Mr. Kapad.ia.-The joint sto('k enterprise will have to wind up then! 

Mr. RahimtooZa..-Why should it? 

Mr. ShroH.-Be('ause these are matters of publio policy by which certain 
atandards must be set up by the State as a neutral and impartial body 
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if the economic advancement of the country through joint stock enterprise 
on sound lines is to be achieved. 

Mr. Rahimtool~.-I think we will now deal with another point. I will 
come to the details about the reforms of management. In Question 33, I 
think we have dealt with the kinds of commission, indirect and direct, that 
the managing agents are supposed to receive. 

Mr. Ka.padia.-We have submitted a ('Onsidered note as far as we know 
of them. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-You have submitted a statement for particular groups 
for which costs are given. I want to know whether your association is 
in possession of the details as enumerated on page 34 of your replies. 

Mr. Kapadia.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimfoola.-Are you in possession of details as to the rates charged 

by the managing agents under these individual heads? 
Mr. Kapadia.-Take the purchase of cotton: we have furnished you with 

a copy of that agreement (ride confidential note) and that shows what 
commissions are charged on purchases of cotton. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-Is this ·the general practice? 
M·r. Kapadia .. -We are not in the trade; these instances which have 

come to our notice have been supplied to us by different parties. 
Mr. Rahimtoola .. -I will come to that later. What I want to know is 

whether you have any idea as to the details of brokerage or commission or 
mucadamage which in individual cases they are supposed to receive? 

Mr. Kapadia.-Take for example the selling agency commission, we know 
that generally on grey they get 1 to It per cent. whereas on fancy and 
('oloured 2 to 21 per oent. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-Supposing the managing agent has not got a selling 
agency of his own will these be the rates or will the rates be lower? 

M,·. Kapadia.-The rates vary with regard to different concerns. 
Mr. Rahimfooltl.-Take the case of two ('oncerns one a managing agency 

without a selling agency and the other with a selling agency? 
Mr. Ka.pndia.-l would point out that the rates charged by managing 

agents wherever they are selling agents can be shown to be high and there 
is very sound reason for that. Take the case of that particular group 
where the managing agents are al~ selling agents: full details are sub
mitted in our confidential note and you will have noticed one very important 
factor at the bottom of page 8. We might discuss it in camera later. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-That is the only thing you are able to give me? . 
Mr. ShroH.-I think the best thing for Us would be to work out a 

statement. 
Mr. Ka.padia.-Let me understand c1('arly what you waut us to do. You 

want UB to give you certain 'figures with ]'('gard to the rates of commission 
charged on sale.q, on purchase of cotton .. : ......... 

President.-Purchase of cotton, stores, machinery, s('lling yarn and cloth, 
insurance, coal and fuel. There is one other important point on which I 
don't know whether you can work out for us illustrated fignres and this 
is the proportion of outstandings. You can 'gil"e some individual cases: I 
don't know whether you can do more than that. 

Mr. Kapadia.-No, sir. Those companies' outstandings have b('('n got 
on a very low l('vel. 

PrMident.-The poiut with r('gard to outstandings is this: suppose you 
have a company under reasonable manageml'nt what would you consider to 
be the normal proportion of outstandings? That is the point I want to get 
at. 

M,'. Kapadia.-Yes: then you want brokerage and mucadamage? 
Pre.~idvl1f.-Yl's: that is a sub-heading und('r cotton purchase. And 

iinC'e you nre going to llIake an l'nd('a"our III various directions I would like 
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you to . try your hand also at working out typical ilIustl'ated cases which 
would give me an idea of the extra price that the company has got to pay 
for its money when that money is provided by the managing agent. 

Mr. Kapadia.-Yes, I will try to give it to you. 

M,·. R<.himtuula.-The ne;t point is finance-your answer to questiott3I. 
1 would like you to tell me what exactly you wanted to put before the. Board. 

Mr. Davar.-The impression that I gained from your question was ·that 
what you wanted to put there was that unless there was a managing agency 
behind the industry there could be no financing of industries in this country. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-There would be difficulty. 
M'r. Davar.-No. Supposing a mill is started with sufficient· capital; 

supposing the figures of working capital and the block and everything else 
are properly put on paper and calculated and then the company is floated. 
I don't see that they should have unnecessarily large capital 01' should be 
over-cnpitnlised, but if the experts and' the promoters sat down and worked 
out these figure. and floated the company as they do in other countries 
under the propel' auspices just like the other concerns outside the cotton 
industry and then if they wanted a temporary advance, if they wanted to 
have reasonahle deposits on the credit of the company itself, there could be 
no difficulty. Then again, there would always be stocks of raw produce and 
finished article at the mills ready for being pledged and for money being 
raised as they do elsewhere. It is because the managing agency system 
largely rests on fixed deposits and short term loans in the form of current 
account deposits that they are afraid .of pledging in the way in. whicll they 
would otherwise do and then the signature question would practically go 
out altogether. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-I think this question is connected with the -banking, 
question and it is necessary to understand the position of the banks who 
finance the concerns. There are two' ways in which banks finance mill 
companies: one is that they take what you have described as physical posses
sion of the mills and put their board on their godowns and keep a clerk 
and necessary checks if the goods go out. The other is. by hypothecation, 
that is second signature. I would like to know whether under the English 
banking system 'it would not be a difficult proposition without the managing 
agency system to obtain necessary finance? 

Mr. Davar.-First of all there would not be so many calls for finance 
if they had started with sufficient finance.' 

Mr. l-lahimtoola.-Let us take a mill with 45,000 spindles and 1,000 looms 
costing about Rs. 45 lakhs started to-day; surely you would require working 
capital? 

Mr. Davar.-That capital could be l)rovided out of the share capital itself. 

President.-Supposing I suggested that the amount of working capital 
required would be Rs. 12 lakhswith Rs. 45 lakhs as fixed capital, on 
that basis how exactly would you proceed? 

Mr. Davar.-That should be sufficient. When you buy cotton ~r sell 
goods the purchases Bre not always for ready cash. A certain amoun~ of 
credit is always obtained by mills for the various things they buy. 

President.-That is not my point. What I mean is this: assuming 
that normal credit is taken into account and normal outstandings and so on, 
on that normal basis, supposing a mill required working capital to the extent 
of Rs. 12 lakhs-you want fixed capital Rs. 45 lakhs and working capital 
Us. 12 lakh~upposing a company of that kind was floated with a managing 
director with an independent board of -directors? 

Mr. Davar.-Working capital could be largely obtained by taking the 
fixed deposits just as a managing agent does. ' 

- Mr. ShroH.-Do I understand you like this, that a new compau, started 
with a capacity of 1,000 looms and 40,000 spindles requiring a capital cost 
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of Rs. 45 lakhs ~or the mills. Of course those who promote this mill will 
make an issue of capital to the extent not only of Rs. 45 lakhs but also 
10, 11 or 12 lakhs more which may be required for working capital. It is 
not difficult to find out what working capital would be required. What I 
Bay is this: when you start a company with Rs. 57 lakhs paid up I don't 
!See .any difficulty in finding working capital !it .all. 

Mr. Boag.-Issue shares to the whole amount? 
Mr. Shro!l.-Yes. 
President.-If I may Bay so, if you take the general run of industries in 

.India you will find very few cases where the whole of the fixed capital and 
working capital has been raised by shares. I don't pretend to have full 
insight into these matters but I believe a cOllsiderable portion of the work
ing capital in industries in other countries is raised by the issue of initil\l 
share capital. . 
. Mr. Davar.-A portion of it. 

President.-Let us say I am able to raise Rs. 50 lakhs in the form of 
share capital, I have still to find 7 to 8 lakhs of rupees? 

Mr. Dal'or.-Rs. 7 or 8 lakhs will not be required from day to day. Why 
should you not be able to raise that sum on your own credit? You have a 
concern behind your back and if the liability side of your balances is safe 
any bank would let you have credit on the mill itself or for example 
on the deposit of the title deeds. 

President.-Supposing we assume that when that prospectus was issued 
the kind of response was such that you were able to raise not more than 
Rs. 45 lakhs? . 

Mr. Shroll.-I would reduce the capital' of the mills j it is more sound 
to start a mill provided with· enough working capital: instead of starting 
a mill straightaway with ~,OOO looms we would start with 700 looms. 

President.-The answer to that is that if I work on the basis of 1,000 
looms I work on an economic basis; if I work with a smlliler unit my costs 
will go up. What I gain in one way 1 lose in another. 

Mr. Sltroll.-If it is not possible to find the capital the' best thing is 
not to start a concern at all: rather than start a concern which would go 
to rack and ruin. 

President.-There you are begging the question. 
Mr. Sltroll.-I can't see any sanctity attached to the custom and practice 

if you suggest that working capital sh\luld not be raised as part of the fixed 
capital. 

President.-That is not my point. If you are able to raise the who", 
of your working capital I have not the slightest objection to it. As a matter 
of fact as things work themselves you are not able to do it. 

Mr. Davar.-In the new English !Companies.' Ac~ it is provided that when 
a company is floated they have got to state the minimum subscription. IS 
would be very interesting for you to study this in this connection. 

Presidell-t.-What is the date of that Act? 

Mr. Davor.-1929, a quite recent legislation. 

Pruidell-t.-\Vas there a special committee' of enquiry? 

Mr. Davar.-Yes, the first was known as the Wrenbury Committee and 
the second was the Green Committee. 

Mr. Kapadio.-J will read from the English Act, IVth Schedule, Part L 

" Where shares are offered to the public for subscription particulars as 
to-

(1) the minimum amount which, in the opinion of the Directors, must 
be raised by the issue of those shares in order to provide the 
sums, or, if any part thereof is to be defrayed in any other 
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inanner, the balance of the sums, required to be provided in 
respect of each of the following matters:-

(0) the purchase price of any property purchased or to be purchased 
which is to be defrayed in whole or in part out of the proceeds 
of the issue; 

(b) any preliminary expenses payable by the co~pany, and any 
commission so payable to any person in consideration of his, 
agreeing to procure SUbscriptions for, any shares in the 
company; 

(c) the repayment of any moneys borrowed by the company in respect 
of any of the foregoing matters; 

(d) working capital; and 
(2) the amounts to be provided in respect of the matters aforesaid 

otherwise than out of the proceeds of the issue and the sources 
out of which those amounts are to be provided." 

Mr. Dat·ar.-This is all embracing. 
President.-That is to say the prospectus should contain a statement of 

the minimum sum provided under these heads. 
Mr. Kapadia.-It should contain a statement of the minimum subscrip

tion necessary and in the minimum subscription necessary are included all 
these items. 

Mr. Davar.-This makes it impossible for any Company to be floated 
without proper finance. 

Mr. Kapadia.-The one that I read is the schedule and I will read to 
you the Section. 

President.-Please read it. 
Mr. Kapadia.-Section 39 of the English Companies Act. "No allot

ment shall be made of any share capital of a Company offered to the 
public for SUbscription unless the amount stated in the prospectus·as 
the minimum amount which, in the opinion of the Directors, must be raised 
by the issue of share capital in order to provide for the matters specified in 
paragraph 5 in Part I of the Fourth Schedule to· this Act has been 
subscribed, and the sum payable on application for the amount so stated 
has been paid to and received by the Company. For the purposes of this 
8ub-section, a sum shall be deemed to have been paid to and received by the 
company if a cheque for that sum has been received in good faith by the 
company and the Directors of the company have no reason for suspecting 
that the cheque will not be paid." 

Mr. Davar.-This minimum subscription has to be applied for and paid 
for in cash. 
. Mr. Kapadia.-That meets to a certain extent the point raised about the 
working capital. In England under the new Act no Company shall be 
floated unless the Directors have provided amongst other things for the 
working capital. 

Mr. Rahim.foola.-I want to nnderstand tbe point in a little detail. It 
is specified in that new Act that when the Company issues its prospectus, 
there should hI' 3 items specifically mentioned. No. 1 is preliminary expenses. 
No.2 is the capital required for building machinery and property. 

Mr. Davar.-Yes. 
JJlr. Rnkimtoola.-Property includes machinery and land if you have to 

purchase landfor huildings and the third item is the working capital. 
Mr. Davar.-Yes. 
Mr. Rakimtoola.-Suppose we say preliminary expenses about Rs. 3 lakhs 

and we say property. building and machinery Rs. 35 lakhs, and working 
capital on an average Rs. 7 lakhs. That means we float a Company with 
Rs. 4.5 lakhs specifying different heads and I nnderstand that the working 
of it would be that these moneys are allocated to the nses to which it 
bas been specified. 
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Mr. Kapadia . ....,-The moment the Dil'ectors do that, they admit that the 
concern can be floated with so much working capital in a reasonable state 
of efficiency. That is the point. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-You want to get over the difficulty of finance by saying 
that having provided in the share capital, the working capital required, 
you will not require either deposits or money from the banks. 

Mr. Kapadiai-If we require further funds, then we can mortgage our 
block or our stock. . . 

Mr. Shrol/.--Orthe Company might have attained credit or standing 
and it may get deposits from the public. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-You want to answer the question raised by the second 
signature by saying that this new system should be prevalent. 

Mr. Davar.-Not only does it meet the contention about the second signa
ture, but it does away with the necessity for the existence of the Managing 
Agency system in future. 

Mr. Kapadia.-We say' in future it will not be necessary for Companies 
to be floated on the present basis of the Managing Agency system, if the 
promoters take the reasonable precaution of floating their concerns with 
sufficient share and working capital. 

P1·esident.-Assume for the moment that this particular provision of the 
English Companies Act is enforced in this country, the effect of that will 
be that no form of application for shares could be issued by a Company 
unless that particular form of application is issued in the prospectus on these 
lines. That prospeetus would state what the Directors consider the minimum 
amount necessary for property, working capital, etc. If at present the 
promoter of a Company which is going to be under the Managing Agency 
issues a prospectus on these lines stating the minimum amount required 

,under the various heads, I want to know precisely in what respect the posi-
tion of the investor would be different now from what it would be under the 
existing system. 

Mr. Kapadia.-In this respect it would be different. Then it will not ·be 
necessary for the Managing Agent to give any guarantee. Supposing a. 
new Company is floated to-day and a prospectus is issued in which it is 
stated that Rs. 10 lakhs is required for the block; Rs. 5 lakhs is required 
for the working capital and for the purpose of obtaining certain rights 
and a lakh of rupees for preliminary expenses. That means Rs. 18 lakhs. 
If the share capital is kept at Rs. 18 lakhs or Rs. 19 lakhs, the intending 
investor will see' that the Company is being floated with sufficient share 
capital. 

President.-It does not follow unless I am very much mistaken. The 
only thing that the prospectus does is to give what in the opinion of these 
promoters is a reasonable estimate for these various things. 

Mr. Kapadia .. -The estimate of the promoter is the estimate upon which 
the investor will rely, unless the promoter has gone wrong in the estimate. 

Presjde~t.-What I mean is this: he has not gone wrong in bis esti
mate; his estimate is correct, but actually the amount he has been able to get 
in the form of share capital is con&iderably less than the minimum. . 

Mr. Da·I'ar.-Thl'n he will not be allowed to start a Company. Under 
such circumstancl's there will be no need for a M~lllaging Agency. 

M·T. ShroH.-The idea is very sound-have sound concerns, or no concerns. 
Preswent.-You have to read sections 33 and 30 together. 
Mr. Kapadia.-Yes. 

Mr. Bong.-Is it your contention that the Cotton Textile 'industry in 
Bombay on the whole is undercapitalised? 

MI'. Kapadia.-We hold thl' vil'w that whl'rl' financial difficulties have 
been experienced, those diffi('ultil's barring the present times have bel'lI 
generally I'xperil'n(,l'd in the <,lise of conCl'rns which have been under
capitalisl'd. 
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Presidell·f.-Gndercapitalised in the sense that an insufficient portion of 
their capital has been derived in the form of share capital. 

JIT. Kapadia.-Yes. 
JIr. Sh,.QH.-The exaggerated specimen is provided by Sholapur. 
JIr. Boag.-We are confining ourselves to Bombay. 
JIr. 8"1'011.-1 will take the Assur Veerjee Mills, Limited. 
Preside·"t.-You want to ensure that a sufficient amount of shart~ capital 

or debenture capital is secured. The only trouhle is in our country a decision 
of that kind would considerably hinder the industrial development. 

JIr. ShrIJH.-AA regards the United Cement Company this is how they 
have pro\·ided-Hs. 24 lakhs for the block and Rs. 8 lakhs for the working 
('apital. 

Pre8itknf.-I am very glad the Bombay Shareholders' Association is 
prepared to lI1'pl"Ove of this arrangement, because 1. do feel that if capitalisa
tion is going to proceed on these lines, then it would ensure healthy lines 
of development in industries . 

. Vr. 1)011a,..-'Ve make bold to say that this can be easily done in our 
own country . 

. Vr. Kapmiiu.-I will give you the instance of a new Cotton Company. 
A cotton mill was recently floated in the Hyderabad State called the Azam 
Jabi Mills, Limited. with a ahare capital of Rs. 30 lakhs. Debentures were 
issued for Rs. 18 lakhs. Rs. 12 lakhs worth of share capital was taken 
by the Osmanshuhi mills under the same agent..q. The latter' had not got the 
necessary capital to buy the shares. Therefore they in turn had to mortgage 
their property for the purpose of purchasing the shares in the other ll\ill. 
Is that the sort of floatation to be allowed p. Then if the Managing Agents 
come forward with a claim before the Tariff Board that they have to 
give the guarantees. can it be looked upon with sympathy? Here you 
will .find they are mortgaging two concerns with one creditor. 

P,·esident.-The more the merrier . 
• Vr. Kapadia.-The quality of the thing has got to be looked into. When 

we rose, you asked for a copy of the Green Committee's report. I h~ve 
got it here and you can keep it for some time (handed in).' 

Preaident.-This is a committee appointed by the Board of Trade. 
JJIr. Kapadia.-Yes. That Committee recorded evidence and then .sub

mitted this report to the Board of Trade. On that report, the Board of 
Trade introduced in Parliament the English Companies Am.endment Act. 

Jlr. Davar.-There was a Committee called the Whenbury dom~ittee 
similarly appointed some years ago. . 

, JIr. Kapadia.-Then you asked me to show you the correspondence with 
regard to the London StOl'k Exchange not allowing dealings in shares of 
('ertain CompaniE's. Here is a letter from the Secretary of the London 
Stock Ex('hange which I shall read with your permission:-

J. J. KAPADJA, ESQ., 
Honorary Secretary, 

COMMITTEE ROOM, 
THE STOCK EXCHANGE, 

LondO'll., 27th March, 1929. 

ThE' Rombay Shareholders' Association, 
Agakhan Building, Dalal Street, Fort, Bombay. 

Dear Sir. 
I beg ta acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 8th instant and 

to sa:o- that the Committee do not permit a Coll\pany which desires an 
official quotation to eXElrcise a lien of any sort on a fully paid share. Hence 
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a Company may not refuse to transfer a share 'out of a transferor's name on, 
the ground that such transferor is, for some reason, indebted to the Company., 

Similarly as regards a transfer to a person of whom the Directors dis
approve, the Committee may permit such power to b8 exercised in respect 
of a partly paid' share-the Directors must accept a transfer of a fully 
paid share to any person except an infant or person under legal disability. 

I am, Dear Sir, 
Yous truly, 

(Sd.) A, H. F. GREEN, 
Secretary~ 

Prtsident.-Will Yl>usend copies of that to the Board? 
" MI'. Kapadia.-Yes. Then, we referred to the floatation of the two-
cement companies in Bombay without managing agents. I have found 
out the necessary particulars. Here is the prospectus of the United Cemen1r 
Company. I tender a copy of that to the Board. There are no managing 
agents. It was ultimately changed into a public company. 

Prerident.-When was this floated? 
Mr. Kapadia..-1928 or 1929. Then the Okha Cement Company was

ftoated. I have been able to get a, copy of the prospectus issued by that
Company. There are no managing agents. The capital has been fixed at
Rs. 30 lakhs and the shares were fully .subscribed. I was myself a share
holder of the Okha Cement Works. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.:-I will now take up the point where we left last time. 
We were discussing the question of managing agency system. As regards' 
the public limited liability company, I find from the representation that 
you have submitted that your complaint against the managing agency 
system is somewhat more keen as regards Ahmedabad. You have said that 
there are occasions in which it is found in the Articles of Association 
that Directors are prevented from doing certain acts. These are, as you' 
have told us, recent companies floated with those powers which are takeIr 
away froIJ? the Directors. . 
, Mr. Kapadia.-I came across those things while reading the agency 
agreement clauses and I thought that it would be worth our while to bring
them to the notice of the Board. 

Mr. RahimtoQZa.-I am coming to tha~. I want to differentiate between' 
a public company and a proprietary or a private company. In publiC' 
companies the system is different. In the proprietary concerns and the 
concerns like those of Ahmedabl\d, there is not one managing agent at all. 
The managing agency is divided into 16 annas and those who are Directors 
are also having a share in the managing agency system. 

Mr. Kapadia.-l shall tell you what it is. There are three things to 
start with-" A" a mill Company, II B" the managing agency firm and' 
" C" the managing agent. Now the mill company is proposed to be floated. 
" B" is the managing agents firm, but the main party who is responsible 
for managing the company is II C" the mannp;ing agent. If you will refer 
to the agreement you will find that the ngency firm has delega.ted all 
powers of management to a particular individual. 

Pre.!ide'1lt.-Thnt you find not merely in the new agreements but also 
in other Allmedabad agreements. 

Mr. Kapodin.-Yes. The power to manage is vested in a single indi
vidual. No doubt there is an agencycOlllpany. But the agency company 
being a private limited ('OIupany has delegated all powers of management 
to a single' individual. Therefore in essence there is no difference. 

1I1r. Rnhimtlloln.-'-Do I understand that vour opinion or your point or 
view is that though there are a number of people who share the profits 
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with the managing agent according to the proportion of th\l share, they 
.are all sleeping partners as far as the management is concerned. 

Mr. Kapadi9..-It is laid down that that man will be solely responsible, 
for management and nobody-no member of the private limited company
shall have any power to interfere in th~ management of the mill by that man. 

Mr. Rahifntoola.-In spite of having that provision, people have become 
Directors. They have allowed themselves voluntarily to be deprived of the 
powers which the ordinary Board of Directors possess. 

Mr. Kapadia.-Yes. 
President.-Supposing you have a managing agent in Bombay who, let 

us say, has assigned part of his interest in the managing agency to 10 
ether companies: he gets 50 per cent. of the remuneration of the managing 
agent and the other 50 per cent. goes ill various proportions to other 
people. If you had a case of that kind, in effect would that be dilferent 
from this Ahmedabad system? 

Mr. Kapadia.-It would be. We hac! that case. 
President.-i am thinking of that case where a gentleman got 3 or 2 

'annas share, if I remember correctly, in the managing agency. As regards 
the way in which it actually operates, is there any difference? 

Mr. KaJlIldia.-There is no differenCe. So far as shareholders are con
~erned, he is a sleeping partner. 

President.-From the point of view of actual working, th~ position 
would be the same? 

Mr. Kapadia.-Yes, in Bombay as well as in Ahmedabad. 
President .-In Bombay there is only one managing agent but he has 

,assigned his interest. • 
'Mr. Kapadia.-He has sold out his interesjr--2 or 3 annas share in the 

profit he has sold out. That is all. It is not a regular assignment. 
President.-I do not know the legal authority of it. If I assign: for a; 

consideration, is it different from selling? 
Mr. Kapadia.-It would have to be an assignment out and out, so, that 

the Company would be obliged to recognise the assignee ss the agent. 
Pruident.-The Company won't recognise the assignee as the agent' 

'because the assignee in this respect is a sub-partner. ' 
Mr. Kapadia.-That is, the position of the purchaser is that of a sub. 

Jlartner. ' 
President.-A sub-partner whose interests are confined to rights arid-

1lot to the, duties. So the position would be practically the same. 
Mr. Kapadia.-Yes, we have instances of other kinds. 
Mr. Rahimtoola..-I want to know whether your Association has any 

objection to the practice prevailing in Ahmedabad about the division of 
lIhares in the managing agency system from the very start. 

Mr. Kapadia.-To begin with, we are not in close touch with Ahmedabad 
but .f~om the literature that we have read we find that in the present 
eondltlOns of Ahmedabad, the system seems to have worked all right. The 
main merit of the Ahmedabad system-I am speaking personally because 
the Association has not tackled that point-lies in the fact that certain 
individuals ag~ee to depos.it with the mill companies for a certain number 
of years certam amounts. 

Mr. Rahimfoola..-For working capital? 
Mr. Kapadia.-Yes, with the result that the mill com.panv does not 

star.-e in re&ped of working capital. That seems to me to be the main 
merit of the organisation of the managing agency system in Ahmedabad. 

Mr. Rahim:toola.-I a~ now ~alking in particular about the division 
<If the managllll!i ageno/ lOto varlous parts in the shape of profits. You 
have made a pOlnt whlch I want to make clear that such' an arrangement-
should not be allowed without the consent of the shareholders. 
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Mr. Kapadia.--'Wesay that no provision in the Articles of Association: 
should take away the ordinary rights of superintendence and control which 
are generally. veSted in the Directors. That is all our complaint. If how-

_ ever provisions arl\ inserted, they should be declared invalid. 
JII'. Rahi/lltoo/a.-A, fal' as th~Sl' cOlllpanies are ('oncerned? 
1Ifr. Kapadia.-Yes. 
J'1·e.,ille1if.-"':"I dare say ~'ou are putting it on public grounds. 
Mr. Kapadia.-Yes, on public policy. 
President.-Supposing the interest is assigned and the agreen16nt is not 

assigned, in what way does it affect adversely the assignee? 
1I1r. Ka.padia.--:Where the Articles. provide that the Directors shall not 

be entitled to do. certain acts. I say that such provisions are repugnant. 
'J'hey . reduce the Directors' power to a nullity if I may say so. It is the 
Directors who are responsible for the management of the Company. The 
moment the Directors are deprived -of certain essential powers vested in 
them, these provisions are not in the best int~rests of the Company. 

Mr. Davar.-And particularly because the Act provides that there shall 
be two 1) i rectors. 

1I1r. Rahimtoola.-Coming to the question of profits, is it not the general 
practice prevailing in the city of Bombay that the managing agents charge 
a commission on profits? 

Mr. Kapadia.-As a general proposition I am prepared to say that the 
general practice in Bombay is to charge commission on profits. 

lIfr. Rahimtoolo..-We have certain exceptions in which over and above 
the profits they are charging a commission on sales. One firm of managing 
agents in particular haa certain shares. But yoQ. admit that the general 
practice is to charge a commission on profits? 

lifT. Kapadia.-Yes, subject to what we have stated in our representa
tion. Those instances are not exhaustive. If you will pardon me, I would 
like to say that I have appended a note saying that those instances are not 
exhaustive. 

Mr. Rahimtoolo..-You have a fairly long list? 
MI'. Ka.padia.-If you want an admission from me, I have to make a 

guarded statement. I say that there are several /Cases in. which the 
managing agents are interested otherwise than as managing agents. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-I am not talkirlg about that point. I think you have 
misunderstood me. My point is this. I am not taking into consideration 
at present the question of offi('e allowance or the question about the minimum 
commission. I want to understand whether the general practice in the 
;ndustry is that the managing agents charge ('ommission on profits. 

Mr. Knpadia.-I am prepared to say as a general proposition that the 
general practi('e in 'the industry in Bombay is to charge commission On 
profits. 

lIfr. llnhimtoola.-I come' now to th~ details. As regards one of the 
detnils that you' have give:n in Appendix A, I want to know whether you 
have verified it recently. 

1I1r. Shroff.-There is a very small 
ul\d .. \"~t"nd to "t tiH'il' ""l'el'nH':It.. ,,"IS 

have not got their latest agreement. 
anything wrong. 

error in regard to Kurla mills. We 
,·""i.pd n· ('011)11(' of years ago. "'e 
Beyond that, I don't tliink there is 

1I1r. Rahill1toola.-I simply want to know whether you have made en-· 
1)uiries after you have given this statement or whether you have just 
collied from the Articles of Asso('iation P 

Mr. J(apadia.-Our main authorities have been the Articles of Associa
tion lind the IIgency agreements. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-But they need not be up to date. 



Mr. Kapadia.-That is not our mistake. This copy I obtained from a 
shareholder as my remarks on the copy will show. If the managing 
agent.. do not attach a slip showing the revise.d arrangements, the mistake 
c:annot be laid at our door. 

Jfr. Rahimtoola.-That may not be quite accurate. You have ~btained 
it from a shareholder who may have it in his possession for a number of 
years. 

Mr. Kapadia.-The Articles of Association' can only be obtained by 
shareholders. I got hold of a shareholder and asked him to sign a letter 
of request. I sent my peon with that letter. The copy was given to me 
on behalf of that gentleman. 

Ml'. ilahimtoola.-Do I understand that the copy was obtained recently 
from the Company? 

Mr. Kapadia.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-You have made the shareholder an instrument to obtain 

a copy from the Company? 
Mr. Kapadia.-Yes. I find that the Articles of Association lay down 

that there 'shall be a commission of so many pies on production. 
jfr. Rahimtoola.-And on sales? 
Mr. Kapadia.-I prepared my Appendix from these Articles. The Mill

owners' Association have got a copy of this. If there are any mixtakes in 
our table, we are certainly prepared to admit those mistakes and make 
corrections accordingly. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-I wanted to ask you whether you took those figures 
from the Articles of Association and Agency Agreements. 

Mr. Kapadia.-They are a sure guide because it is they that empower 
the agents to draw the commission. I went through all the Articles and 
Agreements and prepared this table. If there are two or three mistakes, 
we are prepared to set them I·ight. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-I would like you to define the exact position of the 
managing agent with regard to the company because in certain instances 
you will find that the managing agents get a fixed office allowance and 
in certain instances the managing agents get a minimum commission which 
as we discussed yesterday amounted to a wage eawing. I want to know 
what is the exact relation of a managing agent with the Company? 

Mr. Kapadia.-We have explained that position in our representation . 
. Mr. Rahimtoola.-The managing agent ~s a virtual master of the 

Companyf 
Mr. Kapadia.-He is a virtual. master of the Company for the simple 

reason that he. has arrogated to ·himself very wide powers of management. 
There is nothing in the Indian Companies Act which defines the rights 
and duties of the managing agent although .the· institution of managing 
ap:ency haa been in existence in India: That is our main complaint. In the 
whole Act the managing agent has not been defined. The weakness of the 
Indian Companies Act is that while the question of managing agency has 
beep recognised in India, the' Act does not define the rights and functions 
of the managing agent vis-a-vis the Company, nor does the Act define· ,the 
functions of the Board of Dire<'tors vis-a-vis the managing agents. 

Mr. Shrof!.-As a matter of fact the managing agent as such is not 
mentioned at all in the Indian Companies Act. 

Mr. Davar.-,-When the ACt of 1913 was passed,there wad a proposal to 
introduce a ChRpter dealing with these managing agencies hnt owing to a 
certain hubhub, it was dropped. The managing agent is his own creation. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-It is consisted with the Indian Companies Act? 
Mr. Davar.-Not at all consistent. It is inconsistent. The posi'tion at 

present created is inronsistent wit~ the spirit of the ACt, if you look at it 
that way. What does the Act a!m at? The Ac~ says that the company 
should be managed by representatives of Its proprietors. The Directors are 
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supposed to do so. You have to find from the m,aterials placed before you 
whether the fuuctions are' performed by the Directors or the managing 
agents. 

Mr. Kapadia.-The central fact remains that the Indian Companies Act 
does not define 'the rights and functions 'and duties of the managing agents 
vis-a-vis the company and the rights, functions and duties of Directors 
vis-a-vis the managing agents with the result that any managing agent 
is today at liberty to incorporate in the Articles of Association any clause 
that he likes, although that clause is most repugnant. 

--' Mr. RahimtooZa.-You have also taken here a stand as to what should 
be the exact duties of the managing agents. You have described one or 
two things which he should not do. One is that he should not become a 
Director in other companies; the representative of the managi'ng agents 
should not become 'a Director and the second point is that the m,anagement 
should not have more companies under their management. 

Mr. Kapadia.-Yes. 
. .lIr. RahimtooZa.-1 want to know what experienc~ you have to suggest 

theee two restrictions? 
Mr. Kapadia.-Very bad and very sad. 
Mr. RahimtooZa.-It will be interesting to know them. 
Mr. Kapadia.-My experience of managing agents acting as directors 

of other oompanies is very bad and very sad. Generally speaking a manag
ing agent in Bombay has got many irons in, the fire, he can't attend to 
them all: he has got 5, 6 or even 10 companies to attend to and if he has 
to devote his mornings and evenings in turn to all these oom,panies you 
'Will find that he will not be in a position to attend to the interests of his 
company faithfully and fully. Therefore, what business has he to be the 
director of other concerns not in the same industry? 

lIlr. Rahimtoola.-It is a very big statement to make. 

Mr. Kapadia.-I say this with tho utmost responsibility and I am pre
pared to substantiate it. You will give me some credit for a certain amount 
of practical experience of management of mill companies in Bombay and I 
say with the utmost responsibility and with my experience,-and I think 
my colleagues will bear me out,-that in those cases where managing agents 
have gone in for directtrates of other concerns the result has been disastrous 
to the shareholders. 

lIl1·. Rahimtoola.-Do I understand that going- for half an hour or one 
hour to a company meeting once or twice a week has come in the way Qf 
proper management? . 

Mr. Kapadia.-When ,the managing agent is not able to spare the 
necessary time to look after his own company does it require any argument 
to convince the Board that if he allows his energy and attention to be 
diverted to other work the result will be very bad? 

Mr. Rahimtoola.LIs it not a question of opinion whether he finds time 
ur does not find time P 

Mr. Kapadia.-This is a question of plain fact. 

Mr. Davar.-How could you expect a managing agent whl) has got 
his own business, who has got so many of his companies tl) manage and 
is at the same time looking after public affairs and taking some part in public 
life, to carryon his responsibilities properlyi' Take another case where 
you become a director: let us say X the managing agent of one mill becomes 
the- director in another mill which is a rival . . . . . 

Mr. Shroff.-If you think that the duty of a director ends by sparing 
half an hour in a Board meeting. then that is exactly our grievance, if 
directors are guided by this construction of their duty as directors then 
it is really a sad day for the investors I 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-I am 'talking of Board meetings as such. 
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Mr. Shrofl.-There must be som.e preparation for that They must study 
the papers before they come to the meeting. Take for example a director
of the Tata Iron and Steel Company: he must be given some time tOo 
read the papers before the meeting is held if he is to discharge his .duties. 
conscientiously. He is expected to have gone througlr the papers. 

Mr. Kapadia.-Even at the cost of being described as funny, I may 
tell you how Board meetings are held in Bombay. I know of a case where 
a certain director in the Board room after every few minutes started taking; 
out his watch from his pocket and all soon as he found that he had given-
15 minutes he stood up and said "The rest of the agenda can be disposed 
Oof without me: please manage, I have to attend another meeting"! 

lIr. Rahimtoola.-The meetings are not Ooperl tOo the public and you can~ 
not knOow that as a fact? 

Mr. Kapadia.-I have seen this with my Oown ·eyes because we were 
invited tOo a Board meeting where this farce had been played; he took oft' 
leaving things to the managing agents . 

. Mr. l;;hrofJ.-When once in 12 mOonths they are asked tOo attend a. meeting. 
they make themselves COonspicuous by their absence. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-Now we come to the question of the merger scheme .. 
You have devoted two pages on the merger scheme and you rely more or· 
less, I take it, on the newspaper .reports which you have quoted? 

Mr. Kapadia.-We have relied on the newspaper repOort but if you want 
a report better than the newspaper report I have got ~ne before me by 
Mr. Arno Pearse. Writing in his book he says that several managing 
agents whOom he consulted stated that after the grant of this protection 
managing agents will go on in their old wa.y. 

lIr. Da'Var.-This very sa.me gentleman, I understand, is quoted by the
Millowners' Association as authority in favour of managing agents while 
making out a case against Japan. ·His observa.tions in connection with the 
industry are quoted and he is declared as a wellknown critic. 

lIr. Kapudia.-This is what Mr. Pearse sa.ys "In some quarters it is 
feared that the recent addition in protective duties will again cause a 
cesaation of the negotiations that have beeiJ. going on in tha.t direction· 
&8 Borne of the managing agents a.re loath to give up their independence
and hope that by means of additional duties they will be a.ble to exit on
their former methods". I am not going entirely by newspaper reports; 
I am going on the basis of the authority of a wellknown writer who has
been described by the Millowners' Association &8 an independent critio.,. 
What I am trying to point out is this that those who are in charge ot 
the industry, the moment they get protection, fOorget the promises they 
have made. 

~re8ident.-All that I am concerned to point out is that you may be 
right to some extent but the fact that a similar scheme tried elsewhere 
under entirely different conditions failed seem to suggest that there are 
certain inheJent difficulties. You have got to take that into account. 

Mr. Shrofl.-Whyshould nOot the investing public be given an OoPpor
tunity to study these difficulties P 

Mr. Kapadia.-Has the-Millowners' Association ever cared to enlighten 
the public with all the facts which led to the failure of the merger scheme? 

Pre3ident.-They have given us a confidential statement about it and r 
think the Board would probably be in a position to make some kind of 
statement about it. 

lfr. Kapadia.-All I can say is that the particular quotation from the 
"Times of India" reflects the popular mind. 

31r. Rahimtooln.-You are not in possession of the real facts which are 
at preRent beine: treated as confidential. I want to know whether your 
conclusions are based manly on the "Times of India" report which criticises 
partly Government and partly Mr. Arno Pearse? 



Mr. Kapadia.-And from what we learnt after coming into personal 
contact with several managing agents. These things were discussed openly: 
in clubs. 

Mr. Dallur.-May I refer in this connection to paragraphs 65 and 66. 
of the Bombay MiIlowners' AssociatiO'll's representation where they say 
" Ind~pendent observers like Mr. Arno Pearse have pointed out that while 
Japan opel'atives work as many machines as can be attended under fair 
eonditions, labour in India is indolent by nature, is steeped in usages an4 
is ruled by caste ............ ". J n another place they quote the same authority 
(paragraph 67). ' 

P-re.9-ident.-There is one ·point· in connection with the amalgamation 
question. Supposing the amalgamation scheme had materialised and, let 
us say, had about 30 mills in Bombay included in this amalgamation scheme 
and had worked for ,all practical purposes as a single unit; in actual 
working what would be the difference between 30 mills working under one 
combine of tha~ kind and 30 mills working under the same management? 
Supposing you had a managing agent who was in charge of 30 mills and 
J'ou had a combine consisting of 30 mills what in actual practical working 
is the difference? 
, Mr. 8hrol/.-Let us take the question of management. Management of 

such a ('ombine would be placed in the hands of thE' pick of the industry, 
that is to say five or six groups combining together all the pick in the 
management would be taken out to manage the combine and that would 
na.turally ensure a very high degree of efficiency in the first place. 

P1'esident.-1f you could succeed in ensuring that the administration 
would be in the hands of the very best men! As a matter of fact the 
whole' difficulty even with regard' to the managing agency system is that 
it is really in the hands of- very few first class people in the real sense 
for the responsibility to be assessed. If you bave a satisfactory kind of 
personnel even the worst constitution in the world would work well. So 
leave alone the question of personnel. I would like you to talk purely 
on administrative questions. 

Mr. Sh·rofj.-In any scheme of combine or amalgamation there is always 
the advantage of pooling of talent and resources which is a very great 
advantage in any scheme of amalgamation. Another thing is a considerable 
saving in overheads. 

Pre.,ident.-I was thinking of another thing. Yesterday, for example, 
when we were discussing the question of the relative merits of a managing 
agent and a managing director it was assumed that the remuneration drawn 
by the .managing agent to the extent he was concerned in the management 
was the remuneration that would be drawn by a part time director. In 
the case of an amalgamation which is in charge of 30 mills practically 
what happens is that the cost per mill would be the cost that the mill 
would. incur if it had a part time managing director; therefore as far as 
the question of overhead is concerned in practice there would be no difference. 

Mr. 8hrofj.-Why not? There would be a great difference. For instance 
the 30 mills which might combine might be assumed to be under three or 
four ~roups. Ea('h of these groups would in the ordinary course have 
to employ the services of highly paid staff for the superintendence of the 
mills. Superintendence of mills in a combine would be vested in one or 
two men of first class ability and office establishment should certainly show 
a very great saving and then there are other great advantages. 

President.-As far as office establishment is concerned after all even 
if you had an amalgamation scheme mills would have to work as separate 
units, there is no possibility of all the mills being rolled into one unit, 
nnd you will have to employ local staff at each mill so long as each milL 
is working as a separate unit. 

)lfr. 8hrol/.-I mean the agent's office establishment .. 
P·resident.-But there would be the amalgamation office establishment. 



MI'. Sh'l"OH.-But that may be one in place of five, or· &ix. 
President.-Supposing you had one managing agent who had· contr,01j, 

of 30 mills. 
Mr. Shroff . ....:...That is not possible to assume as one managing agent will 

not have the resources to run 30 mills. 
President.-Let us say 20 mills. 
lh. Shroff.-Then our objection would remain because a man enjoying, 

the heavy patronage of running 20 mills would be liable to great temptations 
so that the whole merit of the amalgamation would disappear. 

Presidrnt.-I am thinking of a scheme unper which 15 to 20 mills have 
been purchased by a single financial organisation and that financial organisa
tion is responsible not merely for controlling its finances but also, for con':
trulliql. its adminiMtration. Supposing you had an arrangemE'nt of that 
kind and that arrangement brings down overheads, to that extent at any, 
rat" it I'urtul.es. of the character of a single management contculhng, :::u' 
companies because the central office establishment is the same. I admit 
that a combine is better than a managing agency administering a certain, 
number of mills, but to a substantial extent the kind of economies derived 
from an amalgamation is the kind of economies which can be derived from 
this arrangement. 

311". 8hroH.-But there is ;lll inherent objection to huving managing 
agents: overheads will make a difference. 

President.-As I look at it, after all the Bombay textile industry is 
going to depend very largely on the way in which it can bring down its 
costs-one is labour, the second is overheads. I don't want to talk about 
labour. As far as overheads are concerned it seems to me that the only, 
way in which you can bring down overheads is, by centralising as far as 
possible its superior office establishment. Now, the centralisation of superior 
office establishment may take place to a considerable where you have one 
man managing a large number of mills, and to the extent you are able to 
centralise your establishment you bring down your overheads. If you have 
a single combine and the amalgamation company in charge of various uni~, 
it seems to me that the services that company is performing are essentially 
of the same chara,cter. . 

Mr. ShroH.-You have at present one managing agent with 13 cQ'llcerll.\ 
under, his management, another with 11 or 12, but you have not, seen the 
advantages which one would naturally expect from a combine of this naturll. 

Pre.ident.-I have read about various cases of large amalgamation schemes. .. 
which have failed precisely for that reason. When you approve of amal
gamation and disapprove of managing agents in certain respects we might 
have CQ'llliicting views. The trouble about the ama~gamation scheme is that 
when the industry in which the amalga/llation scheme is working is passing 
through a period of severe depression it is then that the amalgamation 
Bcheme fails because you find demands being made upon the central organisa
tion from various units which are passing through the same kind of difli.. 
culties. 

]Jr. Shroff.-l'here are strong combines and weak combines. 

Presidellt.-You, take this question of interlocking of funds to which 
you strongly object. I find that in various amalgamation schemes that is 
precisely one of the difficulties, On the other hand one thing to which 
~'ou object is that a managing agent is in charge not only of textile milIs 
hut of other mills. I suggest to you that one of the reasons why Calcutta 
managing agents are doing better than the Bombay managing agents is 
that Bengal has a variety of industrial resources--steel, jute, tea, coal 
and so on-and ina time of difficulty you don't have all these various 
industries passing through the same kind of difficulty. If there' is a very" 
8f'vere demand made by tea because tea is passing through a period of 
rlepression. the managing agent is ahle to meet his demand from the 
surplus which he gets from' other kinds of industries. In Bombay, on the 
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other hand, you have only the textile industry and therefore when the
industry is passing through a time of difficulty the managing agent is pulled. 
from all sides. 

Mr. Davar.-The advantage of a combine wiII be that there is only 
one company, and if the management is in difficulties it is forced to g~ 
outside and get the finance whereas in the case of 15 mills under one 
agency he can do interlocking very easily and thereby ruin all th~ concerns. 

Preaident.-In the case of amalgamation it is possible you can provide' 
s. really satisfactory kind of personal security for the management. That 
is to say it is really s. method of selection which would be possible under 
the amalgamation scheme which might make its working different from 
that of a Managing Agent. It may be that, but actually the way in which
the IIdministrative machinery works, I do not know if there is much 

: --difference. 
Mr. ShrojJ.-The very fact that 4 or 5 names of gentleme'll who interested 

themselves In the possibility of a merger Bcheme in Bombay inspired so.. 
much confidence amongst Bombay investors that when it was told that a 
particular gentleman would look after the technical side; another gentle
mll.11 would look after finance and so on, investors take it in this light. 
that now the industry was going to pass into safe hands, I consider that 
tG be -the greatest advantage of the combine obtaining the best availabla 
management. 

President.-8ince you have definitely supported the amalgamation 
·scheme, I cannot discuss the !¥)tual details of that, because it has been' 
given to us in a confidential statement at the present stage. I have a sort 
of feeling-unless I am very much mi8taken-~henever you have large· 
amalgamation schemes of this kind, the process by which the amalgamated 
Company takes over the various units in their scheme generally leads to 
overcapitalisation at the start. If you want to get 30 or 40 mills under 
your control, it is essential for administrative efficiency that all these 
mills should go into the scheme. To that extent the object of the amal
gamation scheme is defeated. Therefore you are tempted even at the· 
risk of paying a little more than the current market value of the property. 
You are tempted to increase your capitalisation to a' point where it might 
easily reach the stage of overcapitalisation. I do not know whether you 
are familiar with the history of amalgamation schemes. You will find ill' 
very many CDses there has been serious overcapitalisation. There are a. 
lot of mills which are included in the amalgamation scheme, but they 
may have a lot of old machinery. You buy and scrap it. That part of" 
the capital which represents scrapped machinery will be dead capital. 

loll'. Duvar.-That is 'what we meant. 

President.-That is to say capital does not operate. 

Mr. Shrofl.-Yes. If the public or shareholders are taken into con
fidence regarding some of these difficulties, it may be possible to arrive at 
some solution of the question. Why should investors who have staked' 
Be much 'money be denied information Qn the point? 

Presideflt.-That is a different question. I am speaking at present on 
the intrinsic merits of an amalgamation scheme. To the extent that you 
approve of that scheme I thought I was justified in raising this question. 
I am keeping an open mind on the sul>ject. But at present I do not know 
if I should be justified in definitely disapproving of the decision of those 
particular millowners who had dropped the amalgamation scheme, because 
I feel there is a great deal to be said on both sides. 

11fT. Shrofl.-Supposing a general merger scheme is not possible, why 
should not an attempt be made in the same direction in partil'ular branches 
of the industry. 

Presideflt.-I am not denying that there are possibilities of combined' 
arrangement, although not in the sense of definite amalgamation. When-
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.vou are thinking of a definite merger scheme combine, the propositiml seems 
'to assume a very different aspect. 

Mr. Shroff.-It can neither be integral nor horizontal, 'but my po.int 
is this that for certain services ,the mills can ,get together. 

Pl'e&ident.-That I don't dispute. 
Mr. ShroH.-:-Q,uestioDB like muccadam servICe. 
Mr. l)avar.-You talked about the dead capital. That wOlildbe the 

<:W16 if you take cancerDs at a higher price than .what they are worth. I 
know there was some difficulty of that kind discussed in connection' with 
the merger scheme. Our. position is why take up entirely bad concerns 
which have no intrinsic value and which have lost their intrinsic value 
lII) to 10 per cent. If they want 50 or 60 per cent. in~t,*d c,\' taking 
in the merger, drop them. They are not likely to constitute formidable 
rivals to the merger. 

Pruident.-Therefore the difficulty is this if you were dealing with an 
absolutely clean slate, that would be all right. But you have got to 
reckon with the realities of the situation. Supposing there is a Managing 
Agent who have got 12 mills of which 6 mills are thoroughly antiquated 
mills and 6 are good mills and the amalgamation is trying to negotiate 
with this particular Agent, do you think that he will part with 6 good 
mills leaving out 6 bad mill. in his hands P 

Mr. Da'llar.~1 understand. 
M1'. Kapadia.-With regard tu the remark of Mr. Boag about' inter

locking investments, I do not know whether Mr. Boag intended to 'convey 
that the interlocking investment was in the best interests of the concern. 
We have placed specific instances of interlocking investments with names 
and the amounts involved and we should be highly obliged if the millowners 
could lay their hands on a single instance which has done good' either 
to the advancing Company or to the Company to which it has advanced'. 
In one instance the thing has been most revolting. I'll that case where 
one Company's shares were taken up by the sister mills, the capital obtained 
from the sister mills was utilised for the purpose of paying the banks 
who were the creditors of that Company and relieved the Ma'naging Agents 
of their guarantee. Here the case was to rob Peter and pay Paul. Our 
information is a portion of the funds obtained were appropriated by the 
Managing Agents. This was on account of the loan which they had advanced 
to the concern. I 

Mr. l)a'llar.-Another point is that the money belonged to the share~ 
holders of that concern. Without their being consulted these things are 
done. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-I would like now to raise the point regarding the.· 
position of the shareholdera. We have heard two arguments. One argu
ment.is that if the Managing Agents pay a good dividend, they are found 
fault with for not providing sufficient money for depreciatlOn and reserve. 
On the other hand if they provide necessary money for depreciation or 
reserve, the Directors are blamed for conservative policy for not paying 
dividends to the shareholders. I am now putting to you this point in 
oonnection with the question of protection which the Tariff Board is con~ 
sidering. I would like to know the position of the shareholders. 

Mr. Kapadia.-We have made it very clear in our representation that 
after the necessary provision for depreciation, the profits. of the industry 
should be distributed among shareholders. Depreciation first, dividend next. 

lfr. Rahimtoola.-Would the shr.reholders be satisfied with 6 per cent. 
0:' 8 per cent. or 10 per cent., because t\tere is an allegatioDl that too 
much dividend is' being paid and that mills are suffering at present. from 
the fact that tbey didn't foresee tbat bad times are coming? 

3fr. Ka.padia..-On that point there has been considerable' discllssion 
and the Millowners have pointed out in' several 'cases that that allegation 
is not absolutely correct. 
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Mr. Rahimtoola.-Do you agree with the Millowners' Association on. 
this question. ' 

·Mr. Kapadi:a.-We agree with the Millowners Association that dividends 
were paid according to the situation then ·existing. The ~IjJJowners didn't 
know that such a severe depression would set in, 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-That is exactly the complaint. 
Mr. Ka.pildia.-The Tariff Board has stated "It must be said to the 

credit of the millowners they have laid by reserves; who knew that this 
depression was coming along". 

Mr. Shl"o/f.-In tohose boom years it cannot be contended that. any 
orga.nised pressure was brought to bear upon Directors by the shareholders 
to 'distribute large dividends. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-'-I don't say that. I am only putting a point of view 
with reference to which I should like to know exactly the position of the· 
s'111ll'eholders. 

!th. Kapac/i,t.···There is on') dung to which I would like to draw yOilr 
attention. We should not go on the percentage of dividend on the shar& 
capital. It is not proper to say that this mill has declared 100 per cent. We 
have got to takf! into cosideration the amount of capitaL mvested in the 
industry. That is to say what has the particular mill earned having regard 
to the moneys actually invested. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.~lncluding the block? 
Mr. Kapadia.-Yes and the reserves. The Thackersey Moolji group of 

mills have issued their balance sheet. The Hindusthan mill has paid 
Rs. 100 by way of dividend. It is absolutely superficial to say that it is 
a splendid dividend. If you take into account the total capital invested, th& 
dividend works out to a very low figure. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-What is the low figure? 
Mr. Kapa.dill.-4 to 5 per cent. on the c.apital invested in the Company. 

J am prepared to prove that by figures. Merely because Hindue:than paid 
Re. 100 on a share of Rs. 1,000, it should not be assumed that it is a 
splendid return. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.--All the reserve funds art. moneys invested by the 
shareholders in the Company P 

llr. Kapa.dia.-Yes. You must take into consideration the monev in
vested in the ooncern. What has the Hindusthan earned 'on 'the m~neys 
mvested in the concern? On that point Messrs. Ferguson and Company 
were examined in the 1926 Inquiry and 1 find from their evidence in the 
last enquiry that they did state that that ought to be the correct basis 
of calculation. 

lIfr. Ra1rimtoo/a.-J want to ask you about the profit and loss 'acoount 
which you have asked that the millowners should supply you. I under
stand the present practice is that some of the mills ore supplying profit and 
los8 o('oount. 

Mr. Kapadia.-Almost all the Bombay mills are attaching what they 
call a profit and loss acconnt to their balance sheet. Generally mill Com
panies attach It profit and loss account. 

lIlr. Ra1r.imtoola.-I "'ant to lmderstltnd another point and that is 
their supplying this information without your asking for it. 

Mr. Kap,.,dia.-Because the Articles lay down that along with the balance 
sh.,.,t a profit and loss account shall be attached. In almost all cases you 
will find that the Articles lav down that the Directors shall send to the 
shar.,holders so many days b~fore the meeting a balance sheet and profit 
and loss occount. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-Your point of view is that the profit and loss account 
liS sent hy the Directors or the Managing Agll'llts does not give YOll satis
factory answers to some of the points you would like to know and there
fore ~'on want an elaboration of that statement? 
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J[r. Kapadia.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-There is nothing new that you are asking for? 
Mr. Kapadia.-No. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Even in that statement you say that some mills are 

satisfying your demand. To that extent I want to know whether the 
point haa at all been raised in a shareholders' meeting or outside and whether 
it has been oonsidered against the interest of the Companies themselves to 
provide this. 

3[1'. Kapadul.-So far 'Dot a single mill has told us that the informa.
tion which goes into the profit and loss account has operated to its prejudice. 
I gave the balance sheet of the Phoenix Mills yesterday. It is a very 
splendid profit and loss account. I have never come across a profit and 
10l!8 account so informative as the profit and loss Beoount of the Phoenix 
mills . 

• 1Ir. llahim.toola.-Was that done through the instrument of the shar&o 
holders? 

Jlr. Kapadia.-They have been doing it for the last 20 years and in 
the manner in which it is written no oomplaint has been made by any 

. Managing Agent at least to my knowledge that this profit and loss account 
has operated tQ the prejudice of the Company, lIiz., that profit and loss 
account has imparted certain information to the competitor . 

.111'. Rohimtoola.-I shall come to the third question which we have 
rnised about the nmendment of the Companies Act. You know that this 
i. more or less a reply to the question which we raised, lIiz., whether any 
provision of the Indian Companies Act requires any amendment. You 
have, I find, from the questionnaire dealt very exhaustively with this 
question and you have made a number of recommendations as to how and
in what manner the amendment of the Companies Act should take place. 
Personally I find; though I can go through it in its details, I do not know 
how far the Boord as such would be able to utilise this for the henefit 
of t.he industry. I would therefore like you to consider whether it would not 
be in the intRrest of the industry if the Tariff Board recommended that a 
Committee should be appointed to go into all the details that you have 
put forward and the details that may come forward from other people 
and to report on this question . 

• 111'. Davor.-For a general amendment of the Act? 

Mr. Rahimtoola .. -With reference particularly to the Textile industry. 

Mr. Davor.-Then of course we should bave no obj!lCtion. Our only 
difficulty is that suob an investigation would take a number of years: 
Even if Government wanted, they could not expedite it within less than 
5 years. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-I don't think the Board can entertain any suggestion 
for going into the minute details of the Companies Act. You have dealt 
with this question exhaustively and I want to point out to you that though 
the Board may be prepared to f!,0 with you, it can be only dealt with' 
satisfaC'torily by a separate Committee. 

Mr. Dovar.-We should be very grateful if the Board makes such a 
suggestion. It would be very useful. At least it would help us in' one 
dirt'Ction in brin/!ing about the amendment of the Companies Act for whicli 
we have been looking for a long time . 

.1[1'. Kapndia.-Lpt us make our position clear. The question is~ haa 
the deficiency in the Indian Companies Act in anv way affected the develop
ment of the Indian Textile Industry? That is the que&tion. We naturally 
thought that the most important deficiencv in the Indian ComDanies Act was 
that the Managinf!, Agency system was being allowed to work uncontrolled 
and unrpgulnted. We have therefore divided our suggestions into two groUDS 
if you will pardon my referring it in detail. Our suggestions from 1 to 21, 
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page 16, are more or less in relation to regulating the Managing Agency 
system and it may, be that no legal requirements may be necessary, but it can 
be done by admmistrative action. 

JJlr. Rakimtoola.-You say that you want some penal provisions to be
made. 

Mr. Kapadiu.-I think you refer to item No. 15 out-of the 21 suggestion& 
that we have made-see page 18. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-Not that. You have made a general statement here. 
Mr. Kapadia.-That is in reply to what question? 
JJlr. Rahimtoola.-You say in your replies to the Questionnaire on page 20 

.. 'We are convinced that these indirect sources of income have' placed the 
managing agents in a position which cannot be reconciled with their duties 
and obligations to. their concerns. The pursuit of SjUch gains has in 
several cases had the pernicious effect not only of lowering the agents in 
the estimation of the shareholders but has also led to indifferent and 
inefficient management. We are therefore of the considered opinion that 
the managing agency system even in existing concerns can only be tolerated 
if the possibilities of making such gains are entirely eliminated by a 
legislative provision making it penal for the managing agent to derive 
directly or indirectly any income other than the prescrib~ agency remu
neration and the interest or dividend on his finanCial stake in the concern". 

Mr. Kapadia.-We stick to that position. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-You recognise the difficulty of the Board even if they 

agree to provide a penal clause mentioned by you yesterday in the Protec
tion Bill. 

Mr. Kal'adia .. -1 want to make that point very clear. We hold the 
view that if on the evidence placed before the Board the Board comes to 
the conclusion that the things complained of do exist, then we submit 
that it is the duty of the Board to report to the Government that such 
a clause should be inserted for the purpose of preventing these abuses. 
That is the position'that we have taken up. If the Board comes to the 
conclusion that that is not possible, we certainly expect the lesser recom
mendation from the Board to the effect that a Committee should be imme
'diately set up for the purpose of examining the various amendments to be 
made to the Indian Companies Act with particular reference to the work
ing of the managing agency system. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-With particular referlmce to the textile industry? 
Mr. Kapadia.-Yes, with a mandate to the Committee to expedite its 

report and submit it to the Government of. India within six months or a 
year. Our ,anxiety is this. 'Ve feel-we may be wrong and we will be 
glad if we are proved to be in the wrong-that immediately protection is 
granted, the managing agents will go on in the old, old ways. There must 
be some brake. 

Mr. Rnhimtoola.-Yesterday you were willing to concede three years. 
Mr. Kapadia.-Yes, three years for the purpose of adjusting themselveg 

to the recommendations of the Board. If the Committee reports within 
one year, then a Bill will have to be drafted and piloted through the 
Assembly which means three years. 

Mr. Shroff.~What we should submit is this that simply on the ground 
that such a recommendation may be in the nature of a novelty, we hope 
the Board will not rule it out because the necessities of the case demand that. 

Presiilent.-We have made novel suggestions in the past in one or two 
('ases and I want to ten yoU' what happened to them. The protection part 
of our rerommE"lldations was a('cepted by Government; the other suggestions 
made b:v the Tariff Board they said are under ronsideration and they bave· 
remained under consideration ever since. 

Mr. 8hrof/.-I may assure the' Tariff Board that aR far as the Bombay 
Shareholders' Association is concerned, representing as it does the iuvesting 
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oeommunity, it would feel very much satisfied provided the recommenda
tion emanates from the Tariff Board. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-It is one thing to satisfy the Shareholders', Association; 
it is quite a different thing to convince the Govern~en:t of the necessity 
for such a measure. 

Mr. ShroU.-It will make an impression. 
Mr. Kapadia.-Public opinion will demand that the managing agents 

-ought to set their houses in order if not by legislation, at least by executive 
action. 

Mr. ShToff.-In the past enquiries, the recommendations of the Tariff 
Board which have not been given legislative effect have regulated the in~ 
dustries with the force of law. For instance, your insistence on maintain~, 
'ing a certain basic level of depreciation in the case of the Steel industry 
is a case in point. 

President.-I had better make the position quite clear. As a matter of 
fact there is no }lrovision in the 'Protection Act at all about that. 

Mr. Shroff.-That is what I say. 
Prerident.-It is made possible because there is' only one unit in the 

.. teel industry. It is open to Government to withdraw protection and 
nobody Buffers. Where there are 350 units, the position is entirely different. 
That is the whole difficulty about the textile industry. 

Mr. Kapadia.-We will be satisfied with the lesser recommendation. 
President.-As far as you are concerned, you had better stick to all 

your major recommendations!' 
Mr. Kapadia.-We would. If the Board finds that it is not practical 

politia! we will be satisfied with a lesser recoll'\mendation. As it is, we 
stick to our point. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-There is only one point on which I want some in" 
formation and that is regarding the question of stores. You have laid 
great emphasis on this point. I wanted to ask you what objection 
),OU could have if the managing agents bought their stores from 
a firm with which they or one of their partners m.ight be connected. 
or effected insurance with a Company for which they were agents' provided 
you got competit,ive rates? TherE! is iIlothing to show that the rates 
which were paid by the Company were exaggerated? 

Mr. Kapadia.-The past records show that competitive rates were not 
obtained. The record of the industry has shown that the interests of the 
industry have suffered. 

Mr. Bahimtoola.-I understand that there is a separate office, a separate 
establishment altogether? 

lIr. Kapadia.-Yes. 
Mr. Bahimfoola.-Sometimes in London and sOll'\etimes in India. I want 

to know how far it is detrimental to the interests of industry or the mill P 
Mr. Kapadia.-We have given details in the representation to show 

that the interests of the industry have suffered where managing agents 
either directly or indirectly are the stores suppliers or the machinery 
suppliers. 

lIr. Bahimtoola.-They are not the only on63. I am not talking of 
managing agents being agents, but I am talki'ng of managing agents being 
partners in concerns which deal with these things? 

Mr. Kapadia.-Thnt comes to the same thing. There they have ~ther 
interests. 

Mr. RahimtooZa.-It requires convincing the other partners. 
lIr. Kapadia.-Bupposing I am the managing agent of ." A" Company 

and I have an interest in "B" Company which does stores business. My 
ahare of the capital in the .. B .. Company is 50 per cent. 

Mr. Bahimtoola.-Say 20 per cent.!' 
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Mr. Kapadia.-Human nature being what it is, I will be inclined to 
transfer the orders of the "A" Company to the" B" Company . 

. Mr. Rahimtoola.-Exactly, but the point is 'whether the" B" Company 
with 80 per cent. not your own would be prepared to give that at a 
favourable rate P 

.ur. Kapadia.-If my purchases are confined to the" B" Company? 
lilT. Ilahimtoola.-That does not matter. The ".B " Company must also 

earn something in order to give you. 
lIT. Kapadia.-The question is whether the "B" Company has exacted 

from me prices which another merchant would not have done and we have 
found in actual practice that the "B" Company has exacted not com
petitive rates but higher rates. Take that cotton agreement and see clause C. 

lifT. Ilahimfoola.-I have seen that clause. 
lifT. Kapadia.-The managing agents are to share in the surplus profit 

that may be made. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-·Because the share is 50 per cent.; half and half 

means a great deal. 
.111'. KalJ<ldia.-The managing agents not only have the brokerage; they 

have commission plu.~ something . 
.11,.. Dllvar.-There would also ~ temptation ·to order more stores than 

is necessary and to practice less· economy because he buys them from his 
own concern. 

·Mr. Ilahimtoola.-It IS not his own concern in the sense that it does 
not entirely belong to him .. 

1111'. Kapadia.-With reference to our confidential note, paragraph 2, 
the third thing is something very novel and we do not know what the 
annual profit is going to be under this head because this being a private 
limited company, its accounts are not open to shareholders' inspection. It 
may mean anything; it may mean one rupee or one lakh of rupees per year. 

Mt·. RhTOIf.-You mi~ht also refer to another matter contained in the 
. confidential note regarding the Stores Supply Company which was floated 
some years back. 

Mr. Kapadia.-The managing agents floated a Stores Supplying Company 
and then they ultimately sold that to another company in which their 
holding was i'nsignificant compared to the holding they had 'in their own 
company. The result was that whereas the previous Company in which 
the managing agents themselves were interested made large profits and 
distrihuted dividends of Rs.· 5,000 on Rs. 4,000 paid up capital, the other 
Company within two years went to dogs. 

Mr. Boa·fT.-T want to ask you one question about the figures which you 
give on page 6 of your replies to the questionnaire. These figures show 
thE> totnl nllowanC'e and commission drawn by managing agenis in various 
years. Take the last year 1930. If you divide the total figure Rs. 13,45,000 
by thE> nmnbE>r of mills, the total remuneration works out to about Rs. 1,600 
a mO'llth for each mill. 

!Ilr. STlrolf.-This figure has to be rend side by side with the profit 
or loss fieure for the year. In that year t.he industry made a loss of Rs.94 
lakhs without considering depreciation. 

Mr. RoafT.-J am looking nt it from another point of view. This is 
the payment made hy the mills for serviC'es of management irrespective of 
profit or loss. The mills are liable to pay for the services rendered by the 
manR/lement. Is that not so? 

Mr. 8hroff.-That is a conte'!ltion which we dispute. The agenU; should 
not be entitled to anything beyond the commission on profit. 

lilT. BoufT·-You don't consider that the services rendered by manage
ment are entitled to • l'emuneration apart from the share in the profits. 
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Mr.8hroff.-No. We look'upon the management as a body which must 
take the risk on an equal basis. 

Mr~ Boag.-I am putting the question in another way. What would you 
consider a reasonable remuneration for a managing director of a mill of a 
normal size? 

Mr. ShTOff.-We have already considered that question. It was brought 
to our notice by one of the members of our Committee. When we collected 
figures for a number of years we Could blow tbe bottom of an argument of 
tbis character. If you take the figures for 15 years and find out the com
'mission earned by the managing agents and if you assign a liberal scale 
of remuneration to managing directors . . . . . . .' 

Mr. Roag.-Iam asking you what would you consider a liberal scale? 
.lIr. Shrofl.-About Rs. 2,500 to Rs. 3,000 a month. You will agree I 

think that it is a liberal scale. 
P,·e .• itient.-Would you consider that a reasonable scale? 
Mr. Shrofl.-Yes, for a good sized mill. 
PreRident.-That is to say for a whole time managing director employed 

by a mill say· with an output of the value o~ soml"where about Rs. 30 lakhs 
a year. 

Mr. Shroff.-Yes . 
.lIr. Kapadw.-I may point out that this Rs. 1,3,45,000 has been made 

up in many cases of minimum commission and t.he managing agents them
selves have admitted that they do not charge the minimum commission 
when the mills make losses. Now what is the basis for that statement? 
Because they feel that morally they are not entitled to charge although 
they are legally entitled to a minimum commission. That is what they 
admitted before the Labour Commission. Still we find several instances in 
.·hich the minimum commission has been charged. This Rs. 13,45,000 is 
partly made up of large minimum commissions. 

Mr. STtrof/.-If you like, we will give you a statement which will show 
that the managing agents have made Rs. 10 to Rs. 20 lakhs a year. It 
will take the life time of a managing director to earn that money . 

. Presidellt.-The precise character of managing agents' services-that 
theory is not accepted by you. Therefore it is not possible to have a discus
sion on that basis. If that theory is conceded then if the managing agent 
draws about Rs. 16,000 a year per mill at a time of depression, that Rs. 16,001) 
is a fixed wage that he draws in his ('apacity as manager. If in a boom 
period he draws a much larger amount than that, then it is the profit that 
he gets in his capacity as a capitalist. . 

Mr. Shrof/.-You want him to benefit in both ways. 
Presitlent.-Rs. 16,000 a year you don't call a' big sum? 
Mr. Shrofl.-He is fully compensated by the fact that in fat years he 

would get money 'II'hich a managing director would take many years i.(j, 

mll>ke. 
Mr. Kapadia.-The shareholders go without a pie for ,a number of years. 
President.-What we have to consider is this. It is no use bringing 

tn the boom period. Let us shut our eyes to the boom period. . 
Mr. ShTOfI.-Lei us take an economic (':vele of 10 or 11 years, 
President.-After all the present depression in its present acute form 

I!tarted, you might say, at the.end of the year 1929, but the textile industry 
as oompared with other industries in this country has been in a difficult. 
position ever since 1924-25. . I suggest that it would not be unreasonable 
for you to consider this question on the basis of 1925 to 1932. That I 
think, would be a fair basis to .take. ' 

Mr. Slirofl.-You are practiclI>lly taking all the lean years. 
Preaident.-Just before that, th~ years were frankly boom years. From 

1925 to the end of 1929, the level of prices of piece-goods was, you might 
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~ay, normal. Since 1929 the level of prices has been abnormal and what I 
am suggesting is that if you take a period before 1929 31nd take a period 
after 1929, you' get a period which is not unreasonable as a basis of 
"l'omparison . 

.lIr. Shrof/.-May I point out that in 192B the combined loss shown is 
Rs. 1,26 lakhsP' 

President.-That I quite understand. 
Mr. Boag.-Tha,t was due to strikes.' 
Mr. Davar.-If you deduct the exceptional boom period,. you ought to 

deduct also the exceptionally depressed period. That is what we would 
·suggest. There \'fas a s'trike period in .. the years you had taken. You could 
not possibly reck'on abnormal losses made in the strike period. We must 
arrive at 31 period when the mill industry was in neither boom period nor 
in a depressed period. 
, President.-Then you have io go to a period before the war when the 
conditions were entirely different . 

• lIr. Davar.-We have to make some addition of percentages. 
Mr. Shrof/.-I think it is better to take a scientific basi~a cycle 

of 10' or'11 years. That will \give you one or two good yea'rs and one or 
two bad years. 

President.-There is no cycle which always gOes down. 
Mr. Kapadia.~Let us judge it from the commonsense point of view. 
President.-My commonsense is different from yours. 
Mr. Kapadia.-What I am pointing out is that it would be fair to take 

the case of 11/ group of mills which have given the managing agents in the 
last year something like Rs. 2,BO lakhs, 

President.-Y9u are thinking of a particular group. As far as indivi
dual cases are concerned, we have received sufficient evidence on which we 
can come to a kind of judgment. The difficulty that presents itself to us 
is this. Supposing you are tlilking a comprehensive view of the Bombay 
textile industry, if you 'can visualise such a thing as a typical representa
tive Bombay mill are you in a position to say that the commission and 
so on which have been charged by managing agents are such that they ~ay 
be said to represent an unreasonably high standard? I do not want you 
to take individual gJ:9Ups. . 

Mr. Kapad.ia.-,.-It is not possible to arrive at such III thing. 

President,-If you can make any suggestion with regard to that then I 
think it would be very helpful, After all 'you cannot get away from the 
fact that there are managing agents in Bombay who reach as high a standard 
of responsibility as any managing agent in the country and after all when 
you are going to.judge the position of the industry as a whole, it seems 
to me that it is but fair to take into IIICcount what has been done by 
~gents of that class. I'am not suggesting that that by itself would not 
give rise to a case for substantial reform but in fairness to the industry 
as a whole I suggest that a judicill>l body would like to take a comprs
llensive view of the position. 

Mr. Kapadia.-Yesterday you referred to a company where competitive 
business was not' permitted. I have a similar case on this side, namely 
that of Tatll6. The agreement with the Tata Iron and Steel Company lays 
down as follows:-

" 3. The said firm will during the said term be and act as the Agents 
'Of the said company, for the remuneration hereinbefore- mentioned and 
upon and subject to the terms and conditions herein contained, and will 
use their best endeavours to promote the interests and business of the sa,id 
oompany and will not divulge or make known any of the secrets or affairs 
thereof. And the said firm will not during the said term assist either 
directly or indirectly in the promotion of any company in British India, 
having for its obje('t the manufacture dr sal~ of pig iron II>nd steel, or in 



any way calculated to compete with the said company, and will not 
directly or indirectly act as the Agents of any such othe,r Company." 

Mr. Dallar.-With regard to the' period for arriving at the inanaging 
agency commission we would suggest the years 1921 to 1930; that would 
bring in the fat years as well !'8 the lean years. . 

. Prerident.-That is.a point on which I would, welcome your considere3. 
suggestion later on because it is a point which you have got to think 
~. 

(At this stage the public examination of the witnesses was over and 
the President intimated that it was not necessary to examine them in 
Camera on the confidential note as the statements contained in the note 
were 8ubstantially authenticated by means of papers sent along with' the 
note.) 
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INDIAN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, CALCUTTA. 

Evidence of Mr. D. P. KHAITAN, l\fr. M. P. CANDID and 
Mr. R. P.·CHAKRAVARTI, representing the Indian Chamber 

of Commerce, recorded at Calcutta on Monday, 
the. 12th September, 1932~ 

Mr. Khaitan,.;-Before you begin to put me questions, I should like t;O 

draw the attention of the Board to one thing which has not been mentioned 
in our statement and which has come to our notice only recently. Imported 
dhoties are brought into the Oalcutta market and sold without the slightest 

, indication as to the place of manufacture and sold in the Oa:lcutta market 
&S swadeshi goods. You have only to look at the samples to find out how 
it is managed (samples shown). 

President.-Where does this cloth hail from? 
Mr. Khaifun,.-It hails from Manchester. 
PTl'sidellt:-Under the present law you ('an not stop it. 
Mr. Kharitan.-No. 
President.-As a matter of fact I propose to raise this question later 

.on. 
Mr. Khaitan, you and your colleagues represent the India:n Ohamber of 

Commerce? 
Mr. Khaitan..-Yes. 
P1·esident.-You have sent us a statement showing the names of mills for 

whom you are authorised to speak? 
Mr. Khaitan.-Yes. 
P1·esidellt.-I think. that it occurs on page 15 of your printed memo

I'andum? 
M·r. Khaitll n .-Tha·t is so. May I just state one thing! Those are the 

mills that are supporting our representation but so far as the Indian 
Chamber of Commerce is concerned, it represents not only mills but con-
5umers and others. 

P·resident.-Wha.t I want to know now is whether the views which you 
have expressed with regard to the claim of protection and the nature and 
degree of protection required for the industry a.re upheld by these seven 
mills? • 

Mr. Kllllifa·n,.-Yes. 
President.-These seven milk represent what proportion of the total 

.output of piece-goods in Bengal approximately-I don't want any exact 
figures. 

Mr. Kh.aitan.-The only other mills in Bengal that produce cloth are 
Bharat Abhyudaya and Radhakrishna Cotton Mills. So far as Dhakeswari 
mills are concerned, they have been spinning mills so long. They are now 
instaJling looms. 

P1·esident.-They have been practically spinning mills? 
Mr. Khaitan..-Yes. 
P1·esident.-So that there are altogether 9 mills in Bengal? 
Mr. Khaifan.-There is one more, a.nd that is Rampuria Cotton mills. 
President.-Where about is that? 
Mr. Kllllitall.-In Serampore. They have got only weaving. 
PTPsident.-I . take it that put of about' 10 mills ;\'our representation 

represents the views of 7 P 
lIfr. Khaifan.-Yes. 
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P'/'e8ident.-Can you glve me an indication of the number of mills 
'Which have been only erected since 1929 in BengalI' 

M,/,. Okakmllarli.-The Chittaranjan Cotton Mills have just been started. 
P'/'e8ident.-They have been started since 19291' 
lI,/,. Ohakralla'/'ti.-Yes, they hav~ just started working .. 
President.-How many have been erected or how many have started 

working since 1929? -
M,/,. Khaitan.-There is one in course of erection-Bangeswari Cotton 

llilIs. 
M,/,. Gandhi.-There is also the Bangodaya. Cotton Min. 
President.-That is altogether twoP 
M,/,. Khaitan.-Yes. We see advertisements of many mills and I do not 

know how far they will become successful. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-They have issued their prospectusesi' 
M,/,. Gandhi.-Yes, several of them. 
Mr. Khaitan.-We cannot SillY that they won't become successful. 
P'/'esident.-Of the existing mills, to what extent do you think that the 

-milIs which were in existence in 1929 or 1930 have extended their plant 
and equipment since 1929-301' . 

Mr. Khaitan.-Dhakeswari Cotton Mills have been recently increasing 
their plant. They got their looms increased to 500 and now I think they 
-are going to haove 250 more. 

P'/'esident.-That is about 7501' 
lII,/,. Khaitan.-Yes. It is now a 500 loom mill. 
Mr. Ohak'/'alla'/'ti.-We have also increased from 1929. 
M,/,. Khaitan.-Mohini Mills have increased from 299 to 447. 
President.-Thlllt is about 150 again. 
M,/,. Ohakra"arii.-Yes. We are working day and night now. 
P'/'esident.~ that extensions have taken place not merely in the matter 

-of equipment but also in the matter of working hoursP 
MT. Khaitan.-Yes. 
P'/'esident.-Supposing I said on the whole in Bengal the total number of 

new looms tha·t had come into existence since 1929-30 was about 1,500, that 
1Vould be the outside limit? 

M,/,. Khaitan.-Are you taking the night shift into account? 
President.-I am simply thinking of new looms? 
M,/,. Khaitan.-That would be about 1,000. 
P'/'esident.-The figures that you have given me come to 1,500, so that 

1;500 would be the outside limit? 
MT. Khaita",.-Yes. 
P'/'esident.-How many mills have been on' double shift production since 

1929-301' 
MT. Khaitan.-{I) Mohini Mills Me working double shift. (2) Kesoram 

-Cotton Mills are working double shift. In their case out of 1,070 looms, 
only 850 looms are working double shift. (3) Bengal Luxmi is working 
double shift; that is about 760 looms. (4) Dhakeswari is now working 
double shift. 

P'l'esident.-That is about 4 mills are working double shift? 
M,/,. Khaitan.-Yes. 
P'/'esident.-Either completely or partially!, 
M,/,. Khaitan.-Yes. 
Mr. Chakmvarli.-We are working oompletely. 
P'/'esident.-Mr. Khaitan, you are working double shift to the extent 

~f about half of your looms? 

COTTON TEXTILE--VOL. V i' 
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Mr. KTlaitan.~Just less than half. 
President.-The others are working double shift to the full extent. 
Mr. Khaitan.-Their full equipllient is working double shift. 
P·resident.-Mr. Chakra,arti, yours is SOOP 
Mr. Chakravarti.-Now it is 447. . 
President.-I had better explain our procedure with regard to your.

examina·tion .. I understand from your statement that you would like the· 
cost statements to be examined in camera? 

Mr. Khaitan.-Yes. 
President .-If ive did not mention the name of the mill of which the 

cost statements have been sent in, have you any objection to the figures 
being discussed pUblicly? 

Mr. Khaitan.-I ask you to exercise your own discretion in the mattcr 
with this remark from me, tha.t we would not like our figures to be published. 
except to the extent that you might find it necessary for the purpose of 
IlIrguments in your report .. To that extent if I ask you not to publish, it 
might hinder your work. I don't want to hinder your work 01' to put 
obstacles to your work. Therefore I would rather lea,e it to your· dis-· 
cretion. 

President.-In that case, the best thing to do is that we would han' the 
present discussion of the cost statements conducted in camera and then later' 
on we will try to take this important consideration that you have mentioned: 
Into account and if there is any figure which it may be necessar~- for us 
to use in order to enable us to come to any conclusion, in that case we are 
at liberty to do so? 

Mr. Khaitan.-Yes, to that extellt_ 
President.-·What I suggested to Bombay and Ahmedabad is that for the

purpose of arguments all that lllay be necessary is to use figures in terllls of 
percentages;. that is to say, suppo~ing for example we want to discuss the 
.,rogress which has been made by Calcutta mills during the past fiye or six 
.. -ears; that is to say the cost under labour has been reduced, the cost 
.nder some other heading has also been reduced ..... . 

Mr. Khaitan.-We don't o15ject to that. 
President.-Would you mind the total cost figure being mentioned? If 

we don't mention the indi,idual items, but simply the t9tal eost figure, 
would you mind that? 

Mr. Khaitan.-Unless it is necessary to build up an argument, I would' 
rather not. I may tell YOll at on('e as soon as it is known that the figures 
tha·t you have given are of one mill, there cannot be the slightest difficulty 
in identifying the mill. 

P·resident.-As a. matter of fact we are rather anxious in this el1quiry
that undue publicity should not be gi,en to the cost of Indian mills 
because it is rather unlike the other industries we ha,e enquired into. 
There is not merely external competition, but there is also se,ere internal 
competition. 

Mr. Kha.itan.-I am thinking more of the external fea·rs than of internal 
fears. For example I don't mind Mr. Chakra,arti seeing our figures. I 
have given him my figures. I have gireu them to all the millR. They hn,-e· 
seen illY figures. I do not keep that kind of secreey but if you publish 
the figures it might do us harm so fnr as externa·l compl"tition is C011-

eel ned. 
President.-I understand yonI' point of view. 'TIlat I propose t9 <lo· 

is that we shall discuss the geu('ral questions raised in your rep\'"sl~llta
tion and in your replies to the questionnaire during the morning session 
and if we are able to finish the general discussion before we adjourn for 
luuehthell the a.fternoon session will be held in camera. and will he· 
devot~d to the discussion of cost st.atements. 
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Mr. K1.aitan.-Yes. 
President.-If you look at YOUt representation, page 1, in the first par~

.graph you ask us to ignore the suggestion from the GO\'ernment of Incha. 
"'ith rl'gard to difft'rl'ntial duties. 

Mr. Kltaitan.-Yes. 
Presidellt.-"-e are not an independent body; WI' are only a sub

..ordinate body. I: am a·fraid we must conduct our enquiry on the basis .,f 
such terms of. reference as the Go,ernment of India choose to send 11S. 

Of course, we are not concerned at all with matters of high policy: 'Ve 
are not con('erned in the least with policy of any kind. Therefore as f<lr 
as this euquiry is concerned and the que;,tion of differential duties is con
cerned we have to consider the question entirely on its economic merit-so 
Xow I find th&t the main argument that you have adopted both in yonr 
representation and in your replies to the questionnaire against the adoption 

·of differential duties is that there has been a very large increase relatin·ly 
to say three or four years ago in the production of finer counts of cloth, 
and you think tha·t it is not unlikely that within a few yeal'S India would 
be in a position to render itself self-sufficient in the matter of manufat~
tured cotton piece-goods; and therefore the Indian industry would need 
protection in respect of all dasses of cloth and against all countries of 
export. That is your main argument? 

MI'. Kllaitan.-Yes. 
Prfsi,/'·lIf.-There is one Jloint in conne,·tion with this question, looking 

at it purel~' n·, an economic i,sue. to ,,'hich I do not see any reference 
made either in ~'Ol1J' rejlres€'lltatioll or III your replies. ASS1.lIUing: for 
argUlnpnt's '" k .. that. we acC"Ppt the position that. India. should, and can, 
be rendered self-sufficient and therefore protection should be granted against 
all countries: sUI'Po,ing the ditferell('e between the fair selling price which 
ma,y be estimated for the Indian industry in respect of any principal 
kinds of cloth and the price at which comparable classes of cloth are 
imported into India, say, from the United Kingdom is considerably higher 
than the difference hetween the fail' selling price and the price at whick 
similal' articles are imported from bome other. country; then if we fix the 
mea,,;ure of protection on the margin of the difference between the fa ir 
selling price and the import price without any damage to protection, 
without any danlage to the interests of the Indian industry, would it not be 
possible to lower the rate of protection against countries from which good. 
are imported at a higher price? That is the economic issue to which you 
have not gi,'en any attention. 

Mr. Kliaitan.-We have given attention to that, if I may point out, 
on page 13 of our representation. If I may summarise our opinion in 
regard to this matter. our point of 'l"iew is this. As you have said, W~ 
are conviuced, and our latest experience convinces us still further, that 
India is to-day in a position to supply all the requirements of piece-goods 
in the country and if you gi'l"e adequate protection, you will find I think 
withiu three months India producing more than what has been the amoullt 
of consumption of piece-goods in the country and there will be strong 
intel'llal competition. If you gh'e adequa.te protection in order to bring 
about that result, it makE'S no difference to Lancashire when a smaller 
duty is put on Lancashire than on Japan, We have given the instance of 
200 a·nd 1.50 per cent. If you impose a duty of 200 per cent. on Japan 
and 1.50 per cent. against J~ancashire, you are giving a preference to 
'Lancashire of as much as 50 per cent. and still Lancashire won't henefit 
by that large measure of Imperial preference. 

Pre.ident.-I under.tand ~'our point of view ..... . 

Mr: Khaitan.-If you will excuse me, I will just add one word. If in 
·order to give Imperial preference you have at the back of your mind4y 
you I don't mean you personally or anybody but the authorities-an 
idea of giving protection only to an exteut which would still render pos-

F2 
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aible the importation of Lancashire goods, then it is not adequate protec
tion. If you give adequate protection, then Imperial preference has nG 
meaning. 

President.-That argument depends for its validity on one assumption
and thllll; is- the assumption that you made in the beginning of your state
ment-that it is possible for India within a very short period to make 
itself completely self-sufficient in this matter. That is to say, there is
hardly any class of piece-goods now imported into India which cannot be 
made in Indilll given adequate protection within a period' of three years. 
Therefore, if India can make all classes of imported goods without any 
distinction within such a short period as that, then adequate protection 
must mean protection which bars all kinds of imports. Tha-t is your 
argument? 

Mr. Khaitan.-Yes. May I just say one thing which may be a ,!ery 
important factor in your considerations? When I say that India. is In a 
position to supply _ the country to the fullest extent of its requirements, I 
don't say that India. may be capable to-day of manufacturing every 
separate quality or kind of goods; what I mean is that Indian mills and. 
Indian handlooms can supply the full requirements of the countr:y: it is
possible that the particular kind of tie which you a.re now putting on, 
may not be produced in the country, but would- it be absolutely necessary 
for you to put on that particular tie of the quality that you are puttin~ 
onP It may not be possible that India is in III position to-day to manu
facture exactly the kind of cloth that you are putting on, but is it 
necessary, if you look to the national interest, to put on that particular 
kind of cloth I' 

President.-That is to say, if there a-re partiCUlar classes of cloth which> 
for any reason it is impossible to make in the country in the near 
future, there are other classes of cloth which can serve as an effective
substitute ? 

Mr. Khaitan.-As a convertible substitute. 
President.-The Bengal Cha-mber of Co=erce have drawn our attention 

to this point that there are several classes of cloth, particularly cloth 
woven from ya-rn of finel' counts, which cannot be made in India as
efficiently and in as satisflllCtory a condition as they are made in Lancashire
partly for reasons of climate and partly for reasons of particular standard 
of skilled labour obtainlllble in India and that it is the experience of 
consumers in this country that piece-goods of finer counts of those particular 
classes, when they are made in India, are not up to the standard of 

-quality which consumers have been in the habit of expecting. 

Mr. Khaitan.-I wiU advance two answers in reply to that question, 
on(l is that so far as the standard of quality is concerned it has been our 
experience, during the last three or four years particula-rly, that the 
efficiency of the Indian mills as regards quality has improved considerably 
and qualities which we could not think of seeing produced in India three 
or four years ago have not only been manufactured but ha,e been mlllnll'
factured in such a good way that foreign mills are not able to compete
with- the quality produced in India, especially in regard to saris. 

President.-That is coloured goods? 
Mr. Khaitaft..-The borders are coloured and the body is plain "hite-

but it is made from grey. 

President.-What counts generally are these? 

Mr; Khaitan.-Sometimes _100s x 120s, sometimes 80s x 100s and 60s x 70s. 
The quality that is produced now has really given us so much encourage
ment and strength of conviction that we think we can produce the same 
quality as the foreign mills. As I hlllve already said, in certain kinds we
have beaten foreign cloth. There is another question I ·would ask you to 
consider and that is this. Supposing there are certain persons who are
very keen on having some particular kind and some particular quality._ 
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there mlllY be some persons in India who may be particularly keen on 
using Japanese goods only, there may be some Italians in India who would 
put on only Italian cloth, some Britishers who would put on only British 
cloth and might require the particular kind or quality that Lancashire 
produces; is the country to suffer for them? If they are very keen on 
that particular kind or design let them get that kind of cloth over the 
tariff wall. 

President.-Let me put the question in a concrete way. You are here 
representing certain important manufacturers, I suppose, in Bengal. What 
has been your experience during the past two or three years that you 
have been ma-nufacturing cloth of finer counts? Have you had any con
lliderable number of complaints from dealers and consumers regarding the 
quality of the finer classes of cloth that you have been mnnufacturing in 
Bengal? 

Mr. Khaitan.-No. On the other hand the finer cloths that we have 
eta-rted manufacturing and which the Mohini mills have been manufacturing 
for a longer period than we have done and Bangalami have been going 
in for recently, are very popular. 

President.-Has not any big wholesale dealer ever written to say that 
your 60s or 80s are inferior? 

Mr. Khaitan.-No. Rather our' cloth is very much liked. 
Pre3ident.~You have no complaint? 
Mr. KhOlitan.-No. 
Pre3ident.-That is the general experience of manufacturers in "Bengal? 
Mr. Khaitan.-our products sell like hot cakes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Is it not rather due to the swadeshi movement than 

to the quality? 

Mr. Khaitan.-It is due to the. swadeshi movement. In fact the amount 
of protection that we have got at present, specially in regard to finer 
goods, has not been sufficient and had it not been for the boycott move
ment and for the swadeshi feeling in the country Indian mills would not 
have been a-ble to make the progress that they have done. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-You have had no complaint with regard to the quality 
of the finer cloth? 

Mr. Khaitan.-No definite complaint. 

President.-on page 2 of yo~r representation where you refer to the 
assistance that you have derived from the swadeshi movement there· is 
just one aspect of that on which I should like to have a little more light .• 
The industry can be helped in one of two ways or in both. First,.it 
may help you to increase your sales; it may help you to realise a better 
price. What precisely h&S' been your experience of the direction of the 
Bwadeshi movement: has it helped you only to increase your sales or has 
it helped you also to realise better prices, in the sense of higher prices 
than that you were realising in 1929 but cheaper prices comparable with 
the import prices? 

Mr. Khaitan.-It has certainly helped us to increase our sales as regards 
all qualities whether coarse, medium or fine, irrespective of the kind of 
cloth that has been made. As regards prices, the position has been .that 
in regard to coarse and medium we have got only competitive prices and 
on account of internal competition, as we have tried to explain in our 
representation, compared to the prices of cotton the price of cloth has been 
lower. But as regards very fine goods the price that the Indian consumer' 
has paid for swadeshi cloth has been comparatively· more than the price 
at which imported goods have been offered for sa~e. 

President.-M-ay I take it that the position is this: as far as cloth of 
coarse and medium counts is concerned, the prices that you have realised 
during the past two or three years have been prices comparable with those 
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oi imported goods: a!! far as finer counts are concerned your prices have 
been slightly better as compared with the import price? 

Mr. Khai.tan.-In sonie cases considerably and in some cases olightly 
hi,gher. 

President.-.:n·ut they have been generally higher? 
Mr. Khaitan.-Yes. . 
President.-I should like to know what' is it that happens when the 

maximum of the trade is responsible to a movement of this kind. Take 
for example cOlllrse' or medium counts where all that you have apparently 
succeeded in doing is to make larger sales but you have not got better 
prices: there what happens is that the dealer who has been dealing in 
imported goods transfers his business from imported to Indian goods, but 
he does so on 'condition that he is not asked to fiay more to the Indian 
manufacturers than he has been in the habit of paying to the importer. 
Is that right? 

Mr. Khaitan.-There is no condition put forward by anybody. What 
ha.ppens is this: I don't know whether you have been Cross Street or 
Sutapati in Calcutta-three or four years ago all the shops in Cross 
Street-about 800 shops-dealt in imported goods. During the la!!lt three 
or four years they have almost entirely changed to swadeshi piece-goods. 
That is because both on account of the tariff wall that has existed, 
specially in respect of plain grey, the foreign mills have not been able to 
compete with the India·n mills, and then added to that as a result of the 
strong wave of swadeshism that spread in the country, orders were not 
received in Calcutta from mofussil dealers and shopkeepers for anything 
but swadeshi cloth. In fact in several places Congress got foreign cloth 
sealed and it couldn't be sold at all. The result was tha,t orders were 
received in Calcutta only for swadeshi cloth and naturally the merchants 
in Calcutta changed over to Indian mill made cloth. They want trooe; 
they have no particular faucy for foreign cloth. 

President.-But since there has been a sufficient supply of Indian cloth, 
sufficient to meet the demand of the whole country, therefore internal 
<lOmpetition . among the Indian mills have kept prices from going up: 
when the SRme movement occurs with regard to finer counts, there the 
Indian production is not sufficient and therefore Indian manufacturers are 
in a position to put up their prices in comparison with import prices? 

Mr. Khaitan.~It is not a question of putting up prices. I would 
respectfully guard you against an impression of that character: it is a 
question of being able to sell at a profit. It is only during the last three 
<lr four years that Indian mills have gone in for finer. and finer goods 
and that wae in response to the swadeshi feeling in the country because 
the mlllnufacturers thought that if they manufactured finer goods they would 
be able to dispose of them at a profit in the market. W'hen the manu
facture of certain quality is commenced, naturally the cost of production is 
higher than wha·t it would be after a certain experience has been gained 
and after a certain amount of efficiency has been reached, and if consumers 
were not willing to pay a higher price comparatively to the imported goods 
it might not have been possible for the Indian mills to go over to the 
manufacture of finer and finer goods, so I am making a difference hetween 
putting up prices for profiteering purposes. . . . • . 

President.-I did not suggest any profiteering: I suggested putting up 
prices in the sense of asking for III price-whether it covers your overheads 
()r not-asking for a price which is higher by comparison with the import 
-price. 

Mr. Khaitan.-That is on account of the swadeshi feeling only. 

President.-Do you ever get this question put to you by a wholesale 
.dealer? You are a manufacturer: the wholesale dellller comes to you and 
says "I want to buy Indian made goods: I don't want to deal in foreign 
goods. You have got cloth of the kind I want. Now·, as.a mllltter of 
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fact if I buy foreign goods of this kind I can get it for Rs. 5, blli> 
I don't want to buy that. Will you give it to me for Rs. 5?" Is that 
a IiOrt of psychological attitude which III dealer hasP 

Mr. Khaita.n.-That would be the psychology if the swadeshi feeling: 
becomes less, but during the last three years what has happened is this, 
that if the shopkeeper could not give fine swadeshi cloth the purchase. 
would have bought coarser cloth, but the purchaser has been willing to pay 
a higher price for the finer cloth because he could get it swadeshi, and 
therefore the shopkeeper when bU~'ing his requirement wholesale, just. 
tries to get very fine swadeshi cloth stocked, the best quality at the 
cheapeRt price. He bas not been in a position to compare how the price' 
of swadeshi cloth stands in regard to imported cloth. 

President.-SuppoSing the Bwadeshi movement continues for another five
years and during the next five years the industry has been also given 
adequate protection with the result that Indian mills have taken to the· 
manufacture of finer classes of cloth on a much larger scale tban they do· 
now, tben inspite of the Bwadeshi move1l1ent and inspite of the protective 
duty your contention is that prices would automatically come down? 

Mr. Kha.itan.-Yes, on account of internal competition. 
P1'e.~ident.-How many years would you fix for this kind of tariff? 
Mr. Khaitan.-It depends on the amount of protection you give. If 

you gi"e ns 100 per cent.-
"'President.-Do you consider that high P 

]'Ir. Kltaitan.-No, having rega·rd to the Japanese currency at present. 
If you give 100 per cent. against Lancashire and Belgium and, ~ay, 15!} 
against Japan, then surely I think that kind of internal competition will 
be appreciably feasible within the next two years. 

President.-I do not know if you have made any reference either 
in your replies to. the questionnaire or in your representation about the 
period of protection. 

Mr. Khaitan.-We would like to discuss it. We think that the smallest 
period for which you .have to give us adequate protection is ten years. 
Unless you give it for ten years there will not be that feeling of safety 
in the minds of manufacturers to increase their production of a certain 
quality. You must give them that incentive. The larger the percentage of 
protection and the larger the period that you now fix the gl'eater will be 
the tendency to shorten the period within 'Which that intensive intl'l'llal 
competition will take place. 

Prpsiden·f.-Your minimum is tl'n years? 
Mr. Khaifan.-Yes. I 

],[1'. Chn.l"rat,arti.-We will have time to buy new machinery for manu
facture of finer counts. 

President.-Ten years is the suggestion which has been made by the 
Bombay and tbe Ahmedabad Millowners' Association. 

Mr. Kl.a.itan.-'-That is the very minimum. 
President.-May I take it that the Indian Chamber of Commerce are 

in agreeml'nt with Bombay and Ahmedabad with regard to the period of . 
ten years? 

Mr. Khaitan .. -Yes. 
Prpsid,nt.-If it were not a minimum period, but a normllIl period, what 

kind of period would you suggest? 
. 1ofr. Khaifam,.-As I have told you the longer the period tha,t you give 

and the higher the protection that you fix, the shorter will be the period 
with which you will get that kind of intensive internal competition. 

President.-120 years? 
Mr. Gandhi.-Give us 20 years and 200 per' cent. You will find that 

conRumers are quite safe. 
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Mr. Khaitan..-lt is not simply for the purpose of demanding a thing I 
am saying it. 

President.-The higher the rate of protection and the longer the period 
of protection, the less ultimately will be the burden on the country. 

Mr. Kkaitan.-Yes. 
President.-That is theoretically a correct position. 
Mr. Khaitatt.-It is practically correct also. All the gentlemen who 

took part in our Committee deliberations say that it is not simply 
theoreticllli. You can visualise it before your eyes as plainly as the sun 
rising in the east. 

President.-Let us go on to paragraph 5. You make the statement here 
that the consumptioll of Indian cotton would have been much more had it 
not been for the reduction of the difference in price. I have been looking 
at the figures. Supposing there had been no break· in the price parity 
between American and Indian prices; the number of billIes of Indian cotton 
which would have been used by the Indian industry in addition to what 
they used last year is somewhere about a lakh of bales. If the price parity 
bad continued in 1931-32 the extent to which additional Indian cotton 
'Would hlllve been used in the country, that extent would not have exceeded 
()ne lakh of bales, that is to say about 40 million Ibs. As far as finer cloth 
is concerned, you cannot use Indian cotton. 

Mr. Khaitan..-No. 
Presiden.t.-You can't get Indian cotton of longer staple above 1/1. 

There was a good deal of American. cotton of i" and 1" imported last year, 
because largely there was this disturbance in the price parity. So if there 
had been no disturbance, the extent to which you would have increased 
your use of Indian cotton would be one lakh of bales. 

Mr. Khaitan.-I believe you aBe arriving at that figure in this way: you 
have taken the total import of cotton and you have excluded cotton over 1". 
You are saying one lakh of bales between i" and 1". You have excluded 
cotton which was over 1/1. 

Pre3ident.-You exclude the imported long staple cotton comparable with 
Indian long staple cotton. With the exception of thlllt, you would have 
to use the imported cotton any how? 

Mr. Khaitan.-Yes. 
President.--So that it would have made a difference of 5 per cent. if 

you took the Indian total prolluction, 
Mr. Khaitan.-There is an upward trend even now-

1928-29 
1929-30 
1930-31 
1931-32 

Lakhs of bales. 
19 
23 
22 
24 

President.-The correct way of looking at it is if you took the whole of 
Indian production in 1931-32, India produced 670 million lbs. of cloth. 

Mr. Khaitan.-Yes. 
President.-The amount of imported cotton comparable with Indian cotton 

which came into India last year was one lakh of bales. That is about 40 
million lbs. 40 out of 670 is about 5 to 6 per cent. 

Mr. Khaitan.-Yes . • President.-Therefore my own idea is the extent to which the con-
tinuance of normal prices last year would have increlllSed the use of Indian 
cotton is not so great as your statement seems to suggest. 

Mr. Khaitan.-Quite. 
Preside'n.t.-I come to the important point that you have raised in 

paragra'ph 7. I find it difficult to follow the figures. I will tell you what 
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my difficulty is. You have warned us against making comparisons. In 
terms of percentage the comparison might be misleading. That is your 
point? 

Mr. Khaitan.-Yes. 
Pruident.-That is so, if you are considering the costs including raw 

cotton. But supposing from your cost of cloth you deduct the cost of raw 
cotton and simply consider the extent to which the price above ra.w cotwn 
has declined, then there is no room for misleading conclusions. 

Mr. Kh.aitan..-The best way that we have found of comparing is this: 
the other expenses are almost constant, wages, interest and so on. 

PreridlJnt.-It would not be quite constant. 
Mr. Khaitan..-I know it is not quite consta.nt. 
PrlJ.ident.-8ometimes it might make a difference of 5 to 10 per cent. 

Your insurance charges will vary and your interest charges will vary 
according to the amount you pay for raw cotton. When you have a sharp 
rise in the price of raw cotton,' your interest cha.rges vary very perceptibly. 

Mr. Khaitan..-It all depends on the amount of stocks carried. When 
the cotton is low-priced, there is a tendency to carry larger stocks. When 
the cotton is high-priced, there is a tendency to carry a smaller stock, and 
therefore no practical variation. We have found that the amount of 
interest that we have paid is fairly steady. Machinery has got to be fully 
insured and insurance charges have proceeded almost constant. So far as 
wages are concerned, wages paid per lb. of cloth have not been reduced. 

Pr.ident.-That I understand. 
Mr. Khaitan.-They have' not been reduced a.t all. Overhead charges, 

salaries paid to weaving master, spinning master have not been reduced. 
Rent and taxes have not been reduced. 

President.-Your selling expenses would vary if they are determined by 
percentages? 

Mr. Khaitan.-Yes, in most cases. 
President.-When there is a variation in the price of raw cotton, there 

is a variation in the price of piece-goods. 
Mr. Khaittm.-The selling expenses are so little. 
Pre,ident.-Coming back to your argument what are you trying to estab

lish? 
Mr. Khaitan.-What I am trying to establish is this: having regard to 

that factor the other expenses apart from raw cotton remaining constant, 
if you compare the course of prices of cloth with the course of prices of 
cotton, what you have got to see is by how many annas or pies per Ih. of 
cotton has fallen. If you Bnd that cloth has fallen more than cotton, YOll 

will have to come to the conclusion that the cloth has in fact fallen more 
than cotton. 

Pruident.-I will tell you how I began to be worried with doubts when 
I examined your figures. I will tell you how the process started in my 
mind. I looked at the Calcutta index number from 1927 to 1931. The 

. average figure for raw cotton in 1927 was 167. In 1931 it was 83-a fall 
of approximately 50 per cent. If you took cotton manufactures, in 1927 
it was 159 and in 1931, 123, & fall of 221 per cent. If you take generally 
that the cost of raw cotton is somewhere about 40 per cent. of the price 
of finished goods, then the relative proportion given by the wholesale index 
number is a.bsolutely correct. If the raw cotton falls to the extent of 50 
per cent., it may be expected that the cost of raw cotton is 40 per cent. of 
final price of piece-goods, and it may be expected that the fall in the 
cost of piece-goods is somewhere about 20 per cent. 

Mr. Khaitan.-So far as Indian cloth is concerned, we have given you 
the actua.l prices. The index figure of 1931 includes both local made and 
foreign cloth. . 
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President.-It- does. 
'lIlr. Khaitan.~You remember in March 1930 and in September 1930 duties 

'Were increased. 
President.-The benefit of which you got too in your prices. 
Mr. Khaitan~-So far as coarse and medium counts are concerned, you 

will have to see from the prices that we ha'Ve given you from our books 
whether we have actually realised a benefit on all kinds of cloth. As 
regards the index figure that is necessarily included in the price which 
the Director' General of Commercial Intelligence takes into caolculation in 
arriving at the index figure. So the duty has come into that calculation 
and it is an average. 

President.-If you take your laost class, 408 x 60s, as far as that is 
-concerned, I take it that you would get a price on your own argument 
for 40s x 60s somewhat comparable with the import price, because that is 
1iistinctly on the finer side. -

Mr. Khaitan.-When I say higher prices are aetually paid, I am speak
ing of cloth above 60s. 

President.-I say you will get comparable prices. I am leaving out 
-the coarse counts. 

lIlr. Gandhi.-Rs. 1-15-0 is not the import price. 
President.-What is the corresponding import price? 
Mr. Gandhi.-Rs. 1-1~ for 40s x 60s. 
President.-Ca'n you tell me what the import price of'that cloth was in 

1929? 
lIlr. Khaitan.-Rs. 1-9-0. One difficulty comes in, in comparing our 

Indian mill made cloth with foreign cloth and that is they are not manu
faoturing from exactly the same counts. 

President.-That is a question which hRoS bothered us right through from 
the enquiry. The precise point is this: it has been suggested over and 
over again that as far as medium aud coarser counts are concerned, internal 
'competition has brought down Indian prices to an extent larger than the 
fall in the prices of higher counts of cloth. Your, table does not bear that 
out, because all classes of cloth are more or less in the same propor
tion. 

Mr. Khaitan.-These are the actual figures that we have given you. 

President.-Bimilar figures given to us by Bombay seem to bear out a 
different conclusion. When we look at the price, the variation in the price 
of finer classes of dhutis, the extent to which it has fa·llen is smaller than 
the extent to which the price of coarser cloth has fallen. That is what 
(lne would h&ve expected. 

Mr. Khaitan.-Have they given you for 40sx60s o.r higher than 60s? 
President.-It is nearer 40s than 60s. I don't think 60s came into 

that. It was 40s warp and 54s weft. 
Mr. Khaitan.-These figures are quite correct. 
President.-Are these figures representative? 
Mr. Khaitan.-These figures for 40s x 60s are those of Mohini Mills. 

The other figures for 9is x 12s are ta.ken from our Delhi Mill. Figures for 
20s X 24s and 20s x 32s are taken from Kesoram Cotton Mills Limited. 

President.-I will tell you the practical reason why I am so anxious to 
!!:et this point elicited. A suggestion has been made to us and I helie\'e 
there is a great deal in that suggestion that if protection for the Indian 
Textile industry is going to be effective at all, it has got to be given in 
view of the rapid fall in the prices of imported goods coming from certain 
countries. ProtE'ction has got to be given as far as possible by means of a 
specific duty. Whenever the price falls. the actual amount of protection 
also goes down. The only way in which YOIl can detE'rmine the specific 
duties applicable to particular classes of cloth, is to take the Indian cost 
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and the import price of those ranges of cloth where competition is keenest. 
Take 40s or 60s or 60s where 'Competition is focussed. When you have 
calculated the measure of protection on the basis of the difference between 
the Indian fair selling price and the import price, when you have got your 
measure of protection for that class of cloth, for administrative purposes 
you have got to apply that duty to the whole range of classes falling within 
that particular category. If the duty that we have arrived at is a duty 
applicable to 40sx60s and if we say it ought to apply, if it is plain grey to 
lOs x 20s, then obviously it is going to mean that proportionately you· are' 
going to place a very much higher burden on the man who wears a 
coarser kind of cloth and he is precisely the man who is least able to bear 
the burden. If, on the other hand, on the figures you can maintain that 
internal competition will help to bring down the prices of coarser counts of 
cloth to a level far below the level indicated by the duty, then 'I think 
there is a case for establishing a specific duty on those lines, but your 
table doesn't bear that out. That is what worries me. 

Mr. Khaitan.-These are thq prices of 40s x 60s. They are of one mill
lIIohini Mills. We have also got to see the conditions prevailing in other 
milIs. 

President.-Would you, care to look into this question a little more 
carefully and let us have a statement showing. the relative form during the 
past three or four years of Indian prices, PJ'ices of Indian made goods falling 
within different classes, say 20s, 30s, 40s and 60s? 

Mr, Khaitan.~That is just what we have given. 
P/'esident.-You have taken individual cases which apparently are not 

representative. I should like you to see that the figures are really repre
sentative. 

Mr. Khaitan.-I will tell you that in the case of 40s x 60s it has been 
only of recent growth in Bengal. So far as 20s x 328 and 9!s x 12s are con
cerned, you may take them as quite representative, because they come under 
a standard manufacture by quite Do large number of mills. 

President .-I will' tell you that your 20s x 32s seems to me to be all 
right, but the tendency suggested by figures we have got from elsewhere is 
that it is really your 40s x 60s. 

Mr. Khaitan.-During these 4 years it is only Mohini Mills that have 
been manufacturing this particular kind of cloth (40sx60s) in Bengal. ,We 
have started manufacturing it only last year. ,That is why we have not 
given Kesoram Cotton Mill figures. 

President.-These figures are not by any means representative? 
Mr. Khg.itan.-They are not representative. You might be guided by 

the results of other mills. 
Presidellt.-I should like the Chamber to go into this question It little 

more carefully. . 
Mr. Khaitall.-Our difficulty is that it is only Mohini Mill figures that 

we have. 
Presi.dell.t.-The total amount of production in Bengal is so smaU'that 

the conclusion that we get out of figures supplied by Bombay and Ahmeda.
bad must be taken as typical of the country. 

11lr. Khaitan.-Yes. 
PreJIident.-There is also another difficulty with regard to this state

ment. Suppose I say that the falls which are indicated in this statement 
are due to general depression and not internal competition, is there anv
thing in the figures to refute that conclusion? Supposing I say in repiy 
to this table and your argument that your fall in prices shown in this ta.ble 
is in every case due to a general decline in the demand for commodities 
and not to any internal competition of the textile industry. 

Mr. Kha.ifan.-So far as internal competition is concerned, you will find 
that from the figures of production. 
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Presideflt.-As far as internal competition is concerned, there are :figures 
to show that India is ilt present in a posit'ion to supply the whole requi.re
ments of the country. 

Mr. Khaitan.-Not only that. 
President.-More than that? 
Mr. Khaitan.-It leads you to another conclusion also. 
President.-As far as the other conclusion relating to prices is con-

oerned, it is much better for us to base ourselves upon actual :figures. 
Mr. Khaitan.-Yes. 
President.-In the 1926 report ..... . 
Mr. Khaitan.-Am I understanding you correctly because I fear I may 

not be understanding you correctly? We have given you actual prices 
ruling throughout the year. We have actually calculated them. We have 
taken the prices ruling in the 1st week of every month. We have taken 
those prices and calculated the average and given you the prices of cloth 
for the year. Similarly in regard to cotton we have done the same. What 
we have given you is the actual average for the year with the prices rulinll: 
for typical cloths manufactured out of certain counts. Now you are asking 
me whether you could not conclude from this that the fall in the price of 
cloth has, been due to general depression and, as a consequence of it, less 
buying power of the people rather than to internal competition. We want 
to make a distinction between the two at present. What I am sllhmitting 
to you is that so far as your conclusion that the prices are reduced due to 
general depression is concerned, we have to proceed along the channel of 
imagination but so far as increased production, which means internal com
petition, is concerned, we have got those bed rock facts and statistics 
which show, that there has been so much more production in the country. 
You will :find from the yarn consumed of say above 40s and of yarn con
sumed up to 40s, if you make that as the dividing line-you can take anv 
vount as the dividing line-that there is so much more internal competi
tion, a fact which ca·nnot be denied. Then, I would say that so far as 
the general depression is concerned the price of cloth should have fallen 
by so much per lb. as the price of cotton but we submit to you that the 
price of cloth has faUen more per lb. than the price of cotton. 

President.-For the present I don't regard your :figures as representa-
tive of the country. , 

Mr .. Khaitan.-Why not? ,As regards 91sx12s ..... . 
President.-You tak~ 9is x 12s. If you leave out the cost of cotton pi us 

sa" about 10 to 15 per cent. wastage from the price figure and take the 
fall above the price of raw cotton, you will :find the fall as regards 91 x 12, 
although greater than 20x32, is not greater than the fall indicated by the 
general price. 

Mr. Khaitan.-How are you measuring? 
Pruident.-I am simply taking the index number. 
Mr. Khaitan.-Which :figure? 
Prpsident.-The general Calcutta index number. If you take 1927 and 

1931 figures, it is 32 per cent. 
Mr. Khaitan .. -I am requesting you that you should not go by the 

percentages. I am myself convinced that will lead you to wrong conclu
sions. 

Prtsidcnt.-Yes, if I did not eliminate cotton part of the price. But if 
I I'liminated the ra.w cotton price and took the margin above raw cotton, I 
shonld be safe on percentages. 

Mr. K~ajtam .. -Instead of being on safe ground, I would submit to you 
l-ery emphatically that you are on wrong grounds. 

President.-Your suggestion is open to serious and great deal of mis
oonstruction if we are to take up the absolute amount. 
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MT. Khaitan.-Yes. 
President.-It is a question of choice. 
Mr. Khaitan.-I will give you an example. We want to produce 100 

Ibs. of cloth. For that we nse roughly speaking an equivalent quantity of 
«Itton because the wastage goes out of that. For that 100 lbs. of (!otton 
we have to pay a. certain price. That varies according to the price of 
«Itton. As regards the other costs wages, interest, overhead expenses, those 
things have always remained constant. If they remain as constant, we 
-can afford, except for reasons of internal competition, to reduce our' price 
« cloth per l.b. finly to the extent of the fall in the price of cotton. 

President.-you ha.ve to pay for your cotton? 
Mr. Khaitan.-Yes. 
President.-You cannot economise on that. The thing has got to he 

paid for. If the price of cotton is 5 annas a lb. you have to pay per lb. 
d cloth 5 annas plus something for the amount of cot~on wasted. 

Mr. Khaitan.-Yes. 
President.-Therefore if as a result of internal competition or IIIny other 

~ause you get a smaller price for your finished goods, you have to economise 
<Ill' items above raw cotton? 

Mr. Khaitan.-By increased efficiency we have done that but not by 
Teducing wages. 

President.-I am not speaking of wages. By increlllSed efficiency or any 
-other means you have to bring down t~ cost of production. Therefore if 
Y'>U eliminate the raw cotton factor from the price and take the margin 
above the raw cotton, then on the basis of percentages you are correct? 

Mr. Khaitan.-I think we are coming nearer each other. What I hlllve 
been trying to impress upon you is that there has been a larger fall in the 
price of cloth than in the price of cotton. We have succeeded in bringing 
that about by increased efficiency but not by lowering the wages per lb. or 
whatever the unit is. 

President.-I 111m not suggesting that in the least. 

Mr. Khaitan.-That being so, we say that internal competition has 
forced us to increase our efficiency as a result of which we .have been able· 
to reduce our cost of production. That is what '!Ve have been trying to 
impress upon you. 

President.-I don't think that it is possible for us to carry the discus
eion any further. I think I understa.nd your point of view. I still belteve 
in mine. 

Mr. Khaitan.-I hope you won't. I hope we have come very near each 
other. You are taking the reduced cost of production in the beginning. 
1 am only taking it in the end to show what has been the result of 
internal competition. 

President.-What I have been trying to do is to take the first and last 
yea.r. I take the price in 1929, deduct from that the amount that I have 
to pay for the raw cotton and wasted raw cotton. The margin above that 
represents manufacturing charges. depreciation. return on capital and it is 
that margin that I can reduce. There is no other margin. 

lIr. Khaitan.-I am coming to the same conclusion. But I show ii1 to 
'You that on account of internal competition our efficiency has increased as n. 
result of which we have lowered our cost of production and as a result of 
ll"hich we ha·ve bE-en able to give our consumers cheaper cloth than can be 
·sustained simply by the fall in the price of cotton. 

Presidenf.-You are not meeting my point. My point is this. I admit 
that there has been increased efficiency, and therefore there has been a 
Tedu('tion per unit of cloth. All that reduction applies to the items above· 
u,,· cotton. On the cost of raw material you cannot economise. . 

Mr. Khaitan.-Quite so. 
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President.-The reduction in the price that you get as the result of 
internal competition. is partly to be met by efficiency in production whicll 
enables you to economise costs; it has to be met partly also by your
satisfying yourselves with a smaller return on your capital. 

Mr. Khaitan.-That depends upon how much return we are getting $. 
our capita-I. 

President.-You are getting very little? 
Mr. Khaitan.-Yes. 
President.-If there were no internal competition, you would try to get 

a reasonable return on your capital? 
Mr. Khaitan.-That is so. Human nature is human nature. 
President.-The reason why you IIore content with that is due to the

fact that there is a general depression which has led to a. decline in the 
commodity prices--not necessarily to internal competition. 

Mr. Khaitan.-What we find is that it is due more to internal c{)m~
petition. We are men who have to go into the market e-very day, trying 
to get as high a. price as we can but not getting because of internal 
competition. We are going on reducing prices. We see that e-very day 
before our eyes. 

Pre.side-nt.-If you had fewer mills in the country and smaller produ~
tion of coarser counts and if you had a perlOd of extraordinary depression 
such as we have had since 1929, the percentage of fall I think would ha-vo 
been different. 

Mr. Khaitan.-I b,eg to differ -from you. The prices would l'ertainly 
ha"e been higher in spite of the general depression but for the internal 
competition. 

President.-If you look at the history of Bombay. 
Mr. Khaitan.-Thedifference of 1 pice per pound is accounted by 

general depression. 
President.-If you take the trouble of examining Bombay prices o-ver a 

number of years and see the changes which have occurred and then slloy 
that the bulk of the fall is due to internal competition in those important 
classes of cloth, all that I can - say is that you are drawing a bigger
inference than the facts would justify. I don't think we need discuss 
that any further. 

Mr. Khaitan.-I am con-vinced from my own experience that what I am 
stating is correct because so far as general depression is concerned, it is 
one pice per lb. Even half an anna per lb. would not make the slightest 
difference in SillIes. 

President.-Would you like to think it over in the light of our discus
sion? If any idea occurs to you, we shall be glad if you send it. I 
personally would be glad if my tentath'e conclusion is wrong in that. 

Mr. Khaitan.:"'-I am certain that your conl'lusion is wrong. 
President.-You ha-ve not pro-ved itp 
Mr. -Khaitan.-How am I to prove it? 
President.-Let us look at page 6. Are these figures fairly reasonable

Oil a c{)nservative estimate? 
llr. Khaitan.-Which figures? 
P1·esident.-The figures with regard 'to the yardage of cloth of higher 

counts than 30s. I wiII tell you the point about which I am doubtful. If 
you take the very last figure, the total production of cloth from counts 
abO\'e 31s is 941 .million yards. The amount of ya·m in the corresponding 
year is 105 million lbs. (see footnote). 

],[r. Khaitan.r:We haye. calculated at 103. 
Presiden-t.-That is practically 9 yds. to a lb. 
Mr. Khaitan-.-9 yds. to a lb. of yllIrn and not to a lb. of cloth. 
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Pre.ident.-Is that a correct 8yerage if you take all counts above 30s? 
If ~·ou take all classes of cloth abO\-e 30s of the couuts that you have been 
_producing, would the a\-erage number of yards per lb. of yam come ,to as 
much as 9? 

, JI, .. Khaitall'.-'''e ha .... e taken it on our production. 
Prcsi,iellt.-I may be wrong. This is l·ather a technical point. 
JIr. Kllllit<III.-We have taken it from our production. 
President.-What I feel about it is this. You give a figure of 7 Ibs. 

·of ya·rn to 8 Ibs. of cloth. How is that? How is it that 8 Ibs. of cloth 
-are got out of 7 Ibs. of yarn? Is the difference due to size? 

JI r. Kilaita,n.-Yes. 
P,.~.,idr"f.-Therefore the percentage of size here is somewhere abou~ 

J4 to 15 per cent? 
.111'. Khoitall.-Yes, on cloth. 
Prc.i,iellt.-The retention is 15 per cent.? 
JI r. Khaitan.-Yes. 
Prpsi,/ellt.-You have also to take into consideration the amount of 

:yarn lost? 
.lIr. KhaituII.-You mean the wastage. 
P'rtsidr/lt.-Yes. That would be 5 per cent.? 
.lIr. Khaitlln.-'-No . 
• Vr. Clwkm1:llrti.-21 per cent. 
JIr. Kllllitan.-It may be used. 
'Presidellt.-It is not. I know the amount. 
JIr.Kl",itulI.-"·e are more Iucl..,.. 
Presidellt.-Take it at 3 per cent. Then the actual percentage of size 

'mu.t he 18 per cent. becanse that also is made up. 
Jfr. Khaitan.-Yes. 
Prnidellt.-So that the percentage of size would be nearer 20 than 

15. The percentage of size retained in your cloth is very little. 7 Ibs. 
'of yarn gives you 8 Ibs. of cloth? What 8illlount of size will it retain? 

Mr. Khaitan.-Let us 'take it on cloth at 121 per cent. We have taken 
yarn wastage at 21: per cent. 

Preside/lt.-That would be 15 per cent. 
Mr. Khaitan.-The quantity of weft if we take it on, say, 40sx60s on 

same reed and pick and take that the weight of warp would he ,"oths and 
-15 per cent. on total yarn it will come to 25 per cent. on warp. 

President.-These are all finer classes of cloth? 
Mr. Khaitan.-Yes, aho'l"e 30s. 
President.-Qo these finer classes of cloth does it amount to so much 

as 25 per cent.? 
Mr. Khaital~.-Yes. You can can it medium. 
President.-What proportion of it is bleached? 

Mr. Khaitan.-3Osx40s are not sold as bleached; so far as we a:re 
concerned we sell both grey and bleached and I think in 40s x 60s less than 
naIf is bleached. . 

Mr. Cha.kravarti.'-:In the Mohini Mills 15·5 per cent. is bleached. 

President.-That is about lth. On t'he bleached there is no size? 

Mr. C'hakravarti.-Very little. 

Mr. Khaitan.-Wehave got to put size firstly for manufacturing it in 
grey condition; then we blench it and put the finishing materials. 

Pr~ .• idpnt.-In the final bleached condition there is no "dditional wei~M 
-retained by the cloth on account of sizing? 
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Mr. Khaitan.-Very little. These calculations we have given you ue for 
grey. 

President.-If in your case half and in another 1/4th and in another. 
1/7th .... 

lIlr. Khaitan.-I said less than half is bleached Tn 40sx60s and in the 
case of Mohini Mills 15·5 is bleached in the last si:x; months. ' 

President.-On an average for clW3ses of cloth. consisting of counts above 
40s you would consider this average of 1 lb .. of yarn for 9 yards of cloth. 
would be a correct figure to take? It iii higher than any figure we have 
seen. 

lIlr. Khaitan.-We have given you our figures for 40sx60s. There our 
calculation may be different from the calculations at those places where 
30sx40s is manufactured. In Bom.bay they manufacture more 30sx40s than. 
40s x 60s and therefore their yardage will be less per pound. 

President.-Now I come to page 9. You make a statement which you 
amplify later in a statement which you have sen"t in to us, that the effect 
of the duty on imported raw cotton is reflected in the price of all classes of 
Indian Short staple cotton. Is the Indiall short staple cotton affed;ed by 
the import duty on cotton P 

Mr. Khaitan.-That is our experience. I will give you an example from 
which you will understand it more clearly. We alw~s take Broach cotton. 
as the standard by which to judge whether the price of raw cotton is on a 
higher parity than American cotton. At present I believe it is about Rs. 25 
to 30 higher per candy. If you see the difference between Broach cotton 
and Bengal cotton, formerly it used to be Rs. 150, when the price of Broach 
came down the difference between Broach alId Bengal came down to Rs .. 90 
and at present it is only Rs. 50. 

President.-That difference arises by Broach coming down or Broach 
going up: both sides must come into the picture. 

lIlr. Khaitan.-Bengal hW3 not fallen so much as Broach has fallen, and 
therefore the price of Bengal cotton as compared to American cotton is on 
a still higher level than the price of Broach as compared with American 
cotton. The difference in pa.rity between Broach cotton and American cotton 
is about Rs. 30 and Bengal cotton is still higher. The difference used to be 
Rs. 150, then 90 and it is now 50. 

P1·~sident.-Supposing there was no duty and it was simply a question 
of the effect of the disturbance in the price parity between American and 
Indian, would not the same result happen? 

lIlr. Khaitan.-My view is that if the import duty had not existed then 
there would have been a tendency of more cotton being imported into 
India and then there would have been less demand for Indian cotton. The 
result would have been that the price of Indian cotton would have been 
lower than what it is to-day. 

President.-Youl: conclusion may be right but I don't think the facts 
necessarily lend themselves 'to that inference because apart from the duty 
a mere d'isturbance in price parity may bring about that result ~ecause if 
there is a fall in the price of American cotton those classes of Indian cotton 
which are comparable with American cotton will come down but .tll?5e 
classes of Indian cotton which are defined as short staple cotton and whlch 
do not directly come into conflict with American cotton will" not be affected 
in the same manner. . 

]\[r. Khaita.n.-Your argument would lllwe mucli force if the price of 
Bronch cotton had ('orne down to the same extent as American but the hard 
fact remains that the price of Broach cotton to-day is Rs. 30 higher than 
the Ameri('an parity. 

Presidel1t.-1 ~m quite willing to admit tliat as far as Broach and 
similar classes of 'cotton are concerned the import duty has its effect; what 
r nm trying to as~e~s is tIle effe('t of it on cotton like Bengal cotton. 
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lJlr. Khaitan.-If you admit that it affects the Broach cotton and if' 
Broach cotton in spite of the duty is Re. 30 higher than American cotton. 
and if formerly the difference between Broach cotton and American cotton. 
used to be Rs. 90, you take the difference between Broach cotton and Bengal. 
cotton which waS" normally Rs. 120 on the same basis and then it came down 
to 90 and it is only Re. 50 to-day, you will see that even Bengal cotton is
affected by the import duty because if your argument is correct that it must 
have some relativity with Broach cotton and if Broach is affected by the" 
import duty then naturally Bengal cotton is affected by the import duty. 
And it must be 80 because if Broach cotton were affected and remained. 
on a higher level and Bengal remained lower on account of the import duty 
then there would be a larger consumption of Bengal cotton. The result· 
of that would be to increase the price of Bengal cotton. 

Prfsident.-Because the Indian mills are already producing the maxi-
mum quantity of coarser quality of cloth from Bengal cotton. 

lJlr. Khaitan.-If relatively cloth becomes cheaper the demand for that·-
cotton might increase. 

l'resident.-You cannot use Bengal cotton for higher counts? 
Mr. Khaitan.-No. 
President.-The really practical point is this: the suggestion has been' 

made to us by the Indian Central Ootton Oommittee that the duty on" 
imported raw cotton might be confined to cotton having a staple of 1 inch: 
and below: to that below 1 inch the duty should not apply. Would you 
accept that proposal? 

Mr. Khaitan.-I have no objection to that. I would only feel sorry for 
the cultivators. If I come to you simply as a millQwner I am very selfish, 
but I have my heart also. We know that the whole superstructure of Indian
e('onomics is based upon the prosperity of the cultivator and we can't 
forget that unless the condition of our cultivators improves our condition 
even as millowners won't improve. 

President.-Sir PurshotamdasThakurdas giVfing evidence on behalf of' 
the Indian Central Committee suggested this limit of one inch staple: I 
suggested that the effect of that duty would be felt on practically every 
grade of cotton but the representatives of the Indian Central Cotton Como' 
mittee were not prepared to accept that position, but I have received a 
('ertl!in amount of confirmation from the argument you have put forward. 

Mr. KhaUan.-We feel very strongly for the cultivators and we have 
gone to the extent of mentioning it in our representation. 

President.-Would you be prepared to support the retention of the 
duty on cotton of all grades? 

lJIr. Khaitan.-As an Indian I would, though as a millowner my ten
dency might be in a different direction. 

President.--Ooming now to page 14 of your representation, the calcula
tion bywnich you have arrived at this conclusion, is tha.t a confidentiar 
statement? 

Mr. Khaitan.-I would not like that to be published but if. yo~ want to 
do so for the purposes of your argument, then we have no obJectIon. 

President.-It is for purposes of discussion. 
Mr. Khaitan.-Yes, we can discuss it. 
Prp-sident.-Let us take statement 5. What you have done here is to' 

take the percentage figures under each item? 

lifT. Khaitan.-Yes. 
Prpsident.-If you take A you reach a percentage figure of 5·12 per cent:. 

That is 5'12 per cent. of the cost of cotton. Am I right? 

'Mr. Khaitan.-That is right. 
President.-In this ·7 per cent. is the percentage of machinery cost? 
·lIr. Khaitan.-Yes. I think we have made ourselves clear there. 
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Presi,dent.-If 5 pe~ cent. is a~sumed as the rate of depreciation then 5 
lIer c~nt. of the ·machmery has to be replaced by fresh purchases; that is 
ille kmd of argument here? 

JUr. Khaitan.-Yes.' 
Presldent.-If you look at the second page of that statement where you 

sum. up the whole position, 5'12 is the percentage of the cost of cotton and 
'i)'7 IS the percentage of the cost of machinery? 

Mr. Khuitun.-5·12 per cent. is on the total value of production, not on 
'cotton. The total value of our production is Rs. 5 lakhs a month; the 
cost of production has gone up and these figures that we have given you 
are monthly figures. 

President.-5·12 per cent. is calculated on Rs. 5 lakhsP 
,Mr. Khaitan.-Yes. 
Pre.~l·den.t.-H you take an approximate figure of 36,000 !loud take it on 

an annual basis it is about Rs. 41 lakhs on Rs. 60 lakhs. With regard to 
the transport of Egyptian cotton, llave you any disability here? 

Mr. Khaitan.-No, we have got direct service. 
President.-There is no question of fumigation? 
!lIr. Khaitan.-No'. 
President.-With regard to East African and American cotton, in the 

'ODe case it is due to fumigation and the other case is due to lack of direct 
llarvice. The extent of the disability is the same. 

Mr. Khaitan.-Yes. I think in the case of East African cotton, all 
that is done is the cotton is unloaded from the steamer and brought down 

'here. In the case of Anll'1'1can cotton it has to be taken to the fumigation 
place and then taken back to tIle steamer. Our disadvantage is greater in 
the case of American cotton than iii. the case of East African cotton. 

President.-But not very much? 
11[r. Khaitn7l.-No. 
President.-H you take it at Rs. 15 in each case it will be approximately 

, correct. 
lIfr. Khaitan.-Yes. 
President.-Rs. 15 per candy works out to 31 pies a lb. 
Mr. Khaitan.-Yes. 
Pre.~ident.-That is your disability in regard to imported cotton as 

compared with Bombay. 
Mr. Kllaitan.-We have to add 20 per cent. for wastage. It would 

come to over 4 pies. 
President.-Including the wastage? 
Mr. KlIai.ta,JI,.-Yes, one pie per lb. is not a small thing. 
Pre.~ident.-Per lb. of cotton your disability is 31 pies. 
Mr. Khaita,n.-Yes. There is another thing to be mentioned. There 

is difference in the freight rates on the Eastern Bengal Railway fill' half 
pressed and full pressed. 

President.-That appears to be purely a railway matter. 
Mr. Khnitan.-Yes, what are we to do. When Sir George Rainy. thE" 

'Commerce Member, came to Calcutta, we pointed out to him 8-\1d he said 
that it is reprehensible and that is the word he used. 

Prt.~ident.-Why don't you take it to the Railway Rates Advisury Com
mittee? That is obviously for the Railway Rates Advisory Committee to 
enquire. 

lItr. Khnitnn.-Wnen he went back to Simla he was overpowered by the 
Eastern Bengal Railway Authorities ~nd when we wrote to the Eastern 
Bengal Rnilway they drove us from pIllar to post. 

Pre .• ident.-T will come to yOUl' replies to the questionnaire. As far as 
your views on Mr. Hardy's conclusion are concerned, I think your views 
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are generally in agreement so far as I can make out with those put forward 
by the Bombay and Ahmedabad Millowners' Association . 

.111'. Khuitan.-Yes. 
I'resident.-Coming to question 9, that is a point on which ~Ir. Gandhi 

might help us. I would like to get a figure which we may take as a fairly 
rehable figure as regards the quantity of handspun yarn produced in the 
country. Is there any information that you can give us? 

JIT. Gandhi.-If you wa'ut to know the quantity of handspun yarn, th .. 
only accepted and authoritative basis is 10 per cent. although it appears 
to be an underestimate for the last 3--4 years. 

l'resident.-And that 10 pel' cent. you calculated on the conventional 
figure of 750,000 bales. 

JIr. Gandhi.--On the amount of yarn left to the handlooms by the mills 
and the fore~gn imports. • 

I',·esident.-Supposing you took 350 millions as the amount now available 
for consumption by handlooms? 

Mr. Gandhi.-Yes, that, in my opinion, would be more correct. 

l'resident.-lf you took it on a 10 per cent. basis, it would be 35 millions 
and that 35 million Ibs. roughly corresponds to 750,000 bales of cotton and 
that is the conventional figure. 

Mr. Gandhi.-Though I feel sure this must have been more in the last 
2 or 3 years, it is very difficult to arrive at any figure. 

I'Tesident.-Are you in a position to make any suggestion with regard 
to the amount of increase? 

Jfr. Gandhi.-I would put it at about 50 million lbs. I am going to send 
you a memorandum on the subject to-day. 

President.-We have been examining the figures issued by the Ahmeda
baa All-India Spinners' Association . 

.11,'. Gandlli.-These figures are about organised institutions only. They 
are not complete. You can draw only one conclusion from them and that 
is they are the minimum figures. 

l'resident.-Assuming that this 10 per cent. is a fairly reliable figure 
tWd add 15 millions to that to cover all extra production and take a figure 
of 50 millions. 

Jlr. Gandhi.-I think 50 millions would be a fair ,figure, 
l're,~ident.-It would be a tenable figure? 
Mr. Gandhi.-Alter 1928-29 when the Non-Co-operation movement started. 
I'resident.-I think at present a figure of 50 million lbs. would be some-

wlll-rE' a bout right? 
JIr. Gandl.i.-Yes, I believe so. 
Pre .• ident.-With regard to the handloom industry, various suggestions 

haye been made to us by people interested in the handlooms. There is first 
the (Iuestion whether the specific duty on yarn should be retained either 
completely or l'a.rtially. What is your view? 

Jlr. Khaitan.-I think it should not only be retained, but it may be 
inc'reased and I say so even in the interests of the handloom industry. I 
ha.e practical experience of the consumers in Bengal, Bihar, United Pro,. 
,·inC'e~ and the Punjab. Those who buy handloom goods buy them on the 
plea that they are fully swadeshi and that they are made from swadeshi yarn. 
If that assurance is taken away from the consumers, you will find that the 
amount of consumption of handloom goods will dec-rease. If you encourage 
the import of foreign yarn and handlooms begin to use imported yarn to a 
larger extent. then the confidenC'e of the people that they are swadeshi 
goods will disappear and I think that the handloom weavers will suffer 
more than they would under a system of dutie~. 
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Presidellt.-This is more or less the point of view which was placed before 
-us by the Ahmedabad 1\li1lowners' Association. It was precisely on this 
ground that they put it. Is that your view P 

Mr. KhaitQ;n.-1 hold that view very strongly. 
President.-There is. another sugge~tion that has been made with regard 

to hll:ndloom and that IS tha.t an excIse duty should be levied in order to 
constItute a central fund for the amelioration of the handloom industry, 

lIlr. Khaitall.-An excise duty of what kind? 
President.-An excise duty. 
Mr. Khaitan.-Are you referring to 1\lr. Advani's suggestion? 
President.-It is not merely Mr. Advani's suggestion, but various people 

have suggested it. If you don't like the word "excise" you can call it a 
·cess. A cess at the· ra.te of 3 pies or 2 pies or a minimum of one pie should 
_ be levied on all cloth produced in Indian textile mills and the proceeds of 
-this cess are to form a central fund from which contributions will be made 
to the various provinces for the development of the handloom industry, 
-technical instruction and formation of Co-operative Societies and so on. 

]Jr. Khaitan.-The first thing that you have got to ensure is that the 
.country should be made self-reliant in the supply of Indian piecegoods. 
That whatever cotton piecegoods are consumed in the countries are either 
supplied by Indian mills or by handlooms. You should give adequate pro
-tection. By adequate protection I mean that you should lay a prohibitory 
tariff wall, which except in the case of persons who must use a certain 
kind of cloth and who even would be prepared to pay 200 per cent. in 
their desire to use a particular kind of cloth will be no hardship. The 
first thing to be done is to make the country self-reliant in the matter of 
the supply of piecegoods. I myself feel that the salvation of the country-
1 do not know whether Mr. Cllakravarti and Mr. Mohanbhai will agree with 
me and this is my personal view as it has not been discussed in our com
wittee-ultimately does depend upon cottage industries and I pers,?nal~y 
would be prepared to sacrifice anything if really something s?bstantlal IS 
·done for the han!lloom weavers, whether the way you have pomted o.ut to 
me is correct or not and I do not know if I will agree with that particula;r 
opinion. After the country is made self-reliant in the matter of the su~ply 
.of piecegoods, the imported piecegoods cannot come in. I wou~d ('ertalll!~' 
devise measures for tIle purpose of protecting the handloom agamst the bJg 
factories. 

President.-Supposing we gave you next year protection adequate on 
ihe sort of s('ale that you llave in view. supposing that happened next year, 
would you be prepared to have a (,eBS levied? 

lIr. Khaitan.-On that ('ondition yes, not simply a r~commendation but 
~our recommendation must be passed into legislation. 

President.-Supposing we gave you moderate protectio.n and the~ .we also 
suggested a cess and that cess was taken into account m determmmg the 
fair selling pri('e P 

1I1r. Kha.ita.n.-I will not agree for this reason. As soon as you call it 
moderate prote('tion, it is always inadequate protection. If you give 
adeouate prote<'tion-I am not mincing m~tters--it means a prohibitive 
tariff wall. 

President.-You ('an levy 500 per cent. and be done with it . 
. Mr. Khaifan.-You can make it even 200 per cent. 

Pre .• ident.-You are against the suggestion of the excise duty under 
pre~nt ('om1itions? 

Mr. Khaifan.-Yes, under present ('onditions. 

President.-Thel'e is another suggestion and that is thi!l tha.t ~ome kind 
of arrangement ought to be mad('l, for tile distribution of the production of 
different c10tlls betw('len the mill indu~tl':V and the hand loom industry. 
<loarser kinds of cloth must be left entirely to the llandloom industry. 
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What do you think of that? Say ISs and below ought not to be produced 
by the mills. 

lIr. Klanitan.-At the present moment, I do not agree, because we have 
not got adequate protection and if without protection you leave it to 
~harka8 and handlooms, I think imported goods will begin to come in. If 
you prevent Indian mills from manufacturing all those kinds of cloth and 
if you leave it simply to charkas and' handlooms with the present tariff 
rate, unless you make it prohibitive, I feel that imported goods will begin 
to come in. 

Mr. Gandhi.-In my book "How to compete with foreign cloth "-A 
study of the position of Handspinning, Hand-weaving and cotton mills in the 
-economics of cloth production in India, published last year, I had mentioned 
two conditions. The first was a prohibitive duty on imports of foreign cloths 
and on yarn and after that is done the next step would be introduction of 
iluitable legislation whereby the mills in In4ia would be precluded from 
engaging themselves in the production of yarns, say below 12s, except 
calendered ("loth, Dobbie Pattern. Jacquard Pattern, Twills. etc. But this 
o()()uld be effe("tive only after a pro.hibitive tariff wall is imposed. 

Pr,sident.-Do the Chamber as a whole aecept that view? 
Mr. Khaitnn.-This matter has not been discussed. 
]Jr. rl.akramrti.-There is a talk that the handloom doesn't compete 

Tith the Indian mills and that is not a fact. 
President.-There a.re elasses of cloth whfOlre the handloom Cjln compete 

effectively with the mill made cloth, but there are classes where they can't 
compete. If you will look at page 24, all these c.\asses of cloth for which 
-you have given us costs are 20s warp and 32s weft and warp not above 20s. 

lIr. Khaitan.-All 208. 
Pre.oident.-~Iay I take it then that it represents the bulk of your 

production in the sense in which you feel the external competition. Ma(Y I 
"take it that way? . 

Mr. Khaitan.-In fact they form the bulk of our production of medium 
«mnta. I am talking of Kesoram Cotton Mills. It is only since last year 
that we have gone in for 40sx60s and this year 50s x 70s. Before the year 
espires, we will go t{) l00s and 1208. 

Pre.ntlent.-I suppose you chose these, because it is only in respect of 
1.1: ese that you could give us costs for a .period of yea.1's. 

Mr. Khaitan.-Yes. 
Pre .• ident.-Would you be able to give us your costs in a similar form 

-or. higher counts for last year? 

]Jr. Khaita1l.-Yes. 
Pre .• ident.-Pleaselook at Statement No.7, and take the grey dhoti 44" 

x 10 yds. You can give us the co~ts of cloth of hig~er counts than these 
for just one year, last year for whIch figures are avaIlable. 

31r. Khaitan,.-Yes, which particular counts you require? 

Pre.iden,t.-I should like to get 3 or 4 kinds above 40s. I leave the 
~'Ioi("e to you. 

Mr. Khaitan.-We will send you the figures. 
President.-I should like you in the case of each statement to indicate 

(In what kind of output the costs are submitted. 
JfT. Khnitan,.-Yes. In 1929-30, the number of looms in their mill was 

smaller. Now they have almost doubled the number of looms. 

Pr, .• idenf.-I don't think that we can make allowance for the difference 
i'- tlle number of looms, but I do think we ought to make allowance for 
(o?uble shift production. You give us the cosb. 

3fr. Khaitan.-Of 10 hours working~ 
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. PTesi!lent.-For 1931 give us the costs that you have incurred on the 
e~nstmg .number of looms, but assuming that these looms are. working a 
single shift of 10 hours? 

M'r. Khaitan.-Yes. 
l'1'esident.-For India as a whole we must proceed on the basis of a 

single shift? 
Mr. Khai'tan.-Do you want from 1930? 
Pres'ident.-Only for one year and that is the very last year. Give it 

for the calendar year. 
lilt. KhaUan.-Yes. 
President.-Wit.h regard. to !our Statement No.2, can you explain to 

me how exactly this conversIOn IS done? I don't quite follow that. If you 
look at. the table below on that page, you give us the spinning production. 
I take It that the first column represents the total amount of yarn manufac
tured in the mill? 

lI11·. Khaitan.-Yes. 
President.-What is the second column supposed to be? 
Mr. Kha.itan.-It shows the number of spindles converted to 10 hours. 
President.-That is to say, taking the production for 1930-31, supposing 

th~ whole of .that production, viz.; 91·8 lakhs of Ibs., had to be done by 
spmdles workmg 10 hours, so many spindles would be required. 

Mr. Khaitan.-Yes. 
P'I'esident.-How do you get that, if you are doing double shift? 
Mr. Khaitan.-We are actually working 191 hours. 
President.-On the two shifts together? 
Mr. Khaitan.-Yes. :We convert that into 10 hours. It would not be 

exactly double the number of spindles; it would be slightly more than 
double. 

Pre3'itlent.-l0 hours per spindle? At what rate do you take? 
1111'. Khaitan.-This gives no indication. 
President.-I cannot build anything on thl'Se figures. 
Mr. Khaitan.-Nothing can be built. I have given this because you 

~anted it. We manufacture from 6 to 70 counts. 
Pre&ident.-Still I don't follow how you get .265 lakhs of spindles. I 

don't get that figure. Can you work out the arithmetic so that I may be 
able to follow? If you had a sufficient number of spindles in your mills. 
all working only 10 hours only, the number of spindles that you would 
require to make 91 lakhs of lbs. of yarn is 265 lakhs of spindles? 

Mr. 'Khaitan.-Yes. 
rrr .• ident.-How was that calculation arrived at? 
Mr. Klwitan.--Supposing it is 58,000 spindles working 191 hours II day, 

there are so many working days per year and then they have been converted 
to 10 hours. 

rrr,.idfnt.-You start with the production per spindle? 
Mr. Klmitan.-We'don't start with the production. Suppose we too~ 

58.000 spindles. They work 300 days. It comes to 1,74 lakhs. If the 
mill worked for 191 hours, it would be so mu('h and if .it worked for ~O 
hours. it would be almost double. But again I shall pomt out that thiS 
IlVernge produetion that I llave gi,-en you will lead to no results bl'cause 
various ('ounts are manufa('turl'd. You ('annot build anything on that. 

r,.e..-idc1It.-I don't propo~e to build anything on that. You are giving 
thi~ «('olumn 3) as the aVl'rnge on 20~ ('onvl'I'lIion basis? 

lIlr. Klwitan.-Yes. 
rre .• ident.-Let me see how you got that? 
Jrr. KI.nitan.-That is l'nsy to get. Supposing for 40 counts we get 2 

oz., it will be 4 oz. for 20s. 
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. Pre.i~ent.-Y.ou make it ~ouble. If you did the conversion on a purely 
anthmetlcal basIs of that kind, it must bear the same proportion for 403 
40 : 20. Obviously the result would not be of any use. 

Mr. Ehaita~.-As a matter of fact, the number of hanks produced in 
r.,.pect of 408 19 less tha!! the numbel' of hanks produced in respect of 20s. 
If the number of hanks 18 the same, then the calculation must be right. 

President.-The standard figure that I have seen for 20s on a spindle 
per day is 61 oz. 

J/r. Ehaitan.-That is about our figure for 20s warp. 
PI'esident.-Can you give us actual figures for different counts? 

. Mr. Ehaita~.-I have already give~ y~lU-'see Statement No.3, produc
tIOn per loom III 10 hours. That again 'IS an average of all the different 
kinds of counts. But I have given you there the production in yards per 
loom. 

President.-Can you give us the production of representative kinds of 
cloth, say 20s, 30s, 40s and 50s? 

Mr. Ehaitan.-We can give for 20sx24s and 30sx32s. 
Prfsident.-They will be good enough for our purpose. Give us a state

ment showing that per loom per day? 
Mr. ETta ita n.-Yes. 
Pl'esident.-I had better have it on record the capacity and the equip

ment of the mills for which you have given costs. How many spindles have 
you? 

J/r. Khait!,-n.-48,000 spindles, working double shift. 
Pl'esident.-And looms? 
J/r. KI.aitan.-In July or August 1929 we started this double "shift 

system. Up to that time we were working 78,000 spindles single shift. 
From July or August 1929, we have been working 48,000 spindles double 
shift. In the case of looms I shall have to send you the figures later on. 
What happened was this. Formerly we had 1,250 looms. They, were all 
working single shift. Then we added 500 looms. The total number became 
1,750 looms. Then we started working 200 looms double shift. 

President.-It is very complicated. You had better send us a detailed 
statement. 

Mr. Khaitan.-Yes. To get rid of these complications what I have given 
you is our expense per spindle and per loom. 

President.-As regards your expenditu~re per loom and per spindle I 
cannot judge it unless I know whether there has been double shift produc
tion because if you worked double shift, obviously your overhead would be 
lower. Then you have worked out on a loom and spindle b!lsis. I shall n?t 
understand it unless I know the history of your productIOn.. If you Will 
send us a short note, it would clarify matters, that is to 6a~, the num?er 
of spindles and the number of looms actually on double shift productIOn 
during the past two or three years P 

Mr. Khaitan.-Yes. 
President.-During these five years have you had any strike? 
Mr. Khaitan.-Yes. 
President.-Has there been any suspension of work? 
1111'. Khaifan.-Yes, we had to. 
President.-In which year? 
Mr. Khaitan.-We had a lot of strikes. We had a strike in 1928. The 

strike was of a week's duration but then it took us one month to adjust 
matters again. 

President.-Have you had a shike for as long a period as one month? 
Mr. Khaitan..-Not in these years. In 1928, we had a strike which lasted 

for 3 weeks. 
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President.-Was there any suspension of work in 1930? 
Mr. Khaitan.~Yes. The strike lasted for a ~eek but it upset the 

production for one month. ' 
President.-I shoul~ like to hav~ s?me idea of the kind of equipment. 

you ~a;ve. Can you give me the prmClpal dates on which the bulk of, thll' 
machmery was bought. If I took the date on which your mill was started 
I might get a misleading idea of your mills? • 

Mr. Khaitan.-We have renewed our plant considerably between 1926-
and 1931. 

President.-To what extent was it renewed between 1926 and 1931 i> 
Would it be right to say that 75 per cent. was replaced? 

Mr. Khaitan.-It has happened like this. In the spinning section we 
have renewed all the ring frames but in the preparatory machinery depart
ment, we have not renewed all. 

President.-When you say that you have not renewed all your machinery 
in the preparatory department, what dates does the machinery represent? 

Mr. Khaitan.-Some may be 20 years; some may be more and some mav 
be less. -

President.-Is· there any machine which you have inherited fTom the 
time of. the American Civil :War? 

lIlr. Khaitan.-Which year was that? 
President.-1865. 
Mr. Khaitan.-We have a machine as old as 1872. 
P·resident.-Those mule spindles? 
Mr. Khaitan.-Yes. 
President.-Would it be correct to say that a third of your plant is. 

more than 20 years old? 
Mr. Khaitan.-Yes. We have renewed the machinery in the weaving 

department also. 
President.-If you take the present plant and machinery, taking the 

whole of it, am I correct in thinking that about 50 per cent. of your plant 
lind machinery has been renewed during the last five years? 

Mr. Khaitan.-Of the whole machinery we can say that about 25 per cent. 
has been renewed in the last five years. 

President.-And about 50 per cent. in about 20 years? 
Mr. Khaitan.-Yes. The difficulty is that between 1913-14 and 1918 no 

machinery was available and renewal before 1913 means 20 years. 
President.-You have not cared to make experiments with automatic-

looms? . 
Mr. Khaitan.-We got one but it was not successful. :We apprehended 

a strike. Moreover the labourers are not efficient and we can't go in for 
standardised cloth. 

President.-That is the whole trouble. There is just one point: in these 
statements that you are going to give us about the production per loom' 
per day of different classes of cloth and also the production per spindle
could you give us also an indication of the speed? 

Mr. Khaifan.-Yes; we can give you the spindle revolution. 
President.--"There is just one other small point. A ,certain Association" 

here-the Calcutta Flour Mills Association-have asked us that the duty on 
starch should be put back at the normal revenue rate because they have 
practically lost the whole of their custom with regard to starch and while 
practically all other stores and materials and even machinery are now 
dutiable starch has been left out, and they have suggested that a genera.f 
revenue duty should be made applicable to it because they are now \\sing 
Indian wheat and their consumption of Indian wheat has steadily declined" 
because cotton and' jute mills are now using imported starch .. I should" 
like to know before I meet the representatives of the Flour Mills Associa~ 
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tion, supposing the Board was inclined to consider their suggestion and 
recommended a duty of, say, 20 per cent. on starch, by how much would 
that affect your costs? 

1111,. Chakravarti.-That starch cannot be used for finer counts. 
President.-But for the bulk of your production? 
JJfr. Chakravarti.-We use flour starch to some extent. 
President.-What is this farina starch? What is the difference between 

.jJour starch and the other starch that you say you want for finer counts? 
1I1r. Chakravarti.-It is more adhesive. . 
President.-Have you got the chemical analysis of these things? 
lIfr. Khaitan.-We have got it and we can send it to you. 
President.-Your point is that starch made out of wheat cannot be used 

for finer counts: what is the difficulty? 
Mr. ChakTlivarti.-If we use this starch the feel of the cloth would be 

barsh. 
President.-Supposing there was a duty of 20 per cent. on sta.rch by 

how much would it put up your costs? 
Mr. Chakravarti.~We will give you the exact figure. It will be about 

.3 pies per pound of cloth. 
President.-3 pies per lb. is rather a big item. If we ever consider the 

-suggestion that for the sake of Indian starch production a duty at this rate 
-should be levied on imported starch, then obviously it is. a fresh item which 
'Will add to your costs. 

Mr. Khait~n.-That is so. 
President.-If you look at Statement 7, are these costs given per pound? 
Mr . . Khaitan.-It is per pair. 
President.-Two pairs being how long? 
Mr. Khaitan.-10 yards. 
President.--Can you give us the realised price per 10 yards? You can 

.send us the figure later. 
lIfr. Khaifan.-Yes, I will. 
President.-What we propose to do is to take the average price you 

paid on cotton of the kind from which this cloth was made. 
Mr. Khaitan.-That we have given on page 25 of our representation. 
President.-All that is necessary for you to give us is the realised 

price per 10 yards for all the four kinds of cloth given in Statement No.7 
for 1930-31. I should like also with regard to each kind of cloth to get 
the total output in the year 1930-31. 

1I1r. Khaitan.-That can be easily given. 
President.--{)r if you can give it for each of the years so much the 

'better. • . 
Mr. Khaitan.-We make these in ranges of 6 yards to. 10 yards and ~he 

-cost of production of, say, 6 to 9 ylI;rds. is larger t~an ~he cost of product~on 
of 10 yards. This is just the comphcatlOn that arises In the case of dhotles. 
I.don't know if I can give you separate figures for 44!'xlO yds., but ~ can 
give you the total quantity of manufacture of the Krishna Chap quahty. 

President.-Do you do . different dimensions of the same counts? 

1I1r. Khaitan.-Yes. 
President.-Is the border the same? 
1I1r. Khaitan.-Border is not always the same. 
President.-You can give us your total production of the Krishna. quality. 
Mr. Khaitan . ...,..That I will give you but it will include i" border and 

110 on. 
President.-You may make a qualified statement·.and we will take that 

factor into account. You give us the total production of Krishna quality 
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and add a note iI1-dicating the, variations in that quality.' That is quite' 
enough for ~ur purpose.- That dIfficulty won't arise in No.2 Grey Shirting? 

Mr. Kho!ton.-No. 
President.-What about No.3? 
lIIr. Kbaitan.-There are different widths. Length will always 'be the 

same but the width will differ. 
President.-:-That means that it is made on different looms? 
Mr. Khaitan.-These are the difficulties that arise when you cut things 

very fine and you come to Bome conclusion based on that: 
Pr~sident.-It is not merely for t?e sake of our proposals, it is in order 

to estImate the progress made by the mdustry that these figures are required. 
Mr. Khaitan.-So· far as our total production is concerned we have 

given that. 
Prtsident.-What on~ has got to do in estimating the progress of an 

industry is to see the progress it ha.s made in respect of particular lines of 
goods. 

Mr. Kbaitan.-Krishna quality is the only quality that we manufacture. 
President.-You are going to give the costs of higher than 40s? 
Mr. Kbaitan.-Yes. 
President.-There has been a very considerable increase in the quantity 

of finer counts produced; that by itself would give a complete picture of the 
progress made by the industry. If I am able to show in addition to it that 
tile cost of producing these finer counts has also decreased, I can make a 
more complete picture of the situation. 

lIlr. Khaitan.-I am trying to see in what further way I can help you. 
You have asked me to give the total production of Krishna quality dhoti. 
1 do not understand what indication it will give you from that point of 
view. It is not only one quality tllat we manufacture. It is only one of 
many and it is quite possible that in one month we may have manufactured 
150 bales of Krishna quality and in another month 50 bales of another 
quality. It sometimes happens that we have more of Krishna quality. W'e 
stop manufacturing that quality and manufacture more of another quality. 

Jlr. Rallimtoola.-Is it another quality or another name that you give? 
Mr. Khaitan.-Another quality for this reason: if we use 205 warp and 

32s warp, even then it becomes a different quality. If we givll,. 42 reed,_ 
32 pick or 36 reed, 38 pick, it becomes a different quality. 

Pl·nident.-What I would like to know is to take a representative class 
of eloth of fine count and then I would like to be able to say the cost of 
manufacturing this cloth since 1926-27 has declined in this proportion. 
Now the decline in the cost of production is due to various cauges. One is 
a 81Ieer increase in output which brings down the overheads automatically. 
Apart from that there has been an increase in the efficien<:.v of weaving. 
~pinning and so on which means not merely thl\t you have produced more, 
but within a specified period of time, your output has increased too. 

Prp .• ident.-What I mean is if, in a year, you have produced instead of 
100.000, 200,000, because you have more demand in the market, your over
heads come down. If in addition to tha.t YOU have not merely increased 
your output beeause you have a greater deniand for the market b.ut within 
a space of 10 hour~ your 'veavel' has been able to make on thIS loom a 
larger quantity than before? 

Mr. KI.aitan.-As a matter of fact if you take the efficiency percentage 
that we maintain, would that not suffice for your purpose? 

President.-Your production per loom l)er day? 
.llr,' Khnifan .. -Especial1y in our mill and perhap'~ the same thing would 

apply to Mr. Chakravarti's mill. Although our toial production does not 
~how an increase, because instead of simply manufacturing from 205 warp 
and 24R weft, we have gone in for, Rny. 30s warp, 408 weft, 405 warp and 
60s weft. 
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Mr. Rahimtoola.-Mr. Khaitan, I would like to. know how many member~ 
are there of your Chamber? 

Mr. Khaitan.-250. 
Mr. Rahiratoola.-And the names of the mills that you have given are 

not members of your Chamber? 
Mr. Khaitan.-Not all of them. Kesoram Cotton Mills and :Mohini 

],Iills are our members. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-The reason why I ask this is that you have written a 

separate letter that your views are supported by these. If they are members, 
there would have been no need of writing this letter . 

. Mr. Khaitan.-I will tell you how this note was prepared. The COlU· 
mlttee of the Chamber appointed a Sub·Committee and to the iMembers of 
the Chamber forming that Sub-Committee were also added representatives 
of Bengal Luxmi Cotton :Mills and in fact all the cotton mills were asked 
to send representatives. That formed a Sub-Committee of the Chamber 
with tho~e gentlemen added. Tha.t became a kind of Sub·Committee to go 
into the question, a~d that Sub-Committee considered only the memorandum. 
So far as the questIonnaire is concerned, it is the reply of the Committee of 
the Indian Chamber of Commerce. 

;lIr. Rahimtoola.-I take. it that they not .only support your views, but 
they had a hand in drafting the memorandum. 

Mr. Klw.itan.-Quite so. 
JIr. Rahimtoola.-I take it according to your reply given this morning 

apart from the names of mills that you have given, there are two or three. 
mills to complete the list of mills in Bengal. 

M-r. Khaitan.-You mean list of mills working. 
3Ir. Rahimtoola.-Altogether about 10 to 11 mills are working in Bengal. 
;llr. Khaitan.-That is only weaving. On the spinning side there will be 

more. 
3fr. Rllhimtoola.-There are 16 mills altogether given in the list. 
Mr. Khaitan.-9 mills working both spinning and weaving; one mill 

worl<ing only weaving and three more mills only spinning. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Is it a general practice in Bengal to have double 

shifts or is it only confined to one or two mills? 
Mr. Khaitan.-Working of double shift ha~ become a general practice. 

4 mills have started working double shift of which one is partially working 
and three wholly working. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-I would like to discuss with you to a certain extent 
first paragraph of your representation which I con~ider to raise an important 
issue. First of all I suppose you don't mean to say seriously that the Tariff 
Board should ignore one of the terms of reference. . 

lIlr. Khaitan.-We a.re quite serious. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Therefore I would like to understand the position. 

You have been, Mr. Khaitan, in various co.mmittees and y.ou know the 
terms of reference that are issued to a CommIttee cannot be Ignored. You 
have got to deal with it. Your conclusions may be quite different. If you 
ask the Tariff Board to ignore a definite term of reference, I don't think 
that will be the correct procedure. 

11fT. Khaitan.-Let us be quite clear. What we mean is that we don't, 
like that Imperial Preference .shou!d be giyen both from the p,?litical.point 
of view and from the economIc pomt of Vlew. From the polttlCal pomt of 
view we think that having regard to the condition in the country at present, 
if Imperial Preference is introduced it will further strain the relations 
between the Government and the people of the country and if I may refer 
you .... 

][r. Rahimtoola.-I would like to make the position clear at the begin
ning in order that you may not de"ote much time on the first point. As 
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far as Tariff Board is concerned, it has nothing to do with politics and it 
is for the Legislature to decide on what political ground it should or it 
should not introduce Imperial Preference. I think we had better confine 
ourselves to the second point. 

Mr. Khaitan.'--I may have a different view of the work of the Tariff 
Board. ' 

JJlr. RahimtooZa.-If you have, then I would like to hear it. 
JJlr. Khaitan.-The Tariff Board should also take into consideration the 

feelings of the people in regard to a certain matter. For example if in the 
case of cotton piece goods you came to the conclusion that the feelings of 
the country were for prohibitive duties, I think you would be justified in 
recommending to the Government that having regard to the political 
situation this is the, general feeling in the country. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-Apart from any statistics? 
Mr. Khaitan.-Apart from any statistics when I mention political 

reasons ..... 
JJlr. RahimtooZa.-Should we judge the feeling and decide? 
Mr. Khaittm.-That is not outside ,your purview. That is my reading 

of the functions of the Tariff Board. If you look at the question from the' 
economic standpoint as we have expressly explained in our first representa.
tion, if you give Imperial Preference, the purpose of it can only be to make
it effective. If you make it effective, you do not give adequate protection, 
because you can only make it effective by allowing goods to come from II< 
certain country, viz., Great Britain. If you do not make it effective, I 
don't think they care for Imperial Preference. For example even if yoU 
give them Imperial Preference, impose 200 per cent. on other countries, 
impose 100 per cent. on Lancashire, that is not the kind of Imperial Pre
ference they want. The kind of Imperial Preference that they want is that 
their goods should be able to enter the country in spite of the protection 
given. If you do that, then protection becomes ineffective and you do not 
give that fillip to the development of the industry within the country whick 
is the object of giving protection. 

Mr. RahimtooZa.-1 would like to understand the point a little better. 
I think you are referring to your remarks on page 13 of your letter. You 
say: "If effective protection against United Kingdom is given, Imperiar 
Preference would be meaningless. If Imperial Preference is given, effective' 
protection would be impossible and the progress of the industry, would' 
be retarded, to tIle grave detriment of the country". Here is India. 
India is producing certain kinds of ,cloth. Now we are looking at the
Imperial Preference in two ways, as I understand. One is as far as the 
consumers' point of view is concerned that if a certain class of goods is not 
manufactured in India, then that class of goods should be allowed to come 
in duty free or with a certain low,er duty in order that the consumer should 
not be penalised. 

M1·. Khaitan.-Tha.t is not Imperial Preference. 
JJlr. Rahimfoola.-Differential duties you don't consider as Imperial 

Preference P 
Mr. Khaitan.-Although I may not be able to agree with you. 
JJlr. Rahimtoola.-I am only giving you a hypothetical case. Y~lUr'" 

Imperial Preference means a preference between Japan and Lancashrre. 
It ,has nothing to do with India. 

Mr. Khaitan.-That is the only meaning of Imperial Preference. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-8ome people have taken differential duty as Imperial' 
Preference as well. 

JJlr. Khaitan.-If you carefully find out what are the things that are' 
coming from Lancashire, what are the things that are coming from other 
countries, instead of giving it the name of Imperial Preference carefully 
select those goods and impose lower duties in respect of goods which only 
come from Lancashire and not from other countries, it would be nothing else~ 
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Mr. Rahimt9ola.-Differential duties. 
Mr. Khaitan..-Giving de facto Imperial Preference without giving it a 

name. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-You have no objection to giving it. 
lIlr. Khaitan..-In the interests of the consumer, I don't think Imperial 

Preference is needed. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-;-That is to say you ~re objecting to both. 
Mr. Khaitan..-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-I only want to understand your position. 
Mr. Khaitun..-I cannot understand that to be Imperial Preference. If 

you impose a lower duty on one class of goods and a higher duty on 
another class of goods irrespective of the country of origin, then it may not 
be suitable or adaptable to the conditions of piecegoods trade, and it won't 
be Imperial Preference. But if you say on non-British goods 200 per cent. 
and on British goods 25 per cent., that is surely Imperial Preference. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-Whethet· the present differential duties which are in 
force at present. Before the ad interim report was acted upon, is that 
Imperial Preference. 

lJh. Khaitan.-It was Imperial Preference openly. 

lIlr. Rahimtoola.-The second point is about tlle swadeshi movement. I 
understand that swadeshi movement in the country throughout is responsible 
partly for the fillip given to the Indian Textile industry. 

Mr. Khaita·n.-Yes. 
lJlr. Rahimtoola.-I am looking at the consumers' point of view. You 

told us this morning that there are about 800 shops in a particular locality 
and that most of the shops are now selling Indian goods. I take it that 
that means that the purchaser wants Indian goods as against foreign goods. 

Ur. Khaitan.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Does he take into consideration the price factor or 

simply because it is swadeshi that he buys? 
M·r. Khaitan.-As the result of swadeshi feeling it is a factor that 

certain goods are swadeshi and that those goods are preferred by the buyer 
irrespective of the price. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-The swadeshi feeling is such that you want swadeshi 
goods no matter what the 'price is, provided you wish to purchase the article. 

Mr. Khaitan.-I should tell you one thing that swadeshi feeling has its 
limits. If an imported dhoti is available at one rupee, and the correspond
ing swadeshi dhoti is valued at Rs. 10 there may be some percentage of the 
population who would even then b';ly swadeshi goo~s-but ~n spite of. the 
swadeshi feeling that there may be m the country, If there IS such a ~Iver
gence of price, I think that people would begm to preach swadeshl and 
practise precept. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-Your example is very drastic as I may call it. If it 
was a difference of one rupee between Indian and importE>d cloth P 

Mr. Khaita~.-Then it would vary. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-The majority of the population would go in for swadeshi 

in that case. 
1111'. Khaitan.-I do not know. For example let us take grey shirting 

which may be priced roughly at Rs. 7 or Rs. '8. If the difference be only 
3 or 4 anna.~, those people would go in for swadeshi goods, but if the 
difference is one rupee which is not very drastic, then there would be a. 
large number of people who would go in for imported goods rather than 
for swadeshi goods on account of the poverty in the country. That is why 
we have been saying that we should not place reliance on the swadeshi 
feeling and the movement for boycott for the development of our industry. 
The purpose of protection is that the industry should be able to build itself 
up irrespective of the existence of the swade.~hi feelin!!:. 
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Mr. Rah'imtoola.-All I wanted to know is whether the present conditiou 
<of sale is, as 1 nave, fonnd references in your memorandum as well as in 
others, entirely due to the swadeshi feeling in the country irrespective of 
.quality and price. 

lIfr. Khaitan.~Asregards fine goods, the statement would apply In the 
form in which you have put it, 'but as regards goods made of coarse and 
medium connts, it will hav~ to be taken with a qualification. 

Jlr. Bahimtoola.-You gave U5 to understand thai: as far as khaddar 
and the products of the handloom are concerned, the moment the consumer 
or the bnyer came to know that there was foreign yarn used in an article, 
however cheap that might be, he would refuse it on swadeshigrounds. 

lIfr. Khaitan.-I am sorry you are introducing certain words which I 
<lid not use, t·iz., "however cheap". 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-You said that even if it was cheaper, it would be 
rejected. 

lIfr. Khaita'n.-" Cheaper" is quite different from "however cheap". 
However what I meant to convey was this. For a small difference in price, 
if the buyer is assured that handloom goods are made out of swadeshi yarn 
and manufactured on' handlooms, he would give preference to it. But if 
the consumers get a suspicion that handloom gqods are manufactured out 
of foreign yarn, those buyers that have the swadeshi feeling-and most of 
them have swadeshi feeling-and those 'who go in for handloom goods, they 
would desist from buying the handloom goods unless they are sure that they 
'a.re made of swadeshi yarn. ' 

Mr. Rail imtoo/a.-The first question that is asl,ed is about the yarn and 
not about the price. 

Jlr. Khaitan.-The difficulty is that there is nobody to put a question to. 
They go upon the general feeling. At present, that is the general feeling 
that handloom goods are swadeshi goods. I know that in certam cases 
foreign yarn is used. That is secretly done. Generally speaking most of the 
bandloom goods are made out of swadeshi yarn but if the general feeling be 
that most of the handloom goods are prepared jrom foreign yarn instead of 
from swadeshi yarn, to that extent the hand loom manufacturers will suffer a 
loss. The'\'" will lose their buyers. As 1\1r. Chakravarti points out to me even 
in the cas~ of mills we have to put the stamp nowadays" manufactured from 
"Swadeshi yarn" and on handloom goods also in many cases you will find a 
stamp sa~'ing that it is manufactured from swadeshi yarn. 

Mr. ('Iwkmmrti.-Even on handloom saris, they have that stamp. 
Mr. Bahinttoola.-That means that -the feeling throughout the country, is 

for swadeshi goods manufactured out of swadeshi yarn? 
JI1'. Khaitan.-Yes. 
Mr. R.a11 imtoola.-Reverting to the question I was asking about the 

price fa(·tor. 'I.'he first thing is that the consumer wants to be sa,tisfied that 
the goods are swadeshi, be'cause preference is given to swadeshi goC?ds. The 
second question is th~ price factor which does not come in the first mstance? 

Mr. KhaitaR-.-Quite right. 
1I1r. Rnhillltoola.-I should like to ask you one or two questions ahout 

the Kesoram Cotton Mills with reference t.o the managing agency system. 
You have sent us the balance sheets of your Company. I take it that you 
bought this cOI\("ern somewhere in 1924? 

Mr. Khaitan.-It came under ('lIT mRnngpment in 1924. We had not 
bought it. 

lIIr. Ra/limtoola .. -You took over the management? 

Mr. Khaitan.-Yes. 
Jlr. Rahimtoola.-It was only in 1930 or 1931 that you got the ordinary 

:share capital reduced? 
Mr. Khaitan.-Yes. 
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:Ilr. Rahimtoola.-Your present system I understand is that you take 
about 31 per cent. on sales? 

.11r. Kllaitan.-No. 
jjJ, •• Ra-himtoola.-Has that changed? 
Mr. Khaitan.-We never charged that much. We are charging only 2-

per cent. 
Mr. R<lhimtoola_-In the papers that you sent us, I saw that the figure· 

31 per cent. was mentioned: 
llfr. Khaitan.-Originally there- was a different system. At- first it was-

1 per cent. on gros., sale proceeds and Rs. 3,000 per month. 
lIlr. Rahimtoola.-Somewhere you have stated m the memorandum that 

3i per cent. is charged. 
i1Ir. KTtaitan.-You are perhaps including the managing agency commis

sion and the selling agency commission which would come to Rs. 3-10-0. 
MT. Rahim-too/a.-In the revised schedule, you have put down 2 per cenL 

on sales and 1 per cent. on purchase of cotton. 
]fT. Khaitan.-You are perhaps referring to Statement No.4 where we

ha.'·e mentioned discount and commission 31 per (,<lut. 
1I1r. Rahimtoola.-I don't mean that? 
1I1r. Khaitan.-l\Iay I explain that? It might subsequently be helpfuL 

This is made up of two things. 2 per cent. represents the managing agency 
commission out of 31 per cent. 

lIfr. Rakimtoola.-2 per cent. on what?-
1I1r. Khaitan.--On sales and Ii per cent. is discount given to the buyer' 

in the ca~e of yarn. 
PTeRident.-l! per cent. is your selling charge and 2 per cent. your 

comm ission ? 
lIlr. Khaitan.-It is the buyer who gets II per cent. and there is no 

agent between us and the buyer. 
Pre .• ident.-It practically is a taking from you? 
111,.. Khai-tan.-Yes, it is a trade discount. 
P.-e.,idwt.-It is really a part of your charges? 
lIlr. Khaitan.-Practically it does not amount to that. What happens 

is that the buyer gets a discount and we always calculate that. 
Prnident.--8o that in considering your cost in relation to the price that 

come" in as a charge? 
1I1r. Khaitan.-The price at which we sell includes Re. 1-5-3. 
1JIr. Rahimtoola.-You have also got one per cent. on purc~ase of cotton? 
lIlr. Kliaitan.-Let us finish what we are discussing. Please see State-

ment No.7 . 
.1Jr. Rahim.toola.-That was what I was thinking. 
JIlr. Khaitan.-Discount and commission charged amount to 31 per cent. 

This includes 2 per cent. for managing agents and Re. 1-10-0 for the selling
agent. Both these things come to roughly 31 per cent. The selling agent 
ha~ S('veral expenses to meet. '" e have two systems of selling agents. One
is that the selling agent has opened shops-in Grey Street and other places 
-where wholesale busine~s is carried on. He has three such shops in Cal-
cntta. He meets the expenses of t?ose shops ,out of his commission. Ano-
ther s,,"stem is the s,,"stem of travellmg agents who go from Calcutta. to the· 
interi~r meet the ~hopkeepers Bnd sell goods to them. Out of their com-
miSSion: they meet the travelling expenses. 

Jfr. Rahimtoola.-They all come out of the commi.sion? 

lilT. Khaita-n.-Yes. 
lIfr. Rahimtool'l.-The Company has merely to pay 80 much on sales? 

]f,.. Klw ita n.-Yes. 
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Mr. Rahimtoola.-You divide this 31 per cent. between ,ourselves and 
ihe selling agents? 

MT. Khaitan.-Yes. 
MT. Rahimtoola.-There is another charge by the managing agents. 
MT. Khaitan.-Yes, you just referred to one per cent. on the purchase 

()f cotton. Formerly there was no commission paid on the purchase of 
.cotton and cotton was bought in the Oalcutta market. We found that it 
would be cheaper if we had an organisation for, the purpose of buying 
~otton or even Kapas-mostly Kapas we buy-in the place where cotton is 
grown. 

MT. Rahimtoola.-You buy directly from the cultivators. 

MT. Khaitan.-Yes. We placed this matter before the shareholders and 
·said "At present you get all the cotton bought in Oalcutta, the result of 
'which is you don't get good quality and the price here is comparatively much 
higher. Therefore if you like, we can ha.ve an organisation for buying 
.cotton in the interior and take all the trouble of keeping accounts and 
-checking and seeing that good quality cotton is bought at a fower price". 
Then the shareholders agreed to pay us 1 per cent. on all cotton bought 
outside Calcutta. We do not get any commission on cotton bought in 
Calcutta. Whenever we find that we can get good quality cotton at a 
slightly cheaper rate in Oalcutta than we can buy from the interior, then 
we buy it in palcutta (there are certain occasions during the year when 
'We can get like that) from Messrs. Ralli Bros. or Volkart Bros., or any 
other firm. When we buy cotton in Calcutta from them we do not get any 
-commission .. It is only when Kapas is bought and· then ginned and sent 
,over to Calcutta that we get that one per cent. commission. 

MT. Rahimtoola.-What is the percentage between the two? How much 
do you buy here and how much do you buy in the interior P 

Mr. Khaitan.-About two-thirds out of Calcutta and one-third in Cal
.cutta. I am only giving you a rough idea because in different years 
according to certain circumstances the proportions would change. 

President.-Is this one per cent. supposed to represent your expenses? 
MT. Khaitan.-Partly expenses and partly for 'the extra trouble involved. 
MT. Rahimtoola.-I don't think that there will be much in the way of 

-expenses as such because the travelling expenses of the man and the money 
that you pay to the cultivators will all be charged to the Company? 

Mr. Khaitan.-On some oceasions even Mr. G. Birla, son of Mr. R. D. 
Birla, has gone to different places to see what our people do and to check 
whether we get good quality or not. 

MT. Rahimtoola.-This 1 per cent. is for services rendered and not for 
aetual out-of-pocket expenses? 

Mr. Khaitan.-He does not charge the Company for his tra;veIIing 
-expenses. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-But he would be entitled to do because he is going on 
'behalf of the Company. 

Mr. Khaitan.-As a matter of fact, we don't. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-This is for services rendered as ·such. 
Mr. Khaitan.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Irrespective of the charge which the Company has got, 

to bear? 
President.-What exactly is the procedure? The thing is bought as 

Kapas? , 
Mr. Khaitan.-Yes. 
President.-After that, you have to gin it? 

Mr. Kha.itan.-Yes. 
President.-The ginning. expenses are separately charged? 
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Mr. Khaitan.-Yes. they are charged to the Company. 
President.-That does not come out.of this one per cent. I' 
Mr. Khaitan . ....,.No. that would be much more than 1 per cent. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Is there any other commission I' 
Mr. Khaitan.-No. 
Mr. RaJtimtoola.-I find there is another one which .1 have not. seen 

anywhere else l' 
Mr. Khaitan.-What is -that I' 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-It is the guaranteeing commiSSion of t per cent. on 

~he largest amount borrowed from the Imperial Bank .of India? 
Mr. Khaitan.-Formerly. Kesoram Cotton Mills were not allowed any' 

credit by the Imperial Bank. When the Company came under our manage-
ment. then the Imperial Bank agreed to open a cash credit account for Rs. 35 
lakhs OD! our guarantee. The prevailing practice in: Calcutta. is when the 
ma.naging agents give theiD personal guarantee they charge i per cent .• some
times even 1 per. cent .• but the lowest rate is i per cent. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.~You are charging only t pe~ cent. That i! the general 
practice in Calcutta? .. '. . 

Mr. Khaitan.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-That means for the financing of the concern as well as 

the personal. guarantee-~hat is what we understand 'a.s douQle signature-."
the managing agents are entitled to, this commission? 

Mr. Khaitan.-Yes. As a result of that. the Company gets money at the 
Bank rate of interest which on the average works out lower than the rate 
that will have to be paid if the money is borrowed from some other person,' 

Presiaent .-Do they get it actually at the Bank rate? 
Mr. Khaitan.-Yes. in our case. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-The general practice you have stated is 1 per cent. over 

the Bank rate? 
Mr. Khaitan.-Yes. 
President.-The remun~ration for offering. your services is about i per 

cent.? 
Mr. Khaitan.-Ves. for the half year because we make up accounts every 

half year. We do not have annual accoUlitS. 
Mr. Chakrallarti.-The European firms general1jV charge 1 per cent. 

for the year. 
President .-1 per cent. for the year is the usual charge P 
Mr. Cha1crallarti.-Yes. all the Jute people charge that. 
Mr. Khaitan.-I should make this clear that it is not on the total turn

over bilt on the highest amount borrowed. 
Mr. Rnhimtoola.-It is only confined 'to the money borrowed from the 

'Imperial Bank? 
Mr. Khaitan.-Yes. 
President.-Do not other Banks ask for double signatureI' 
Mr. Khaitan.-In Calcutta that is the practice. 
President.-In their case also -1 per cent. will be charged. 
Mr. Khaitan.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-You have only mentioned Imperial Bank because your 

'Company deals with Imperial Bank. . 
Mr. Khaitan.-Yes. irrespective of the Bank with which the account is 

kept. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-As regards office allowance. I find that -it has now beel/. 

-discontinued l' 
Mr. Khaifan.-Yea: 
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Mr. Bahimtoola . ...,..,()rigin.a.lly it was Rs. 3,000 a. month. 
Mr. Khaitan ........ Whea it became 2 per cent., the office allowance 'was 

abolished. . 

Mr. Bahimtoola.-Originall;y it was less than 2 pel' .cep.t. P 
Mr. Khaitan.-Originally it was 1 per cent. I will e~plaiJi. that in erder 

that ij; may not convey "!;h~t we h/Lve beep. greeqy in. increasing it from l to 2 
per cent. Why it was increased by the shareholders I should explain it ~ 
you. Formerly also the Company was payipg Ii per pent. It; was p~;ying 
1 per cent. as managing agency commission and a t per cent. as a Banyan 
oommisBioll, 80 it was It pel' cent. That It per cent. you will not fiad. It 
has been deleted. It .. 1I8 paying actually a:i Ii pel' cet'lt. What was happen
i.ag "1106 tJo.".t tlle g~s •• /.'e sold jireotly bJ the mills to the wholes~rs. 
It. JiVIfoII Po very e/WoY job b~ tla& CDIllPany 11'/1.8 ge!iti.g II> lower price fGr its 
g.qoc14 lJ»dew that ~th4ilcl of de",li»g. TbeB dil'~ oontliWt WII/iI established 
~w~» t~ JIlillII aIJd the lJP~J).t" wp)l.:ee,ers .Nld thlt JIlills were alSG 
PPItJl.in,g tJ!,eir j)WJl she,. in tbe city of Calclltta. fOI! the purpose of selfulg goods 
both to the commissiQII. p.gen. 4irect and to the OODB1Jmers dil'ect in Oaleu:tta. 
Npwllojpg .all th"se ill pll/.Clil of tbe prlWi4us syst.e1Jl Df jJJllt JIll/.king big 
contracts for 1,000, 500 or 200 bales to_a big wholesaler inYIlIVI')B mucB at~p.. 
tion and worry on the part of the managing agents. 'flie whole thing was 
pl~d before the shar!3holders by us. We pointed O).1t to therq t.}lat j;hat 
was the Pl'e\Tjous practice but that the Coinpany, we thought, would he 
benefited. by our establishing direct contact witb the consumers in Calcutu. 
and with the np-country shopkeepers. We said that the Company would get 
a. Jiig)ler prjse. The sbareholders /liter cf)nsid!3ring the whollt thing came to 
the cGnellJ!lloJt. th" they dill not like tbIlllystem of lIanian's OOJIlJl)issioll beiDg 
paUl tq t,h" Jll~j).~ing agents, so they /loSked 1JB to haTe this JUlW organitlation 
set up to make up for .dditii!n/l.l labour 11M attentiOl1 and SAici they would 
pay us 2 per cent. on the aggregate for all tbis organisatjon. S9 it wa~ 
in this way that the commission was increased from It to 2 per ceDt. 

Mr. ·Bahimtoola.-At present you have got no shops of your own? The 
shops are run by your selling agents to whom you pay I/o certain IllJlOunt of 
commission P 

Mr. Khaitan.-The shops belong to the company. We pay them com, 
mission for running those shops and taking /111 the risk. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-You have nothing qirectl;y to do with jt; it is the selling 
agent who is responsible for the sales, looking after the shop and doing 
propaganda and so on,. and you pay' him this commission? 

Mr. Khaitan.-We have to do the advertising, we have to do the· 
supervision. 

President.-How then does he earn his commission? 
Mr. Khaitan.-He attends to the shop; his man is there; he collects all 

the information from the market, hands it to us, learns our views anc! acts 
aOC'ording to our iJ,lstructions. If there is any default on the part of buyers 
he is financially responsible. 

Mr. Raltimtoola.-He is a sort of guaranteed brokerP 
Mr. Khaitan.-Broker is Bot the term: he· is the guaranteed selling 

agent. 
President.-Supposing the buyer refuses to take delivery according to the 

contract then in that case your selling agent is responsible P 
Mr. Kha~tan . ..,.,.Yes; 
President.-Then I think it is practically the aame system as in BOIIlbay_ 
lIr. Kkaitan.-Yes. 
Mr. Bahimtoola.-I want to know about the sale system. Does the

Government of blli" patrQnise Indian goods P 
Mr. Khaita,., .. -Our experience is that if we give tenQ!lrs direct, t.hey are 

Dot accepted. We have one or two men who make tenders to Goyeniment-
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:and 'hen in some cases lIur goods have beau delivllt'ed to GOVllrnDient ivhatllver 
the reason ma, be. . . . 

Mr. llahimtoola.-The Indian Stores Department call for open tenderS P 
Mr. Khaitan ...... yes. 
Mr .. 1lahimtoo!a."""'"And they don't assign any reason for rejecting tenders'? 
Mr. Khaitan.-For the last two or three years we did not submit any 

/tenders. 
Mr.llahimtoola.-I would like to ask you as representative of the Chamber 

-of Commerce whether any mills have submitted any tenders and if such 
·tenders have been accepted? Or do all the mills share the same fate ·that you 
-mentioned just now? 
. Mr~ Khaitan.--:The Bengal Luxmi Mills got some, I think but thrdugh 
Mome one. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-I suppose you don't concentrate much upon it? 
Mr. Khaita1lJ.-We don't concentrate becaul\e ,there. is very little chance of 

success. 
Mr. llakimtoo!a.-The total. .amount of purchases of cotton goode by the 

1ndian. Stores Department must be considerable I . I don't think it, is a 
.:Ilegligible quantity at all.. . . . 

Mr. KhaitanJ,.-Yesj police ull-iforms, military uniforms and so on. 
Mr. Rahimtoola ....... Having regard to what Mr. Khaitan said about the 

.·liupply of goods.l I want to know what the Government view is as regardil 
the quality of Indian made goods. 

Mr. Khaitan.-We can supply ·quite good quality to Government, but if' 
.they insist that it must be .Hawke's naius09k, _what can we do? . 

Mr. llahimtoola.-You told me this morning about a strike j was it a 
Atrike .in your mill only Ql' was it· a general strike? 

Mr. Khaitan.-Th~re was no general strike as such. 
Mr. llahimtoo!a.-As far as your mill is concerned it was olily for a 

week? Had it anything to do with the wages? 
Mr. Khaitan.-There was nothing about wages. In fact we have' flever 

;been able to understand why there was a strike; I delivered .11. speech to 
·theIli abd asked them what was the reason for the strike and one man got up 
.and said he was getting less stores. I found out on enquiry that there was 
:'no difference in the quantity of stores between the previous system and· the 
'new system. Another reason the,· put forward was that we had introduced 
... P6llS system 110 that more efficiency could be got: thlit they did not like 
:and we had to give it up. In fact I could not understand why the strike 
came about and after a week they came back to work. 

Mr. 1lahinftoo!a.~Dlithlg the last :five yeats there havs been no seHou! 
strikes? 

Mr. Khaitan.-T'lVo or three years ago there was a strike which we ·con
aidered 88 ser19us, but there .. 88 !to general stI'ikll. 

Mr. llahimtoola.-On pagll 21 of your reptesentatiilil you give a. com
mission char~ of Rs. 1,82,204 for 1930-~1. Does this mean only c~mmi8Sioil 
-b4 aales or does it tover all your commIssions that you have mentlonedp 

Mr. Khaita'lt.-lt is the tab!. 
P,.e!ide71t ........ lt is both lJotnIIlisliloIl and discount P 
Mr. llahimtoo!a.-No. It is commission on purchaees of cotton plus com. 

mission on sales also 1 pet' cent. tlol1lmissioti. fOIl the bank. The total sales 
we had was Re. '41,00,000 and Re. 30,00,000, that is a total of ~s. 12,00,000. 
11 per eent. on Re. 79,00,000 is Rs. 1,44,000 and the total given hllte !-s 
Ra. 1,82,000 so it includes everything. . 

Mr .. 1tal.imtoolt1."!'""I~ this oflice allowance that yali were charginlt fotmerly 
"Was this aiso ailowance given to managing agents for service renderedP .. 

r.2 
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Mr. Khaitan.-In return for the office' allowance we were expected to, 
maintain the staff at the head office and we were saving a good deal of the-
3000 rupees. 

Mr. Rahimtook,,~-Do I understand that you were actually paying out of 
the Rs. 36,000 all the office establishment maintained for mill purposes? 

Mr. Khaitan.-Yes. 
President.-Did that Rs. 3,000 include office rent? 
,Mr. Khaitan.-Yes. 
President.-What office rent? 
Mr. Khaitan.-Out of this Rs. 3,000 we were saving Rs. 1,500 or Rs. 1,600' 

a month., , 
. Presidenl.-Saving in this sense that that was the balance left over afu>r 
the expenses incurred directly at the head office on account of the company i' 

Mr. Khaitan.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-What exactly is this hanian's commission? 
Mr. Khaitan.-If I may say so it merely operated as an eye wash because 

the selling agents were responsible if there was any default on the part of 
any buyer in paying for the goods the managing agents as banians charged: 
half a per cent. for the same thing. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-It was Ii per cent. but, it was divided into two parts. 
Mr. Khaitan.-They gave us the actual office expenditure and in return 

we built up that special organisation as a result of which the company: 
benefited much more. 

Mr. ,Rooimtoola.-You changed the whole system of selling organisation!' 
Mr. Khaitan.-Yes. In respect of our other mills at Delhi and Gwalior

we are charging 2 per cent. on the gross sale proceeds. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-What about deposits? Do the mills here easily get 
private deposits? 

Mr. Khaitan.-No. 
PTesident.-That system does not obtain here at all? 
Mr. Khaitan.-No. 
Mr. Rah,imtoola.-I find from your statement that about Rs. 9 lakhs are 

due to the managing 'agents. Do the managing agents give deposits to the 
milisP 

Mr. Khaitan..-Managing agents find the working capital. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-There is nothing like deposits on fixed term of interestP. 
Mr. Khaitan.-No. ' 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-The rate of interest which you give in answer to question 

aI, namely 1 per cent. over the, bankrate with a minimum of 6 per cent., 
is this' the general rate? • _ 

Mr. Khaitan.-This rate is for very good companies. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-You would not call it the ordinary general rate? -
Mr. Khaitan.-The minimum would be 7 per cent. for creditable com-

panIes; 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-If we are to calculate it on this basis then you would 

be satisfied with this rate as representing the general Calcutta practice? 
Mr. G1talldi.-It is not the Calcutta general practice: that would be much 

more. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Would it »e' 2 per cent. over :the bank rate? 
Mr. Gandhi.-Yes. 
President.-In most of the Calcutta industries that we have investigated' 

they asked for an interest of 71 per cent. 
Mr. Ohakravarti.-Many Eurqpean firms charge 8 per rent. on debentuI:e-

InAl'U:I . 
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Mr. Rahimtoola.-Coming now to the duty on yarn, I find you are very' 
emphatio that the dnty should not be touched. How would we then in your 
opinion help the handloom industry? 

Mr .. ~haita;n.--':We would ~ive them all the yarn they want and internal 
competition will see to the price. ' 

Mr. Rahimt?ola.-You 'know the condition of th!l handloom industry ali 
prese~t. In SPite of the fact that nearly 20 lakhs of people are engaged in 
that mdustry the cloth that they manufacture is not able to compete with 
the mill cloth and I find in Ahmedabad there is a practice that the mills 
do not weave cloth below 18s. Is there anything like that ruling here P 

Mr'. ·Khaita1J,.-GeneralIy speaking it prevails. Mohini Mills for instance 
de) not manufacture any cloth below 25s. Keshoram Cotton Mills are at 
this time manufacturing some cloth below 18s but for two or three yearl 
we did not and the other mills I don't think gO below 208. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-Supposing it was put as 'a general proposition for the 
help of the handloom industry would your Chamber accept that? 

Mr. Khaitan.-If you put it like this that there will be a prohibitive 
tariff wall so that the country will be self-reliant in the supply of cotton 
piece-goods. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-I am talking of the present practice which is existing 
nnder the shelter of the present tariff which was given in 1930. In 
Ahmedabad they do not manufacture anything below 18s. 

Mr. Khaita1J,.-It ,suits' Ahmedabad all right. In places like Delhi for 
instance, we get local cotton which is fit only for manufacturing 9s warp 
and 12s weft and the demand for cloth there is met out of 9s warp and 
12s weft. By this I do not mean to say that there is no demand for the other 
cloth. If you prohibited the mills at Delhi from manufacturing cloth out 
,of these counts, you might as well ask them to shut down. .8inIilarly in 
respect of our mill at Gwalior if you asked us not to manufacture cloth below 
18s, you might as well ask us to shut down. You will similarly find mills in 
other places, '!liz., Nagpur Cotton Mills. If you asked them not to manu
facture below 18s, you might as well ask them to shut down. So you 'have 
to take local circnmstances into consideration and even Mahatma Gandhi 
did it. He permitted us to manufacture cloth below 18s at Dellii, but 
asked us not to manufacture below 18s in Calcutta. He t/>ok these local 
circumstances into consideration. His objection was that we should' not 
manufacture cloth which would compete with khaddar. If you really want 
to help the handloom industry, I think the fir~t thine; you should do is to 
see that the country is supplied entirely by local production. Having done 
that, the next step should be to give some form of protection against Indian 
Mills, but that can only be the second Rtage. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-Till that time what is their position? Second stage 
will take some time to come even if we agree. to your proposals. 

Mr. Chakravarti.-They have got the co-operative system. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Under the present circumstances. as you know, one of 

the terms of reference is that we have got to consider the question about the 
handloom industry and as a large number of population ,of India is con
cerned 'With it and are on the point of starvation, it is necessary that the 
Tariff Board should seriously consider how far they are able to help them. 

Mr. Khaita"".-The first stage that I can thin~ of is ~hat we s~ould ~lock 
out imported piece-goods. Even now the qu~ntIty of Imp~rts IS a~atlable 
both to the mill industry and the handloom llldustry. Taklllg the Imoorts 
now ,at about 800 to 900 million yards, that is very good to both and the 
figures that we have got of handloom production is 1,400 million yards. 

, Mr. Rahimtoola.-It is 40 per cent. of the total production of India. 

Mr. Khaitan.-The total consumption is 5,000 million yards and the pro
duction -of hand looms is 1,400 millions. So it is about 30 p~r cent. a~d 
therefore if you block out foreign goods, then the han~loom lll<lustry wIll 
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not suffer. The amount of imports will be anUable both for the develop
ment of handloom industries and the mill industry so that for the first stage 
you will be very fully helping the handloom industry by simply shutting 
out the imported goods. I hope I am making myself clear. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-I have heard that the yarn which is supplied in the 
market by the milIa which ultimately goes to the handloom weavers ~ not 
got the same tensile strength as the yarn which is used by the mills them.
selves for their own cloth. 

Mr. Khaitan.-That is quite correct for· this reason there is a greater 
stress in the power loom than in the handloom. When we give a certain 
kind of yarn to the power loom, you have got to take into account the 
factor of stress that is imposed upon the yarn in the various processes 
through which the ·yarn has to go a& also on the power loom itself. The 
handloom weavers want softer yarn and are satisfied with yarn of less 
stress. If they want a stronger yarn and more twisted yarn they can get 
it, bnt they will have to pay a slightly higher price. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-Their complaint is that the yarn which is bought in 
the Indian market by them is not suitable for their requirements and they 
Bay that they are compelled to buy imported yarn in spite of the fact that 
they have got to pay a heavy price. 

Mr. Chakravarti.-You mean quantity or quaiIty? 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Both. That is the complaint. 
Mr. Khaitan.-I don't think that complaint will stand the test of 

scrutil;ly, 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-That is the complaint which is made. 
Mr. Khaitan.-Who has made that complainti' 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-.:some people who have represented to us.. 
Mr. Kkaitan.-I notice that our yarn is in great demand and we have 

hardly to maintain any stock of y&rn, because it is all taken up .. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.,-You are not aware of this? 
Mr. Khiatan.-Not only I am not aware of that, but my experience is 

the other way about. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-I would 'like to understand something about artificial 

silk yarn. Yon know at present there is a duty on it. Are any of the 
~ills manufacturing silk yarn? 

Mr. Khaitan.-No. Since the congress agitation, no mill is using arti-
ficial silk yarn. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-Are they using silk yarnP 
Mr. Khaitan.-To a smaU extent they use for borders. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Artificial silk yarn doesn't come into competition at 

all. • 
l(r. Chakravarti.-It does come in competition with handloom. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-I am takling about th~ mills. 
Mr. Khaitan.-Competition is really between our cloth and the articial 

Bilk cloth, that is imported chieHy from Japan. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-That is what you call an indirect competition. 
Mr. Khaitan.-Direct and indirect are very often used. I have never 

myself been able to understand what is meant by direct and indirect com
petition. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-Direct means you are not making artificial silk goods 
at all. 

Mr. Khaitan."""COmpetition is very direct. ?Iake it indirect, but the 
competition is very direct. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-It is only the way of putting it. Dit'ect means that 
1011 ate not making the same quality .. 



Mr. Khaitan.-I am trying to impress upon you that although "it is 
called indirect competition, it is direct competition. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-It may be in ;. selJSEl. 
President.-It is direct competition of .. I!eCOndall' kind. 
Mr. Kh4iWn.-Eventhat I would object to. 
Mr. llohimtoola ....... ¥ou have given us the loss percentage of yarn in the 

1I11Ul\lfaoture of Gloth as 4'63 in answer to questioJ1. 20 8l1d this mol"Jl.U1g you 
said something about 21 per eent. I want to understand what the actuai 
percentage is P , 

Mr. Khaitotl.-This lOIIII percentage -is calculated on the yarn cODS1UI1ed 
snd this morning we were calculating on the cloth. 

Mr. llakimtOQ/a.-We said on the grollS amount of yarn, ,,'z., 1 Ibs, 
could manufacture cloth of 8 Ibs. 

Mr. Khaifan • ...,.We were cawulsting this morning on the cloth. 
President.-Even if yOu cawlllate OB the cloth, supposing it is 2"5 per 

cent., that does not correspond til 4'6 On the yll-rJ/.. 
Mr. Khaitan.-Again the duty comes in between the coareer goow; and the 

finer goods. 
President.-Supposing we accepted 21 per cent. as ths oorrect figl).J"e based 

on cloth, that is to say the wastage of yarn calculated on the weight of 
cloth? ' 

Mr. KluJitan.-¥ou 'have to deduct the amount of size used. 
President.-Supposing you took 7 Ibs. of YllrJI. ~ COJ.'responding to 8 Ibs. 

of cloth? 
Mr. Kkaitan.-May I just explain it? For example we have got to give 

weft to the loom. A certain quantity of yam remains on the pi.nl. The 
whole quantity is not taken out in the case of finer yarn. A .mall quantity 
remains on the pim in the case' of coarser COUJ1.ts. The quantity that 
remains on the pirn is heavier in weight than in the case of the finer counts 
and this morning we were calculating for the finer counts and at present most 
of the qualities that we manufacture is of the hewvier kind, 20s warp and 
248 weft, 328 weft. r 

Pre.,idenf.-Wbat then is your point? 4·63 is the percentage of y8lrn 
calculated on the weight of cloth in respect of production of which the bulk 
i. coarser counts, am I right P , 

Mr. Khaifan.-¥es. 
President.'-:And the 21 per cent. that y~1i gave tbis momiJ1.g, is that.the 

percentage based on the, weight of cloth or on the weight of Yllrn P 
Mr. Khaitan.--On the weight of clo,tb. 
President.-That is in respect of finer counts. 
Mr. Khaitan.-Quite 110. 

Mr. Boag.-This 4·63 is the peI:Centage of what? 
Mr. Kkaitan.--On gross yarn. 
President.-4·63 is on the weight of yarn. That would be 80mewherll 

about 3J on the weight of ,cloth. 
Mr. Khaifa"".-If you take into account more sizing required on cloth, 

you will get even a smaller percentage. 
Pf'tsident.-I think you 'had better se~d u~ a considered s~atement with 

regard to 4 different kinds of cloth for which you, have glven UtI costs. 
With regard to each kind of cloth, give :us the wasta~e of cotton, the 
wastage of yam and the additional weight lmparted by SlZ9. 

Mr. Khaitan.-Yes. 
PTuident.-please tell UII ill ,each case what the percentage of wastage .i.e 

'based on Pi' 

, }.IT. Khaitan.-Yet. 
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Mr. Boaa.-We ,want the same as regards finer cloth. 
Mr. Khaitan.-Yes. 
Mr. Boag.-As regards your answers to questions 39 to 44, you refer 

generally' to your representation and offer to discuss the question. We 
discussed some of them this morning and this afternoon. But there are 
one 01' two matttors covered by those questions about which 1 don't think you 
have expressed your views at all. One of them is the relative value of 
ad valorem or specific duties as a means of protection. 

Mr. Khaitan.-We have no fixed ideas about that. We have got one 
fixed idea and that is this there ought to be a prohibitive duty. 

President.-That 1 understand. 
Mr. Khaitan.-Whether you give it in the form of an ad valorem or in 

the form of a specific duty, we don't care. 
President.-The ad valorem can easily cease to be prohibitive. 
Mr. Khaitan.-Yes, but if it is made, prohibitive. 
Mr. Boag.-Your 200 per cent., for t'xample, will make full allowance for 

that kind of drop. ' 
Mr. Khaitan.-Yes. 
Mr. Boag.-You have 'not considered the question of specific duty. 
Mr. Khaitan.-We have no fixed ideas about that. As 1 told you 1 have 

as much liking for ad valorem as for specific duties, provided either is 
adequate. 

Mr. Boag.-You have not decided whether one system of duties is more 
likely than the other to give you the adequate degree of protection that 
YElu.wllnt .. 

Mr. Khaitan;-Give us adequate protection. 1 think that specific duties 
would be better. 
• . Mr. Boag'.-You think that a specific duty would be better? 

MI". Khaitall.-Yes. 
Mr. Chakia varti.-For administrative purposes also, it would be pre

fel'able? 
President.-They put it differently. 
Mr. Boag.-Haye you considered at all in that case whether one rate 

of specific duty could be applied to all kinds of cloth or if not how many 
rates would you suggest? 

Mr. 'Khaitan.-If you calculate the adequate specific duty on the finer 
classes and apply that to the coarser kinds, that would satisfy us. 

President.-It would suit you admirably. 
Mr. Boag.-Do you say that even as a representative of the consumer? 
Mr. Khaitan.-Yes, because we are convinced that if you give adequate 

protection there will be enough internal competition to protect the, consumer. 
That is also what we have pointed out in our memorandum. 

Mr. Boog.-I know ,you have mentioned that. There is one other matter 
which 1 want to ask you about and that is your answer to question 7 dealing 
with railway freights. Are these rates that you have given correct? 

Mr. Khaitan.-Recently, the railway freight from these stations has 
been reduced. "That we are now paying from Adoni to· Calcutta is 
Rs. 1-11-0. Formerly it used to be Rs. 3-8-0. 

,ptesident.-These are the current rates? 
'Mr. Khaitan.-Y;s. 
P,·esident.-Are theY O. R. or R. R.. rates? 

, Mr. Khaitan._R. R. rates. 'lYe have got very, high rates of freight from 
the Punjab, United Provinces, etc., and then 1 should point out to you that; 
the railway freight that we have given from Broach and Burat. as 
Rs. 1-12-0 to Rs. 2-0-0 has been taken off recently. They have increased it. 



PTuident.-What is it nowl' 
MT. Khaitan.-It is much higher than what 'we have mentioned. 
MT. Rahitntollla.-You have mentioned the. rate· as Re. 1-12-0 to 

Rs. 2-0-0. . 
MT. Khaitan'-Y6f!, but it. is now much higher. On our representation 

they gave us th~ railway freight fI:om Broach district stations to Calcutta 
on the sa!l'e basIs all from Bombay to' Calcutta. The rate from Bombay to 
Calcutta III Rs. 1-8-0 per maund and now they have withdrawn it. 

President.-Do you know the present rate? 
Mr. Khaita1j..-,-No. . 
President.-8end us that figure later on? 
MT. Khaitan.-Yes. 
PTllridllnt.-Where do you get the bulk' of your cotton from? 
MT. Khaitan~-Bo~h from South India and from the Punjab. We get 

mostly from the Punjab and we are very anxious that the railway freight 
from the Punjab to Calcutta should be reduced. ' 

Prllsident.-How does the distance ,compare from a station like Tuticorin 
and the Punjab. 

Mr. Kkaitan.-I think that, they are about equal. 

PTesident.-1 suppose you know the special rate-the lower rate-is 
determined by the steamer rate P , 

~r. Khaitan.-Yes •. What we, have been telling is that the railway 
freight from the Punjab to Calcutta should also be determined by the 
steamer rate. 

PreBident.-What kind of steamer rate? 

Mr. Khaitan.:-I am just PQinting that out to you. We filed a case 
before the Railway Rates Advisory Committee and pointed out tQ th!lm that 
there was an arrangement among the railways whereby the railway freights 
from Delhi to all the ports, Karachi, Bombay and Calcutta were equalised. 
Now Delhi was an inoperative station, but the stations in the Punjab were 
really the operative stations and therefore we submitted that that arrange
ment of equalising the rates to different ports should operate from the 
stations in the Punjab and not from Delhi, so that the r~ilway rate from 
the Punjab to Calcutta should be the same as from the Punjab stations to 
Karachi. 

PTesident.-The rates from Lyallpur to Calcutta. must be th~ sa~e as the 
rate from Delhi to Bombay and Delhi to Karachi. 

Mr. Khaitan._The rate from Lyallpur to Ka.rachi must be the same 
S8 that from Lyallpur to Bombay. Now what is happening is that there 
are two Idnds of freight. One is from the' stations in the, Punjab "id 
Karachi to Bombay and the other is the all rail route from Lyallpur and 
other stations "id Bhatinda to Bombay. Now the Railway Rates Advisory 
Committee accepted our principle that the freight from the punjab stations 
to Calcutta should be ·the same as from the Punjab stations to Bombay but 
in determining tha I:ate they applied the all'rail route rate from the Punjab 
stations to Bombay which was an inoperative rate. . Most of the cotton from 
these western stations in the Punjab went "id Karachi to Bombay. In 
applying the principle the~ op~rated it wrongly. Upon tha~ we. sent a b~g 
representation. If you will kmdly take the troub~e of rea?mg It, you ~lll 
find it very interesting. We sent that representation to Sir Goorge Rainy 
by way of appeal and when he came down to Calcutta and met the committee 
of the Indian Chamber we asked him "Have you read our memorandum of 
appeal". He said "No". I said .. You ar~ very curtly ~lling us that 
you have not read it. We spent some 'money. tlJDeand attention to prepare 
it and you sinlply say "No". .He said ." ~at· is the use of reading. it 
when I am not going ,to gr8~t ItP". ThIS IS 8 very cu,:,t waf of dealing 



!fi~h ~epresentations, but if you will kindly go thr'oul/;h it, you will see. the 
Injustice dcme 1;01 118. We ha\fU: gtven the calculations very accurately. The 
pner&l principie of ra.ilway freigl&t. is taat it should be' ~ere betlteell 
the cost of service and the value of service. We have shown that the Talue 
of service is about Rs. 2-4-0 . 

. J'tIesmmt.-It ia very diffiC1l1t 1)G. apply thllib. No railwa1 man: will accept 
tbat. 

Mr. Khaitan,:-l pointed that out recently to the Agent of the East 
Indian Railway. Even their R&tes Manager Mr. Crawford admitted in the 
course of his evidence before the Railway Rates Advisot)" Cottlmittee that 
Rs. 2-4-0 was the proper value of the service. Even then they would not 
do ~ the justice. 

Prllsident.-I think that. the thing, to say to the Railway is that they 
will get more traffic. 

Mr. Khaitan,.-That is what we have been telling. The East Indian 
Railway themselves are anxious to do it, but the Railway Board won't let 
them do it. 

Presiden,t.-No recommendation in the matter of freight ever made by 
the Board has ever been accepted. There is just one point I want to ask 
you about the working capital. If you look at page 26, I may assume, may 
I· n~t, that the average working capital required by you is about a third of 
the total of the year's works expenditure? That is approxinlately correct? 

Mr. Khaitan,.-It is approximately right. 
. Prllsiden,t.-You have- given us certain figures about the cost of manur 

facturing hosiery goods in your mill. What we propose to do is to discuss 
the hosiery costs with the Hosiery Association. It is really on the costs of,. 
these smaller factories that we should base our proposals? 

Mr. Kkaita'lt.-That is what has been suggested . 
. P1'esid'e'ltt.-There is one general point that I want to raise. You know 

that the Tariff Board in 1926 rejected the proposal for granting assistance 
to the Hosiery Industry on the ground that if a duty were imposed on the 
imported hosiery goods, it would have the effect of leading textile mills 
undertaking the production of hosiery goods and therefore the effect of :the 
duty would not benefit the small factories but would benefit only the :textile 
mills. On that ground they refused to consider the question of a protective 
duty for the hosiery industry. We have to meet that objection in this 
enquiry since that has been definitely;raised. You are here a mill interested 
in the prodlICtion of hosiery goods and therefore from the point of view 
of a mill you can explain the position to lIS. As I understand it; the situa
tion is this. The demand for hosiery goods is a demand that changes for 
one thing from season to season. You want one class of hosiery goods for 
the colder part of the year and you want another class of hosiery goods for 
another part of the year. Then, since the general form that the hosiery 
goods take is vests, wearing apparel of that kind, the demand for special 
classes of goods as distinct from standardised goods would be much greater 
in the case of hosiery goods than in the case of piece.-goods. I want a vest 
that will snit me and there are ever so many sizes that would have to be 
produced. I may need a particular kind of design, not merely a particular 
kind of size, so that the man who. works a small factory is in a position to 
adopt his output to the· varying requirements of the market more readily 
than a mill which undertakes standardised production, Supposing I put 
the distinction between the hosiery goods and piece-goods on that basis, 
do you think that I should be stating the position fairly correctly? 

M",. Kkaita.n..-I don't think so. . 
Pr£!id671.t ...... Why p 
Mr, K1IaitQll1,.-In Calcutta we have been manufacturing in the Kesotam 

Cotton Mills what 'we call ganiis. 
President.-What are they like? Are they vests? 
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Mr. Khaita"..-Yes, with short arms made of 16 counts' and they are 

sqld tlJroughout the year. We make VariOU8 sizeB. 
Pre.ident.-How many sizes do you mueP 
Mr. Khaitan.-We make from 22" to 3S' with variations of 2". 
Pt'eMent.-That will mean 12 different sizeBP 

Mt'. lrhaitain.-9 sizes and we are able to supply them with the greatest 
ease. They are sold throughllut $he year. Now jI.II regards the distil!Ction 
that ,.o~ are making between diffllrent 'l!8a1lOJllI .IIIl flU' all undel'llhirt&..pi \1I118e 
COUDtI! are concernlld, the:!,11 is no 4iffllrll~ce betw8!ln th, 4iffllreJj.t BIl~JII!I 

Pre.iden.t • ..,...lfh. difference is in the matterP 
Mr. Khaitwn.-What happens is that in the winter they put Oil the 

undersh~rt and 'Illllet-hing over it. In the sUJllJller, they simply put on the 
vn44!rs41rt. 

Prl!rident.-What difference does it make? 

Mr. Khaitan.-They are sold bpth in the eu~r and in the winter. , In 
the winter season, the deDiancJ. is also there lint i.l; JlI.1JCh smaller th~ th*t 
for woollen undershirts for example or some coarser undershirts. But tbat 
demand relatively speaking is much smaller than that for the unifo~ type 
that is wanted throughout thll year. , 

Mr. Bahimtooia.-Further the deman4 for woolJlln things ill limj.tecl .~ a 
few months p. 

Mr. Kh"ita"".-Ye~, it begin. jJl. October M .., and IlOJlI.IlS to an ead in 
December, 110 th",t Ilny hosiery manufacture wO:\lld bllive to, malluflliCture the 
.tandardised kiml for sll-Is throughout th, year and JlI.ay turn some of his 
knitting machines to the other Ji:illd of goods iOJ' wintllr sales. As regards 
the different kinds that you mentilln, namely V sh!l-pecJ and, buttoned 
varieties, there is demand for them; SOIllj;! like to lIuy V $!l-pecl /!-nd 80me 
buttoned varieties . 

.rruideflot.-The point that you are trying to get at is this that although 
there are di/fiBrences in eizes and in designs, these are not such that 
standardised production cannot be 1JJUiettaken. 

Jlr. Kheitan. . .....standardised. production is very helpfUl in hosIery goOds. 
Prerident.-If it is very much needed, then' obviousiy the mil~ blI.vlt Ij.IJ. 

advantage? ' 

Mt'. Xhaitan.-Yes, to a. cerlain extent. 
Pt'uident.-Standardised prodlJction is possible only Po. a. large scaleP 
Mt'. Khaitan.-Standardised production even BJIlaller factories can doP 
P,..ridc';'t..-The mOp\ent you gra.nt that standardised production does 

pay, you are really a.rguing for a large scale production. 

Mr. Khaitam..-Yes. 
Prerident.-May I raise another point!' 
Mr Khaitan -I hope I won't be misunderstood. What I intended to 

convey WIUI that the advantage that the present hoseiry factories in te~ile 
mills have is that they get their own yam, and their own power from the 
engine or turbine generator whichever they have for the PlJrpose of manu
facturing the other commercial cloths and they don't have to keep a separate 
engiBeer. 

Pre.~dent.-You mean the ~ms' 
Mr. Khaitan.-Yes, they c)on't have to do- tha:t whereas BJIlalJs~ fa.c:tori~ 

get their power from Electric Supply CorporatIOns or they 'maIntain oil 
engines for the pUl1!OI!8 of rUllnil1g their f~ries and it is there that the 
textile mills get thelr advantage Dver Clt!aen. 

Mr. llahimtoola.-Also overheads!' 
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Mr. Khaitan.~As regards' overheads it is the smaller factory which gets 
an advantage over us' because they do not have to employ engineers for 
example at a large remuneration. 

President.-That would depend on the size of the factory. If you have 
a fair' sized cottage factory-I was surprised at the figures of overhead ex
penditure incurred in a hosiery factory-there establishment charges and so 

;08' are fairly high.> . 
. Mr: Khaitan.-It is quite possible that they are employing managers 
. and others' but in the Calcutta hosiery factories the proprietors themselves 
manage the concern. I have not been able to compare their overheads with 
ours but from what I have heard as regards overhead expenditure they 
score over us. 

President.-There is another point. In regard to the labour costs in the 
hosiery industry, I' find from your statement on page 30 that as far as 
labour charges are ooncerned. the biggest single item is the tailoring cost? 

Mr. Khaitan.-Yes. 
President.-on yarn the textile mill has no advantage because after all 

if . you' have got a hosiery department you take your yarn at whatever is 
the economic cost. . 

lIfr. Khaitan.-I must admit that there we score over the small manu
facturer because we save baling charges and so on. 

President .-If you had large scale production you would score as regards 
bleaching and dyeing charges, won't youP •. 

Mr. Khaitan.-We have not been able to 8co~e there. The hosiery that 
we manufacture we once bleached in our bleaching plant but that bleaching 
was not liked by the market and ultimately we had to give the goods for 
hand bleaching, and therefore, we do not score there. 

President.-~hatabout standing chargesP 
. Mr. Khaitan.-As regards" Power" I have already told you that the 

expenses we incur in generating electric current, is lower than the rate at 
which they get 'their power. ." Stores and Accessories" is the same in both 
cases; .. Salary and Provident Fund," there they soore over l,lS; N Wages 
Daily Hands" if anything they would score over us there because of the 
greater vigilance that'the proprietor of a ooncern can exercise over a small 
factory. "Interest" should be the same in. both cases except for the rate 
of interest. 

Pre.~ident.-Coming to piece ,works wages, I want to know what the 
position ther.e is. 

Mr. Khait~n.-It would be the sa~e in both cases. 
P'resident .-That is to say all the charges in the tailoring. department 

must be the same because the system is the same and the way the depart
ment operates is the same P 

Mr. Khaitan.-Yes. 
President.-That would be so also on item No. 5P 
Mr. Khaitan.-Yes. 
Presideflt.-Packing must be the sameP 
Mr. Khaitan.-Yes. I think you will find in hosiery industry that there 

is not much difference in expenditure between a hosiery department attached 
to a textile mill and one run independently in a small way. 

President.-The real position is this. I am trying to Bee what kind of 
argument I can, adopt in order to meet the objection raised by the Tariff 
Board in 1926. The first argument that I tried to suggest by way of 
meeting their argument was that standardised production does not have such 
a big place in hosiery goods as in piece-goods, that difference in size, 
difference in designs and so on would make standardised production rather 
difficult. You don't accept that. argument, 

M1', Khaitan.-Not generally. 
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. Pr~8ident.-W~leave that out for the tim~ being. The 'next :is the 
.analysIs of costs. If you look at the cost stat~ment her4. Let us take 11£ 
far as material costs are concerned let us take, it. that a large.'factory ~nd 
a small factory stand on the same foothing. As far as packing is concerned 
it is vel"Y' largely a question of materia.l-cardboard boxes wooden boxes and 
80 on 80 that if you add the. two together, Rs. 9,625 ~nd Re. 1,050, you 
get about Re. 10,000. As far as Nos. 4 and 5 ar~ concerned. there also a 
small factory has no particular advantage: that is about Rs.·1S 000. Thete
fore o~t of a .total expenditure of about Rs. 18,000 in regard to 'RB. ''15,000 

-there,ls no disadvantage that the small factory necessarily has; Am,I 
right? . . , 

Mr. Khaitan,-It would be more than Rs, '15,000. 
PTesident,:-A~ far as the other Rs .. 3,000 is 'concerned, you. say' that as 

· far as bleachmg 1& concerned you have no advantage 80 that goes out. The 
· only advantage. you have is i!l regard to power. 

Mr. Khaitan.-In fact we.find from our actual experience in' the market 
that. they are sometimes able to undersell us because. of the reason that we 

nave got to employ selling agents. They don't employ selling agents, and 
the commission of the ~elling agent in, the. case of hosiery is quite a good 
aea!. We give IS! per cent. 'discount out of which 121 per cent. goes to 
the buyer and 6t per cent .. goes to the selling agent. In· the case of th~ 
small factories they. don't incur that at all. . 

President.-The more I investigate the textil~ 'industry the more I feel 
· that nOfle of the modern economics about the conditions ·of large Beale 
production seem to hold good, because the smaller· mills in large parts 'of 

· the country appear to. be doing much more efficiently than' the larger' mill!! 
which are producing a great . deal more; . 

".,Mr. Khaitafl..-Yes. OUI' mill in: Dellii. is making larger profits' than 
our mill in Calcutta although that mill is' equipped with 500 looms whereas 
·this one has 1740 looms. ., 

Pruident.-Amalgamation schemes are everywhere. breaking down. 
Mr. Khaitan.-I have never believed in amalg~mation schemes: person8J 

.supervision is a great factor. I will- give you another instance. We. have 
· a mill in Delhi: then we thought that having a mill in Gwalior we would 
"be able to save in overhead expenses. We absolutely failed. 

President.-May I summarise· this point. As far as your knowledge 
j!;oes the only item in respect of which the textile mill may have advantage 
'in the production of hOSiery is power? 

MT. KhlJitan.-Yes, and as against that the small factory owner gets 
advantage in overheads and other things. 

Mr. Gandhi.-When the last Tariff Board reported, in ooming to the 
conclusions to which you invited our attention just now they mentioned that 
the applications reached them too late to permit of their investigating int~ 
this and coming to a conclusion. 

President.-I am not concerned so much with the actual proposals that 
·they make as wi.th the arguments they use. 

M.,.. Gandhi.-As regards argument they say that they had no oppor. 
·tunity to investigate the general conditions. 

Mr. Khaitan.-I can tell yoU that the hosiery industry is one. that lends 
itself very easily to adaptation by the mid~e cla;m people. With a small 
amount of capital they can have a factory In their own house and earn a 
goad living out of it. 

M.,.. Rahimtoola.-The competition is mainly from Japan? 

MT. Khaitan.-The rate at which Japan is selling hosiery at present i! 
also ruining them ail the present moment. Out of Re. 1,72,000 worth of 

-goods imported in one year Rs. 1,43,000 was imported from Japan. 
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Presillcfl-t.-.Tell lJI,~ wh&t is the position with regartl to the 8&mples yO\S1 

sl1owl!cl u~thill mQr~p.g. ,TheBe are all import. from the Uni~d Kingdo~" 
Mr. ,KhaifQIII. • ..-Yes and are Bold !!os Bwadeshi goods becllu~ they ~o :Qot 

lIelill' ~ny mark:. 
Pf'eBide:nt.-'-lJow lon~ ha"e ;thef been ip. tPI! IlI"f~et P 

, Mr. KAaitan.-Instead of OUr h\lvin~ 't9 copy them they are copying na, 
in Our pieOll-goodli. ' 

Mr. OlaT~1'qvarli.-One bale cpn,t!J.ina 200 pairs of dhotieB and Ban." 
dhotie8 'wi~ 2" horder "nd saris with wider horders, and they sell theBe ... to 
Rs. 2-4-0 or Rs. 2-3-0 a pair. ' 

Prcsident.-What CG\mts are the~' 
Mr. Chqk~r1JO,r#, .... 70s" 80s. (Shows the ma.l'k on a pair of dhotie8). 
Prc.i4eal.-Does this JJ1l1.rk resemble any pa.rticular mark in the IJIa.r\et ~' 
Mr. Chakra'llarti.-No. , Itut they coPY th@ Ben~ali t1Pes we Pl,lt , •.• 
PN8ide",t.-.AI~e\lgh it hl\ll thE! appearance pf a IIw~e§hl cloth !lQ 4mg 

as the marks ar~ not the in<lividual marklj o,f an-y Jlltrticwilf IlIIU1-qfa.pt\l1ll1' 
the Act doell IlOt apply. ' 

Mr. K1Iaita",,-'fhe ll~sent .Act dqes nat p!1lv(lnt t;.heJJl frOJB PllJIIing d 
8uch goods as ~~deshi, Th~ Ql1alit;V w~ ~U at R.. 3,..tHl .. nil they "11 It 
Rs. 2.:.s-o including saris (sample tboWIl), ' 

Mr. Chakravarti.-There is one oth(lr flloCtor to which we would IH ... to· 
draw yaul' attentioB., and th"t is the Ql1estion. of freight O:Q piece-gOQdIl iiQ' 
whioh ",e refer en page 22. The freigbt from CaJc~tta to ]tl1!!hti.. ia· 
A... ...,: the goods to Unite\l Provinces go ,,18 N aihati w:Qich ill 24 JJ1il~· 
frOlll Calcutta.' If you take a place like Luc\nQw the fre~ght from Calcutta-, 
ill Rs. 1-13-0, but from Kl1shtia to Lucknow the freight is Rs. 3-1-0 . 

.r~e,idettt.~Yau fiud tha.t kind of thing innriably in rates; they don't-
cQI~ulate h. .trict proportiol\ t\l the mileage, . 

Mr. Chakravarti.-They don't 'liut the industry Buffers. 
Presided . ..,...As'I tOld you I am not very keen on ma~g any llropo~is, 

about railway freights. 
Mr; . Gandli.-If you Ilear iu mind the, handicaps tbe industry suffers

from, that woul" help U!l. 
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B£NCA1 MAnOHAt. otAMlttlt Ot: COMMEttCX 
.l!riclellCe .f &feur •• JJCmt tl..wDItU. ctntA- ASltUtoSJi CtJIIA, 

SURENDRA NATH BISWAS and SOOJDSH RANJAN BISWAS, 
rflcOtded at Clletdta fhI Tueida" til., ~3tlt Se'PteDibd,'I932 . 

. Pl'elideftt.-Gentl_n, 7011 represent the Bengai National CMmbet ·of 
'Cmnmeroer 

Mr. Gvlla"...Yes. 
Prelideftt.-How flueny eotton ttlilIs in Bengal are reptesented itt the 

'lI1embership of yOl1t ChaMber? 
Mr. Guha.~Fout. 
Prelident.~How mallJ' of them a.re IDcated in Caicutta? 
Mr. Guh&.-One in Seratnp1il'1' which is pil'actically Calcutta. 
President.-I am sorry, Gentlemen, that your replies to the questio'tlnaire 

'arrived rather late and I have not been able to study tb.em 1Vith,the care 
'that they deserve • 

. Mr. Guhts.-I was not hete. I recently came from Dacca. 
President.-Some of the statements contained. iIt your replies to the 

questionnaire so far as I have been able to' study them ate vety interesting 
and,will be of assistanoo to the Bllla.rd. Since I ,have not .been able to study 
them in detail, I am going to ask you to-day generally· on the issues that 

,'you have raised. I find from your replies to the questionnail'e that you have 
left _et yonr rep-lies to qnestions 39 and 40 for your oral examination. 

Mr. Guha.-That is so. ' 
President.-They ate questions relating to the form: of protection. l' 

thitlk I had better raise the question straightaway. , But. before I do that ill 
S0\!lr representation you suggest that you would like a unifortl!. duty. of 20 
per ceJ'lt. That is in: the representation which yon sent us dated 7th of 

.Jrme. 
Mr. G1JIa.-Yes we want a. uniform rate of duty. 
President.-That is to sa.y with rega.rd to the particular level at which 

the uniform du.ty should be fixed, ;vou are prepared, may I take it, to ltmve 
that for adjustment by the Board with referenee to the costs of tlle Indian 
industry and the prioe realised by the Indian i.dustry. 

Mr. GuIua.-That'is our pOlwtion. The actual figure is' a matter' of 
adjustment and calculation·hereafter. 

Pruident.-What precisely is your view 'regsrding specific duties? 
Mr. GuhtS.-Thel'e wglit to be specific duties and ail valorem duties'. 
President.-You want more or less the form of the duty which is nolt' 

,applicable to plain grey applied to all classes. That is the position P 
Mr. Guha.-Yes. 
President.-In that case the .specific duty would be the minimum duty. 
Mr. Guha.-Yes. 
President.-Whatever falls occur in the prices of imported goods, the 

specific duty will remain as IL minimum level of protection'· ~r ,the Indian 
industry. 

Mr. Guha.-Yes. 
Presiden.t.-I do not know if you have any views regarding the difficuities 

'of administering specific dll'ties. 
Mr. Guha.-Supposing you have to administet the ail ."alotem duty, the 

position is the same. They will send you the goods from other ooun1lries, 
You will have to find out the price and calculate the ad valorem duty. 

'Similarly iB the case of specific dut, it is the same. I do not Bee 1VhY' there ,. 
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should be any difficulty, though Mr. Hardy says that there are difficulties_ 
As for myself I .do not. know: what difficulties ~an there be, in having aa 
valorem duties. ' . 

. President.-Could you, /lay .from your knowledge of piece-goods that a.. 
specifio duty assessed on· a· basis of weight could· be applied to all claSses 
of pie,ce-goods?' .. . , ;. . . 

Mr. Guha.-The price of finer goods is much higher than coarse goods. 
President.-It would be worked out like this. We take the costs of the 

Indian industry in regard to the manufacture of a cloth woven from higher 
counts. Let us take for example say 40s x 50s. We try to find out· what 
it oosts in a representative Indian mill to manufacture cloth of 40s warp 

,and 50s weft and then they have got their. costs and then add the necessary 
depreciation and interest on working capital. We take the price whioh 
that mill is aotually' ~ble to realise on it. From the realised price we deduct 
the duty. The difference between the two we fix as the measure of protec
tion required by the industry. That is fixed let us say as a specific duty. 
Supposing that specific duty is applied' to all classes of goods in that 
category? 

Mr. Guha.-Only 40s x 50s. 
President.-The duty which is calculated on the cost of 40s x 50s, suppos

ing it is bordered grey, that duty which is calculated on 40s x 50s is applied. 
to all classes of . bordered grey P 

Mr. Guha.-Irrespective of counts. 
President.-Yes. We try to find out their costs of 40s x 50s per pdund_ 
Mr. Guha.-Let 'us take it at Re. 1. 
President.~That duty of one rupee would be applied to all counts of 

'. bordered grey. 
Mr. Guha.-Supposing it is "20s x 30s; that costs 14 annas a lb. 
President.--It is aimost 100 per cent. The point raised by the Indian. 

inills which I want to put to you is in regard to the lower counts. The 
Indian mills are already in a position to supply practically all the require-
ments of the country. They are either already in a position or have almost. 
reached that position. Therefore you can trust to internal competition for' 
securing that the prices realised on lower counts would be determined 
rather by internal competition than by reference to the import price plus 
duty. Therefore if a duty which has been calculated with reference to 40s, 
is applied to 20s, the price of 20s would not raise to the extent of one rupee, 
but as the result of internal competition, it would rise to a smaller extent. 
',I.'hat is the argument which has been used. You need not commit yourself 
to the extent to which that proposition is true. Do you think there ~. 
general force in that argument P 

Mr. Biswas.-Goods of lower counts require lesser protection than the 
goods d finer counts .. 
, President.-Can we depend upon it that a duty which is calculated with' 
reference to higher counts will not be reHected to the full extent in the 
prices of the lower counts because of internal competition? 

Mr. Guha.-That is true. 
President,.-If that is true, that general argument holds good. 
·'Mr, Guha.-We would agree to that. In the case of lower counts, there-

is very very keen competition. 
Pruident.-That is your experience P 
Mr. Guha.-Yes. 
President.-Up to what counts do you think there is very severe competi-

tion among the Indian mills? 

Mr. Guha.-24s warp, 36s weft. 

President.-Even: :there do you' think there is very serious competition P 
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Mr . . Guha.-Yes. For 30s warp Indian cotton is available. We could! 
IIpin 27s or 80s out of selected Indian cotton, but generally we. can only 
.pin up to 248 warp. 

Prerident.-If. you take 248 warp-36s weft, that is practically. the ,.limit 
up to which you can say that Indian competition would be very very keen. 

Mr. Guha.-Yes. 
PrBsident.-I would like to know what your view is regarding the period. 

of protection. 
Mr. Guhl&;-8hall I speak for Bengal or ·All-India? 
President.-If you have two different views, let us have them both. 
Mr. Guha.-In: Bengal we have stsrted the industry very recently; 

Kushtia Mill which I represent was started in 1927. So we want protection 
for a longer period. It is very difficult to have one period for· one province 
and 'another for another province. 

Prerident.~lf the q~estion were going to be determined with reference 
entirely to the. requirements of Bengal, what kind of period would Y011 
suggest? ' 

Mr. Guha.-I have suggested 20 years. 
Presiillmt.-8upposing you are speaking as an Indian? 
Mr. Guha.-I don't think that the period ought to be more than 10 years. 
Mr. BisUJas.-I think there are various factors which control the price. 

You may expect that Indian mills will be able to so manage their affairs 
that protection will not be required after 10 years. They will so reduce 
their price to the level that they may not be faced with competition. 

President.-You definitely expect that? 
Mr. Biswas.-Yes. 
Mr. Biawas.-I am not talking of the perpetual duty, but I think· as 

to.day in 1932 many factories have been started for which we are asking 
greater protection than what was wanted in 1930. Similarly other factories. 
which are not known to us to-day may be started after 5 or 6 years which 
may need further protection. 

President.-For that we can make provision in this way: we suggest 
that the period of protection for the time being should be limited to 10 
years and at the end of that periodcif protection is to be continued or not, 
would be the subject matter of another, enquiry with reference to the condi
tions which then prevail. So that would safeguard the industry. 

Mr. Biawa,.-Yes. 
Pruident.-I understand from your representation and from your replieS. 

that you are strongly opposed to the import duty on raw cotton? " 
Mr. Guha.-Ye,. 
Prerident.-You are opposed to it in the interests of the ha~dloom 

weaver? 
MI". Guha.-Yes. 
P7'e8ident.-BecBu88 the point that you are making is that if imported' 

raw cotton is made unduly expensive, then it would be necessary for the 
handloom weaver to use foreign yarn which wilt make his goods somewhat 
unsaleable in the market. 

MI". Guha.-Yes. 
l'nridBnt.-It is necessary for us as a Board to look into this question 

also from the point of view of the cultivator. Have you examined the ques
tion from the point of view of the cultivator?' 

MI". Guha.-That does not stand in the way. If the Indian mills .find 
that there is a market for fine yarn, they will extend their mills and consume 
imported cotton. If they do that, the consumption of Indian cottos will not 
beoome less. 



Prtsiilent ...... 'l'herl! is It good deal IIf imported tlOtlton COmiDg ittto India 
"hirch is of the slttl1e qlllility' aa the IttGian long stllplS' cotton . 
. ' Mr. Guka..-Yes when the parity is less. You ate' ·only! S'peaking of 
A.m~ritUm. cotton • 

. Pr6'sident ....... About 7ft per cent. of. the .American 00tton was' imported 
into India last year. 

y" . .(;uno.-BecIll1llle at that time it was economical for Indian mills· to use 
American. cotton instead of Indian cotton. 

Presid8111t.-Have you examined the periodic disturbances in price parity? 
Would you be surprised to hear that in the course of 10 years. there were 3 
disturbances? 

Mr. Guha.-Two disturbances I know. 
Preride4i,t.-1921,' 1926 and 1930-31. III the course of 10 years, you had 

,3 breaks in the price relation. If the break iD.. the price relation occurs 
with that .regularity and with frequency, don't you'think we must provide 
a certain amount of insurance? It is an accident, bull an accident that 
'OCcurs, I think, regularly. . 

Mr. Guha..-That is only a temporary affair. If you do that, you kill 
the handloom industry. . 

Pr8siden.t.-What I feel is this: supposing there is no incentive for the 
Indian cultivator of cotton to grow long staple cotton, then it looks to me 
that for a long time to come the Indian textile industry for all its long staple 
requirements would be depending upon imported cotton. . 

Mr. 'Guha:.-Whether the cultivators take' it up ot not depend upon 
'the question whether it is paying or not. . 

President.-As a matter of fact on' that we havS' fignres shcming the 
-amount of long staple cotton by which I mean not merely I»tton: which has 
.a, staple of more than in but cotton which has that staple and at the same 
time has the evenness and tensile strength required for higher counts, a.ail
able in India in 1925-26 was about 350,000 bales. In 1931-32 it was over 
'800,000 bales. Now it has more than doubled. If that progress' is 
maintained? ' 

Mr. Guka.-Then the question is solved. 
President.-That question will not he solved if there is going to be the 

kind of disturballl08 that has occurred during the past 5 or 10 years. The 
risk would be 80 great that a cultivator would think twice before he puts 
13xtra money for the sake of grGwing long staple cotton. 

Mr. Guka.-It is not only long staple cotton which will be affected. If 
I get American cotton I" staple at a rate which is lower than tn, then the 
mills will go in for American cotton. 

President.-Representatives of cultivators' interests have represented to 
us in Bombay that it is very important that this duty should be retained 
and on the Bombay side they are much more familiar with the cultivation 
of cotton than you are here on this side and in view of the very strong repre
sentations which have been made to us, we feel it is a matter which, we 
~annot ignore, because cotton as you know is really the commercial crop of 
the country and if ,there is any possibility of danger arising in respect of 
cultivators' . interests, it is a matter of very great national importance. 

Mr. Guha.--Cultivators' interests must be looked after first of all. Unless 
the parity is lower in the case of American cotton, there is no such danger. 

President.-The Central Cotton Committee which I understand is the 
most authoritative lIody in this country with regard to the cultivation of 
cotton, ha'te 8'Uggested that the duty should be retained, but made applicable 
only to cotton up to 1" staple. That 'is to say imported cotton -of over 
1" staple might be allowed free. 

Mr. Guha . .:....Yes. 
Preaident.-SUpposing a compromise on those lines 'lVere'suggested, you 

would accept that P 



· Ji1'. GuAa.-Yea. 
President.-We take youI' position to be more or le88 the same as that o~ 

the Central Cottola ClcImlUit~f 
Mr. GvA •• -Y .. , 
PreBident.-In that calIS you feel that the kind of ootton required for the. 

higher I/Qunts .ay 40s an" a.ova would not be affected by the duty on raw 
cotto". 1. tAAt CNe your PQintof. view is VIet. 

Mr. Guha.-Y6I. ' 
Prerid~'.-You ar. aw.,e that the Bengal Hosiery Manufacturers 1.890, 

dation have asked us protoction for the llOiiery industry. What is your· 
view in regard to that P 

Mr. Guha.-I have not studied the question, but from ordinary market 
reports I find that Japan. is selling hosiery goods at a very low rate. The· 
hosiery mills cannot compete with Japan. We are only manufacturing: 
hosiery yam .. We don't make hosiery goods. 

President.-How much do you make? 
Mr. Guha.--Our production is abou.t 600 lbs. a day. 
Pre8ident.-That is nearly 200,000 lbs. a year. -That would oorrespond to. 

very nearl,. 6 ~a~lIJ. Qf dNin, of VeJt,s? 
Mr. Guha.~B"~ 11'8 lound it very <1illieuH. to sell becaulle thll hosiery.· 

llIiUoWlle.fS &al that tht!l ClAlUloij eompete wit~ Japan . 
.fv'eWl,.'.-Wha.. lti~ of. CoU'lts P 
MJ'. 9uk"._J'l'Om 00s to 268. 
President.-How do you sell it? 
Mr. Guha.-In cones. 
President.-Does it cost you more to manufacture hosiery yarn? 
Mr. Guha.-Hosiery yarn of 208 to 26s we make out of 40s. 
President.-I. order to get the softness P 
Mr. GuAtt.-Yes. 
President.-It is not merely a question of softness. Another reason why-

you use superior ootton corresponding to 40s is to get more tellsile strength. 
Mr. Quha.-Yes. . . 
Pl'e8ident.-So that the higher cost is due to the higher cost of cotton?' 
Mr. Guha.-Yes. . 
Presi/lent.-But on the actual manufacturing charges do you save &. 

littIeP . 
Mr. Guha.-The spinning cost would be slightly less in the casll of ho~iery 

yarn because the breakage would be slightly less, but we take great care in., 
making hosiery yarn. ' 

Presiden.t.-In what way? It must be absolutely uniform!' 
Mr. Guhlit.-Yes. . 
Pre,idenf.-Therefore the output you get per spindle is le88P 
Mr. Guha.-Yes. 
President.-So that practically the manufacturing and cottOll costs are· 

higher. That is what it amounts toP 
Mr. Guha.-Yes. 
President.--Can you tell me approximately, supposing you are making., 

24s ordinary yarn and 249 hosiery yarn, what is'likely to be the difference 
per lb. P 

Mr. Guha.-The difference is due- to the mixing cost, say, of one anna. 
President.-That is including the raw cotton? 

Mr. Guha.-Yea. 
President.-Altogether, it would be a difference of one anna per lb:' 
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Mr. Gu,ka.-Yes, but we supply hosiery yarn in cones which cost 6 pies 
Preside1bt.-Then it will be one anna six pies? 
lIr. Guka.-Yes, 1 anna for cotton and 6 pies for cones. 
Mr. Boag.-Is that the difference in the price that you charge? 
Mr. Gu,ka.-The price depends upon the market. 
Mr. Boag.-I suppose that the relation between the two articles is 

always maintained; that is to say, if the price of hosiery yarn goes down, 
the price of the other yarn also goes down? 

Mr. Guka:---As regards hosiery yarn, there is a separate market. 
Mr. Boag.-':What is the price to-day? 
J1r. Gu,ka.-Hosiery yam of 20s is 10 annas 6 pies per lb. 
Mr. Boag.-And, the other yarn? 
Mr. Guha.-It is much less than that. 
Mr. Boag.-What is the price? 
Mr. Guha.-Rs. 5-6 for 10 Ibs. 
J1r. Boag.-That is about 8t annas.' 
lIr. Gu,ha.-Yes. 
Mr. Boag.-As compared with lOt annas for the hosiery yarn? 
lIr. Guha.-Yes.' Still we cannot sell our h~iery yarn. 
President.-Assuming it is established that the hosiery industry is finding 

it difficult to meet foreign competition, then would you say that it is to 
the economic advantage, say, of your province that the industry should be 
giveu adequate protection I' , 

.lIr. Guha.-Yes. 
President.-There is not any doubt about that? 
.lIr. Guka.-No. 
President.--Considering the kind of occupation that it provides? 
lIr. Guka.-Yes. The country ought to be made self sufficient. 
President.-If the hosiery industry is protected and it is able to estab-

lish .itself on a definite basis, then it provides for the whole of India a very 
considerable addition to the market for yarn produced by the textile industry? 

Jh. G1.bha.-Yes. The hosiery manufacturers always demand Indian yam. 
Pr~"ident.-There are some of them who don't? 
311'. Guha.-We are talking of Bengal. 
l'''eside,nt.-I believe there are some large mill, down south which supply 

hosiery yarn? 
.1Ir. Guha.-Yes, the Madura Spinning Mills. 
President.-How long 'have you been making hosiery yarn? 
.Vr. Guka.--Only for the last few' months. 
President.-What is the capacity of your mills-Dhakeswari MillsI' 
Mr. Guha.-22,OOO spindles and 494 looms at present and 260 more wiD 

be coming. 
President . ..,-That is a very reasonable economic capacity? 
Mr. Guka.-Yes.· 

I President.-Are you doing double shift P 
Mr. Guka.-Yes. 
President.-The whole plant is working double shift? 
Mr. Guka.-Yes. 
Preside1bf.-Your mills are at DaccaI' 

Mr. Guka.-Yes. 
President.-How do wages compare with wages in CalcuttJaP 
MrJ G1.bka.-8lightly lower. 
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President.-How much lower? About 10 per cent. lower? 
Mr. Gu.ha.-I cannot give you the exact figures off hand. 
Prerident.-Take the weaver's wages. If you take the weaver's wages 

in Dacca and the weaver's wages in Calcutta, would the difference be 10 
,per cent.? ' 

Mr. Guha.-I shall send you the figures later. 
Pre.ident.-I have 110 idea how Calcutta wages and Upc.,"utry ,wages 

compare? 
Mr. Guha.-Dacca is a very healthy place. Our lahour'is now untrained. 

When they are trained, they will be more efficient. ' 
PI'uident.-How do climatic conditions compare? 
Mr. G-u.ha.-Very good. 
Prerident.-You have got enough humidity? 
Mr. G-uha.-There is too much of humidity sometimes-not always. 
Mr. Boag.-Is your labour local? 
Mr. Guha.-AIl local. 
President.-Now I will come to your replies 'to the questionnaire. If you 

look at your answer to Question 1 (iv), you say "gradually having regard 
to the diminishing purchasing power of the consumers, they have brought 
40wn this figure to one now but with the revival of the economic condition 
.of the country they hope to go back again to finer side ft. That rathllr 
contradicts the statement that you mak", later that area for area, the finer 
cloth is cheaper. 

Mr. Guha.~We have said that, but you must take into consideration the 
~uality. 

President.-Within what limits do you think that area for area the nner 
.cloth is cheaper? 

Mr. Gu.ha.-If the cloth is 60s x 80s, it cannot be cheaper than 20sx40s~ 
Pre.ident.-It would be cheaper than what? 
Mr. Guha.-It may lie cheaper than 30s x 405. 
President.-Within a margin of 30 counts? 
Mr. Guha.-I have not got the actual statistics on the point, but, that, 

i, my idea. 
Pre.ident.-I do not know if you have seen Mr. Hardy's report. On 

page 85 of his report you will nnd that for 38/38, the price per unit area 
is 42d. whereas for 701110, it is "lid. The latter appears to be cheaper 
on that basis f ' 

Mr. Guha.-I do not know how he came to that conclusion. 
President.-Don't you think that it is an extraordinary statement? 
Mr. Guha.-I don't think that it is correct. 
Prerident.-I am glad you don't think it is correct. You have a sufficienll-

Jy long acquaintance with piece-goods? ' 
Mr. Guha.-Not much. 
President.-About 20 years? 
Mr. Guha.-Not in the 'Dhakeswari mill. 

- President.-Off and on you have been connected with the industry? 
Mr. Guha.-Yes. 
President.-From your experience of about 20 years, you can saY' that 

t,he statement of the kind employed in that table is not correct? 
Mr. Guha.-It is not correct. 
Prerident.-If you look at your reply to Question 1 (vi), your point 

is that in view of the exceptional low prices at which Japanese goods, are 
now being sold as a result of exchange depreciation, the swadeshi move.: 
ment i& not strong enough to resist the temptation offered by such, very 
~ow prices. Is that your point? 
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Mr. Guha.-Yea. 
President.-Up. to a point you C$n depend upon swad8llhi movement, hut;. 

when prices are e;!tceptionally low, the JIlovement is not strop, ellQ'Q~ to. 
force the COll\lumer not to buy foreign goods. . 

Mr. Guha.-Especially the poorer classes. You ought' to tm thM
consideration into acoount. They cannot afford it. 

Mr. Biswas.-Prices have gone down very low. That is the reason why
people buy those goods. 

President.-If you look at your reply to Question 1 (:s;), "it Oll-nllot be
admitted" you say "that it is 1mpossible to manufacture that clasll of 
goods". We have been told by certain Associations that there are cert;ain 
classes of goods now manufaotured in Lancashire which would be impossible
to make in India for reasons partly of climate and partly of the standard 
of ~killed labour. What is yoUl view? 

Mr. Guha..-That Waif iO sollletime ago. It is not true to-day. 
President.-What is the kind of consideratiOll that ari&e\l frOlll these· 

two pointsP Let us first take the climatic condition. 
Mr. Guha.-That means humidity. 
Prcsiden-t.-That. applies particularlY to finer OOllntl\. Does that apply 

moro t9 finer (lOUllltsf . 
,J/r, Ch.h",-Y.. If th.r. ill no }nunidity, it. can be regulaUKl. 
PT'esid4t1.t ...... With t1le help of humidifiers. 
Mr. eu"a.-Yes. YOIl can put in as much humidity as you like. WheJ:1. 

you can do that, the climatic condition cannot stand in the way. 
PreIid"",t.-Wha1l about the skilled JabourP 
Mr. Guha.-Sometime ",go Bombay, and Ahmedabae! die! not hlJ.ve sufli •. 

cieDt skilled labour. ' 
President.-What are the kine!s of cloth in which very sl!:illed labcur-

i. _~alP 
Mf\ Guh~.,.-Generally in higher counts. 
Presidellt.~en you go up to 80sP 
Mr. Guha.-Over 80s. We are handling up to 60s. 
Prelided.-You find that there is no diflicultyP 
Mr. Guha.-No. . 
PresirJent.-Are you able w make 60s more OJ' less oi the same qu&li~ alii, 

the imported goods P 
Mr. Gu,ha.-We have not got combing appliances. If we have got thoie· 

appliances, we' can make them as good as Manchester. 
President.-Where does the question of skilled labour cow.e in? 
Mr. Gu.ka.-They will be more attentive. 
Prssident.-What does that J'esult in? 
Mr. Gu,ha.-Supposing there is a breakage they generally mend it. If' 

the machinery is not quite all right, in the case of coarse counts, certain 
irregularities can pass but in the case of finer coun1i$ they cannot pass. 
As soon as the cloth is made, they will be seen. 

President.-The general coarseness of the coarse counts covers a multi. 
tude of sins 'but the cloth made of finer counts is much tOI) naked ane! the· 
eye detects it straightaway. 

Mr. Guha.-That ill the point. 
President.-Are you able to make a statement on this point P Knowing: 

Indian labour as you do, within how many years do you think that B.D' 
~n,~illon labourer will be expected to acquire the necessary degree of skill? 

. " Mi>. Guha.-IIll our mill, in another ten years' time. our Indian labour will' 
,¥,qllire the same skill and efficiency. 
. Mr. Boag.-Up to what counts? 



Jlr. GuTta . .-..ges And 1M!. 
Prsllident.-tlow do these Indian and imported gOods eol'hparel" 
Mr. OuIHI.-...8ome of· the Cal4co Mill goods are as good. as ilnported 

goods made ill Lancashire.' , 
Pr£8ident.-lf a textile min works for about 10 or 15 yeats at the pt-oduc

tiOD of higher counts, the labour at the end of that would be aa efficient 
as Lancashire skilled labonr ~. ,. 

Mr. G'l£ha.-Yes, I expect that. 
PreMdent.-1f you look at page 3, you refer there to £h!l c~e of a' 

particular sort of dhotiP 
Mr. Gu.ha.-Yes. 
Pruitle'llll;.-How long ago did this case OCC11r' 
itr. Gu.ha..-Two years ago. 
PreMdent.-What kind of dhoti was this? 
Mr. Guha.-Fine dhoti. 
Prerident_What counts? 
Mr. Guha.-I believe it was 408 x 60s. It may be slightly higher than that. 
President.-A certain Bombay mill produced this dhoti and put it otl'the 

Calcutta market allRa. 1-13-6 and. the l'esult. was that pnctically every 
mill in Calcutta had to bring down its price? Had there been other .cases 
of that kind? 

Mr. G'l£hr.l.-That was very noticeable. There was another case like that 
where the manufacturing cost was no less than Rs. 2-10.' . 

Prerident.-In that particular case the consignment was specially' a large 
consignmel!lt? 

Mr. G'l£ha.-Yes. 
Presitlent.-It came' into the Calcutta market? 

Mr. Guha.-Yes. There was another case like that. Whell the manufac
turing cost Walt Rs. 1-10 one consignment was sold at :its. 1-8. 

President . .....cJn page 4, the steamer freights that you give from Japanese 
ports to Calcutta, what kind of ton is this? Is it cubic ton? 

Mr . . GWta..",,-Yes. The ftgures have heeD: supplied by Another mill. I 
got some figures yesterday regarding the freight on .cotton in wllich I 
thought you would be interested. 

PreMdent.-From which place? 
M1'. Guho."""One from Mombaea a!ld some' figures from different ports in 

lndi& to Calcutta. 
PreMdent.-You might put ill that Statement? 

Mr. G'l£ha.-Yes. 
Mr. lIiswal.-There is one very interesting point. From Mo~basa to 

Bombay it is 16 shillings=Rs. 10-6; from Bombay to Calcutta it is Rs. 14, 
and from Calcutta to Dacca it is Rs.17-12. . 

PreMdent.-We hear of these cases in every enquiry. 

Mr. Guha.-From Calcutta to our mills is only 300 miles and we pay 
Rs; 17-12. 

PreMdent.-You are going to send us cost statements: we shall be very 
glad to have them. 

Mr. Gukr.l.-We generally calculate the costs per spindle and per loom. 

Preaident.-We should like to have that too. We can wait for' about a 
fortnight. 

Mr. Guha.-We will send you the statements within a· fortnight. 



President.-We want you to give us the costs statement in respect of each. 
of these cl!1ssesof 'cloth. Give us first in the form we have suggested and 
then give per spindle and per . loom on these particular classes of' counts. 

Mr. G1iha.-Yes, but we hope this will be treated as confidential. 
President.-Neither the name of the mill nor any of the figures will be-

made public. . 
Mr:' Boag.-You·mention mill "A'" and miU "B". Where are thes~ 

two mills? One you say is at Dacca. . ,. 
Mr. Guha.-And the other is at Kushtia. 
President.-You have made some very interesting observations about the

managing agency system. 
Mr. Guha.-That is my personal view. 
President.-I should like to have your views explained fully. It begins. 

at page 11. How many mills are there in Bengal which are managed under
the system of Managing Directors? 

Mr. Guha.-Only one. 
President.-What precisely is the system there? Is there one Managing: 

Director? 
Mr. ·Guha.-There are three. 
President.-How are the functions divided between these managin~ 

directors? 
Mr. G1iha.-In important matters we always meet, but one of us looks

after the sales, one looks after technical affairs and one looks after general 
supervision. 

President.-Are there other directors besides the managing directors? 
Mr. G1iha.-There are. There are 13 directors of which three are mana~· 

ing directors. 
Pruident.-And each of t.he managing directors is paid an allowance of' 

Rs.3,OOO? 
Mr. Guha . ..!...No. Between the three we get Rs. 1,000. 
President.-And they are allowed also 5 per cent. on the net profits,. 

Do you calculate it on the net profit or do you calculate it on the depreciation? 
Mr. Guha.-On the actual net profit. 
President.-After meeting works cost, overhead, depreciation and interest? 
Mr. Gliha.-Yes. 
President.-Have you had any diJfficulties with regard to the financing of' 

your mill under that system? 
Mr. G1iha.-We had some difficulty but we have no di:lliculty now. 
President.-Can you tell me generallY what sort of difficulty you had? 
Mr. Guha.-We had no difficulty in raising share capital. 
President.!....You issued your prospectus in 1927? 
Mr. G1iha.-The mill was started in 1927 hut the Company was formed in 

1922. Between 1922 and 1927 the share capital was raised and the milL 
erected. . . • 

President.-You were able to get practically all the share capital that you" 
wanted: where was the di1fficulty theni' 

. Mr; G1iha;-Practically the whole of our share capital was in block andi 

there was some difficulty ahout the working capital. 

!resident ....... Was it difficulty in making necessary arrangements with banks? 

Mr. Guha.-We have had no facility from banks; they did not advance
money on the block account; they were prepared to advance money on cloth. 
and cotton. 

President.-Provided you gave two signaturesP 
Mr. Guha.-Yes. 
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President.-This was a condition that "you found rather difficult to meet? 
Mr. Guha.-Yes, so we borrowed from private parties. ' ' 
Pre,ident.-Are th~ rl'tes of intertlst very high? 
Mr. Guha.-7t per cent. ' 
Pre.ident.-I suppose the d~fficulty with regard to working finance is 

-two-fold, first the dilfliculty of finding money and in, the second place the 
nigher rate of interest. ' 

Mr. Guha.-Yes. 
President.-Have you got over the d~fficulty with" regard to working 

;finance? 
Mr. Guha.-Yes, because we have practically paid off the loan. 
President.-That is to say, the working funds which are with you in the 

mill-depreciation fund, reserve fund which are lying with the company
,-that would help you to finance your operations P 

Mr. Guha.-Yes. , 
President.-If you want to get your working finance apart from deprecia

tion or reserve fund available with you, would you again have to go to 
,private parties P , 

Mr. Guha.-Not now: we have 'got our finished product. 
Presiden.t.-In the case of a company under a managing director suppos

ing you wanted to borrow money from a bank and had to provide a second 
,signature would your Company be in a position to do, it? 

Mr., Guha.-It would be very di:flicult.' " . 
President.--Of t,he three, managing directors that you have how many of 

them are technically trained? 
Mr. Guha.--One. 
President.-He is, I suppose, in charge of the machinery and the techn~cal 

side of the business: the others have administrative and general commer
.cial experience? 

Mr. Guha.-Yes. 
President.-Do you think it is likely that, thiil new, tendency of managing 

'Companies with managing directors will develop in Bengal? 
Mr. Guha.-The shareholders like it. 

, President.-Look at page 12 of your note: you say" For quick develop
ment management by managing agents is undoubtedly the better". Your 
point there is that in respect of finances and in respect of economies which 
managing agents are able to secure by pooling arrangements, management 
by managing agents is better. In these two respects the managing agency 
system helps quick development of the industry? 

M'r. Guha.-That is my point, 
President.-What you mean by pooling arrangemerit is, supposing a 

managing agent manages three or four or five mills, he is able to purchase 
:his materials for all these five mills in bulk? 

, Mr. Guha.-He would buy in lots and will have better control. 

President.-All that kind of thing would make for a certain amount of 
economy? ' 

Mr. Guha.-Yes. The only thing against the managing agent is that he 
becomes inefficient because it goes from father to son. 

President.-Is it because the sons do ,not maintain ,the efficiency of the 
father or is it because the shareholders do not maintain sulfficient control over 
the, managing agent?, 

MT: Guha.-There should be some syiltem of introduCing" new blood; 
Shareholders ought to be alert when managing agents get inefficient and 
there should be provision in the' Companies Act which will enable shareholders 
-to force managing" agents to take new partners. . , , , ' 
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.. Pre~idenf . ....,..Tha,t ia j1aJl(Hj\libla under the preae»t systeJJl pml,. be.c"use 
the period of agreement b.etween the managing agent and the company 
is much too long. 

Mr. Guha.-Yes; that is why I suggest that the Companies Act should 
be amended. I think that can be recommended by the Tariff Board. 

PTe~ide1W' .-What kind pf period wouJ<l you consider reasonable? Suppos. 
ing I am starting a company and I am entering into an agreement with a 
managing agency firm, what do you think would be the reasonable initial 
period to be fixed for appointing a managing agent P 

Mr. Guka.-He ought to have a permanent interest in the company, but 
if the shareholl}ers fiDd that he is getting inefficient then he shaull} be
replaced. 

Pre8ident.~In Ahmedabad I .find that all the agreements provide fOJ" a 
permanent and non-changeable tenure. 

Mr. Guha.-That is necessary. 
P,,:esident.~lf you allow that then you cannot control it. 
Mr. G1iho..-You will p.llDw that and at the same time there should "' 

provision til control it. . . 
Preside·nt.-SupP'HIlng a .JJmJlagi,Jlg "gent is ·a partjcularly refractory

iudividual and if it is found that he is steadily degenerating and it is neeas-· 
tarY to set him right, YOIl have no means of removing him. 

Mr. Guha . .....:.If they dP anything which is injurious to the interestjl of tlut
Company there should be provision made lmder the Companies Act to re~ove-
bim. ' 

President.-You would suggest tbat the managing agent should be giver:\' 
a fairly long interest subject to the proviso that if there is graBS negligence,. 
subject to a finding ina court of law ........... , 

Mr. Guha.-Negligenoe and inefficiency. 
President.-Inefficiency is a thing which cannot be tested in a court of law. 
Mr. Guha.-It may be made compulsorY that a managing agent of .. 

mill must have sujficient stake in the mill, at least 25 per cent. 
President.-Suiflicient holding of share capital; in that case he would be

really interested in the company P 
Yr., Guha.-Yes. 
President.-I a~ gald you mention tbis point. It is an advantage to the 

company thnt the managing agent should. have say about 25 per cent. holding' 
of share capital. While that is of advantage do you think it is likely to be .. 
disadvantage if it is too much P 

Mr. Guha.-It has actually occurred. 
President.-If it is 75 per cent. P 
Mr. Guha.-It will be injurious to the other sharehold~rs. 
President.-Feople who hold 25 per cent. will be left completely at the-

mercy of the managing agent, but of course you can depend on him, if 
the managing agent holds 75 per cent., that he would be interested in the 
whQle business and in making profits. 

Mr. Guha.-The safeguard must be in the beginning. They must not b. 
allowed to draw money as extra gain simply because they hold a large number 
of shares. If the conditions of their remunerations and other things are 
normal probably it will be more to the benefit of the company if the manag
ing agents have the largest amount of shares. 

President.-Supposing a case occurred where the son succeeds the father 
and has not inherited the abilities of the father or his habits of work and 
it is 'found that he has not only inherited the father's position but also' the 
f.ather'. interest iu. the .hare capital to tbe extent of 75 per cent. of the 
ahara eepital. if he i. noli intrinsioally an able man and a cllreful man theu 
the f~ct that he balds 75 pel" cent. of the .hare capital is no guarantee that: 
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Ita will prolnote the interest of the company, on the other hAnd that 15 per 
ClIIht. prevents the rest of the shaN!holders from exercising any control 
~er him. 

Mf". Gtth/l.-,.That is the danger there; he inight tuin the business. There 
.are loopholes for the managing agents to do something by virtue of the 
agreement which may be very profitable to them or by the terms of, that 
.agreement they are not bound to do much for the company. If the terms 
.are 80 loose then the managing agents can do many things which are, not 
in the interest of the company. As regards remuneration there are parties 
who want to have a very large share for themselves but with regard to other 
things about the management and about the powers I do not think they are' 
'1lnN!&8onable. 

President.-The next point you make here is with regard to the system 
-of managing directors. You say" The latter system again is not free froni 
-defects as it leads to routine work and there is always a lack of initiative 
in the system". What precisely is your point? ' 

Mr. Guha..-They have no personal interest; they have no stake ia'the 
-company; moreover they are too much under the control of the directors. 

President.-They sink into the position of mere snbdrdinates and there
fore do not show any initiative? 

Mr. Guha..-I don't say abO'llt, any other mill. I am speaking of our 
-oW'n mill. We started the company; we take pride in it and we take some 
initiative and responsibility. But the next man who will come may not, 
'take the same amount of interest. 

President.-If your managing director is a man who has a position on 
-the Board of Directors and in status he is equal to the rest of the Board 
-then do you think there is very much danger of his degenerating into the 
position of a petty subordinate? 

Mr. Guha..-There' is possibility of his degenerating. 
President.-Have you any experien<::e of any Company working under a 

Managing Director apart from this particular Company that you are talk
ing about? Are there other Companies in Bengal or other industries? Can 
'you think of any big industrial concern in Bengal which .is w.orking under a 
Managing Director and not under a Managing Agent.P 

Mr .. Guha.-Bengal Pharmaceutical Works is managed by a Managing 
Director. 

President.-You mean Sir P. C. Ray's? 
Mr. Guha..-Yes. 
President.-You sum up your point by saying that the system of manage

ment by Managing Agents is preferable provided suitable modifications are 
made hi the system and I take it your point is that these modifioationa 
must be in the direction of securing better control over the Managing Agent. 

Mr. (Juha..~Yes. 
President.-It is really sulflicient control on the part first of the DirectorS 

and secondly of the promoters to enable the Ma,naging Agency to be main
tained np to a. reasonable standard of efficiency. 

Mr. G'Uha..-Yes. 
President.":"Do you object to Managing Agents being purchasing Agents? 
Mr. Guha.-They must not be purchasing Agents. They ate getting 

-commission. Why should they be purchasing and selling agents P 
President.-8upposing your Managing Agent has got 4, or' 5 mills' and 

the Managing Agent buys for all the 5 mills, you don't mind his purchasing, 
llUt ought to purchase without. commission. 

Mr. Guha..-He will purchase and sell, but he ahaald not 'take' any 
.commission, 

Pre,id~1f,t;-The atmie applies to insurance-. 
Mr. Guha.-Yes. 'Be is getting his commission as 'Managing Agent. 
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President.-Supposing he is an insurance Agent and there is so much 
competition among insurance companies, what do you think' he should do 
with the rebates that he gets? 

Mr. Guha.-He must give it to the Company. There is no question about 
that. We get rebates which we pay to the,company. 

President.-In the next paragraph you talk about middlemen in regard 
to sales. 

Mr. Guha.-Yes. 
President.-How many links Ere there between the manufacturer and the

consumer? 
Mr. Guha.-l\1ills have their selling agent who gets commission. Then 

the selling agent sells to marwaris and the marwaris sell to chalaniwalas. 
Chalaniwalas sell to small dealers. 

President.-Between the manufacturer and the consumer there are 4-
links. 

Mr. Guha.-Yes. 
President.-As the resu~t of the contributions by these 4 people, by how 

much the price is raised at the retail end? 
Mr. Guha.-That depends on the commission. 
President.-Supposing we allowed one per cent. in each case, would that 

be reasonable? It will be increased at the retail end by 4 to 5 per cent. If 
you take the price ea:-mill? 

Mr. Guha.-12 annas per cent. for the agent. 
President.-That is ! per cent. for the agent? 
Mr. Biswas.-Yes. 
President.-And the others would. be less, I should think. 
Mr: Biswas.--One pice per rupee for the dealer and a smaller amount 

for the third man. 
President.-If the price ex-mill is 100, I take it after all these commissions 

the consumer will get it at 105. 
Mr. Guha.-Yes. 
Mr. Biswas.-TheY'!!ometimes undersell. 
President.-If he is allowed one per cent. commiSSion, he gives half of 

it to the consumer on account of the competition. 
Mr. Biswas.-Last year most of the people have undersold. 
President.-They can only undersell to the enent to which he is given-

commission. ; 
Mr. Guha.-They incur loss. Suppose, there are 40 kinds of cloth. They 

incur loss with respect to 20 kinds of cloth and make a profit on other kinds. 

President.-You say particular Bengal mills have tried a new system. 
What happens? Is it direct contact with the consumer? 

Mr. Guha.-It is still in an experimental stage. It is only since 9 months· 
we have started this system. We fix our price and we enter into smalL 
contracts of 10 or 15 bales a month with the mufassal dealers and they 
should sell at the price at which we fix. 

President.-That is to say the mill fixes the price and a certain discount 
is allowed to the dealer s& tha.t he has got to sell at that price. 

Mr. Guha.-Yes. 
President.-That is the way in which motor cars are sold. 
Mr. Biswas.-What they do at Dacca is not possible in Calcutta. 
President.-Why not? 
AlT. Biswas.-They can sell their goods to mufassal agents. Peoplewho

sell direct to the consumers have some agents. They can sell direct to their 
a,gents however small the quantity may. be, but most of the mills have to Bel~ 
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their goods on forward contracts to the dealers. They can't get the· ser
vi~s of these dealers. 

President.-In. Calcutta you have to sell in bulk and sell forward. You 
can't work independently of the big dealers? 

Mr. Biswa,.-That is the difficulty. Two things cannot go on together. 
The millowners are expected to sell their goods to the dealers on forward 
contracts. I don't think the dealers would agree to the mills selling direct 
to the consumer. 

President.-They would not; You can't do it both ways. 
Mr. Biswa8.-No. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-You represent here the Bengal National Chamber of 

Commerce? 
Mr. Guha.-Yes. 
Mr. RahimtooZa.-What is the membership of your Association? 
Mr. Biswas.-About 300 members. 
Mr. RahimtooZa.-What is the object of the Association? 
Mr. BiBW/U.-To look after the interests of the Indian commercial com

munity particularly of Bengal, having due regard to the interests of the 
consumers also. 

M1'. RahimtooZa.-I am asking you this question, because there is another 
Chamber in existence which appeared before us yesterday. ' 

Mr. Biswas.-That is the Indian Chamber of Commerce. 
M1'. Rahimtoola.-I want to know whether the objects of the two Chambers 

are identically the same. Is there also a question of overlapping? A member 
may belong to both the Chambers? 

Mr. Guha.-Yes. We are now members of the Bengal National Chamber 
of Commerce. We could be members of the Indian Chamber of Commerce. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-There are two Chambers in,existence in Calcutta where 
the objects are identically the same and shall we say about 20 to 25 per cent. 
of the members are'the sameP 

Mr. Biswas.-l0 per cent. of the members are the same. Bengal National 
Chamber of Commerce is mainly composed of Bengalee businessmen. Members 
of the Indian Chamber of Commerce were formerly members of the Bengal 
National Chamber of Commerce. Six years back they have formed a separate. 
Chamber. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-I want to know whether the "Bengal commEll'cial 
interest is distinctly separate from the Indian Chamber's interest. 

Mr. Biswas.-Still there are sOlDe provincial questions.. The feeling is 
that Bengal's interests are not so closely identified with the interests of 
other provinces. 

Mr. RahimtooZa.-AIi are residents of Calcutta? 
Mr. Biswas.-Not of Calcutta, but of Bengal. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-I don't quite follow. 
Mr. Biswas.-Wheil the question of protective duty on salt was raised, 

yOU are perhaps aware· there was a question of provincial interest as between 
Bengal and other provinces. In that question particularly the Bengal 
National Chamber of Commerce took up a particular attitude different from 
the Indian Chamber of Commerce. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-The word" provincial" means Bengal" Presidency. All 
the people who are connected with the Chamber belong to the Presidency 
I'S a whole. It is dilfficult to understand how outside influence could prevail 
in the .Chamber. 

Mr. BiSWaB.-Their principal place.of business is outside Bengal, but they 
have got offices here.' Take,· for instance, the Central Bank of India alid 
the Steam Navigation Company. 
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Mr. Rahi1ll.toola.-In that way do you think there is a predominant 
:lllembership in the Indian Chamber which is not directly attending to the 
intAlrests of the Presidency as a whole? 

Mr. Buwru.-I don't say that. But there may be some occasions when 
the interests of Bengal and other provinces might clash and Oil those occ&
'Biona they will be naturally inclined to take up an attitude which will 
not be of advantage to Bengal. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-As far as this industry is concerned, I iind the mill 
which you represent has supported the representation sent to us by the 
Indian Chamber of Commerce. I particularly put that point yesterday 
to their representatives and they told me that your mill particularly was one 
of those parties which were responsible for even drafting the memorandum 
and the replies to the questionnaire which were sent to us mentions your 
name. Your mill is Dhakeswari, Dacca. As far as their replies to us are 

-concerned they deiinitely said that the system which they adopted was that 
they appointed a small sub-committee in which all the mills were represented 
and these mills authorised the Indian Chamber of Commerce, Calcutta, to 
speak on their behalf . 

.Mr. GulIa.-I do not know anything about it. 
Mr. Bahimtoola.-You think then as far as you are aware that statement 

-is not correct. . " 
Mr . . Guha.-They wrote to us. In reply I wrote to them sometime ago 

that as we were far away from Calcutta, it 'rould be better if they got the 
reply drawn up by a mill in Calcutta. ' 

P·resident.-In regard to the SUbstance of your proposal regarding protec
tion there is very little difference between y~ur point of view and theirs .. 

Mr. Biswru.-Ex('ept with regard to the question of duty on raw cotton. 
If I may say so, Bengal National Chamber of Commerce, though repre

:sentative of commercial interests, have a traditional bias to the cons11.mers 
and 80 far as Bengal is concerned, cotton is not oultivated much in Bengal 
-and there we thought that we would serve better if we opposed the imposi
'tion of duty on raw cotton. 

Mr. Bahimtoola.-I should like to take that point as you have mentioned 
it so prominently. You have l'aiSl'd, I must say, quite a new point as far as 
the Board is concerned that you are opposing the duty on raw cotton on 
the ground of the handloom industry. 

Mr. Guha.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-And your point of view is that the moment the 

~onsumer discovers that the handloom cloth is composed of foreign yarn, it 
is in itself a sufficient ground for the consumtjr not to purchase it irrespec
tive of the price. 

Mr. Guha.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-And it is entirely due to theswadeshi feeling that is 

~xisting in this country. 
Mr. Guha.-That is so. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Whilst saying this you maintain that it is advisable for 

this reason that India should import a large amount of foreign cotton in 
order that the handloom industry may be in a position to get sttlllcient yarn 
for their requirements especially in fine counts. 

Mr. Bi3was.-Spun by Indian ruills. 
Mr. Bahimtoola.-I do not know whether the Congress at' the Swadeshi 

movement only confines itself to the question of foreign yarn. To my mind 
it is Ii. fight between foreign cotton and foreign yarn. If it is .. question 

-af foreign thing altogether which the swadeshi movement is opposing, I 
do not understand how foreign cotton can be said to be an indigenous 
'8rticle. 

Mr, Guha.-In that lIense even in Engilltl.d and Ameri('a they have got 
to import raw cotton. 
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Mr. RahimtooZa._That is Dot the point. 
Mr. Guha.-Take for example Uganda. It may be a foreigncottoo. 
Mr. llakimtooZa.-Indian in the sense that the cotton tracts belong tG 

IndiaDtl who have settled down there. 
Mr. Guha.-Yes. They handle the whole thing. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-What about the Egyptian cotton? 
lIr, GUha.-We m~l;y ~y Ugu.»c4 .cottou. 
ldr. Rallimtoola.-You. uve giveD _ fi'gweswhillb al'e found .o.J;I. ~ge T 

of your rep.resentatioar i' Oll ta,.' ,that .6S 'much M 146,000 ba.1.es, i~ .193o..a1 
were Egyptian. 

M,r •. G~"~Fr-ol~ aneco.nomic. poiut pi view there should not be any
restrICtion 1U Importmg raw materials for the industry. That will help fih& 
growth of the industry. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-As fill' 118 han.dlQPJll industry is cOJ).cerl).ed, yarllis a 
raw material. ' 

Mr. Guha.-Indi.an JIlills will 8lJPply the yarn. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-That is their raw material. They want fine yaru fol' 

the Jllj/onu/acture of goOds. lJoth ILre raw materials to both the industries. 
Mr. Guha.-':In the sense they are required for the industry. Yarn cannot. 

be said to be a raw material. That is a manufactured article. 
M".. Rahimtoola.-It is a raw material to them, because ,they don't U!\e

cotton. 
Mr. Biswas.-It is semi-finished. It is not absolutely raw. If we can 

manufacture yarn here, why should' we.not use that. 
Mr. llahimtooZa.-1 ta1!:e it that the swadeshi mlWeffient is only, cODfined to. 

the questipll. of yarn and not cotton. 
Mr. Bi~Wal.-Yes. 
Mr. Bakimtoola.-As the Ilwadeshi feeling is there, you are asking ns that, 

t.bil duty should be eliulinatecl in order that b.dia may be self-suflWient ill 
producing yarn wbich is at preseni ;utilised by the hllndloom j.ndust;ry ill 
la4ia. -

Mr. Guha.-Yea. There is also another aspect of the case. The Congress, 
we think, is against the drainage of Indian wealth. If they purchase for.eign 
1J1.J'0., they pay something to the spinners of foreign countries; whereas if 
we import raw Cj)tton an4 liupply the yarll, that money is retained in tha
OOQDU:Y· 

Mr. Rakimtoola.-That is the second consideration. 
Mr. GUha.-Between the two they will prefer to purchase cotton and WEI

eE course do not know whether the Congre88 has ever objected to India 
importing cotton. Of course, India haa a large amount of raw material, bu. 
it is Bot proved that India is not to get any raw material from outside. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-As regards your reply to Question 1 (ix) you lay that, 
all the new mills that are now being started are designed for finer counts. 
How many new mills have been started? 

Mr. Guha.~urs which is not altogether a new mill and Kushtia whicb 
is also not a new mill are contemplating additions for spinning fine counte. 
Of the new mills that have been floated and have not started yet, almost aU 
ef them intend to go in for fine oounts. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-Thls is I take it frolll 1927P 
Mr. Guha.-We started ill 1921. Since then several Companies have been 

floated, but they have not started yet. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-They have issued their prospectuses. They may have. 

p~4 prders for JIlachinery. 
Mr. Guha.-15 or 16 days ago a' mill has been started. They, are noil 

IIPinning at presellt, but tluly are ~on.teJllplatinl' tl? do it. All the OOD).. 
paniel! t~t PI'ViI! P'*1l flllated,.re t~I/lk.ing of gPIJlg In for finer cPlints. 
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Mr. RahimtooZa.-ls it due to the recommendation of the Tariff Board in 
1927 or is it due to the argument which you have stated here? 

Mr. Guha.-New Companies did not know that. People ought to have 
read the Tariff Board's report which drew the attention of the Indian mill 
industry that they must go in for finer counts. We find as millowners that 
there is a better demand for finer counts than for coarser counts. 

Mr. RahimtooZa.-That means you are also taking into consideration the 
.changed taste of the consumer as pointed out by you. That is also one of 
the reasons. The public are at present going in for finer counts and you 
.are having machinery installed to suit that requirement. 

Mr. Guha.-Yes. 
" Mr. Rahimtoola.-I understand that your mills are not using artificial 
:Silk yarn. 

Mr. Guha.-No. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-But they are using silk yarn? 
Mr. Guha.-No. 
Mr. RahimtooZa.-What about the borders in dhotis and saris? 
Mr. Guha.-We use coloured· borders. . I ' 

. . ,)01-

Mr. Rahimtoola.-What is the reason for asking protection to the Indian 
ililk industry? 

Mr. Guha.-We had a very big silk industry in Bengal. It is dying out. 
That is the reason. 

Mr. RahimtooZa.-You mean the Indian silk industry. 
Mr. Guha.-I mean the cottage industry. 
M'T. RahimtooZa.-1 must draw your attention to this. If it has no connec

tion whatsoever with the textile industry, then it is a proposition which the 
Tariff Board cannot look into. At present we are looking into the Indian 
textile industry and if you want protection to the Indian silk industry, it 
is to the Government of India in the Commerce Department that you must 
.approa'ch. I am only drawing your attention to the fact that this is a 
suhject which can:lot be dealt with at present. Unless it is some question 

,connected with the Indian textile industry, it is not possible. That is why 
I have asked you whether you are utilising a certain amount of silk in 
the borders of dhoties and saris that you are manufacturing. 

In reply to Question 3, you say that the competition is due to the increase 
of mixing costs. I should like to understand what exactly it means. You 
say " This can be demonstrated by the fact that, with the increase of mixing 
costs there have not been corresponding rises in the prices of cloth". 

Mr. Guha.-Increase of mixing costs means practically a rise in the price 
of cotton. When there is a rise in the price of' cotton and when there is 
no corresponding rise in the price of dhotis, it means that there is great 
competition amongst mills. Recently there has been a rise in the price of 
cotton of Rs. 80 per candy, there has not been any increase in the price of 
finished goods. There has been a rise of one anna for a week and again ·it 
has come down. . 

President.-If you compare the price of Japanese cotton goods and the 
price of cotton, then you will find that it may not be the result of internal 
competition but may be the result of external competition. 

Mr. RahimtooZa.-You have stated in reply to Question 6 that the mills 
in Bengal have started working double shift to meet the increased demand, 
but you say that they are not working at a profit. It means when the mills 
are working double shift that they are selling their goods at remunerative 
rates? 

Mr. Guha.-No profit. ' 
Mr. RahimtooZa.-ln spite of the increased demand which makes the 

Indian mills work double shift? 
lIr. Guha.-If wEI want to restrict the imports from other' countries 

then we must meet the demand j we must supply the people with cloth. 
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Mr. Rahimtoola.-It means that mills are running on patriotic lines? 
Mr. Guha.-8ome:what. 
Mr. BaAimtoola.-They are going on supplying in spite of the fact that 

they are not making any profit and working double shift in addition merely 
-with the object of shutting out foreign competition . 

. Mr. Guha.-If a mill were to work a single shift, it might incur a' loss . 
.By running two shifts, we have not made any loss. 

Preside-nt.-To the extent that prices will cover your costs. If you don't 
-do double shift, I expect that your costs would exceed your prices? 

Mr. Guha.-Yes. 
Mr. RaAimtoola.-Even working donble shift, you have made no profit? 
Mr. Guha.-In 1931 we made no profit . 
. Mr. Rahimtoola.-I take it that you are confining your remarks to your 

mills? . . 

Mr. Guha.-Bombay also is not doing well. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-You are making a general statement? 
Mr. Guha.-Yes. None of the mills is doing well-practically very little 

profit in 1931. If they did not run double shift they would have incurred' 
.a loss. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-There· is an interesting point which you have raised 
in your reply to Question 9. You say that the total requirements of Bengal 
were supplied by the handloom industry before Lancashire came into the 
field and then the handloom industry in order to avoid competition tried to 
.manufacture goods which could not be made by the mills. What is the kind 
of competition now? Can they not confine themselves to goods which the 
Indian mills cannot manufacture? 

Mr. Guha.-People won't buy it. In manufacturing those goods you 
must have fine yarn. You cannot· give any artistic finish unless you have 
fine yarn. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-Some of the mills are producing fine yarn, even 120sP 
Mr. Guha.-Handloom weavers cannot get it. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Those mills are marketing their yarn? 
Mr. Guha.-On(y a very small quantity. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-In fairly large quantities. There is one mill which IS 

-entirely devoting its attention to fine yarn? 
Mr. Guha.-In this part of the country we cannot get fine ·yarn. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-When they turned to the artistic side, Lancashire 'com

petition was keen, and there was no Indian mill competition as such. What 
was the position of handloom weavers? . 

Mr. Guha.-They are not doing well even now near about Calcutta. There 
is a big handloom industry in Calcutta and also in Dacca. Since the swadeshi 
movement, they have to give it up. People won't buy the handloom products 
because they are made of foreign yarn. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-According to you the condition in which the handloom 
industry finds itself at present is entirely dUEl to the Bwadeshi feeling in the 
·country, namely that they are using foreign ya~n, .and to that extent 'their 
products are unsaleable, no matter what the prIce IS. 

Mr. Guha.-Quite. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-You are recommending on page 6 of your replies to 

-the questionnaire that India should adopt extensive and well planned schemes 
. of irrigation like Egypt. Can you give me any idea about Egypt if you 
'know anything? . 

Mr. Guha.-We refer to irrigation schemes like Sukkur Barrage. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-You are not talking of any experience or knowledge 

which you may have derived when you are referring to Egypt. I suppose 
·it is only an assumptiotI? 

COTTON TEXTILE-VOL. V H 
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Mr. Guha.-Yes, 'a general assumption. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Are you aware of the working of the Central Cottons 

Committee? 

Mr. Guha.-Not much. I am a member of the Pro¥incial Cotton Com
mittee. But up till now, the Committee has not met. 

M'r. Rahimtoola.-You are talking there of a. matter which is primarily
the concel'n pf the Indian Central Cotton Committee. 

Mr, Guha . ..,.-Bas it any bearing on the present question? 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-You are asking India to concentrate on long staple

cotton and I therefore ask you whether you are aware of the work done by
the Central Cotton Committee? 

Mr. Biswas.-No. 
Mr. Guha.-Protection may encourage the agriculturist to produce long, 

staple cotton here. 
Mr. Raltimtoola.-You mean the protection to the textile industry? 
Mr. Guha . .,.,..Yes . 

• M'r. Rahimtoola.-I suppose you have to a certain extent modified the
argument which is advanced on page 7 of your replies about the question of 
Indian cultivator. You say that the abolition of the import duty on raw' 
cotton will not affect prejudicially the interests of the Indian culti¥ator. 
I suppose you have modified your views to the extent suggested by the, 
Chairman? 

Mr,Guhd.-Yes. 

Mr. Bahimtoola.-As regards the table given on top of page 8 in r~ply 
to question 15, you have reduced your rent, l'ates and taxes from 
Rs. 2,33i-6-6 in 1928 to Rs. 342-11-6 in 1932? 

MI". Gulla.-That is because we got some. We deduct that from what we-
pay. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-You don't house your labour free? 
Mr. Gulla.-We charge a nominal rent. 
MI'. Rallimtoola.-It is not nominal. It is nearly Rs. 2,000., 
Mr. Guha.-We charge Rs. 1-8 or Rs. 2 per room. Besides t,hat we have, 

s. bazar from which we derive. a good income. 
Mr. Ruhimtoola.-That is, you pro¥ide foOdstuffs? 
MT. Guha.-We only supply the land. 
Mr. llahimtoola.-Within your mill area? 
Mr. Uuha.-'We get rent from people who market their goods there. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-What sort of amenities do you pro¥ide for your labour? 
MT. Gulta.-We have a school; we have a. reading room. 
Mr. Rahi'litfoola.-You have not provided any amenities? 
Mr. Guha.-'We have provided a school. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-For how many? 
1111'. Gl1ha.~5. 
Mr. RahimtooTa.-When did you start that school? 
Mr. Gulla.-Two years ago. 
MI'. Ashutosh Gulta.-The other lllills do not take any rent from their 

labour. 
Mr. Bahimtoola.-You represent nearly 4 to 5 mills? 
MI' .. ·1shl1tosh Gl1 h a.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Is your experience the same? 
Mr. Asllutosh Guha.-Except Dhakeswari l\Iills, the other mills do not. 

charge rent from their labour. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-They house their labour free? 
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Mr, A.huto,h Guha.-Yes. They have provided other things for the 
benefit of labour, hospital, maternity home and other things. 

Mr. Guha.-Our quarters are very fine. They cannot be compared with 
.any other. We have made our quarters to suit educated young men. We 
llave 200 matriculates as part of our labour. . 

Mr .. ,bhl/losh Gulia.-Many matriculates are now-a.-days coming in. 
P,·e,ident.-I hope they are not very unsatisfactory' 
.l/r. Rahimtoola.-lri. the last paragraph you have complained that there 

is _mother factor which is working as a handicap to the industry. Taking, 
.advantage of the present swadeshi feeling, foreign goods are co~ing into 
·Calcutta marked in such a way as if they are Indian mill made goods. We 
have heard about this complaint. 1\ly point is this. It is only as regards 
the price that you can consider it a handicap? 

.lIr. Guha.,-They are placed before the consumer as if they are made 
in India. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-It is a. false representation? 
llr. Guha.-Yes . 
.lIr. Rahimtoola.-You know that it is within the law to sell goods without 

'having the mark of the origin of the country as' the law stands at present? 
.lIr. Guha.-They ha.ve taken advantage of that. 
llr. Rahimtoola.-At present they are not infringing any law? 
.lIr. Gulla.-If they infringe the law, they will be hauled up before a 

'Court. 
]JIr. Rahimtoola.-Your obiection can either be on the ground of false 

representation or on the ground of price. As far as Lancashire goods are 
.conC'eMled, YO.1l are aware that they are made of fine coun~. 

Mr. Guha.-In medium counts, there is competition with Lancashire. 
Pre'ident.-Is there very much competition in medium counts? By 

medium counts you mean 308 and 40s? 
.lIr. Guha.-Yes. 
Pre,ident.-There is very little. It 'is mostly Japanese. 
Mr. Gu·ha.-There is competition from Lancashire. 
Mr .. Rahimtoola.-Have you any suggestions with regard to this? 
llr. Gulla.-Alter the law . 
.lIr. Rahimtoola.-To the effect that the country of origin should be 

'mentioned? 
.lIr. Gu.ha.-Yes . 
.lIr. Rahimtoola.-As regards question 28 you said you would supply the 

'information later. \ 
Jlr. G"Uha.-1 left written instructions in my office to send it to ine 

but 1 have not vet received it. I will however send it along with the 
otiler statements." , 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-What about stocks: was it as high as 9,45,000 in 1931? 
Jlr. auha.-In 1931 we had large stocks . 
.lIr. Rahimtoola.-But the double shift working started in 193H 
JIr. Gulta.-We had very big stocks in 1931 before the pujahs. Double 

'shift working started two years ago. 
JI.r. Rahiintoola.-Then that is accountable for this big stock? 
Jlr. Guha.-Yes . 
.lIr. Rahimtoola.-·What is the present stock? 
JI'r. Guhll.-Practically nothing except cotton. There is no stock of 

finished goods. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-What is the system you adopt regarding the purchase 

·of cotton? 
112 



]}fr. Guha.-We'invite quotations from Bombay and other quarters and 
purchase on those quotations. 

lYlr. Rahimtoola.-You don't send men to the districts where cotton is 
grown? ' 

]}fr. Guha.-No. We find the market so unsteady that if we send a. 
JIlan when the market is high we may lose. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-Is it not advisable if you want to get good quality 
of cotton? 

]}fr. Guha.-Yes, but instead of storing at a time we buy forward. 
]}fr. Rahimtoola.-You deal in forward transactions? 
]}fr. Guha.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-'-Do you happen to find that you make certain amount 

of losses in' forward transactions? 
Mr. Guha.-8ometimes, but we never sel! cotton. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-But when you are buying forward aren't you running 

the risk of making a loss? 
Mr. Guha,.-Only rarely. About four months ago we bought'some cotton; 

since then the price of cotton went down so that we incurred some loss 
but since the last two months we find there is a profit. 

Mr. R.ahimtoola.-As regards the managing agency system I have seen 
the note you have sent to us. I sUPllose yours is the only mill in Bengal 
which has got managing directors. Are there any new mills coming up 
with managing directors P . 

Mr. Guha.-Yes, the Bangeshwari' Cotton Mills. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-And amongst the prospectuses have you fouud anyone 

who is likely to float a company with managing directors? The reason why 
I ask you this question is that I want to see the trend of mind of the 
investing public, whether it is gradually going' towards the managing 
director system. 

Mr. Guha.-Most of the companies that have been floated' are under 
managing agents, but my own idea and that of the investing public is 
favourable to the managing director system. 

lIr. Raliimtoola.-Coming now to the question of" remuneration, I take 
first the duties of managing directors. I suppose al1 the three 'managing 
directors have joint responsibility? 

.Mr. G1tha.-They are joiutly and seooerally liable. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Their pay comes to about Rs. 650 a month? 
Mr. Guha.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Besides this they are not interested in any other com·, 

missions which the company may get or th~ company may have to pay 
on account of purchase of stores, purchase of cotton and so on? 

Mr. Guha.-Nothing. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-The period you have stated is ten years subject to 

renewal by the Board of Directors? 
Mr. Guha.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Do you think that period a sufficient inducement for 

the mana,ging directors to work in the interest of the company? 
Mr. Guha.-We agreed to it. 
Mr. Biswas.-Probably they expect re-appointment. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-There are other kinds of agreem'lnts which I have 
seen in which though the initial period is 10 or 15 years, the right of renew
,ing it entirely rests with the managing directors, unless they are found 
guilty of gross negligence. In your case after the expiry of the period' 
you may be asked by the directors to leave r 

Mr, Guha.-If the directors ask us to leave we must leave. 
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Mr. Rahimioola.-There are not sufficient tacilities at Dacca for borrow
ing from banks: are therE! no banks there or is it the double signature 
that prevents it? 

Mr.- G-uha.-They insist on double signature -and they do not advance 
money on block. _ 

Mr. Rahimtoola.---,At present you know the practice is to get a guarantor 
and that guarantor becomes managing agent. The managing agent per
sonally _ guarantees the loan which the Imperial Bank gives to the company. 
Supposmg all three of you were to give that guarantee would that be 
sufficient? , 

M-r. Guha.-We have never tried that. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-You have never tried to borrow from. the Imperial 

Bank? 
lIr. Guha.-We tried at one time but they did not give us. 
Mr. Rahilntoola.-I want to kn~w whether they would be satisfied with 

the managing directors guaranteeing the loan.' 

Mr. Guha.-There would be difficulty. But from the persons from whom 
we take money we have not got to have any such guarantee. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-Do you generally get deposits without much difficulty? 
Mr. Guha.·-We get deposits from the public of about a lakh of rupees. 

We have to pay a very low rate of interest, only 41 per cent. per annum 
hut sometimes we have to borrow from private parties. 

lJIr. Rahimtoola.-And in that case you have to pay a very high rate of 
interest? . 

Mr. Guha.-At present there is no loan over 7i per cent., but sometimes 
we have paid up to 9 per cent. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.---Can we say that the interest on working capital is 
7i per cent. on the average? 

Mr. Guha.-Yes. 
Mr .. Rahimtoola.-I don't understand this drawback which you have put 

here under a system of management by managing directors? 
Mr. Guha.-Managing directors sy~tem is quite good when the industry 

has reached its fully developed stage_ It is not good at tbis stage when 
it requires development. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-When the industry is in its pioneering stage? 
Mr. Guha:-The management must have a freer hand. 
JIr. Rahimtoola.-You know the cotton textile industry is at present 

established in this country for a large number of years. Supposing a 
system of managing _ directors is adopted by a new mill that is started. 
Then what is the handicap to that company as compared with an old 
company when it is managed by a managing' director with a tenure of 
service of ten years with a fixed remuneration? 

Mr. Guha.-He is under the control of the directors. In the case of 
managing agents they are not under the directors' control. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-Technically they are. 
Mr. Guha.-But in fact they are not. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-I would like to understand this point a little more 

fully because I consider it of some importance. If the managing agent in 
a company has got three or four or ~ majorit~ of ~irectors who are inde
pendent and in no way connected WIth the mIlls elthe~ through the pur
chase of cotton or purchase of stores or through managmg agency partner
ship, in that case can't they exercise the' s~me amount of .contr~l which 
independent directors are supposed to exerCIse over managmg dIrectors l' 
It has been alleged that some of the concerns in this country have directors 
the majority of whom are interested in the managing agents in some shape 
or other and therefore the managing agents though technically under the 
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<lOntrol of the directors, in practice they are not so. Is that what you 
have in mind "II'hen you say that managing agents are not under the control 
of directors? 

.llr. (Juha.-They are not so much lAnd~r the control of the directors. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-You mean agreement of "perpetual life" as you put 

it makes them indifferent to the board of directors? 

Mr. Guha.-Not exactly indifierent but under the agreement they have 
'great powers. 

Mr. Bahimtoo/a.-Is it your view that they have been given larger powers 
than that given to the managing directors under the n~w system which 
you a,re contemplating? 

Mr. G'fI,ha~-Yes. Moreover they should stake something in the company 
in which case they would take greater interest in the company. Take for 
.example the Tea industry in Bengal. There the Managing agents even 
1Il0rtgaged their property; they mortgaged even their houses, their orna
·ments in the interest of the company. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-The banks at present want a personal guarantee. The 
·directors look to the finance; the managing director need not look to the 
financing because the directors are supposed. to make arrangements for 
;financing the mill which they are running . 

• Ur. Guha.-'rhe director.> look to the polic)C.: if so much money is 
wanted the managing directors must get the money. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-In answer to question 14 you are asking for fort
nightly meetings. What is the system at present in your mill? 

Mr. Guha.-We have not tried this system at all, we have. only thought 
,about it. There ought to be a standing oolI\IDittee in which the manage
ment should be represented and the officers and operatives 'Should be 
represented in equal numbers. This committee should meet once a fort
night and discuss amongst themselves any oomplaints or other matters of 
importance and exchange their views . 

.1I'I'. Rahilll,toola.-'What you want is a more or less informal discussion 
between the various interests that form the company from time to time 
in order to a,rrive at a decision on various suggestions and put them into 
-effect; is that your suggestion? 

.llr. Guha.-Yes. 
Jir. Rahimtoola.-But you have not tried it in your mill? 
.1['1'. Guha.-We have not come to any decision yet. 
Jlr. Rahimtoola,.-But you personally nre of the opinion that it will 

lead to the benefit of the company? 
.1[1'. GullU.-That is my person.al opinion. 

2111'. Ran,imtoola.-As regards question 44 you are not asking for pre
'ferential duties on political grounds, are you? 

)[1'; (]I/lia.-Not exactly on political grounds. We say protection should 
'be given against imported cotton goods from any country . 

.lIr. llohi11ltoo/a.-There is another reason which you 'urge hl)re, namely 
that India is now in a position to manufacture finer goods which come in 
-direct competition with Lancashire. 

l1Ir. Gu1w.-Exactly. 

Mr. Raltimfuola.-Look at your answer to question 45. What is this' 
'\nong mixture and false packing that you suggest as the two malpractices? 

Mr. Gu1lU.-That was based on a report sent to the Chamber about cer
-tain defects. 

Mr. Bisl/!Os.-'What we sav in the Jast paragraph of our answer to 
question 45 is as follows: ,; The Committee also take this opportunity 
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01 clrawillg ',he. attention of the Board to the incoRvenieuces su1fered by 
~e eottGoa mlll mduetry eaased by ~l) • wrOl1g" mixtures of inferior cotton. 
WltA siaple eoUioR, (2) deliberate damping, (3) false 1'acking ". . 

l'resident.-I take it that applies chieflr to Punjab American? 

Mr. Uuha.-That is the worst culprit. Sometinles seeds are mixed. and. 
the cotton alsQ gets mixed up. ' 

Ft"uidenl.-Tlaere .8011 beea gradual impl'ovell\ElntP 
Mr. Guha.-¥es. 
Mr. Baii .. loola • ...;..WlIa1; is tlvs false P80kiing~ Does it mean the sam~ 

thing as NG. (l)jI 

. Mr . . Guha.-False packrng in my experience is sometime.s foreign matter 
IS put lJl to add to the lreight. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-Improvements have been made in all these three direc-
tions and you are satisfied with those improvements. ' 

Mr. Gu1la.-Yes. 
Mr. Boag.-¥ou say that your Chamber represents 4 mills. 
Mr. Biswas.-¥es. 
Mr. Boag.-Are these new mills? 
Mr. Biswas.-Dhakeswari alld Lakshminarayan are JlleW and .BengaL 

Luxmi and l10hini Mills are old. 
Mr. Boag.-Whieh is the oldest? 

Mr. Biswa8.-Bengal Luxmi Mills. In the present stage it was started 
in 1906 and previously the original Company was started in 1885 and 
changed hant'ls many times. 

Mr. Boag.-Where is that mill? 
Mr. Biswas.-At Serampur. . 
Mr. Boag.-Are there any other old mills like that? 

1I1r. Biswus.-Kashtia mill in the District of Nadia. That is also an 
old mill. 

Mr. Boag.~ the four, two are old mills and two are new mills? 

Mr. Biswa&.-¥es . 
• Vr. Boag.-There is a statement that yon make that the consnmers· 

have a deliberate taste for finer goods. Does that mean that the people
who are used to wear coarse cloth now require fine cloth? 

• 
Mr. GUha.-Bengal market wants finer cloth especially dhuties a1!'d saris. 

Mr. Boag.-Does it me,an that the people are now wearrng different cloths 
or does it mean that the market which was supplied. with fine ,cloth from 
abroad is now being supplied by the Indian mill? 

Mr. Guha.-Before the swadeshi movement, Lancashire supplied all the
requirements of Bengal. Before Lancashire came in, the handloom industry 
used to supply the needs of the country. The handloom industry at that 
stage used to manufacture very coarse cloth. With the coming in of 
Lancashire in the field, people got into the habit of wearing finer cloth. 

l\I'r. Boag.-There is II movement going on all the time in favour of 
finer and finer cloth. Is that peculiar to Bengal or to other parts? 

Mr. Gu/ta.-YE'S. I have no experience of other parts of India. 

President.-Like your taste for white salt which I up.derstand started 
with the import of Cheshire salt 10 or 15 years ago. 

Mr. Ruhimtoola.-Your point is that finer qualities of goods are wanted 
by people who are in the habit of wearing Lancashire goods. 

Mr. Guha.-Yes. Lancashire goods are fine. 
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lJlr. Boag.-'Whatyou say is that consumers are fast developing a 
taste for finer goods. Old mills are mhking alterations in machinery to 
meet the demand. Mills which used to manufacture coarse goods now find 
that the' demand ,is for finer goods. 

lIlr. Guha.-If you take the history of Indian mills, you will find that 
all the mills used to spin mostly of lower counts. That was the class of 
goods which the Indian mills used to manufacture, but gradually they are 
all going in for finer dhuties and saris and there is a demand for this class 
of goods in the country. 

President.-There are two points. The proportion of Indian production 
of finer varieties to the total production in Bengal has gone up. 

Mr. Guha.-Yes .. 
President.-Along with that has there been an increase in the proportion 

of finer classes of goods in the total consumption in the Bengal market? 
Mr. Guha.-Yes. . 
P7·esident.-In that case these finer goods which are made in the Bengal 

mills are not merely replacing the Lancashire goods, but are increasing the 
demand for finer goods. 

Mr. Guha.-There is always a demand for finer goods. 
President.-I do not know if you can explain to me the mechanism' of 

it. Whepever there is a rise in the price of cotton, there is straightaway 
a rise in the price of piece-goods. It reacts at once. Whenever you find, 
for example, in market quotations a sudden rise in the price of raw cotton, 
you find straightaway there is a rise in the price of piece-goods . 

. .vr. Guha.-There is a tendency. 
President.-It doesn't rise to the same extent, but the market gets firm. 

Supposing t<Hlay you get a. sharp rise in the price of American cotton 
and consequently to som.e extent in the price of Indian cotton, to what 
extent does that benefit the Indian Textile Mills? As I understand it, 
you are able to benefit by it to the extent that you have already purchased 
cotton. Supposing you have stocked raw cotton at previous low prices, 
then to the extent that the price of piece-goods goes up, you are able to 
make a margin, because the cost of your raw materials has been correspond
ingly low. Therefore on that basis the benefit which the Indian mill would 
derive would be confined to the period for which ordinarily stocks of cotton 
are kept. Supposing I said in Bengal mills normally the benefit would 
be 'confined to a period of 3 months, that would be right. After that you 
have got to replenish your stocks of cotton. You have got to buy it a1 
increased rates and the benefit ceases. , 

Mr. Guha.-When there is a. rise in the price, I do not think that the 
piece-goods market also will always rise. There is a healthier tone in 
the market. . 

President.-I do think that prices do get firm. 

Mr. Guha.-There is a· healthier tone. 

President.-It is only a temporary advantage confined to the period 
for which stocks are normally kept. 

Mr. Guha.-Yes. 
President.-About 2 to 3 months P 
Mr. Guha.-Yes. As a concrete case we may tell you that we cover 

practically the staple cotton of India up to June. We are short for half 
the period. We are covered for over 6 months. The price of cotton has 
gone up by Rs. 8 .. For the next three months we are safe. 

President.-Under the recent notification of the Governm.ent of India. 
duties have been put up by 50' per cent. The depreciation of Japanese 
yen has proceeded much further than we estimated in our report. To 
what extent has the drop in price on account of the depression in the 
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yen since we reported been made up by the increase in th~ price of raw 
cotton which has taken place since, thenP. To 'what extent the Indian mahu
fa.cturers have been compensated in one direction by the 1088 that they 
are incurring in ·the other directian. As •. jI. .• practical. man what do you. 
think is the position if you are balancingP 

Mr. Guha.-All mills have' not stocked. Some mills have stocked, 
:Prllsidll'l/,t.-I came across 2 or 3 people who did not ben!!fit by that. 
Mr. Guha.-Because· the market was always going down. 
President.-Supposing you viewed the case generally, what would YOll 

layi' . 
Mr. Guha.-It is very difficult to say anything, 
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tH£ .BOMBAY CHAMBER OF COMMERCE. 

:tvlleaceof Messr .. L A. HALSALT. ucl A. 1.. HUTSON, recorded 
at BODlbay on Thursday, the 25th August, 1~2. 

~1·esident.-Gentlem.en, you represent the Bombay Chamber of Commerce? 
Mi'. lla!sall.-Yes. 

. President.--I pl"OpGlle to eonfi_ my questiomJ to the ~ important of 
"the points you have raised in reply to the questionnaire. In paragraph:2 
-of your replies you refer 10 the apimoll. you eJi:pl'e5eed bef6l'e the Tariff 
B'lard in 1926 that "if the millowners could prove to the satisfaction of 
·the Board that they were suffering from unfair competition ~elief in some 
form or other must be given to them", and you reiterate that opInion 
.now. May I take it that you support the claim of the Textile industry 
·to protection only to the extent that the industry is faced by competition 
-of unfair character or do you support also the claim of the radustry to 
what I may call substantial protection? What I mean is this: Last time 
'when the Tariff Board enquired into this question the main ground on which 
"the Bombay Millowners' Association asked for protection was that labour 
conditions in Japan were unfair in comparison with the conditions out here. 
'That was the lI\ain ground on which they asked for protection. Supposing 
"it turned out on an enquiry into the facts now that labour conditions in. 
.J apan or in other foreign countries competing with India are not unfair 
lin comparison with conditions here, then is it your suggestion that you 
'Would not support their claim for protection? 

Mr. HalsaJJ,.-We would support it subject to the qualification that any 
measure of protection sanctioned should be based on what is necessary 
for economically and efficiently managed mills. 

President.-That is to say, if it is found on an examination of the 
,costs of economically and efficiently managed mills in India that they 
;are unable to compete with .imported textile goods at prices at which they 
,are imported, then even if the excess of cost in India is due to other 
causes than unfair competition from exporting countries, if the costs of 
-economically and efficiently ~anaged mills justified it, you would support 
"the claim for protection P 

Mr. Ha1sall.-We would because for one thing, as we mention here, we 
regard the industrY as of' gglat . importance to Bombay and to India 

;generaJIly • 
Pr.ridefl,t.-I· come to this qualification that you have made, that is 

to say, the extent and the form of protection must be iudged with reference 
"to the conditions obtaining in efficiently and economically managed mills, 
·that is more or less an the basis on which we have framed our own question
naire. What I mean is this: what we have asked the Millowners' Asso
ooiation and individual mills is to give us tbe costs of· representative mills 
'and we have qualified that stateIl'\ent by saying that those mills must have 
reasonable output and reasonably modern equipment. That more or less 
agrees with your ideas on the subject. If we based the measure of pro
·taction on the costs given to us by mills having a reasonable output and 
equipped with reasonably modern machinery then our position is exactly 
t'he same as yours. 

Mr. HalsaU.-Yes, Sir, in so far as eqUIpment with reasonably modern 
machinery is one of the essentials of efficiently. managed mills. 

President.-The MiIIowners' Association have given us the cost of about 
a dozen mills which are not the strongest mills in Bombay; at the same 
time they are by no means t.he weakest in Bombay, and I want you to 
tell me if you can whether you consider a concrete test of this kind sat
isfaotory. We are going to judge the reasanableness of the output on 



the bllBis that the mills in question must be equipped with at leas!; a 
thousand looms and 40,000 spindles. Would YOl1 consider that a rea80D.ably 
economical size for a mill in India? 

Mr. Hut,on.-Yea. 
President.~1IS uda· ihat in a large number of mills hoth in Bombay 

and elsewhere in India the machinery appears to have been bought many 
many yean ago: suppose we based our examination of costs on mills whose 
machinery was purchased and installed say, within the past 15 or 20 years, 
dal't you think as a ready means of judging the modern character of the 
maohinery that would be a fair test? 

Jlr. Hut,on.~f course there have been great many improvements in· 
machinery within 15 years. 

Pre&ident.-Supposing you found that among the mills whose costs we 
have beelt considering some of them have purchased first class British 
machinery, say, about 20 years. ago--I understand British machinery have
long life-and that machinery is still in sound working order-it may 
be in certain important details important appliances have been devised 
whioh these partiCUlar mills have Slot yet purchased-but if they have 
machinery of that kind, that is to say, iil·st class British machinery purchased 
26 years ago and still in good working order, in that case would you consider 
thOll6 mills reasonably equipped? 

Mr. H'II,t,on.-I would say that efficiently managed mills would have 
progressively replaced a good deal of the lIlachinery bought-in previous years. 

Mr. Rah'imtoola.-Could you tell me which mill in .Bombay you would 
(QIBider to be effioiently run? 

Mr. Halsall.-That is very difficult to answer, and is asking us to draw 
invidius comparisons. 

Pruident.-If a mill works with machinery bought 15 years ago and· 
hu taken reasonable steps for renewing the plant, that would be quite a 
Feaeonable basis to apply? 

Mr. Raball.-Yes. 
Pf'elident.-I take it by renewal what you mean is not merely first 

ol8l!ll repairs but substantial renewals cost of which is generally met from 
depreciation? . 

Mr. Ralsall.-That is so. 
Pf'uidett.t.-Not merely I,"epairs? 
Mr. RalmU.-No. 
Presideni.-l do not propose to ask you any question 00,. your reply to 

queltion 1. Tha.t is the conclusion we took out of Mr. Hardy's report and 
I bd that .the statement you ha.ve made is in accordance with the atate
•• ni that .,.. have I,"eceived from· other important bodies and associations, 
IQ I GOQ'1; think l &b.ould, trouble you regarding that. I now collie to yeul' 
rep~ tp I}ueatiao,. 6. I alll afraid the point of. that question is. rather 
obaoqr. pd we alllJ8pt respollSihilit;, for it. The idea. that we had at the 
ba.:k of our minw. wit. reference to this question was this: If you tl\ke. 
the pJ;'oductiOfl igurell ", Bombay roills dUl,"Ulg the strike years-.... lJlI) oJ; 
1927 to the beginning of 1929-there was a very considerable fan in the 
production of the Bombay mills. We tried to compare the fan in the 
production of Bombay mills as a result of the strike with the extent to which 
mill. U. aSh~ paria of India were able to railie teei, pl'oouctioD. uuria.: the 
~_ period to ~'. the defioiency th~ erea~ aad t~n. COD\p8pe the· 
, .... eaaed ·prodllCtioJa ID other centres WIth th.,.. ,nel'eaae 1. lIaperts fpGID" 
Japan durmg tlae 83_ periad. I illd 011 those tigul'8l! tha.t the total 
de6ci....,. in the Bombay .il~ -311 lI\acle up w tM ex1ellt of a little less 
than 50 pel' eent.. by AbD\edabad and 'Farious other upceuntry centres aDtl 
to, .. e:neut Gi 50 pe. ce.t. by iDCrea~ imports from Japan. WIle .. the 
npoountry mills met 50 per cent. of this deficiency that meant in their 
_ an iucreaae of 13 per cent. on their previous production. In the case 
of Japu when they supplied 50 per cent. of the deficiency it meant an in-



crease in their imports over the previous figure of very nearlY 45 to 50 
per cent. and we suggested a tentative inference to the Bombay l\1ill
owners' Association that in the course of the two years when there was 
an almost rare opportunity for increasing production in India, the Indian 
mills increased their production to the extent of p per cent. whereas at 
the same period it was possible for Japan to increase its import by 50 
per cent. In other words the necessary increase in output, extensions and 
60 on are easier' for Japan to achieve than for Indian mills as. they are 
situated now. That was more or less the idea we had at the back of our 
minds. If on the basis of these figures I suggest that if the protective 
duties are withdrawn next yea.r then that is the way in which things 
are going to develop: imports from countries like Japan would incr!!ase 
in very much greater proportion than the increase in the production of 
upcountry mills. 

3fr. Hutson.-When you say the imports from Japan have increased by 
about 50 per cent. you compare the imports from Japan with the production 
of Indian mills. The percentage of the Japanese increase in production 
would be very much under 50 per cent., possibly only 4/5 per cent., because 
Japanese exports to India are only a small part of their production. 

President.-That is not entirely relevant to the question. Japanese im
ports in 1927, let us say, was 100: if you take the average of their imports 
in 1928-29 it would be on those figures about 145. That is how you under
stood it. Your point is that 145 does not necessarily mean that the pro
duction in Japan as a whole has increased to that extent? 

Mr. Hutsolt.-That is so. 
Presidellt.-I don't suggest that at all. All that I suggest is that for 

an iIl\porting country like Japan catering for a large number of markets 
it is easy to regulate its trade; whtl'll a big deficiency in the Indian pro
duction has to be met, it can be met by Japan by regulating its exports, 
and not necessarily by increasing its production. That would be a correct 
statement? 

llr. Hutsolt.-That was possible for the reason that. probably in the 
years before that period Indian mills upcountry would have been working 
far nearer to capacity than Japanese mills specially with the Japanese mills' 
ability to work double shift when it was necessary. ' 

President.-It is not that there has been actual capital extension during 
that period but it is rather the capacity of Japan to increase its output 
by the adoption of devices like double shift production? 

Mr. Hutsoll.-Their capacity of production is very flexible. 
, President.-With regard to question 7 I should be grateful if you could 

give us certain details with regard to item No.5. These steamer freights 
are generally given per ton of 40 c.ft. I do not know if it will be possible 
for you to give us the equivalent of a cubic ton in Ibs. in regard to standard 
cloths; that is to say, if you take for example some kind of standard long
cloth, if· you can visualize a ton of 40 c.ft. how many Ibs. a. ton of that 
kind is likely to be. Unless we get that, it would be very difficult for us 
to use it 'in comparison with the freight rates tbat the Bombay mills have 
got to bear, in transporting their goods, say from Bombay to Calcutta. 

Jfr. Rcilsall.-W,e will try to' work it out for you. But we will require 
Ilome .tim,e, ' , 

PreRidp'tf.,-,-We will give you 'four weeks. Then I come to your answer 
to qUE"Stion 39. That is' giving us a ;;"eat deal of trouble, and I am afraid 
lam finding it one of the most difficult "questions that has 'got tb be 
l'Iblved in this enquiry. Assuming for argument's sake, a case, for pro
tection' is made out and" it is also decided that" protection should be 
given in the form of import duties whether that duty' should be ad -rulorl'.m 
or sneeitlc' duty, your' con toot ion is g;enerally'that the preSent basis should' 
~~~p -', 

;11r. nnl,mZI.-=-Yes. 
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President.-That is to say, the minimum specifio duty should be continued 
in regard ·to classes of goods on which they are levilld now and those are' 
probably two classes, first, plain grey and the second is 'coloured woven. 

JJr. Halsall.-We did not imply by our answer the same rates 'of duty. 
President.-The mte might be anything else. May I take it that you 

are basing your opinion regarding this matter on the grounds stated in Mr. 
Hardy'S ·report? 

JJr. Hutson.-Yes, to a very great extent, but generally speaking specific' 
duty is the lI\ost equitable form of duty. " 

President.-Unfortunately the Tariff Board is not an equitable body. 
Our primary consideration is protection and we want to' be as equitable 
aa possible consistently with the effectiveness of protection that we grant. 
I will tell you precisely what my difficulty is. In that case you will 
appreciate my point better. We have been looking into the Trade Returns 
since protection was granted. 'flte present Protection Act was introduced 
early in 1930. So we took the figures of imports for 1929-30, that is to say 
imports before the protective duties were introduced, and then compared the 
trade figures with regard to imports in 1931-32, the latest year for which 
we have figures. What I find is this: the two classes of goods on which 
minimum specific duties are now levied, viz., on plain grey and coloured-, 
woyen. The import from Japan in 1929-30 of plain grey was 336 millipn 
yards. In 1931-32 it was 132 million yards, a reduction of 60 per cent. 
In coloured woven the import from Japan was 74 million yards 
in 1929-30 and 17 lI\illion yards in 1931-32, a reduction of 77 per cent. Take 
the other classes; white bleached in 1929-30 Japan imported 14 million 
yards and in 1931-32 imported 60 million yards, an increase of 327 per cent. 
That is where only ad valorem duties were applicable. In 1929-30 imports 
of d~'ed goods were 28 millions and in 1931-32 29 millions. There is a: 
slight increase, no fall at all. Imports of printing stuff in 1929-30 were 
52 million yards and 48 million yards in 1931-32, hardly any fall-;practically 
·stationary. For artificial silk goOds we have no separate figures for 1929-30. 
In '1930-31 the import of artificial silk goods was 31 million yards and 
in 1931-32 74 million yards, all increase of 220 per cent'. The two classes 
·of goods on which the minimum specific duties are applicable have shown 
a very considerable fall. In other words in their case protection has been 
justified. In other cases, as far as I can judge frOII\ the figures, protection 
bas been ineffective. If I said on the basis of these figures that as a 
menns of protection ad valorem. duties are far less effective than specific 
duties, you would accept that proposition? . 

]fr. Hutson.-I am afraid not. It has merely happened that duri'ng that 
period there. has been a consistent fall in the price of 'lotton and of cloth. 
In a rising market the very reverse would operate. 

Prerident.-That would apply to all classes of goods? 
]fr. H1.£fson.-Yes .. 
President.-But it does not apply in the case of white artificial' silk, 

dyed and printed, and there has been no fall .. 
Mr. Hutson.-In a falling' market an ad 'IIa.lorem duty is less effective 

than a specific quty, be¢al,lse the amount of the duty continually decreases. 

President.-Your point is .that ad valorem duties are an inefi'ect{ve. form 
af nrotection, provided the market. i~. a falling market.. If the market is. a 
falling market, you admit that specific duties are thelJest form 0.1 protection .. 

3fr. Hubon.-The most effective form. 
Pre,ident.-Unless we are in a position .. to assure .. ourselves that during 

the next . five 'years. that is, the period yO)1. ~uggest,· the market is' going: 
to be a steady or a rising market, then you would agree that sne<:ific quties· 
would be better. I have got to assure .. the Indian industry that the. prQ':' 
tection that we consider necessary for the industry to receive is maintained .. 
Assuming against your expectations 'an~ mine the falling character ·.of the 
market 'continues, don't: you think an ad valorem. duty would defeat the 
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very object of protection? See what haPPElned during the past 3 or *
months. Supposing a position of that kind arose, an ad 'I.·a!orem duty would 
be completely ineffective. 

Mr. HutsQn.--oomparatively, the incidence of the specific duty has been 
very high. 

President.-I shall come to that question later. That is simply a question 
of altering the rates. For. example if you find that the present rate is 
too high, we can alter it. I am now talking about the form. of protection 
and not the rate of protectian. I have got to assure myself that India is 
principally competing now with Japan. I don't say the effect of the 
exchange depreciation is going to continue for a. period of 5 or 6 years. 
It is a temporary factor. Supposing, for example, Japan is able to effect 
further eoonomies in their methods of production, there is no limit to 
which costs can be brought down in Japan. Supposing that happens and 
prices steadily fall apart from depreciation of exchange, apart from any 
general depression, what are you going to do? You have got to ensure 
the industry against that. That is the problem with which we are faced. 
If that is accepted for the moment, then we are up against the very 
serious question to which I have been able to get no satisfactory answer 
yet. How are you going to devise a system of specific du#es on a class 
Df goods like piece-goods. There are two kinds of difficulties in it. If it is 
assumed that for 1<he sake of protection you have got to have specific duties, 
then a very real effort has got to be made to devise a. system. That is the 
point from which we are looking at. 

Mr. Halsall.-We appreciate the difficulties of the specific duty. It 
would require a prolonged investigation to arrive at a suitable method. 
As Mr. Hardy pointed out tbere are administrative difficulties. 

Presidellt.-1 do not know if you have considered in detail the adminis
trative difficulties which Mr. Hardy pointed out. I am not an expert in 
these matters, but rightly or wrongly the Government of India have asked 
me to make up my mind on this question with such knowledge as I have. 
The main administrative difficulty that 1\11'. Hal'dy _pointed out. is this: 
that in regard to more important classes of goods imported into India, 'Viz., 
grey goods, imports arrive in this country packed in bales. If you adopted 
the present basis of the specific duty, 'Viz., weight per lb. as the basis of 
the duty, lind if you wanted to ascertain the weight of grey goods, then it 
would be necessary for Customs to open the bale and open the hoops and
it would be very difficult to repack it in bales., If that is the principal 
difficulty, I should like to ask whether it is not possible for us to ask the 
CustoJUs Officers throughout India to. find out the approximate average 
figtJre fOF the weight of tare. You take your bale of cloth, deduct from 
it the average tare and tlJen take the rest as the weight of the goods 
and apply your lb. duty. 

Mr. Hutson.-That is at present done in the case of bales by the
Customs. 

Presidel1t.-As a matter of fact Customs have got into the habiij of 
doing it. Can't'they dQ it hereaftelrl' I thinli: reading Mr. Hardy's report 
very careful~v that was orle of the most important admini .. trative difficulties 
he felt to w~ich he drew pointed attention in the Assembly when the Pro-
tection A,ct was under C)ol).sideratioD,. AI!, far as baled goods. are concerned in 
order to ascertain tl;ie necessary weight it is Wl,DeCessary to take a parti-
cular piece of cloth included in a bale. . 

Mr. Hutson.-No. 
President.-Then the only other di/liculty is that especially in regard 

to bordered grey you will fi-Dd in tbe same bale dilferent kinds of bordered 
1!J'ey and one particular kind of bordered grey JIlay have a diiferent weight 
from tha~ of anotber. There the difficulty is reall:v that il). the case of the 
more expensive kinds of bordered grey, the &pecifu: duty nlay be slightly' 
lower than the ad 'Valorem duty and Gover~ent ma:ll' tberefore suffer. If 1-
sllid i'll answer to that tllat if you fixed an alternative ad "alorem rat~ 
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-which Mr. Hardy did Dot consider and he only oonsidered the question of 
,specific duties as you have now, the requirements of the revenue would be 
,sufficiently met.. 

Mr. Balsall.-Yes, as the duty payable would be, whichever is higher. 
Prelident.-Supposmg it was 20 per cent. Qo, valorem or As. 3-6 a lb. 

specific duty, in that case Government won't sWIer in respect of revenue. 
I do not want you to commit yourself to any definite opinion. If you would 
be 80 good as to consider these points and later on if you are in a position 
'to give us your views, I should be obliged. 

Mr. But8Ofl,.-The principal (iifliculty is the 1arge number of different 
lIOl'ts of goods. Mr. Hardy considered the application of a large number 
,of specific duties. That is to say there are goods which may cost Rs. 6 
a lb. On those you' cannot put a duty of 4 annas per lb. There are other 
goods which may cost as low as 4, annas. If you levy a duty of 4 annas 
,on that, it would be 100 per cent. You have got to have a scale. 

President.-That is to say the difficulty to which you attach weight is 
not so much purely an administrative part of it, but what may be called 
the incidence of the duty. 

Mr. Balsall.-The administrative difliculty in seeing that the incidence 
is fair. 
, President.-Supposing you apply a specific duty of 4, annas or 5 annas ~ 

lb., which may bear more hardly on one kind of cloth than another and 
,you have various recognised brands which have been in the market for 
many years aud if a. specific duty is substituted for an ad ."alorem duty, 
then the incidence of the duty as between these brands of cloth may be 
very difierent from what it is now. Therefore certain brands may suffer 
,in comparison with other brands. 1s that the point? ' 
, Mr. Butson.-Yr. Hardy contemplated a. graduated specific duty, with, 
for example, a duty of 4, annas a. lb. on goods below a certain fineness. 
Afterwards the specifio duty would suddenly jump to 6 annas. All the 

,goods on the border line would' be cut out, 
President.-'-llr. Hardy had to consider that because he was not asked 

'by the Gover_nt of India to oonsider a system undezo which ad valorem. 
,and specific duties would be oombined. But suppose we continued the 
present system of combining the ad ."alorem duty with the specific duty, 

-then that difliculty would be largely met. 
Jlr. Huf8Ofl,.-Yes.' 
Presidllnt.-.Are you in a position thea to say that, if we adopted a. 

: system of specifio &iuties on. aU classes of goods. but ,we took good CHe, to 
OODIhine the .apecUic .. duty, ,wita .A,' general ad valorem duty and made the 

.specific dllty, a minimum.. dutYI then your objection would not be pressed •. 
Mr. Butsolt.-N05 to a single specific .Jut,... 
PreHdent.-It might be different for different classes of goods. That 

would natl 'make any difference from your point of !View. Let us take a. 
-con~ case like this. For example let us say' As. 3-6 fOl' plain grey, 
" annas for batderecl grey, As. '4-6 for white and I) annas for coloured goods. 
I am simply giring you .. broad classification. In each case there will be 
an ad ."alorem duty: 20 per eent. or As. 3-6; 20 per cent. or aimas 4; 20 per 
cent. or As. U j and 20 per cent, or I) anuas: supposing it was put in 

·that form? 
lIr. Butson.-That will get over" the administrative diJIiculty pointed out 

'by Mr. Hardy. There the difficulty comes in where on the same class of 
goods you suddenly jump from 4 annas to 6 annas and the value of the 

-goods mcreases. 
'President.-If we may judge by the experience of Custom Houss8 during 

the past two years that this system h~s bee~ in forC? I am inclined to 
-think although from a purely theoretIcal pomt of View ,the ad vulorem 
svste~ is better, the difliculties have not been so very great ,as to make it 
'n~cessary to rule the thing out, and if my contention is correct, that 
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from a protective point of view, in view of the possibility of a falling marketr 
the specific duty is 'a necessary guarantee to the Indian industry even at the 
risk, of a little inconvenience to Customs Officers, it is necessary in the 
public interest to have a system of this kind. That is how I am trying 
to look at it. Don't you think that would be a sound way of broaching it. 

Mr. Halsall.-As you elaborate the specific duty, your administrative' 
difficulties, examination and assessment difficulties will probably increase 
twofold. 

President.-I quite I1gree with you that if you had a very elaborate
classification and say you had a system 'of specific duties, applied different 
rates to 30 or 40 different kinds, then the administrative difficulties would 
be very, very complicated, but you would have to ,ake care that if the
specific duties are differentiated, they should be differentiated on a broad: 
classification. 

M1'. Halsall.-They will have to be very broad. 
President.-Say 4 or 5 classes i otherwise, as you say, it would be very 

elaborate and very difficult. . 
Mr. HalsaU.-Yes. 
President.-There is another point 0'Il which I would like your OpInIOn. 

very much,. That was not a point to which we _ drew your attention in 
the questionnaire. The method which the Tariff Board has followed generally 
in enquiries of this kind is this. We have got to fix a measure of protection,. 
a I,'ate of duty and what we generally do is we calculate what we call a 
fair selling price for the Indian industry. Supposing for example it is 
found on some 'representative class of grey goods that Indian industry require& 
about 16 annas a lb. including interest charges, 'profit, depreciation and
so on, what, we generally do is to take the c.Lf. price of corresponding 
class of imported goods. Supposing that is found to be 13 annas, then 
we fix 'the rate of duty at 3 annas. ' In -the case of steel, in the case of , 
matches and so on, it is a fairly easy system, but the difficulty we feef 
in piece-goods is that there is an enormous variety of piece-goods made in
India, enormous variety of piece-goods imported. I cannot pick out one 
particular class 'of, Indian cloth and say that' this competes' with the 
particular class of imported cloth. You simply -can't do it. 

'Mr. Hutson.-No. 
P1"eside1~t.-Therefore our ordinary method of fixing the measure of pro-

tection completely fails and the method on which we haye l1een trying to 
,solve this question is we don't take the c.i.f. price. We calculate a fair 
selling price for the Indian industry, say, for plain grey, 16 annas, and' we
try to find the most recent realised price for that particular class of cloth. 
For example if a reasonably first 'class mill here is able to realise for that 
kind of cloth; say, about 15 annas, it is able to realise 15 annas, 'partly 
recause there is a duty. ,We deduct the duty from that. Let us take it 
approximately as 3 annas. Deducting the duty, tbe mill's realised price 
would be 12 annas and we say that this realised price reflects all the com
petition which the industry has to face. It has realised that price because 
that is the price that it can get in face of competition from imported goods. 

-, Instead of taking the c.i.f. price, we ,take the realised price? 
Mr. Halsal'.-You mean the ordinary bazar selling price? 

,_Proident.-The wholesale, pri<"e ex-mill. I don't see any otller basis 
'on which -it can be done. 

3fr.Huts()n.-1 should think even in that case 'it is very much more 
difficult to discover in the case of cloth whether 16 annas is the price 
which tlult cloth should be manufactured at. 

Prp,~ident.-You melln the fair seIling price? 
Mr. Hutson.-Yes. 

Prnidenl.-Tllllt I admit is the difficulty. I will raise that question 
later on. I am now on the import price. If I cannot baSEl the measure 
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of protection on the c.i.f. price, for practical purposes is it reasonable for 
me to have aa an alternative the price realised by the mill? That is what 
I want to get at. We have got the fair selling price estimated for th~ 
industry, let us assume for argument's sake. You have to compare it with. 
the price an the" other side, that is, the import side. I cannot get any 
c.Lf. price because I do not know which cloth is comparable with which:. 
Therefore I do not know 'what exactly is the comparable price realised 
by the imported cloth? . 

lIfr. Hutson.-You have to take the average of mills all over the country. 
President.-Supposing I took the average of 12 representative, mills itt 

Bombay . We have also realised prices and costs from mills in upcountry 
centres, say from Calcutta and other places. Supposing we took the average
of realised prices in that way, we cannot go far wrong? 

JIr. Halsall.-That realised price would also be affected by the absence
or excess o~ internal competition. 

President.-That is quite true. 
Mr. Hutson.-And by a number of other things. 

, P,·eside·n.t.-Supposing we took over a period of a year, cannot yon more
or less discount the variations in the market? Supposing I took the priceS', 
from 1931 June to 1932 June or some period of that kind? 

Mr. Halsal/.-In a normal year? 
President.-·When you use the words "normal year", do you mean the 

abnormality resulting from exchange depreciation or from the general' 
d~pression ? 

]fro Halsall.-From the general depression. All conclusions drawn frOID! 
an examination of statistics of the. past three or four years will· have to be 
qualified. . 

President.-What is your suggestion then? This problem has to be' 
met; otherwise we 'will . have no recommendations to' make? ' 

MI'. Halsall.-.:..Jt is avery difficult problem. We will have to think it-
over. 

IPresident.-Would you think it over? 
Mr. Halsall.-Yes. 
President.-Have I.made my point quite clear.? 
Mr. Halsall.-Yes: .. 
Mr. Hutson..-You are not thinking of 12 mills in Bombay only? 
president.-I was thinking of 12 mills in BOlIlbay; But we have also· 

representative mill costs from other centres. 
Mr. Hutson.-That iswha1; I want to kDow. 
Prerident.-As regards your reply to Question 42, I suppose the suggestion 

that you are making there is simply with a view to stabilising the present 
arrangements? 

Mr. Halsall.-Merely to clarify what happens in actual practice. 
President.-It is rather a ticklish question that you raise in your reply 

to Question 43. Your suggestion is that if it is found necessary ·to apply 
a protective duty to artificial Bilk goods, .then it must be made a condition' 
precedent that no restriction should be 'placed on the production of such 
goods in India? . 

lIfr. Halsall.-Yes. 
lIfr. Hutson.-You ca'nnot ask for protection if you do not definitely make' 

any class of goods. . 

Mr. Boag.-Which you can make, but which you refuse to make? 

. Mr. Hutson.-Quite so. 
President.-Unfortunately we have, as a Tariff Board, in the past recom-· 

mended protective duties on articles which may be used as substitutes which 
are themselves not produced in the country. We have done that and the 
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Government and the Legislature have walked into our parlour on that 
.question. I aIII.. thinking particularly of this. If you think that the analogy 
is 'not correct, you may tell me so; "'neDl we enquired into steel, we 
found that steel bars were liable to competition not merely from imported 
steel bars but, also from imported wrought iron bars, which .are not made 
in India. We thought that in order to safeguard the production of steel 
bars in India it was necessary to apply the same protective duty to wrought 
iron bars although we definitely knew at the time that no wrought iron 
bars were made in India and that no attempt was made to make them. 
That principle was accepted by the Legislature--" You can apply your 
protective duty to .. slihstitute article although the substitute article is not 
and cannot be manufactured itt the oountry " . Having given my assent to 
that pribciple, now if I go back, I expect that somebody will put a question 
mark against it alld I don't see any logieal ground on which I can differl?ll
tiateP 

M·r. Hutson.-Our only point is that the artificial silk cloth can be 
made in the country and that it has been made in the past. 

President.-That is to say out of impOll'ted artificial silk yarn. 
Mr. Hufs61/,.-lt is not 8 question of manufacturing yarn but piece-goods 

made . wholly. or partly of artificial silk yam. They can be made without 
any alteration of machinery. 

President.-The same looms can be used. There is no fundamental 
difference P 

Mr. Butson.-No. The -difference is only a. difference in detail. 
Jlr. Boag.-Have they been made in any quantity in the past? 
Mr. Haltmll.-'-No. 
Jtr. Booit.-They were just beginning!' 
Mr. Halsall.-Yes. 
Pre~ideft,f.~-With regard to that point I shouJ.d like .to put this to you. 

Suppose we accepted your proposal of 4 annas per square yard, looking into 
the present prices we find that it is about 120 per cent. P 

Mr. Hutson.-On some qualities, it would be. 
Prellident.-Yes, about 120 per cent. .At present the duty oOn artificial 

.silk yarn is 1St per cent. and the duty on artificial silk goods 50 per cent. 
Supposing we made no .l'eIlOmmendation with regard to artificial silk yarn, 
left the duty at its present level, and we raised the duty on artificial 
silk goods from 50 to 100 per cent. P 

Mr. Ilutson.-In the ~ase 9f'cerlain styles,
President.-'Wliatever you. ~rl" 
Mr. Hutson.-Only on the cheapest style. On the. better class of goods 

it goes llH .ow as 50 ,oer ~t. 

Pre.jJitfefl,f.~f you had to take an intermediate figure, would you say 'is? 
lIr. Hutson.-Probably 100 per cent. on the bulk. 

President.-It would be 100 per cent. on the bulk. 

Mr. HIIl80n..-Yea. 
PrlMident.-The point that I walli; to raise is this. If the spread in 

the duty betweeB yarn and piece-goods is raised from what it is now, namely, 
about 32 (50 1l~inU8 IS), to S2, the manufacture of artificial silk goods would 
be a very much more attractive proposition than ever it was in the past? 

.lfr. Huhon.-'tes. 

President.-What I want to ask you is this. I lUll. not .. business man 
but I hllve bad a lot to do with business men in the last 7 or S years. 
Don't you think that in these matters one can safely trust to the normal 
(lperation of the selfishness of mankind, especially the business section of it? 

Jlr. Halsnll.-I don't follow the implication. 
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Pf'eIHd .... t.-What I mean is this. If it is made very much more worth. 

.·hile for business people to make artificial silk goods out of yarn by 

.·wening the differellCe betweell the duty on yam and the duty on finished 
goods, 1 rather think that they would think twice before chucking an 
opportunity of that kind? 

.lIr. Ilalaall.~That is true. 
PTuident.-Therefore if we accepted your suggestion and raised the 

duty on artificial goods to 100 per cent. and left the duty on artificial 
"ilk yarn at 18i per cent., might we not trust to the attractiveness from 
a business point of view of manufacturing artificial silk goods in order 
to bring about the change you had in view? My own feeling on the subject 
is that where a business man accepts an external taboo of that kind, he 
rloe¥ 80 because for the time being it happens to coincide with his economic 
interest to a large extent. There are of course exceptions. 

JIr. Ill1lsull.~No doubt that is so. But still we fEel that before anything 
in the nature of a prohibitive duty is imposed on artificial silk goods, these 
a,1;iticial restrictions should be removed . 

• 1IT. Ilutson.-In other words, it is not fair to place an enormous duty 
on the off-chance that some mills may change their minds and stal:t 
lllanufaduring. 

",·e .• ideld.-¥ou can make a lot of-money on artificial silk gooQs if you 
get your yarn at 18i per cent. and if the piece-goods bear a duty of 100 
per cent. It is very difficult to resist the telI\ptation. Really the importance 
of the argument against your suggestion is this, and that is what has 
worried me most about it. One of the chief sufferers in the country from 
the imports of cheap artificial silk goods is the handloom industry. There is 
no Uboo as far as the handloom industry' is concerned. They are still using 
artificial silk yarn. Supposing we accepted your suggestion, we cannot 
possibly apply -that to handlooms? 

!Ill'. Halsall.-You IDean this "condition precendent"? 
President.-Yes. If the handloom industry requires protection against 

the imported artificial silk goods, whatever the textile mill industry may do, 
we have to put a duty on the artificial silk goods for the sake Of the 
handloolD' industry? 

]!r. Hutson.-The artificial silk goods which lOre imported are not the· 
types of goods which are made on handlooms. I have always understood 
that the advantages of the handloom are constant changes which are not 
suitable in the case of machinery. In that way, you weave a variegated 
8l"ticle of artificial silk on the handloom, whereas the imported Japanese
articles are woven continuously from start to finish. They are factorv 
articles 88 distinct from handloom articles. ' 

President.-But then you cannot make that distinction too rigid. I will 
tell you why. You know the better class of cotton goods woven in hand
looms, BBy 60s and above, with special artistic designs. There used to. be
a great deal of demand for that kind of cotten goods. Now they come into 
COIItact with machine made cotton fancies. If I can get them very much 
eheaper, whatever artistio notions J have, I just surrendef them, especially 
in a time like this when money is a very imlWrtant consideration and' 
you have to lI)ake it go a long way. If that happeI;lll in ClOllnectioll with 
cottoD faaei_and these artificial silk goods compete. wit&, rotten 
fa~1 don't think I would aooept your statell)ent theloe. beca~se 
artiieial silk goods, especially the better classes, compete hi. • very· _r 
way with handtoolU goods of higher elasses. 

][r:. Hutso1l<.-1 certainly du not deny that. 
President.-If tha.t is 80, it is rather an important matter for the

hand\oom industry. I call think of a centre, especially in South India, 
... hA"e the hll'Jldlom weavers make very fine types of cotton cloth of bigh 
('o~nte and since people of my family are nsed to buying saris from 
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. handloom weavers of fine counts, .1 know, precisely the kind of psychology 
with which they 'would face a problem of that kind. 

lllr. Hutson.-My argument was rather directed towards showing that 
.there was a future for factory made artificial silk goods as well as for 
. handloom made artificial silk goods. 

P1'esident.-1 am going to discuss this question with people on the 
Bengal side. Supposing we found on investigation that the handloom 
industry was faced 'with a serious competition from artificial silk goods, 
then we have got to have the duty, whatever the textile mills may do. 
With regard to the question of differential duty raised in your reply to 
question 44, to the extent that subject has been dealt with in the trade 
.agreement recently signed, to the extent that this question has been based 
on grounds of policy, .it is outside our purview. We are concerned simply 
with the economic' aspect of the question and from that point of view 
there are O'Ile or two things which 1 want to ask. You give us some figures 
of prices of comparable classes of Japanese and Lancashire goods. I think 
·that you give them in Appendix V. 

Mr. Hufson.-As you know it is very difficult to find ab~olutely com-
.para.ble things. 

Pnsidellt.-How recent are these prices? Take the whites? 
JIr. Hutson.-The prices of Japanese whites are comparatively recent. 
President.-Would you say that these are prices since the yen began 

Ito depreciate substantially P Do they reflect the depreciation of Japanese 
.exchange or are they prices which have reference to the period just before? 

JIr. Halsall.-I think most of them are prices of goods just before the 
·substantial depreciation of exchange. 

Presidellt.-The differences that you show between compm:able classes 
10 a large extent are the same as the differences we have noticed in quota
·;i;ions received from various other markets. But you don't think that these 
classes may be called as exactly comparable? 

Mr. Hu.fson.-No. 
311'. Halsall.-There are very few classes which may be called comparable. 
Pre,idellt.-The point to which 1 want to draw your attention is this: 

·assuming for the moment that these are more or less oomparable, 1 am 
·talking particularly of whites where Japanese ('om petitiO1/- against the United 
Kingdom is getting particu1:trly strong, there I find that with tIle exception 

.of one the difference would be from 25 to 45 per cent. of the Japanese price. 
On the first three I find if you have a· differential duty, that duty would 

'be 85 per cent. of the Japanese price. 

3fT. Hnlsal1.~There is probably a difference of something between 15 
and 25 per cent. 

J'resident.-Tn the second the difference you give is 45 per cent. of 
,the Japanese-Rs. 4 and Rs. 5-14. The next is 12 per cent.: that is one 
of the lowest difference that I have seen. What I want to ask is, and that 
'is one of the questions with which we are faced here, thllt in the trade 
agreement a general differential rate of 10 per cent. has been fixed: that 
of course' is hased entirely on considerations of high policy, taking a 
general '",iew of India's commercial position, but here we have got to look 
lit it from II narrower point or view. Suppose it is established that there 
is a ('ase for '1\ differential duty t.hen unless that differehtial duty is 
somewhere a hout 20 to 25 per cent. it will make, very little difference 
to thepositioil .of LanC'a.shire in the Indian market against Japanese eOin-. 

petition. What r fe!>i about the present differential rute of dut~· is that 
it has made no difference to the position at all and J am justified in 
t.hinking that that 5 per ('ent. duty has been simply throW'll nway in 
the sense that you cnn have preference in one of two ways: either you 
increase the duty on non-British goods or' reduce the ·duty 0'Il British 
goods. Suppo,<;ing fOf examnle 20 per cent. is the' normnl rate you ('l1n 

·ml1ke tIle duty I"n non-British. goods 2.5 per cent. or on British goods 15 
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per cent. In either case the differential duty would apply. Whart; I 
Jneant by saying that the 5 per cent. was thrown away is that if it was 
gunted in the form of an .addition to the normal duty then the consumer 
paId that extra -5 per cent. and the object which the Government and the 
Legislature had in view in placing that extra burden was not fulfilled at 
ali: to. ~he ~xtent tha~ it did not help Lancashire to withstand Japanese 
()()mpetltlOn IU the IndIan market, to that extent this 5 per cent. burden 
placed on the consumer was a burden which has proved fruitless. 

JfT. Hutson.-The other way to look at it is that the large volume of 
goods coming from Lancashire will not affect the Indian industry and the 
duty has been kept low an that account, the net result being the smaller 
cost. to the <,onsumer. The other side of the question would be that the 
;uldltlOn of 5 per cent. has been insufficient against other countries. 

President.-What has happened in the Indian market since 1930 is that 
various classes of goods which Lancashire has been exporting to this country 
havt; n?w been taken over by Japan and the only interpretation I can put 
-on It IS that as far as bleached goods are concerned this 5 per cent.
which is really over 6 per cent. now-has not served the purpose which 
the Government and the Legislature had in view. 

JIr. Hutson.-I am afraid I was under the impression that the duty 
was increased in 1930 by 15 per cent. on British goods and an additlOnal 
5 'per cent. on non-British goods to help th.,· Indian industry. 

President.-I alll not concerned with the intention. What I am con
.eerned with is that to the extent there was a duty of 5 per cent., one 
would have expected that the differential duty would have helped for 
whatever purpose that particular duty was instituted, but actually as the 
trade figures show that differential duty has not helped Lancashire in the 
ieast because tbe price difference has been much greater. 

Mr. Ha/sall.-Ex<,ept that had there not been that 5 per cent. things 
<would have been worse. 

President.-If you look at the margin of -difference between Lancashire 
Slid Japanese prices, looking at it from a narrow economic point of view, 
if on a particular class of cloth the difference between Lancashire and 
Japanese prices is 25 per cent. and you give a differential d"ty of 25 per 
<,ent. you are doing nothing to bridge the gulf between the two for 
practical business purposes. If preference is to be given that preference must 
he effective: ineffective preference is useless preference. Preference is rather 
like protection. If you find that the difference between the Indian fair prioe 
and the realised price is 4 annas and you give protection -of one anna, you 
Ilimply throw it away. If you think my argument is righ1r-I am only 
8uggesting a point of view-then you have got to face this problllm. If 
it is found on an examination of the price of <'omparable classes of Japanese 
and Lancashire goods in your main piece-goods markets in India that 
somewhere about 15 to 20 per cent. was required and a differential duty 
was fixed at 71 ·per cent. or 10 per cent. it would be 'either an unnecessary 
burden on the consumer or an . unnecessary surrender, of Government 
revenues. There is one point in connection· with that. I was leading 
up to that: when the Legislature - i'lltroduclld' the differential system in 
regard to piece-goods in 1930 I should have thought that Lancashire would 
use the opportunity to improve its organisation and methods of working, 
but as far as the Eastern ma;rkets are concerned the Lancashire Cotton 
Corporation has definitely failed: . things appear· to be I!;etting worse, and 
as ·a Tariff Board we have got- to consider 'this question that whatever 
the trade relation between India and the United KiriJ!dom may bew-e 
have no right to ask the Indian taxpayer and the Indian· consumer to-
pay for the inefficiency of Lancashire.' . 

Mr. Hnl .• all.-I don't think vou have. It is merely a qnestion of putting 
a lower duty on J!oods which do not compete to the same, extent as goods 
1romother countries.. If Lancashire does not take full advantage of that, 
that is Lancashire's affair., . 
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President . .,.-.ll a' differential duty was applied under the Trade. agree
ment at the rate of 10 per cent. then your answer would be all right~ 
If a case is established for a differential duty then obviously from an 
economic point of 'view with which we are concerned that differential duty 
must fulfil its purpose. If it does not, either it is an unnecessary burden 

. on the consumer or a surrender of Government revenues. As far as the 
Government of India and the Legislature are concerned there are various. 
other considerations--political considerations, sentimental considerations,. 
Imperial considerations-but we here as a humble body are. not in a posi-
tiO'n to assess the money value of political or sentimental considerations: 
we have got to go on the hard basis of eeonomical facts and therefore 
unless there is evidence of substantial reduction in the cost of distribution 
it seems to me that any differential rate of duty would not really help 
Lancashire looking at the way in which Japanese prices are coming down .. 
If there is a reasonable possibility that Lancashire is not likely to benefit 
by it then we have got to consider the interests of the consumer and the 
taxpayer and then' we would have to tell the Government and the Legis-
lature that it is perfectly true that there is a big difference between Lanca
shire and Japanese goods; it is perfectly true that in certain classes of goods 
there is. keen competition from Japan, but unless you are going to fix the 
differential duty as high as 20 per cent. you are going to achieve nothing 
by introducing this differential duty. If you don't achieve anything by 
this differential duty will you place an unnecessary burden on the consumer 
or will you ask the Finance Member to deprive Govemment. of its revenues? 

Mr. Hutson.-I think probably Lancashire produces some articles cheaper' 
than anywhere else in the world: in certain specialised goods Lancashire 
is the cheapest and those classes are required here and it is unfair to 
penalise the consumer of these goods. 

President.-Supposing in that case the proposal that we ultimately made 
was the normal ad ValO1"ent duty with a minimum specific duty, that specific 
duty would bear a relatively small proportion to the value of La'ncashire 
goods. So that if the whole system of duty on piece-goods was based on 
the basis of a. specific duty that would be to the advantage of Lancashire· 
goods than aJ1 ad 'l:alorem duty. 

Mr. Hutson.-{)n the better class of goods it would and that is what 
Lancashire is primarily concerned with. 

President.-If OIl the top of that there is an ad valorem duty which is 
lllOI"e or less for revenue purposes then ,the introduction of the differential 
element. there is not from a practical point of view of very great importance. 

Mr. Haball.-Are you suggesting that a minimum duty should be fixed' 
and then the duty on foreign goods should be increased to arrive at the· 
differential dutyi' 

p,.esident.-You fix the specific duty an a uniform rate on all classes:·· 
of iMports Imd thell :you haTe an ad valorem duty which, as I look at it 
fol' the time. being, is p1U'ely a 1'evetrue arrallgemellt becau8& we do Bot 
"'lIInt Government to lose any revenue. Since the specific duty is lIased" 
on the differellCe between the Indian fail' price a.nd the realised price YOll 

CaJl~ make any differentiatHm there beca\1Se the specifio duty would bear
less hardly. Therefore tbe only place where it is possible to have the 
diieren.tial elell1le.t is the ad 'lNJlol'em rate and if you are to have a differ
ential pate you. haTe !tot to make it as high as 20 per eent. It is rather' 
a'~ important poi»t. The figures that you; have given I dOIl't consider are 
repFeselltl\tive and I feel it may lie dangeroll8 to base one's recommenda
tiolls en tlwee figures. 1 should like to laave a wider and more representativfl" 
list of goods which are more nearly compal'able than these. 

Mr. Hutso1t.-We would endeavour to do that. 
President.-There is jus.t one other point that I wll.nt to ask Y0lt 

about. What precisely is your proposal about the sJ;Mlclilc duty on yarn P 
Mr. Halsall.-We have answered that in reply to question 41. 
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Pruident.-Your suggestion is that the rate should be reduced. If 
iit is reduced to one anna. per lb. up to what COURts should t~ specific 
duty appl1!' What 1 mean is up to what limit would the one anna be 
ill excess of the lid 1HIlorem rate? Take for example 60s; would that 
pay the, specific duty or the ad valorem duty on the basis of the present 
duty? 

Mr. Hut_.~ver 1008 they still pay specific duty .. 
Pruident.-If you put it ~n one anna basis? 
Mr. HalsalZ.-60s to 80s would still pay, hut it weuld he rather nearer 

.-6 per cent. 
Prelident.~You would Il1Iggest a specific duty en J8m up to 80s? 
Mr. HalsaZZ.-That is a point which we. have not considered. ia the 

· ordinary tariff the specific duty applies without any limit. 
Pruiden.t.-It simply depends lIpOIl the price for the time being. We 

'have had various proposals sent in to us about the specific duty on yarn. 
I have been discussing that question in detail with the Bombay Millowners' 
Association. You say the ad valorem rate is· purely for revenue purposes, 

· whereas 1;be specific duty is for protective purposes. If it is understood on 
that basis, up to what count of yarn ootIld the llrotective duty apply? 

Mr. Halsctll.'--<'JOs, as we have S1Iid oli page 9 of our answers to the 
· questionnaire. If I uBderstand it rightly after cenain counts the necessity 
for protective duty ceases to exist. Only the revenue dut, &pplies. 

Ptelident.-8imply the revenue duty applies!' 
Mr. HalaalZ.-Yes, after certain counts the revenue duty applies. 
President.-Wllat I was thinking of was this: when yoa suggested Ii duty 

· of one anna, then the specific duty which is the protective I'IlI1 of the 
.duty, would apply to ootIsideralilJ' over 50s. 

Mr. Halaall.-If. it were praeticable withoull any injury to the :lnills, 
we should certainly like to see the specific duties a.bolished on higher counts. 

Pruident.-Yollr proposals are one of the most moderate we !lave received. 
W mild you care to think it over or sha'll I take this as your, last word OB 

· the aubject l' 
MT. Hataalt.-Yes, we will, in SG far as we U~ been guilty of model-a.. 

tion in our proposals. 
President.-I should like your Chamber to look at the ,uestion.ill rela.

tionto the needs of the handloom industry. 
Mr. 1latsalz. .... 'l'hat is what we ha". bee. trying to do:. 
Prelident.-Up to what counts of yam do you think the protective 

'part of the duty should apply P 
Mr. Halaall.-Up to 50s. 
Pruident.-Can you tell me how your d1lty w61l1d apply to folded yamP 

, Up to ",hat count this specific duty of one anna would apply in the case of 
folded yarn P , 

. Mr. Hahall.-It would certainly apply to 849 on the prices. I have here 
for July, 1932, taking the price of 20id. . 

President.-I think this is a subjecli· that requires fuller ·consideration. 
-on the part of yon1" Chamber. 

Mr. HalsaIZ.-In 80 far as we l1ave been guilty of moderation. ' 
Preaident.-Whichever way you look at it. 

Mr. R4kimtoola.-l should like to ask a few questions. In your letter 
dated 3rd August, 1932, enclosing your answers te the q1lestiolUlaire, you 
say .. that the eriteriou ae to the extent or form of protection for the 
industry in the future must ~e only wha~ is fo~nd necess~ry for .,:Hicie~tly 
and economically managed mIlls". I qUIte reahse your ddficulty ID pomt
ing out one or two mills. What I had in my mind was that we have 
received the eost of production of a number of '!Bills which according 

'.to the MilIowuers' Association are fairly representative, ,,"iz., not the first 
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class and not the weaker ones. I wlllnt to know whether in those mills
the cost of production we are looking into would cover your definition of 

,the efficiently and economically managed mills: That is why I asked you 
that question; I want to understand when the Tariff Board is enquiring. 

'into the question .whether the view of the Bombay Chamber of Commerce 
has been tlllken into consideration. You base mainly the question of pro-· 
tection on this ground and' therefore I consider it important. 

Mr. Halsall.-I personally would not be prepared to say at the moment. 
which of the mills are efficient and which are not. ' 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-Can you say that the average mills run in Bombay
are fairly efficiently and economically managed mills? Will that be ao 
proposition you would like to consider? 

Mr. Halsall.-I should not like.to say I would· accept it. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Will you like to leave the. matter in the hands of the

'Tariff Board? 
Mr. Halsall."'-We would. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-'-I want to know exactly what you mean by this; 

statement, because the whole question of support to the protection by an 
influential body like yours depends upon -your wording. Therefore I think 
the Board must make it clear in their minds what .exactly. is meant by this
statement. If you leave the decision in our hands, it is for us to judge 
which are efficient and well managed mills. You would be prepared to
accept that? 

Mr. Halsall.-Yes. 
M·r. Rahimtoola.-I will take question No. 44 about Imperial preference

which ,has just been debated. You have based your recommendation I 
find on the ground of the consumer mainly and that your recommendatiow 
is of BUch a character that it would not hit the mill industry. 

MT. Halsal/.-Yes. ' . 
MT. Rahimtoola.-You say that the imports from the United Kingdom 

consist IIIlmost entirely of very fine and very wide cloths and then you go 
on to say that none of these goods can be produced economically in India. 
I suppose you have taken your main stand on this argument. 

Mr. Halsall.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-I find from the representation of the Millowners' 

Association that they are manufacturing at present fine goods and I want' 
to know whether to that extent the Lancashire goods come into competi . 
. tion \>r not .. 

Mr. Halsa/l.-We think not. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-You say that none of these goods can be produced. 
As a matter of fact that point has been challenge.d by the Millownersr 
Association. 

Mr. Halsall.-We say the production of such goods in Indi~ amounts to
only· 4 per cent. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-That percentage has also been substantially debated, 
by the Millowners' Associllltion who have argued that it is much mOl"e 
than 4 per cent. if you take the lb. basis. Mr., Hardy's figure was a. little-
less than 4 per cent: ' 

Mr. Halsall.-We based our statement on the statistics of the Govern
ment of India. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-These statistics have been supplied to us from the
Millowners' Association which show considera·ble progress made by the 
Indian industry., . 

Mr. Halsall.-The latest GOYernment of India's statistics up to the ene! 
of March, 1932, show that the production of yarns over 40s is still under 
4 per cent. 



Mr. Hu.tson..-The Millowners' Association are not asking so much for ~ 
pnltective duty 811 .. creative duty. . ". , 

1;'rlllident.-They are asking for both. The protection that doesn't 
create is hardly worth granting. 

Mr. llu.holl.-'-There, is .. considerable difference between the increase' 
in production and the starting of an entirely new in!lustry. 

Preaident.-You can't say it is an entirely new industry. I look at it 
this way. If. a mill for example is producing,to-day up to 70 per ceilt. of 
its capacity of fine goods which could be 'waven from' Indian cotton say 
up to 408, practically the whole. of the market now supplied by imports ' 
would be, I suppose, ahove40s for practical purposes. If I am able to 'get 
this mill a little more production mainly in respect, of finer counts, it is 
able to increase .its production by 80 or 85, it brings down its overhead and 
to that extent it helps the production ot the whole range of the mill, you 
can.'t call it an entirely new industry. 

Mr. Halsall.-You are there increasing the production in different 
directions. ' 

Mr. Hu.tson.-Our answer is that with the 25 per cent. duty at 
present, which is really an enormous protective duty on an industry, the 
Irniils are only able to produce a very small proportion of, the country's 
requirements of finer goods. Our opinion therefore is if you are going to 
raise this duty to an extent which will enable the manufacture of fine 
goods on a large scale, you will be giving the consumer so h,:a~ Ii blow 
that he will not be compensated by the advantage, to the mlil mdustry. 
There must be a line somewhere. 
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~ENGAL CHAMBER Of COMMERCE, CALCUTTA. 

Evidence of Mr. J. S. T. RUSSEIJ., Mr. R. SCOTSON, Mr. C. 
L. ALLEN, Mr. W. KINLOCH. Mr. P. MARCOS, 

Mr. M. H. SMInJ QcI Mr. J. A. EDWARDES 
EVANS, recorded at Calcutta on Wedne ... 

day, the 14th Se5tteD1ber. 1932. 
Y-r. B'U8sell.-Before you commence the proceedings, I should like to 

inform you that we are here as representatives of the Chamber as a 
whole. 

President.-You have sent in a letter to that effect. I think you first 
stated that your views represented the opinion of the Piece-goods Sub-Com
mittee and IlIIter on you amplified the statement and said that they repre
sented the views of the Chamber as a whole. That is the position? 

Mr. BusseZZ.-Yes. 
President.-I shoull! first like to get some idea of the constituency 

that your Chamber represents as regards the textile trade. Are you 
mainly representing the standpoint of importersi' 

Yr. Scotson.-Yes, European importers. 
P!esident.-Are you representing the interests of any wholesale 

merchants ? 
Mr. Scotson.-No. 
President.-Are there any India'll manufacturers included in your 

Chamber? 
'Mr. Scotson.-No. 
President.-None of the textile mills in Bengal for example are repre

sented to any extent by your Chamber? 
M,'. Scotson.-I don't think so to my knowledge. 
Mr. Raltimtoola.-Are Messrs. Shaw Wallace and Company members of 

your Association P 
Mr. Ru.ssell.-Yes. 
Mr. Rallimtoola.-They are ma·naging agents of one of the mills? 
Mr. Scotson.-Yes. "lIether they are members as representing the 

Bengal Nagpur Mills, I do not know. They might be members just for 
their export and import business. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-They are managing agents of a mill which exists in 
the Central Provinces? 

Mr. Scotson.-That is right. There are severllli such firms who are 
members of the Chamber and who may be managing agents of Indian 
mills. ' 

President.-We may take it then mainly that the views contained in your 
original memorandum and your replies to the questionnaire a,re the views. 
of European importers of textile goods in Calcutta? 

Mr. Scotson.-Yes. 
Presidellt.-We lllay mainly take that to be the position? 
Mr. Scotson.-Yes. 
Pusident.-Are the importing members of your Chamber interested in 

imports both from'the UnitE'd Kingdom and from Japan? 
Mr. Scotson.-There lllay be indh'idual casE's. 
President.-But genera,lly P 
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Mr. Scohon.-But generally we are not so much interested in the 
.J npanesl! business. 

Pretident.-It is mainly interests connected with trade and imports f-rom 
-the United Kingdom? . 

Mr. Scotson.--Yes, and the Continent. 
President.-But of course the Continelit is rather an insignificant factor? 
Mr. Scotson.-It is now. 
President.-There is one statement that you make--I think you make 

it bo~h in y~ur memorandu':'l and in your replies-rega.rding the com
.paratlve quality of Lancashire goods and Indian goods in respect of 
higher counts? 

Mr. Scotson.-Yes. 
President.-That is to say, you refer us first to a statement that you 

made before the Textile Tariff Board in 1926 and then you go on to say 
that it practically represents the present opinion of the Chamber? 

Mr. Scotson.-Yes. 
President.-I think that is. in your original memorandum? 
Mr. Scotson.-Yes. May I just mention that we should like to amplify 

-one Of' two of our replies. Should I do that first? 
Prcrident.-What are the points? 
Mr. Scotson.-The first case is this. On page 4, of the Questionnaire 

Question 1 (xviii) reads-" The fact that area for area fine quality is 
-often cheaper than ooarse cloth causes indirect competition between imported 
~othll and locally made coarse cloths". We replied to this that "It is 
felt thwt this statement is still true", but that requires a little amplifica
tion. 

Prerident.-I am glad yon mention that point because that proposition. 
lias been causing us a tremendous lot of difficulty. 

Mr. Scotson.-We should like to amplify that in this way. It is felt 
that this statement is still true provided that II. 'comparison is made of 
cloths of the same reed BInd pick in a given area. 

President.-That precisely is the qualification that we ar!! going to 
BUggest. As a matter of fact, I had better refer you as you are now on 
that point to a table on page 85 of Mr. Hardy's report. There of 
'course the reference is to vwrious classes of cloth having the same reed 
.and pick? 

Mr. Scotson.-Yes. 
President.-And' there you get the extraordinary position that a cloth 

"Which is woven of counts 38/38 for the same area has a slightly higher 
lprice than cloth woven of counts 70/110. I should say that if a ·cloth 
'woven of counts 38/38 has sufficient reed and pick to provide me with 
the necessary cover, thel'l if you had only the same reed and pick for 
'VO/nO, the cloth would be unwearable? 

Mr. Scotson.-That is correct. 
Mr. Russell.-We want to draw your attention to a statement which is 

reported to have been made by the Bengal National Chamber of Com
merce before you. 

President.-As a matter of fact, that statement has been made over 
'and over again. 

Mr. Scotson.-In addition to what we have said, there is another point 
and that is the low qualities of Bombay cloth are usually made of very 
much lower counts B·nd lower reed and pick than English made goods of 
fine yarn. 

. President.-That is to say, if you take a Bombay cloth and 11. Lancashire 
cloth woven of yarn of the same counts, generally you find that the I"eed 
and pick are rather lower in the case of Bombay. 
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lIfr. Scotson.-They ·are lower in number, and when we come to the fiae 
goods. position, the difference is greater. Therefore there can really be no 
competition between the coarse goods of Bombay and the fine goods of 
Lancashire because usually there is a very big difference in the price by 
reason of the additional threads. 

President.-Except of course to the extent that in a period like this 
whe~ the people's purchasing power has declined so very much, a cloth 
havmg the same fineness but providing less cover might be faced with 
indirect competition. 

Mr. Scotson.-I think if you came down to that, the cloth would be 
too weak and extra threads would be required to make the cloth weal'
able. 

President.--C8Jn you give me a concrete instance of it? 
Mr. Russell.-Tlui only type that I can think of is Bombay dhotis 

24sx32s. 
President.--Can you give me a higher count than that? Can you get 

me something in the region of 30s x 40s? 
Mr. Scotson.-There is a standard cloth in Bombay. 
President.-If you take th8!t and compare it with the Lancashire. cloth 

having the same fineness, what approximately is likely to be the difference 
in reed and pick P 

Mr. Scotson.-Lancashire cloth also made of the same kind of yarn? 

President.-That is to say 30s warp and 40s weft. It is very difficult 
to give precise figures, but from your experience what is likely to be the 
difference? 

Mr. Russell.-The Bomb8JY mill would be weaving to about 11 x 10, 
whereas Lancashire would not weave· under 15 x 12. 

P1·esidel~t.-That may be taken approximately as the general difference·? 
Mr. Russell.-Yes. 
President.-Is there any other point? 
Mr. Scotson.-The Bengal National Chamber of Commerce has said 

,. tha·t the criterion of pnrchase, so far as the masses are concerned, would 
for a long time to come continne to be cheapness and not durability and 
as the cloth produced from finer counts was cheaper initially compared area 
for area,' with coarser cloth the people would be attracted by this kind of 
cloth". This statement is only correct if III comparison is made with 
cloths of the same reed and pick per given area. 

President.-Mr. Hardy is responsible for the statements which have 
been made to us by various people. He made his statement in a somewhat 
unqualified form P 

Mr. Scotson.-As regards our reply to Question 39, we want to explain 
the reason why we suggest that a duty of not more than 11 per cent. 
should be assessed on goods of British manufacture. 

President.-That is a point which I should like to ra.ise later. That 
concerns one of the main points in this enquiry and I should like to have III 

fuller discussion. 

Mr. Scotson.-In reply to Question 43, we say .. Before dealing witb 
the specific points raised in this question the Sub-Committee would invite 
the Tariff Board to consider the special case of imports of cotton and 
woollen goods embroidered with art silk up to 15 per cent. admixture." We 
should also like to invite the Tariff Boa·rd to consider the question 
whether it would not be possible to treat cotton goods manufactured i'll 
England but bleached or dyed or embroidered on the Continent as British 
goods. They are manufactured in Britain and sent to the Continent forr 
the purpose of bleaching, dyeing or embroidering. 

President.-It is mainly done in Switzerland? 
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Mr. Scotson.-There is a good deal of Dutch bleaching BInd a certain
amount of dyeing. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-They are shipped from the Continent? 
Mr. Scotson.-Yes. Certificates could be obtained from- the firms in

England. They could give the necessary certificates which might be counter
signed by a public body such as the Chamber of Commerce. 

President.-Can you tell me approximately the process to which cloth, cf. 
tha.t kind is subjected on the' Continent, the cost and so on involved in
that process? What percentage would that represent to the total cost? 

Mr. Scotson.-It depends greatly on the quality of the work done. 
President.-Is it possible to make a guess? 
M'r. Scotson.-I would say it would be somewhere about 25 pe~- oent. 

If you so wish, we will try and obtain full information on these points.. 
President.-Let me understand the point clearly. Taking the tariff. as 

at present worked here, you have this lower rate of 25 per cent. applicable 
to goods of British manufacture. I take it that when a particular class of. 
piece-goods is manufootnred in Lancashire but finished on the Continent 
and shipped from a Continental port for tariff purposes out here the higher 
duty would be applicable? . 

Mr. Scotson.-Yes. 
President.-Therefore your suggestion does not mean any variation from, 

the existing tariff practice? 
Mr. Scotson.-I want you to'treat them as British goods. 
President.-Although it is more than 25 per cent.? 
31,.. Scotson.-We should like to qualify that statement. 

President.-I understand where a preferential regime exists in a' oountfry 
like Canada, they apply a certain formula to indicate the minimum per-
cent age of British labour and material which is included in a'n article which, 
is liable to the preferential duty. My own impression is-I am speaking 
subject to correction-that 25 per cent. would be considered ra.ther exces~ 
sive? ' 

M'r. Scotson.-In the case of some embroidered cloth, it would. not be' 
more than 10 per cent. In the case of dyeing, it may be less' ... We shall 
let you know the definite percentages later. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-Can you tell me what is the percentage of goods 
coming from the Continent as against those coming from Lancashire?' 

Mr. Scotson.-Do you want it for woollen goods? 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-No, cotton goods. 
Mr. Scotso/lo.-About 4 per cent. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-It is about 5 per cent. of the other countries? 

Mr. Scotso/lo.-Yes. It is only a small .fraction but· it is a business 
which does not in any way interfere with the locally ma.nufactured cloth. 

President.-It is a rather important departure from the existing tariff 
arrangements that is to say where differential duties are enforced; as for 
example in ~teel and in cotton goods, my own idea is that the determina-· 
tion of the country of origin is very largely dependent upon its port. Would 
you introduce a. certificate as proof of country of origin? That is what it 
would amount to. 

Mr. Scotson.-Yes. We thought this was the time to put forward 
this question as the business does not interfere with indigenolls cloths.. I 
would further request that if the present Sea Customs Act does not allow 
them to be treated as goods made wholly in the United Kingdom then 
legislation should be introduced. 

President.-I don't suppose it would be 11/ question of legislation; it· 
would be a qllestion of changing the rules. 
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lIlr. Ru.ssell.-There is one other aspect and that is the effect it mny 
lIave o~ th? subject. of Imperial Preference which is involved-25 per cent. 
-of the InVOice value of materials represented by British Labour being given 
Imperial Preference. 

President.--'-Where do you get this 25 per cent.: do you mean it is 
under the existing Act in England? 

lIlr. lVright.-Yes. It is the Abnormal Importations (Customs Duties) 
Act of 1931 a·nd the Import Duties Act, 1932, to which Mr. Russell 
refers. 

Mr. Scotson.-There is just another amplification we would like to make, 
.and that is as regards the question of yarn. We have drawn up a table 
giving the comparison between ex-godown prices at which sales were effected 
-during the first eight months of 1927 following the enquiry into the question 
of duties on yarn a·nd the ex-godown pri('es during the same period in the 
present year. You will find it interesting (statement handed in). 

President.-Practically all classes of imported yarn under the specific 
·duty would bear a duty higher than 5 per cent.? 

Mr. Scotson.-Yes. 
President.-I got the impres~ion on the prices of about two months ago 

that on 90s and above the specific duty was 5 per cent.: that 90s formed 
the dividing line. 

111'1'. Scotson.-These are the average sale prices of goods actually sold 
during the past seven months. The application of this revised level of duty 
·on the lower prices now ruling has resnlted in a considerable curtailment of 
business in imported yarns of counts which the Indian Mills are not in II 

position to produ('6 though they are in considerable demand for the hand
loom industry. It will therefore be seen that this increase of duty has 
been of no benefit either to the Indiall. mills, Handloom Industry or the 

'Government who have suffered a severe diminution of revenue in ronse
quence. This remark applies to goods from the United Kingdom. 

President.-Theseare all United Kingdom prices? 
Mr. Scotson.-Yes. 
President.-If you take corresponding Jmpanese prices I suppose at 

'Present they would be considerably lower? 
Mr. Scotson.-Yes. As far as fine yarns are concerned I believe they 

have started marketing these now, but generllllly they have only been ship
·.ping up to 40s: with a limited bu~iness in 50s. 

President.-Between 30s and 40s from Japan, and the bulk of it comes 
from China? 

M'1'. Scotson.-We deal with Japan separately. We say that so far as 
Japan is concerned it is an accepted fact that they are importing yarns 
which do compete with the Bombay mills. Although Indian mills cannot 
necessarily produce the full quantity of 40s required in this country as will 
'be seen from the heavy imports from Japan, it is possible tha·t a cheap sale 
·of 40s would have the effeot ()f depressing the price ()f not only 40s but 
also of 328 and 368. 

Presi.de1lt.-Supposing it was found tha.t it was necessary to give pro
tection to Indian made yarn, say, up to 40s-we have been told by the 
Indian Central Cotton Committee that the kind of long sta·ple cotton which 
is now grown ill India is in respect of its length ()f staple, fineness, tensile 
strength and so on is capable of being used for the manufacture of yarn up 
to 40s-supposing we decided to drop this specifio duty on yarn altogether. 
then of course there is danger of textile mills in India using in cloth of 
medium counts imported yarn rather than spinning the ya·rn themselves. 
'The effect of that would be that there would be a corresponding reduction 
"in the demand for . Indian cotto!). in that particular year. 

Mr. Seotson.-Yes. 
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Prelidenf.-8upposing on those grounds ·it was decided that some amount. 
of assistance should be granted in respect of yarn np to 40s, then it would. 
be necessary for Customs purposes to provide a margin against errors in 
calculatio~ !,nd errors ill. determination of the number of connts of yarn. 
So that If It were necessary to protect Yllrns up to 40s you will have t(). 
fis the limit to 50s. As a. ms-tter of fact in \lases where distinction had. 
to be. made-;-I am speaking of other industrie&-5 per QeUj;. has been the 
margm prOVided hut I find that in some cases 5 per cent. does not provide· 
against the amount of error that might result in the Customs testing. So If' 
it became necessary to extend it up to 50s, would that matter very much 
from your point of view P 

Mr. Scofson.-Yes, as there is fInite a good business in. 448 and 44/40s, 
dyed yarn which f1t the present time has been largely killed by the excessive 
duty at present m force. 

Pre,iaent.-Oil that class of yarn at present the specific duty works out 
to very nearly 12 per cellt. P 

Mr. Scotson.-Even higher than 12 per oont. as will he seen from the-· 
Table submitted. 

P·resident.-This is a point which we rail/ed before the Bombay MiU
O1I·nera' Association bees-use we have hOO statements sent in to us by Prov-· 
incial Governments and Directors of Industries throughout the country that 
the specific duty on yarn was imposing an unfair burden on the handloom 
industry. Therefore we made a. suggestion to the Millowners' Association 
when we examined them that a limit of this kind might be fixed for the· 
appliclltion of the specific duty and the suggestion th3lt they have made· 
is that the limit should be fixed at 60s. 

Mr. 8cotlon.-I think it is far too high; it is absolutely outside the· 
reasonable expectation of the Millowners' AssociatiOll to produce far ma.ny 
years to come. I would probably put it at 44s. 

M·r. A.llen.-In testing 40s yarn a limit of 4 counts would be ample, i.e.,. 
448. (Inaudible.) 

Pl·esident.-It is 
which we hSlVe got 
question of testing. 
suggestion is 44sP 

not merely eITors in testing but indireot competition 
to take into account, so that it is not altogether a 
But any way for the mom!nt I win record that your' 

Mr. Scotson.-Yes. 
P-resident.-The point on which I should like to get fuller explanation 

fl·om you is the question of comparative quality. You ha,e ~entioned this. 
qUl.'stion of reed and pick. Are there any other matters III respect of 
which there is a marked difference in quality or in materials between cloths 
made in Indi31 and in Lancashire of" similar grades of counts and of ~imilar' 
fineness? If you looked at the appearance, take for example bor~ered grey 
cloth of say about 40s, if you had a cloth of tha~ co~nt made In Bombay. 
and one imported from Lancashire is there anyt.lllng 10 the appearance "f 
the two kinds of cloth which would make any dIfference? 

Mr. RusselZ.-There is definitely a difference. 
p,,.esident.-How do you express thatP 
lb·. Bussell.-It is expressed in terms of loosely spun yal"l'l. 
President.-Is it a question of the feel of the thing? 
Mr. Russell.-Yes. Your yarn has been loosely spun and therefore you· 

get varying surface. . 
President.-That is rather a· question of the skill of the, labour? 
Mr. llussell.-And possibly the grade of the cotton employed. 
p.,.esident.-Supposing a Bombay mill was using imported cotton? 

Mr. Russell.-It would depend on the number of twists they gave tn
the yarn. 
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President.-If, you gave the same number of twists and used, imported 
cotton of the same quality then would there be a difference? 

Mr. R'IUIsell.-Thete would be a difference in the finish. 
PfI"esident.-What preeisely is the difference that IIIrises? 
M~. Bussell.-It is the feel of the cloth. I am speaking of plain 

unfinIshed cloth as such, that is to say it is not put through calendering 
or any other process: it will have a difference in the feel of the cloth 
which is the result of the inferior labour that has been used. 

President.-E~en if the yarn had the same number of twists do you 
think there would be a difference still? 

,Mr .. Russell.-Yes, there would be difference in weaving. Another fact 
whICh IS partly responsible for the feel is that you get 1eediness in the 
warps. When the warps are taken through the reeds they IIIre generally 
placed two and. two and if the units of each pair are· too close together 
and a big gap is left between the pairs that results in reediness. 

President.-That is really III question of skill and experience of the 
labour? 

Mr. Russell.-Yes. 
President.-Supposing that kind of cloth was calendered, finished but still 

grey, in that condition in the market would you still notice the difference 
perceptibly? 

Mr. Russell.-The difference would be still there, specially the reediness. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Would that be discovered by an ordinary layman? 
Mr. RusseZZ.-If your purchaser has the two cloths before him and the 

prices are the same he will certainly prefer the cloth which has the better 
cover. 

President.-That is really a question of experience that the Indian labour 
has in the manufacture of finer classes of cloth? 

Mr. Russell.-I would say it is so. 
President.-In the earlier stages when they are more or less unused 

to this kind of thing obvious faults of this kind will occur, but supposing 
we decided to grant protection to the industry and the Indian industry 
bad sufficient opportunities of making cloth of kinds between 30s and 4Ds 
for III sufficiently long period:it would be a reasonable thing to suppose that 
that kind of difficulty would disa·ppear? That is to say if the quality of 

. your cotton is the same, if the ya.rn .is twisted in a proper manner, thpn 
the other difficulties which appear which are really a question of the experi
ence of labour must necessarily disappear when it gets more experience. 

Mr. Scotson.-That should be so. 
Presi.dent.-I should also like to get some idea of the compa·rati"1"9 price 

levels of Indian goods, Lancashire goods and Japanese goods. What I am 
t,rying to do is this. We have been told not mprely in Calcutta, but in 
other centres that the swadpshi movement has helped to a very consider
able extent to increase the market for India.n made goods. I don't know 
whether you accept the proposition. 

Mr. Scotson.-We do. 
President.-There are two ways in which a movement based on popular 

fpeling may help industries. It may simply increase the sales. It may at 
the same time increase the price ill comparison with imported goods. From 
your experience what do you t~ink has. been prec~sely the ~ffec~ of the 
swadeshi movement here? Has It made Itself felt 111 both dIrectIons P 

Mr. Scotson.-I think the .Tapanese importations due to the deprecia
tion of yen have probably kept down. prices in Bombay to a certain .extent. 
If the competition due to depreci'!'tlOn had not tlllken place, I thmk ~he 
Bombay prices would have hpen hIgher. The upward movement of prICes 
has been checked by the clleap importation from Japan. 
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President.-If you take the level of prioes about 2 or 3 months agar, 
·wvuld you say that Indian made goods secured a slightly better prif:e thaq 
.the comparable classes of. imported goods? 

Mr. Scotson.-It is "!"ery difficult to make comparisons unless you .have 
market rates on a partICular day and you find out the relBltive difference 
between the Japanese quality and the Bombay quality. So far as the 
British goods from home are· concerned, in most cases they are entirely 
different. . 

President.-:-I will t~ll you the prll:ctical poin~ t~t I am trying to get 
at. I reoogll1se the difficulty of findlllg some kllld of Indian cloth which 
is exactly comparable to some kind of imported cloth. Therefore if we, as a 
Tariff Board-we are laymen in this matter-were asked to decide on that 
question, it would be almost impossible for us because statistics won't help 
us. 

M'IT. Scotson.-No. 
President.-That is why I am asking people who are in the business

have you formed any instinctive impression which will be of great assist
.. noe. It is really the instinct that tells. What is your impression-have 
prices improved or is it simply a question of increasing the sates? 

Mr. Scotson.-I say the prices of Bombay goods have definitely improved, 
but they .would have improved to a greater extent had it not been for 
Japanese competition. 

President.-From a tariff point of yiew the question is this: leaving out 
these emergency duties, there is a duty on Japanese goods of 311 per cent. 
and as the result of the swadeshi movement another 10 per cent. Alto· 
gether Indian goods have enjoyed protection to the extent of 40 per 
cent. 

Mr. Scotson.-They have not enjoyed protection to the full exten. 
during the last 4 or 5 months because of the depreciation of yen by 30 
per cent. . 

President.-As a matter of fact the depreciation of yen didn't begin to 
affect prices till about May. 

Mr. Scotson.-The effect was there. Forward business was done and 
although those goods didn't 8!rrive till May-June the effect of the prices 
was there. 

President.-If you examined quotations right up to the end of April, I 
don't know if there was any perceptible difference either on forward sales 
or current orders? Up to May I have not been able to find very· much 
diffen!Uce. I should say it was somewhere about M3(Y .that ·you began to 
get a distinct reaction on the exchange fall. 

Mr. Scotson.-That was the time when the full .effect of yen wa~ 
felt. 

Pt·rsident.-I take it that the general impression of your Chamber ;~ 
that to a certain extent prices have improved as the result of the swadesru 
movement. I will not bind you down to an exoot percentage. 

Mr. Scotson.~uite. 
President.-Is it possible for you to tell us when people. import .directly 

from United Kingdom and Japan whether generally there IS. any d1fference 
in the terms on which importations are ar~aDged, that 18 to say dle 
oommission or the credit? 

Mr. Scotson.-They &re usually the same. It is a question of 60 days 01' 

90 days. 
President.-What is the general practice? 
]jfr~ Scotson.-A great deal of business wo';!ld be done on 60 days credit. 

That is so far as transactions between Ind1an bazaar dealers and Man
chester Merchants' Houses are concerned. I am not talking of the Euro.
penn firms, because they have usually a 4ifferent mode of finance. It is 
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mostly, D.~. I think. the same terms are more or less applicable to Japan. 
I .d~n t th~nk they gIve more than. 60 days. The question of return com
mISSIon beIng reserved for buyers IS entirely dependent on the individual 
firm on this side. 

~resident.-In order to understand the decline which has taken place' 
durmg the :past 2 or. 3 years in the imports from the United Kingdom atl. 

('o.mpared wIth t~e Imports from Japan apart from questions connected 
wIth the swadeshl movement and so on, am I justified in thinking that 
aU the advantage that Japan has may be estimated with reference to 
invoice price? 

Mr. Scotson.-Yes. 
President.-On that price factor you can settle the question more or 

less. 
Mr. Scotson.-Yes. 
President.-You make a statement in your original memorandum it" you 

will look at paragraph 3. There is III reference you make to Ottawa. Doe$ 
the Chamber want to press that point? I take it that point has lost its
force. We have not received any official co=unication from the Govern
ment of India explaining the terms of the agreement. As far atl I am 
able to understand the terms of it, the agreement leaves out of its SCOpll' 
cotton goods on which protective duties may be imposed. 

Mr. Scotson.-Yes. 
President.-There is one point to which I hope the Chamber woulel 

devote a little more attention than they have done in the replies to the 
questionnaire and that is question 40. With' regard to the 8Idministration 
of specific duties on which I should very much 'like to have the benefit of 
your advice, because it is a question that is giving us an enormous amount 
of difficulty. I will tell you why. Supposing we accepted the case for 
protection either against all countries or against pa·rticular countries, it is 
no use granting protection unless protection is going to be effective; other
wise you are throwing away protection. 

Mr. Scotson.-Yes. 
President.-If you give your protection in the form of ad valorem duties. 

purely with no specific duty as an alternative to the ad valorem duty, then 
everytime there is a flllll in import price, the amount of protection which the 
Indian industry derives is reduced. 

Mr. Scotson.-Yes. 
President.-As regards Japan you refer to the reduction in internal 

cost. You refer also to the reduction in the external value of their cur
rency. If, as the result, of both these cases you get a steady decline in the 
import prices, then the duty fixed on current prices of 25 per cent. may 
in the next year not give the industry the protection which we intend 
and at a time when the mlllrket is steadily falling, it is a factor which we 
have got to take into account .. 

Mr. Scotson.-Yes. 
President.-I looked into the trade figures and they reveal very interest

ing results. At present, as you know, the minimum specific duty applies. 
on account of the curious tariff definition we have, not merely on plain 
grey, but also to coloured woven. Take the year 1929-30 just the yea·r 
before protective duties were introduced and take the figures for 1931~'i2" 
the latest year for which we have figures .. If you take. the ~mports fro~ 
Japan,. the imports from Japan have consIderably ~eclmed In respec~ of 
plain grey to the extent of about 50 per cent. and Imports have c~nsIder
ably' declined in respect of C'oloured '!I'0ven. These a·re the two thmgs to
which the minimum specific duty appllE;s. If you .take ble!lched, dye~, and 
printed, the position of dyed and prmted remaIn p~actICa!ly statIonary. 
There has been no decline. As regards bleached there )S IIIn Increase of 100 
to 200 per cent. As regards artificial silk there has been an increase of 
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200 to 300 per cent. lIS compared with 1929-30. In other words those 
goods to which only ad valorem duties have been applicable have shown no 
reduction as regwrds the imports from Japan. 

Mr. Scotlon.-The only reason why specific duties have proved so effec
tive is that the amount of duty, viz., Annas 3-6 is very excessive on to-day's 
level of values. If· this rate of duty had been converted to a percentage 
under the ad valorem system it would have been just as effective as the 
specific duti81. . 

President.-What do you t8lke the duty free price of grey shirting? 
Take the o.i.f. price plm landing charges and exclude the duty. 

Mr. Scotson.-From home? 
President.-;-From Japan. 
Mr. Scotson.-;-l should say somewhereRs. 5-12-0 to Rs. 9. 
President.-If you take the price about 2 months ago, I should say 

about 10 to 11 annas a lb. 
Mr. Scotson.-Yes. 
President.--3ll per cent. on that is somewhere about 3 to 3-6 pies, so 

th8lt there was not such a very big discrepancy between the specific duty 
and the ad valorem duty. 

Mr. Scotson.-There was when the prices were high. 
President.-When the prices were high, the ad valOt'etn. duty would 

operate. 
Mr. Scotson.-Yes. 
President.-I don't think that really explains it. My own idea is when 

you levy the specific duty on these classes of goods, the specific duty 
guarantees certain minimum of protection in spite of the large fall in 
prices. 

Mr. Scotson.-Jf prices decline, the specific duty is nlllturally greater 
in terms of percentage. 

President.-In March it was somewhere about As. 3-6. 
Mr. Scotson.-Yes. The same remarks apply to yarn in the case !If 

specific duty. So far as we are concerned, the point is if you give .. 
specific duty which is based probably on the prices ruling at that particul8lr 
time and you fix a specific duty on that basis, when these prices go down, 
that duty is automatically increased, thus enabling Indian mills to hold 
for higher prices than they otherwise would which is not for the benefit of 
the consumer. 

President.-I quite understand your point of view. The position of 
Y8lrn is different. Supposing for argument's sake we accept your sugges
tion that yarn above certain minimum should receive more protection, I 
would not for a moment ask for a specific duty~ Then the necessity for a 
specific duty disappears altogether. You are concerned only with the con
sumer, unless you are incidentally concerned with Government. 

Mr. Scotson.-Where a specific duty is given which is based on a certain 
price ruling at a particular time, we consider that it is not advantageous 
to the trade as a whole to allow that same duty to remain when prices have 
dropped considerably. 

President.-The proportion becomes greater. The burden on the con
sumer would be greater. Supposing w~ accepted your s~ggestion and w.e 
decided to make that a protected artIcle, then our prImary concern .IS 

the interest of the industry 81nd therefore as far as yarns of those classes 
are concerned we must have a specific duty, but the yarn above those 
classes should have a simple ad valorem duty. 

Mr. Scotson.-Ha.ving the interests of the industry at heart we contend 
'\"ou must have at the same time also the interests of the consumer as it 
~ould be unfa-ir to protect the industry and fix a very high level of. duty 



irrespective of whether that amount of pr~tectio.n. i,s re,ally necessary to 
keep out the imported goods. 
, , Presi~ent:-That is' the' whole issue. Supposing we are convinced on 
an examma,.tlon 'of costs ,and prices, that, that particular amount is essential 
~or protect.lve purposes,. then it iii obviously necessary to gultrantee that, 
not otherwIse. 

Mr. Scotson.-Yes. 
President.-Yarn is rather 011 a different basis. What I am trying to do 

ill this. This study of trade figures has convinced me that if you are 
going to give effective protection to the industry, that protection.' will' 
have to be given in the form of a specific duty. I don't say entirely 
specific duty, but an ad valurem duty subject to a minimum specific 'duty. 
If that position is accepted, then it seems to me people of your experience 
in the trade shquld give the benefih or your opinion to the Tariff Board as 
regards the administration of the specifio duty. If specific duty .is essential 
in the interests of the country, then we have got: to find a way' of sur
mounting the administrative difficulties. 

lIfr. Scotson.-That is going to be very difficult without penalising many 
important sections of the trade. 

President.-Supposing I suggested that we' might apply a. system of 
tariff which is now applicable to plain grey to all classes of piece-goods? 

Mr. Scotson.-The difficulty there would be a question of light aga.inst 
hea.vy goods. The hea.vier the goods, the heavier would be the duty, a.nd 
the lighter the goods, the lighter would be the duty. 

President.-That is precisely what the industry. wants. 

Mr., Scotson.~Against t4at a,lso it must be borne in mind there are 
many styles of ,piece~goods which would be seriously affected in so far as 
the goods are heavily filled or weighted in the finishing or dyeing processes. 
The duty on such goods. would be exceedingly hea.vy and probably .result 
in the business dying out 'altogether though in most cases they are not 
competitive with the Indian Mills, e.g., certa.in styles of white shirtings, 
drills, also umbl'ellacloths, nainsooks, etc. 

Presid~liL...:...i'hat 3Pl11ie8. equally to Nlour woven goods to which tariff 
is now applic'able a'lId ~·ou are prE'pared to IU1\"e it continued. You don't 
want any: alteration in the present tariff definition. The ,objection that you 
raise against the application of the specific duty to bordered grey goods 
is· an objection which applies to several kinds of coloured woven goods. 

Mr. Russell.-Which coloured woven goods? 
Preside11f .-Take cotton fancies. 
Mr. llu.sseil.-Coloured wo\'en goods of special weave. 
P'reside nt.~ Where prices cannot be entirely regulated? 
Mr. RlIs.,ell.-In dhutis, borders are expensive. 
PrP"id""f.-If YOII take the commoner kinds of bordered dhutis are the 

borders ~o \· .. ry e~p(,llsi\'e? 
Mr. RIM.,ell.-5 to 7 per cent. of the total cost if they are Ii to 11". 

I am rather thinking of the cdst of dhuti borders as compared with the cost 
of the cloth itself. 

President.-As fal: as ,the more expensive kinds are concerned, the specific 
duty WQuld place a' lighwr burden. 

Mr. Scotson.-Yes., 
President . .:....As a matter of fact, the more finished and more skilled, the 

amount of work required in'llI doth is, the smaller is the burden of the 
specific duty based 011 a unit of. wei!!:ht. If you go on to the higher range 
of particular classes of cloth,. YO\l will find that the specific duty based on 
unit of weight would. mean a smaller amount of burden on the consumer .. 

~/r. Scotson.-The duty I assume would be calculated on the weight? 
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PTe8~d~nt.-Yes, simply the present system-so much per cent. subject 
to a mInImum of so mildlY annas per, lb. At the time when Mr. Hardy 
reported, the system was not in vogue. He recommended that for plain 
grey. Government extended it to coloured woven goods. The thing has: 
worked without any very serious inconvenience to anybody. 

Mr. Scotson.-For the simple reason that importations of such goods 
from United Kingdom are negligible. 

President.-As far as plain grey is concerned, it killed the industry. 'If 
you can apply the minimum specific duty to coloured woven goods, I see' no, 
practica,l objection of a fundamental character to extending it to other. 
classes. The man who is likely to suffer and whose interests have to. be 
considered is the man who consumes the finer varieties and as far as he 
is concerned, his interests would be safeguarded. 

Mr. Scotsoll.-Take for instance the umbrella cloth trade. It is a 'v,ery 
big business. Thaot is a cloth made from heavy yarns and heavily dyed. 
A specific duty on these goods would fall very heavily' oli these cloths 'and 
probably result in curtailing the' businesS considerably and yet they cannot 
be made in India. ' 

Mr. Rnhimtnola.-Do I understand that the goods are not made>: in 
India at present? 

Mr. 8cotson.-There may be just one or two qualities started, but they 
are all low qualities. . 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-The complaint is that they have not made more 
becaube they are not able to compete. ' 

Mr. 8cot80n.-one of the reasons why they are not making better q~ali-
ties is that they have not the necessary finishing machines. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-It should be made worth while for them, 
Mr. Scotson.-They should first show that they can produce the goods, 
Mr. Rahimtonla.-They are putting a certain class. on the market and 

they have given us to understand that they .R're handicapped. 
Mr. Scotson.-So far as umbrella cloths are concerned, they are of very 

low quality and the Indian Mills are not in our opinion meeting any 
severe competition in the cloths they are producing. . 

President.-As far as umbrella cloth is concerned and more import8lnt 
class of cloth is concerned, it might raise difficulties. Supposing we had' a 
special schedule of specific duties for these cloths PUmbrella cloth is 
described as dyed cloth. 

Mr. Rlissetl.-It is shewn as umbrella cloth. 
President.-I suppose that they would fall' generally into the categorY 

'(If dyed goods. ' 
Mr. Scot8on._Yes. ' 
Presidmt.-Supposing you had 8! duty of 3 annas for most classes of 

d,Yed goods and you had a different rate of duty for umbrella cloth? 
Mr. Scotson.--'--'-It would probably detrimentally affect other goods of 

equal importance and one would require many such special schedules ,to 
deal with different classes of goods. . 

Mr. Allen.-Take for instance white shirtings. 
Preside/d.-That 'would come under the category of bleached goods. 
Mr. AlIen.-You are talking at the moment only of dyed goods? 
PTesident.~Mr. Scotson, probably the point of view that I am trying to 

suggest would be cleared if I tried to explain the sort of basis on which 
tentatively I am personally considering the question of revising the scheme 
of protective tariff. 'Ve ha"e asked for cost statements from the mOl;,e 
important groups of mills in India. We ha've not had time to exami'16 
tbese costs. When we examine those costs, we make a fair allowance for 

: depreciation. return on capital a~d so. on. Then we esti~ate what we call 
the fair selling price for the IndIan mdustry say per UOlt of cloth. Now 
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,,:e co~plII~e that with the price that they are able to realise in competi
tIOn wIth Imported goods, and take the difference as the measure of protec
tion. In calculating the costs of the Indian industry, supposing we based 

,our examination on cloths of say medium counts which constitute the bulk 
of the classes which experience competition now. Take for instance 208 
to 40s. We find out what should be regarded as a flllir selling price of 
the Indian industry per lb. of various classes of cloth falling between 30s 
and 40s. We compare that with the price that they are able to realise 
and fix our duty that way. It is so mlllny annas per lb. on different kinds 
of cloth falling within this margin of 30s to 40s. Supposing we foun<\ 
about 4 annas a lb. was what would be required as the measure of protec
tion on the principal kinds of bleached cloth which are now made in Indian 
mills: IIInd we applied that 4 annas to the whole range of bleached cloth, 
from your point of . view, have you any objection? 

Mr. Scotson.-We want to know how this is going to work out in 
practice. It is very difficult question bearing. in mind the many different 
kinds of cloth which are coming under the classification of whites. It 
may seriously affect a particular trade which is not in competition with 
Indian mills but by reason of its weight would be liable to helllVY duty. 

President.-I should like your suggestion to be a little more construe
tive. If you agree with me that specific duties are essential for protection, 
then I want you to help me with constructive. suggestions' as to how this 
specific duty can be devised. 

Mr. Allen.-I do not know whether we really agree to specific duties 
being le"ied. 

Mr. Russell.-The question was shelved by Mr. Hardy. 
President.-When Mr. Hardy enquired into it, the position was very 

different. He was not a6ked to consider the question of protection. We 
are directly concerned with protection. If on protective grounds, we find it 
essential, our point of view is different from that of Mr. Hardy. 

Mr. Russell.-We have given that point very little consideration. 
President.-Would you like to think it over? 
JJlr. Scotson.-If you would like us to give you any constructive sug

gestions, then we would like to be given a little time. 
President.-Would the Chamber be prepared to give us a note within a 

fortnight? 
Mr. Scotson.-It is a question we shall have to consider. 
President.-If you are going to consider it in the Chamber, Mr. Russell, 

as you are Chairman of the Piece-goods Sub-Committee, I should like to 
tell you precisely the kind' of points on which I should like information. 
The question is whether specific duties would give more stability to the 
protective scheme than ad valorem duties, that is to say in falling markets. 
That is the first point. The second point is if specific duties are essential 
for protective purposes, what is the most suitable basis on which specific 
duties can be levied. When I speak of basis I am thinking of two 
things. The first is are there likely to be insuperable administrati"e 
difficulties in respect of all or any important class of goods. The second 
point is what would be its effect from the revenue point of ·\"iew. Are 
Government likely to suffer seriously any loss in revenue? The third point 
I should like you to consider is whether the extension of minimum specific 
duties to all classes of piece-goods would seriously disturb the relati"e 
incidence of the Customs duties on different cla6ses of goods. Ha"e I made 
myself clear? 

Mr. Russell.-I should like you to amplify it a little. 
Pre.~iaent.-It is a point which M~. Hardy discussed in some detail in his 

report. The point is that at present the a.d valorem rate applies to different 
classes of bleached goods. If you apply the minimum specific duty of let liS 
say 4 or 5 annas III lb., some clas~es of cloth which before used to bear a 
lower rate under the ad valorem system would now have to pay a higher 
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rate, because they would come under the specific duty, in comparison with 
60me other class. Therefore in the market the relative incidence of the 
?-uty begins to be disturbed. Therefore recognised brands which have been 
ln the ma~ket for. ma·ny years might find that they are displaced by other 
brands whICh are benefited by the revision of tariff. If you can consider 
the scheme with reference to these two points of view, it will give us a 
complete view of the subject as far as I am able to understand it. 

Mr. Allen.-Is your view that specific duties are the best based on the 
fact that grey shirtings and coloured woven goods haove been practically 
stopped? 

President.-Yes. 
Mr. Allen.-I think that the reason why imports of grey shirtings and 

coloured woven goods have decreased so much is due to the fact that 
prices have fallen and the specific duty hits them so very much harder than 
it was intended to do when the duty was put on. That is one reaoson 
why the decrease is so much. 

President.-Is it not putting the same point in another form? On 
account of the serious fall in prices the specific duty has given' a cor
respondingly increased amount of protection. Protection has increased in 
correspondence with the fall in priceS. 

Mr. AUen.-It has given too much protection. 
President.-That is a point for us to sa·y. 
Mr. Scotson.-That is what we say. When the duty of 3t annas per lb. 

was introduced, they must have based at that time on the relative prices 
-ruling at that particular time. If they thought that the necessaory protec
tion required was 3t ann as when prices declined to 50 per cent., obviously 
that same amount of protection is doubled and is absolutely unnecessary 
from the point of view of protecting the trade; otherwise the original at 
annas was at the time it was introduced inadequate but the fact that it 
has been proved ample protection shows that there is no reason to give 
any higher protection than was intended. In the case of yarn, when the 
duty of 3t annas was put on, it was considered that it was ample protec
tion for the India·n mills. But to-day prices have come down considerably 
and yet the duty is in the vicinity of 14 per cent. If 10 per cent. w:,-s 
·sufficient in 1927 it is all the more reason why 10 per cent. should be satIs-
factory to-day. ' . 

President.-As a matter of fact the real reason why we don't under
.stand each other's point of view is that when you speak of the same duty, 
you are thinking of the percentage? 

Mr. Scotson.-Yes. 
Pre.!ident.-When you speak of the same duty you are thinking of the 

percentage but can't you thnik in terms of annas and pies? I find that .16 
llnnas is the fair selling price required by the Indian industry and I find 
at present 12 annas is the price of corresponding class of imported cloth. 
I fix the measure of protection at 4 annas. What matters' is, is that .. 
Annas secured to the industry? 

Mr. Scotson.-When the price of articles declines from 16 annas to 
8 annas the duty on the lower price is in effect equal to 8 aonnas on the 
original price. 

Pres-ident.-If as a result of exchange depreciation this price of 12 annas 
comes down to 8 ann/loS that does not affect the fair selling price of the 
Indian industry; that remains where it was. Therefore on .an ad valorem. 
basis. supposing it was 25 per cent., where a man was gettmg 4 annas he 
'Would get 2! annas. 

Mr. Scotson.-Is not that to the benefit of the consumer? 
Pres-ident.-Jf on 16 annas we find that the Bom~ay i.ndustry .can get a 

t'Ilturn of 4- per cent. on its capital would you consIder It excessIve? 

Mr. Scotson.-No. 
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President.-Supposing in this investigation we make reasonable IIInow
;lnce for economies which the Bomb~y mills can make and having based. 
our estimate of oosts on that basis we find that the protection that they 
require is 16 al\nas and there is a sudden drop as a result of the exchange 
factor, you say they "\Vont get the benefit. 

Mr. Scotson.-At the present moment we are dealing with the exchange 
at par. 

·President.-;-Leave exchange out. Supposing Japan is a·ble to reduce its 
costs as a result of operating on a very la·rge scale in respect of purchases 
and sales; theirs is a very highly rationalised industry, supposing as a. 
result of that costs are steadily. coming down, you cannot expect Bombay 
to reduce its costs down in just the same sClllle ~ Even Lancashire can't do
it. If that happens what are we to do? 

Mr. Scotson.-That can't be continuous. Furthermore the effect of su.ch 
auties would not be in the interests of the consumers as it would not 

.' e:QCoyrag.6 mills to keep their mills up-to-date with a view to reducing 

. coSts.'" ." '. .... 
;·,,··»feaident.-;-ThlJ.t is '~ore c~ntinuous than the exchange .. That has beell 
~appening 1II11 through the past five years. . 

Mr. Scotson.-It would result in the survival of the fittest. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-The first point is whether any protection should be 

g~anted to the in,dustry. . 

Mr: Scotson.-'Ve feel that the industry should have protection where 
protection is found necessary. It should be on a scale elastic enough to 
provide for a rise or fall in prices and not a fixed rate irrespective of 
whether t~e price is high or low. 

President.-This is III method of protection which we have more than 
once considered; it .has been very difficult to devise a practical workable 
Icheme on that basis. Personally I admit in theory it is a much more 
satisfactory thing to have a sliding scale, that is to say when the prices 
a·re higher the industry does not make the necessary surplus but when the 
prices are low they do not make undue losses. If you can devise a sliding 
Beale of duties on that basis I should like to consider the matter again_ 
My own feeling is .that it would be very difficult from a practical point of 
new to worlk out a scheme of thlIIt kind. I don't know if you have seen 
the scheme that we put up to G<>vernment with reference to the emergency 
enquiry. 'What we tried to do was this with regard to .the exchange 
question: we said that Government should alter the tariff valuation of 
Japanese piece-goods from time to time with reference to the variation 
in exchlllnge because it is a matter of public knowledge: you know the rate 
from time to time. 

Mr.Scotson.-The difficulty there would be that the buyer would not 
know what rate to calculate at the time' of doing the husiness. 

President.-That is the objection 'to a sliding sca~e because it provides 
a tremendous lot of unc-ertainty. As far as these matters are concerned 
'8t1l1bility is most important both fot: the industry and fo!' the trade. Any 
'Way if you can gil'e me your views on these points it will help me a great 
deal. 

Mr: &ot&on.-I' will. 
Pre .• idellt.-I now come to a rather important point and that is really 

the main' point in yonr rt'prl'sentation and in your repli~s: that is your 
pu~geRtiori that only the revenue duty should a·pply to imports from the 
United Kingdom. 

Mr. Scotson.-Yes. 
Pr~ .• ident.-Thitt is to say your point of view in this matte~ is different 

from thp point of 'view of the Bombay Chambt'r of Commerce. They ask 
for a differential d.uty but they do not suggest that only the revenue duty 
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should apply, but your suggestion is that the protective duty should not 
apply? 

Mr. Sootsdn.-We have recommended a duty of not more than 11 per 
cent. on British ·ma.nufactures; that is really the utmost that can be recog
nised as being called for by the Bombay mills. In 1922 the duty was 
raised from 11 to 15 per cent. but was defeated in the Legislature and 
reduced to 11 per cent. the following month. 

Mr. Boag.-The question of protection was not up then. The duty was 
put up to 11 per cent. simply in order to raise revenue. There was no 
question of protecting the industry then. 

Mr. Scotson.-That is so. However, after the Ta·riff Board sat in 1926, 
Go~er~ment stated that they could not accept the recommendation of the 
majority of the Board and definitely stated that in their opinion a case 
had not been established for a general increase in the duty a.s a. measure 
of protection. Again in 1930, the Commerce Member definitely stated that 
the additional protection was given as a purely temporary measure dictated 
by the necessities of the moment and not as the fina.l decision of a. considered 

. policy. On these ground, and from our own a.ctual experience we consider 
that 11 per cent. is a reasonable figure so far' as it relates to goods from 
the United Kingdom. 

President.-Would you be prepared· to accept this: Supposing on an, 
examination of the costs of the Indian industry now we found that not 11 
per cent. but something higher than that was necessary then it would be a 
question of our finding a fact as against your fact? 

Mr. Scotson.-If it was proved that a. somewha.t greaJter protection than' 
11 per cent. was required then we should have no alternative but to 
agree. 

President.-When I read your representation the impression that I 
gathered was that you would like the duties on goods imported from the 
United Kingdom to be placed entirely on a revenue basis. Now, in the' 
tll:riff schedule there is a definite section devoted to protective duties that· 
is part VII of the tariff schedule. The reason of that. is that any duty 
which is included in part VII cannot be altered accordmg to 'the budget 
requirements of Government from year to year. Supposing we accepted 
,our suggestion of granting protection for three years, although it is 11 
per cent. or 15 per cen~. the mom~nt it is. ~noluded in part VII financial 
exigencies wont affect It. That gIVes stabIhty to the mdustry. 

Mr. Scot&on.-That is true. 
President.-'Vould you objeC't to the in('l~sion of the duty jn t~e pro

tective part of the schedule, that is to say It would not vary durmg the 
protective period? . . . 

Mr. Allen.-We would nO.t obje('t to 11 per cent. bem~ class~fied as a 
protective duty: what ~e really feel is that 11 per ('ent. IS a bIg enough 
difference between our Imports and Bomba.y. 

President.-When you are speaking of your imports what ki~ o.f yarn 
are you thinking of. What is the mini.mum ~ount? May I ta e It ~hat 
there is hardly any import from the Umted Kmgdom up to 40s? 

Mr. Scot..on.-Hardly any under 408. 
Pre.ident.-That ('an be taken as representative? . . 
Mr. Scofson.-Yes. Our point. is thi~.;We would a('('ept 11 per cent. 

or such other additional prote<"tlOn wh~ch you m.ay find that ~he· trade 
required to be ('\assified in that partlC'ular seC'bon as protective duty. 
but anv in('rease on that· by way of sur('harge for revenue purposes should 
be counterbalanced by an ex('ise duty on Indian goods. 

President.-Tha.t I might take as the considered view of the Chamber? 

Mr. scotson.-Yes... . 
Prp,sid,nt.-With regard to 30s and. 40. it. is perfeMly trIll; at. present 

that hardly any imports from the Umted Kmgdom come which IS below 
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4Os. Supposing we fixed a duty based upon the cost of the Indian industry 
!>f making 3Osx40s and comparing their cost with the price they are 
able to realise; we have got to apply that duty on imports from alhcountries. 
It is perfectly true that no imports below 40s now come from the United 
Kingdom but the duty which is now applicable to, 30s and 408 must be 
applicable to goods coming from all countries. My point is this. If you 
look at page 40 of the Tariff Board Report of 1927, they write as follows:-

" It was, for example, not until we were well on with our enquiry that 
we discovered that according to the most reliable estimate we were able 
to obtain, namely, that of the Manchester jJhamber of Commerce, cloth 
containing warp or weft of counts between 30s and 40s forms about 
40 to 45 per cent. of the total export cloth from the United Kingdom 
to ~is country." 

VVould you accept that? 

Mr. Scotson.-In 1927 it was a correct statement. 

President.-Therefore the ground on which I would ask for the applica
tion of the duty relating to 30s and 40s from the United Kingdom is that 
unless this duty is enforced on all countries L'nited Kingdom would get 
a benefit over Japan which will enable them to increase their imports of 
30s and 40s on somewhat like the scale' which prevailed four or five years 
ago. That was the ground on which the rate was based. 

Mr. Allen.-In these 30s to 40s the highest predominating figure was 38s. 

President.-As a matter of fact the statement that Mr. Hardy makes in 
his report is rather inconsistent with what you say. We would rather say 
it is mostly 40s. 

Mr. Scotson.-I should like to get the figures out for you. 

President.-I should be grateful if you would. If you accept the state
ment as it stands then my own conclusion is that in dhoties in 1925-26. 
30s to 40s must have formed 80 per cent. of the imports from the United 
Kingdom. 

Mr. Scotson.-I will get out the figures for you. 

President.-Now I come to the question of artificial silk. That is the 
suggestion you make in reply to question 43. What you are suggesting 
there is if artificial silk is used to the extent of 15 per cent., then the goods 
should be liable to revenue duty. 

Mr. Scotson.-Reyenue duty on woollen goods. 

President .-Or cotton goods a;' the case may be. 

lIfr. Scotson.-Yes. 

President.-That is to say the duty applicable to goods made of the 
material which forms the predominant part. 

Mr. Scotson.-Yes. 

President.-The difficulty which I feel with regard to that suggestion 
is supposing we suggest a duty slightly higher than the normal revenue 
duty to cotton piecegoods. Let us take it that after next year the normal 
revenue duty is going to be 11 per cent. Supposing we find that a duty 
of 17 per cent. is required for cotton piecegoods for argument's sake? 

lIfr. Scotson.-Yes. 

President.-If a mnn wants to get his cotton piecegoods into the 
country at 11 per cent., all that he haa to do is to use 5 per cent. of 
artificial silk. 

Mr. Scotson.-Thnt is exactly what is happening. 

President.-Supposing the revenue duty and the protective duty lin 
piecegoods were both 11 per cent., th(>u there would be no difficulty. 
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Mr. Scotson.-8ometime ago cotton and artificial silk goods, provided 
the amount of artificial silk did not exceed t th of the area, were admitted 
at the rate ruling for cotton goods . 

. . Presiden~.-If it happens that the general rate of duty applicable to 
plecego~ds IS hIgher than the revenue duty, if that happens, then the 
only thmg that we can do with regard to this matter is that as far as 
cotton is concerned, the duty applicable to this class of artificial silk 
must not be higher than the duty on cotton piecegoods. 

Mr. Scotson.-Yes. Where the artificial silk is in the form of orna-
mentation either in the way of stripes or borders or a floral designs. 

President.-If artificial silk forms part of the warp or weft? 
Mr. Scotson.-Where it is only an ornamentation of the cloth. 
President.-Is ornamentation sufficiently specific for customs purposes? 
Mr. Scotson.-Yes. It is either embroidery or woven stripes, there being 

80 many stripes across the full width or embroidered. 
President.-That definition would give rise to a lot of dispute. 
Mr. Scotson.-Not, where it is definitely ornamentation. 
President.-I should like to think over the point, but my reading at 

present is that whatever duty is applicable to cotton piecegoods would 
have to apply to this. The only concession that one can think of is this: 
supposing on artificial silk goods from Japan which come into competition 
it was necessary to levy 50 per cent., then this class of goods would not 
bear 50 per cent. but would bear only the lower duty that was applicable 
to cotton piecegoods. Anything lower than the duty on cotton piecegoods, 
I think would be somewhat difficult. 

Mr. Allen.-Except as regards embroidery goods. 
President.-If it is embroidery, the Customs people can accept. I should 

like to take up this question with some senior Oollector of Customs. Subject 
to that my present inclination is. to consider it' on the basis of duty appli
cable to cotton piecegoods. 

Mr. Scotson.-It is a very specialised trade. 
President.-8o far as woollen goods are concerned, there is only the 

normal rate of duty to be considered. 
Mr. Allen.-Qn embroidery woollen goods it is 341 per cent. 
President.-It is considered an artificial mixture. That is a point we 

will consider. 
Mr. Scotson.-In connection with that, telegrams have been exchanged 

between Mr. George Morgan, C.I.E., M.L.A., and the Chamber, as follows:-

Telegram dated Calcutta, 10th September 1932. 
From-The Bengal Chamber of Commerce. 
To-George Morgan Esq., C.I.E., M.L.A. 

Piecegoods Sub-Oommittee understand it is pOSSIble to import under 
Serial No. 125 of Schedule II of Customs Tariff at 34£ per cent. ad valorem 
cotton goods containing a fractional admixture of artificial silk thus avoiding 
higher duty of 50 per cent. Has Oentral Board of Revenue considered 
the possibilities of evasion afforded under Serial No. 125 in respect of goods 
which are not bona fide admixtures. Please wire. 

Telegram dated Simla, 12th September 1932. 

From-George Morgan Esq., C.I.E., M.L.A. 
To-The Bengal Chamber of Commerce. 

Your telegram Piecegoods point was considered but could not be dealt 
with by notification under Section three Tariff Act which raised duty on 
cotton piecegoods. Situation being watched with view to legislation if 
necessary. Legislation in any case inevitable January-March session after 
Tariff Board Reports. 
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President.-Would you mind sending us copies of these notes that you 
placed before us this morning? 

Mr. Scotson.-Yes. 
President.-There is. only one otber point I want to ask you. Has 

· there been any increase in J aphnese c.Lf. prices during the past 3 or 4 
.months? 

Mr. Scotson.-Yes. 
President.-A marked increase? 
Mr. Scotson.-Just the same as English goods. 
President.-That we noticed. In the June prices that we got from 

the Calcutta Oustom House, there has been very considerable increase in 
Lancashire goods. 

Mr. Scotson.-Yes. 
President.-I didnJt notice that in Japanese prices 6 weeks or 2 montbs 

ago. Yesterday we were given figures by the Marwari Chamber of Commerce 
that the price has gone up in the course of 2 months from 4·5 to 6'74 yen 
c.i.f. 

Mr, Scotson.-It seems on the top side. 
P1'esident.-That is more than can be explained by the cotton price. 

,If cotton goes up 50. per cent., you have a rise in the price of piecegoods 
of 25 percent. 

Mr . .illarcos.-There is also another thing to btl considered. The depre
· ciation of the yen works now the othtlr way 11111)11 t. 

President.-How do you mean? 
Ml'. Marcos.-Last 'year they had the higher rate of exchange in order 

to buy cotton. This year not only the cotton has gone up, but their yen 
· is down. 

President.-They have to pay more yen for cot~on. 
Mr, Marcos.-Thtl two together put up the pri~e. 

President,-That of course is II controversial POi.lt. I do not know how 
much they are going to buy. 

Mr. Rahimtoola,-We have received a repl'eser.tation also through you 
from the Calcutta Import Trade Association. J:hat deals entirely with piece-
good~. . 

lofr. Scotson.-The Chairman of the Import Trade Association is here. 
MI'. Rahimtoola.-We have received a letter that you are supporting 

tlie views of the Bengal Chamber of Commerce. 
Mr. Edwardes Evans . ...:....Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-You have told us that there are 3 or 4 members of 

your Association who happen to be Managing Agents of some of the mills 
here and I take it that when this is representing the Bengal Chamber of 
Commerce, they have had some voice in recommending this to the Tari1f 
Board. 

Mr. lVriaht.-1 don't think they will be speaking on bella If of those 
mills. 

M~. Rahim'toola.-I am not talking about the mills. I am simply taki~g 
into consideration that when 1\ representation is for,,.arued to 1\ body like 
the Tariff Board or other Association, members might happen to be interested 
in the question either as manufacturers 0.1' as impol'ters and I take it when 
a representation is sent from a body of that. character, that both points 
of view are more or less represented ill this. That is why I' raised the 
.first question whether it is ouly one side which is represented, 

Mr; Ru.ssell.-We are speaking on behalf of the Chamber speaking from 
the point of view of importers pure and simple. 

-Mr. Raldnttoola.-In ~pite of the fact that y~u bavemanufacturers 
amongst you? . 
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MT. Russell.-We may hiLVI!J members in the Chamber who are the 
Managing Agents of Mills. As such they don't bring any interest to belLI" 
upon the view.s of the Chamber. 

MT. RahimtoQ/a.-I am simply asking you about the measure of protec
tion that you have discussed here and it occurred to me whether the pro
tection that you have recommended for 3 years is a matter which you 
have seriously considered to be ,an adequate protection to the industry. 

Mr. Scotson.-We consider that as a Ohamber and not on behalf of' ,ny 
mill. 3 years is a sufficient time for the effect of the increase in duty to 
make itself felt. 

MT. Rahimtoola.-You know one of the objects of granting protection, 
is not only to maintain the existing mills in this country, but the pro
tection must be o{ such a nature as to give an impetus to the ind1,lstry 
for its development with the idea that there would be a number of ~ills 
started in India and may make India self-supporting as far as cloth - is 
concerned. That can't be done unless a minimum protection is given and 
for a fixed number of years. Therefore· I want to know whether this aspect 
was considered when you mentioned a period of 3 years. 

MT. Scotson.-We had considered that. What we considered was 3 years. 
If the Tariff Board considered a period of 4 or 5 years was necessary, ,we 
would have .no objection. 

bIT. Ra1timtoola.-You are not seriously sticking to the period of 3 years; 
MT. RusseZl.-From our point of view gwen the established principle, that 

protection is to be granted, it is our considered opinion that it should be 
given for a definite period. 

bIT. Ra1timtoola.-The second point that you have m~ntioned is you h,avll 
drawn a distinction between the British goods' and non-British goods in 
answer to question 39 and you have mentioned the difference is 29 per' cent. 
between the two. I would like to know whether you have considered seriously 
that this should ,be th~ a,dequate protection for the British imports .oIl' this 
is the general 'idea' that you have got. 

MT. Scotson.-Our view is based to a very great extent on the fact that 
when the duty was 311 per cent. it did not prevent the Japanese froIrl 
competing with the Indian mills a.nd therefore we considered that they were 
entitled to additional protection based on the Yen at par. 

MT. Rallimfoola.-My point is this. The present difference, before the 
ad inter·i11l,· report, was 6t per cent. between the two duties British and 
non-British. 

MT. Scofson.-Yes. 
MT. Rahimtoola.-Your proposal now is that the difference sh.ould, be 

raised to 29 per cent. 
MT. Scotson.-Yes. The reason' for this· is that we contend that there 

are practicallY,' no British goods coming in competition. 
MT. Ra1timtoola.-You mean with the Indian mills? 
bIT. Scotson.-Yes. Therefore we consider that only the mmlmum pro

tection 'against British goods is .requir!d. In the cas~ of ~ apanese, good.s, 
the position is entirely different as. they. are co~petmg With Bo~bay III 
practically every class. For ~h~treason, lrresp~ctlve of what the ~Ifference 
is between the duties on, BntJsh and non-BritIsh goods, we consider that 
40 per cent. would be required to give necessary protection for the .Bombay 
mills. 

MT Ra1timto~la.-As you have worked out a difference of 29 per cent., 
I want to know. whether, the, Chljomber:s, view is tha~ there. should be a 
differential system of duties as between Japan and Umted Kmgdom. That 
is the only point I want'to'get at? , 

lI-IT Scotson.-We based ou~ iJeas not with the view to obtaining pre
feren~ for goods from the United Kingdom but from the point of view of 
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competition with the Indian mills. As we have already stated British 
goods do not" now compete with IndiaJl. made cloths except to a very'. small 
extent whereaa in the case of Japanese goods there is serious competition. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-8hould I put it this way? In order to make the 
differential duty effective between Japan and Lamlashire, 29 per cent. 
difference would meet the case? 

Mr. Scotson..-40 per cent. is not for the assistance of Lancashire; it is 
for the assistance of Bombay. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-Having regard to the fact that 11 per cent. and 40 
per cent. are the figures which you ha:ve left to th~ Ta~iff Bo~rd for. adjust
ment, the point I want to get at IS the effectIve prC)tectlOn WhlCJ;1 the 
differential duties would involve. You are talking of the consumer's pomt of 
view when you say that a certain class of goods comi~g fro~ Britain is 
not competing with Indian goods manufactured to-day m IndIa except to 
the extent of 4 per cent. which you have said? 

Mr. Scotson..-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-That is the reason why you want a lower duty on 

British goods rather than an equal duty on all classes of goods coming into 
India? 

Mr . .icotson.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-In arriving at the figures, the question you have taken 

into account is the competition of British a~ainst Indian goods and not 
British goods against Japanese? 

Mr. Scotlon..-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-You have raised at the beginning of the discussion 

t.he point that certain classes of goods coming from the Continent should' 
be classed as British goods. 

Mr. Scotson.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Is this the firet time that you have raised this issue? 
Mr. Scotson..-It is because we have felt that the Tariff Board which 

is now sitting is going to lay down the policy which continue for some 
time. We feel also that it might assist a trade which is not in competition 
with the Indian mills. Therefore we think that the present time is the 
most opportune time. . 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-I thought that you had raised this proposal in view 
of the increase in the duty to 50 per cent. on non-British goods. This new 
duty I thought must have hit the British goods coming indirectly through 
the Continent P 

Mr. Scotson..-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-l\Iay I take it that it was how your proposal emanated? 

Mr. Scotson.-Partly and also we considered that they should be put on 
more favourable basis seeing that goods are manufactured in England and 
only a very small portion of the manufactures takes place outside of England. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-I should like to understand about the cotton goods 
manufactured in India above 40s. You have told us that it is only 4 per 
oent. that is at present manufactured. These figures I take it, as yO\! 
have yourself mentioned, have been obtained from the Director of Commer
cial Intelligence and Statistics. I am only asking you with reference to the 
point raised in your memorandum (see page 3). Let me begin by putting a 
question about the goods that are turned out in Indiar-never mind about 
the percentage. What do you think of the quality of the finer classes of 
Indian goods that have come, into the market? 

Mr. Scotson-.-Comparing them with the British goods? 
1I1r. Rahimtoola.-Not exactly comparing with British goods because they 

would not be so fine. But I want to know whether you think that they have
a future or not? 
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MT. Scotson.-I have not seen their very fine goods. As regards their 
white shirtings I should 9ay that there are possibilities of that trade. 

Mr. Bah~mtoola.-I am asking you in regard to the four points that 
you have ralse~. I shall. take them one by one. You say "In our opinion 
fur~h~r protection w~uld. mcrease .the cost to the consumer without materially 
asslstmg Bombay mtlls m capturmg part of Lancashire's trade in the finer' 
qualities which owing to various factors climate labour raw material and 
equipment cannot be produced in India". Th~ first point is climate. I 
suppose there you are considering the question of humidity? ' 

Mr. Scotson.-Yes. 
Mr . .Ra.himtoola.-i: understand that certain mills here have taken steps 

to get rid of this difficulty or the defect as you have called it. 
Mr. Allen.-It is not so successful as the natural thing. 
Mr . .Ra.himt,oola.-I want to know whether you have seen it? 
Mr. Allen.-Yes. 
Mr . .Ra.himtoola.-You still think that it is defective? 
Mr. AlIen.-That is the best that can be done outside the normal at

mosphere. 
Mr.' .Ra.himtoola.-The Board has had an opportunity of seeing the mill 

erected with that system. I think it is very satisfactory. 

Mr. AlIen.-Yes. As far as artificial kinds of development are concerned, 
but the point of view of labour it is not satisfactory. It is not a healthy 
condition. 

Mr. Scotson.-I do not like to say that without proper examination 
but I shall make a note of it. 

Mr. Bahimtoola.-As regards the raw material, I take it that most of the 
mills are now using a large amount of imported cotton P 

Mr. Scotson.-Yes. 
Mr . .Ra.himtoola.-They are using Egyptian, African and American 

cotton. 
Mr. Scotson.-But not much. 
Mr. Bahimtoola.-The figures this year are very high. It is nearly 

470,000 bales. Out of that I should 8ay about a third came from America. 
and the rest partly from Egypt and partly from Uganda. 

Mr. Scot3on.-A lot of that is not necessarily for .yarn of 40s. A lot of 
it is used 32s. In order to get the same appearance as that of Lancashire 
goods, they are making 328 from the imported Uganda cotton. 

President.-We put that question to the Cotton Committee: Out r1f tbe 
total imports of cotton last year (1931-32) you might take about a third as 
representing more or less cotton below one inch, from which you can make 
up to 35s. I should say a little more than half of it is cotton out of which 
you can make higher counts .than 40s which ranged from 1" and 1,)- II to 
somewhere about li". One third was Egyptian from which you could spin 
very high counts of yarn. 

Mr. Allen.-I does not bring it up to more than 4·1 per cent. 
President.-As a matter of fact if you take the total quantity of yarn 

spun in India last year of counts above 40s, that really represents also. the 
consumption of imported yarn of quality higher than 40s. The two things 
must give the same results excepting allowance for stocks of imported 
cotton. 

Mr . .Ra.himtoola.-I was not looking at the percentage figure. I am only 
drawing your attention to the def~cts that you .have' !f1en~ioned .in the 
representation that you have ~ubmltted.. The third pOI.nt IS eqmp!f1ent. 
I should like to know what was In your mind when you said that. Is It the 
machinery for fine counts that you are thinking of? 

Mr. Allen.-Yes. 
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Mr. Rahimtoola.:-If the industry gets sufficient protection, it can instaJ. 
tht' machinery. 

1I1r. Allen.-It is all going to. add very much to the expense. 
¥r. Rahi"'!'toola.-If India is to be made self sufficient in respect of gQQds 

she IS consumIng at present, the CQst of productiQn will have to be taken into 
consideration. 

Mr. Allen.-Our, point really is that the. scheme which involves new 
machinery and humidifiers involves extra expense and even with. humidifiers 
the lab QUI' here will not prQbably be as ht'althy as it is at home. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-Are yQU referring to housing conditions of labour? 

lIlr. Allen . ..,-Due to the climate generally the man here is not as efficient 
a wo~ker as th~ Lacashire. spinner ~r weaver. Then as regards the raw 
material, there IS the qut'sbon of frt'lght. In vit'w of the extra price that 
has gQt to be paid fQr this we dQn't think that the BQmbay mills would 
cap~ure a, large part of the fine trade. Where th!lY have suitable CQtton at 
their dOQr for the coarse trade they ought to be able to hold their own. 
If tht':y' cannot hold their own in coarse cQunts, they wQn't be able to do. 
much In fine counts made from imported cQttQn. 

lIlr. Rahimtoola.-I want to. know why they cannot do. that with impQrted 
CQtton. 

lIlr. Allen.-They ha!e not got the cottQn at their dQor. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-That cotto~ is nQt sufficient for finer CQunts. One of 
the most important recQmmendations of the last Tariff BQard is tha,t thp. 
Bombay mills should go. in for higher counts. 

lIlr. Scotson.-That is to. hQld their own against Ahmedabad. 
Ml'. Rahimtoola.-Not only to meet the compt'titio'n against Ahmedabad 

hut to cater fQr the taste of the peQple and cQmpete against impQrts. 

~ !tIl'. Scotson.-Our PQint is that it will increase tht'ir price. 
lIfr. Rahillttoola.-I quite agree. If India needs a large amQunt of fine 

goQds, then tht're shQuld be no. difficulty in manufacturing them in this 
cQuntry prQvided adequate protection is given fQr a number of years. 

1I1r. Allen.-I agree, at a. priet'o 
lIlr. Ral,imtoola.-Yes, but we must 10Qk to the future develQpment of 

the Industry. 
Mr. Allen.-It will be at the expen~e of the consumer. 
lIl'T. Rahimtoola.-The CQnsumer must suffer fQr the time being fQr the 

'benefit Qf the country as a whole.' In the case of erery prQtectiQn .that 
you give for a number of years, the, consumer is bound to. be penalised to. 
that extent? 

l1{r.' Scotson.-Yes. 
1I1r. lWhimtoola.-It is only the intt'~nal competition that can make 

the price come down if the demand is less than the supply. 

lIlr. Scotson.-Yt's. 
Mr. Rahillttoola.-At the end of page 3 of your memorandum yQU say 

that the prt'st'nt protection of 15 per cent. on British manufactured goods 
had its effect. I want to know whether this statement requires any qualifi
cation or nQt? 

Mr. Allen.-We have admitted 11 per cent. 
1I1r. Rahimtoola.-That is not the point. I am not going in to the 

question gf, percentage now. I am talking of the PQint of view that you 
have raised namely ,that the 15 per cent. protection has been a success. 
PrQbably you are taking' into (llillSSideration· the' import figures; As British 
imports have fallen you say that the scheme has been a success. You say 
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" .As one ,of the reasons for applying, ~ goods of British manufacture, a 
lower rate of duty, namely 15 per cent., he pointed out that in the. Govern
ment's view nothing in excess of that rate was needed by way 'of protection, 
experience having .sufficiently shown that this was the case" I want to ·know 
whether they agree with this view. What is the position to-day? . .' 

Mr. Allen.-What I said before. We think that 11 per cent. is enough. 
Mr. RllBleZl.-It holds good to-day. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-I was wondering whether 'you took in that connection 

the question of the Bwadeshi movement and the boycott of British goods that 
was in this country sometime back. You are I. think relying more or less 
on the import figures for saying that as the imports have been replaced to 
a large extent by Indian, the scheme of protection has been successful. 

Mr. Marcos.-Do you mean to say that but for the swadeshi movement 
the importations would have been larger? 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-I was asking you whether that was the point. 
Mr. Scotson.-We think that probably the boycott has· assisted Indian 

mills to increase their production but the duty has been very effective. That 
i8 also one of the reasons why Bombay has gained at the expense of Britain. 

Mr. RllsseU.-In our opinion neither we nor anybody else could analyse 
these two factors sufficiently and say that so much is due to one and so 
much due to another. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-From a lay-man's point of view I may say this. In 
the first non-co-operation movement during Lord Irwin's time, when I was 
in the Legislative Assembly, feeling throughout the country was very keen 
and the people would not touch British goods at all for any price. Even 
now we have been told by one Association that there are large quantities 
of British goods sealed and not allowed to be sold. 

Mr. Scotson.-The boycott movement was at its worst in 1930 and part 
of 1931. This year there has been no boycott. The imports from 1931 woul<\ 
probably give one a good idea. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-Can you supply us those figures? 
Mr. Scotson.-We have no such figu!es by us. 
M,·. R1l8sell.-One point crops up there. Of the quotations that come at 

the present day from Lancashire a proportion of these goods, dhotis at any 
rate, are now coming in half bales as distinguished from full sized .bales. 

President.-I think we would rather go on the import trade figures, that 
i! the import trade returns. 

Mr. Scotson.-I think that is a much more satisfactory way. 

President.-On page 5 of your representation you say" ....... the 
United Kingdom's share of trade declined from over 80 per cent. to und~r 
60 per cent. in the short space of four years . . . . " ,How long has thls 
been going onP' 

Mr. Scotson.-Since 1927. 
President.-We will look into the figures you have supplied us. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-You say in answer to qp,~tion 9 that the preseI!-t duty 
on imported yarns is crippling the handloom mdustry .. We were glven to 
understand that handloom weavers are at pr~sent sufferm~ because they are. 
using foreign yarn. Have you heard anythmg about thlsP 

Mr. Scotson.-For a time when the boycott movement was on. in. 19~O 
I think that was true to a certain extent because I know ,?f one dlstrlct 10 

Bengal where looms definitely closed down, over the question of. yaJ.'Il, but 
now the position has improved because there has been a deClded better 
offtake of British yarns. 

Mr. Rakimtoola.-That ~eans that the boycott is not so intense nowP 

Mr. Scobon.-That is so. 

COTTON TEXTILE--VOL. V x 
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Mr. Rahimtopla..-I sUppose the lIame pOIIition holtle good \Vith refereuce 
to artificial silk yarn. You say that the position has altered. 

Mr. Scotson.-So far as artificial silk yarn for the handloom industry is 
concerned I am not in a position to say. 

Mr. &hLmtooZa.-Mills generally in Bombay are not using artificial silk 
yarn but artificial silk yarn may be used to a certain extent by the handloom 
industry. I was wondering whether that position has altered. 

Mr. Seotsofl.-We don't deal with that at all in our reply to the question
naire. Our ·reply there is more or less with reference to Mr. Hardy's figures; 
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INDIAN MERCHANTS' CHAMBER, BOMBAY. 

Evidence of Messrs. MANU SUBEDAR. J. c. SETALVAD and 
J. Ie. MEHTA, representing the Indio Merchants' . 

Ch8ll1ber, recorded at Bombay on Friday, 
the 26th Augud, 1932. 

President.-Mr. Subedar, you are Vice-President of the Indian Merchants' 
Cbamber? 

Mr. Subedalr.-Yes. 
President.-Mr. Setalvad, you are a Member of the Committee? 
Mr. Setal"ad.-Yes. 
President.-Mr. Mehta, you are Secretary? 
Mr. Mehta.-Yes. . 
President.-Mr. Subedar, your Chamber is definitely in support of the 

claim of protection? 
Mr.' Subedar.-Yes. 
President.-Subiect of course to the various qualifications you have 

mentioned in the course of your representation? 
Mr. Subedar.-Subiect to the various conditions. 
President.-you start your statement with a gentle word of criticism 

regarding the hesitating and ineffective recommenda~ions made by this Board 
in the past? I am not raising the point in any spirit of complaint, but 
I should like to know a little more concretely from the Chamber what their 
ideas are with rel!;ard to the method. by which the measure of protect may 
be determined. I will tell you precisely what my· point is. As you are 
familiar with the work of the Tariff Board in the past, it is not 'necessary 
for me to go into the details of its work. What we jrenerally do in enquiries 
of this kind is to determine' the fair selling price for the Indian industry 
and then we take the import price less duty, take the difference between 
the two and fix that as tqe measure of protection required. Now what you 
feel apparently about that method is that it is likely to result sometimes 
in less than adequate .protection for the industry. Have I understood your 
point? ' 

Mr. Subedar.-I have understood the question. The Chamber does not 
want to criticise the machinery of the Tariff Board. If that is implied by 
our wording. that is not our intention. Our intention is that in the past 
the Tariff Board in relation to certain other industries have gone so 
closely and cut it so fine that really the s1iechtest waft or wind of :fiuctuati\lns, 
either in freight, import price or fair selling price, has upset their. calcula
tions and the industry has been deprived of the protection whIch they 
intended to confer on that industry. The standard case was steel. The 
other case I have in mind is the wagon industry and the constructional 
industry. 

Presidewt.-you mean industries allied to steel? 
Mr. Subedar.-Yes. Still other industries which one would think of 

are those in which the existing concerns may have kept on like the Titaghnr 
Paper Mills. We don't see mu~h extra production. We don't see new 
foctories coming into exi&i;ence. 

President.-Mav I take it from a practicai point of view your sugges
tions comes to this that in adopting the method which we have adopted in 
the nast it is necessary, having arrived at the final figure of protection, 
to allow' a margin against eventualities. Will that he right? . 

1['1'. Subetkr'l'.-It ia nec0>8sary to I'r, on t.1Ie !ride of exirn protecttorf 
.. I hllve P\lt it in thla 4l'aft. . 
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President.-That is really the pOint where I want you to make your 
position a little more concrete. I will put the case in this way. Suppos
ing in regard to say, some particular kind of cloth~plain grey for instance
we arrive at a figure of 16 annas a lb. as the price which will yield the 
Indian industry, let us say, a return of 10 per ·cent. on capital after allow
ing for depreciation, and other things. The import price less duty, let us 
say, is 12 annas and on our usual method, we fix the duty at 4 annas. 
Now am I right in thinking that your position is instead of fixing it at 
4 annas we should allow a margin, a further margin of say one or two annas 
according to the estimate that the Tariff Board. can form of the possible 
fluctuations which may occur in regard to imports or in regard to the costs 
of the industry during the period of protection-that is to say a certain 
margin must be allowed after the Board has made its meticulous calcula
tions against eventualities. 

Mr .. Subedar.-You have stated it correctly with the exception of this 
that whilst we would like this margin to be allowed for fluctuations in cer
tain factors affecting either the cost of production or the selling price of the 
imported article-which may be in the case of the imported article such as 
reduction in freight, reduction in insurance rate or any other factors or 
subventions or cheaper finance which might affect the import price; similarly 
something might inj?rease the cost of production ........... . 

President.-Such as extra taxation? 
Mr. Subedar.-I was going to start with local taxation; such as local 

taxation, municipal rates, extra railway rates affecting cotton or any of the 
articles used, extra inspection fees-these have occurred in the last three 
years and therefore to your four annas you must add two annas more 
for all these contingencies; we would also like a further provision for 
automatic adjustments to factors for which no such provision can be made 
in advance, namely the exchange. 

President.-8upposing you have a general off-setting measure, that is 
to say, an off-setting measure not merely in relation to exchange variations 
but in relation to any kind of drop in import price--supposing you have a 
general off-setting provision of that kind P 

Mr. Subedar.-The provision would involve the setting up of machinery 
which would act automatically without reference to the Legislature. 

President.-That has always been the intention of the Tariff Board. 
Mr. SubedOll".-Yes, that has always been the weakness of the system 

, in operation so far. 
President.-As regards the weakness of that -operation, it is necessary 

to consider the precise process through which that particular weakness has 
resulted. As a matter of fact you will find that both in the recommendations 
of the Tariff Board and in the form in which the provision is embodied 
ill the Protection Act, no reference to the Legislature is contemplated. 
Could we as a Tariff Board go any further than that P 

Mr. Subedar.-No. If you thought that the intention of the Legisla
ture t) give protection would be thwarted by new factors which might 
arise either affecting the cost of production internally or affecting the selling 
price of the imported article and protection would therefore be thwarted
in the changing order of the world to-day then you could recommend to 
Government that some machinery should be set up which would automatically 
adjust the duties particularly on the higher side if and when necessary. 

President.-Let me now summarise your position. Your position is this.. 
First. after we have made these precise calculations regarding the measure 
of protection on the usual basis we should allow a certain margin for 
eveniualitiel;, o\'entualities which may occur either on the side of Indian' 
ct.st or on t.he side of import price. Then, in addition to that margin we
must have a provision for automatic off-setting duties. 

Alr. Subedar.-My submissioR i& that protection muSt llroteet. 
President.-lf it does not protect, i~ is 11Seless. 
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Mr. Subedar.-It is only useful to Government for raising revenue. 
Prelident.-Sometimes it does not do even that. 
Mr. Subedar:-It is often useful for- that purpose. Our submission is 

that protection should be definite. Therefore it should be so definite that 
it may not fail, as it has unfortunately failed in several instan~ in the past. 

President.-I was wondering when I read your statement whether you 
had at the back of your mind an idea of this kind. As you know, under 
the present Safeguarding Industries Act, and I believe also under the pre
sent Abnormal Import Duties Act, what they do is not to arrive at a 
precise figure on the method adopted out here but they look at the facts 
of the industry, look generally at the cost of import price and so on
they appear to have certain standard rates of duty, viz., 25, 331-, 50, 75 
and 100 per cent.-and arrive at the general conclusion "in this parti
cular case what appears to suit the industry is 50 per cent. and therefore 
we fix it at 50 per cent.". If that was the alternative presented to you, 
would you consider that more suitable? 

Mr. Subedar.-It depends entirely on the idea which Government have 
at the back of their mind in interpreting the policy of the Legislature. 
If the idea is that they would prefer the expansion of the industry rather 
than merely the preservation thereof, then we would certainly prefer the 
method which you.have outlined just now as the English method, viz., a big 
lump duty erring rather on the side of bigness than on the side of small
ness and watching the results thereof. 

President.-Except this that if you don't make some attempt at precise 
calculations, the fixation of a general duty may result in the protection 
granted being entirely ineffective. You take the risk. 

Mr. Subedar.~1 admit that, and I would submit a further consideration. 
While there is a scale of revenue duties in India, we would probably prefer 
not to break with the Indian tradition at once and therefore in our state
ment we have suggested rather a larger basic duty and then a provision for 
an automatic adjustment. 

Pruident.-That is going back to your own proposals? 
Mf". Subedaf".-Tha~ is not taking the English design straight away and 

not breaking too abruptly with the Indian traditions. It will be keeping to 
the Indian traditions but on the lines of the English Act make an extra 
provision. 
. President.-Your basic duty would be 16 annas? 

Mr. Subedar.-Yes. Then there would be a provision that when there 
is an exchange or other unforeseen cloud that threatens the industry, some
body must act at once-not as in the past. 

President.-With regard to the off-setting provision, would you fix the 
maximum? 

Mr. Subedar.-I would not. When such a catastrophe as the deprecia-
tion of the yen occurs ........... . 

President.-That was precisely what I was thinking of. 
Mr. Subedar.-I admit such catastrophes do not occur every day but 

when they do, I don't want the Government to be unprepared. 

President.-It was precisely with reference to that question. that idea 
cropped up. I find in what are called a~ti-exch~nge dumpi~g duties, in 
practically every country, they fix a certam maXImum, that 18 to say the 
duty that you can levy under the Anti-Exchange Dumping Act must not 
exceed the figure mentioned in the Act-l think the general provision is 
about 50 per cent. That is to say, the exchange may depreciate consider
ably more than 50 per cent. but the duty that you can enforce· under the 
Act is limited. 

Mr. Subedar.-The.limitatioll, as.far as I am aware, is with l"eference to 
the powers given to the administrative officers but. t):J.e ,po')Ver of, the Legisla. 
t.UJ:e is not limited. 111 England duties are just now at 100 ~er llenl!. whicn 
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the Board of Trade' could, without any reference to the British Parliament, 
impose under those two Acts on any article. 

Prcsidcnt.-But then if the Government of the United Kingdom found it 
necessary to levy 'a duty higher than that thev would have to get fresh 
legislation? ' • 

Mr. SubciU:lr.-I quite agree, 
Presidcnt.-But you would not agree to have a maximum? 
Mr. Subedar.-That is a matter of administration. Apart from that, I 

would have no objection if 100 per cent. was given, 
Mr. Boag.-As the limit of his discretion? 
Mr. Subedar.-Yes. 
Prcsidcnt.-Practically the hasic duty would have to be doubled. 
Mr. Subedar.-I would like the Board to recommend to the Legislature 

to be prepared by some quick machinery specially to exceed even that if 
such a catastrophe were to occur because otherwise all the protective work 
which may have resulted by previous grant of protection in one or two 
years would all be wiped out by a blow of this kind from which the industry 
would take two or three years to recover. . 

President.-In that case, the best thing is not to suggest any maximum. 
If you suggested 100 per cent. and you further recommended to the Legisla
ture that if circumstances required it would have to go beyond 100 per 
cent., everybody concerned would be frightened. It is much better not to 
make any reference to the maximum. 

Mr. Subedar.-I submit that everybody concerned would be re-assured. 
They will feel that they are in a safe position and that they can go ahead 
in the legitimate activities and they would be protected in their legitimat~ 
activities by the Government. 

Mr. Boag.-The representative of the consumer would be alarmed by the 
prospect of additional taxation. 

Mr. Subedar.-No. The consumer would not lose because as in the case 
of the yen, the extra duty would. not raise the price to him. 

President.-What I feel in the matter is this. In the Tariff Act now 
there is a provision which confers sufficient power! upon Government to 
levy additional duties without any reference to the Legislature. Now with 
regard to the Steel industry in my own experience I believe there have been 
occasions when it was necessary for the industry to seek additional assistance 
and on everyone of those occasions it, was open to them under the Steel 
Industry Protection Act to take action automatically without any reference 
to the Legislature but on none of those occasions were Government pre
pared to use powers that the Legislature had conferred upon them. Suppos
ing in the Textile Industry Protection Act we make a similar provision amf 
I take it that your suggestion is really on the lines of that provision? 

Mr. Subedar.-No. My suggestion, if I may repeat, is that the basic duty 
should be rather high after making precise calculations. ' 

President.-I am not concerned with the basic duty. The ba$ic duty 
would be in the protective schedule. 

Mr. Subedar.-Then my suggestion is that the administrative officer-I 
would put down either the Collector of Customs or the Board of Revenue, 
preferably the Board of Revenue--immediately on reoeipt of advice from 
Calcutta or Bombay from the Customs Collector should have not oBly the 
power but the obligation to have the duty laid on. 

Prpsident.-You confer the power? 
Mr. Subedar.-I impose the obligation on the Board of Revenue of watch

ing the exchanges and the moment the commercial Associations concerned 
represent by wir~and I take it that the Collector of Customs also would 
wire--the moment the Board of Revenue find that the' protective duty can 
be nullified by the Bew exchange> facto\" wlitich ball 8\"lseu, there ~hould btJ 
a.n obligllt.ion on t!Jem to nct. 
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Prelident.-Then, the authority concerned, according to you, would bE! 
the Board of Revenue? 

Mr. Subedar:-Yes, with a definite duty laid down. that they must act-
not merely with power at their discretion-because we have found unfor
tunately-this is not the pillce where we want to comment on Government 
action-that though the Government had the power under the Tariff Act, 
we are sorry to say, they did not exercise it on a material point where it 
was neceBBary thus destroying all the effect of protection given by them and 
enjoyed by the industry for a few years before. 

President.-If you vest this power in the Central Board of Revenue, it 
means necessarily that the Central Board of Revenue is given a certain 
amount of discretion in the matter because it has to consider prices and if 
it is satisfied on a consideration of prices that there is need for raising 
the duties, it will act. You cannot divest the Central Board of Revenue 
altogether of the element of responsibility because it has to consider prices. 
My point is this. Suppose you had to vest a certain element of responsibilty 
somewhere, would you say it would be the Central Board of Revenue P 

Mr. Subedar.-The Central Board of Revenue is one step removed from 
the Government of India and it is really a matter of adminstrative propriety 
as to who acts so long as the action is immediate.· 

Pre3ident.-It is a little more than administrative propriety. I will 
tell you what I am thinking of. The Governor General in Council, by which 
I mean the Members of the COuncil, has to meet the Assembly: the Central 
Board of Revenue are not required to meet the ABBembly. You pass this 
discretion on to the Central Board of Revenue, then when a commercial 
association like yours write to the Central Board and say "here are prices 
dropping nIl round, please take action" the Central Board lool!: into the 
information they have about prices and they say the fall in the prices is 
such that we should exercise the powers vested in us. Then if the Govern
ment of India Bre questioned by the Legislature they say the Central Board 
have considered after investigating into the matter and they do not consider 
that there is any need for action. On the other hand if the power is vested 
in the Government of India, the Assembly can turn round and ask what is 
the kind of information on which you have come to this decision? 

Mr. Subedar.-This point has not been gone into by our Committee with 
such nicety. All that we have in our mind is this that a machinery for 
automatic adjustment should be provided and while Ute discretion must vest 
to some extent on some party I think the extent of that discretion might 
be minimised by making a provision that if the prices fall 5 per cent. below 
the given price, which comes into consideration after adding the basic duty 
now, action should be taken at once. Then there is ouly the question of 
correctness of prices on which I don't think the divergence would be so serious 
because all the information would be derived from official sources and from 
the COllectors of Customs, but the discretion should be there to build up a 
specific protection by the 5 per cent. ladder. 

President.-I see your point of view. The next point to which I want to 
draw your attention is the point which you make on page 2 of your 
representation. You make a reference to the pOBBibility that the protection 
given to the textile industry will not be a permanent incubus on the 
consumer. I was wondering whether the trend of thought there is that it 
should be regarded as an esSential condition of. protection for the textile 
industry that ultimately as a res~lt o! pr?tectlon a~d the devel?pments 
possible under a scheme of protectIOn, It Will be pOSSible for the Industry 
to dispense with protection. Tha:t is to say, ~re you s~mply con~mplating 
the possibility of the industry bemg able to dIspense WIth protectIOn or do 
you go further Bnd say that such a possibility. should be regarded in the 
nature 9f a oondition for the grant of protectIon P 

Mr. Subedar.-I think you are taking us to an etherial region of great 
futurity. Taking the remote future I certainly envisage the possibility of the 
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Mr. Subedar.-I ' agree. 
Presiden.t.-On page 4 you raise the question of railway freight: youaay' 

u ............ the charges from Bombay to Calcutta and Ahmedabad to Calcutta 
by rail are actually higher than the charges which cotton pays for transport 
from India to Japan and as for cloth being brought back from Japan to 
Calcutta inclusiv~". I believe that statement is correct. If you take the 
owner'8 risk rate you get a rate of 3t pies per lb. from Bombay to Howrah: 
from Japanese ports to Indian ports the freight on piece-goods taking plain 
grey, per cubic ton-and that of cour~1ll varies according -to the kind of 
cloth-comes to about 1£ pie per lb. with the exchange standing at about 100. 

Mr. Subedar.-A lesser rate must be assumed on raw cotton. 
President.-I :lind the Tariff Board in 1926 fixed the two rates at the 

same level. I do not know what basis they had for it. I have not been 
able to work out the rates on raw cotton on account of the cubic ton. 

Mr. Subedar.~It works out to almost identical rates for Japan to send. 
cotton there and get back the piece-goods as it is for Ahmedabad to send 
oloth to Calcutta. That is one of the serious disadvantages to the textile 
industry. Of course it is easy to state the disadvantages but it is not so 
easy to state the solution. 

President.-There is one point I want to raise .. r take it you are speaking 
as Vice-President of the Indian Merchants' Chamber: supposing the pro
position was put to the Calcutta mills, they are up against competition from 
Japan ........... . 

Mr. Subedar.-They are in a worse position. 
President.-Supposing we givll -them enough protection to stand for a 

considerable time, then our next concern will be how they are going to stand. 
in relation to Bombay and if we made a suggestion to the Government of 
India the railway freight from Bombay to Ahmedabad should be reduced, 
they would have something to say in the matter, won't they? 

Mr. Subedar.-In the process of thought for an enquiry of this kind, I 
think the most important consideration is how to ward off the foreigner. 

President:-We give you sufficient protection. 
Mr. S·ubedar.-Then with regard to internal adjustment, I certainly think 

the mills located in different centres have advantages and disadvantages in 
comparison with each other. 

President.-Take cotton a basic raw material. 
Mr. Subedar.-We are to take many -more things than l'aw cotton. 
President.-You will find the most important factors are the relative-

freight on the raw material and the relative freight on the finished goods. 

Mr. Subedar.-The other important factor is the al'ea of marketability 
which each centre has got. 

Preside-nt.-That really resolves itself into a question of freight on- piece-
goods. 

Mr. Subedar.-There is the question of range. In the case of the· 
Calcutta mills they are in the same position as the Bombay mills being 
located at ports and being at the ports they feel the effect of foreign competi
tion first and they feel it more than the interior mills. What should be the 
relative position between Calcutta and Bombay, between Bombay and 
Ahmedabad or between Indore and Bombay is a matter on whic)!. our
Committee has not gone very deeply. 

President.-May I put the question in this form? 
Mr. Subedar.-Because we thought that the enquiry was primarily direct

ed towards the question of tariffs which are to be on the foreign goods, 
entering this country. 

P1·eside·nt.-Supposing I put the question in this form, imagine that you 
are in my position and you are asked to come to a decision on the question 
whether having granted enough protection against imports of piece-goods you' 
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should reduce your railway freight and give Ahmedabail or Indore a .!imila'P 
advantage in respect of the Calcutta.. ma.rket as compared with Bombay. 
Supposing the proposition was put to you in that form, what exactly would 
be your I'e ply ? . 

Mr. Subedar.-But the proposition is not put in that form. The proposi
tion which we have made here is that Indian mills which produce large 
quantities of saleable goods stand at a disadvantage against Japan. So far 
as the internal position is concerned our suggestion is that the mills located 
in the ports as in Calcutta and in Bombay should be given .the normal 
freight charged by the Indian railways whereas the 'foreign cloth landing iii, 
ports should. be charged 50 per cent. extra, which therefore puts the 
Calcutta mill at a distinct advantage over the foreign goods. Our sugges
tion in the matter of railway freights is not for the benefit of one particular 
section at the expense of the other, but for benefiting the Indian producer 
to the exclusion of the outside supplier. . 

President.-In this matter of railway freights, I do not know if you took 
any interest in our enquiry into the Chemical indus.try. In that report 
we made fairly detailed suggestion with regard to re-adjustment of railway 
freights for the purpose of helping the development of the Indian Chemical 
industry. We made a whole chapter of it and in the Resolution which the 
Government of India issued, the Government of India told us that t\tis is 
a matter for the Railway Rates Advisory Committeee and not for us and 'I 
am wondering having received one rebuff whether I should invite another. 
I have been trying hard to see whether consistently with the limitations 
which the' Government of India have placed upon us as a Tariff. Board 'J 
can devise some kind of solution for this problem which I admit is a very 
difficult problem. The solution I have in view is this: now as far 'as the 
Calcutta market. is concerned, I gather from the Millowners Association here 
that the most important class of piece-goods manufactured in Bombay for 
which the market is Calcutta is dhutis, the better class of dhutis. They 
are producing increasing quantities of dhutis. Supposing in fixing tine 
measure of protection on the basis you have suggested I take not the 'import 
price, but I take the actual pJ'ice realised by a Bombay mill, .ex-mill for 
Calcutta dhutis and then fix my duty for dhutis on that basis, then have 
I not discounted the' railway freight? I take the price realised by them 
ex-mill. 

Mr Subedar.-No. The price realised by the' ex~mill iis 'the discounteR 
figure,' because that price is realised in competition with the im,poItted goods 

~~ -
President.-Supposing that dhuti is destinlld for the Calcutta 'market? 
Mr Subedar.-I would suggest the more correct basis would be not the 

price ;ealised, but the cost of the dhuti as delivered in Calcutta plus whatever 
you consider to be reasonable profit pelT Ib, on that. 

President.-It will come to the same thing.· 
Mr. Subedar.-It would not pa~ioularlr at. the. present moment come 

to the same thing, because the foreIgn artICle IS bemg dumped here. 

President.-You imagine the progress o~ a partioular dh:uti f~om 'here tOIl 
the Calcutta market. I take it that thIS Bombay dhutl .whlc~ -g08S ,to 
Calcutta market will not fetch in the Calcutta market any prIce higher tha:n 
the comparable class of imported dhuti. 

Mr. Subedar.-That is so. Imported dhuti in the case of. Lancashire I. 
helped by exchange. 

President.-All that would be reflected in the c,i.f. rupee PIl'Ice. 

Mr. Subedar.-Yes. 
Presidenot.-Supposing the Bombay dhut~ fetches that price, r take it 

the Bombay mill has got to incur the freIght .from Bombay. to Calcutta.. 
Therefore the realised price of the Bombay mIll would be m rupees leS&' 
freight from Bombay to Calcutta. Therefore the~ h~ve got the 'bem:fiIt of ~hfl' 
freight if you fix the price ex-mill here. I mean It IS not a calcuJatwu Whlc'b 
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wowd' give- you exact ·mathematical results. What I mean is there are 
v.arious other factors which have got to be taken into account. 

Mr. Subedur.-What I am worried at the moment is that there are two. 
factors against the Bombay mill in that case. One is the rise in the price of 
ootton and the other is the fall in exchange. 

P1'e·.ident.-That I realise. Supposing you took a period when you think 
these ·adverse· influences have been at work to a considerable extent. 

MT. Subedar.-If, in your calculations, you provide for these two 
factors, I have nothing more to say. 

President.-I do not know if you are familiar with the Indian Railways 
Act. But I remember in one· case some years ago we made a suggestion 
somewhat on the lines of the suggestion that you make here, that is to say 
there might be differentiation in the matter of railway freight between 
indigenous goods and the imported goods. As you probably know, on the 
South African railway system they have definitely that particular method 
iii. operation and we were told that an arrangement of that kind is definitely 
iil violation of the Railway Act. The Railway Act lays down that in 
applying railway freights there should be no undue discrimination. An 
arrangement of this kind would be regarded by the Railway Board, I am 
speaking subject to correction, as undue discrimination and therefore 
f(lrllidtlen under the Railways Act. 

Mr. Subedur.-No. This thing Clime in under the classification. If foreign 
e!oth was of a distinct kind capable of being described under a particular 
heading, it would not occur; otherwise I agree that an amending legislative 
provision would have to be made to that effect. 

President.-My distinguished predecessor Ginwala took the line that 
every station to station rate was an undue discrimination and therefore the 
Railways Act has already been violated. 

Mr. Subedar.-It is capable of that interpretation. Undoubtedly I think 
there was much in what Sir Padamji said, but the law is an ass as they say. 

Rruident.-Very much so. 
Mr .. Sl6bedur.-To the layman which often works unduly hal'shly, but I 

think, legislative provision is necessary for this additional surcharge on 
foreign goods and it would not be going beyond the authority of the Tariff 
Board, I submit,. in view of the definite question which they have asked us 
as to whether apart from tariff in our opinion other measures are wanted. 

President.-I think what we ·would. do is in view of the Resolution of 
Uie Government of India on our Chemical Report, we would make no 
recommendation, because we feel very strongly that this is the position. 

Gaming to the question of India States to which you make a reference 
Gllipage 5. You draw no particular conclusion from that paragraph. 

Mr. Subedar.-It is more descriptive. 
P/I'esident.-The paragraph is a statement of fact. 
Mr, Sub6dar.-Yes. 
p,rS.9ident.-May 1 draw an inference on your hehalf? 
Mr. SII.bedur.-Certainly. 
President.-My inference is if the position as you describe it, then the 

imposition of further restrictions of any sort upon mills located in British 
India would make their position very difficult and therefore on that account 
restrictions of that kind have got to be very carefully considered before they 
are imposed. 

Mr. Subedar.-I would agree to the whole statement which you made sub
iect to. this that restrictions which are like~ to affect them financially. 

Pnsiden.t.-Let us take the question of. excise duty. We have been asked 
to consider· the question.of an excise duty in relation ·to the handloom indus
.ry. Various people have put that proposition before us. Apart from any 
question of. the handl:oonl> industry requiring· protection of' that kind, look-
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ing at .it purely f~om the practical poin~ o~ view, if I said that the position 
of Indlan States 10 regard to the textlle 10dustry would make the imposi
tion of an excise duty exceedingly undesirable under present conditions, 
would you accept. that proposition? 

Mr. Subedar.-I would accept the proposition. As:r said I don't want 
.any restrictions on mills in British India which affect them financially and 
-which would give an undue advantage to mills located in Indian States. 

President.-May I take it you are definitely against an excise duty on 
that ground? . 

Mr. Subedar.-The question of the excise duty has not been considered 
.by the Chamber. It has not yet come as a definite proposition either from any 
specific body of people or from Government. 

President.-You would not care to express any opinion now? 
Mr. Subedar.-I would generally say that the name "Excise" is a 

hated word in' the Indian commercial world. 
President.---Call it cess. 
Mr. Subedar.-The revival of excise duty in any shape or form would be 

Dpposed by the Chamber, because a considerable prejudice is attached to it 
and you can't take away the prejudice by saying that it is going to be used 
for a very benevolent, a very useful and a very patriotic object of support
ing the handloom industry. 

President.-Let us not call it excise. Supposing I give it a less dis
-agreeable label? Cess is awfully nice thing for research purposes like the 
cotton cess and tea cess. . 

Mr. Subedar.-What I would like to put before the ijoard is this. We 
have ourselves suggested the utilisation of certain monies collected from the 
'protective duties for the promotion of the manufacture of stores in India; 
We think that if the Handloom industry establishes its. claim to protec
tion in any form which takes the form of monetary help, then that money 
should come not by the taxation of local production, but by the taxation of 
foreign imports. That is with the Chamber a matter of principle. 

President.-I had better anticipate that point at this stage. I have 
looking rather carefully into that question. I think in two separate connec
tions in your statement 'you refer to the possibility of utilising the increased 
revenues which may be expected from the protective duties. I put it to 
you that if protection is going to be continued for the Textile industry 
either at the present level or at an enhanced level, you will not get any 
increase in revenue. On the other hand you will get a shortage of revenue. 
I will make my position clear. If you take an industry like Steel in regard 
to which the bulk of the Indian market is still supplied from imports, there 
the protection in the early years would definitely have the result of increas
ing revenues. But if you take an industry which is already well developed 
like Textiles where about 75 per cent. of the market is supplied by the 
Indian industry, there the pt;otection will have the result of reducing the 
Customs revenue. 

Mr. Subedar.-What stretch of period have you in mind? 
President.-I say immediately from next year you will get the reduction. 

I was looking into. the figures. 1929-30 is the period immediately before the 
Cotton Textile Production Act came into force. I was taking 1929-30 and 
comparing it with 1931-32. If there are any qualifications to be made to my 
statement, you might look into it and send me a considered statement. 

Mr. SubedQR'.-I am trying to follow the question. 
President.-The question is this: take 1929-30 and 1931-32, two years 

for purposes of comparison. 1929-30 is the year just preceding the period 
of protection for the Textile industry. The general reduction in customs 
revenue in 1931-32 as compared with 1929-30 is about 9 per cent. On cotton 
piece-goods the reduction is 35 per cent. 

Mr. Subedar.-Would you draw any inference from these figures so definite 
as are involved in this question? I would feel that the political and other 
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factors during that particular period were such that the abnormal fall of 
imports may be attributed to that rather than to the effect of protection. 

P,resident.-That is a difficult· element. My answer to that is this: the 
present rate of duty on piece-goods was fixed with no particular reference 
to the actual requirements of the Textile industry. That is an arbitrary 
rate fixed. ,Supposing a rate of protection is now fixed with reference to 
the actual requirements of the industry on the baais you have suggested then 
may we not take it that even if the political influence regarding the Textile 
industry were removed, its place would be taken by the enlianced protective 
duty. An enhanced duty would have the same effect. 

Mr. Subed4r.-With all respect I would feel that it may not necessarily 
have that effect. For one thing we are suggesting a very much higher 
rate than now. For another thing the course of exchanges in the world is 
uncertain and should the exchanges fall further, the import may be more and 
the collection of revenue duty may be more. 

President.-There is the offsetting duty. I don't want you to express 
any opinion straightaway, but I want you to look into it. If you don't accept 
my suggestion, I should like to know precisely what your view is. I 

Mr. Subedar.-I don't think that either Lancashire or Japan will let 
their market go without a fight, and without some counter-action and without 
some effort. It may not be in the nature of a war like effort; but it will 
be in the nature of rationalisation, subsidies from the State, cheaper freight 
and so on, so that part of the duty is certainly bound to be wiped out in 

_ the cheaper offer which the foreigner will make for all these goods. I do 
not envisage for a moment that Government will lose or continue to lose 
their revenue from the Customs duty on cloth as rapidly as you seem to think. 

President:-Th~re you are assuming that our scheme of protection may 
fail. 

Mr. Subedar.-I am not assuming any extraordinary suce-ess for any 
scheme of protection in India until I see it. 

President.-Even if we accepted all your conditions and those conditions 
were accepted by Government and the Legislature P 

Mr. Subedar.-Even then I am very much afraid that Simla at the instiga
tion of 'Whitehall may find various means or sort of nullifying the ,arious 
provisions which we are making. I don't expect that phenomenal success 
of protection by which India will be able to produce everything she wants 
next year or by which Lancashire or Japan will cease sending goods. I 
don't expect that. Therefore I expect .the Government to collect good money 
on the Customs. 

President.-If the scheme of protection fails, then the revenue will 
increase. I am not disputing that proposition at all. But your proposition 
is rather different. If I accept all the conditions which the Indian Merchants 
Chamber have suggested to the Board and propose a scheme of protection 
and assuming the Legislature accept those conditions in good faith, then I 
think I am right in saying that there will be little revenue from the duty 
on piece-goods. I should like you to consider that question. 

Mr. Subedar.-I don't expect an immediate fall. 
President.-You don't expect an immediate fall. Would you like to 

consider the question in some more detail? 
Mr. Subedar.-I will certainly make a note of it. 
President.-It is rather vital to some important suggestions you have 

made. If there is no extra revenue to be had, certain important suggestions 
which you have made in your representation will be difficult to carry out 
Bnd the utilisation of the extra revenues expected from the protective duty 
is also the basis of suggestions which have been made to us by oth{'r bodies 
and in {,"ery one of these cases I haye been rather puzzled as to whether there 
is a r{'al possibility of extra rev{'nue coming to us, so that where there is 
a real dh'{'rg{'nce of views b{'tw{'en us, it is just as well that we know it. 
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lIr. Subedar.-What do you mean by extra revenue? 
President.-What I mean is this. Last year the Government of India 

fixed the Customs dut;v and various other duties at a particular level because 
they wanted a certaIn amount of revenue to cover a certain amount of 
expenditure. Assuming the expenditure remaiIlll at the same level and the 
revenues derived from duties fixed at a particul{Lr level begin to drop then 
I take it that there is a fall in the revenue. On the other hand if there is 
an increase then there is a surplus. 

. Mr .. Subedar .. -The fall ~ t~e revenue may be the result merely of fall
Ing prices eve~ if the .quantlty ll;npO~ remains the same. If we envisaged 
an all round rise of prICes for whICh varIOus Governments in the world appear 
to be anxious now, then granted a higher scale of duty and an all round 
rise in prices I cannot see how for many years to come Government revenue 
should be very low. If India's per head consumption of cloth fades daily 
because the purchasing power goes down or if there are any other factors 
of. that. kind, one ~annot ~rovide ag~ins~ it but there are two definite points 
raised In the question. 'Vlll the Indian Industry expand so much in the next 
3, 4 or 5 years? I don't think so. 

President.-In the next 5 years? 
Mr. Su,bedar.-I don't think that in the next 5 years the industry will 

eJJ:pand so much as to supply the entire demand. 

President.-I am much more optimistic than you are. 

Mr. Su,bedar.-I would very much wish that the Tariff Board was not 
optimistic until they saw the results. 

President.-We come to the next point, that is, with regard to the various. 
conditions. I am not concerned in the least to question the validity of the 
condition you have suggested because I agree with you that the object of 
protection in this country is to encourage the use of Indian materials, Indian 
labour and the Indian capital and Indian enterprise. But the point with 
which I am primarily concerned here is what kind of sanction you would 
suggest for the enforcement of these conditions, assuming that protection is 
going to be granted in the form of an import duty and not in the form of a 
subsidy. 

Mr. Su,bedar.-We were rather anxious for the acceptanee of the prin
ciple, and I admit at once that we have not worked out a detailed Bcheme as 
to how all this was to be enforced. But the suggestion I should like to 
make is that the production' of these industries is not altogether indivi
dualistic. They are powerfully organised associations in which this industry 
is represented so far as Bombay and Ahmedabad are concerned. So far as 
other centres are concerned it may not be difficult to get them to fall in 
a line by mere negotiation, but when y.0u say sanction it goes a little beyond. 
Supposing negotiations are ignored what is to be done? We do not suggest 
straightaway an attack on those people. I am confident that they are busi
nessmen who would realise the importance of a suggestion made by the 
highest authority in the land-a Government circular throug~ their Associa
tions will suffice-but should it not meet the case, the sanctIOns are many. 
The factory works under a licence at present. There is a boiler licence. 
There is a factory licence. There is no factory in the world that ca~ de~y 
the Government of the country with regard to any salutary rule ,!"hlCh In 
the interests of the community they may lay down and I trust that if Buch a 
rule does not emanate from the phantasy of an individual but after enquiry 
by a body of your importance, I have confidence that thr~ugh: the factory 
licence, through the boiler licence and through the electrIC lIcence, these 
things can be done. 

President.-If as a businessman you think that a strong recommenda
tion from this Board and consequently a strong suggestion from the Govern· 
ment of India to important Associaitons representing textile mills in this 
country, would for practical purposes .be sufficient, ~hen would you ~e ,satis
fied if we made a strong recommendatIOn on that pomt along those hnes j> 

M:2 
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Mr. Subedar.-I think that negotiations ought to suffice. Supposing some 
individual were to turn round and say " what are the Indian insurance com
panies? I don't want them. What are those Indian stores and so on?"" 
supposing some individual concerned were to take up that refractory attitude 
and yet continue to benefit under the provisions which you might make, then 
it is essential that he should be precluded from having those benefits. 

President.-I am inclined to accept your original suggestion since there 
are important responsible Associations in this country representing the 
bulk of the industry, we may expect them to pay heed to a suggestion of 
this kind if it comes with the authority of a body which has enquired into 
the details of the industry and if it is backed by the executive of the Govern
ment of India? 

Mr. Subedar.-I think that it ought to be enough hut it should not 
remain a pious wish. It should be enforced. Some one must see that it is 
enforced. 

President.-In that case your suggestion would be, if it is necessary 
to enforce it in that way, that a provision should be made in the Protec
tion Act. 

Mr. Subedar.-Yes, laying the obligation on somebody in this country 
who corresponds to the Board of Trade in England. 

President.-I had better tell you the position. Last year when we were 
enquiring into the paper industry, we were faced with the same problem. 
'Ye made a very strong reco=endation on those lines in regard to the 
paper industry and we recognised that our reco=endations might be in
effective for the reasbn that the recommendation lacked sanction. So, we 
made a.' suggestion to Governmentr-in the case of paper there is. one factor 
which differentiates it from the textile industry, viz., that of the total Indian 
output, more than a quarter is· purchased by Governmentr-we made a 
suggestion to the Government of India that if any of the paper 
Companies in India refused to comply with those conditions, then the 
Government patronage should be withheld and in the Resolution which 
was issued by the Government of India on our paper report it was 
definitely stated that it was not the policy of the Government of Indi-a 
to take compulsory measures in a matter of this kind. In the Legislature 
there were individual speakers who protested against it but the Legislature 
did not as a body place or record their disapproval of the Government 
position. So the position with which we are faced is this. Our suggestion 
has been. definitely turned down by Government and apparently acquiesced 
in by the Legislature. Where are we P-

Mr. Subedar.-What I feel is this. The appointment and continued 
existence of the Tariff Board, its various enquiries and the various Acts impos
ing protective duties-all this is part of a policy, part of a scheme of 
things, which is yet in infancy in India. But once you go along this path, 
the enforcement of certain conditions in the interests of the community is 
absolutely essential. You don't want edifices reared by you' with care and 
with sacrifice at one point in the country to be abolished by the individualistic 
and refractory attitude of any individuals, any single parties, anywhere 
in the country. You cannot have that. 

President.-In other words, you want us to go on saying these strong 
things. 

Mr. Subedar.-I want you to say that much of the good effect of the
protective duties will be frittered away will be lost, will not reproduce itself 
in the production of more wealth if these conditions are not enforced. 

Mr. Setalrad.-In this connection I would like to point out that as far 
as insurance is concerned we mentioned it to the Millowners' Association 
in Bombay in 1927 because at that time the matter was pending before the 
Tariff Bonrd. So we made a point of it saying that a time might come' 
when the industry might have to go again before the Tariff Board and ask 
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for protection. These ani the actual words used as far as we are con. 
Cf'rned: -" What will you reply to a future Government of India which says 
I You c.ome to .us for a.ssist~nce but to what extent are you yourselve. 
supporting :mdlan concerns ? Gen~lemen, I know comparatively littl( 
of your busmess but sugg,est very diffidently that if you could point out 
to the Gove~ment of India that (I:~ongst other things you were according 
very substantial support to the Incilan Insurance Companies of Bombay it 
might be of some assistance to you". ' 

Presiden.t.-What reply did YOll get? 
M~. ~etUlva<!-.-We got a sympathetic circular issued by the Millowners' 

AS~oClatlon whICh has not resulted in business. 
Mr. Rahi·mtoola.-This was the 'correspondence you haa? 
Mr. SetUlvad.-We saw them in deputation and put our case in 1927 

before the Tariff Board's report was out. 
President.-After the Board have finished its sittings? 
Mr. Setal·~ad.-Yes. So it is very pertinent at this time. 
President.-Mr. Subedar, I come to the question of mauaging agents. 

We have been discussing this question in great detail with the representSr 
tives of the Bombay Shareholders' Association and I don't think it is 
necessary now to go into the details of this question again. But there is 
one aspect of it that I wanted to put before you. Having listened to a 
great deal of discussion now from the point of view of the Millowners' Asso
ciation and from the point of view of others interested in tlle textile industry, 
I have come to a tentative conclusion that. the real point of the matter is 
this that what is required nnder the circumstances is that those who have 
invested money in the industry should have a better means of exercising 
control over the management of these things. If you can ensure control 
most of the problems whicl1 have been raised in connection with the managing 
agency question will solve themselves. It is primarily a question of 
ensuring better control on the part of the investor over the business in 
which his money is invested. Am I right? 

Mr. Subedur.-You are right. What is the meaning of the word 
" control" in this context. Control means this that if at any particular 
moment the party is dissatisfied, .he should be able to come in and take 
action. Otherwise control is useless. 

President.-There are two kinds of control involved in this. There is 
first the control of the Director over the management and there is next 
the control of the shareholder. It is really a question from a practical 
point of view of seeing that these provisions in the Companies Act which are 
really designed for the purpose of bringing management under control are 
made effective in relation to the managing agency system which nnfor
tunately finds no place in' the Companies Act. If that is in some way 
secured, practically the whole problem is met. I want to see the problem as 
a whole. We have been told so much. 

Mr. Subedar.-What I would say is this. The control of the shareholders 
which is absolutely unreal at present should be real and in order. that it 
should be real, it should be open to the shareholders to see that thmgs are 
being run on lines which are advan,tageous to th~ Company. If they are 
run on lines which they cannot pOSSibly approve, It should be open to the 
shareholders to come in and if they come in as wise men in the first instance 
they would ask for information. They would ask for explanations; t~ey 
would ask for power to sit down tog~ther and consult, n~gotla~ and satisfy 
themselves but in the la.st insta.nce If they were not satisfied m order that 
their control should be real, it should be open to them in th~ last reso~ to 
remove the particular set of managers (a~ter all the managmg agent. IS a 
big name) over their prope1"1!y and to put .m. somebody else or to curtail th.e 
authority which they ha.ve given to the eXlstmg ~anagers to la!. dow~ condi
tions for them to follow under the threat that If those condItions are not 
carried out, they would put in somebody else. 
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President.-you are amplifying the point? 
Mr. Subedar.-'-you ask me ·to agree and I agree in two words. The 

question is control of the shareholder. 
President.-It must be real, effective control. 
Mr. Subedar.-Real effective control of the shareholder. But control 

to my mind means this. I assume that he is a wise man not actuated by 
any personalities or any personal motives or any design on the oompany. 

Prerident.-I see your point. You mean you can't'have effective control 
unless you are able to remove the person over whom you want to exercise 
control. You have very wisely suggested that it is not for us as a Tariff 
Board to make any detailed suggestion regarding this matter but only to 
make a recommendation that something on these lines should be done: is 
that your position? 

Mr. Subedar.-No. My position is this that a change in the Company 
Law is wanted. I regard you, gentlemen, as a body of economists: I 
don't at the present moment give you 116 a body credit for drafting out a. 
new' Act. What I suggest is that you should make recommendations to the 
effect that a change in the law is wanted in this direction. 

Pusident.-We may mention the facts of the textile industry which 
render a change of that kind necessacy and in view of those facts impress 
upon the Legislature the importance of urgently taking up the reform of 
the Companies Act? 

Mr. Subedar . ....:.I would also request the Tariff Board to say that the 
sacrifice which the country would be making in giving protection to the 
textile ·industry would be wasted if changes in the internal organisation of 
the managing agency system are not brought about. 

President.-In the middle of page 10. of youl representation you say 
" . . . . . it would be a grave omission from the recommendations of the 
Tariff Board if they did not bring out the defect of the managing agency 
system in two directions . . . . " and then you mention the question of 
costs and distribution of profits. We have been looking with some care 
into the cost statements that we have received from various Indian mills 
and I haye also been looking into the cost staf,jlments in the report of the 
Tariff Board in 1926 and I don't think from the point of view of costs the 
result of the managing agency system has been particularly conspicuous. 
What I mean is the extent to which it has raised costs is not so considerable 
that reform on these lines would be ju~tified entirely on those considerations. 

Mr. Subedar.-I submit that the comparison which I had in mind is a 
comparison between the direct cost in overheads in India under the manag
ing agency system and the direct cost in the overheads in other producing 
centres like Lacashire and Japan. I 

President.-That is a very difficult thing to arrive at. 
Mr. Subedar.-That is the only thing. with which you can compare. 
President.-There is no way in which we can compare them. If I take, 

for examule, Japan it has not merely a particular system of management 
but the whole question of output comes into it, standa;rdisation and output 
per loom and all that comes into it and I should find it very difficult to 
arrive at a reliable conclusion on that basis. The way I should like to look 
at the question is this: am I right in thinking that the reaction of the 
managing agency system upon the working of the industry may be tested 
in various ways but the most important test-what I might call the acid 
test-is the extent to which working capital is locked up in the industry in 
proportion to the total works expenditure of the industry. If you buy too 
much cotton your outstandings go up and the proportion that your working 
ca.pital bears to the total expenditure must go up. I don't say that it 
covers the whole range of it. But it is a good test to apply. If I take 
various other industries in the country of which I have figures and suppos
ing I -try to calcula.te with regard to the Bombay section of the textile 
industry the average proportion of working capital to the works expenditure 
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and compare that with the other mills, then don't you think we should be 
able to get a reasonable basis for arriving at an approximate conclusion P 

Mr. Bubedar.-That would be one way of looking at it but if you 
would permit me, there is suoh a thing as adding to the dir~ot cost. A 
lIlanaging agent let us say takes so many rupees per year so much allowance 
and so on: what does the mill get in return for that money? The first 
point is, is the money excessive P If you decide that the money is not 
excessive then the thing is, what do we get for that money? Sometimes 
we get capable men; sometimes we get absolutely third rate men who have 
the merit of having inherited from their parents the agents firm, who are 
successful speculators and have bought out the managing agency from com
petent managers. 

President.-Isn't that a point rather in relation to the seoond oonsidera
tion you have here? In that you say the commission earned by these people 
is a commission for which no adequate servioes are being rendered to the 
industry. 

Mr. Bubedar.-What is the process of selection by whioh these men get 
into the position in which they are normally in control of the industry? 
I submit the process of selection is extremely defective and it does not 
necessarily guarantee coming on the top of the most efficient party. 

President.-The whole question of control is the question of finding the 
right type of men to manage the business: if a wrong type of man is there 
I exercise control in such a way that he is displaced. 

Mr, Subedar.-Yes. It is not merely the direct costs but the burden. 
President.-But the result of that burden has got to be measured in 

statistical terms. What I am trying to suggest is this: the second consi
deration that you suggest is the consideration in which we have got to bear 
in mind the principle. If you are going to have· a wrong and unfair distri
bution of the net surplus that you get out of the industry then it makes 
development impossible. Therefore it is really the second consideration 
which is rather more important than the first. 

Mr. Subedar.-It is possible that you consider the second more important 
than the first but I still emphasise the first point. This is an aspect which 
we had in mind. It is not that we are running away with that prejudice. 
We disclaim any prejudice in regard to this matter. Our association has 
the financial position of the industry as their primary object and it is not 
because we are prejudiced against the system that we have come to attack 
it but we genuinely believe that for the permanent interest of the trade 
the time for reform has come and the object of this suggestion is this that 
the method of perpetual agreements which are transferable does not provide 
for the selective process by which competent parties can come at the t~p. 
Even if you decide after proper enquiry that the scale of remuneratIOn 
drawn by them is not excessive, my submission is that they are excessive 
having regard to the low efficiency and that inefficiency must tell in the 
costs; everv lapse that you make in the purchase of cotton, in the purchase 
of stores, in engaging technical men, in purchasing machinery it must tell 
all throughout. 

President.-And to the extent it tells in that way in the 'cost per pound 
of cloth? 

Mr. Subedar.-Yes, of Indian manufacture as against foreign manufac
ture. 

President.-Therefore ultima~ly if I base my conclusion on-the relative 
burden per pound of cloth I am on safe ground. . 

Mr. Bubedar.-Therefore if this inefficiency rai~es the cost o~ th,: Indian 
manufacturer and if your obje~ is to. give protectIon to. t~e IndIan Indus~ry 
it becomes your duty to look Into thIS and say that thIS IS a factory whIch 
is curable by better organisation, by better set of laws . . . • 

President.-The point that I have in mind. has a very close connectio!,
with your statement now. You say that ultImately as a result of thIS 
inefficien.cy the cost per unit of cloth must go up. 
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Mr. Subedar.-.That would be the ultimate result. 
P.resident.-If I bas~· my proposals in regard to the managing agency 

system on the first consideration you have mentioned, namely costs, then 
in ol'der to make. out a strong case I would have to say something on these 
lines, that if the managing agency system is either abolished or reformed 
then the reduction in costs that would l:esult is such that there would be a 
perceptible improvement in the financial position· of the industry; isn't 
that Em? 

.VIr. Subedar.-Yes. 
President.--8upposing as a result of reasonable measures of various kinds 

the possible margin in the reduction of costs is about 35 per cent., ultiinately 
out of that about 20 per cent. can come only by reduction in labour costs, 
about 10 per cent. can be achieved by reduction in various kinds of over~ 
heads, about 5 per cent. by reduction in commission payable to managing 
agents. I am not saying that these figures have any validity but supposing 
that was the position, if I put my case for the reform of the managing 
agency system on the basis of costs, my case would not be very strong 
because the bulk of the reduction comes from other sources. 

Mr. Subedar.-No sir. W'hereas the direct reduction in the managing 
agency itself may be five per cent.. in order to secure the most economical 
outlay of machinery, better organisation of labour and so on you want an 
efficient head. 

Prrsiden.t.-What precisely do you mean? 

Mr. S·ubedar.-The system has an inherent possibility of harm to the 
industry as a whole because there is no process of selection. The agreements 
are permanent; shareholders have no right to look into them, no power to 
revise them: even in the case of the grossest abuse they cannot intervene. 
This is an industry you are going to protect. I say we have urged protec
tion and a very full one but we feel that we cannot penalise for the sake 
of the vested interest of a few individuals, taxpayers, consumers, investors 
and the textile labour: therefore reform is necessary and it should not be 
a superficial and general recommendation but an essential condition of pro
tection. 

PresUlent.-I think I understa.nd your point of view. 

Mr. Boag.-I just want to ask you, Mr. Subedar, if in your membership 
there are any agency firms. 

Mr. Subedar.-There are some of the most outstanding managing agents 
who are members. The President of the Millowners' Association is a mem
ber. He has seen this representation and has not voted against it. 

President.-Let me hear what you have to say on the second point. 

Mr. 8ubedar.-The point there is this. Investment is a continuous How 
a nd wealth is consumable; it has got to be replaced from time to time as 
it is consumed. Some ('oncerns lose and some concerns gain ·but if the 
shareholder in the textile industry as a body loses continuously, loses still 
further till they have nothing to lose-then the inducement to new parties 
who have made savings is extremely small. When a managing agency 
system is involved in liquidation it ends into zero: in other ('ountries when 
a mill goes into liquidation you get at least 8 annas in the rupee; in India 
liquidqtion means zero. What I say is this: a reconstructed mill with a 
new body of shareholders or even with an old body of shareholders if they 
write down 80 much and start on the new basis, at least on the new basis 
it ,..ill earn. 

President.-I quite understand your point. There are two or three 
specific suggelltions that you make in various connections. On page 6 of 
your representation you make a suggestion that in considering the import 
prices va;rious factors have to be allowed for;· that is to say the actual 
invoioo price may not be the price that really materialises in the market. 
That is what it ('omes toP 
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Mr. Subedar.~What I had in mind when it was drafted was this that 
if you have import prices given to you and let us say it works out in rupees 
at Rs; 9-8-0 per. piece, .tha~ is the quotation as the import price, and 
assuming that a transactIon IS reported at Rs. 9-8-0 this Rs. 9-8-0 does not 
represent .....• 

President.-What exactly is this Rs. 9-8-01' 
Mr. Subedar.-The price landed in India; it is the invoice price with 

the duty. 
President.-And then when that particular article is placed on the 

market it is placed at a price which is lower than Rs. 9-8-O? 
Mr. Subedar.-No. This Rs. 9-8-0 may represent the basis of transaction 

.be~ween the importing merchant and the importing office, bnt there are 
lDslde rebates, there are exchange rebates; sometimes there are shipping 
rebates. There are varions rebates so that if you are a buyer and anybody 
told you that the import price is so much and therefore the Indian mill 
will get 80 much, that is a bit overstated because as I said there are inside 
rebates. . 

Pres;dent.-In this part"icular enquiry for various reasons we cannot 
take the cj.f. or the import price. We have got to take the price which 
the mill gets ex-mill. That is the price which reflects all these factors. 

Mr. Subedar.-That is good enough for the mill side. When you take 
the imported article for comparison purposes . . . . . 

President.-In taking the measure of protection for the Indian industry 
if you compare the fair Indian selling price with the actual realised price 
PZ mill, it is unnecessary to go into the import price from the Indian point 
of view. 

Mr. Subedar.-Yes if you are proceeding along that line, I have nothing 
to say. If anybody told you that the import price of a particular thing 
is Rs. 9-8-0 and the Indian price which the mill gets is Rs. 9-8-0 you will 
say that it is all right, but this Rs. 9-8-0 which is the stated import price 
is a little overstated. 

President.-It is not merely in connection with these factors, but you 
generally find in most of the industries that apart from these factors tbe 
Indian price is generally lower because there is a prejudice against the 
Indian goods and the purchaser offers a lower price. What the psychology 
of it is I don't care to enquire. You have got to provide against that in 
fixing the measure of protection. 

Mr .. Subedar.-Import prices are usually overstated. 
President.-If you look· at page 16, question 29, there you are ra.ising 

this question of depreciation rate applicable to double shift production. 
Am I right in suggesting that from our point of view it is probably unne
cessary to go into this question. I will tell you why. What we are con
cerned with is to include a bir allowance for depreciation in the fair price 
that we fix for the mill industry. 

Mr. Subedar.-I agree that if this disability continues, it is discounted 
in the price tbat you take. 

President.-That is not my point. My point is whatever the Income-tax 
Authorities may do whether they give a special rate for the double shift or 
not to the extent that depreciation is calculated not per mill but per unit 
of cloth, the difficulty is automatically met. 

Mr. Subedar.-If yoU calculate the ~osts .on the basis of depreciation 
per unit of cloth . even then· I don't see how you could take the rate of 
depreciation per ~nit of cloth without going into that. 

President.-If you tak,e a capitalisation of 100 for 50 Ibs. of cloth, if 
you take depreciation at 4 per cen~., y?U get 4/50 per lb. If .you take a 
double shift at 8 per cent., productIon IS 100 per cent. you agaIn get '/50 
per lb. If I take 4/50 per lb. I am safeguarded a good de!!l. 

Mr. Subedar.-You have taken it double without my getting it double. 
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President.-If 'every lb. of cloth that you are going to sell in this country 
includes depreciation, you are bound to get it. 

Mr. Subeda·r.-I can only get it if the Income-tax Officer gives it. He 
does not under the Central Board of Revenue's orders. This has been the 
subject matter of correspondence between us and the Central Board. 

President.-Even if the Income-tax Department allow only 4 per cent. 
in your ease on the basis on which this figure is calculated the price that 
you realise will make up any loss that may incur by the misbehaviour on 
the part of the Income-tax Department. It is a sort of rule which works 
automatically. 

Mr. Subedar.-Arithmetically it might work. You are really consuming 
future assets without any equivalent against it. If the machinery works 
double shift, it deteriorates more. I won't go into the suggestion of several 
people that the mill working 24 hours is better. That is all refinement. 
In actual practice night work is very destructive. I -have myself been in 
charge of Textile mills working at night and I can tell you that at night 
supervision with your very best care lacks. The men are careless, very 
drowsy. Some of them are malingering having work elsewhere. Night work 
is very destructive and the Income-tax Authorities have not the slightest 
justification for denying double depreciation which is asked for. 

President.-Would you be able to get any information? 
Mr. Subedar.-We have secured information from independent sources 

which we have made available to Government_ 
President.-All that information is contained in your appendix. 
Mr. Subedar.-Yes. 
President.-You make a definite reference to the practice in the United 

K.ingdom to which I :lind no reference in these pages. 
Mr .• lIfehta.-It is in the last letter of the Government of India. 
President.-Government of India says the practice is different. 
Mr . .lIehta.-Government of India after about 8 months enquiry have 

found certain things which they have stated. 
President.-Where does that occur? 
Mr. Mehta.-Page 9. 
Pl"tsident.-It is a letter from the Central Board of Revenue. 
Mr. Setal';ad.-In the Woollen industry it has arisen and it has been 

conceded the request of the industry in India is not unreasonable. 

President.-Have you any information what this additional allowance 
is in the :Woollen industry? 

Mr. Setalvad.-It is double. 
President.-Is. it exactly double? 
lIr. Setalvad.-I should think so. Allowances for larger depreciation are 

made in other industries in the United Kingdom, for example in the Match 
industry. 

President.-That I know definitely, but I do not know whether there 
was any practice of that kind in the textile mills. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-I would just like to understand the point of view of 
the Indian Merchants Chamber a little more clearly. You have mentioned 
('ertain conditions on page 6. They are about 7 of them and you have given 
us to understand that it would serve a useful purpose if the Tariff Board 
Bre convinced that these Bre suggestions in the right direction that they 
should form part of the strong recommendation in their report. 

Mr. Subedar.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-Do I understand that you don't desire that they should 

be conditions precedent to a scheme of protection? 
Mr. Subed.ar.-They should be conditions accompanying any. scheme of 

protection which you give, but of course their enforcement in some cases . . . 
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Mr. Rahirntoola.-You would leave it to public opinion. 
Mr. Subedar.-No. I want a definite action on the part of the Govern

ment by administrative measures to enforce these. 

. Mr. Rahimtoola.-As far as I am able to understand, I thought I put 
It doW!!- correctly that you would be satisfied if not only a strong recom
mendatlOn came from the Board, but it was backed up by Government in 
the form of a statement. 

Mr. Subedar.-I will make it clear. If the Board laid down that side 
by side with the grant of protection these measures appeared to it to be 
essential and their absence would nullify in a marked degree the effect of 
any protection given by it, then I think it would be the duty of the Govern
meI?-t of India and of the Legislature to lay down some machinery for 
their enforcement. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-May I remind you Mr. Manusubedar of this? I do 
not know whether you have seen the Sugar Report in which the Tariff 
Board said that so and so scheme should be a condition precedent to a 
scheme of pl"Otection and wha.t is the result that we found. Neither the 
Government nor the Legislature took any notice of it. As the Legislature 
and the Government are constituted and the Board's powers being that of 
mere recommendation, I want to know how far the Indian Merchants 
Chamber would like us to help the Indian industries in this direction. 

ill?'. Subeda-r.--So far as the Board is concerned our request to the 
Board is to do their duty as thoroughly as possible. 

11lr. Rahimtoola.-In the shape of recommendations if they are convinced 
that these are necessary for the industry. 

Mr. Subed<lr.-Yes. So far as the authorities higher than the Tariff 
Board are concerned, if the Legislature and the Government of this country 
do not act on the recommendations of the 'l'a-riff Board as unfortunately 
they have failed to do in certain other cases in the past, it is the misfortune' 
both of the industry and the country for which we shall not hold the Tariff 
Board responsible, but we on our part will not give Government and the 
Legislature any peace . 

.1/,.. Rahimtoola.-It is for the Indian Merchant6 Chamber to fight the 
Government. 

Jlr. Subedar.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-As regards the Managing Agency system do I under

,stand the Chamber's definite view that a new Company after the protective 
I!cheme is established should be formed under the Managing Agency system? 

Mr. Subedar.-We are concerned with those institutions which stand t() 
benefit by the scheme of protection. It is the submission of the ~hamber 
that the Managing Agency system should not figure In the Articles of 
Association and the Memorandum. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-You- have also suggested that certain amendments to 
the Indian Companies Act may be taking place side by side with this. 

Mr. Subedar.-Yes. 
Mr. llahimtoola.--Supposing the Tariff :Soard made .some indica~ions in 

their report and said t~at an ad h~c Committee be appolD~ed to go lOto the 
amendment of the Indian Compames Act, that would satiSfy the Chamber. 

Mr. Subedar.-Let me make the position of the ChaItlber clear. I think 
the Chamber expects the Tariff Board to weigh in the light of the materials. 
placed before them how far the present system of .Managing Agency has ~he 
inherent possibility of inefficient through the restncted processes of. selection 
of men in the control of the industy. We would expect you to WE!lgh that. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-You have in mind certafn individual cases. 
Mr. Subedar.-No. 
Mr. Bahimtoola.-What is the general state of the industry? 
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M1·. Subedar.-:,What 1 have in mind i& this: every' ttlxtile mill under the 
lianaging Agency 'System is capable of rising to the peak of good manage
ment in a few years. May I make the point clear? 

Mr. Bahim.tol>la.-l'he answer may be useful to the .Hoard. That is why 
1 intel'rlfpted you. I am sony for doing it. l'he point which you are now 
elaburating is thu gentlrat statement that the Managing Agency system is 
capablo of dulU!!:. Whllt 1 want. to know from you is having regard to your 
eXptll'lenC6 nnLl thtl exptll'ience of the Chamber-you have cited one instance 
hIlJ'_wlilltlier there are any exceptional instances where this malpractice 
under the law which can take place and which you say ma.y occur-whether 
now in existenl',6 or not. 

Mr. Subedar.-It has existed in the past. That is my submission. 
With regard to every mill Company which is in existence to-day the evils 
of inefficiency have existed in the past, will continue to exist and will take 
this form as I was ma~ing. it clear that in spite of the management being 
at a certain level and operating only to a small extent, the management 
sometimes rises to the peak of efficiency, then falls right down; then the 
Company changes hands, goes into liquidation; somebody else goes and buys 
out the Managing Agency; then it again rises. This sort of thing is not good 
for the industry. What the industry wants is a definite provision by 
which the process of selection of the best men ·to be in control of the 
nndustry should be less restricted than it is under the Managing Agency 
system. 

Mr. Rahim.tool.a·.-That means the frequent choice may be given to the 
shareholders to exercise their judgment in regard to the Managing Agency. 
You have put down 5 years. 

Mr. 8ubedar.~'Where the general feeling among the shareholders is very 
acute, some action is possible. 

Mr. Rahim.toola .. -Coming to the Cotton Growers Association which is 
raised in question 11, you are quite right when you said that the grower 
cannot rely on the foreign buyer and therefore he has got to look to India 
and Indian mills should expand their production, I want to know whether 
the Chamber has any view regarding the import duty on cotten which is 
at present in existence. 

lIfr. 8ubedar.-You want the views of the Chamber with regard to the 
imposition of the duty on cotton? 

Pre .• iden.t.-With regard to the retention of the duty, should we reCOID
ulend the retention of the duty from 1st April, 1933? 

11fr. Subedar.-The Chamber opposed the imposition of that duty when 
;t was put and the main ground on which we feel that the duty should not 
have been put was that it was a fling in the dark. The Cotton Growers 
had not asked for any protection and even if they had not asked. we were 
,opposed to protection being given to them. No, competent body of men 
such as you gentlemen are, ever sat down and examined whatsc.ale of duty 
would protect them, what scale was necessa~ for th.e pro~uctlOn of l~ng 
·staple cotton or whether it was really a questIOn of prIce whICh w~s leadmg 
te the import of foreign cotten or whether there were other tlungs. ~e 
felt that it was an attempt by the Government to bag any revenue whll'h 
would inl'identally llal'e the effect of retarding the production of finer 
counts by the Indiau mills. We therefore opposed it. 

PI'esident.-Tllat I find in question No. 12. It has been brought to our 
notil'e that the large amount of {'otton comin~ from America known as 
Middling is roming in direl't competition with Indian co~ton and !o. tllat 
I'xWnt the duty hall proved benefi{'ial. It may be that .It ,!,as orIgmally 
impo~ed as revenue duty. Whatever the reasons for .puttmg It. I wan! to 
know in the light of what has happened the Ollamber IS prepared to conSIder 
it again. 

Mr. 8ubedar.-The Chamber would be preI!ared to recon~ider its position 
at any time, but the whole thing is a questlOn of cOl-elatlon. What scale 
of duty you want to impose on yarn, what scale of duty you want to put 
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on cloth and what scale on cotton? If the duty on foreign yarn and on 
foreign cloth is heavy enough and so heavy that the Indian producer of 
yal'n and fine cloth is not penalised by the cotton duty, then the Chamber 
would probably 'be reconciled to it. 

President.-I don't think the point of yarn and cloth comes into that, 
because I am distinguishing all cotton of 1H and i from the higher counts 
and the long staple cotton. I am now concentrating my attention to cotton 
which is competing with Indian cotton. I am not asking you about cotton 
which is u&ed for finer counts; it is not competing with Indian cotton, 
because it is not grown in India. ' 

lJIr. Subedar.-We are definitely opposed to the importation of cotton 
from America of the quality which comes in competition, with what is pro
duced, but we would like the Board to examine here the question of railway 
rates with reference to those particular qualities which are I believe pro
duced at places about 350 miles and more distant from Bombay. 

lIfr. Rahimtoola.-I come to your reply to Question 43 which deals with 
artificial silk goods and artificial silk yarn. Now I should like to know 
what your Chamber ts asking. You have said" Under the circumstances it 
is suggested that the interests of the community would be best served by 
shutting out the importation of cloth made from artificial silk altogether 
either by total prohibition or by prohibitive tariffs". You ha:ve suggested 
two alternatives and I want to know which do you prefer? 

Mr. Subedar.-Either of them would have in the immediate future the 
same result. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-Have you examined it? 
lJIr. S1Ibedar.-In the remote future it will have different results. 
lilT.. Rahimtoola.-Have you examined what would be the prohibitive 

duty? 
Mr. Subedar.-I thought that was what the Board would determine. A 

prohibitive dut~ is a duty at which imports will cease. Looking at the 
recent fall in prices coupled with the fall of YEl,n, I suppose 200 or 300 per 
cent. would not be enough. The fall in the price has been phenomenal. Im
ports from the United Kingdom have been wiped out. Japan is sending in 
enormous quantities. In the circumstances, the pJ;,ohibitive duty would have 
to be fixed, let us say, at 500 per cent. Instead of levying as high a duty 
as that, perhaps total prohibition would be better. 

1I1r. Rahimtoola.-What is your position as regards the artificial silk 
yarn? 

1I1r. Subedar.-The question should be put to us, I submit, with reference 
to what is the existing law and tariff with regard to the import of ai'tificial 
silk cloth. If I were assured that the artificial silk cloth was not coming 
in, my answer would be one thing. If I were assured that the artificial silk 
cloth was coming in, my answer would be different. ' 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-I was thinking of the artificial silk yarn used by the 
handloom industry. I find that the Millowners' Association at Bombay have 
ceased to import silk yarn under certain conditions. I want y~u to tell me 
whl4t the position would be. You are more or less recommendmg the total 
prohibition? 

lIfr. Subedar.-The Chamber has no figures ~f the amount of artificial 
silk yarn used by the handloom weavers; nor is the Chamber !1ware that the 
silk yarn is less in demand for that purpose. It ma! be m demlilld for 
replacement of silk, but I do not know that the questlOn of cotton on the 
looms will be considered. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-I would now like to take you to .your reply: to ~estion 
25. There is one question which I want to ask you lU "onnectlOn wlth the 
managing agency system. You have stated" If the sys~ll!' cannot be c~red 
and brought .within reasonable bounds, at least. to ehmmate the obvlous 
perquisites and payments taken by the agents lU excess' of the standard 
and proper rate of remuneration for management, the system should be 
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altogether ended".' I take it that your Vlew is that they should get ouly 
commission on profit. 

Mr. Subedar.-The standard and proper rate of remuneration for 
management which I have in mind here is the standard anywhere else in 
the world with reference to the general economic level. 

Mr. Bahimtoola.-That means the standard of the managing agency 
system. 

Mr. Subedar.-To my mind, managing agency is management. The cost 
of management in Japan per unit of cloth produced, though as the Chair
man said it would be difficult to secure and somewhat vague, could be secured 
still and compared. Taking an average good sized unit in Japan and a 
good sized mill here, the unit cost of management should be compared and 
if it was found that India was in excess, something should be done. 

lb'. Rahimtoola.-You would not like to take Indian conditions as they 
are to-dayP 

Mr. Subedar.-As you will find from our general recommendations with 
regard to the managing agency system, we have made them in a very con
~rvative spirit-not to disturb too radically and at once-but the principle 
behind the urge for the change is there on which WE! are very strong and we 
feel that if the cost of management in India is more and if the managing 
agency SlYstem is the cause of it, then the managing agency system, must go. 
That is how we feel. 

Mr. Boag.-There is only one point on which I should like a little more 
information; that is your answer to question' 40 where you are discussing 
the relative merits of specific and ad valorem duties towards the bottom of 
page 26 of your written statement. You point out that under a system of 
specific duties the same rate gives a different percentage of duties on 
different qualities ascending as we go down to the lower counts. That I 
take it means that the incidence of the duty is higher on the cheaper and 
inferior qualities of cloth P 

Mr. Subedar.-Yes. The charge being a fixed charge namely 31 anna!> 
per pound, the incidence is much higher as we go' down. 

Mr. Boag.-What I want a little more information about is the next 
senteuce-" This would lead to attempts on the part of importers to e,ade 
the duty by importing ready made manufactures. Has tbere been any 
evasion of that sort in respect of specific duties which are now in force? 

lIlr. Subedar.-The ~pecific duties would work out on lower counts to 50 
per ceut. and more. 

Mr. Boag.-The present specific dutyP 
Mr. Subedar.-Yes. 
Mr. Boag.-lIas that led to evasion? 
Mr. Subedar.-I heard that Japan sent a million Gandhi caps to India 

and I suppose they probably paid on those caps and such other manufactured 
things as shirts, frocks, etc., 25 per cent. 

Mr. Setalvad.-That was an attempt at evasion of the heavy duty. 
President.-We are definitely looking into this question of evasion. 
Mr. Boa,g.-You are afraid that an increase in the rate of duty would. be 

defeated by further evasion of this sort? 
Mr. Subedar.-Attemp~ at further 'evasion would be made if they were 

successful. 
Mr. Boag.-How can you prevent that? It is perfectly legitimate for 

Japan to make those piecegoods into manufactured articles and send them 
here. There is nothing improper about it P 

Mr. Subedar.-Except that our Tariff Schedule. if it is to be worked on 
a scientific basis, .would have not only definite basic duties on the raw 
material, on the finished products and on but certain consequential duties 
on the fabricated article. 

Mr. Boag.-That is what I was getting at? 
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~r. Subedar.-If there was no such cc.nsequential duty, it would not 
-only weaken protection to that extent but it would deprive the Indian 
workers of their "walrJilS. 

lIIr. Boa.g.-You have mentioned that. 
~resident.-You would have to apply the same tate. If you fixed" a 

4!peclfic duty and an ad ~alorem duty for some kind of imported cloth, then 
manufactures correspondmg to that particular class of cloth must bear the 
same rate. 

Ur. Subedar.-That is our submission. 
lIIr. Boag.-That is y~~ suggestion? 
Mr. Subedar.-Yes. 
Presidwt.-There is one suggestion which you make in connection with 

the specific duty. I have not been able to follow the intention of" the 
Chamber there; that is the power that you contemplate conferring on the 
Collector of Customs with regard to specific duties. I do not know if it is 
very important from a protective point of view to give this power to the 
Collector of Customs because as far as I can see if your suggestion were 
accepted, the effect would be not so much to safeguard protection as to 
safeguard revenues. :What I mean is this. If I can go back to my original 
illustration, the fair selling price is 16 annas and the import price is 12 
annas. The measure of protection therefore is 4 annas and it is given in 
the. form of a specific duty. Supposing this. price of 12 annas goes up to 
13 annas, then the industry is quite safe with a specific duty of 4 annas. 

Mr. Subedar.-When the price becomes 11 annas, then the duty of 4 
annM is not sufficient. 

President.-If you give the Collector of Customs the power to increase the 
specific duty when there is a rise in price, what you are doing is to give the 
Collector of Customs the power ()f increasing taxes for purely revenue pur
poses because it would be unnecessary. It would be necessary to give the 
Collector power to raise the specific duty or for the matter of that the ad 
~'alorem duty if prices fall. 

Mr. Subedar.-I think we were only anxious for two things in making 
this suggestion. One was that the effect should be instantaneous and imme
diate so that even a few steamer loads of goods may not be dumped into the 
e.ountry as it has occurred unfortunately at present in the. interval. While 
the G~vernment and the Tariff Board are thin.king or negotiating with· 
Ottawa-God knows where-full steamer loade are being landed in Bombay 
and Oalcutta. They come in at the old tariff from Japan. We regret this 
eontingency and do 1I0t like it to recur and therefore we want to empower 
somebody. . 

President.-This is simply to illustrate the need to have the machinery 
for deali!lg with a situation that has arisen in this country. 

Ur. Subed.ar.-l don't think that our suggestion goes to empower the 
Collector of Customs to raise the duty. 

President.-Where protective requirements do not justifyi' 
Mr. Sttbedar.-Quite. 
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MARWARI CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, CAL<;UTTA. 

Evidence af Messrs. D. N. MOOKHERJEA. GOKULDAS MOUATA,. 
H. BAlD and MOHANLAL BARJATYA, recorded at Calcutta 

on Tuesday, the 13th September, 1932. 

President . .,-Gentlemen. you represent the Marwari Chamber of 
Commerce? 

Mr. Baid.-Yes. 
President.-.Are your members mainly interested in the import trade? 
Mr. Mohata.-In import trade as· well as in indigenous goods. 
Presiaent.-Y~u are mainly importers and dealers? 
Mr. Mohata.-Yes. 
President.-That is to say you are partly importers of piece-goods and 

,Partly dealers in both imported piece-goods and Indian piece-goods? 
Mr. Mohata.-Yes. 
President.-.Are any of your members direct importers? 
Mr. Barjatya.-Most of the members aI:e direct importers. 
President.-They import direct fro.m Lancashire and Japan an:d they a~o-

distribute the goods here. 
Mr. Barjatya.-Yes. 
President.-I shpuld like to get some idea of the general method of the 

import business in regard to piece-goods as fa.r as the Calcutta market is 
concerned. If you import direct from the United· Kingdom or from Japan, 
the usual procedure, I suppose. is for goods to be oonsigned to you by 
export houses on a c.i.f. basis. 

Mr. Barjatya.-8ometimes it is c.i.f. c.i. 
President.-How exactly is the importer here remunerated? Is it on the 

c.i.f. price? 

Mr. Baid.-Yes. He calculates the percentage on the c.i.f. They 
import on their own account. 

President.-That is to say they purchase outright. 
Mr. Baicl.-Yes . 

. President.-If you are importing a consignment. what is normally 
supposed to be the rate ~f co=ission allowed? 

Mr. Baid.-.About 2i per cent. 
President.-Like every other trade? 
Mr. Haid.-Yes. 

President.-I should like you to help me on this point. If I get the
c.i.f. price of any particular class of goods, what precisely are the charges. 
that I have to allow for in order to get the wholesale market price? Can 
you give me what you consider the standard rates to be .allo:wed for ~der· 
various heads P What I mean by the wholesale market pnce IS the pnce at 
which the wholesale dealer sells. not the price at which the wholesale dealer 
buys from you. Let us take the c.i.f. at 100. To that obviously you have 
got to add this 2t per c('ut. commission. 

Mr. Jlohata.-First we add the customs duty. 
President.-The fiI·st thing you add is the duty to the c.i.f.? 

.lIr. Mohata.-Yes. 
President.-Let us assume it to be 25, i.e .• 100 plus 25. .At what stage 

do you add the importer's commission? 
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Mr. Mohata.-We add 6l per cent. commission which include the discount 
we give in the market as well as other things. Generally 3t per cent. 
discount is allowed in the market. 

President.-That is to s~ if c.i.f. is 100 and you add duty at 25, to that 
you add 6l per cent.? 

Mr. Moliata.-Yes. 
President.--(ij- per cent. on 125 will give you the wholesale market price. 
Mr. Mollata.-Yes. 

President.-The price at which the retail dealer can buy from the whole
sale dealer. 

Mr. Mo1tata.-That is the charge at which the wholesale dealer buys 
from the importer. 

President.-That is the price at which the who.1esale dealer buys from 
you. 

Mr. Mohata.-Yes. 

President.-What approximately here is the commission charged by the 
·wholesale dealer. If, for example, there is a fixed price the commission would 
go down. Under normal conditions, would 2t per cent. be the wholesale 
dealer's commission in Calcutta. 

Mr. Mohata.-They can't get '21 per cent. 
President.-It will be something less than that. 
Mr. Moliata.-Yes. 
Mr. RahimtooZa.-Is not the wholesale dealers' commission included in 

~is 6t per cent.? 

Mr. Mohata.-N~. 31 per cent. discount is allowed in :the market. 
Mr. RahimtooZa.-1f you add 6l per cent., ;rou get the price at which 

the importer delivers the goods to the wholesale dealer and the wholesale 
dealer charges Ii or 2 per cent. -according to the condition of the market. 
If You add that, you get the wholesale market price. 

Mr. Barjatya.-Yes. 
President.-With regard to impoI:i;s from the United Kingdom, if you 

take the total amount of imports now from the United Kingdom direct 
Indian importers account. for roughly what proportion of it? There are 
British import houses. 

Mr. Mohata.-Yes. 
President.-There are also Indian import houses. What is approximately 

the share held by the direct Indian import houses? 
Mr. Mohata.-60 per cent. 
President.-What about Japan? There are Japanese importers. 
Mr. Mohata.-About 50 per cent. would be done by Indian importers. 
president.-So that Indian importers have a very big interest in the 

trade. 
Mr. Mohata.-Yes. 
President.-Is there any difference as regards the met~ods of import or 

as regards commission, credit allowed and so .on. Suppo~mg I want to do 
import business from United King~o~ and nnport busmess from Japa~, 
can I take this 21 per cent. commission. as th~ norma! rate that you wIll 
apply both to Japanese imports and United Kmgdom Imports? 

Mr. Mookherjea.-No. 
President.-It will be slightly lower in the case of Japanese imports. 
Mr. Mohata.-l to H per cent. 
President.":"Is there any difference regarding the credit allowed? 
Mr. Barjatya.--'fhere is no difference. 
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President.-:-I should like to get your oplIllon because there is a good 
deal said to us fz:om the representations we have received regarding the 
quality of Indian goods of finer counts as compared with the quality of 
comparable classes of imported goods. During the past 2 or 3 years we 

_ have been told a fairly big advance has been made in the production of 
finer classes of piece-goods in Indian mills. Since you are dealing both in 
imported goods and in Indian goods I expect you would be in a position 
to tell us how the two classes of goods compare in point of quality. I want 
to take some of the finer counts. Indian mills have been making 40s and 
above. If yO'll take for example bleached shiz:t,ing somewhere about 50s, 
considerable quantities of that kind have been made in India. How do 
they compare in quality say with United Kingdom bleached shirting of 
-similar counts? 

Mr. Moh~ta.-They don't compare favourably. 
President.-What exactly is :the difference? Can you tell me precisely? 
Mr. Barjatya.-The most striking difference is in the finish. 
President.-What do you call finish? Take bleached shirting. Is it the 

'softness of it? 
Mr. Barjatya.-It is the sizing and shining combined. 
President.-It looks better and feels better. 
Mr. lJarjatya.-Yes. 
President.-Is there a marked difference? 
lllr. lJarjatya.-Yes. 
Presidcnt.-If you took, for example, the general opinion of the market 

in Calcutta, that general opinion would be that Indian goods of finer counts 
are markedly inferior in point of size and shine. Does that apply to other 
classes of goods besides shirting? Take, for example, grey dhutis of finer 
counts 50s and 60s. What would be the position with regard to that? 

.1Ir. Barjatya.-The difference is not so much as in other qualities. 
Indian mills are doing quite well in grey dhutis of finer counts. 

Presid·ent.-What about the coloured goods 

JIr. Mookherjea.-I have not seen much of the coloured goods made by 
the Indian mills. 

President.--Coloured goods of finer counts are produced in very small 
quantities. 

Mr. Mookherjea.-Yes. 
President.-I think it is the Ahmedabad mills and also the Bombay 

mills are making these coloured goods and probably they don't come into 
·the Calcutta market. . 

Mr. Mookherjea.-We have very little opportunity of seeing them here. 
President.-It is really in grey goods that Calcutta market predomi

nates, am I right? 
Mr. Moo7.:herjea.-Yes. 
President.-So that your opinion is, with regard to finer dhotis or grey 

. goods, Indian goods are quite comparable in quality? 
My. Mooklier;ea.---Yes. 

Presiden·t.-I should like you to give me a similar estimate as regards 
the comparative quality between Japanese and United Kingdom goods. 
Recently, f~r example, Japan has been importing considerably larger 
quantities of mills, and nainsooks. Go~ds of that kind three or four years 
ago came in very small quantities from Japan. How do these gl'"ds com
pare with similar classes of goods made in India P 

Mr. Mookherjea.-They compare very favourably. 
PreS1aent.~In every' respect? 
Mr. Mookherjea.-Yes. 
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Mr. Barjatya.-Save in respect of price. 
Pre.ident.-I am coming to the question of pr,ice later. I am just now 

011 the question ·of quality. Supposing I bought pieces of bleached mull of 
somewhere about 20s from Japan and from United Kingdom, you would 
say more or less that they would be the same in quality al!d in appearance. 

Mr. Barjatlla.-Mulls would be of 50s. 
PreBident.-If you take mulls of 50s from Japan and United Kingdom 

in point of quality and in point of appearance, are they more or less the 
Bame? 

Mr .. Mookherjea.-Mostly similar. 
Presiile·nt.-That is to say, the average consumer would on the ground 

of quality not make any distinction between United Kingdom and Japan? 
Mr. Mookherjea.-There is some distinction in the finish. The 

Japanese nature of finish is a little bit different from United Kingdom 
finish. 

Presiden.,t.--Can you explain to me? 
Mr. Mookherjea.-It requires some technical knowledge. 
President.-Or is it that you are able but that I have not got the 

technical knowledge to understand it? If you can explain to me, it will 
be helpful. You have dealt in these things. What kind of lay impression 
you have .formed is all that I want. After all I am a consumer and I 
consume piece-goods and if I go into the market and buy Japanese mulls of 
60s and I nm faced also with Lancashire mulls of 60s I have to make up 
my mind. If you can tell me what is the sOrt of difference that I am 
likely to see, that would suffice. 

Mr. Mookherjea.-So far as I have marked, the Japanese finish has got 
a little softer aspect. . 

Presidmt.-That is to say to a smaller extent, it is the same kind of 
difference which we have noticed between imported bleached goods and 
Indian bleached goods? 

Mr. Mookherjea.-Yes, in some respects. 
President.-It is the same kind but not so marked? 
Mr. Mookherjea.-Quite·. 
President.-That puts it correctly? 
Mr. Mookherjea.-Yes. 

President.-As regards price, if you take mulls of 60s, is there a 
considerable difference in price between United Kingdom goods and 
Japanese goods? 

Mr. Mookherjea.-Yes, there is. 
President.-Approximately what would be the percentage? 
Mr. Mookherjea.-About 5 per cent. 
President.-It is 5 pel' cent. on the duty paid price or on the c.i.f.? 
Mr. Mookherjea.--On the duty paid price. 
President.-If you take nainsooks, would the difference be 5 per cent. 

or more? I have a sort of impression that the margin is bigger. As regards 
mulls, apparently the Japanese prices are still approximating to Uni~d 
Kingdom prices. They have 110t drifted away to the extent they have In 

other classes of bleached goods. 
Mr. Mookherjea.-It is difficult to compare the Japanese quality and the 

United Kingdom quality. They do not exactly compare. Tbey appear to 
be something similar. That is the difficulty. In comparing prices it is 
very difficult to say how much difference there is. 

PreBident.-That is the whole difficulty with regard to the textile goods. 
You cannot take one class imported from United Kingdom and take another 
frl':D Japan anel say that they are comparable. Supposing you take 
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approximately comparable classes, yo,u would put the difference in respect 
IOf mulls at about 5 per cent. I' 

Mr. Mookherjea.-Approximately, yes. 
President.-Supposing you took bordered grey, is the difference the 

sameI' . 
Mr. Mookhe·rjea.-There also the same difficulty arises. None of the 

Japanese quality is the same as the British quality. It is quite different 
in nature. 

President.-I understand, unless I am very much mistaken, during the 
past three or four years in the Calcutta market several well known brands
.brands which have been known for many years in the market-of British 
:goods have now disappeared? 

Mr. Mookherjea.-Yes. 
President.-They have been replaced by Japanese goods? 
Mr. Mookherjea.-I do not know if you can use the word" replaced" 

'in that connection. , 
President.-How would you describe it? 
Mr. Mookherjea.-Suppose for example there 'is a very well known 

quality of Ralli's Lattoo 2300. That quality is not sold so much now. In 
its place the Japanese quality which is known as Flower and Horse Shoe 
brand is very much liked by the people though the counts are almost the 
,same. 

President.-By counts you mean reed and pick? 
Mr. Mookherjea.-Yes. 
President.-Are the counts, that is to say the kinds of yarn the same? 
Mr. Mookherjea.~No. 
President.-They are different? 
Mr. Mookherjea.-Yes. 
President.-The yarn of the Japanese quality is inferior I' 
.Mr. Mookherjea .. -Yes. 
,President.-It is slightly" coarser? 
Mr. Mookherjea.-I think it is rather softer. 

President.-When you speak of counts, you are thinking of reed and 
,pick. When I talk of counts I am thinking- of the fineness of the yarn. 

Mr. Mookherjea.-16 x 14 would be the reed and pick. 
President.-What would be the count of yarn? 
Mr. Mookherjea.-32s x 36s. 
P·resident.-That is the Japanese cloth? 
Mr. Mookherjea.-Yes. 

President.-The United Kingdom cloth which is giving way to this has 
more or less the same reed and pick? 

Mr. Mookherjea.-Yes, approximately. 
Pruident.-But made of different counts of yarn? 
Mr. Mookherjea.-I do not know. 
Mr. Mohata.-It would be of finer quality. 
President.-Would it be 401' 
Mr. Mohata.-It would be difficult. to say. 
President.-This Japanese cloth may I say has displaced the otherP 
Mr. Mookherjea.-In a sense it has. 

President.-I suppose it is partly because the purchaser has less money 
:at his disposal and would like to purchase the cheaper thingP , 

Mr. MooT,herjca.-Yes. Also the boycot movement has some effect on it. 
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l"T68ident.-1f the Japa~ese goods had not· been cheaper, I doubt not 
.that would also have been affected. But as it is it is more active against 
United Kingdom goods than against Japanese g~ds. 

Mr. Mookherjea.-Yes. 
['resi<le",t.-'What approximately is the difference in price or was the' 

,difference in price when both were in market? 
Mf". Mookherje8a.-2 annas per pair. 
Pnrident.-What is the price per pair? 
Mf". Mookherjea.-Rs. 1 .. 14·0 on an average. 
Pf"erident.-That is about 7 to B per cent.? 
Mf". Mookherjea.-Yes. If the price of Ralli's quality is Rs. 2, the 

Japanese quality would be sold at Rs. 1-;1.4-0. 
Pf"uident . ....:..That difference in price was enough :to turn the purchaser 

.away from United Kingdom to the Japanese ploth? 
Mr. Mockherjea.-Yes. 
Prerident.,.....Now is that kind of thing happening in regard to many 

other varieties of cloth Qr is it rather an exception? 
Mr. Mookherjea.-Whichever is cheaper and whichever quality comes 

,very similar to the kind of quality in vogue before, the cheaper quality 
will replace the other. 

Preaident.-That is happening in regard to all classes? 
Mr. Mookherjea.-Almost all classes. 
President.-In the various reports I have read, !J. statement has been 

made that the taste of the Indian purchaser is rather fixed and that it does 
not vary from time to time. Now if these J apanege brands which are now 
coming into the market are new brands which have not been in the market 
before, then it seems to me that the present decline in the purchasing 
power of the consumer is driving him to acquire new tastes. I remember 
when I was a youngster there was a particular class of mark. I always 
went to the market and asked for it. I asked for it, my father asked 
for it and everybody in the family asked for it. Now I suppose if I go 
into the market on account of the fact that things have become dear, I 
'Probably look for alternative kinds of cloth which may be in the market 
and buy the lirand which approximately has the same quality but which 
I can get at a lower price. In that way therefore as a result of recent 
changes in price and so on, the tastes of the consumer are rapidly 
changing? 

Mr. Moohkerjea.-That is true. Even to-day, the pu.rch.asElr w~uld like 
to get a similar quality at a cheaper price but does that mdlcate hIS change 
of taste or ideas? 

Presidenf.-You are probably right. 
Mr. Mookherjea.-He is selecting a substitute which is similar to his 

original idea. 
Pre~ident.-It is not an essential change in his taste but he is being 

'Compelled by e('onomic circumstances to acquire a taste. 
Mr. Mookherjea.-:To get the best for the price he can afford. 
President.-In that way during the past three or four years there has 

been a great deal of dislocation in the market? 
Mr. Mookherjea.-Yes. 
Mr. Bariafya.-There is certainly a great difference in appeara~ce bet

ween the two things. The appearance of the Jal?anese go~ds IS m~re 
attractive especially in grey shirtinp and grey dhotl~. That IS the chIef 
reason. In addition to that, there IS the reason of prIce. 

Pf"e&ident.-I am coming to that point. I have formed the iml?ression, 
that as regards grey goods Japan puts on the mar~et goods whIch are 
-slightly better in quality and in appearance than IndIan grey goods. 
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Mr. Barjatya.-Yes. • 
Presidenl.-But Japan is able to sell them at the same price or a Bligh~ 

ly lower price? _ -
Mr. Barjatya.-Lower than the Indian price. 
President.-I am speaking of Japan and United Kingdom. The 

Japanese manufacturer makes a slightly better quality of grey goods and 
puts them on the market at the same OJ: a slightly lower price. But as 
regards bleached goods, his goods are inferior in quality and in appearance 
to the United Kingdom goods and are cheaper in price. • 

Mr. Barjatya.-In bleached goods, Japan only makes chelUler varieties, 
or inferior goods. 

President.-And sells them at a lower price? 
Mr. Barjatya.-Yes. 
Presiaent.-I take it that one reason why there has been this large 

decline in the demand for British goods is that British goods are more 
expensive and. generally at a time when the purchasing power of the
consumer is reduced, he would seek to buy goods that he could get at a 
lower price? 

Mr. Barjatya.-Yes. 
President.-Along with that also there has been the influence of 

swadeshi movement? 
Mr. Mookheriea.-Yes. 
President.-tJotli of them have operated? 
Mr. Mookherjea.-Yes. 
President.-And the general decline in the imports of British goods 

must be put down to the combined effect of these two forces? 
Mr. Mookherjea.-Yes. 
President.-You would not necessarily say that the swadeshi movement 

operates more actively -against British goods than against Japanese goods, 
supposing the prices were the same? 

Mr. Mookherjea.-I would not say that. 
President.-The influence of swadeshi movement regarding imported. 

goods is as a whole very strong in the market? 
Mr. Mookherjea.-There is now no propaganda going on in the market. 
President.-There is the feeling? 
Mr. Mookherjea.-There is a feeling amongst the consumers. 
President.-That is to say the consumer apart from the decline in the 

purchasing power is expressing a marked preference for Indian goodS as 
against imported goods. 

Mr. Mookherjea.-Yes. 
President.-That he does? 
Mr. Mookherjea.-Yes. 
President.-I should like you to tell me generally whether the existence· 

of this marked preference for Indian goods as against imported goods. 
merely helps to increase the sales of Indian goods or it also helps to put 
up prices as compared with imported goods? 

Mr. Mookherjea.-It does both. 
President.-That is to say if the swadeshi movement had not been 

there, Indian goods would be fetching lower prices than they do in com
parison with imported goods? 

Mr. Mookherjea.-Yes. 
President.-Now the dealer who -for ma.ny years has been dealing in

imported goods' finds that he has to transfer his business to Indian goods 
because otherwise he would not find a market for his goods? 
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Mr. Mookherjea.-Not exactly that. The dealers nowadays keep 
generally all these goods--Indian, Japanese and United Kingdom goods. 

Preaident.-"But,then if there is a marked pJ:eference among purchasers 
f~r Indian goods as against imported goods, obviously it would be to the 
interests of the dealer to stock more of the goods for which there is a. 
preference in the market? 

Mr. Barjatya.-Yes. :Many dealers have stopped keeping imported 
goods., 

President.-It is more to his business interests. 
Mr. Mookherjea.-Many dealers who have been dealing in British goods 

or European goods alone before have now taken to stock Indian goods. 
?>resident.-There is one point I want to ask you in this connection and 

that is the influence of Banks. If I'am a dealer, I stock a ceJ:tain amount 
of goods. I have to finance it for which I take a. loan from a Bank. If 
the Bank finds that there is a growing preference in the market for 
Indian goods as against imported goods, then the Banker would be more 
ready to give advances of money on the security of Indian goods than on 
the imported goods. 

Mr. Barjatya.-There is nothing of that sort. 
President.-I was once told by a person who had dealings at an up

('ountry centre with a Bank that because of this strong movement against 
imported goods, the Bank was rather chary of advancing money on the 
security of imported goods because they thought that impor:ted goods w:JUld 
not fetch the same price. 

Mr. Mohata.-We have never had experience of that kind. 
President.-There is just one other point that I want to raise. We 

have had complaints that in regard to both Indian goo,ds and imported 
goods there have been cases recently in which the lengths are shorter than 
the lengths stamped on them . 

• 1Ir. Mohata.-In the case of specially finished goods imported from 
England as well as in the case of Indian goods there have been cases like 
that. 

Mr. Barjatya.-Goods may be coming short, but there have been no 
cases. ' 

PTesident.-Under the Act? 

Mr. Barjatya.-Yes, because the Act does not cover that and at the 
same time there is' no difficulty in passing off Indian goods whether they 
are short or not. 

President.-Because the Customs do not take the same interest in 
Indian goods as they do not get anything out of it? Have there been many' 
cases of goods coming in short lengths from the United Kingdom? 

Mr. Barjatya.-Yes, there have been several 'eases in the case of white 
dhoties for ,example. Sometimes' such cases of considerably short length 
have been referred to the Bengal Chamber of Commerce. 

President.-Supposing, for example, you import eloth~ and then you find 
that the cloth with which you are saddled is shorter In length than the 
length stamped on it, what is the remedy!' 

Mr. Barjatya.-If he does not make some allowance we take the case to 
the Bengal Chamber of Commerce for arbitration and their award is final 
on both. 

President.-What is the sanction for that award? Supposing the man 
from whom you import does not accept the award? 

Mr. Monata.-Then we have to go to court. 
Pr6sident.-Do they generally accept the award? 
Mr. Monata.-Generally they do, 
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,fresident.-The Bengal Chamber of Commerce gives an award and on 
that award you get a refund? 

Mr. Mohata.-Yes. 
President.-It is possible for you to take action in a court of law. 
Mr. Mu,kheriea.-There have been several cases in the court of .law. 
President.-What is the kind of remedy that you get from the court; 

is it damages or is ita sentence of imprisonment? 
Mr. Mohata.-I don't think any case has been dJ;iven so far. 
President.-An arbitration arranged by the BeBgal Chamber of Com

merce is much more suitable to business people? 
Mr. Mohata.-Yesj it saves times as well as money. 
President.-Has there been many cases of short lengths in Indian cotton 

goods shipped from Bombay to Calcutta: what is your experience P 
Mr. Mohata.-There were a Jew cases last year and amicable settlement 

was made. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-The Bengal Chamber of Co=erce has nothing to do 
with Indian goods, have they? 

Mr. Mohata.-No. 
Mr. Bariatya.-Since European importers have taken to this trade of 

selling Indian mill made goods, they have put this rule into force that 
we can go up to the Bengal Chamber of Commerce for arbitration. 

President.-If a large dealer who is a member of the Bengal Chamber 
of Co=erce is interested in Indian goods then he goes to the Bengal 
Chamber of Commerce for arbitration in the same way as he would for 
imported goods? 

Mr. Mohata.~Yes. 
President.-If you look at your replies to the questionnaire on the 

second point, you see " such was the case till 1929. Since then districts which 
were being served by Calcutta have begin to take their requirements direct 
from the manufacturing centres". Does that mean that in the old days 
if a manufacturer in Bombay wanted to, send his goods to a centre like, 
say, Cawnpore or Delhi, he would send them first to Calcutta? 

Mr .. Bariatya.--<loods intended for places like :M:uzaffarpur, Bhagalpur 
and so on would come to Calcutta first. 

President.-You mean goods intended for markets within accessible 
distance of Calcutta. 

Mr. Bariatya.-Also in Bihar. 
Presiden:t . ....:..Even in those markets when goods are shipped from 

Bombay they are shipped direct now? 
Mr. Mohata.-Yes. 
President.-So that to that extent Calcutta is losing its importance? 
Mr. Mohata.-Yes. Bhagalpur, :M:uzaffarpur and places in Bihar gener~l-' 

ly bought all their requirements from Calcutta but now they generally import 
direct from Bombay and Ahmedabad. They do not get their requirements 
from Calcutta any longer. 

President.-That means that a considerable portion of the business which 
used. to come into the hands of dealers in Calcutta have now disappeared. 

lIfr. Mohata.-Yes. 
President.-With regard to point 3, your Chamber does not agree with 

the suggestion that the existence of internal competition keeps prices down. 
I should like you to explain that point a little more fully. We have been 
told that certainly as regards Indian goods of counts lower than 30s the 
Indian mills are now producing enough for the country's requirements and 
therefore there is keen internal competition in respect of these medium and 
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coarser counts. So on account of keen internal competition prices of 
coarser counts of cloth have come down in bigger proportion th.an the 
general decline in prices. 

MT. Mohata.-That is not our experience. 
MT. BaTjatya.-What do you mean by internal competition? Is it 

(lQmpetition between say Ahmedabad and Cawnpore? 
PTesident.-Yes. 
MT. Barjat·ya.-An Indore mill or a Cawnpore mill or Delhi mill has its 

own market and therefore there is no competition. 
President.-If you take a mill like the Delhi mill, the Delhi mill exists 

in order to cater for a particular market; therefore to the extent that other 
mills which are likely to cater for thai; market are too far away the Delhi 
mill has the run of that market. 

MT. BaTjatya.-Yes, and therefore they have no competition. 
PTesident.-Take a market like Calcutta: you have' grey dhotis shipped 

in large quantities from Bombay and from Ahmedabad; you have also the 
Bengal mills producing in increasing quantities. In' a case of the kind 
where in the same market a large number of mills are operating at the 
lIame time, don't you think there is internal competition? 

Mr. Baid.-Different mills manufacture different sorts of cloth; they 
don't manufacture the same kind. 

MT. Mohata.-Most of the Indian mills carry very huge stocks and for 
that reason they cannot avail of the change in the cotton prices to lower 
the prices of cloth even if there is internal competition. 

PTesident.-You mean their stocks are so heavy that they are unable 
to regulate prices according to the variation in the cotton prices P 

MT. Mohata.-Quite so. Even if there is internal competition they 
cannot lower prices so regularly or so suddenly as they should owing to 
the reason that they carry huge stocks. 

PTe8ident.-I~ it generally true that they have huge stocks? 
MT. Mohata.-It is true and it is substantiated by the representative of 

the Millowners' Association. From 1923 I have got statistics given by them 
till May 1931-.'32 in which they say that the total amount of uncleared 
goods unsold and sold for delivery but not taken away is very heavy. 

PTesident.-Are you thinking of the average stocks right up to date or 
are you thinking of -lmmething else? . 

MT. Barjatya.-Manufaoturers always carry very huge stocks which pre
vent them from regulating prices. 

PTe .• ident.-The result of having heavy stocks may also be the other 
way. What I mean is that if your stocks are heavy you would be tempted 
to unload them sometimes at a price which is not altogether economical? 

MT. Mohata.-To unload such heavy stocks means such heavy l!>ss that 
it is difficult to bear. 

PTesident.-Suppose there is a steady decline in the price of raw cotton: 
You can hold your stock up to a point then when you find there is no 
improvement you unload your stock otherwise the loss would be tremendous. 

Mr. Mohata.-They don't do it because in their business their agents 
have got a greater hand and they help the mill not to unload the goods 
but to hold them for future movements. 

P·residcnt.-Supllose as a result of granting protection the Indian 
industry was helped to develop itself by increasing its. p.roduct~on and so on, 
then don't vou think that will have the effect of drIVing prIces to a level 
which would, be rather lower than the c.i.f. price of imported goods plus 
dut;v? After all even if you held heavy stocks you must one day dispose 
~ HP . 

Mr. Mo7r.ata,-To dispose of that they always clamour for protection. 
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President.-Supposing the Tariff Board as a result of foolish impulse 
gave them all the protection they ask for and the mills are able to increase 
their output to an extent which is far in excess of the requirements of 
the country, then' however heavy the proportion of their stocks may be 
they must sell . them. Your experience definitely is that even as regards 
goods of lower counts internal competition has not helped to bring down 
prices to an extent lower than the prices of comparable classes of imported 
goods? 

Mr. Mohata.-Quite so. 
President.-We cannot get absolutely exact comparison in these matters. 

Suppose you had a kind of Japanese cloth which is more or less com
parable with Bombay ~loth, assuming they are both below 20s-take a thing 
like drill which is generally made of 20s-supposing you had two classes of 
cloth of that kind in the market, it is not your experience that the Indian 
cloth would sell at a lower price than the corresponding import price? 

Mr. Mohata.-No. 
President.-You are speaking from your experience of having dealt in 

imported goods and Indian goods during the recent months? 
Mr. Mohata.-If the quality is similar Qur experience is that the Indian 

mill product fetches a better value than the imported product. 
President.-Your point comes to this that if there is internal competition 

tending to depress the price that is more than counteracted by the in:O.uence 
of the swadeshi movement. Even assuming there is internal competition 
tending to depress prices that is more than offset by the upward trend in 
Indian prices which is caused by the swadeshi movement. 

Mr. Mohata.-We will explain it later. 
President.-8upposing' you take the same kind of cloth which is woven 

of coarser counts of yarn, say something below 30s or about 25s, the point 
which has been made by Indian mills is that as far as the coarser counts 
of cloth are concerned they produce now practically all the cloth of that 
kind required by the country and the result of that is that with 300 and 
odd mills in this country producing cloth of that kind there will be no 
imports at all and competition between Indian mills is such that the price 
of ooarser cloth will come down to a level which .is lower than t"Je prices 
which would be fetched by imported cloth of the same kind. Supposing Y011 
had imported cloth of 248 and they fetched a price of Rs. 1.g-O including 
duty, the Indian cloth the same kind would fetch say Rs. 1-6-0 beca11Se of 
internal competition. They say that will not happen in regard to Indian 
cloth of 40s and above because they are producing a relatively small pro
portion of the market, therefore in that case imported goods will determine 
prices. 

Mr. lIIohata.-ln these lower counts Indian mills have been successful 
in selling at competitive prices and therefore finished dhotis from the 
United Kingdom have been out of tbe market. 

Presi:dent.-By competitive prices do you mean prices lower than the 
import prices P , 

Mr. Mohata.-Yes in certain cases. We have been without any business 
in finished dhotis with Lancashire since months. 

President.-As a result of the swadeshi movement purchasers would ask 
you for Indi.an goods? 

Mr. Mohata.-Why do you go to the swadeshi movement; why don't you 
go to these duties P 

President.-Let us take the factors one by one. I am now on the 
question of preference that exists in the market apart from the question 
of duties. Since there is preference for Indian goods, ,is it not possible 
for Indian goods to make use of that preference P 

1I1r. Mo1rnta,-What do you mean by preference? 
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Pruident.-Suppose I go into the market: you have imported cloth 
.and Indian doth: I say I want Indian cloth, I don't want imported 
cloth? 

Mr. Mohata.-The consumers of these lower counts of goods are not so 
much educated and they do not have any particular preference. In the 
case of high class Indian people there is some preference and therefore high 
class goode fetch a better price than imported goods. But in the c8.f:~ of 
cheaper class of goods the price will be the main factor. The general 
consumer has not so much preference. When there is propaganda there is 
preference but without propaganda there is no preference. 

President.-In the class of goods which are consumed by educated 
consumers they would show a certainamo.unt of preference? 

Mr. Mohata.-Yes, but in lower quality of goods it is simply a considera
tion of price. 

President.-With regard to question 12 you are of the opinion that the 
present duty on imported cotton should be retained? 

Mr. Moliata.-Yes. 
President.-In reply to question 38 you suggest that manufacturers in 

Japan have increased their prices recently. Is it since the new duties 
were enforced? 

Mr.,Mohata.-From before that time. 
President.-f-As compared with what prices have they increased theirs? 

Take for' example June prices: are prices now of Japanese goods higher 
than they were in June? 

Mr. Mohata.-Much higher. 
President.-Have you got figures? What kinds of cloth are these? 
Mr. Baid.-We have got shirtings and dhtitis. 
Mr. Mookheriea.~For example grey shirting. 
President.-What is the price now? 
Mr. Mookheriea.-In June the price was 4/70, 4/75. 
President.-The price has gone up in yen. It was 4'75 yen in June. 

What is the present price? 
Mr:ilcookheriea.-The present price is 6/75 and went still higher about 

a fortnight ago. It was 7 yen. 
President.-Would you be able to give us a statement of these yen 

prices? 

Mr. Mookheriea.-Yes, I can give you corresponding rupee prices as 
well. 

President.-While you are in favour of protection, you are against the 
present scale of duties. You consider the· present rates of duties to be 
excessively high. Are you thinking of the new duties or the duties intro
duced in 1930P 

Mr. Mohata.-We are thinking of 311 per cent. duty. 
President.-You are thinking of the normal duty. 
Mr. Mohata.-Yes. , 
President.-You are not thinking of the recently introduced duties? 
Mr. Mohata.-That was imposed after we wrote that letter. 
Presiden~.-If you are in favour of protection, I take it you are in favour 

of necessarily granting adequate protection; 9therwise you are throwing 
away your protection. What I mean is supposing we found on examining 
the oost of a really efficient mill, and we found that a duty of somewhere 
about 35 per cent. was necessary in order to enable that mill to sell its 
goods at a profit of 5 per cent., supposing that was the conclusion we arrived 
aj;, then if we allowed a duty of only 20 per cent., that protection is not 
going to protect. 

Mr. Mohafa.-Of course not. 
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Mr.' Bahimtoola.-Iquite agree with you. When I am calculating my 
own price for forward delivery, I calculate it on the basis of a profit which 
when the transaction takes place, that profit owing to the market price 
falling may not be realised, but that doesn't mean when. I am calculating 

• a price and placing my order 'with an importer, I am not taking into 
consideration at that time my own profit. It is only afterwards when the 
question arises that I may lose, but that doesn't mean that the price at 

. which I am ready to buy doesn't cQver my commission. 
Mr. Bariatya.-The idea of the dealers' margin is not so regular as the 

importers' oommission. That is the difficulty in telling you a definite figure 
about the margin to the dealer. 

Mr. Bahimtoola.-I want an approximate figure. 
Mr. Moha.ta.-l to Ii per cent. 
Mr. Bahimtoola.-You just now told us that as regards the difference 

between Japan and Lancashire there was about 5 per cent. on duty paid 
price, is that correct? 

Mr. Mookheriea.-It is difficult to tell you exactly .. But our idea is that 
the difference should be about 5 per cent. 

Mr. Bahimtoola.-You have taken into consideration the differential 
duties, because the duty paid price in the two cases would be different. It 
would be 100 plus 25. . 

Mr. Mohata.-We have not taken this 5(} per cent. 
Mr. Bahimtoola.-Even then it would be 25 and 811 per ~t. 
Mr. Mohata.-The market price recently had bElen like that. 
Mr. Bahimtoola.-According to you it will be nearly 11 per cent., 

because there is already a duty of 6 per cent. 
Mr. Mohata.-Yes. 
Mr. BaAimtoola.-You gave us to understand that the swadeshi move

ment is confined only to the finer class of goods or to the educated class. I 
suppose you can easily say that it is oonfined to the finer class of goods, is 
that correct? 

Mr. M ookheriea.-It is very difficult to make a classification' of people as 
it is difficult to make a classification of goods. 

Mr. BahimtooTa.-As far as I am able to understand that the better and 
educated class of people generally go in for fine goods. 

Mr. Mookheriea.-That is not true .. 
Mr. Bahimtoola.-Would you put down as 50 and 50P There is a feeling 

we were told among the consumers that people are gradua.Ily going on to 
fine oounts and they prefer finer counts as against ooarser oounts.· 

Mr. MookAeriea.-Particularly we have not studied that question from 
a political point of view. 

y,.. Bahimtoola.-I am now talking of the business point of view. The 
tendency of these people who want to erect mills in this country are taking 
to fine counts and for manufacturing fine counts there is a special machinery 
as against the general machinery for coarse counts. 

Mr. Mookheriea.-Fine counts have got good buyers if the prices are 
reasonable. 

Mr. Bahimtoola.-l am talking now of the general feeling that is in 
vogue in this country. ' 

Mr. Mookheriea.-I shall not be able to give any different classification. 
Educated people only prefer. 

Mr. Bahimtoola .. -Not the·'6du.cated. but the consumer class as such prefer 
fine goods at this juncture thau the cOarser counts. 

Mr. Mookheriea.-It is very difficult to work out any percentage. 
Mr. Bahimtoola.-We can see it from the trend of events that is happen

ing. Unless you are able to sell your goods, you won't manufacture goods 
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and having regard to the fact that most of the machinery that is now 
coming in is mostly for fine goods, there must be an increase in the demand 
from the consumers point of view. , , 

Mr. MookheTiea.-It is a question of price. If the prices are attractive,· 
finer ooqnts will be preferred. 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-Price question will come in only if you admit the first 
clause, namely that there is a tendency for finer class of goods. Then if 
that is so, owing to swadeshi movement people would go in for that 
irrespective of the price. As far as the educated people are concerned, I 
think that the swadeshi movement lends to this effect that they don't 
consider the price factor so important as the swadeshi factor. 

Mr. Mookherjea.-Yes a certain class of people prefer finer class of 
goods, 

Mr. Rahimtoola.-People who are more or less able to understand the 
political view of the question. You would not put down the swadeshi feeling 
in the general run of the feeling in India. 

Mr. Mookherjea.-No. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-AU communities are after all Indians. 
Mr', Mookhe-riea.-But the feelings are different. 
Mr. RahirMoola.-As regards the duty you are thinking of the charges 

which the management ha$ put down in the cost, of production. You say 
that even the present dutiell. ate too high and they should be reduced, if 
you look at your last paragraph, page 1, you say in spite of cheap labour, 
extensive market at hand and so on the industrialists of the country have 
failed to improve their system of management. Are you thinking of the 
charges of the Managing Agency system or are you thinking of the marketing 
of products Qr to the purchase of raw materials? 

Mr. Mookherjea.-We meant both. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-You mean the charges? 
Mr. 1IIookherjea.-The charges of production and marketing the goods. 
MI'. Rahimtoola.-Not the managing' agency charges? 
Mr. Mookherjea.-They are also included. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-There are various systems by, which the managing 

agents take their commission--some on their purchases, some on their sales, 
some on the profit, and so on. I wan~ to know whether your Chamber has 
any idea as to the class of commission which the managing agents are 
charging? 

1I1r. lJlookherjea.-We. have no opportunity of knowing these things. 
Mr. Rahimtnola.-a:'hat is what I .say. You are only talking of the 

marketing charges? 
Mr. Mookheriea.-Yes. 
Mr. Rahimtoola.-I do not understand why artificial silk goods do not 

come in competition. 
Mr. Mookherjea.-There is practically no manufacture of artificial silk 

piece-goods by the Indian mills. 
Mr. Bahimtoola.-Do they not compete with Indian made cotton piece

goods? 
Mr. Mookheriea.-Directly they do not, but indirec,tly th~y d.o compete 

with such classes of goods as were produced by IndIan mIlls m meagre 
quantities. 

President.-They compete principally with cotton f.ancies. . 
Mr. Mookherjea.-Not all fancies, but only certam classe~ of fanCles 

which the Indian mills do not manufacture or manufacture m very sman 
~uantities. 
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